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OEOBQE BELL & SONS.

JHE 'ii.nLME. FnjTinM qf the aritirh pnEis,

Tms fift,- pwn
Aldine Serip' iglish

poetical writu. ,
.

'

i _. • f the
eighteenth oentitiy. b'll j'l i Ui- ity of English
literature haa produced many .'iters eqo. , e -d »., ; .-^t ..isas far superior,

to the majority of their predu'^ossors ; and the widely augmented roll of

acknowledged English poets now contains many nam™ not represented
in the series of " Aldine Poets."

With a view of providing fo* this want, and of making a series which
haa long held a high place ia public estimation a more adequate represen-

tation of the whole body of English poetry, the Publishers have deter-

mined to issue a second series, which will contain some of the older poets,

and the works of recent writers, so far as may be practicable by arrange-

ment with the representatives of the poets whose works are still copyright.

One volume, or more, at a time vriU be issued at short intervals ,* they
will be unifarm in binding and style with the last fine-paper edition of the
Aldine Posts, in fcap. 8vo. size, printed at the Ohiswiok Press. Price
5g. per vohime.

Each volume will be edited with notes where necessary for elucidation of
the text ; a memoir wiU be prefixed and a pcirtrait, where an apthentrc
one is accessible.

The following are already published:

—

The Poems op William Blakb. Witb KLouoii by W. M. Eossetti,

and portrait by Jeena.

The Poems or Samuel Booebs. With Memoir by Edw«:d Bell, and
portrait by Jeeus.

The Poems ob' TsanAS Chattebton. 2 vols. Edited by the Bov.
W. Skeat, with Memoir by Edward Bell.

The Poems ot Sib Waltkb Baleioh, Sib Hugh Cotton, and Selec-
tions &om other Courtly Poets. With Introduction by the Bev. Dr.
Hannah, and portrait of Sir W. Baleigh.

The Pobms op Thomas Campbell, With Memoir by W. Allingham,
and portrait by Jeens.

The Poems op Geoese Heebeet. (Complete Edition.) With Memoir
by the Bev. A. B. Grosart, and portrait. *

The Poems op John EIeats. With Memoir by Lord Houghton, and
,

portrait by Jeens.
,

Saobed Poems and Pious Ejaculations e? Henet Vaughan. With
Memoir by Eev. H. h\ Lyte.

Coleeidge's Poehs. [Jji tlie Eress.

'"tOSDON: GEORGE BELL & SONS, YORK STREET, COVENT GaUDEN,



BTANDASD W0BE8 PVBLISEJED BY

In Ten VolimcB, price 2s. Bd. each; in half-morocco, £2 10ft

or, with Plates, £3 the set.

CHEAP ALDINB EDITION OF

SHAEESPEAEE'S DEAMATIO WORKS
Edited by S. W. SINGEE.

Uniform, wUh the Chea^ Edition of the Aldine Poets.

Thb formation of nmueronB Bbakespeare Beadmg Societies has create

a demand for a cheap portable edition, with legiblii ttpb, that ghaU pr
vide a sound text with such notes as may help to elucidate the meami
and assist in the better understanding of tie author. The Publishe
therefore determined to reprint Mr. Singer's well-known Edition, publishe
in 10 vols., small 8vo., for some time out of print, and issue it in a chea
form, uniform with the well-known Aldine Edition of British Poets. ^-

CONTENTS.
Vol. L The Life of Shakespeare. The Tempest. The Two Gentleme

of Verona. The Merry Wives of "Windsor. Measure fc

Measure,

VoL IL Comedy of Errors. Much Ado about Nothing. Love's Labon
Lost. Midsimuner Nighfs Dream. Merchant of Venice.

Vol. in. As You Like It. Taming of the Shrew. All's Well tha
Ends WeU. Twelfth Night, or What Yon Will.

Vol. rv. Winter's Tale. Pericles. King John. King Eiohard U.
Vol. V. King Henry IV., Parts L and n. King Henry V.
Vol. VI. King Henry VL, Parts L H. and HL King Kichard HI.
Vol, VII. King Henry VUI. TroUus and Cressida. Coriolanus.

Vol. Vni, Titus AndronicuB. Borneo and Juliet. Timon of Athens
JuUus Caasar,

Vol. IX. Macbeth. Hamlet, King Lear.

Vol. X. Othello. Antony and Cleopatra. Cymbeline:

Vniform with Ifis above, priae 2». 6d; in half-morooeo, 5».
CEITICAL ESSAYS ON THE PLAYS OF SHAKESPEARE,.

Bt William Watkibs Lloyd;
Giving a Buccioot account of the origin and source of each play, where

ascertainable and careful oriticismfl on the subject-matter of each.

Mame roea. The price for t^e Eleom Tohanes (rwt sold sefwraiel^) it £2 IBi.

LONDON: GEORGE BELL & SONS, TOEKJSTBEET, COVENT GAKDEn!



OEOSGE BELL & BONS.

POCKET VOLUMES.
A Sxans of Select Works of Favoiulte AnthoTS, adapted for general reading, moderate tu

price, compact and elegant in form, and executed in a style fitting them to be perma-
nent^ preserved. Impeiaal 32mo., cloth.

&att/3 Faiablaa from Nataie.
2 vulfi. 68.

Captain Satiyat's Uastennaii.
Ready, 2!. ei.

Lamb's Elia. Eliana and Last Essay
with Memoir, by Ba£bs CoBufTAU. 2
vols.' Bs.

Eacon'g Essayi, 2s. 6(f.

Boms'a Foems, Ss,

8oug8. 3s,

Coleridge'B Foems. 3a.

C, Dibdiu's Sea Songs and Ballads.
And others. 3s.

Kidshipman, The. Autobiographical

Sketthes of his own early Career, by Cap-
tain Basil Hau,, B.N., 7.6.3. 3t. ed.

Ideutenant and Commander. By
Captain BAsn. Hau, RJf., F.B.S. 3». 84

Steonge Herbert's Foems. 2s. 6(i,

Bemains. 2s.

George Herbert's Works. 3s. erf.

Tbe Sketch' Book. &j WASHoiaTOM
IBVTHO. 3s. 6(i;-

Tales of a Traveller. By Washino.
TON iBTINQ. 3t. id.

Charles Iamb's Tales fl^om Shak-
speare, 31.

Long:felIoWs EirangeUne and Toices,
Sea-aide, and Poems on Slavery. 3<.

MiltoM's Faradise Lost. Ss,

Eegained, & other Poems, 3i.

Bobin Hood Ballads, 3s.

Southey'g Life of Nelson, 3s.

Walton's Complete Angler,
traits cmd TS/ustrations. 3f

.

Par-

• Lives of Sonne, Wotton,
Hooker, &c. 3t. 6(S.

White's Katural History ^ 8el>
bom& 32. ed.

Shakspeare's Flays & Foems, Eeiqhtley's Edition. 13 Tols, in cloth case, 21s.

ELZISYIR SERIES.
Small fcap; 8vo.

TnsaE Volumes are Issned nnder the general title of " Elzevir Sskies," to dlstingnlsh
them from other collections. This general title has been adopted to indicate the spirit iawhich
they are prepared ; that is to say, with the greatest possible accuracy as regards text, and
the highest degree of beauty that can be attained in the workmanship.
They are printed at the Chiswick Press, on fine paper, with wide margins, and issued In

a neat cloth binding.

Longfellow's Evangeline, Voices,
Sea-side and Fire-side. 4s. 6d. With
Portrait.

- Hiawatha, and The fiolden
Legend. 4s. ed.

— Wayside Inn, Siles Standlsh,
Spanish Student. 4s. ed.

Bums's Foetical Works. 4s, 6rf.

mSh PartvaU.
— Songs and Ballads. 4s, 6<;.

'Hae BiMiout contain <iM au a^ipngld
l^asmpttbUiilied in the JMint editioa.

Cowper^s Foetical Wojks, 2 v»ls„.

each 4s. ed. With Portra4t.

Coleridge's Foems. is, Bd. With
PortrcUt.

Irving'g Sketch Book,
Portrait.

5s. Witk

Tales of a Traveller. 58.

Mlton's Faradise Lost, is, Scl. Witit
Portrait

— Eegained. 4s. 6d,

Shakspeare's Flays and Foems,
Carefully edited by Thokas Kieqbielei.
In seven volumes. 6s. each.

Southey's Life of Nelson. 4s, 6d,
With Portrait of Nelsoh.

Walton's Angler. 4s. 6d. With a

Lives of Sonne, Hooker,
Herbert, &c. Ss. With Portrait.

LONiD6SvGEO.BGE BELL * SONS, YOKE STREET, COVENT GARDEN.



STANDABD W0BK8 PUBLISHED BY

HISTORY AND TRAVELS.

Rome and the Campagna. A' Historical and To
graphical Description of the Site, Bmldinga,and Nelghboarhood of ancient Borne.
the ReT. Robekt Bubn, late Fellow and Tntor of Trinity College, Cambridge. \
eighty engraTinge by Jbwitt, and nnmeroos Maps and PlaDB, and an Appes
bringing the Work down to 18J6. Demy 4to. ^ 3i.

Old Rome. A Handbook of the Euins of the Ancient C:
and the Campagna, for the nse of Travellers. By K. Bdek, M.A. With Ilus
tions, Maps, and Flans. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Ancient Athens; Its History, Topography, and E
MAINS. By Thomas Hehe¥ Dteb, LLJ)., Author of The History of the King
Rome." Super-royal 8vo. Ulnstrated, cloth. £i si.

The History of the Kings of Rome. By Dr. T.
DiBH, Author of the "History of the City of Eome ;"• "Pompeii: Ita Hisb
Antiquities," &c., with a Prefatory Disaertation on the Sources and Evidence of EaSoman History. 8vo. 16<.

Modern Europe, from the Fall of Constantinople
1463. By Thomas Henbt Dysb, IJ,.D. Second Edition, Kevised and Oontinu

The Decline of the Roman Republic. By the late Geoe
LoNO M.A, Editor of "Cffisar-s Commentaries," "Cicero's Orations," &c. - Svo

11 ii.'^Tthe^S™^I'T1^ ^ "^^^ "' '^^ ^"^"^^ ^«- »*-

Z"} ^'-^^2 "? ^^^""^ \'-^'"\ Camraigns and of contemporaneous events. IMVol. V. From the Invasion of Italy by Julius Cssar to his Death. 14i.

A History of England during the Early and MiddAGES By C^. Peaksoh, M.A., FeUowof Oriel College, Oxford, and Ute Lectn

^I^^Jf^l^^^f^^^^-.^f?"^^ Second Edition, revisS'anderJSJsf?
VoLLtotheDeathofCoenrdeLion. 16i. VoL II. to the Death of EdwardT^ 14

Historical Maps of England. By 0. H. Peakson M
FoUo. Third Edition, revised. 31? 6d

J ^. J^. i. JiAJS&OJSI, m...

MuSle^lTes."'"'*'"^
^™ ^^ "' ^"^^ "* ™^'™* P'"'*^ ""^ng the Early s

^^^w?.®^®*"* °^ *^® Exodus. Journeys on Foot in i

Sinai Survey Enpedition and C. F.T^^^^^^-^^ ^^^^ '

LONDON: GEORGE BELL & SONS. YORK STREET, CXJVENT GARDE



OEOBOE BELL & BONB.

STANDARD WORKS.
Corpus Poetarum Latinorum. Edited by iS. Walkbe.

One thlcb vol. 8vo. Cloth, 18s.

ContalulHg ;—CatuUns, Lacietins, VlrgUlna, 'Hbnllna, Propertins, Ovidlns, HoraUiu,
Phaedrus, Lncanns, Persins, JayenallB, MartiatlB, Sulplcla, Statioa, tSiUna Italicns, Valerius
FlaccuB, Calparnlns S^colas, Aasonias, and Claudlanng.

Cruden's Concordance to the Old and New Testament,
or an Alphabetical and Classified Index to the Holy Bible, specially adapted for Sonday
School Teachers, containing nearly 64,000 references. Xhoronghly revised and con-
densed by a. H. Hasbat. Fcap. 3s.

Perowne (Canon). The Book of Psalms. A New
Translation, with lotrodnctlons and Notes, Critical and Explanatory. By the Very Rev.
J. J. Stewaet Pekowhb, Dean of Peterborough. 8vo. Vol. I., Fifth lidition, 18« :

Vol. n„ Fifth Edition, 16«.

Abeidged Edition for Schools. Fourth Edition. Crown
8vo. lOS. id. I

Adams (Dr. £!.). The Elements of the English Lan-
GrtJAGE. By Ebkest Aoaws, Ph.D. Eighteenth Edition. Post 8vo. 4s. 6d.

Whewell (Dr.). Elements of Morality, including Polity.
By W. Whbwbll, D.D., formerly iSIaster of Trinity College, Cambri(tee. Foarth
Edition. In 1 vol. 8vo. ISt.

BIOGRAPHIES BY THE LATE SIR ARTHUR HELPS, K.C.B.

The Life of Hernando Cortes, and the Conquest of
MEXICO. DedicAted to Thomas Carlyle. a.vols. Crown 8vo. I5s.

The Life of Christopher Columbus, the Discoverer of
AMERICA. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.

The Life of Pizarro. With Some Aoconnt of his Aeso-
dates In the Conquest of Peru. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.

The Life of Las Casas, the Apostle of the Indies.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.

The Life and Epistles of St. Paul. By Thomas Lewin,
Esq., M.A., F£.A., Trinity College, Oxford, Barrister-at-Law, Author of "Fasti
Sacri," " Siege of Jerusalem," " Cfflsar's Invasion," " Treatise on Trusta," &c. With
upwards of 350 Illustrations finely engraved on Wood, Maps, Flans, &c. Fourth
Edition. In 2 vols., demy 4to. £2 2t.

' "Tills is one of those works wliich demand from critics and from the pabllc, hefore
attempting to estimate its merits in detail, an unqualified tribute of admiration. The first

glance tells us that the book is one on which the leisure of a busy lifetime and the whole
resources of an enthusiastic author have been lavished without stint This work ia a
kind of British Museum for this period and subject in small comnass. It is a series of
galleries of statues, gems, coins, documents, letters, l30oks, and relics, throngh which the
reader may wander at leisure, and which he may animate with his own musings and reflec-
tions. It mast be remembered throughout that this delightful and Instructive collection ia

the result of the devotion of a lifotime, and deserves as much honour and recognition as
many a museum or picturo-gallery which has preserved its donor's name for generations."
—ISma.

LONDON : GEORGE BELL & SONS, YOEK STREET, COVENT GARDEN.
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BTANBABD W0BE8 PUBLISHED BY

ILLUSTRATED OR POPULAR EDITIONS OF
STANDARD WORKS.

Dante's Divine Comedy. Translated by the Eev. Henet
Fkabois Cabt. With all the Author's Copyright Kmeadations. Post 8vo. 3». M.

Shakespeare. Shakespeare's Plays and Poems. With
Notes and Life by Chaalbs Khioht, and 40 engraviDgs on wood by Habvet. Boyal

8vo. Cloth. 103. ed.

Fielding. Works of Henry Fielding, complete. With
Memoir of the Anthor by Thokujs Eosoob, and 20 Plates by Geobgb Cbuieshabs.
Medium 8vo. 14«.

Fielding. The Novels separately. With Memoir by
Thouas Rosooe, and Plates by asoBaE Cbdibsuahk. Medium 8vo. 1i. 6<J.

Swift. Works of Jonathan Swift, D.D. Containing
interesting and valuable passages not hitherto published. With Memoir of the Author
by Thomas Rosooe. 2 vols. Medium 8vo. 24«.

Smollett. Miscellaneous Works of Tobias Smollett
Complete in 1 vol. With Memoir of the Author by Thomas Boscos. 21 Plates by
Geobqe Cruikshahk. Medium 8vo. 14*.

Lamb. The Works of Charles Lamb. With a Memoir
by Sir Thomas Nook TALFonao. Imp. 8vo. loi. 6d.

Goldsmith's Poems. Ultistrated. 16mo. 2«. 6d.

Wordsworth's White Doe of Rylstono ; or, the Pate of
THE NOETONS. niustrated. l6mo. 3». id.

Longfellow's Poetical Works. With nearly 250 Ulnstra-
tions by BiBKBT FOSTBK, TEHl.iEL, GODWIN, THOMAS, &c. In I vol. 21«.

Longfellow's Evangeline. Illnstrated. 16mo. 3«. 6d.

Longfellow's Wayside Inn. Illnstrated, 16mo. 3«. Qd.

Adelaide Anne Procter's Legends and Lyrics. The
lUuBtrated Edition. With Additional Poems, and an Introduction by Charles
DiCKKNB, a Portrait by Jekns. and 20 Illustrations by Eminent Artists, and a short
Memoir by Mrs. Ewnfa. Fcap. 4tOi Ornamental cloth. 21«,

Mrs. Qatty's Parables from Nature. A Handsomely
Illustrated Edition ; with Notes on the Natural Histoiy, and numeroua Full-page
Illustrations by the most eminent Artists of the present day. New compute eiitUm^
witk Short Memoir by J. H. Ewikg. Fcapi 4to. 31j,

The Book of Gems. Selections from, the British
POETS. Illustrated with upwards of 160 Steel Engravings. Edited by S. C. Hail,
3 vols. Handsomely bound in walnut. 21 «. each.

FiBST Seeies—Chaucer to Drtt>ek"o

Secohd Series—Swift to Burns.
THm> Series—Wordsworth to Tehnysok.

LONDON: GEORGE BELL & SONS, YORK STREET, COVENT G.l^OSN,
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OEORGE BELL & 80NB.

BOOKS FOR THE YOUNG.

CAPTAIN MARRTATS BOOKS FOR BOYS.

Poor Jack. With Sixteen Illustrations after Designs by
Clabkson Stanfield, R.A. Tweaty-sGcond Edition. Post 8vo., 3s. 64. Gilt, 4f. 6(i.— People's Edition, Illustrated. Demy 4to., 6i.

Cheap Edition. Fcap. 8vo., &d.

The Mission ; or, Scenes in Africa. With JUustrations
by JOBH GiLBEBT. FoBt 8vo., 3s. ii. out, K. M.

The Settlers in Canada. With Illustrations by Gilbert
and Dalziki.. Post 8vo.,,3s. 6d. Gilt, 4i. 6(2.

The Privateers Man. Adventures by Sea and Land
IN CIVIL AJSro SAVAGE LIFE, ONE HUNDIMD YBABS AGO. BlnBtrated
wltli Eiglit Steel Engravings. Post 8vo., 3s. 6d. Gilt, lit. 6(2.

Masterman Beady; or, the Wreck of the Pacific.
EmbeUlfltaed with Ninety-threeEn^avings on Wood. Post 8vo., S<. 6<L Giltj 4f.6d.

People's Edition, Illustrated. Demy 4to., 6c?.

— Cheap Edition. Ecap. 8vo., 6d.

The Pirate and Three Cutters. DluBtrated with Eight
steel Engravings baas. Drawings by Glabsson Stakpibld, fi.A. WiUi a Memoir
of the Author. Post Svo., 3!. ei. Gilt, it. ed.

A Boy's Locker. A Smaller Edition of the above Tales,
in 12 volumes, enclosed -In a (x>mpa£t cloth box. aU.

Hans Christian Andersen's Tales for Children. With
Forty-eight Fall-page mnstrations by Wehnert, and Fifty-seven Small Engravings
on Wood by W. Thomas. A new Edition. Very handsomely bonnd. 6«.

Hans Christian Anderseji's Fairy Tjales and Sketches.
Translated by C. C. Peaobby, H. Wabd, A, Pleshbs, &o. With 104 Dlustrationa by
Otto Sfeckteb and others. 6».

This volume contahis several talea that are in no other Edition pnbllshed In this
country, and with the above volume it forms the most complete English Edition,

Mrs. Alfred Gatty's Presentation Bos for Young
PEOPLE. Containing " Parables from Nature," "Aunt Judy's Tales," and other
Popular Books, 9 volumes in all, beautifully printed, neatly bound, and enclosed in
a cloth box. 31s. 6(2. Any single volume at 3«. 6(2.

Anecdotes of Dogs. By Edward Jesse. With Illustra-
tions. Post Svo. Cloth. Es. .With Thirty-four Steel Engravings after Coopbe.
Laudseeb, So. *«. ed.

" '

The Natural History of Selborne. By Gjlbert Wnrn!.
Edited by Jesse. Illustrated with Forty Engravings. Post Svo. Ss. : or with the
Plates Coloured, ?s. 6(2.

A Poetry Book for Schools. Illustrated with Thirtv-
seven highly-finished Engravings by C.'W. Cofe, R.A., HEiHSLEr. Paibbb. SmL
Thomas, (mdawras. eK>wn,«jo. . H.

~«.u.^ „,Mia,

Select Parables iucam Matuass. IBy Mrs. Gattt. For
the Use of Sch(tols. Fcf^p. Is.

«e^esjieii« reprinted In Amefl(a, seleetions from Mrs. Gate's Parables have
been tranaated »ndApHbUBhed.incthe<.aenaaii,WiBn(ih,at»U«n, iEnsslmi, Danish andSwedish languages. ' """"' """

LONDON: GSIORGE BELL & SONS, TOEK STKEET COVENT GARDEN
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BOHN'S STANDARD LIBRARY.

ADDISON'S WOEKS,

Vol. III.



" Mr. Addison is generally allowed to be the most con-ect and elegant of

all our writers
;
yet some inaccuracies of style have escaped him, which

it is the chief design of the following notes to point out. A work of

this sort, well executed, would be of use to foreigners who study our

language ; and even to such of our countrynien as wish to write it in

perfect purity. "

—

R. Worcester \_Jip' Iiurtf\.

" I set out many years ago with a warm admiration of this amiable wiiter

[Addison] . I then took a b-urfeit of his natural, easy manner ; and was
taken, like my betters, with the raptures and high rights of Shakspeare.

My maturer judgment, or lenient age, (call it which you will,) has now
led me back to the favourite of my youth. And here, I think, I shall

stick ; for such useful sense, in so charming words, I find not elsewhere.

His taste is so pure, and his Virgilian prose (as Dr. Young styles it) so

exquisite, that I have but now found out, at the close of a critical life,

the fuU value of his writings."

—

Ibid.

"Whoever wishes to attain an English style, familiar but not coarse, and
elegant but not ostentatious, must give his days and nights to the

volumes of Addison."

—

Dr. Johnson.

**It was not till three generations had laughed and wept over the pages of

Addison that the omission \of a monument to his memory] was supplied

by public veneration. At length, in our own time, his image, skilfully

graven, appeared in Poets' Corner.—Such a mark of national respect

was due to the unsullied statesman, to the accomplished scholar, to the
master of pure English eloquence, to the consummate painter of life and
manners. It was due, above all, to the great satirist, who alone knew
how to use ridicule without abusing it, who, without inflicting a wound,
efiPected a great social reform, and who reconciled wit and virtue, afler

a long and disastrous separation, during which wit had been led astray
by profligacy, and virtue by fanaticism."

—

Macaulay.



THE WORKS

EIGHT HONOUEABLB

JOSEPH ADDISON.

WITH NOTES

Bt richakd htjed, d.d.

LDHD BISHOP OF WOBCESTER*

I %m fMtinn,

WITH lAKGE ADDITIONS, CHIEFLY UNPUBLISHED,

COLLECTED AND EDITED BT HENRI G. BOHN.

IN SIX VOLUMES.

VOL. III.
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CONTENTS, VOL. III.

The Spectator. ^aqb

162. On Inconstancy and Irresolution . . . 1 _
163. Disappointment in Love—Letter from Leonora

—

Consolation...... _A—
164. Story of Theodosius and Constantia . . 7
165. Introduction of French Phrases in the History of the

War—Specimen in a Letter . . . 12

166. Durability of Writing—Anecdote of an atheistical

Author ...... _U—
169. On Good-nature, as the Effect of Constitution . IS

170. On Jealousy . . . . . 21

171. Subjec continued— Address to those who have jealous

Husbands . ... ^6
173. Account of a Grinning-match . . .3^
177. Good-nature, as a Moral Virtue . . . 3i
179. Various Dispositions of Readers—Account of a Whis-

tling-match—Yawning .... 38
181. Cruelty of Parents in the Affau- of Marriage . 41

183. On Fable—Fable of Pleasure and Pain . . 45
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—Servetur ad imum
Qualis ab incepto processerit, et sibi constet. Hor.

Nothing that is not a real crime, makes a man appear so

contemptible and little in the eyes of the world as incon-

stancy, especially when it regards religion or party. In
either of these cases, though a man perhaps does hut his

•duty in changing his side, he not only makes himself hated

by those he left, but is seldom heartily esteemed by those he
comes over to.

In these great articles of life, therefore, a man's convic-

tion ought to be very strong, and, if possible, so well timed,

that worldly advantages may seem to have no share in it,

or mankind will be ill-natured enough to think he does

not change sides out of principle, but either out of levity of

temper or prospects of interest. Converts and renegadoes
of all kinds should take particular care to let the world see

they act upon honourable motives ; or whatever approbations
"they may receive from themselves, and applauses from those

they converse with, they may be very well assured that they
are the scorn of all good men, and the public marks of in-

(famy and derision.

Irresolution on the schemes of life which offer themselves

to OUT choice, and inconstancy in pursuing them, are the

greatest and most universal causes of all our disquiet and un-
happiness.

J
When ambition pulls one way, interest another,

inclinationA third, and perhaps reason contrary to all, a

man is likely to pass his time but iU who has so many dif-

ferent parties to please. When the mind hovers among such

a variety of allurements, one had better settle on a way of

life that is not the very best we might have chosen, than

r*-
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grow old without determiuing our choice, and go out of the

world, as the greatest part of mankind do, before we have re-

solved how to live in it. There is but one method of setting

ourselves at rest in this particular, and that is, by adhering

stediastly to one great end, as the chief and ultimate aim of

aU our pursuits. If we are firmly resolved to Hve up to the

dictates of reason, without any regard to wealth, reputation,

or the like considerations, any more than as they fall in with

our principal design, we may go through life with steadiness

and pleasure ; but if we act by several broken views, and

wiU not only be virtuous, but wealthy, popular, and every-

thing that has a value set upon it by the world, we shall live

and die in misery and repentance.

One would take more than ordinary care to guard one-

self against this particular imperfection, because it is that

which our nature very strongly inclines us to ; for if we ex-

amine ourselves thoroughly, we shall find that we are the most

changeable beings in the universe. In respect of our imder-

standmg, we often embrace and reject the very same opinions

;

whereas beings above and beneath us, have probably no opi-

nions at all, or at least no waverings and uncertainties in

those they have. Our superiors are guided by iutuition, and

our inferiors by instinct. In respect of our wills, we fall in-

to crimes and recover out of them, are amiable or odious in

the eyes of our great Judge, and pass our whole life in of-

fending and asking pardon. On the contrary, the beings

underneath us are not capable of sinning, nor those above us

of repenting. The one is out of the possibilities of duty,

and the other fixed in an eternal course of sin or an eternal

course of virtue.

There is scarce a state of life, or stage in it, which does not
produce changes and revolutions in the mind of man. Our
schemes of thought in infancy are lost in those of youth

;

these too take a different turn in manhood, till old age often

le^ds us back into our former infancy. A new title, or an un-
expected success, throws us out of ourselves, and in a manner
destroys our identity. A cloudy day, or a little sunshine,

have as great an influence on many constitutions, as the most
real blessings or misfortunes. A dream varies our being,

and changes ova condition while it lasts
; and every passion,

not to mention health and sickness, and the greater alterations

in body and mind, makes us appear almost different creatures.
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If a man is so distinguished among other beings by tliis in-

firmity, what can we think of such as make themselves re-

markable for it even among their own species ? It is a very

trifling character to be one of the most variable beings of the

most variable kind, especially if we consider that he who is

the great standard of perfection, has in him no shadow of

change, but is the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever.

As this mutability of temper and inconsistency with our-

selves is the greatest weakness of human nature, so it makes
the person who is remarkable for it, in a very particular man-
ner, more ridiculous than any other infirmity whatsoever, as it

sets him in a greater variety of foolish lights, and distinguishes

him from himself by an opposition of party-coloured charac-

ters. The most humorous character in Horace is founded
upon this imevenness of temper and irregularity of conduct.

—Sardus habetat
lUe Tigellius lioc. Cicsar qui cogere posset,

Si peteret per amicitiam patris, alque euam, non
Quidquam proflceret : Si collibuisset, ab ovo
Usque ad mala citaret, 16 Bacche, modo summl
Voce, modo Mo resonat quie chordis quatuor ima.
Nil aequale homini fuit illi : Saepe Telut qui
Currebat fugiens hostem : Perssepe velut qui
Junonis sacra ferret. Habebat ssepe ducentos,
Saepe decern servos. Modo, reges atque tetrarchas,
Omnia magna loquens. Modo sit mihi mense tripes, el
Concha salis puri, et toga, quae defendere frigus,

Quamvis crassa, queat. Decies centena dedisses
Huic pareo paucis contento, quinque diebus
Nil erat in loculis. Noctes vigilabat ad ipsum
Mane

; Diem totam stertebat. Nil fuit unquam
Sic impar sibi— Hon. Sat. 3, lib. i.

Instead of translating this passage in Horace, I shall en-
tertain my English reader vsdth the description of a paralla^
character, that is wonderfully well finished, by Mr. Dryden,
and raised upon the same foundation.

In the first rank of these did Zimri stand

:

A man so various, that he seemed to be
Not one, but all mankind's epitome.
Stiff in opinions, always in the wrong

;

Was everything by starts, and nothing long

:

But, in the course of one revolving moon,
Was Chemist, Fiddler, Statesman, and Buffoon

:

Then all for women, painting, rhyming, drinking,
Besides ten thousand freaks that died in thinking.
Blest madman, who could every hour employ,
With something new to Avish, or to erjoy

!

B 2
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—Si quid ego adjuero, curamve levasso,

Qufp nuncte coquit, et I'ersat sub pectore fixa,

Ecqiiid ei-it pretii ? Enn. ap. Tullium.

iNQriKiES after happiness, and rules for attaining it, are

not so necessary and useful to mankind as the arts of conso-

lation, and supporting' oneself under affliction. The ut-

most we can hope for in this world is contentment ; if we
aim at anything higher, we shall meet with nothing but grief

and disappointments. A man should direct all his studies

and endeavours at making himself easy now, and happy
hereafter.

The truth of it is, if aU the happiness that is dispersed

through the whole race of mankind in this world were drawn
together, and put into the possession of any single man, it

would not make a very happy being. Though, on the con-

trary, if the miseries of the whole species were fixed in a

single person, they would make a very miserable one.

I am engaged in this subject by the following letter, which,

though subscribed by a fictitious name, I have reason to

believe is not imaginary.

"Me. Spectatoe,
1 am one of your disciples, and endeavour to live up

to your rules, which I hope will incline you to pity my con-
dition ; I shall open it to you in a very few words. About
three years since a gentleman, whom, I am sure, you your-
seK would have approved, made his addresses to me. He
had everything to recommend him but an estate, so that my
friends, who all of them applauded his person, would not for

the sake of both of vis favour his passion. For my own part,

I resigned myself up entirely to the direction of those who
knew the world much better than myself, but still lived in
liopes that some juncture or other would make me happy in
the man whom, in my heart, I preferred to all the world

;

being determined, if I could not have him, to have nobody
else. About three months ago I received a letter from him,
acquainting me, that by the death of an uncle he had a con-

' We may say,

—

the arts of consolation, and the arts of supporting one-
self,
—but not both together. Ii had been better thus : the arts of con-

solation and directions for svpportinff oneself.
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Biderable estate left him, nliicli lie said was welcome to him
upon no other account, hut as he hoped it would remove ail

difficulties that lay in the way to our mutual happiness.

You may well suppose, sir, with how much joy I received

this letter, which was followed by several others filled with
those expressions of love and joy, which I verily believe no-
body felt more sincerely, nor knew better how to describe,

than the gentleman I am speaking of But, sir, how shall I

be able to tell it you! By the last week's post I received a

letter from an intimate friend of this unhappy gentleman,

acquainting me, that as he had just settled his affairs, and
was preparing for his journey, he fell sick of a fever and
died. It is impossible to express to you the distress I am
in upon this occasion. I can only have recourse to my devo-

tions, and to the reading of good books, for my consolation
;

and as I always take a particular delight in those frequent

advices and admonitions which you give the public, it would
be a very great piece of charity in you to lend me your as-

sistance in this conjuncture. If, after the reading of this letter,

j'ou find yourself in a humour rather to rally and ridicule,

than to comfort me, I desire you would throw it into the fire,

and think no more of it ; but if you are touched with my
misfortune, which is greater than I know how to bear, your
counsels may very much support, and will infinitely oblige,

the afflicted Leonoea."

A disappointment in love is more hard to get over than
any other ; the passion itself so softens and subdues the
heart, that it disables it from struggling or bearing up against
the woes and distresses which befall it. The mind meets
with other misfortunes in her whole strength ; she stands
collected within herself, and sustains the shock with all the
force which is natural to her ; but a heart in love has its

foundations sapped, and immediately sinks under the weight
of accidents that are disagreeable to its favourite passion.

In afflictions, men generally draw their consolations out
of books of morality, which, indeed, are of great use to for-

tify and strengthen the mind against the impressions of sor-

row. Monsieur St. Evremont, who does not approve of this

method, recommends authors who are apt to stir up mirth in
the mind of the readers, and fancies Don Quixote can give

more relief to an heavy heart, than Plutarch or Seneca, as it
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18 much easier to divert grief than to conquer it. This doubt-

less may have its effects on some tempers. I should rather

have recourse to authors of a quite contrary kind, that give

us instances of calamities and misfortunes, and show human
nature in its greatest distresses.

If the affliction we groaiU under be very heavy, we shall

find some consolation in the society of as great sufferers as

ourselves, especially when we find our companions men of

virtue and merit. If our afflictions are light, we shall be

comforted by the comparisons we make between ourselves

and our fellow-sufferers. A loss at sea, a fit of sickness, or

the death of a friend, are such trifles when we consider whole
kingdoms laid in ashes, families put to the sword, wretches

shut up in dungeons, and the like calamities of mankind,
that we are out of countenance for our own weakness, if we
sink under such little strokes of fortune.

Let the disconsolate Leonora consider, that at the very time
in which she languishes for the loss ofher deceased lover, there

are persons in several parts of the world just perishing in a
shipwreck ; others crying out for mercy in the terrors of a
death-bed repentance ; others lying under the tortures of

an infamous execution, or the like dreadful calamities ; and
she will find her sorrows vanish at the appearance of those
which are so much greater and more astonishing.

I would further propose to the consideration of my afflicted

disciple, that possibly what she now looks upon as the great-

est misfortune, is not really such in itself. For my own
part, I question not but our souls, in a separate state, will

look back on their lives in quite another view, than what
tliey had of them in the body ; and that what they now con-
sider as misfortunes and disappointments, will very often ap-
pear to have been escapes and blessings.

The mind that hath any cast towards devotion, naturally
flies to it in its afflictions.

"Wlien I was in France, I heard a very remarkable story
of two lovers, which I shall relate at length in my to-mor-
row's paper, not only because the circumstances of it are
extraordinary, but because it may serve as an illustration to
all that can be said on this last head, and show the power of
religion in abating that particular anguish which seems to
lie so heavy on Leonora. The story was told me by a priest,
as I travelled with him in a stage-coach. I shall give it my
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reader, as well as I can remember, in his own words, after

having premised, that if consolations may be drawn from a

wrong religion and a misguided devotion, they cannot but
flow much more naturally from those which are founded upon
reason, and established in good sense.

No. 164. TEIDAT, SEPTEMBEE 7.

Ilk
;
quis et me, inquit, miseram, et te perdidit, Orpheu ?

Jamque vale : feror ingenti circumdata nocte,

Invalidasque tibi tendens, heu ! non tua, palmas. Vibg.

CoNSTAiTTiA was awoman of extraordinary wit and beauty,

but very unhappy in a father, who having arrived at great

riches by his own industry, took delight in nothing but his

money. Theodosius was the younger son of a decayed family,

of great parts and learning, improved by a genteel and vir-

tuous education. When he was in the twentieth year of his

age, he became acquainted with Constantia, who had not then
passed her fifteenth. As he lived but a few miles' distance

from her father's house, he had frequent opportunities of see-

ing her ; and by the advantages of a good person, and a pleas-

ing conversation, made such an impression in her heart as it

was impossible for time to efface : he was himself no less

smitten with Constantia. A long acquaintance made them
still discover new beauties in each other, and by degrees

raised in them that mutual passion which had an influence on
their following lives. It unfortunately happened, that in the
midst of this intercourse of love and friendship between
Theodosius and Constantia, there broke out an irreparable

quarrel between their parents, the one valuing himself too
much upon his birth, and the other upon his possessions.

The father of Constantia was so incensed at the father of
Theodosius, that he contracted an unreasonable aversion to-

wards his son, insomuch that he forbad him his house, and
charged his daughter upon her duty never to see him more.
In the mean time, to break off all communications between
the two lovers, who he knew entertained secret hopes of some
favourable opportunity that should bring them together, he
found out a young gentleman of a good fortune and an agree-

able person, whom he pitched upon as a husband for his

daughter. He soon concerted' this affair so well, that he told
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Constantia it was his design to marry her to such a gentle-

man, and that her wedding should be celebrated on such a

day. Constantia, who was overawed with the authority of

her father, and unable to object anything against so advan-

tageous a match, received the proposal with a profound

silence, which her father commended in her, as the most de-

cent manner of a virgin's giving her consent to an overture

of that kind. The noise of this* intended marriage soon

reached Theodosius, who after a long tumult of passions,

which naturally rise in a lover's heart on such an occasion,

writ the following letter to Constantia.

" The thought gf my Constantia, which for some years has

been my only happiness, is now become a greater torment to

me than I am able to bear. Must I then live to see you
another's ? The streams, the fields, and meadows, where we
have so often talked together, grow painful to me ; life itself

is become a burden. May you long be happy in the world,

but forget that there was ever such a man in it as
" Theodosius."

This letter was conveyed to Constantia that very evening,

who fainted at the reading of it ; and the next morning she

was much more alarmed by two or three messengers, that

came to her father's house one after another, to inquire if

they had heard anything of Theodosius, who it seems had
left his chamber about midnight, and could nowhere be
found. The deep melancholy which had hung upon his miad
some time before, made them apprehend the worst that could

befaU him. Constantia, who knew that nothing but the re-

port of her marriage could have driven him to such extremi-

ties, was not to be comforted : she now accused herself for

having so tamely given an ear to the proposal of a husband,
and looked upon the new lover as the murderer of Theodosius

:

in short, she resolved to suffer the utmost effects of her
father's displeasure, rather than comply with a marriage
which appeared to her so full of guilt and horror. The father
seeing himself entirely rid of Theodosius, and likely to keep
a considerable portion in his family, was not very much con-
cerned at the obstinate refusal of his daughter ; and did not
find it very difficult 'to excuse himself upon that account to
his intended son-in-law, who had aU along regarded this
ailiance rather as a marriage of convenience than of love,
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Constantia had now no relief but in her devotions and exer-

cises of religion, to which her afflictions had so entirely

subjected her mind, that after some years had abated the

violence of her sorrows, and settled her thoughts in a kind

of tranquillity, she resolved to pass the remainder of her days

in a convent. Her father was not displeased with a resolu-

tion which would save money in his family, and readily com-
plied with his daughter's intentions. Accordingly, in the

twenty-fifth year of her age, while her beauty was yet in all

its height and bloom, he carried her to a neighbouring city,

in order to look out a sisterhood of nuns among whom to

place his daughter. There was in this place a father of a
convent who was very much renowned for his piety and ex-

emplary life ; and as it is usual in the Bomish Church for

those who are under any great affliction, or trouble of mind,
to apply themselves to the most eminent confessors for par-

don and consolation, our beautiful votary took the oppor-
tujiity of confessing herself to this celebrated father.

We must now return to Theodosius, who the very morn-
ing that the above-mentioned inquiries had been made after

him, arrived at a religious house in the city, where now Con-
stantia resided ; and desiring that secrecy and concealment of
the fathers of the convent, which is very usual upon any ex-

traordinary occasion, he made himself one of the order, with
a private vow never to inquire after Constantia ; whom he
looked upon as given away to his rival upon the day on which,
according to common fame, their marriage was to have been
solemnized. Having in his youth made a good progress in
learning, that he might dedicate himself more entirely to re-

ligion, he entered into holy orders, and iu a few years be-
came renowned for his sanctity of life, and those pious sen-

timents which he inspired into all who conversed with him.
It was this holy man to whom Constantia had determined to
apply herself in confession, though neither she, nor any other
besides the prior of the convent, knew anything of his name
or family. The gay, the amiable Theodosius had now taken
upon him the name of father Francis ; and was so far con-

cealed in a long beard, a shaven head, and a religious habit,

that it was impossible to discover the man of the world in
the venerable conventual.

As he was one morning shut up in his confessional, Con-
Btantia, kneeling by him, opened the state of her soul to him:
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and after having given him the history of a life full of inno-

cence, she burst out into tears, and entered upon that part of

her story, in which he himself had so great a share. " My
behaviour (says she) has, I fear, been the death of a man
who had no other fault but that of loving me too much.

Heaven only knows how dear he was to me whilst he lived,

and how bitter the remembrance of him has been to me since

his death." She here paused, and lifted up her eyes, that

streamed with tears, towards the father ; who was so moved
with the sense of her sorrows, that he could only command
his voice, which was broke with sighs and sobbings, so far as

to bid her proceed. She followed his directions, and in a

flood of tears poured out her heart before him. The father

could not forbear weeping aloud, insomuch that in the ago-

nies of his grief the seat shook under him. Constantia, who
thought the good man was thus moved by his compassion

towards her, and by the horror of her guilt, proceeded with

the utmost contrition to acquaint him with that vow of vir-

ginity in which she was going to engage herself, as the pro-

per atonement for her sins, and the only sacrifice she could

make to the memory of Theodosius. The father, who by this

time had. pretty well composed himself, burst out again in

tears upon hearing that name to which he had been so long

disused, and upon receiving this instance of an unparalleled

fidelity from one who he thought had several years since

given herself up to the possession of another. Amidst the

interruptions of his sorrow, seeing his penitent overwhelmed
with grief, he was only able to bid her from time to time be
comforted—To tell her that her sins were forgiven her

—

That her guilt was not so great as she apprehended—That
she should not suffer herself to be afflicted above measure.
After which he recovered himseK enough to give her the ab-
solution in form ; directing her at the same time to repair to
him again the next day, that he might encourage her ia
the pious resolutions she had taken, and give her suitable
exhortations for her behaviour in it. Constantia retired, and
the next morning renewed her applications. Theodosius,
having manned his soul with proper thoughts and reflection^
exerted himself on this occasion in the best manner he could,
to animate his penitent in the course of life she was entering
upon, and wear out of her mind those groundless fears and
apprehensions which had taken possession of it ; concluding
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with a promise to her, that he would from time to time con-

tinue his adiEonition when she should have taken upon her

the holy veil. " The rules of our respective orders (says he)

will not permit that I should see you ; but you may assure

yourseK not only of having a place in my prayers, but of re-

ceiving such frequent instructions as I can convey to you by
letters. Go on cheerfully in the glorious course you have

undertaken, and you will quickly find such a peace and satis-

faction in your mind, which^ it is not in the power of the

world to give."

Constantia's heart was so elevated with the discourse of

father Francis, that the very next day she entered upon her

vow. As soon as the solemnities of her reception were over,

she retired, as it is usual, with the abbess into her own apart-

ment.
The abbess had been informed the night before of all that

had passed between her noviciate and father Francis : from
whom she now delivered to her the following letter.

" As the first-fruits of those joys and consolations which
you may expect from the life you are now engaged in, I must
acquaint you that Theodosius, whose death sits so heavy up-

on your thoughts, is still alive ; and that the father to whom
you have confessed yourself, was once that Theodosius whom
you so much lament. The love which we have had for one an-

other will make us more happy in its disappointment, than it

could have done in its success. Providence has disposed of

us for our advantage, though not according to our wishes.

Consider your Theodosius still as dead, but assure yourself

of one who will not cease to pray for you in father
" Pbancis."

Constantia saw that the hand-writing agreed with the con-

tents of the letter ; and upon reflecting on the voice of the

person, the behaviour, and, above all, the extreme sorrow of

the father during her confession, she discovered Theodosius

in evsry particular. After having wept with tears of joy,

"It is enough, (says she,) Theodosius is still ia being; I

shall live with comfort, and die in peace."

The letters which the father sent her afterwards are yet

extant in the nunnery where she resided, and are often read
' It should be a».
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to the youug religious, ia order to inspire them with good re-

solutions and sentiments of virtue. It so happened, that

after Constantia had lived about ten years in the cloister a

violent fever broke out in the place, which swept away great

multitudes, and among others, Theodosius. Upon his death-

bed he sent his benediction in a very moving manner to Con-

stantia ; who at that time was herself so far gone in the same

fatal distemper, that she lay delirious. Upon the interval

which generally precedes death in sicknesses of this nature,

the abbess, finding that the physicians had given her over,

told her that Theodosius was just gone before her, and that

he had sent her his benediction in his last moments. Con-

stantia, received it with pleasure • " And now, (says she,) if

I do not ask anything improper, let me be buried by Theo-

dosius. My vow reaches no farther than the grave. What
I ask is, I hope, no violation of it." She died soon after,

and was interred according to her request.

Their tombs are stiU to be seen, with a short Latin inscrip-

tion over them to the following purpose

:

Here lie the bodies of father Francis and sister Constance.

They were lovely in their lives, and in their deaths were not

divided.'

No. 165. SATUEDAT, SEPTEMBEE 8.

— Si forte necesse est,

Fingere cinctutis non exaudita Cethegis,

Continget : dabiturqiie licentia sumpta pudenter. HoR.

I HATE often wished, that as in our constitution there are

several persons whose business it is to watch over oiu" laws,

our liberties, and commerce, certain men might be set

apart as superintendents of our language, to hinder any
words of a foreign coin from passing among us ; and in

particular to prohibit any French phrases from becom-
ing current in this kingdom, when those of oiir own stamp
are altogether as valuable. The present war has so adut
terated our tongue with strange words, that it would be im-
possible for one of our great-grandfathers to know what his

' When the reader has felt the pathos of this little melancholy story
may be worth his while to go over it again, and see if it be not told through"
out in the purest English.
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posterity have been doing, were he to read their exploits in a

modern newspaper. Otup warriors are very industrious in

propagating the French language, at the same time that they
are so gloriously successful in beating down their power.

Our soldiers are men of strong heads for action, and perform

such feats as they 9jpe not able to express. They want words
in their own tongue to tell us what it is they achieve, and
therefore send us over accounts of their performances in a

jargon of phrases, which they learn among their conquered

enemies. They ought however to be provided with secreta-

ries, and assisted by our foreign ministers, to teU their story

for them in plain English, and to let us know in our mother-
tongue what it is our brave countrymen are about. The
ITrench would indeed be in the right to publish the news of

the present war in English phrases, and make their campaigns
unintelligible. Their people might flatter themselves that

things are not so bad as they really are, were they thus palli-

ated with foreign terms, and thrown iato shades and obscur-

ity ; but the English cannot be too clear in their narrative

of those actions, which have raised th.eir country to a higher

pitch of glory than it ever yet arrived at, and which will be
still the more admired, the better they are explained.

For my part, by that time a siege is carried on two or

three days, I am altogether lost and bewildered in it, and
meet with so many inexplicable difficulties, that I scarce know
which side has the better of it, till I am informed by the

tower guns that the place is surrendered. I do indeed make
some allowances for this part of the war, fortifications having
been foreign inventions, and upon that account abounding
ia foreign terms. But when we have won battles which may
be described in our own language, why are our papers filled

with so many unintelligible exploits, and the French obliged

to lend us a part oftheir tongue before we can know how they
are conquered ? They must be made accessor}^ to their own
disgrace, as the Britons were formerly so artificially wrought
in the curtain of the Roman theatre, that they seemed to

draw it up, in order to give the spectators an opportunity of

seeing their own defeat celebrated upon the stage ; for so

Mr. Dryden has translated that verse in Virgil,

Atque intertexti tollant aulsea Biitanni.

WMch interwoven Britons seem to raise,

And show the triumph that their shame displays.
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The histories of all our former wars are transmitted to us

in our vernacular idiom, to use the phrase of a great modern

critic. I do not find in any of our chronicles, that Edward

the Third ever reconnoitred the enemy, though he often dis-

covered the posture of the French, and as often vanquished

them in battle. The Black Prince passed many a river with-

out the help of pontoons, and filled a ditch with faggots as

successfully as the generals of our time do it with fascines.

Our commanders lose half their praise, and our people half

their joy, by means of those hard words and dark expressions

in which our newspapers do so much abound. I have seen

many a prudent citizen, after having read every article, in-

quire of his next neighbour what news the mail had brought.

I remember in that remarkable year when our country

was delivered from the greatest fears and apprehensions,

and raised to the greatest height of gladness it had ever felt

since it was a nation, I mean the year of Blenheim, I had

the copy of a letter sent me out of the country, which was
written from a young gentleman in the army to his father,

a man of good estate and plain sense : as the letter was
very modishly chequered with this modern military eloquence,

I shall present my reader with a copy of it.

"Sib,
tJpon the junction of the French and Bavarian armies

they took post behind a great morass which they thought im-

practicable. Our general the next day sent a party of horse
to reconnoitre them from a little hauteur, at about a quar-

ter of an hour's distance from the army, who returned again
to camp unobserved through several defiles, in one of which
they met with a party of French that had been marauding,
and made them all prisoners at discretion. The day after a

drum arrived at our camp, with a message which he would
communicate to none but the general ; he was followed by a
trumpet, who they say behaved himself very saucily, with a
message from the Duke of Bavaria. The next morning our
army, being divided into two corps, made a movement to-

wards the enemy
;
you will hear in the public prints how we

treated them, with the other circumstances of that glorious
day. I had the good fortune to be in the regiment that
pushed the Grens d'Arms. Several French battalions, who
some say were a Corps de Eeserve, made a show of resistance

;
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but it only proved a gasconade, for upon our preparing to fill

up a little fosse, in order to attack them, they beat the Cha-
made, and sent us Charte Blanche. Their commandant,
with a great many other general officers, and troops without

number, are made prisoners of war, and will, I believe, give

you a visit in England, the' cartel not being yet settled. Not
questioning but these particulars will be very welcome to you,

I congratulate you upon them, and am your most dutiful

son,"i&c.

The father of the young gentleman upon the perusal of

the letter found it contained great news, but could not guess

what it was. He immediately communicated it to the curate

of the parish, who upon the reading of it, being vexed to see

anything he could not understand, fell into a kind of passion,

and told him, that his son had sent him a letter that was
neither fish, flesh, nor good red herring. I wish, said he,

the captain may be compos mentis, he talks of a saucy trum-
pet, and a drum that carries messages ; then who is this

Charte Blanche ? he must either banter us, or he is out of

his senses. The father, who always looked upon the curate

as a learned man, began to fret inwardly at his son's usage,

and producing a letter which he had written to him about
three posts afore. You see here, says he, when he writes for

money, he knows how to spealt intelligibly enough ; there
is no man in England can express himself clearer, when he
wants a new furniture for his horse. In short, the old man
was so puzzled upon the point, that it might have fared ill

with his son, had he not seen all the prints about three days
after filled with the same terms of art, and that Charles only
writ like other men.

No. 166. MONDAY, SEPTEMBEE 10.

—Quod nee Jovis ira, nee ignis,

Nee poterit ferrum, nee edax abolere vetustas. Ovid.

Aeistotle tells us, that the world is a copy or transcript

of those idea.s which are in the mind of the First Being, and
' It is remarkal)le that most of the French terms inserted in this letter,

in order to expose the affectation of the writer, are now grown so familiar
among us, that few men would think of expressing themselves on the like

occasion in any other.
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those ideas which are in the mind of man are a transcript

of the world : to this we may add, that words are the tran-

script of those ideas which are ia the mind of man, and

that writing or printing is the transcript of words.

As the Supreme Being has expressed, and as it were

printed, his ideas in the creation; men express their ideas in

hooks, which hy this great invention of these latter ages, may
last as long as the sun and moon, and perish only in the ge-

neral wreck of nature. Thus Cowley in his poem on the resur-

rection, mentioning the destruction of the universe, has those

admirable hues.

Now all the wide extended sky.

And all th' harmonious worlds on high,

And Virgil's sacred work shall die.

There is no other method of fixing those thoughts which

arise and disappear in the mind of man, and transmitting

them to the last periods of time ; no other method of giving

a permanency to our ideas, and preserving the knowledge of

any particular person, when his Body is mixed with "the com-

mon mass of matter, and his sotil retired into the world of

spirits. Books are the legacies, that a great genius leaves to

mankind, which are delivered down from generation to ge-

neration, as presents to the posterity of those who are yet

imborn.
All other arts of perpetuating our ideas continue but a

short time : statues can last but a few thousands of years,

edifices fewer, and colours still fewer than edifices. Michael

Angelo, Fontana, and Eaphael, wiU hereafter be what Phidias,

Vitruvi--^, and Apelles are at present ; the names of great

statuaries, architects, and painters, whose works are lost.

The several arts are expressed in mouldering materials;

nature sinks under them, and is not able to support the ideas

which are imprest upon it.

The circumstance which gives authors an advantage above

all these great masters, is this, that they can multiply their

originals ; or rather, can make copies of their works, to

what number they please, which shall be as valuable as the

originals themselves. This gives a great author something lika

a prospect of eternity, but at the same time deprives him oi

those other advantages which artists meet with. The artist

finds greater returns in profit, as the author in fame. "What
an inestimable price would a Virgil or a Homer, a Ciceio or
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an Aristotle, bear, were their works like a statue, a building,

or a picture, to be confined only in one place, and made the
property of a single person.

If writings are thus durable, and may pass from age to age
throughout the whole course of time, how careful should an
author be of committLag anything to print that may corrupt

posterity, and poison the minds of men with vice and error

!

Writers of great talents, who employ their parts in propa-

gating immorality, and seasoning vicious . sentiments with
wit and humour, are to be looked upon as the pest of society

and the enemies of mankind : they leave hooks behind them
(as it is said of those who die in distempers which breed an ill-

will towards their ownapecies) to scatter infection and destroy

their posterity. They act the counter-parts of a Confucius
or a Socrates ; and seem to have been sent into the world to

deprave human nature, and sink it into the condition of

brutality.

I have seen some Eoman Catholic authors, who tell us,

that vicious writers continue in purgatory so long as the in-

fluence of their writiags continues upon posterity : for pur-
gatory, say they, is nothing else but a cleansing us of our
sins, which cannot be said to be done away, so long as they
continue to operate and corrupt mankind. The vicious

author, say they, sius after death, and so long as he continues
to sin, so long must he expect to be punished. Though the
Roman Catholic notion of purgatory be indeed very ridicu-

lous, one cannot but think that if the soul after death has any
knowledge of what passes in this world, that of an immoral
writer would receive much more regret from the sense of
corrupting, than satisfaction from the thought of pleasing,

his surviving admirers.

To take oflF from the severity of this speculation, I shall

conclude this paper with a story of an atheistical author, who,
at a time when he lay dangerously sick, and had desired the
assistance ofa neighbouring curate, confessedto himwith great
contrition, that nothing sat more heavy at his heart than the
sense of his having seduced the age by his writings, and that
their evil influence was likely to continue even after his death.
The curate, upon further examination, finding the penitent in

the utmost agonies of despair, and being himself' a man of
learning, told him, that he hoped his case was not so desperate
as he apprehended, since he found that he was so very sensi-

VOL. in.
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We of his fault, and so sincerely repented of it. The peni-

tent stiU urged the evil tendency of his book to snbTert all

religion, and the little ground of hope there could be for one

whose writings would continue to do mischief when his body

was laid in ashes. The curate, finding no other way to com-

fort him, told him, that he did well in being afflicted for the

evil design with which he published his book ; but that he

ought to be very thankful that there was no danger of its do-

ing any hurt. That his cause was so very bad, and his argu-

ments so weak, that he did not apprehend any iU effects of it.

In short, that he might rest satisfied that his book could do

no more mischief after his death, than it had done whilst he

was living. To which he added, for his further satisfaction,

that he did not believe any besides his particular friends and

acquaintance had ever been at the pains of reading it, or, that

anybody after his death would ever inquire after it. The
dying man had still so much of the fraUty of an author in him,

as to be cut to the heart with these consolations ; and, without

answering the good man, asked his friends about him (with a

peevishness that is natural to a sick person) where they had

picked up such a blockhead ? and, whether they thought him
a proper person to attend one in his condition ? The curate

finding that the author did not expect to be dealt with as a

real and sincere penitent, but as a penitent of importance,

after a short admonition, withdrew ; not questioning but he
should be again sent for if the sickness grew desperate. The
author however recovered, and has siuce written two or three

other tracts, vrith the same spirit, and, very luckily for his

poor soul, with the same success.

No, 169. THURSDAY, SEPTEMBEE 13.

Sic vita erat : facile omnes perferre ac pati

:

Cum quibus erat cunque una, his sese dedere,
Eorum obsequi studiis : advorsus nemini

;

Nunquam praeponens se aliis. Ita facillime
Sine invidia invenias laudem.

—

Ter. And.

Mak is subject to innumerable pains and sorrows by the
very condition of humanity, and yet, as if nature had not
sown evils enough in life, we are continually adding grief to

grief, and aggravating the common calamity by our cruel
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treatment of one another. Every man's natural weight of

affliction is still made more heavy by the envy, malice,

treachery, or injustice of his neighbour. At the same time
that the storm beats on the whole species, we are falling foul

upon one another.

Half the misery of human life might be extinguished,

would men alleviate the general curse they lie under, by
mutual offices of compassion, benevolence, and humanity.
There is nothing, therefore, which we ought more to en-

courage in ourselves and others, than the disposition of mind
which in our language goes under the title of good-nature,

and which I shall choose for the subject of this day's specu-

lation.

Good-nature is more agreeable in conversation than wit,

and gives a certain air to the countenance which is more
amiable than beauty. It shows virtue in the fairest light,

takes off in some measure from the deformity of vice, aur"

makes even folly and impertinence supportable.

There is no society or conversation to be kept up in the

world without good-nature, or something which must bear
its appearance, and supply its place. For this reason man-
kind have been forced to invent a kind of artificial humanity,
which is what we express by the word good-breeding. Tor
if we examine thoroughly the idea of what we call so, we
shall fmd it to be nothing else but an imitation and mimicry
of good-nature, or, in other terms, affability, complaisance,

and easiness of temper reduced into an art.

These exterior shows and appearances of humanity render
a man wonderfully popular and beloved, when they are

founded upon a real good-nature ; but without it are like

hypocrisy in religion, or a bare form of holiness, which when
it is discovered makes a man more detestable than professed

impiety.

Good-nature is generally born with us ; health, prosperity,

and kind treatment from the world are great cherishers of it

where they find it; but nothing is capable of forcing it up,

where it does not grow of itself. It is one of the blessings

of a happy constitution, which education may improve, but
not produce.

Xenophon, in the life of his iniagmary prince, whom he
describes as a pattern for real ones, is always celebrating the

(philanthropy or) good-nature of his hero, which he tells us
c 2
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he brought into the world with him, and gives many remark-

able instances of it in his childhood, as well as in all the

several parts of his life. Nay, on his death-bed, he describes

him as being pleased, that while his soul returned to him
who made it, his body should incorporate with the great

mother of all things, and by that means become beneficial to

mankind. For which reason he gives his sons a positive or-

der not to enshrine it in gold or silver, but to lay it in the

earth as soon as the life was gone out of it.

An instance of such an overflowing of humanity, such an

exuberant love to mankind, could not have entered into the

imagination of a writer, who had not a soul filled with great

ideas, and a general benevolence to mankind.
In that celebrated passage of Sallust, where Csesar and

Cato are placed in such beautiful, but opposite lights

;

Caesar's character is chiefly made up of good-nature, as it

showed itself in all its forms towards his friends or his ene-

mies, his servants or dependants, the guilty or the distressed.

As for Cato's character, it is rather awful than amiable.

Justice seems most agreeable to the nature of G-od, and
mercy to that of man. A being who has nothiag to pardon
in himself, may reward every man according to his works

;

but he whose very best actions must be seen vsdth grains of

allowance, cannot be too mild, moderate, and forgiving. Tor
this reason, among all the monstrous characters in human na-
ture, there is none so odious, nor indeed so exquisitely ridi-

culous, as that of a rigid, severe temper in a worthless man.
This part of good-nature, however, which consists in the

pardoning and overlooking of faults, is to be exercised only
in doing ourselves justice, and that too in the ordinary com-
merce and occurrences of life ; for in the public administra-
tion of justice, mercy to one may be cruelty to others.

It is grown almost into a maxim, that good-natured men
are not always men of the most wit. The observatioii, in my
opinion, has no foundation in nature. The greatest wits
I have conversed with are men eminent for their humanity.
I take, therefore, this remark to have been occasioned by
two reasons. First, because ill-nature among ordinary ob-
servers passes for wit. A spiteful saying gratifies so many
little passions in those who hear it, that it generally meets
with a good reception. The laugh rises upon it, and the
man who utters it is Indeed upon as a shrewd satirist. This
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may be one reason, why a great many pleasant companions
appear so surprisingly dull when they have endeavoured to

be merry in prilit ; the public being more just than private

clubs or assemblies, in distinguishing between what is wit

and what is iU-nature.

Another reason why the good-natured man may some-

times bring his wit in question, is, perhaps, because he is apt

to be moved with compassion for those misfortunes and in-

firmities, which another would turn into ridicule, and by
that means gain the reputation of a wit. The ill-natured

man, though but of equal parts, gives himself a larger field

to expatiate in, he exposes the failings in human nature

which the other would cast a veil over, laughs at vices which
the other either excuses or conceals, gives utterance to re-

flections which the other stifles, falls indifferently upon
friends or enemies, exposes the person who has obliged him,

and in short sticks at nothing that may establish his charac-

ter as a wit. It is no wonder, therefore, he succeeds in it

better than the man of humanity, as a person who makes
use of indirect methods is more likely to grow rich than the

fair trader.

No. 170. FEIDAT, SEPTEMBEE 14.

In amore haec omnia insunt vitia : injuriae,

Suspiciones, inimicitisE, indnciee,

Bellum, pax rursum

—

Tee. Eun.

Upoh looking over the letters ofmy female correspondent

I find several from women complaining of jealous husbandi

and at the same time protesting their own innocence ; an
desiring my advice on this occasion. I shall therefore tak

this subject into my consideration ; and the more. wiUinglj

because I find that the Marquis of Halifax, who, in his Ad
vice to his Daughter, has instructed a wife how to behavi

herself towards a false, an intemperate, a choleric, a sullen

a covetous, or a silly husband, has not spoken one word of i

jealous husband.
" Jealousy is that pain which a man feels from the appre-

hension that he is not equally beloved by the person whom he

entirely loves." Now, because our inward passions and in-

clinations can never make themselves visible, it is impossible

for a jealous man to be thoroughly cured of his suspicions.
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His thoughts hang at best in a state of doubtfulness and
uncertainty ; and are never capable of receiving any satis-

faction on the advantageous side ; so that his inquiries are

most successful when they discovar nothing : his pleasure

arises from his disappointments, and his life is spent in pur-

suit of a secret that destroys his happiness if he chance to

find it.

An ardent love is always a strong ingredient in this pas-

sion ; for the same affection which stirs up the jealous man's

desires, and gives the party beloved so beautiful a figure in

his imagination, makes him believe she kindles the same
passion in others, and appears as amiable to all beholders.

And as jealousy thus arises from an extraordinary love, it is

of so delicate a nature, that it scorns to take up with any-

thing less than an equal return of love. Not the warmest
expressions of affection, the softest and most tender hypo-

crisy, are able to give any satisfaction, where we are not per-

suaded that the affection is real and the satisfaction mutual.

Tor the jealous man wishes himself a kind of deity to the

person he loves : he would be the only pleasure of her senses,

the employment of her thoughts ; and is angry at everything

she admires, or takes delight in, besides himself.

Phsedria's request to his mistress, upon his leaving her for

three days, is inimitably beautiful and natural.

Cum milite isto prffisens, absens ut sies

:

Dies, roctesque me ames : me desideres :

Me somiiies : me expectes : de me cogites :

Me speres : me te oblectes : mecum tola sis :

Meus fac sis postremii animus, quando ego sum tuus. Tee. Eun.

The jealous man's disease is of so malignant a nature, that

it converts all he takes into its own nourishment. A cool

behaviour. sets him on the rack, and is interpreted as an in-

stance of aversion or indifference ; a fond one raises his sus-

picions, and looks too much like dissimulation and artifice.

If the person he loves be cheerful, her thoughts must be em-
ployed on another ; and if sad, she is certainly thinking on
himself. In short, there is no word or gesture so insigni-

ficant, but it gives him new hints, feeds his suspicions, and
furnishes him with fresh matters of discovery : so that if we
consider the effects of this passion, one would rather think it

proceeded from an inveterate hatred than an excessive love
;

for certainly none can meet -nith more disquietude and
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uneasiness than a suspected wife, if we except the jealous

husband.

But the great unhappiness of this passion is, that it na^

turally tends to alienate the affection which it is so solicitous

to engross ; and that for these two reasons ; because it lays

too great a restraint on the words and actions of the sus-

pected person, and at the same time shows you have no hon-
ourable opinion of her, both of which are strong motives to

aversion.

Nor is this the worst effect of jealousy ; for it often draws
after it a more fatal train of consequences, and makes the

person you suspect guilty of the very crimes you are so

much afraid of. It is very natural for such who are treated

ill, and upbraided falsely, to find out an intimate friend that

wiU hear their complaints, condole their sufferings, and
endeavour to soothe and assuage their secret resentments.

Besides, jealousy puts a woman often in mind of an ill thing

that she would not otherwise perhaps have thought of, and
fills her imagination with such, an unlucky idea, as in time
grows famUiar, excites desire, and loses all the shame and hor-

ror which might at first attend it. Nor is it a wonder, if she

who suffers wrongfully in a man's opinion of her, and has

therefore nothing to forfeit in his esteem, resolves to give

him reason for his suspicions, and to enjoy the pleasure of

the crime, since she must undergo the ignominy. Such pro-

bably were the considerations that directed the wise man in

lis advice to husbands :
" Be not jealous over the wife of thy

Dosom, and teach her not an evil lesson against thyself."

BccLirs.

And here, among the other torments which this passion

produces, we may usually observe, that none are greater

mourners than jealous men, when the person who provoked
their jealousy is taken from them. Then it is that their love

breaks out furiously, and throws off all the mixtures of sus-

picion which choked and smothered it before. The beautiful

parts of the character rise uppermost in the jealous husband's

memory, and upbraid him with the ill usage of so divine a

creature as was once in his possession ; whilst all the little

imperfections that were before so uneasy to him, wear of!

from his remembrance, and show themselves no more.

We may see, by what has been said, that jealousy takes the
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deepest root in men of amorous dispositions ; and of these

we find tkree kinds who are most over-run with it.

The first are those who are conscious to themselves of

any infirmity, whether it be weakness, old age, deformity,

ignorance, or the like. These men are so well acquainted

with the unamiable part of themselves, that they have not

the confidence to think they are really beloved ; and are so

distrustful of their own merits, that all fondness towards

them puts them out of countenance, and looks like a jest up-

on their persons. They grow suspicious on their first look-

ing in a glass, and are stung with jealousy at the sight of

a wrinkle. A handsome fellow immediately alarms them,

and everything that looks young or gay turns their thoughts

upon their wives.

A second sort of men, who are most liable to this pas-

sion, are those of cunning, wary, and distrustful tempers. It

is a fault very justly found in histories composed by poli-

ticians, that they leave nothing to chance or humour, but are

still for deriving every action from some plot or contrivance,

from drawing up a perpetual scheme of causes and events,

and preserving a constant correspondence between the camp
and the council-table. And thus it happens in the affairs of

love with men of too refined a thought. They put a construc-

tion on a look, and find out a design in a smile ; they give new
senses and significations to words and actions ; and are ever

tormenting themselves with fancies of their own raising

:

they generally act in a disguise themselves, and therefore

mistake all outward shows and appearances for hypocrisy in

others ; so that I believe no men see less of the truth and
reality of things, than these great refiners upon incidents,

who are so wonderfully subtle and over-wise in their con-
ceptions.

Now, what these men fancy they know of women by re-

flection, your lewd and vicious men believe they have learned
by experience. They have seen the poor husband so misled
by tricks and artifices, and, in the midst of his inquiries, so
lost and bewildered in a crooked intrigue, that they stiU sus-
pect an under-plot in every female action; and especially
where they see any resemblance in the behaviour of two
persons, are apt to fancy it proceeds from the same design in
both. These men, therefore, bear hard upon the suspected
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* party, pursue her close througli all her turnings and windings,

and are too well acquainted with the chace, to be flung off

' by any false steps or doubles : besides, their acquaintance and
*! conversation has lain wholly among the vicious part of wo-
'f mankind, and therefore it is no wonder they censure all alike,

>' and look upon the whole sex as a species of impostors. But
*'

if, notwithstanding their private experience, they can get over
^ these prejudices, and entertain a favourable opinion of some

•f women, yet their own loose desires will stir up new suspicions
'i from another side, and make them believe all men subject to
'f the same inclinations with themselves.
fi Whether these or other motives are most predominant,

^ we learn from the modem histories of America, as wfell as

from our own experience in this part of the world, that jea-

^ lousy is no northern passion, but rages most in those nations
l that lie nearest the influence of the sun. It is a misfortune

) for a woman to be bom between the tropics ; for there lie

:« the hottest regions of jealousy, which as you come north-

is ward cools all along with the climate, till you scarce meet
;i anjrthing like it in the polar circle. Our own nation is very
II) temperately situated in this respect ; and if we meet with
M some few disordered with the violence of this passion, they

are not the proper growth of our country, but are many»
B degrees nearer the sun in their constitution than in their

w climate.

ill; After this frightful account of jealousy, and the persons

fe who are most subject to it, it will be but fair to show by
fi what means the passion may be best allayed, and those who
'ill are possessed with it set at ease. Other faults, indeed, are

jti not under the wife's jurisdiction, and should, if possible,

(It escape her observation; but jealousy calls upon her par-

ticularly for its cure, and deserves all her art and application

,K in the attempt : besides, she has this for her encouragement,

(jj
that her endeavours will be always pleasing, and that she will

^jj
BtUl find the afiection of her husband rising towards her in

yi proportion as his doubts and suspicions vanish ; for, as we
have seen all along, there is so great a mixture of love in

yi,
jealousy as is well worth the separating. But this shall be

j(i
the subject of another paper.
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No. 171. SATUEDAT, SEPTEMBEE 15.

Credula res amor est— Ovir. Met.

Hating- in my yesterday's paper discovered the nature of

jealousy, and pointed out the persons who are most suhject

to it, I must here apply myself to my fair correspondents,

who desire to live well with a jealous hushand, and to ease

liis mind of its unjust suspicions.

The first rule I shall propose to he observed is, that you

never seem to dislike in another what the jealous man is

himself guilty of, or to admire anything in which he himself

does not excel. A jealous man is very quick in his applicar

tions, he knows how to find a double edge in an invective,

and to draw a satire on himself out of a panegyric on an-

other. He does not trouble himself to consider the person,

but to direct the character ; and is secretly pleased or con-

founded as he finds more or less of himself in it. The com-

mendation of anything in another stirs up his jealousy, as

it shows you have a value for others besides himself ; but

the commendation of that which he himself wants, inflames

him more, as it shows that in some respects you prefer others

before him. Jealousy is admirably described in this view

by Horace in his Ode to Lydia.

Quum tu, Lydia, Teleplii

Cervicem roseam, et cerea Telephi
Laudas braclua, vae meum

Fervens diffieili bile tumet jecur

:

Tunc nee mens mihi, nee color

Certa sede manet ; humor et in genas

Furtim labitur arguens
Quam lentis penitus macerer ignibus.

When Telephus his youthful charms,
His rosy neck and windhig arms,
With endless rapture you recite.

And in that pleasing name delight

;

My heart, inflamed by jealous heats.

With numberless resentments beats

:

From my pale cheek the colour flies,

And all the man within me dies

:

By turns my hidden grief appears
In rising sighs and falling tears,

That show too well the warm desiie»

The silent, slow, consuming fires,

Which on my inmost vitals prey,
And melt my very soul away.
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The jealous man is not indeed angry if you dislike an-

other : but if you find those faults which are to be found in

his own character, you discover not only your dislike of an-

other, but of himself. In short, he is so desirous of engross-

ing all your love, that he is grieved at the want of any charm,

which he believes has power to raise it ; and if he finds, by
your censures on others, that he is not so agreeable in your
opinion as he might be, he naturally concludes you could

love him better if he had other qualifications, and that by
consequence your affection does not rise so high as he thinks

it ought. If, therefore, his temper be grave or sullen, you
must not be too pleased with a jest, or transported with any
thing that is gay and diverting. If his beauty be none of

the best, you must be a professed admirer of prudence, or

any other quality he is master of, or at least vain enough to

think he is.

In the next place, you must be sure to be free and open
in your conversation with him, and to let in light upon your
actions, to unravel all your designs, and discover every secret,

however trifling or indifierent. A jealous husband has a
particular aversion to winks and whispers, and if he does not
see to the bottom of everything, will be sure to go beyond
it in his fears and suspicions. He wiU always expect to be
your chief confidant, and where he finds himself kept out of

a secret, will believe there is more in it than there should
be. And here it is of great concern, that you preserve the

character of your sincerity uniform and of a piece ; for if he
once finds a false gloss put upon any single action, he quickly

suspects all the rest ; his working imagination immediately
takes a false hint, and runs off with it into several remote
consequences, till he has proved very ingenious in working
out his own misery.

If both these methods fail, the best way wiU be to let him
see you are much cast down and afflicted for the ill opinion

he entertains of you, and the disquietudes he himself suffers

for your sake. There are many who take a kind of barbarous
pleasure in the jealousy of those who love them, that insxilt

over an aching heart, and triumph in their charms which are

able to excite so much uneasiness.

Ardeat ipsa licet, tormentis gaudet amantis. Juv.

But these often carry the humour so far, till their affected

coldness and indifference quite kiUs all the fondness of a
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lover, and are then sure to meet in their turn with all the

contempt and scorn that is due to so insolent a behaviour.

On the contrary, it is very probable, a melancholy, dejected

carriage, the usual effects of injured innocence, may soften

the jealous husband into pity, make him sensible of tha

wrong he does you, and work out of his mind all those fears

and suspicions that make you both unhappy. At least it

will have this good eifect, that he will keep hisjealousy to him-

self, and repine in private, either because he is sensible it is

a weakness, and will therefore hide it from your knowledge,

or because he will be apt to fear some iU effect it may produce,

in cooling your love towards him, or diverting it to another.

There is still another secret, that can never fail, if you can

once get it believed, and which is often practised by women
of greater cunning than virtue : this is, to change sides for

a while with a jealous man, and to turn his own passion

upon himself ; to take some occasion of growing jealous of

him, and to follow the example he himself hath set ypu.

This counterfeited jealousy will bring him a great deal of

pleasure, if he thinlts it real ; for he knows experimentally

how much love goes along with this passion, and will besides

feel something like the satisfaction of a revenge, ia seeing

you undergo all his own tortures. But this, indeed, is an

artifice so difficult, and at the same time so disingenuous,

that it ought never to be put in practice, but by such as

have skill enough to cover the deceit, and innocence to ren-

der it excusable.

I shall conclude this essay with the story of Herod and

Mariamne, as I have collected it out of Josephus, which may
serve almost as an example to whatever can be said on this

subject.

Mariamne had aU the charms that beauty, birth, wit, and
youth could give a woman ; and Herod all the love that

such charms are able to raise in a w^arm and amorous dis-

position. In the midst of this his fondness for Mariamne, he

put her brother to death, as he did her father not many
years after. The barbarity of the action was represented to

Mark Antony, who immediately summoned Herod into

Egypt, to answer for the crime that was there laid to his

charge. Herod attributed the summons to Antony's desire

of Mariamne, whom therefore, before his departure, he gave

into the custody of his uncle Joseph, with private orders to
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put her to death, if any such violence was offered to himself.

This Joseph was much delighted with Mariamne's conversa-

tion, and endeavoured with all his art and rhetoric to set

out the excess of Herod's passion for her : hut when he stili

found her cold and iacredulous, he inconsiderately told her,

as a certain instance of her lord's affection, the private orders

he had left behind him, which plainly showed, according to

Joseph's interpretation, that lie could neither live nor die

without her. This barbarous instance of a wild, unreason-

able passion quite put out for a time those little remains

of affection she still had for her lord : for now her thoughts

were so wholly taken up with the cruelty of his orders, that

she could not consider the kindness that produced them, and
therefore represented him in her imagination rather under «

the frightful idea of a murderer than a lover. Herod was at

length acquitted, and dismissed by Mark Antony, when his

soul was all in flames for his Mariamne ; but before their

meeting, he was not a little alarmed at the report he had
heard of his uncle's conversation and familiarity with her in

his abserice. This, therefore, was the first discourse he en-

tertained her with, in which she found it no easy matter to

quiet his suspicions. But at last he appeared so well satis-

fled of her innocence, that, from reproaches and wranglings,

he fell to tears and embraces. Both of them wept very

tenderly at their reconciliation, and Herod poured out his

whole soul to her in the warmest protestations of love and
constancy ; when, amidst all his sighs and languishings, she

asked him, whether the private orders he left with his uncle

Joseph were an instance of such an inflamed affection. The
jealous king was immediately roused at so unexpected a

question, and concluded his uncle must have been too familiar

with her, before he would have discovered such a secret. In
short, he put his uncle to death, and very difficultly prevailed

upon himself to spare ^lariamne.

After this he was forced on a second journey into Egypt,

when he committed his lady to the care of Sohemus, with

the same private orders he had before given his uncle, if any
mischief befell himself. In the mean while Mariamne so won
upon Sohemus by her presents and obliging conversation,

that she drew all the secret from him, with which Herod had
intrusted him ; so that after his return, when he flew to

her \rith all the transports of joy and love, she received him
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coldly -with sighs and tears, and all tlie marks of indifference

and aversion. This reception so stirred up his indignation,

that he had certainly slain her with his own hands, had not he

feared he himself should have become the greater sufferer by

it. It was not long after this, when he had another violent

return of love upon him ; Mariamne was therefore sent for

to him, whom he endeavoured to soften and reconcile with all

possible conjugal caresses and endearments ; but she decliaed

his embraces, and answered all his fondness with bitter in-

vectives for the death of her father and her brother. This

behaviour so incensed Herod, that he very hardly refrained

from striking her ; when, in the heat of their quarrel, there

came in a witness, suborned by some of Mariamne' s enemies,

who accused her to the king of a design to poison him.

Herod was now prepared to hear anything in her prejudice,

and immediately ordered her servant to be stretched upon
the rack ; who, in the extremity of his tortures, confest, that

his mistress's aversion to the Mng arose from something So-

hemus had told her ; but as for any design of poisoning, he

utterly disowned the least knowledge of it. This confession

quickly proved fatal to Sohemus, who now lay under the same
suspicions and sentence that Joseph had before him on the

like occasion. Nor would Herod rest here, but accused her

with great vehemence of a design upon his life, and, by his

authority with the judges, had her publicly condemned and
executed. Herod soon after her death grew melancholy and
dejected, retiring from the public administration of affairs

into a solitary forest, and there abandoning himself to aU the
black considerations which naturally arise irom a passion
made up of love, remorse, pity, and despair. He used to

rave for his Mariamne, and to call upon her in his distracted
fits ; and in all probability would soon have followed her, had
not his thoughts been seasonably eaUed off from so sad an
object by public storms, which at that time very nearly
threatened him.

No. 173. TUESDAT, SEPTEMBEE 18.

—Remove fera monstia, tuEeqne
Saxificos Tultus, quaecunque ea, toUe Medusffi. Ovid. Met.

In a late paper I mentioned the project of an ingenious
author for the erecting of several handicraft prizes to be con-
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tended for by our British artisans,and the influence they might

have towards the improvement of our several manufactures.

I have since that been very much surprised by the following

advertisement which I find in the Post-Boy of the 11th in-

stant, and again repeated in the Post-Boy of the 15th.

" Oif the 9th of October next will be run for upon
Coleshill Heath, in Warwickshire, a plate of six guineas

value, 3 heats, by any horse, mare, or gelding, that hath not

won above the value of 51., the winning horse to be sold for

lOZ., to carry 10 stone weight, if 14 hands high ; if above or

under, to carry or be allowed weight for inches, and to be
Altered Friday the 15th at the Swan in Coleshill, before 6 in

the evening. Also a plate of less value to be run for by asses.

The same day a gold riag to be grinned for by men."

The first of these diversions, that is to be exhibited by the

10/. race-horses, may probably have its use ; but the two
last, in which the asses and men are concerned, seem to me
altogether extraordinary and unaccountable. Why they

should keep running asses at Coleshill, or how making
mouths turns to account in Warwickshire, more than in any
other parts of England, I cannot comprehend. I ha\ne looked

over all the Olympic games, and do not find anything in

them like an ass-race, or a match at grinning. However it

be, I am informed, that several asses are now kept in body-
clothes, and sweated every morning upon the heath ; and
that aU. the country-fellows within ten miles of the Swan grin

an hour or two in their glasses every morning, in order to

qualify themselves for the 9th of October. The prize which
is proposed to be grinned for, has raised such an ambition
among the common people of out-grinning one another, that

many very discerning persons are afraid it should spoil most
of the faces in the county ; and that a Warwickshire man
will be known by his grin, as Eoman Catholics imagine a
Kentish man is by his taU. The gold ring which is made
the prize of deformity, is just the reverse of the golden apple

that was formerly made the prize of beauty, and should carry

for its posie the old motto inverted,

Detur tetriori.

Or, tc accommodate it to the capacity of the combatants,

The frightfuU'st grinner

Ee the winner.
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In the mean while I would advise a Dutch painter to be

present at this great controversy of faces, in order to make a

collection of the most remarkable grins that shall be there

exhibited.

1 must not here omit an account which I lately received

of one of these grinning matches from a gentleman, who,

upon reading the above-mentioned advertisement, entertained

a coffee-house with the following narrative. Upon the taking

of Namur, among other public rejoicings made on that oc-

casion, there was a gold ring given by a Whig justice of the

peace to be grinned for. The first competitor that entered

the lists, was a black, swarthy Frenchman, who accidentally

passed that way, and being a man naturally of a withered
look and hard features, promised himself good success. He
was placed upon a table in the great point of view, and
looking upon the company like Milton's death,

Grinn'd horribly a ghastly smile.

—

His muscles were so drawn together on each side of his

face that he showed twenty teeth at a grin, and put the

country in some pain, lest a foreigner should carry away the

honour of the day ; but upon a further trial they found he

was master only of the merry grin.

The next that mounted the table was a Malecontent is

those days, and a great master of the whole art of grinning,

but particularly excelled in the angry grin. He did his part

so well, that he is said to have made half a dozen women
miscarry

; but the justice being apprized by one who stood

near him, that the fellow who grinned in his face was a Ja-

cobite, and being unwilling that a disafi"ected person should
win the gold ring, and be looked upon as the best grinner ia

the country, he ordered the oaths to be tendered unto him
upon his quitting the table, which the grinner refusing, he
was set aside as an unqualified person. There were several

other grotesque figures that presented themselves, which it

woiild be too tedious to describe. I must not, however,
omit a plough-man, who live in the further part of the
country, and being very lucky in a pair of long lanthom-jaws,
wrung his face into such a hideous grimace, that every fea-

ture of it appeared under a different distortion. The whole
company stood astonished at such a complicated grin, and
were ready to assign the prize to him, had it not been proved
by one of his antagonists that he had practised with verjuice
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for some days before, and had a crab found upon him at the

very time of grinning ; upon which the best judges of grin-

uiug declared it as their opinion, that he was not to be looked

upon as a fair grinner, and therefore ordered him to be set

aside as a cheat.

The prize, it seems, fell at length upon a cobbler, 6riles Gor-

gon by name, who produced several new grius of his own in-

vention, having been used to cut faces for many years together

over his last. At the very first griu he cast every human fea-

ture out of his countenance, at the second he became the face

of a spout, at the third a baboon, at the fourth the head of a

bass-viol, and at the fifth a pair of nut-crackers. The whole

assembly wondered at his accomplishments, and bestowed the

ring on him unanimously ; but, what he esteemed more than

all the rest, a country wench whom he had wooed in vain for

above five years before, was so charmed with his grins, and
the applauses which he received on all sides, that she married

him the week following, and to this day wears the prize

upon her finger, the cobbler having made use of it as his wed-

ding-ring.

This paper might perhaps seem very impertinent, if it

grew serious in the conclusion. I would nevertheless leave

it to the consideration of those who are the patrons of this

monstrous trial of skill, whether or no they are not guilty,

in some measure, of an afiront to their species, in treating

after this manner the Human Face Divine, and turning that

part of us, which has so great an image impressed upon it,

into the image of a monkey ; whether the raising such silly

competitions among the ignorant, proposing prizes for such
useless accomplishments, filHng the common people's heads
with such senseless ambitions, and inspiring them with such

absurd ideas of superiority and pre-eminence, has not in it

something immoral as well as ridiculous.

No. 177. SATUEDAT, SEPTEMBEE 22.

—Quis enim bonus, aut face dignus

Arcan&, qualem Gereris vult esse sacerdos,

Ulla aliena sibi credat mala ?— Juv.

In one of my last week's papers I treated of good-nature,

as it is the effect of constitution ; I shall now speak of it as
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it is a moral virtue. The first may make a man easy in him-

self, and agreeable to others, but implies no merit in him

that is possessed of it. A man is no more to be praised upon

this account, than because he has a regular pulse or a good

digestion. This good-nature, however, in the constitution,

which Mr. Dryden somewhere calls a milkiaess of blood, is

an admirable ground-work for the other. In order, there-

fore, to try our good-nature, whether it arises from the body

or the mind, whether it be founded in the animal or rational

part of our nature, in a word, whether it be such as is en-

titled to any other reward, besides that secret satisfaction,

and contentment of mind, which is essential to it, and the

kind reception it procures us in the world, we must examine

it by the following rules.

First, whether it acts with steadiness and uniformity in

sickness and in health, in prosperity and in adversity: if

otherwise, it is to be looked upon as nothing else but an irra^

diation of the miad from some new supply of spirits, or a

more kindly circulation of the blood. Sir Francis Bacon
mentions a cunning solicitor, who would never ask a favour

of a great man .before dinner ; but took care to prefer

his petition at a time when the party petitioned had his

mind free from care, and his appetites in good humour.
Such a transient, temporary good-nature as this, is not that

philanthropy, that love of mankind, which deserves the title

of a moral virtue.

The next way of a man's bringing his good-nature to the

test, is to consider whether it operates according to the rules

of reason and duty : for if, notwithstanding its general bene-

volence to mankind, it makes no distinction between its ob-

jects, if it exerts itself promiscuously towards the deserving

and the undeserving, if it relieves alike the idle and the in-

digent, if it gives itself up to the first petitioner, and lights

upon any one rather by accident than choice, it may pass for

an amiable instinct, but must not assvune the name of a mo-
ral virtue.

The third trial of good-nature will be the examining our-

selves, whether or no we are able to exert it to our own dis-

advantage, and employ it on proper objects, notwithstanding
any little pain, want, or inconvenience which may arise to

ourselves from it : in a word, whether we are willing to risk

any part of our fortune or reputation, our health or ease,
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for the benefit of mankind. Among all these expressions of

good-nature, I shall single out that which goes under the

general name of charity, as it consists in relieving the indi-

gent ; that being a trial of this kind which offers itself to us
almost at all times and in every place.

I should propose it as a rule to every one, tvIio is provided

with any competency of fortune more than sufiicient for the

necessaries of life, to lay aside a certain proportion of his in-

come for the use of the poor. This I would look upon as an
offering to Him who has a right to the whole, for the use of

those whom, in the passage hereafter mentioned, he has de-

scribed as his own representatives on earth. At the same
time we should manage our charity with such prudence and
caution, that we may not hurt our own friends or relations

whilst we are doing good to those who are strangers to us.

This may possibly be explained better by an example than
by a rule.

Eugenius is a man of universal good-nature, and generous
beyond the extent of his fortune ; but withal so prudent in

the economy of his affairs, that what goes out in charity

is made up by good management. Eugenius has what the
world calls two hundred pounds a year ; but never values

himself above ninescore, as not thinking he has a right to the
tenth part, which he always appropriates to charitable uses.

To this sum he frequently makes other voluntary additions,

insomuch that in a good year, for such he accounts those in
which he has been able to make greater bounties than ordi-

nary, he has given above twice the sum to the sickly and in-

digent. Eugenius prescribes to himself many particular
days of fasting and abstinence, in order to increase his pri-

vate bank of charity, and sets aside what would be the cur-

rant expenses of those times for the poor. He often goes
afoot where his business calls him, and at the end of his walk
has given a shilling, which in his ordinary methods of expense
would have gonefor coach-hire, to the first necessitous per-
son that has fallen in his way. I have known him, when he
has been going to a play or an opera, divert the money which
was designed for that purpose, upon an object of charity
whom he has met with in the street ; and afterwards pass
bis evening in a coffee-house, or at a friend's fireside, with
much greater satisfaction to himself than he could have re-
ceived from the most exquisite entertainments of the theatre.

D 2
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By these means lie is generous Avithout impoverishing tun-

self, and enjoys his estate by making it the property of others.

There are few men so cramped in their private affairs, who
may not be charitable after this manner, without any disad-

Taiitage to themselves, or prejudice to their families. It is

but sometimes sacrificing a diversien or convenience to the

poor, and turning the usual eoiirse of our expenses into a

better channel. This is, I think, not only the most prudent

and convenient, but the most meritorious piece of charity,

which we can put in practice. By this method we in some

measure share the necessities of the poor at the same time

that we relieve them, and make ourselves not only then-

patrons, but their fellow-sufferers.

Sir Thomas Brown, in the last part of his Religio Medici,

in which he describes his charity in several heroic instances,

and with a noble heat of sentiments mentions that verse in

the Proverbs of Solomon, " He that giveth to the poor, lend-

eth to the Lord :
" " There is more rhetoric in that one sen-

tence," says he, "than in a library of sermons ; and indeed

if those sentences were understood by the reader with the

same emphasis as they are delivered by the author, we
needed not those volumes of instructions, but might be

honest by an epitome."

This passage of Scripture is indeed wonderfully persuasive

;

but I think the same thought is carried much further in the

Xew Testament, where our Saviour tells us in the most
pathetic manner, that he shall hereafter regard the clothing

of the naked, the feeding of the hungry, and the visiting of

the imprisoned, as offices done to himself, and reward them
accordingly. Pursuant to those passages in Holy Scripture,

I have somewhere met with the epitaph of a charitable man,
which has very much pleased me. I cannot recollect the

words, but the sense of it is to this purpose :
" What I spent

I lost : what I possessed is left to others ; what I gave away
remains with me."

Since I am thus insensibly engaged in sacred writ, I can-
not forbear making an extract of several passages which I
fiave always read with great delight in the book of Job. It

is the account which that holy man gives of his behaviour
in the days of his prosperity, and if considered only as a hu-
man composition, is a finer picture of a charitable and good-
natured man than is to be met with in any other author.
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" Oil that I were as in months past, as in the days when
God preserved me : when his candle shined upon my head,

and when hy his light I walked through darkness : when the

Almighty was yet with me : when my children were about

me : when I washed my steps with butter, and the rock

poured out rivers of oil.

" When the ear heard me, then it blessed me ; and when
the eye saw me it gave witness to me. Because I delivered

the poor that cried, and the fatherless, and him that had
none to help him. The blessing of him that was ready to

perish came upon me, and I caused the widow's heart to

sing for joy. I was eyes to the blind, and feet was I to the

lame ; I was a father to the poor, and the cause which I

knew not, I searched out. Did I not weep for him that was
ill trouble, was not my soul grieved for the poor ? Let me
be weighed in an even balance, that Grod may know mine
integrity. If I did despise the cause of my man-servant or

of my maid-servant when they contended with me ; what
tjjen shaU I do when God riseth up ? and when he visiteth,

what shall I answer him ? Did not he that made me in the

womb, make him f and did not one fashion us in the womb ?

If I have withheld the poor from their desire, or have
caused the eyes of the widow to fail, or have eaten my
morsel myself alone, and the fatherless hath not eaten there-

of: if I have seen any perish for want of clothing, or any
poor without covering : if his loins have not blessed me, and
if he were not warmed with the fleece of my sheep : if I
have lift up my hand against the fatherless when I saw my
help in the gate ; then let mine arm fall from my shoulder-

blade, and mine arm be broken from the bone. If I have
rejoiced at the destruction of him that hated me, or lift

up myself when evil found him : (neither have I suffered

my mouth to sin, by wishing a curse to his soul.) The
stranger did not lodge in the street ; but I opened my doors

to the traveller. If my land cry against me, or that the fur-

rows likewise thereof complain : if I have eaten the fruits

thereof- without money, or have caused the owners thereof to

lose their life : let thistles grow instead of wheat, and cockle

instead of barley.'
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No. 179. TUESDAY, SEPTEMBEE 25

Centuriae seniorum agitant expertia frugis

:

Celsi prsetereunt austera poemata Ehamnes.
Omne tulit punctum qui miscuit utile dulci,

Lectorem delectando, pariterque monendo. Hoe.

I MAT cast my readers under two general divisions, the

Jlercurial and the Saturnine. The first are the gay part of

my disciples, who require speculations of wit and humour

;

the others are those of a more solemn and sober turn, who
find no pleasure but in papers of morality and sound sense.

The former call everything that is serious stupid ; the lat-

ter look upon everything as impertinent that is ludicrous.

Were I always grave, one half of my readers would fall off

from me : were I always merry, I should lose the other. I

make it therefore my endeavour to find out entertainments

for both kinds, and by that means perhaps consult the good
of both, more than I should do did I always write to the

particular taste of either. As they neither of them kncjv

what I proceed upon, the sprightly reader, who takes up my
paper in order to be diverted, very often finds himseK
engaged unawares in a serious and profitable course of think-

ing ; as, on the contrary, the thoughtful man, who perhaps

may hope to find something solid, and full of deep reflection,

is very often insensibly betrayed into a fit of mirth. In a

word,the reader sits down to my entertainment without know-
ing his bill of fare, and has therefore at least the pleasure

of hoping there may be a dish to his palate.

I must confess, were I left to myself, I would rather aim
at instructing than diverting; but if we wiU be useful to the

world, we must take it as we find it. Authors of professed
severity discourage the looser part of mankind from having
anything to do with their writings. A man must have virtue

in him, before he will enter upon the reading ofa Seneca or an
Epictetus. The very title of a moral treatise has something
in it austere and shocking to the careless and inconsiderate.

Eor this reason several imthinking persons fall in my way,
who would give no attention to lectures delivered with a re-

ligious seriousness or a philosophic gravity. They are. in-

snared into sentiments of wisdom and virtue when they do
not think of it ; and if by that means they arrive only at

such a degree of consideration as may dispose them to listen
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to more studied and elaborate discourses, I shall not tliink

my speculations useless. I might likewise observe, that the

gloomiuess iu which sometimes the minds of the best men
are involved, very often stands in need of such little incite-

ments to mirth and laughter as are apt to disperse melan-

choly, and put our faculties in good humour. To which some
wUl add, that the British climate more than any other makes
entertainments of this nature in a manner necessary.

If what I have here said does not recommend, it will at

least excuse, the variety of my speculations. I would not
willingly laugh but in order to instruct, or if I sometimes

fail in this poiat, when my mirth ceases to be instructive, it

shall never cease to be innocent. A scrupulous conduct in

this particvilar has, perhaps, more merit ia it than the gener-

ality of readers imagine : did they know how many thoughts
occur in a point of humour, which a discreet author in mo-
desty suppresses ; how many strokes of raillery present them-
selves, which could not fail to please the ordinary taste of

mankind, but are stifled in their birth by reason of some re-

mote tendency which .they carry ia them to corrupt the
minds of those who read them ; did they know how many
glances of ill-nature are industriously avoided for fear of

doing injury to the reputation of another ; they would be apt

to think kindly of those writers who endeavour to make
themselves diverting without being immoral. One may ap-

ply to these authors that passage in Waller,

Poets lose half the praise they would have got,

Were it but known what they discreetly blot.

As nothiug is more easy than to be a wit with all the above-
mentioned liberties, it requires some genius and invention to

appear such without them.
What I have here said is not only in regard to the public,

but with an eye to my particular correspondent, who has
sent me the following letter, which I have castrated in some
places upon these considerations.

" Sib,

Having lately seen your discourse upon a match of

grinning, I cannot forbear giving you an account of a whist*

ling match, which, with many others, I was entertained with
about three years since at the Bath. The prize was a guines,

to be coixferred upon the ablest whistler, that is, on him who
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could whistle clearest, and go through his tune without

laughing, to which at the same time he was provoted by the

autic postures of a Merry-Andrew, who was to stand upon

the stage and play his tricks in the eye of the performer.

There were three competitors for the guinea. The first was

a ploughman of a very promising aspect ; his features were

steady, and his muscles composed iu so inflexible a stupidity,

that upon his first appearance every one gave the guinea for

lost. The pickled-herring, however, fotmd the way to shake

him, for npon his whisthng a country jig, this unlucky wag

danced to it with such variety of distortions and grimaces,

that the countryman could not forbear smiling upon him,

and by that means spoiLed his whistle and lost the prize.

" The next that mounted the stage was an under-citizen of

the Bath, a person remarkable among the inferior people of

that place for his great wisdom and his broad band. He
contracted his mouth with much gravity, and, that he

might dispose his mind to be more serious than ordinary,

begim the time ' of the Children in the "Wood," and went

through part of it with good success ; when on a sudden the

wit at his elbow, who had appeared wonderfully grave and

attentive for some time, gave him a touch upon the left

shoulder, and stared him in the face with so bewitching a

grin, that the whistler relaxed his fibres into a kind of sim-

per, and at length burst out into an open laugh. The third •

who entered the lists was a foot-man, who, in defiance of the

Merry-Andrew and aU his arts, whistled a Scotch tune and

an Italian sonata, with so settled a countenance, that he bore

away the prize, to the great admiration of some hundreds of

persons, who, as well as myself, were present at this trial of

skiU. Now, sir, I humbly conceive, whatever you have de-

termined of the grinners, the whistlers ought to be en-

couraged, not only as their art is practised without distortion,

but as it improves country music, promotes gravity, and
teaches ordinary people to keep their countenances, if they
see anything ridiculous in their betters ; besides that, it

seems an entertainment very particularly adapted to the

Bath, as it is usual for a rider to whistle to his horse when
he would make his waters pass.

" I am, sir," &c.
POSTSCEIPT.

" After you have despatched these two important points
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of grinning and whistling, I hope you will oblige the world

with some reflections upon yawning, as I have seen it prac-

tised on a twelfth-night, among other Christmas gambols, at

the house of a very worthy gentleman, who always enter-

tains his tenants at that time of the year. They yawn for a

Cheshire cheese, and begin about midnight, when the whole

company is disposed to be drowsy. He that yawns widest,

and at the same time so naturally as to produce the most

yawns among the spectators, carries home the cheese. If

you handle this subject as you ought, I question not but

your paper wiU set half the kingdom a yawning, though I

dare promise you it wiR never make anybody fall asleep."

No. 181. THUESDAT, SEPTEMBEE 27.

His lacrymis vitam damns, et raiserescimus ultro. Virg.

I AM more pleased with a letter that is fiUed with touches

of nature than of wit. The following one is of this kind.

" ^™'
Among all the distresses which happen in families, I do

not remember that you have touched upon the marriage of

children without the consent of their parents. I am one of

these unfortunate persons. I was about fifteen when I took

the liberty to choose for myself; and have ever since lan-

guished Tinder the displeasure of an inexorable father, who,
though he sees me happy in the best of husbands, and blessed

with very fine children, can never be prevailed upon to for-

give me. He was so kind to me before this unhappy acci-

dent, that indeed it makes my breach of duty in some measure
inexcusable ; and at the same time, creates in me such a
tenderness towards him, that I love him above all things, and
would die to be reconciled to him. I have thrown myself at

his feet, and besought him with tears to pardon me; but he
always pushes me away, and spurns me from him : I have

written several letters to him, but he will neither open nor
receive them. About two years ago I sent my little boy to

him, dressed in a new apparel ; but the child returned to me
crying, because he said his grandfather would not see him,
and had ordered him to be put out of his house. My mother
is won over to my side, but dares not mention me to my
father for fear of provoking him. About a month ago he
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lay sick upon liis bed, and in great danger of his life : I was

pierced to the heart at the news, and could not forbear going

to inquire after his health. My mother took this opportunity

of speaking in my behalf: she told him, with abundance of

tears, that I was come to see him, that I could not speak to

her for weeping, and that I should certainly break my heart

if he refused at that time to give me his blessing, and he

reconciled to me. He was so far from relenting towards me,

that he bid her speak no more of me, unless she had a mind

to disturb him in his last moments ; for, sir, you must know

that he has the reputation of an honest and religious man,

which makes my misfortune so much the greater. God be

thanked, he is since recovered ; but his severe usage has given

me such a blow, that I shall soon sink under it, unless I may

be relieved by any impressions which the reading of this in

your paper may make upon him.
" T am," &c.

Of all hardnesses of heart, there is none so inexcusable as

that of parents towards their children. An obstinate, inflex-

ible, unforgiving temper is odious upon all occasions, but

here it is unnatural. The love, tenderness, and compassion

which are apt to arise in us towards those who depend upon

us, is that by which the whole world of life is upheld. The

Supreme Being, by the transcendent excellency and goodness

of his nature, extends his mercy towards all his works ; and

because his creatures have not such a spontaneous benevolence

and compassion towards those who are under their care and

protection, he has implanted in them an instinct, that supphes

the place of this inlierent goodness. I have illustrated this

kind of.instinct in former papers, and have shown how it

runs through all the species of brute creatures, as indeed the

whole animal creation subsists by it.

This instinct in man is more general and uncircumscmbed
than in brutes, as being enlarged by the dictates of r^on
and duty. For if we consider ourselves attentively, we shall

find that we are not only inclined to love those who descend
from us, but that we bear a kind of {crTopyfi, or) natural af-

fection to everything which relies upon lis for its good and

preservation. Dependence is a perpetual call upon humanity,
and a greater incitement to tenderness and pity than any
other motive whatsoever.
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The man therefore who, notwithstanding anv passion or

resentment, can overcome this powerful instinct, and ex-

tinguish natural affection, debases his mind even below
brutality, frustrates, as much as in him lies, the great design

of Providence, and strikes oiit of his nature one of the most
divine principles that is planted in it.

Among innumerable arguments which might be brought
against such an unreasonable proceeding, I shall only insist

on one. We make it the condition of our forgiveness that

we forgive others. In our very prayers we desire no more
than to be treated hy this kind of retaliation. The case

therefore before us seems to be what they call a case in point

;

the relation between the child and father being what comes
nearest to that between a creature and its Creator. If the

father is inexorable to the child who has offended, let the

offence be of never so high a nature, how wiU he address him-
self to the Supreme Being, under the tender appellation of a
Father, and desire of him such a forgiveness as he himself

refuses to grant ?

To this I might add many other religious, as well as many
prudential, considerations ; but if the last-mentioned motive
does not prevail, I despair of succeeding by any other, and
shall therefore conclude my paper with a very remarkable
story, which is recorded in an old chronicle published by
Preher among the writers of the German history.

Eginhart, who was secretary to Charles the Great, became
exceeding popular hy his behaviour in that post. His
great abilities gained him the favour of his master, and the
esteem of the whole court. Imma, the daughter of the em-
peror, was so pleased with his person aud conversation, that
she fell in love with him. As she was one of the greatest

beauties of the age, Eginhart answered her with a more than
equal return of passion. They stifled their flames for some
time,, under apprehension of the fatal consequences that
might ensue. Eginhart at length resolving to hazard all, ra-

ther than live deprived of one whom his. heart was so much
set upon, conveyed himself one night* into the princess's

apartment, and knocking gently at the door, was admitted as

a person who had something to communicate to her from
the emperor. He was with her in private most part of the
night ; but upon his preparing to go away about break of
day, he observed that there had fallen a great snow during
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his stay witli the princess. This very much perplexed him,

lest the prints of his feet in the snow might make discoveries

to the king, who often used to visit his daughter in the morn-

ing. He acquainted the princess Imma with his fears ; who,

after some consultations upon the matter, prevailed upon him

to let her carry him through the snow on her own shoulders.

It happened that the emperor, not being able to sleep, was at

that time up and walking in his chamber, when upon look-

ing through the window he perceived his daughter tottering

under her burden, and carrying his first minister across the

snow : which she had no sooner done, but she returned again

with the utmost speed to her own apartment. The em-

peror was_extremely troubled and. astonished at this^5i3S±7
but resolved to speak nothing of it till a proper opportunity.

In the mean time Eginhart, knowing that what he had done

could not be long a secret, determined to retire from court

;

and in order to it, begged the emperor that he would be

pleased to dismiss him, pretending a kind of discontent at

his not having been rewarded for his long services. The em-

peror would not give a direct answer to his petition, but told

him he would think of it, and appointed a certain day when
he would let him know his pleasure. He then called together

the most faithful of his counsellors, and acquainting them
with his secretary's crime, asked them their advice in so de-

licate an affair. They most of them gave their opinion, that

the person could not be too severely punished who had thus

dishonoured his master. Upon the whole debate, the em-

peror declared it was his opinion, that Eginhart's punishment
would rather increase than diminish the shame of his family,

and that therefore he thought it the most advisable to wear
out the memory of the fact by marrying him to his daugh^'

ter. Accordingly Eginhart was called in, and acquainted by
the emperor that he should no longer have any pretence of

complaining his services were not rewarded, for that the

princess Imma should be given him in marriage, vrith a

(lower suitable to her quality ; which was soon after pe^
formed accordingly.
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No. 183. SATUEDAT, SEPTEMBEE 29.

"iSfj-ei' i/'tii^ca TToXXd Xkyuv krvy-otiriv bjxoXa,

"iS^ev S' tvT iOiXutfiev, dXriOka fivOrjaffQat. Hes.

Fables were the first pieces of wit that made their ap
pearance in the world, and have been still highly valued, not

only in times of the greatest simplicity, but among the most

polite ages of mankind. Jotham's fable of the trees is the

oldest that is extant, and as beautiful as any which have

been made since that time. Nathan's fable of the poor man
and his lamb is likewise more ancient than any that is ex-

taut, besides the above-mentioned, and had so good an effect,

as to convey instruction to the ear of a king without offend-

ing it, and "to bring the man after God's own heart to a right

sense of bis guilt and his duty. "We iind ^sop in the most dis-

tant ages of Greece ; and if we look into the very beginning

of the commonwealth of Eome, we see a mutiny among the

common people appeased by a fable of the belly and the

limbs, which was indeed very proper to gain the attention of

an incensed rabble, at a time when perhaps they would have

torn to pieces any man who had preached the same doctrine

to them in an open and direct manner. As fables took their

birth in the very infancy of learning, they never flourished

more than wheu learning was at its greatest height. To
justify this assertion, I shall put my reader in mind of

Horace, the greatest wit and critic in the Augustan age

;

and of Boileau, the most correct poet among the moderns

:

not to mention La Fontaine, who, by this way of writing, is

come more into ^ogue than any other author of our times.

The fables I have here mentioned, are raised altogether

upon brutes and vegetables, with some of our own species

niixt among them, when the moral hath so required. But,
besides this kind of fable, there is another in which the
actors are passions, virtues, vices, and other imaginary per-

sons of the like natiu-e. Some of the ancient critics will have
it, that the Iliad and Odyssey of Homer are fables of this

nature ; and that the several names of gods and heroes are

nothing else but the affections of the mind in a visible shape
and character. Thus they tell us, that AchiUes, in the first

riiad, represents anger, or the irascible part of human
c.'iture. That upon drawing his sword against his superior
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in a fuU assembly, Pallas is only another name for reason,

which checks and advises him upon that occasion ; and at her

first appearance touches him upon the head, that part of the

man being looked upon as the seat of reason. And thus of

the rest of the poem. As for the Odyssey, I think it is plain

that Horace considered it as one of these allegorical fables,

by the moral which he has given us of several parts of it.

The greatest Italian wits have applied themselves to the

writing of this latter kind of fables ; as Spencer's Faery Queen
is one continued series of them from the beginning to the

end of that admirable work. Ifwe look into the finest prose

authors of antiquity, such as Cicero, Plato, Xenophon, and

many others, we shall find that this was likewise their fa-

vourite kind of fable. I shall only further observe upon it,

that the iirst of this sort that made any considerable figure

in the world, was that of Hercules meeting with Pleasure

and Virtue ; which was invented by Prodicus, who lived before

Socrates, and in the first dawnings of philosophy. He used

to travel through Greece by virtue of this fable, which pro-

cured him a kind reception in all the market towns, where

he never failed telling it as soon as he had gathered an audi-

ence about him.

After this short preface, which I have made up of such

materials as my memory does at present suggest to me, be-

fore I present my reader with a fable of this kind, which 1

design as the entertainment of the present paper, I must in

a few words open the occasion of it.

In the account which Plato gives us of the conversation

and behaviour of Socrates, the morning he was to die, he tells

the following circumstance.

When Socrates his fetters were knocked off, (as was usual

to be done on the day that the condemned person was to he

executed,) being seated in the midst of his disciples, and lay-

ing one of his legs over the other, in a very unconcerned
posture, he began to rub it where it had been galled by the

iron ; and whether it was to show the indifference with

which he entertained the thoughts of his approaching death,

or (after his usual manner) to take every occasion of philosn-

phizing upon some useful subject, he observed the pleasure

of that sensation which now arose in those very parts of his

leg, that just before had been so much paiaed by the fetter,

Upon this he reflected on the nature of pleasure and pain iu
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general, and how constantly they succeed one another. To

this he added, that if a man of a good genius for a fable, were

to represent the nature of pleasure and pain in that way of

writing, he would probably join them together after such a

manner, that it would be impossible for the one to come into

any place without being followed by the other.

It is possible, that if Plato had thought it proper at such

a time to describe Socrates launching out into a discourse

which was not of a piece with the business of the day, he

would have enlarged upon this hint, and have drawn it out

iato some beautiful allegory or fable. But since he has not

done it, I shall attempt to write one myself in the spirit of

that divine author.

" There were two families, which from the beginning of the

world were as opposite to each other as light and darkness.

The one of them lived in Heaven, and the other in HeU.
The youngest descendant of the iirst family was Pleasure,

who was the daughter of Happiness, who was the child of

Virtue, who was the offspring of the Grods. These, as I said

before, had their habitation in Heaven. The youngest of

the opposite family was Pain, who was the son of Misery,

who was the child of Vice, who was the offspring of tho

Furies. The habitation of this race of beings was in Hell.
" The middle station of iiature between these two opposite

extremes was the earth, which was inhabited by creatures of

a middle kind, neither so virtuous as the one nor so vicious

as the other, but partaking of the good and bad qualities of

thes^two opposite families. Jupiter considering that this

species, commonly called Man, was too virtuous to be miser-

able, and too vicious to be happ)', that he might make a dis-

0BLction between the good and the bad, ordered the two
youngest of the above-mentioned families. Pleasure, who was
the daughter of Happiness, and Pain, who was the son of
Misery, to meet one another upon this part of nature which
lay in the half-way between them, having promised to settle

it upon both, provided they could agree upon the division

of it, so as to share mankind between them.
" Pleasure and Pain were no sooner met in their new lia-

i)itation, but they immediately agreed upon this point, that
Pleasure should take possession of the virtuous, and Pain of

the vicious, part of that species which wss given up to them
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But upon examining to which of them any individual they

iuet with belonged, they found each of them had a right to

him ; for that, contrary to Avhat they had seen in their old

places of residence, there was no person so vicious who had

not some good in him, nor any person so virtuous who had

not in him some evil. The truth of it is, they generally found,

upon search, that in the most vicious man Pleasure might

lay claim to an hundredth part, and that in the most virtuous

man. Pain might come in for at least two-thirds. This they

saw would occasion endless disputes between them, unless

they could come to some accommodation. To this end the^e

was a marriage proposed between them, and at length con-

cluded : by this means it is that we find Pleasure and Paia

are such constant yoke-fellows, and that they either make
their visits together, or are never far asunder. If Pain comes

into an heart, he is quickly followed by Pleasure ; and if

Pleasure enters, you may be sure Pain is not far off.

" But, notwithstanding this marriage was very convenient

for the two parties, it did not seem to answer the intention

of Jupiter in sending them among mankind. To remedy,

therefore, this inconvenience, it was stipulated between them
by article, and confirmed by the consent of each family, that

notwithstanding they here possessed the species indifferently,

upon the death of every single person, if he was found to

have in him a certain proportion of evil, he should be de-

spatched into the infernal regions by a passport from Pain,

there to dwell with Misery, Vice, and the Puries. Or, on

the contrary, if he had in him a certain proportion of eood,

he should be despatched into Heaven by a passportflpoin
Pleasure, there to8 dwell with Happiness, Virtue, and the

Gods." A

Xo. 184. MONDAY, OCTOBEE 1,

—Opere in longo fas est obrepere somimni. Hoe.

"VVhek a man has discovered a new vein of humour, it

often carries him much further than he expected from it.

My correspondents take the hint I give them, and pursue it

into speculations which I never thought of at my first start-

ing it. This has been the fate of my paper on the match of

grinning, which has already produced a second paper on
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parallel sutjecfs, and brought me the following letter by the

last post. I shall not premise anything to it further, than

that it is built on matter of fact, and is as follows.

" Sib,

Tou have already obliged the world with a discourse

upon Grinning, and have since proceeded to Whistling, from
whence you at length came to Yawning ; from this, I

think, you may make a very natural transition to Sleeping.

I therefore recommend to you for the subject of a paper
the following advertisement, which about two months ago was
given into everybody's hands, and may be seen with some
additions in the Daily Courant of August the ninth.

" Nicholas Hart, who slept last year in St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, intends to sleep this year at the Cock and Bottle

in Little Britain.
" Having since inquired into the matter of fact, I iind that

the above-mentioned Nicholas Hart is every year seized with
a periodical fit of sleeping, which begins upon the fifth of

August, and ends on the eleventh of the same month : That,

On the first of that month, he grew dull

;

On the second, appeared drowsy

;

On the third, fell a yawning

;

On the fourth, began to nod

;

On the fifth, dropped asleep
;

On the sixth, was heard to snore

;

On the seventh, turned himself in his bed

;

On the eighth, recovered his former posture
;

Q^the ninth, fell a stretching
;

fc.

On the tenth, about midnight, awaked

;

On the eleventh, in the morning, called for a little small-
ler.

" This account I have extracted out of the journal of this

Bleeping worthy, as it has been faithfully kept by a gentleman
of Lincoln's Inn, who has undertaken to be his historiogra-
pher. I have sent it to you, not only as it represents the
actions of Nicholas Hart, but as it seems a very natural pic-

ture of the life of many an honest English gentleman, whoee
whole history very often consists of yawning, nodding, stretch-
ing, turning, sleeping, drinking, and the like extraordinary
particulars. I do not question, sir, that if you pleased, yoii
could put out an advertisement, not unlike' the above-men-
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tioned, of several men of figure ; that Mr. John Such-a-one,

gentleman, or Thomas Such-a-one, esquire, who slept in the

country last summer, intends to sleep in town this wiater.

The worst of it is, that the drowsy part of our species is

chiefly made up of very honest gentlemen, who live quietly

among their neighbours, without ever disturbing the^ public

peace: they are drones without stings. I could heartily wish

that several turbulent, restless, ambitious spirits, would for a

while change places with these good men, and enter themselves

into Nicholas Hart's fraternity. Could one but lay asleep

a few busy heads, which I could name, from the first of No-

vember next to the first of May ensuing, I question not but

it would very much redound to the quiet of particular persons,

as well as to the benefit of the public.
" But to return to Nicholas Hart : I believe, sir, you will

think it a very extraordinary circumstance for a man to gain

his livelihood by sleeping, and that rest should procure a man
sustenance as well as industry

;
yet so it is that Nicholas got

last year enough to support himself for a twelvemonth. I

am likewise informed that he has this year had a very com-

fortable nap. The poets value themselves very much for

sleeping on Parnassus, but I never heard they got a groat by

it : on the contrary, our friend Nicholas gets more by sleep-

ing than he could by working, and may be more properly

said, than ever Homer was, to have had golden dreams. Ju-

venal, indeed, mentions a drowsy husband, who raised an

estate by snoring, but then he is represented to have slept

what the common people call dog's sleep ; or, if his sleM was

real, his wife was awake, and about her busiuess. TouBpen,
which loves to moralize upon all subjects,may raise something,

methinks, on this circumstance also, and point out tons tliA
sets of men, who, instead of growing rich by an honest ill

dustry, recommend themselves to the favours of the great,

by maWg themselves agreeable companions in the partici-

pations of luxury and pleasure.
" I must further acquaint you, sir, that one of the most

eminent pens in Grub Street is now employed in writing the

dream of this miraculous sleeper, which I hear will be of

more than ordinary length, as it must contain all the parti-

culars that are supposed to have passed in his imagination

during so long a sleep. He is said to have gone already

through three days and three nights of it, and to have
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comprised in them the most remarkable passages of the

four first empires of the world. If he can keep free from
party-strokes, his work may be of use ; but this I much
doubt, having been informed by one of his friends and confi-

dants, that he has spoken some things of Nimrod with too

great freedom.

"I am ever, sir," &c.

No. 185. TTJESDAT, OCTOBEE 2.

—Tantsene animis coelestibus irse ? Virg.

Theee is nothing in which men more deceive themselves

than in what the world call zeal. There are so many passions

which hide themselves under it, and so many mischiefs arising

from it, that some have gone so far as to say it would have
been for the benefit of mankind if it had never been reckoned

in the catalogue of virtues. It is certain, where it is once
laudable and prudential, it is an hundred times criminal and
erroneous ; nor can it be otherwise, if we consider that it

operates with equal violence in all religions, however opposite

they may be to one another, and in all the subdivisions of

each religion in particular.

"We are told by some of the Jewish Eabbins, that the first

murder was occasioned by a religious controversy ; and if we
had the whole history of zeal from the days of Cain to our
own times, we should see it filled with so many scenes of

slaughter and bloodshed, as would make a wise man very
careful how he suffers himself to be actuated by such a prin-

ciple, when it only regards matters of opinion and specu-
lation.

I would have every zealous man examine his heart
thoroughly, and, I believe, he wSl often find, that what he
calls a zeal for his religion, is either pride, interest, or ill-na-

ture. A man who differs from another in opinion, sets himself

above him in his own judgment, and in several particulars

pretends to be the wiser person. This is a great provocation
to the proud man, and gives a keen edge to what he calls his

zeal. And that this is the case very often, we may observe
from the behaviour of some of the most zealous for ortho-

doxy, who have often great friendships and intimacies with
vicious, immoral men, provided they do but agree with thorn

E 2
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in the same sclieme of belief. The reason is, because the

vicious believer gives the precedency to the virtuous man
and aUo^vs the good Christian to be the worthier person, at

the same time that he cannot come up to his perfections.

This we find exemplified in that trite passage which we see

quoted in almost every system of ethics, though upon an-

other occasion

;

—Video meliora proboque,

Deteriora sequor

—

Ovid.

On the contrary, it is certain, if our zeal were true and ge-

nuine, we should be much more angry with a sinner than

a heretic ; since there are several cases which may excuse

the latter before his great Judge, but none which can excuse

the former.

Interest is likewise a great inflamer, and sets a man on

persecution under the colour of zeal. For this reason we
find none are so forward to promote the true worship by fiie

and sword, as those who find their present account in it.

But I shall extend the word interest to a larger meaning
than what is generally given it, as it relates to our spiritual

safety and welfare, as well as to our temporal. A man is

glad to gain numbers on his side, as they serve to strengthen

him in his private opinions. Every proselyte is like a new
argument for the establishment of his faith. It makes him

believe that his principles carry conviction with them, and

are the more likely to be true, when he finds they are con-

formable to the reason of others, as well as his own. And
that this temper of mind deludes a man very often into an

opinion of his zeal, may appear from the common behaviour

of the atheist, Avho maintains and spreads his opinions with

as much heat as those who believe they do it only out of a

passion for God's glory.

Ill-nature is another dreadful imitator of zeal. Many a

good man may have a natural rancour and malice in his

heart, which has been in some measiu:e quelled and subdued
by religion ; but if it finds any pretence of breaking out,

which does not seem to him inconsistent with the duties of

a Christian, it throws oif all restraint, and rages in its full

lury. Zeal is, therefore, a great ease to a malicious man, by
making him believe he does God service, whilst he is gratify-

ing tlie bent of a perverse, revengeful temper. For this rea-

son we find, that most of the massacres and devastatioBB
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whicli have been in the world, have taken their rise from a

furious pretended zeal.

I love to see a man zealous iu a good matter, and espe-

cially when his zeal shows itself for advancing morality, and

promoting the happiness of mankind : but when I find the

instruments he works with are racks and gibbets, galleys and

dungeons ; when he imprisons men's persons, confiscates

their estates, ruins their families, and burns the body to save

the soul ; I cannot stick to pronounce of such a one, that

(whatever he may think of his faith and religion) his faith is

vain, and his religion unprofitable.

After having treated of these false zealots in religion, I

cannot forbear mentioning a monstrous species of men, who
one would not think had any existence in nature, were they

not to be met with in ordinary conversation, I mean the

zealots in atheism. One would fancy that these men, though
they fall short in every other respect of those who make a

profession of religion, would at least outshine them in this

particular, and be exempt from that single fault which seems

to grow out of the imprudent fervours of religion : but so it

is, that infidelity is propagated with as much fierceness and
contention, wrath and indignation, as if the safety of mankind
depended upon it. There is something so ridiculous and per-

verse in this kind of zealots, that one does not know how to

set them out in their proper colours. They are a sort of

gamesters who are eternally upon the fret, though they play
for nothing. They are perpetually teasing their friends to

come over to them, though at the same time they allow tha''

neither of them shall get anything by the bargain. In short,

the zeal of spreading atheism is, if possible, more absurd
than atheism itself.

Since I have mentioned this unaccountable zeal which ap-
pears in atheists and infidels, I must further observe, that
they are likewise in a most particular manner possessed with
the spirit of bigotry. They are wedded to opinions full of

contradiction and impossibility, and at the same time look
upon the smallest diiSeulty in an article of faith as a sufG.-

cient reason for rejecting it. Notions that fall in with the
common reason of mankind, that are conformable to the
sense of all ages and all nations, not to mention their tend-
ency for promoting the happiness of societies, or of particular
persons, are exploded as errors and prejudices ; and schemea
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prected in tlieir stead, that are altogether monstrous and

irrational, and require the most extravagant credulity to em-

brace them. I would fain ask one of these bigoted infidels,

supposing aU the great points of atheism, as the casual or

eternal formation of the world, the materiality of a thinking

substance, the mortality of the soul, the fortuitous organiza-

tion of the body, the motions and gravitation of matter, witli

the like particulars, were laid together and formed. into a

kind of creed, according to the opinions of the most cele-

brated atheists ; I say, supposing such a creed as this were

formed, and imposed upon any one people in the world,

whether it would not require an infinitely greater measure

of faith, than any set of articles which they so violently opr

pose. Let me therefore advise this generation of wranglers,

for their own and for the public good, to act at least so con-

sistently with themselves, as not to burn with zeal for irre-

ligion, and with bigotry for nonsense.

No. 186. "WEDNESDAY, OCTOBEE 3.

Coelum ipsum petimus stultitift— Hor.

"[IPOS' my return to my lodgings last night, I found a let-

ter from my worthy friend the clergyman, whom I have given

some account of in my former papers. He tells me in it that

he was particularly pleased with the latter part of my yester-

day's speculation; and at the same time enclosed the follow-

ing essay, which he desires me to publish as the sequel of

that discourse. It consists partly of uncommon reflections,

and partly of such as have been already used, but now set in

a stronger light.

" A believer may be excused by the most hardened athe-

ist for endeavouring to make him a convert, because he

does it with an eye to both their interests. The atheist is

inexcusable who tries to gain over a believer, because he does

not propose the doing himself or believer any good by such

a conversion.
" The prospect of a future state is the secret comfort and

refreshment of my soul : it is that which makes nature look

gay about me ; it doubles all my pleasures, and supports me
under all my aiflictions. I can look at disappointments and
misfortunes, pain and sickness, death itself, and what is worse
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than death, the loss of those who are dearest to me, with in-

difference, so long as I keep in view the pleasures of eternity,

and the state of being in which there will be no fears nor

apprehensions, pains nor sorrows, sickness nor separation.

"Why "will any man be so impertinently oificious, as to tell

me all this is only fancy and delusion ? Is there any merit

m being the messenger of ill news ? If it is a dream, let me
enjoy it, since it makes me both the happier and better man.

" I must confess I do not know how to trust a man who
believes neither heaven nor hell, or, in other words, a future

state of rewards and punishments. Not only natural self-

love, but reason, directs us to promote our own interest above

all things. It can never be for the interest of a believer to do

me a mischief, because he is sure upon the balance of accounts

to find himself a loser by it. On the contrary, if he con-

siders his own welfare in his behaviour towards me, it will

lead him to do me all the good he can, and at the same time

restrain him from doing me an injury. An unbeliever does

not act like a reasonable creature, if he favours me contrary

to his present interest, or does not distress me when it turns

to his present advantage. Honour and good-nature may in-

deed tie up his hands ; but as these would be very much
strengthened by reason and principle, so without them they

are oiily instincts, or wavering, unsettled notions, which rest

on no foundations.
" Infidelity has been attacked with so good success of late

years, that it is driven out of all its out-works. The atheist

has not found his post tenable, and is therefore retired into

deism, and a disbelief of revealed religion only. But the
truth of it is, the greatest number of this set of men are

those who, for want of a virtuous education, or examining the
grounds of religion, know so very little of the matter in

question, that their infidelity is but another term for their

ignorance.
" As foUy and inconsiderateness are the foundations of in-

fidelity, the great pUlars and supports of it are either a vanity
of appearing wiser than the rest of mankiad, or an ostenta-

tion of courage in despising the terrors of another world,

which have so great an influence on what they call weaker
minds ; or an aversion to a belief that must cut them off from
many of those pleasures they propose to themselves, and fill

them with remorse for many of those they have abeady tasted.
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" The great received articles of the Christian religion have

been so clearly proved from the authority of that divine

revelation in which they are delivered, that it is impossible

for those who have ears to hear and eyes to see, not to be

convinced of them. But were it possible for anything in the

Christian faith to be erroneous, I can find no ill consequences

in adhering to it. The great points of the incarnation and

sufferings of our Saviour produce naturally such habits of

virtue in the mind of mam, that, I say, supposing it were

possible for us to be mistaken in them, the infidel himself

must at least allow that no other system of religion could so

effectually contribute to the heightening of morality. They

give us great ideas of the dignity of human nature, and of

the love which the Supreme Being bears to his creatures,

and consequently engage us in the highest acts of duty to-

wards our Creator, our neighbour, and ourselves. How
many noble arguments has Saint Paul raised from the chief

articles of our religion, for the advancing of morality in its

three great branches ! To give a single example in each kind:

what can be a stronger motive to a firm trust and reliance

on the mercies of our Maker, than the giving us his Son to

suffer for us ? what can make us love and esteem even the

most inconsiderable of mankind more than the thought that

Christ died for him ? Or what dispose us to a stricter guard
upon the purity of our own hearts, than our being members
of Christ, and a part of the society of which that immacidate
person is the head ? But these are only a specimen of those

admirable enforcements of morality which the apostle has

drawn from the history of our blessed Saviour.
" If our modern infidels considered these matters with

that candour and seriousness which they deserve, we should

not see them act vrith such a spirit of bitterness, arrogance,

and malice : they would not be raising such insignificant

cavils, doubts, and scruples, as may be started against every-

thing that is not capable of mathematical demonstration ; in

order to unsettle the minds of the ignorant, disturb the pub-
lic peace, subvert morality, and throw aU things into con-
fusion and disorder. If none of these reflections can have
any influence on them, there is one that perhaps may ; be-
cause it is adapted to their vanity, by which they seem to be
guided much more than their reason. I would therefore
have them consider, that the wisest and best of men in all
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ages of the world, have been those who lived up to the re-

ligion of their country, when they saw nothing in it opposite

to moralitj'-, and to the best lights they had of the Divine

Nature. Pythagoras's first rule directs us to worship the

gods ' as it is ordained by law,' for that is the most natural

interpretation of the precept. Socrates, who was the most
renowned among the heathens both for wisdom and virtue, in

his last moments desires his friends to offer a cock to -31scu-

lapius ; doubtless out of a submissive deference to the estab-

lished worship of his country. Xenophon tells us, that his

prince (whom he sets forth as a pattern of perfection) when
he found his death approaching, offered sacrifices on the

mountains to the Persian Jupiter, and the Sun, according to

the custom of the Persians ; for those are the words of the

historian. Nay, the Epicureans and atomical philosophers

showed a very remarkable modesty in this particular ; for,

though the being of a God was entirely repugnant to their

schemes of natural philosophy, they contented themselves with
the denial of a Providence, asserting at the same time the
existence of gods in general ; because they would not shock
the common belief of mankind, and the religion of their

country."

No. 189. SATrEDAY, OCTOBEE 6.

—PatrisB pietatis imago. Virg.

' The following letter being written to my bookseller,

upon a subject of which I treated some time since, I shall

publish it iu this paper, together with the letter that was en-

closed ia it.

" Mb. Buckley,
Mr. Spectator having of late descanted upon the

cruelty of parentsto their children, I have been iaduced (at the

request of several of Mr. Spectator's admirers) to enclose

this letter, which I assure you is the original from a father

to his son, notwithstanding the latter gave but little or no
provocation. It would be wonderfully obliging to the world,

if Mr. Spectator would give his opinion of it ia some of hia

speculations, and particularly to

(Mr. Buckley) Tour humble Servant,"
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" SiBEAH,
Tou are a saucy, audacious rascal, and both fool aud

mad, and I care not a fartting whether you comply or uo

;

that does not raze out my impressions of your insolence, going

about railing at me, and the next day to solicit my favour:

these are inconsistencies, such as discover thy reason depraved.

To be brief, I never desire to see your face ; and, sirrah, if

you go to the work-house, it is no disgrace to me for you to

be supported there ; and if you starve in the streets, I'll

never give anything underhand in your behalf. If I have

any more of your scribbling nonsense, I will break your head

the first time I set sight on you. Tou are a stubborn beast;

is this your gratitude for my giving you money ? Tou rogus,

I'll better your judgment, and give you a greater sense of your

duty to (I regret to say) your father, &c.
" P. S. It is prudence for you to keep out ofmy sight; for

to reproach me that might overcomes right, on the outside of

your letter, I shall give you^ great knock on the skull for it."

Was there ever such an image of paternal tenderness ! It

was .Tisuai among some of the Greeks to make their slaves

drink to excess, and then expose them to their children, who

by that means conceived an early aversion to a vice which

makes men appear so monstrous and irrational. I have ex-

posed this picture of an unnatural father with the same in-

tention, that its deformity may deter others from its resem-

blance. If the reader has a miad to see a father of the same

stamp represented in the most exquisite strokes of humour, he

may meet with it in one of the finest comedies that ever ap-

peared upon the English stage : I mean the part of Sir

Sampson in Love for Love.

I must not, however, engage myself blindly on the side of

the son, to whom the fond letter above-written was directed,

His father calls him " a saucy and audacious rascal " in the

first line ; and I am afraid, upon examination, he will prove

but an ungracious youth. " To go about railing " at his father,

and to find no other place but " the outside of his letter " to

tell him" that might overcomes right," if it does not" dis-

cover his reason to be depraved," and " that he is either fool or

mad," as the choleric old gentleman tells him, we may at

least allow that the father will do very well in endeavouriiij;

to " better his judgment, and give him a greater sense of his
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duty." But wlietlier this may be "brought about by "break-

ing his head," or " giving him a great knock on the skull,"

ought I think to be well considered. Upon the whole, I

wish the father has not met with his match, and that he may
not be as equally paired with a son, as the mother in Virgil,

—Crudelis tu quoque mater :

Crudelis mater mag-is an puer improbus ille ?

Improbus ille puer, crudelis tu quoque mater.

Or, like the crow and her egg in the Greek proverb,

KaKov KopaicoQ kukov Ctov.

I must here take notice of a letter which I have received

from an unknown correspondent, upon the subject of my
paper, upon which the foregoing letter is likewise founded.

The writer of it seems very much concerned, lest that paper
should seem to give encouragement to the disobedience of

children towards their parents ; but if the vmter of it will

take the pains to read it over again attentively, I dare say

his apprehension will vanish. Pardon and reconciliation are

all the penitent daughter requests, and all that I contend for

in her behalf; and in this case I may use the saying of an
eminent wit, who, upon some great men's pressing him to

forgive his daughter who had married against his consent,

told them he could refuse nothing to their instances, but
that he would have them remember there was difference

between Giving and Torgiving.

I must confess, in all controversies between parents and
their children, I am naturally prejudiced in favour of the

former. The obligations on that side can never be acquitted,

and I think it is one of the greatest reflections upon human
nature, that paternal instinct should be a stronger motive to

love than filial gratitude ; that the receiving of favours should
be a less inducement to good-wiU, tenderness, and commiser-
ation, than the conferring of them ; and that the taking care

of any person should endear the child or dependant more to

the parent or benefactor, than the parent or benefactor to
the child or dependant

;
yet so it happens, that for one cruel

parent we meet with a thousand undutiful children. This
is, indeed, wonderfully contrived (as I have formerly ob-
served) for the support of every living species ; but at the
same time that it shows the wisdom of the Creator, it dis-

covers the imperfection and degeneracy of the creature.
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The obedience of children to their parents is the basis of

all government, and is set forth as the measure of that obe-

dience which we owe to those whom Providence hath placed

over us.

It is Father Le Comte, if I am not mistaken, who tells us

how want of duty in this particular is punished among the

Chinese, insomuch, that if a son should be known to kill, or

so much as to strike, his father, not only the criminal, but

his whole family, would be rooted out ; nay, the inhabitants

of the place where he lived would be put to the sword
; nay,

the place itself would be razed to the ground, and its found-

ations sown -with salt : for, say they, there must have been

an utter depravation of manners in that clan or society of

people, who could have bred up among them so horrible an

offender. To this I shall add a passage out of the first book

of Herodotus. That historian, in his account of the Persian

customs and religion, tells us, it is their opinion that no mar

ever killed his father, or that it is possible such a crime

should be iu nature ; but tliat if anything like it should

ever happen, they conclude that the repvited son must have

been illegitimate, supposititious, or begotten in adultery.

Their opinion in this particular shows sufficiently what a

notion they must have had of undutifulness in general.

No. 191. TUESDAY, OCTOEEE 9.

—oi5\ov oveipov. HoM.

Some ludicrous schoolmen have put the case, that if an ass

were placed between two bundles of hay, which afiected his

senses equally on each side, and tempted him in the very

same degree, whether it would be possible for him to eat of

either. They generally determine this question to the dis-

advantage of the ass, who, they say, would starve in the

midst of plenty, as not having a single grain of free-will to

determine him more to the one than to the other. The

bundle of hay on either side striking his sight and smeU in

the same proportion, would keep him in a perpetual suspense,

like the two magnets, which travellers have told us are

placed one of them in the roof and the other in the floor, of

Mahomet's burying-place at Mecca, and by that means, say

they, pull the impostor's iron coffin with such an equal at-
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traction, that it hangs in. the air between both of them. As
for the ass's behaviour in such nice circumstances, whether
he would starve sooner than violate his neutrality to the

two bundles of hay, I shall not presume to determine ; but
only take notice of the conduct of our own species in the

same perplexity. When a man has a mind to venture hia

money in a lottery, every figure of it appears equally allur-

ing, and as likely to succeed as any of its fellows. They all

of them have the same pretensions to good luck, stand upon
the same foot of competition, and no manner of reason can
be given why a man should prefer one to the other before the

lottery is drawn. In this case, therefore, caprice very often

acts in the place of reason, and forms to itself some ground-

less, imaginary motive, where real and substantial ones are

wanting. I know a well-meaning man that is very well

pleased to risk hie good fortune upon the number 1711, be-

cause it is the. year of our Lord. I am acquainted with a
tacker that would give a good deal for the number 134. On
the contrary, I have been told of a certain zealous dissenter,

who being a great enemy to Popery, and believing that bad
men are the most fortunate in this world, will lay two to one
on the number 666 against any other number, because, says

he, it is the number of the beast. Several would prefer the

number 12,000 before, any other, as it is the number of the

pounds in the great prize. In short, some are pleased to find

their own age in their number ; some that they have got a

number which makes a pretty appearance in the ciphers

;

and others, because it is the same number that succeeded in

the last lottery. Each of these, upon no other grounds, thinks
he stands fairest for the great lot, that he is possessed of what
may not be improperly called the Golden Number.

These principles of election are the pastimes and extrava-

gancies of human reason, which is of so busy a nature, that

it ivill be exerting itself in the meanest trifles, and working
even when it wants materials. The wisest of men are some-
times acted by such unaccountable motives, as the life of the
fool and the superstitious is guided by nothing else.

I am surprised that none of the fortune-tellers, or, as the

French call them, the Diseurs de bonne Avanture, who publish

their bills in every quarter of the town, liave turned our lot-

teries to their advantage : did any of them set up for a
caster of fortunate figures, what might he not get by his pre-

tended discoveries and predictions ?
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I remember among the advertisements in the Post-boy of

September the 27th, I was surprised to see the following one:

" This is to give notice, that ten shillings over and above

the market price will be given for the ticket in the £150,000

lottery, No. 132, by Nath. Cliff, at the Bible and Three

Crowns in Cheapside."

This advertisement has given great matter of speculation

to Coffee-house theorists. Mr. Cliff's principles and convers-

ation have been canvassed upon this occasion, and various

conjectures made why he should thus set his heart upon No.

132. I have examined all the powers in those numbers,

broken them into fractions, extracted the square and cube

root, divided and. multiplied them all ways, but could not ar-

rive at the secret till about three days ago, when I received

the following letter from an unknown hand, by which I find

that Mr. Nathaniel Cliff is only the agent, and not the prin-

cipal, in this advertisement.

"Mb,. Speotatoe,

" I am the person that lately advertised I would give ten

shillings more than the current price for the ticket No. 132,

in the lottery now drawing ; Avliich is a secret I have com-
municated to some friends, who rally me incessantly upon
that account. Tou must know I have but one ticket, for

which reason, and a certain dream I have lately had more
than once, I was resolved it should be the number I most ap-

proved. I am so positive I have pitched upon the great lot,

that I could almost lay all I am worth of it. My visions are

so frequent and strong upon this occasion, that I have not

only possessed the lot, but disposed of the money which in

all probability it will sell for. This morning, in particular,

I set up an equipage which I look upon to be the gayest in

the town ; the Ikeries are very rich, but not gaudy. I should
be very glad to see a speculation or two upon lottery subjects,

in which you would oblige all people concerned, and in parti^

cular,

" Tour most humble Servant, G-eorge Gosling."

" P. S. Dear Spec, if I get the 12,000 pound, I'll make
thee a handsome present."

After having wished my correspondent good luck, and
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thanked him for his intended kindness, I shall for this time

dismiss the subject of the lottery, and only observe, that the

greatest part of mankind are in some degree guilty of my
friend Gosling's extravagance. "VVe are apt to rely upon
future prospects, and become really expensive while we are

only rich in possibility. "We live up to our expectations, not

to our possessions, and make a figure proportionable to what
we may be, not what we are. We out-run our present income,

as not doubting to disburse ourselves out of the profits of

some future place, project, or reversion, that we have in view.

It is through this temper of mind, which is so common among
us, that we see tradesmen break, who have met with no mis-

fortunes in their business ; and men of estates reduced to

poverty, who have never suffered from losses or repairs, ten-

ants, taxes, or law-suits. In short, it is this foolish, sanguine
temper, this depending upon contingent futurities, that occa-

sions romantic generosity, chimerical grandeur, senseless os-

tentation, and generally ends in beggary and ruin. The man
whowill liveabovehis present circumstances, is in great danger
of living in a little time much beneath them ; or, as the Italian

proverb runs. The Man who lives by Hope will die by Hunger.
It should be an indispensable rule in life, to contract our

desires to our present condition ; and whatever may be our
expectations, to live within the compass of what we actually
possess. It will be time enough to enjoy an estate when it

comes into our hands ; but if we anticipate our good fortune,
we shall lose the pleasure of it when it arrives, and may pos-
sibly never possess what we have so foolishly counted upon.

195. SATUEDAT, OCTOBEE 13.

N^TTtot, oitS' iffafftv otrqi irXkov ij^iav Travrog,
OiiS' 'oaov iv lioKaxyri xal aarjioSkXii) fiiy' oveiap. Hes.

Theee is a story in the Arabian Nights Tales, of a king
who had long languished under an ill habit of body, and had
taken abundance of remedies to no purpose. At length,
says the fable, a physician cured him by the following method.
He took an hollow baU of wood, and filled it with several
drugs

; after which he closed it up so artificially that nothing
appeared. He likewise took a mall, and after having hol-
lowed the handle, and that part which striltes the ball, he
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enclosed in them several drugs after the same manner aa in

the ball itself. He then ordered the sultan, who was his

patient, to exercise himself early in the morning with these

ridhtly prepared instruments,
|
till such time as he should

sweat ; when, as the story goes, the virtue of the medica-

ments perspiring through the wood, had so good an iniluenea

on the sultan's constitution, that they cured him of an indis-

position which all the compositions he had taken inwardly

had not been able to remove. This eastern allegory is iinely

contrived to show us how beneficial bodily labour is to health,

and that exercise is the most effectual physic. I have de-

scribed, in my hundred and fifteenth paper, from the general

structure and mechanism of an human body, how absolutely

necessary exercise is for its preservation : I shall in this place

recommend another great preservative of liealth, which id

many cases produces the same effects as exercise, and may, in

some measure, supply its place, where opportunities of exer-

cise are wanting. The preservative I am speaking of is

temperance, which has those particular advantages above aU

other means of health, that it may be practised by all ranks

and conditions, at any season, or in any place. It is a kind

of regimen into which every man may put himself, without

interruption to business, expense of money, or loss of time.

If exercise throws off all superfluities, temperance prevents

them ; if exercise clears the vessels, temperance neither sa-

tiates nor overstrains them ; if exercise raises proper fer-

ments in the humours, and promotes the circulation of the

blood, temperance gives nature her full play, and enables her

to exert herself in all her force and vigour ; if exercise dissi-

pates a growing distemper, temperance starves it.

Physic, for the most part, is nothing else but the substitute

of exercise or temperance. Medicines are, indeed, absolutely

necessary in acute distempers, that cannot wait the slow

operations of these two great instruments of health ; but did

men live in an habitual course of exercise and temperance,
there would be but little occasion for them. Accordingly,
we find that those parts of the world are the most healthy

where they subsist by the chase ; and that men lived longest

when their lives were employed in hunting, and when t'h^y

had little food besides what they caught. Blistering, cup-

ping, bleeding, are seldom of use but to the idle and intem-
perate

; as all those inward applications which are so much
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in practice among us, are for the most part nothing else but
expedients to make luxury consistent with health. The
apothecary is perpetually employed in countermining the
cook and the vintner. It is said of Diogenes, that meeting
a young man who was going to a feast, he took him up in

the street, and carried him home to his friends, as one who
was running into imminent danger, had not he prevented
him. What would that philosopher have said, had he heen
present at the gluttony of a modem meal ? Would not he
have thought the master of a family mad, and have begged
his servants to tie down his hands, had he seen him devour
fowl, fish, and flesh; swallow oil and vinegar, wines and
spices ; throw down salads of twenty different herbs, sauces

of an hundred ingredients, confections and fruits of number-
less sweets and flavours ? What unnatural motions and
counter-ferments must such a medley ofintemperance produce

in the body ! Por my part, when I behold a fashionable

table set out in all its magnificence, I fancy that I see gouts

and dropsies, fevers and lethargies, with other innumerable
distempers, lying in ambuscade among the dishes.

Nature delights in the most plain and simple diet. Every
animal but man keeps to one dish. Herbs are the food of

this species, fish of that, and flesh of a third. Man falls upon
everything that comes in his way ; not the smallest fruit or

excrescence of the earth, scarce a berry or a mushroom, can
escape him.

It is impossible to lay down any determinate rule for tem-
perance, because what is luxury ia one may be temperance
in another ; but there are few that have lived any time ia the
world, who are not judges of their own constitutions, so far

as to know what kinds and what proportions of food do best

agree, with them. Were I to consider my readers as my
patients, and to prescribe such a kind of temperance as is

accommodated to all persons, and such as is particularly suit-

able i;o our climate and way of living, I woidd copy the fol-

lowing rules of a very eminent physician. " Make your
whole repast out of one dish. If you indulge in a second,

avoid drinking anything strong till you have finished your
meal ; at the same time abstain from all sauces, or at least

such as are not the most plain and simple." A man could
not well be guilty of gluttony, if he stuck to these few ob-

tIqus and easy rules. In the first case there would be no
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variety of tastes to solicit his palate, and occasion excess

;

nor in the second, any artificial provocatives to relieve satiety,

and create a false appetite. Were I to prescribe a rule for

drinking, it should be formed upon a saying quoted by Sir

"William Temple ;
" The first glass for myself, the second for

my friends, the third for good humour, and the fourth for

mine enemies." But because it is impossible for one who
lives in the vs^orld to diet himself always in so philosophical

a manner, I think every man should have his days of absti-

nence, according as his constitution will permit. These are

great reliefs to nature, as they qualify her for struggling

with hunger and thirst, whenever any distemper, or duty of

life, may put her upon such difBculties : and at the same
time give her an opportunity of extricating herself from her

oppressions, and recovering the several tones and springs of

her distended vessels. Besides that abstinence, well timed,

often kills a sickness in embryo, and destroys the first

seeds of an indisposition. It is observed by two or three

ancient authors, that Socrates, notwithstanding he lived in

Athens during the great plague, which has made so much
noise through all ages, and has been celebrated at different

times by such eminent hands ; I say, notwithstanding that

he lived in the time of this devouring pestilence, he never

caught the least infection, which those writers unanimously
ascribe to that uninterrupted temperance which he always

observed.

And here I cannot but mention an observation which I

have often made, upon reading the lives of the philosophers,

and comparing them with any series of kings or great men
of the same number. If we consider these ancient sages, a

great part of whose philosophy consisted in a temperate and
abstemious course of life, one would think the life of a phi-

losopher and the life of a man were of two diflferent dates.

'For we find that the generality of these wise men were
nearer an hundred than sixty years of age at the time of

their respective deaths. But the most remarkable instance
of the efficacy of temperance towards the procuring of long
life, is what we meet with in a little book published by Lewis
Cornaro, the Venetian ; which I the rather mention, because
it is of undoubted credit, as the late Venetian ambassador,
who was of the same family, attested more than once in con-
versation, when he resided in England. Cornaro, who was
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the author of the little treatise I am mentioning, was of an
infirm constitution, tiU about forty, when by obstinately per-

sisting in an exact course of temperance, he recovered a per-

fect state of health ; insomuch that .at fourscore he published
his book, which has been translated into English under the

title of " Sure and certain Methods of attaining a long and
healthy Life." He lived to give a third or fourth edition of

it ; and after having passed his hundredth year, died without
pain or agony, and lite one who falls asleep. The treatise I

mention has been taken notice of by several eminent authors,

and is written with such a spirit of cheerfulness, religion,

and good sense, as are the natural concomitants of temper-
ance and sobriety. The mixture of the old man in it is

rather a recommendation than a discredit to it.

Having designed this paper as the sequel to that upon
exercise, I have not here considered temperance as it is a
moral virtue, which I shall make the subject of a future spe-

culation, but only as it is the means of health.

No. 198. WEDNESDAY, OCTOBEE 17.

CervsB luporum preeda rapacium
Sectamur ultro, quos opimus
Fallere et effugere est triumphus. Hok.

Theee is a species of women, whom I shall distinguish by
the name of Salamanders. Now a salamander is a kind of
heroine in chastity, that treads upon fire, and lives in the
midst of flames, without being hurt. A salamander knows
no distinction of sex in those she converses with, grows
familiar with a stranger at first sight, and is not so narrow-
spirited as to observe whether the person she talks to be in

breeches or in petticoats. She admits a male visitant to her
bed-side, plays with him a whole afternoon at picquetto,

wallts with him two or three hours by moon-light ; and is

extremely scandalized at the unreasonableness of an husband,
or the severity of a parent, that would debar the sex from
such innocent liberties. Tour salamander is therefore a per-
petual declaimer against jealousy, an admirer of the Erencli
good-breeding, and a great stickler for freedom in convers-
ation. In short, the, salamander lives in an invincible state

of simplicity and innocence : her constitution is preserved in
a kind of natural frost ; she wonders what people mean by

f 2
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temptations, and defies mankind to do their worst. Her
chastity is engaged in a constant ordeal, or fiery trial

;
(like

good queen Emma,) the pretty innocent -walks blindfold

among burning plough-shares, without being scorched or

singed by them.

It is not therefore for the use of the salamander, whether

in a married or single state of life, that I design the following

paper ; but for such females only as are made of flesh and

blood, and find themselves subject to human frailties.

As for this part of the fair sex, who are not of the sala-

mander kiad, I would most earnestly advise them to observe

a quite different conduct in their behaviour ; and to avoid as

much as possible what religion calls temptations, and the world

opportunities. Did they but know how many thousands of

their sex have been gradually betrayed from innocent free-

doms to ruin and inikmy ; and how many millions of ours

have begun with flatteries, protestations, and endearments,

but ended with reproaches, perjury, and perfidiousness ; they

would shun like death the very first approaches of one that

might lead them into inextricable labyrinths of guilt and

misery. I must so far give up the cause of the male world,

as to exhort the female sex in the language of Chamont ia

the Orphan,

Trust not a man ; we are by nature false,

Dissembling, subtle, cruel, and unconstant

;

When a man talks of love, with caution trust him

;

But if he swears, heUl certainly deceive thee.

I might very much enlarge upon this subject, but shall con-

clude it with a story which I lately heard from one of otu'

Spanish officers, and which may show the danger a woman
incurs by too great familiarities with a male companion.

An inhabitant of the kingdom of Castfle, being a man of

more than ordinary prudence, and of a grave, composed be-

haviour, determined about the fiftieth year of his age to enter

upon wedlock. In order to make himself easy in it, he cast

his eye upon a young woman who had nothing to recommend
her but her beauty and her education, her parents having

been reduced to great poverty by the wars which for some

years have laid that whole country waste. The CastUian

having made his addresses to her and married her, they lived

together in perfect happiness for some time ; when at length

ihe husband's affairs made it necessary for him to take a
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voyage to the kingdom of Naples, where a great part of his

estate lay. The wife loved him too tenderly to be left behind
him. They had not been on shipboard above a day, when
they unluckily fell into the hands of an Algerine pirate, who
carried the whole company on shore, and made them slaves.

The Castilian and his wife had the comfort to be under the

same master ; who seeing how dearly they loved one another,

and gasped after their liberty, demanded a most exorbitant

price for their ransom. The Castilian, though he would
rather have died in slavery himself than, have paid such a sum
as he found would go near to ruin him, was so moved vnth

compassion towards his wife, that he sent repeated orders to

his friend ia Spain (who happened to be his next relation) to

eeU his estate, and transmit the money to him. His friend,

hoping that the terms of his ransom might be made more
reasonable, and unwilling to sell an estate which he himself

had some prospect of inheriting, formed so many delays, that

three whole years passed away without anything being done
for the setting of them at liberty.

There happened to live a French renegade in the same
place where the Castilian and his wife were kept prisoners.

As this fellow had in him all the vivacity of his nation, he
often entertained the captives with accounts of his own ad-

ventures ; to which he sometimes added a song or a dance,

or some other piece of mirth, to divert them during their

confinement. His acquaintance with the manners of the Al-
gerines enabled him likewise to do them several good offices.

The Castilian, as he was one day in conversation with this

renegade, discovered to him the negligence and treachery of

his correspondent in Castile, and at the same time asked his

advice how he should behave himself in that exigency: he
further told the renegado, that he found it would be impos-
sible for him to raise the money, unless he himself might go
over to dispose of his estate. The renegado, after having re-

presented to him that his Algerine master would never con-

sent to his release upon such a pretence, at length contrived

a method for the Castilian to make his escape in the habit of

a seaman. The Castilian succeeded in his attempt ; and
having sold his estate, being afraid lest the money should
miscarry by the way, and determining to perish with it

rather than lose what was much dearer to him than his life,

he returned himself in a little vessel that was goins to Al-
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giers. It is impossible to describe the joy he felt upon this

ocflasioii, when he considered that he should soon see the

wife whom he so much loved, and endear himself more to

her by this uncommon piece of generosity.

The renegado, during the husband's absence, so insinuated

himself into the graces of his young wife, and so turned her

-lead with stories of gallantry, that she quickly thought him
the finest gentleman she had ever conversed with. To be

brief, her mind was quite alienated from the honest Castilian,

whom she was taught to loot upon as a formal old feUow,

unworthy the possession of so charming a creature. She

had been instructed by the renegado how to manage herself

upon his arrival ; so that she received him with an appear-

ance of the utmost love and gratitude, and at length per-

suaded him to trust their common friend the renegado with

the money he had brought over for their ransom ; as not

questioning but he would heal down the terms of it, and

negotiate the aifair more to their advantage than they them-

selves could do. The good man admired her prudence and

followed her advice. I wish I could conceal the sequel of

this story, but since I cannot, I shall despatch it in as few

words as possible. The Castilian having slept longer than

ordinary the next morning, upon his awaking found his wife

had left him : he immediately rose and inquired after her,

but was told that she was seen with the renegado about

break of day. In a word, her lover having got all things

ready for their departure, they soon made their escape out

of the territories of Algiers, carried away the money, and
left the Castilian in captivity : who partly through the cruel

treatment of the incensed Alaerine his master, and partly

through the unkind usage of3ns unfaithful wife, died some
few months after.

No. 201. SATIJEDAT, OCTOBEE 20.

Religentem esse oporlet, Religiosum nefas.

I^CERTI AUTORIS APUD AuL. GeLL.

It is ofthe last importance to season the passions of a child

with devotion, which seldom dies in a mind that has received
ail early tincture of it. Though it may seem extinguished
for a while by the cares of the world, the heats of youth, or
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the allurements of vice, it generally breaks out and discovers

itself again as soon as discretion, consideration, age, or mis-

fortunes, have brought the man to himself. The fire may be

covered and overlaid, but cannot be entirely quenched and
smothered.

A state of tempeijance, sobriety, and justice, without devo-

tion, is a cold, lifeless, insipid condition of virtue ; and is

rather to be styled philosophy than religion. Devotion opens

the mind to great conceptions, and fills it with more sublime

ideas than any that are to be met with in the most exalted

science ; and at the same time warms and agitates the soul

more than sensual pleasure.

It has been observed by some writers, that man is more
distinguished from the animal world by devotion than by rea-

son, as several brute creatures discover in their actions

something Like a faint glimmering of reason, though they

betray in no single circumstance of their behaviour anything

that bears the least affinity to devotion. It is certain, the

propensity of the mind to religious worship, the natural tend-

ency of the soul to fly to some superior Being for succour

in dangers and distresses, the gratitude to an invisible Super-

intendent which rises in us upon receiving any extraordinary

and unexpected good fortune, the acts of love and admira-

tion with which the thoughts of men are so wonderfully

transported in meditating upon the Divine perfections, and
the universal concurrence of all the nations under heaven in

the great article of adoration, plainly show that devotion, or

religious worship, must be the effect of a tradition from some
first founder of mankind, or that- it is conformable to the
natural light of reason, or that it proceeds from an instinct

implanted in the soul itself, '^pr my part, I look upon all

these to be the concurrent ca»s ; but whichever of them
'^r

dpi*ashall be assigned as the principle of Divine worship, it mani-
festly points to a Supreme Being as the first author of it.

I may take some other opportunity of considering those
particular forms and methods of devotion which are taught
us by Christianity ; but shall here observe into what errors

even this Divine principle may lead us, when it is not moder-
ated by that right reason which was given ns as the guide of

all our actions.

The two great errors into which a mistaken devotion may
betray us, are enthusiasm and superstition.
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There is not a more melancholy object than a man who hag

his head turned with enthusiasm. A person that is crazed,

though with pride or malice, is a sight very mortifying to

human nature ; but when the distemper arises from any in-

discreet fervours of devotion, or too intense an application

of the mind to its mistaken duties, it deserves our compas-

sion in a more particular manner. We may, however, learn

this lesson from it, that siace devotion itself (which one

would be apt to think could not be too warm) may disorder

the mind, unless its heats are tempered with caution and

prudence, we should be particularly carefal to keep our rea-

son as cool as possible, and to guard ourselves in all parts of

life against the influence of passion, imagination, and con-

stitution.

Devotion, when it does not lie under the check of reason,

is very apt to degenerate iato enthusiasm. When the mind
finds herself very much inflamed with her devotions, she is

too much inclined to think they are not of her own kindling,

but blown up by something Divine within, her. If she in-

dulges this thought too far, and humours the growing pas-

sion, she at last flings herself into imaginary raptures and

ecstasies ; and when once she fancies herself under the in-

fluence of a Di^dne impulse, it is no wonder if she slights

human ordinances, and refuses to comply with any establish-

ed form of religion, as thinking herself directed by a much
superior guide.

As enthusiasm is a kind of excess in devotion, superstition

is the excess, not only of devotion, but of religion in gener-

al ; according to an old heathen saying, quoted by Aulus
Gellius, Religentem esse oportet, Religiosum nefas ; A man
should be religious, and not superstitious : for, as that author

tells us, Ifigidius observed upon this passage, that the Latin

words which terminate in osus generally imply vicious cha-

racters, and the having of any quality to an excess.

An enthusiast in religion is like an obstinate clown, a su-

perstitious man like an insipid courtier. Enthusiasm has

something in it of madness ; superstition, of folly. Most of

the sects that fall short of the Church of England, have in

them strong tinctures of enthusiasm, as the Eoman Catholic
religion is one huge overgrown body of childish and idle su-

perstitions.

The Eoman Catholic Church seems indeed irrecoverably
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lost in this particular. If an absurd dress or behaviour be

introduced into the world, it will soon be found out and dis-

carded : on the contrary, a habit or ceremony, though never

80 ridiculous, which has taken sanctuary in the Church, sticks

in it for ever. A G-othic bishop, perhaps, thought it proper to

repeat such a form in such particular shoes or slippers ; an-

other fancied it would be very decent if such a part of public

devotions were performed with a mitre on his head, and a

crosier in his hand : to this a brother Vandal, a^wise as the

others, adds an antic dress, which he conceived would allude

very aptly to such and such mysteries, till by degrees the

whole office has degenerated into an empty show.

Their successors see the vanity and inconvenience of these

ceremonies ; but instead of reforming, perhaps add others

which they think more significant, and which take possession

in the same manner, and are never to be driven out after

they have been once admitted. I have seen the pope offi-

ciate at St. Peter's, where, for two hours together, he was
busied in putting on or off his different accoutrements,

according to the different parts he was to act in them.
Nothing is so glorious in the eyes of mankind, and orna-

mental to human nature, setting aside the infinite advan-
tage.s which arise from it, as a strong, steady, masculine piety

;

but enthusiasm and superstition are the weaknesses of hu-
man reason, that expose us to the scorn and derision of in-

fidels, and sink us even below the beasts that perish.

Idolatry may be looked upon as another error arising from
mistaken devotion ; but because reflections on that subject
would be of no use to an English reader, I shall not enlarge
upon it.

No. 203. TUESDAY, OCTOBEE 23.

—Phoelie pater, si das hujus mihi nominis usum.
Nee falsft Clymene culpatn sub imagine celat;

Pignora da, genitor

—

Ovir. Mbt.

Theee is a loose tribe of men whom I have not yet taken
notice of, that ramble into all the corners of this great city,

in order to seduce such unfortunate females as fall into their

walks. These abandoned profligates raise up issue in every
quarter of the town, and very often, for a valuable consider-
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atioB, father it upon the churchwarden. By this means

there are several married men who have a little family in most

of the parishes of London and "Westminster, and severalW
chelors who are undone by a charge of children.

"When a man once gives himseK this liberty of preying at

large, and living upon the common, he finds so much game in

a populous city, that it is surprising to consider the numbers

which he sometimes propagates. We see many a young fel-

low who is scarce of age, that could lay his claim to the Jvs

trium liberorum, or the privileges which were granted by the

Eoman laws to all such as were fathers of three children;

nay, I have heard a rake, who was not quite five-and-twenty,

declare himself the father of a seventh son, and very pru-

dently determine to breed him up a physician. In short,

the town is fuU of those young patriarchs ; not to mention

several battered beaus, who, like heedless spendthrifts, that

squander away their estates before they are masters of

them, have raised up their whole stock of children before

marriage.

I must not here omit the particular whim of an imprudent

libertine that had a little smattering of heraldry ; and ob-

serving how the genealogies of great families were often

drawn up in the shape of trees, had taken a fancy to dispose

of his own illegitimate issue in a figure of the same kiaa,

—Nee longum tempus, et ingens,

Exiit ad ccElum ramis felicibus arbos,

Miraturque novas frondes, et nou sua poma. Vieg.

The trunk of the tree was marked with his own name,

"WiU. Maple. Out of the side of it grew a large barren branch,

inscribed Mary Maple, the name of his unhappy wife. The

head was adorned with five huge boughs. On the bottom of

the first was written in capital characters, Kate Cole, who

branched out into three sprigs, viz. William, Bichard, and

Eebeeea. Sal. Twiford gave birth to another bough, that shot

up into Sarah, Tom, Will, and Frank. The third arm of the

tree had only a single infant in it, with a space left for »

second, the parent from whom it sprung being near her time

when the author took this ingenious device into his heai

The two other great boughs were very plentifully loaden wth
fruit of the same kind ; besides which, there were many or-

namental branches that did not bear. In short, a more flour-

ishing tree never came out of the Herald's Office.
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What makes this generation of vermin so very prolific, is

the indefatigable diligence with which they apply themselves

to their business. A man does not undergo more watchings

and fatigues in a campaign, than in the course of a vicious

amour. As it is said of some men, that they make their-

business their pleasure, these sons of darkness may be said

to make their pleasure their business. They might conquer

their corrupt inclinations with half the pains they are at

in gratifying them.
Nor is the invention of these men less to be admired

than their industry and vigilance. There is a fragment of

ApoUodorus, the comic poet, (who was contemporary with
Menander,) which is full of humour, as follows :

" Thou
may'st shut up thy doors, (says he,) with bars and bolts ; it

will be impossible for the blacksmith to make them so fast,

but a cat and a whoremaster will find a way through them."
In a word, there is no head so full of stratagem as that of a
libidinous man.
Were I to propose a punishment for this iufamous race of

propagators, it should be to send them, after the second or

third offence, into our American colonies, in order to people

those parts of her Majesty's dominions where there is a want
of inhabitants, and, in the phrase of Diogenes, to " plant

men." Some countries punish this crime with death ; but I
think such a banishment would be sufficient, and might
turn this generative faculty to the advantage of the public.

In the mean time, till these gentlemen may be thus dis-

posed of, I would earnestly exhort them to take care of those
unfortunate creatures whom they have brought into the
world by these indirect methods, and to give their spurious
children such an education as may render them more virtu-

ous than their parents. This is the best atonement they can
make for their own crimes, and indeed the only method that
is left them to repair their past miscarriages.

I would likewise desire them to consider, whether they
are not bound in common humanity, as well as by aE the
obligations of religion and nature, to make some provision

for those whom they have not only given life to, but entailed

upon them, though very unreasonably, a degree of shame
and disgrace. And here I cannot but take notice of those
depraved notions which prevail among us, and which must
have taken rise from our natural inclination to favour a yice
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to which we are so very prone, namely, that bastardy and

euckoldom should be looked upon as reproaches, and tliat

the shame which is only due to lewdness and falsehood,

should faU. in so unreasonable a manner upon the persons

who are innocent.

I have been insensibly drawn into this discourse by the

following letter, which is drawn up with such a spirit of sin-

cerity, that I question not but the writer of it has repre-

sented his case in a true genuine light.

" SlE,

I am one of those people who by the general opinion

of the world are counted both infamous and unhappy.
" My father is a very eminent man in this kingdom, and

one who bears considerable offices in it. I am his son ; but

my misfortune is, that I dare not call him father, nor he

without shame own me as his issue, I being illegitimate, and

therefore deprived of that endearing tenderness and unparal-

leled satisfaction, which a good man finds in the love and

conversation of a parent : neither have I the opportunities

to render him the duties of a son, he having always carried

himself at so vast a distance, and with such -superiority to-

wards me, that by long use I have contracted a timorous-

ness when before him, which hinders me from declaring my
own necessities, and giving him to understand the inconveni-

encies I undergo.
" It is my misfortune to have been neither bred a scholar,

a soldier, nor to any kind of business, which renders me en-

tirely uncapable of making provision for myself without his

assistance ; and this creates a continual uneasiness in my
mind, fearing I shall in time want bread ; my father, if I may
so call him, giving me but very faint assurances of doing

anything for me.
" I have hitherto lived somewhat like a gentleman, and it

would be very hard for me to labour for my living. I am in

continual anxiety for my future fortune, and under a great

unhappiness in losing the sweet conversation and friendly

advice of my parents ; so that I cannot look upon mysefl

otherwise than as a monster strangely sprung up in nature,

which every one is ashamed to own.
" I ani thought to be a man of some natural parts, and

the continual reading which you have offered the world,
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come an admirer thereof, which has draA\Ti me to make this

confession ; at the same time hoping, if anything therein

shall touch you with a sense of pity, you will then allow me
the favoiir of your opinion thereupon ; as also what part I,

beiQg unlawfully born, may claim of the man's aifection who
begot me, and how far in your opinion I am to be thought
his son, or he acknowledged as my father. Tour sentiments

and advice herein will be a great consolation and satisfee-

tion to,

" Sir, your admirer and
Humble servant, W. B."

No. 205. THTJESDAT, OCTOBEE 25.

Decipimur specie recti

—

Hoe.

When I meet with any vicious character that is not ge-

nerally known, in order to prevent its doing mischief, I draw
it at length, and set it up as a scarecrow ; by which means
I do not only make an example of the person to whom it

belongs, but give warning to all her Majesty's subjects, that

they may not suffer by it. Thus, to change the allusion, I

have marked out several of the shoals and quicksands of life,

and am continually employed in discovering those which are

still concealed, in order to keep the ignorant and imwary
from running upon them. It is with this intention that I

publish the following letter, which brings to light some
secrets of this nature.

" Me. Spectatoe,
There are none of your speculations which I read over

with greater delight, than those which are designed for the
improvement of our sex. Tou have endeavoiwed to correct

our unreasonable fears and superstitions, in your seventh and
twelfth papers ; our fancy for equipage, in your fifteenth

;

our love of puppet-shows, in your thirty-first ; our notions of

beauty, in your thirty-third ; our inclination for romances, in

your thirty-seventh ; our passion for French fopperies, in

your forty-fifth ; our manhood and party zeal, in your fifty-

eeventh ; our abuse of dancing, in your sixty-sixth and sixty-

seventh ; our levity, in your hundred and twenty-eighth ; our
«ove of coxcombs, in your hundred and fifty-fourth and hun-
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dred and fifty-seventh ; our tyranny over the henpeckt, in

your hundred and seventy-sixth. Tou have descrihed the

Pict in your forty-first ; the Idol, in your seventy-third ; the

Demurrer, in your eighty-ninth ; the Salamander, in your

hundred and ninety-eighth. Tou have likevpise taken to

pieces our dress, and represented to us the extravagances we

are often guilty of in that particular. You have fallen upon

our patches, in your fiftieth and eighty-first ; our commodes,

in your ninety-eighth ; our fans, in your hundred and second;

our riding habits, in your hundred and fourth*; our hoop-

petticoats, in your hundred and twenty-seventh ; besides a

great many little blemishes, which you have touched upon in

your several other papers, and in those many letters that are

scattered up and down your works. At the same time we

must own, that the compliments you pay our sex are innume^

able, and that those very faults which you represent in uj,

are neither black in themselves, nor, as you own, universal

among us. But, sir, it is plain that these your discourses

are calculated for none but the fashionable part of woman-

kind, and for the use of those who are rather indiscreet than

vicious. But, sir, there is a sort of prostitutes ia the lower

part of our sex, who are a scandal to us, and vpry well desene

to fall under your censure. I Icnow it would debase your

paper too much to enter into the behaviour of these female

libertines ; but as your remarks on some part of it would be

a doing of justice to several women of virtue and honour,

whose reputations suffer by it, I hope you will not think it

improper to give the public some accounts of this nature.

Tou must know, sir, I am provoked to write you this letter

by the behaviour of an infamous woman, who having passed

her youth in a most shameless state of prostitution, is now

one of those who gain their livelihood by seducing others

that are younger than themselves, and by establishing a crimi-

nal commerce between the two sexes. Among several of

her artifices to get money, she frequently persuades a vain

young fellow, that such a woman of quality, or such a cele-

brated toast, entertains a secret passion for him, and wants

nothing but an opportunity of revealing it : nay, she has gone

so far as to write letters in the name of a woman of figure, to

borrow money of one of these foolish Eoderigos, which she

has afterwards appropriated to her own use. In the mean

time, the person who has lent the money has thought a lady
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under oliligations to liim, who scarce knew his naiae ; and
wondered at her ingratitude when he has been with her, that

she has not owned the favour, though at the same time he

was too much a man of honour to put her in mind of it.

" When this abandoned baggage meets with a man who
has vanity enough to give credit to relations of this nature,

she turns him to a very good account, by repeating praises

that were never uttered, and delivering messages that were
never sent. As the house of this shameless creature is fre-

quented by several foreigners, I have heard of another artifice,

out of which she often raises money. The foreigner sighs

after some British beauty, whom he only know^s by fame

:

apon which she promises, if he can be secret, to procure him
i meeting. The stranger, ravished at his good fortune, gives

her a present, and in a little time is introduced to some ima-

ginary title ; for you must know that this cunning purveyor

has her representatives, upon this occasion, of some of the

finest ladies in the kingdom. By this means, as I am in-

formed, it is usual enough to meet with a German count in

foreign countries, that shall make his boast of favours he has

received from women of the highest ranks, and the most un-

blemished characters. Now, sir, what safety is there for a

woman's reputation, when a lady may be thus prostituted

as it were by proxy, and be reputed an unchaste woman ? as

the hero in the ninth book of Dryden's Virgil is looked upon
as a coward, because the phantom which appeared in his

likeness ran away from Turnus. Tou may depend upon
what I relate to you to be matter of fact, and the practice

of more than one of these female panders. If you print this

letter, I may give you some further accounts of this vicious

race of women.
" Tour humble servant, Beltideea."

I shall add two other letters on different subjects to fill up
my paper.

"Me. Spectatob,
I am a country clergyman, and hope you wiE lend me

your assistance, in ridiculing some little indecencies which
cannot so properly be exposed from the pulpit.

" A widow lady, who straggled this summer from London
into my parish for the benefit of the air, as she says, appears
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every Sunday at cturch witli many fashionable extrava-

gancies, to the great astonishment of my congregation.
" But what gives us the most offence, is her theatrical

manner of singing the psalms. She iatroduces above fifty

Italian airs into the hundredth psalm ; and vrhilst we begin

All people in the old solemn tune of our forefathers, she, in a

quite diflTerent key, runs divisions on the vowels, and adorns

them with the graces of Nicolini : if she meets with eke or

aye, which are frequent iu the metre of Hopkins and Stem-

hold, we are certain to hear her quavering them half a mi-

nute after us to some sprightly airs of the opera.
" I am very far from being an enemy to church music;

but fear this abuse of it may make my parish ridiculous, who

already look on the singing psalms as an entertainment, and

not part of their devotion : besides, I am apprehensive that

the infection may spread ; for Squire Squeekum, who by his

voice seems (if I may use the expression) to be cut out for

an Italian singer, was last Sunday practising the same airs.

" I know the lady's principles, and that she wiU plead the

toleration, which (as she fancies) allows her non-eonfonnity

in this particular ; but I beg you to acquaint her, that sing-

ing the psalms in a different tune from the rest of the con-

gregation, is a sort of schism not tolerated by that act.

" I am, sir,

Tour very humble servant, E. S."

"Mb. Spectatoe,
In your paper upon temperance, you prescribe to us

a rule for drinking, out of Sir William Temple, in the follow-

ing words :
' The first glass for myself, the second for my

friends, the third for good humour, and the fourth for mine

enemies.' Now, sir, you must know that I have read this

your Spectator in a club whereof I am a member; when
our president told us there was certainly an error in the

Erint, and that the word glass should be bottle ; and therefore

as ordered me to inform you of this mistake, and to desire

you to publish the following errata : In the paper of Satur-

day, October 13, col. 3, line 11, for glass, read bottle.

" Tours, EoBiu GooD-EELiiOW."
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No. 207. SATUEDAT, OCTOBEE 27.

Omnibus in terris, quae sjint a Gadibus usque
Auroram et Gangem, pauci dignoscere possunt

Vera bona, atque ijlis multilni diversa, remote
Erroris nebul4

—

Juv.

Ik my last Saturday's paper I laid down some thoughts

upon deyotion in general, and shall here show what were tlio

notions of the most refined heathens on this suhject, as they

are represented in Plato's dialogue upon prayer, entitled,

" Alcihiades the Second," which douhtless gave occasion to

Juvenal's tenth Satire, and to the second Satire of Persius

;

as the last of these authors has almost transcribed the pre-

ceding dialogue, entitled, " Alcibiades the First," in his fourth

Satire.

The speakers in this dialogue upon prayer, are Socrates

and Alcibiades ; and the substance of it (when drawn to-

gether out of the intricacies and digressions) as follows.

Socrates meeting his pupil Alcibiades, as he was going to

his devotions, and observing his eyes to be fixed upon the

earth with great seriousness and attention, teUs him, that ho
had reason to be thoughtful on that occasion, since it was
possible for a man to bring down evils upon himself by his

own prayers, and that those things which the gods send him
in answer to his petitions might turn to his destructioii

:

This, says he, may not only happen when a man prays for

what he knows is mischievous in its own nature, as Oedipus
implored the gods to sow dissension between his sons ; but
when he,prays for what he believes would be for his good,

and against what he believes would be to his detriment.

This the philosopher shows must necessarily happen among
us, since most men are blinded with ignorance, prejudice, or

passion, which hinder them from seeing such things as are

really beneficial to them. For an instance, he asks Alcibiades,

whether he would not be thoroughly pleased if that god to

whom he was going to address himself should promise to

make him the sovereign of the whole earth ? Alcibiades an-

swer^, That he should doubtless look upon such a promise as

the greatest favour that could be bestowed upon him. So-

crates then asks him, If, after receiving this great favoiir, he
would be content to lose his life ? or if he would receive it

though he was sure he would make an ill use of it ? To bcitii
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wHeii questions Alcibiades answers in the negative. Socrates

then shows him from the examples of others, how these

might very probahly be the effects of such a blessing. He
then adds, that other reputed pieces of good fortune, as that

of having a son, or procuring the highest post in a govern-

ment, are subject to the like fatal consequences ; which

nevertheless, says he, men ardently desire, and would not fai]

to pray for, if they thought their prayers might be effectual

for the obtaining of them.

Having established this great point, that all the most ap-

parent blessings in this life are obnoxious to such dreadful

consequences, and that no man knows what in its events

would prove to him a blessing or a curse, he teaches Al-

cibiades after what manner he ought to pray.

In the first place, he recommends to him, as the model of

his devotion, a short prayer, which a Greek poet composed

for the use of his friends, in the following words :
" Jupi-

ter, give us those things which are good for us, whether they

are such things as we pray for, or such things as we do not

pray for ; and remove from us those things which are hurtful,

though they are such things as we pray for."

In the second place, that his disciple may ask such things

as are expedient for him, he shows him, that it is absolutely

necessary to apply himself to the study of true wisdom, and

to the knowledge of that which is his chief good, and the

most suitable to the excellency of his nature.

In the third and last place, he informs him, that the best

niethods he could mate use of to draw down blessings upon

himself, and to render his prayers acceptable, would be to

live in a constant practice of his duty towards the gods, and

towards men. Under this head he very much recommends
a form of prayer the Lacedaemonians made use of, in which

they petition the gods, " to give them all good things, so long

as they are virtuous." ITnder this head, likewise, he gives a

very remarkable account of an oracle to the following purpose.

When the Athenians, in the war with the Lacedaemonians,

received many defeats both by sea andland, they sent a mes-

sage to the oracle of Jupiter Ammon, to ask the reason why

they, who erected so many temples to the gods, and adorned

them with such costly offerings ;—why they, who had insti-

tuted so many festivals, and accompanied" th-em with such

pomps and ceremouies ;—in short, why they who had slain so
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many hecatomts at their altars, should be less successful than
the LacedsBmonians, who fell so short of them in all these

particulars. To this, says he, the oracle made the foUowiiig

reply :
" I. am better pleased with the prayer of the Lacedie-

monians, than with all the oblations of the Greeks." As
this prayer implied and encouraged virtue in those who made
it, the philosopher proceeds to show how the most vicious

man might be devout, so far as victims could make him, but
that his offerings were regarded by the gods as bribes, and
his petitions as blasphemies. He likewise quotes on this

occasion two verses out of Homer, in which the poet says,

that the scent of the Trojan sacrifices was carried up to

heaven by the winds ; but that it was not acceptable to the
gods, who were displeased with Priam and all his people.

The conclusion of this dialogue is very remarkable. So-

crates having deterred Alcibiades from the prayers and sacri-

fices which he was going to offer, by setting forth the above-
mentioned difficulties of performing that duty as he ought,

adds these words :
" We must therefore wait till such time

as we may learn how to behave ourselves towards the gods,

and towards men." But when will that time come, (says

Alcibiades,) and who is it that will instruct us ? for I would
fain see this man, whoever he is. It is one (says Socrates)

who takes care of you ; but, as Homer tells us, that Minerva
removed the mist from Diomedes his eyes, that he might
plainly discover both gods and men ; so the darkness that
hangs upon your mind must be removed, before you are able
to discern what is good and what is evil. Let "him remove
from my mind (says Alcibiades) the darkness, and what else

he pleases
; I am determined to refuse nothing he shall order

me, whoever he is, so that I may become the better by it.

The remaining part of this dia;logue is very obscure ; there ip

something in it that would make us think Socrates hinted at

himself, when he spoke of this divine teacher who was to
come into the world, did not he own that he himself was in

this respect as much at a loss, and in as great distress, as the
rest of mankind.
Some learned men look upon this conclusion as a prediction

of our Saviour, or at least that Socrates, like the high priest,

prophesied unknowingly, and pointed at that Divine teacher
who was to come into the world some ages after him. How-
over that may be, wr find that this great philosopher saw, by
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the light of reason, that it was suitahle to the goodntes of

the Divine nature, to send a person into the world who should

instruct mankind in the duties of religion, and, in particular,

teach them how to pray.

Whoever reads this abstract of Plato's discourse on prayer,

will, I helieve, naturally make this reflection. That the great

founder of our religion, as well by his own example, as in the

form of prayer which he taught his disciples, did not only

keep up to those rules which the light of nature had sug-

gested to this great philosopher, but instructed his disciples

in the whole extent of this duty, as well as of all others. He
directed them to the proper object of adoration, and taught

them, according to the third rule above-mentioned, to apply

themselves to him in their closets, without show or ostenta-

tion, and to worship him in spirit and in truth. As the La-

cedsemonians in their form of prayer implored the gods in

general to give them all good things so long as they were vir-

tuous, we ask, in particular, " that our offences may be for-

given, as we forgive those of others. " If we look into the

second rule which Socrates has prescribed, namely. That we

should apply ourselves to the knowledge of such things as

are best for us, this too is explained at large in the doctrines

of the gospel, where we are taught in several instances to re-

gard those things as curses, which appear as blessings in the

eye of the world ; and, on the contrary, to esteem those things

as blessings, which to the generality of mankind appear as

curses. Thus in the form which is prescribed to us, we only

pray for that happiness which is our chief good, and the

great end of our existence, when we petition the Supreme

Being for " the coming of his kingdom," being solicitous for

no other temporal blessing but our " daily sustenance."

On the other side, we pray against nothing but sin, and

against " evil " in general, leaving it with Omniscience to de-

termine what is really such. If we look into the first of So-

crates his rules of prayer, in which he recommends the above-

mentioned form of the ancient poet, we find that form not

only comprehended, but very much improved, in the petition,

wherein we pray to the Supreme Being that his " will may

be done ;
" which is of the same force with that form which

our Saviour used, when he prayed against the most painftl

and most ignominious of deaths, " Nevertheless not my ivfll,

but thine be done. " This comprehensive petition is the
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most humble, aa well as tlie most prudent, that can be offered

up from the creature to his Creator, as it supposes«the Su-

Ereme Being wills nothing but what is for our good, and that

e knows better than ourselves what is so.

No. 209. TIJESDAT, OCTOBEE 30.

*E(T0\?5c dft€ivov, ovSe piyiov KaKJjQ. Simonides.

Thebe are no authors I am more pleased with, than those

who show human nature in a variety of views, and describe

the several ages of the world in their different manners. A
reader cannot be more rationally entertained, than by com-
paring the virtues and vices of his own times, with those

which prevailed in the times of his fore-fathers ; and drawing
a parallel in his mind between his own private character,

and that of other persons, whether of his own age, or of the

ages that went before him. The contemplation of mankind
under these changeable colours, is apt to shame us out of

any particular vice, or animate us to any particular virtue
;

to make us pleased or displeased-with ourselves in the most
proper points, to clear our minds of prejudice and prepos-

session, and rectify that narrowness of temper which inclines

us to think amiss of those who differ from ourselves.

If we look into the manners of the most remote ages of
the world, we discover human nature in her simplicity ; and
the more we come downward towards our own times, may
observe her hiding herself in artifices and reiinements, pol-

ished insensibly out of her original plainness, and at length
entirely lost under form and ceremony, and (what we call)

good-breeding. Bead the accounts of men and women as
they are given us by the most ancient writers, both sacred
and profane, and you would think you were reading the his-

tory of another species.

Among the writers of antiquity, there are none who in-

struct us more openly in the manners of their respective

times in which they lived, than those who have employed
themselves in satire, under what dress soever it may appear

;

as there are no other authors whose province it is to enter
so directly into the ways of men, and. set their miscarriages

in so strong a light.
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Simonides, a poet famous in his generation, is, I think,

author of the oldest satire that is now extant ; and, as some
say, of the first that was ever written. This poet flourished

about four hundred years after the siege of Troy ; and shows,

by his way of writing, the simplicity, or rather coarseness, of

the age in which he lived. I have taken notice, in my hun-

dred and sixty-first speculation, that the rule of observing

what the French call the Bienseance va. an allusion, has been

found out of latter years ; and that the ancients, provided

there was a likeness in their similitTides, did not much trou-

ble themselves about the decency of the comparison. The

satires or Iambics of Simonides, with which I shall entertain

my readers in the present paper, are a remarkable instance

of what I formerly advanced. The subject of this satire is

woman. He describes the sex in their several characters,

which he derives to them from a fanciful supposition raised

upon the doctrine of pre-existence. He teUs us, That the

gods formed the souls of women out of those seeds and prin-

ciples which compose several kinds of animals and elements,

and that their good or bad dispositions arise in them accord-

ing as such and such seeds and principles predominate in

their constitutions. I haver translated the author very faith-

fully, and if not word for word, (which our language would

not bear), at least so as to comprehend every one of his sen-

timents, without adding anything of my own. I have al-

ready apologized for this author's want of delicacy, and must

further premise, that the follovring satire afiects only some

of the lower part of the sex, and not those who have been

refined by a polite education, which was not so common in

the age of this poet.
" In the beginning God made the souls of woman-kind

out of diiferent materials, and in a separate state from their

bodies.
" The souls of one kind of women were formed out of

tliose ingredients which compose a swine. A woman of this

malie is a slut in her house, and a glutton at her table. She

is uncleanly in her person, a slattern in her dress, and her

family is no better than a dung-hiU.
" A second sort of female soul was formed out of the

same materials that enter into the composition of a fox.

Such an one is what we call a notable, discerning woman,
who has an insight into everything, whether it be good oi
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bad. In this species of females there are some virtucius and
some vicious.

" A third kind of women are made up of canine particles.

These are what we commonly call Scolds, who imitate the

animal s out of which they were taken, that are always busy
and barking, that snarl at every one who comes in their- way,

and live in perpetual clamour.
" The fourth kind of women were made out of the earth.

These are your sluggards, who pass away their time in indo-

lence and ignorance, hover over the fire a whole winter, and
apply themselves with alacrity to no kind of business but
eating.

" The fifth species of females were made out of the sea.

These are women of variable, uneven tempers, soigetimes all

storm and tempest, sometimes all calm and sunshine. The
stranger who sees one of these in her smiles and smoothness,

would cry her up for a miracle of good humour ; but on a

sudden her looks and words are changed, she is nothing but
fury and outrage, noise and hurricane.

" The siKth species were made up of the ingredients which
compose an ass, or a beast of burden. These are naturally

exceeding slothful, but upon the husband's exerting his au-

thority, will live upon hard fare, and do everything to please

him. They are, however, far from being averse to venereal

pleasure, and seldom refuse a male companion.
" The cat furnished materials for a seventh species of

women, who are of a melancholy, froward, unamiable nature,

and so repugnant to the offers of love, that they fly in the
face of their husband when he approaches them with con-

jugal endearments. This species of women are likewise sub-
ject to little thefts, cheats, and piLferings.

" The mare with a flowing mane, which was never broke
to any servile toU and labour, composed an eighth species of
women. These are they who have Httle regard for their hus-
bands, who pass away their time in dressing, bathing, and
perfuming ; who throw their hair into the nicest curls, and
trick it up with the fairest flowers and garlands. A woman
of this species is a very pretty thing for a stranger to look
upon, but very detrimental to the owner, unless it be a king
or prince who takes a fancy to such a toy.

" The ninth species of females were taken- out of the ape.

These are such as are both ugly and ill-natured, who have
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notliing beautiful in themselves, and endeavour to detract

from or ridicule everything which appears so in others.

" The tenth, and last species of women, were made out of

the bee : and happy is the man who gets such an one for his

wife. She is altogether faultless and unblameable ; her

family flourishes and improves by her good management.
She loves her husband, and ia beloved by him. She brings

him a race of beautiful and virtuous children. She distin-

guishes herself among her sex. She is surrounded with

graces. She never sits among the loose tribe of women, nor

passes away her time with them in wanton discourses. She

is full of virtue and prudence, and is the best wife that

Jupiter can bestow on man."
1 shall conclude these Iambics with the motto of this

paper, which is a fragment of the same author :
" A man

cannot possess anything that is better than a good woman,
nor anything that is worse than a bad one."

As the poet has shown a great penetration in this diversity

of female characters, he has avoided the fault which Juvenal

and Monsieur Boileau are guilty of, the former in his sixth,

and the other in his last satire, where they have endeavoured

to expose the sex in general, without doing justice to the

valuable part of it. Such levelling satires are of no use to

the world, and for this reason I have often wondered how
the Prench author above-mentioned, who was a man of ex-

quisite judgment and a lover of virtue, could think human
nature a proper subject for satire in another of his celebrated

pieces, which is called " The Satire upon Man." What vice

or frailty can a discourse correct, which censures the whole

species alike, and endeavours to show by some superficial

strokes of wit, that brutes are the more excellent creatures

of the two ? A satire should expose nothing but what ia cor-

rigible, and make a due discrimination between those who
are, and those who are not the proper objects of it.

No. 211. THURSDAT, NOVEMBEE 1.

Fictis meminerit nos jocari fabulis. Ph.ed.

Hating lately translated the fragment of an old poet,

which describes womankind under several characters, and
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supposes them to have drawn their different manners and
dispositions from those animals and elements out of which

he tells us they were compounded ; I had some thoughts of

giving the sex their revenge, by laying together in another

paper the many vicious characters which prevail in the male
world, and showing the diiferent ingredients that go to the

making up of such diiferent humours and constitutions.

Horace has a thought which is something akin to this, when,

in order to excuse himself to his mistress, for an invective

which he had written against her, and to acpount for that un-

reasonable fury with which the heart of man is often trans-

ported,he tells us,that when Prometheus made his man of clay,

in the kneading up of the heart he seasoned it with some
furious particles of the lion. But upon turning this plan to

and fro in my thoughts, I observed so many unaccountable
humours in man, that I did not know out of what animals to

fetch them. Male souls are diversifiedwith so many characters

I

that the world has not variety of materials sufficient to

furnish out their different tempers and inclinations. The

i
creation, with all its animals and elements, would not be large

^ enough to supply their several extravagances.

Ii

Instead, therefore, of pursuing the thought of Simonides,

,
I shall observe, that as he has exposed the vicious part of

j
women from the doctriae of pre-existenee, some of the an-

I
cient philosophers have, in a manner, satirized the vicious

|-
part of the human species in general, from a notion of

^ the soul's post existence, if I may so call it ; and that as
L Simonides describes brutes entering into the composition of

women, others have represented human souls as enteriug in-

^ into brutes. This is commonly termed the doctrine of
transmigration, which supposes that human souls, upon
their leaving the body, become the souls of such kinds of
brutes as they most resemble in their manners ; or to give
an account of it, as j\Ir. Dryden has described it in his trans-

lation of Pythagoras his speech in the fifteenth book of
Ovid, where that philosopher dissuades his hearers from eat-

ing flesh

:

Thus all things are but altered, nothing dies,

And here and there the unbodied spirit flies,

By time, or ;orce, or sickness dispossessed,

And lodges where it lights, in bird or beast,

Or haunts without till ready limbs it find,

And actuates those according to their kind
;

!l
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From tenement to tenement is tossed

:

The soul is still the same, the figure only lost

Then let not piety be put to flight,

To please the taste of glutton-appetite

;

But suffer inmate souls secure to dwell,

Lest from their seats your parents you expel

;

With rabid hiuiger feed upon your kind,

Or from a beast dislodge a brother's mind.

Plato, in the vision of Ems the Armenian, which I may
possibly make the subject of a future speculation, records

some beautiful transmigrations ; as that the soul of Orpheus,

who was musical, melancholy, and awoman-hater, entered into

a swan ; the soul of Ajax, which was all wrath and fierceness,

into a lion ; the soul of Agamemnon, that was rapacious and

imperial, into an eagle ; and the soul of Thersites, who was a

mimic and a buffoon, into a monkey.
Mr. Congreve, in a prologue to one of his comedies, has

touched upon this doctrine with great humour.

Thus Aristotle's soul, of old that was,
May now be damned to animate an ass ;

Or in this very house, for aught we know,
Is doing painful penance in some beau.

I shall fill up this paper with some letters, which my last

Tuesday's speculation has- produced. My following corre-

spondents wUl show, what I there observed", that the specula-

tion of that day affects- only the lower part of the sex.

" From my Jiouse in the Strand, October 30, 1711,

" Me. Spectatoe,

Upon reading your Tuesday's paper, I find by several

symptoms in my constitution, that I am a bee. My" shop, or

if you please to call it so, my cell, is in that great hive of fe-

males which goes by the name of the New-Exchange ; where
I am daily employed in gathering together a little stock of

gain from the finest flowers about the town ; I mean the
ladies and the beaus. I have a numerous swarm of children,
to whom I give the best education I am able : but, sir, it is

my misfortune to be married to a drone, who lives upon what
I get, without bringing anything into the common stock.

Now, sir, as on the one hand I take care not to behave myself
towards him like a wasp, so likewise I would not have him
look upon me as a humble-bee ; for which reason I do all I
can to put him upon laying up provisions for a bad day, and
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frequently represent to him the fatal effects Us sloth and
negligence may bring upon us in our old age. I must beg that

you will join with me in your good advice upon this occasion,

and you wiU. for ever oblige
" Tour humble servant, Melissa."

"Piccadilly, October 31,1711,

li

" SlE,

„
I am joined in wedlock, for my sins, to one of those iillieB

J who are described in the old poet with that hard name you

|! gave us the other day. She has a flowing mane, and a skin

^ as soft as silk : but, sir, she passes half her life at her glass,

jjj
and almost ruins me'in ribbons. For my own part, I am a

L plain handicraft man,and in danger ofbreaking by her laziness

and expensiveness. Pray, master, tell me in your next paper,

L whether I may not expect of her so much drudgery as to

take care of her family, and curry her hide in case of refusal.
" Tour loving friend, Bamtabt Bbittle."

" Cheapside, October 30.
" Me. Spectatoe,

I am mightily pleased with the humour of the cat

;

l» be so kind as to enlarge upon that subject.

i>i
" Tours tiU death, Josiah Hekpeck."

'? " P. S. Tou must know I am married to a Grimalkin."

" Wapping, October 31, 1711.
•^ " Sib,

Ever since your Spectator of Tuesday last came
u into our family, my husband is pleased to caU me his Oceana,

,j
because the foolish old poet that you have translated, says,

gi
That the souls of some women are made of sea-water. This,

,,,
it seems, has encouraged my sauce-box to be witty upon me.

J J,
When I am angry, he cries, Pr'ythee, my dear, 'he calm;'

,j
when I chide one of my servants, Pr'ythee, child, ' do not

1(1
bluster.' He had the impudence about an hour ago to tell

jj me, that he was a seafaring man, and must expect to divide

L his life between ' storm and sunshine.' When 1 bestir my-
^ self with any spirit in my family, it is ' high sea' in his house

;

, and when I sit still without doing anything, his affairs for-

,

'

sooth are ' wind-hound.' When I ask him whether it rains,

J ji
he makes answer. It is no matter, so that it be ' fair weather'

, I, within doors. In short, sir, I cannot speak my mind freely
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to him, but I eitheT ' swell ' or ' rage,' or do something that

is not fit for a civil woman to hear. Pray, Mr. Spectatob
since you are so sharp upon other women, let us know what
materials your wife is made of, if you have one. I suppose
you would make us a parcel of poor-spirited, tame, insipid

creatures ; but, sir, I would have you to know, we have as

good passions in us as yourself, and that a woman was never

designed to be a milksop.
" Maetha Tempest."

No. 213. SATUEDAr, NOVEMBEE 3.

—Mens sibi conscia recti. Virg.

It is the great art and secret of Christianity, if I may
use that phrase, to manage our actions to the best advantage,

and direct them in such a manner, that everything we do

may turn to account at that great day, when everything -we

have done will be set before us.

In order to give this consideration its full weight, we may
cast all our actions under the division of such as are in them-

selves either good, evil, or indifferent. If we divide our in-

tentions after the same manner, and consider them with re-

gard to our actions, we may discover that great art and secret

of religion which I have here mentioned.

A good intention joined to a good action, gives it its pro-

per force and efficacy
;
joined to an evil action, extenuates

its malignity, and in some cases may take it whgUy away;

and joined to an indifferent action, turns it to virtue, and

makes it meritorious as far as human actions can be so.

In the next place, to consider in the same manner the in-

fluence of an evil intention upon o\ir actions. An evil inten-

tion perverts the best of actions, and makes them in reahty

what the fathers with a witty kind of zeal have termed the

virtues of the heathen world, so many " shining sias." It

destroys the innocence of an indifferent action, and gives an

evil action aU possible blackness and horror, or, in the em-

phatical language of sacred writ, makes " sin exceeding

sinful."

If, in the last place, we consider the nature of an indiffer-

ent intention, we shall find that it destroys the merit of a

good action
; abates, but never takes away, the malignity of
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an evil action ; and leaves an indifferent action in its natural

state of indifference.

It is therefore of unspeakable advantage to possess our

minds with an habitual good intention, and to aim all our

thoughts, words, and actions at some laudable end, whether

it be the glory of our Maker, the good of mankind, or the

benefit of our own souls.

This is a sort of thrift or good husbandry in moral life,

which does not throw away any single action, but makes
every one go as far as it can. It multiplies the means of

salvation, increases the number of our virtues, and diminishes

that of our vices.

There is something very devout, though not so solid, in

Acosta's answer to Limborch, who objects to him the mul-

tiplicity of ceremonies in the Jewish religion, as washings,

dresses, meats, purgations, and the like. The reply which

the Jew maizes upon this occasion, is, to the best of my re-

' membrance, as follows :
" There are not duties enough (says

' he) in the essential parts of the law for a zealous and active

obedience. Time, place, and person are requisite, before

you have an opportunity of putting a moral virtue into
' practice. We have therefore, says he, enlarged the sphere

I of our duty, and made many things, which are in themselves
' indifferent, a part of our religion, that we may have more

'' occasion of showing our love to God, and in all the circum-

stances of life be doing something to please him.

Monsieur St. Evremont has endeavoured to palliate the
' superstitions of the Eoman Catholic religion ^A•ith the same
[I kiad of apology, where he pretends to consider the different

5 spirit of the Papists and the Calvinists, as to the great points

! wherein they disagree. He tells us, that the former are ac-

i tuated by love, and the other by fear ; and that in their ex-

i' pressions of duty and devotion towards the Supreme Being,
It the former seem particularly^ careful to do everything which
* may possibly please him, and the other to abstain from

i everything that may possibly displease him.

f But notwithstanding this plausible reason with which
,1! both the Jew and the Eoman Catholic would excuse their

lit respective superstitions, it is certain there is something in

them very pernicious to mankind, and destructive to religion

;

C because the injunction of superfluous ceremonies make such

iir
actions duties, as were before indifferent, and by that means
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renders religion more burthensome and difficult than it is in

its own nature, betrays many into sins of omission which
they would not otherwise be guilty of, and fixes the minds of

the vulgar to the shadowy, unessential points, instead of the

more weighty and more important matters of the law.

This zealous and active obedience, however, takes place in

the great point we are recommending ; for if, instead of pre-

scribing to ourselves indifferent actions as duties, we apply

a good intention to all our most indifferent actions, we make
our very existence one continued act of obedience, we turn

our diversions and amusements to our eternal advantage, and

are pleasing him (whom we are made to please) in all the

circumstances and occurrences of life.

It is this excellent frame of mind, this " holy officiousness,"

(if I may be allowed to call it such,) which is recommended
to us by the apostle in that uncommon precept, wherein he

directs us to propose to ourselves the glory of our Creator

in all our most indifierent actions, " whether we eat or drini,

or whatsoever we do."

A person therefore who is possessed with such an habitual

good intention, as that which I have been here speaking of,

enters upon no single circumstance of life, without consider-

ing it as well-pleasing to the great Author of his being, con-

formable to the dictates of reason, suitable to human nature

in general, or to the particular station in which Providence

has placed him. He lives in a perpetual sense of the Divine

presence, regards himself as acting, in the whole course of

his existence, under the observation and inspection of that

Being, who is privy to all his motions and all his thoughts,

who knows his " down-sitting and his uprising, who is about

his path, and about his bed, and spieth out all his ways."

In a word, he remembers that the eye of his Judge is always

upon him, and in every action he reflects that lie is doing

what is commanded or allowed by Him, Avho vrSl hereafter

either reward or punish it. This was the character of those

holy men of old, who in that beautiful phrase of Scripture,

are said to have "walked with God."
When I employ myself upon a paper of morality, I gener-

ally consider how I may recommend the particular virtue

which I treat of, by the precepts or examples of the ancient

heathens ; by that means, if possible, to shame those who
have greater advantages of knowing their duty, and therefore
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greater obligations to perform it, into a better course of life

:

besides that many among us are unreasonably disposed to

give a fairer hearing to a pagan philosopher than to a

Christian writer.

I shall therefore produce an instance of this excellent

frame of mind in a speech of Socrates, which is quoted by
Erasmus. This great philosopher, on the day of his execu-

tion, a little before the draught of poison was brought to

him, entertaining his friends with a discourse on the immor-
tality of the soul, has these words :

" Whether or no God
will approve of my actions I know not ; but this I am sure

of, that I have at all times made it my endeavour to please

him, and I have a good hope that this my endeavour will be
accepted by him." We find in these words of that great

man, the habitual good intention which I would here incul-

cate, and with which that divine philosopher always acted.

I shall only add, that Erasmus, who was an unbigoted
Eoman Catholic, was so much transported with this passage

of Socrates, that he could scarce forbear looking upon him
as a saint, and desiring him to pray for him ; or as that in-

genious and learned writer has expressed himself in a much
more lively manner, " When I reflect on such a speech pro-

nounced by such a person, I can scarce forbear crying out,

Sancte Socrates, ora pro nobis. holy Socrates, pray for us."

No. 215. TTJESDAT, NOVEMBER 6.

—Ingenuas didicisse fldeliter artes

EmolUt mores, uec sinit esse feros. Ovid.

I COH'SIDEE an human soul without education, like marble
in the quarry, which shows none of its inherent beauties, till

the skill of the polisher fetches out the colours, makes the

surface shine, and discovers every ornamental cloud, spot, and
vein, that runs through the body of it. Education, after the
same manner, when it works upon a noble mind, draws out
to view every latent virtue and perfection, which without
such helps are never able to make their appearance.

If my reader wQl give me leave to change the allusion so

soon upon him, I shaU make use of the same instance to
illustrate the force of education, which Aristotle has brought
to explain his doctrine of substantial forms, when he tells us
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that a statue lies hid in a block of marble ; and that the aii

of the stacuary only clears away the superfluous matter, and

removes the rubbish. The figure is in the stone, the sculptor

only finds it. "What sculpture is to a block of marble, edu-

cation is to an human soul. The philosopher, the saint, or

the hero, the wise, the good, or the great man, very often lie

hid and concealed in a plebeian, which a proper education

might have disinterred, and have brought to light. I am,

therefore, much delighted with reading the accounts of

savage nations, and with contemplating those virtues which

are wild and uncultivated ; to see courage exerting itself in

fierceness, resolution in obstinacy, wdsdom in cunning, pa-

tience in sullenness and despair.

Men's passions operate variously, and appear in different

kinds of actions, according as they are more or less rectified

and swayed by reason. When one hears of negroes, who,

upon the death of their masters, or upon changing their

service, hang themselves upon the next tree, as it frequently

happens in our American plantations, who can forbear ad.

miring their fidelity, though it expresses itself in so dread-

ful a manner ? What might not that savage greatness of soul,

which appears in these poor wretches, on many occasions, he

raised to, were it rightly cultivated ? And what colour of

excuse can there be for the contempt with which we treat

this part of our species, that we should not put them upon

the common foot of humanity, that we should only set an in-

significant fine upon the man who murders them ; nay, that

we should, as much as in us lies, out them off from the pros-

pect of happiness in another world, as well as in this, and

deny them that which we look upon as the proper means for

attaining it ?

Since I am engaged on this subject, I cannot forbear

mentioning a story which I have lately heard, and which is

so well attested, that I have no manner of reason to suspect

the truth of it : I may call it a kind of wild tragedy that

passed about twelve years ago at St. Christopher's, one of

our British Leeward Islands. The negroes who were con-

cerned in it were all of them the slaves of a gentleman who

is now in England.
This gentleman, among his negroes, had a young woman,

who was looked upon as a most extraordinary beauty hy

those of her own complexion. He had at the same time two
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young fellows, who were likewise negroes and slaves, re-

markable for the comeliness of their persons, and for the
friendship which they bore to one another. It unfortunately

happened that both of them fell in love with the female ne-

gro above-mentioned, who would have been very glad to have
taken either of them for her husband, provided they could

agree between themselves which should be the man. But they
were both so passionately in love with her, that neither of

them could think of giving her up to his rival ; and at the

same time were so true to one another, that neither of them
would think of gaining her without his friend's consent.

The torments of these two lovers were the discourse of the

family to which they belonged, who could not forbear ob-

serving the strange complication of passions which perplexed
the hearts of the poor negroes, that often dropped expres-

sions of the uneasiness they underwent, and how impossible

it was for either of them ever to be happy.

After a long struggle between love and friendship, truth

and jealousy, they one day took a walk together into a wood,
carrying their mistress along with them ; where, after abund-
ance of lamentations, they stabbed her to the heart, of which
she immediately died. A slave, who was at his work not far

from the place where this astonishing piece of cruelty was
committed, hearing the shrieks of the dying person, ran to see

what was the occasion of them. He there discovered the

woman lying dead upon the ground, with the two negroes on
each side of her kissiag the dead corpse, weeping over it, and
beating their breasts in the utmost agonies of grief and
despair. He immediately ran to the English family with the

news of what he had seen ; who, upon coming to the place,

saw the woman dead, and the two negroes expiring by her

with wounds they had given themselves.

We see in this amazing instance of barbarity, what strange

disorders are bred in the minds of those men whose passions

are not regulated by virtue, and disciplined by reason. Though
the action which I have recited is in itself full of guilt and
horror, it proceeded from a temper of mind which might have

produced very noble fruits, had it been formed and guided

by a suitable education.

It is, therefore, an unspeakable blessing to be bom in those

parts of the world where wisdom and knowledge flourish;

though it must be confessed, there are, even in tliese parts,
VOL. in. H
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several poor uninstructed persons, wlio are but little above

the inbabitants of those nations of which I have been bjre

speaking ; as those 'who have had the advantages of a more
liberal education, rise above one another bj several different

degrees of perfection. Tor, to return to our statue in the

block of marble, we see it sometimes only beg^n to be chipped,

sometimes rough-hewn, and but just sketched into an human
figure ; sometimes we see the man appearing distinctly in all

his limbs and features, sometimes we find the figure wrouglit

up to a great elegancy, but seldom meet with any to which

the hand of a Phidias or a Praxiteles could not give several

nice touches and finishings.

Discourses of morality, and reflections upon human nature,

are the best means we can make use of to improve our minds,

and gain a true knowledge of ourselves, and consequently to

recover our souls out of the vice, ignorance, and prejudice,

which naturally cleave to them. I have all along professed

myself in this paper a promoter of these great ends ; and I

flatter myself that I do from day to day contribute something

to the polishing of men's minds ; at least my design is

laudable, whatever the execution may be. I must confess I

am not a little encouraged in it by many letters which I re-

ceive from unknown hands, in approbation of my endeavours;

and must take this opportunity of returning toy thanks to

those who write them, and excusing myself for not inserting

several of them in my papers, which I am sensible would be

a very great ornament to them. Should I publish the praises

which are so well penned, they would do honour to the

persons who write them ; but my publishing of them would,

I fear, be a sufficient instance to the world, that I did not

deserve them.

No. 219. SATUEDAT, NOVEMBEE 10.

Vix ea nostra voco

—

Ovid.

Theee are but few men who are not ambitious of distin-

guishing themselves in the nation or country where they live,

and of growing considerable among those with whom they

converse. There is a kind of grandeur and respect, which
the meanest and most insignificant part of jiiankind endea-

vour to procui-e in the little circle of their friends and ac-
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quaintance. The poorest mechanic, nay, the man who lives

upon common alms, gets him his set of admirers, and delights

in that superiority which he enjoys over those who are in

some respects heneath him. This ambition, which is natural

to the soul of man, might, methinks, receive a very happy
turn ; and, if it were rightly directed, contribute as much to
a person's advantage, as it generally does to his uneasiness

and disquiet.

I shall therefore put together some thoughts on this sub-

ject, which I have not met with in other writers ; and shall

set them down as they have occurred to me, without being at

the pains to connect or methodize them.
All superiority and pre-eminence that one man can have

over another, may be reduced to the notion of quality, which,
considered at large, is either that of fortune, body, or mind.
The first is that which consists in birth, title, or riches ; and
is the most foreign to our natures, and what we can the least

i call our own of any of the three kinds of quality. In relation

; to the body, quality arises from health, strength, or beauty

;

§ which are nearer to us, and more a part of ourselves, than the
i former. Quality, as it regards the mind, has its rise from
ii knowledge or virtue ; and is that which is more essential to

•; us, and more intimately united with us than either of the

B other two.

I The quality of fortune, though a man has less reason to

(,; value himself upon it than on that of the body or mind, is

j» however the kind of quality which makes the most shining
,'; figure in the eye of the world.

ji As virtue is the most reasonable and genuine source of

[5 honour, we generally find in titles an intimation of some
particular merit that should recommend men to the high
stations which they possess. Holiness is ascribed to the
pope ; majesty to kings ; serenity or mildness of temper to

II princes : excellence or perfection to ambassadors
;
grace to

archbishops ; honour to peers ; worship or venerable be-
haviour to magistrates ; reverence, which ig of the same im-

j; port as the former, to the inferior clergy.

1^ In the founders of great families, such attributes of hon-
Vj our are generally correspondent with the virtues of that

person to whom they are applied ; but in the descendants
they are too often the marks rather of grandeur than («f

H 2

(it.
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merit. The stamp and denomination still contiaues, but tlie

intrinsic value is frequently lost.

The death-bed shows the emptiness of titles in a true

light. A poor dispirited sinner lies trembling under the ap

prehensions of the state he is entering on ; and is asked by a

grave attendant, how his Holiness does ? Another hears him

self addressed to under the title of Highness or Excellency,

who lie under such mean circumstances of mortality as are

the disgrace of human nature. Titles at such a time look

rather like insults and mockery than respect.

The truth of it is, honours are in this world under no re-

gulation ; true quality is neglected, virtue is oppressed, and

vice triumphant. The last day will rectify this disorder, and

assign to every one a station suitable to the dignity of his

character ; ranks vnU. be then adjusted, and precedency set

right.

Methinks we should have an ambition, if not to advance

ourselves in another world, at least to preserve our post in

it, and outshine our inferiors in virtue here, that they may

not be put above us in a state which is to settle the distinc-

tion for eternity.

Men in Scripture are called " strangers and sojourners

upon earth," and life a ''pilgrimage." Several heathen as

well as Christian authors, under the same kind of metaphor,

have represented the world as an inn, which was only de-

signed to furnish us with accommodations in this our pas-

sage. It is, therefore, very absurd to think of setting up our

rest before we come to our journey's end, and not rather to

take care of the reception we shall there meet with, than to

fis our thoughts on the little conveniencies and advantages

which we enjoy one above another in the way to it.

Epictetus makes use of another kind of allusion, which is

very beautiful, and wonderfully proper to incline us to be

satisfied with the post in which Providence has placed ns.

" "We are here (says he) as in a theatre, where every one has

a part allotted to him. The great duty which lies upon a

man is, to act his part in perfection. We may, indeed, say

that our part does not suit us, and that we could act an-

other better. But this (says the philosopher) is not out

business. All that we are concerned in is, to excel in tie

part which is given u» If it be an improper one, the fault
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is not in us, but in Him who has ' cast' our several parts,

and is the great disposer of the drama."

The part which was acted by this philosopher himself was

but a very indifferent one, for he lived and (Med a slave. His

motive to contentment in this particular receives a very

;
great enforcement from the above-mentioned consideration,

I if we remember that our parts in the other world will be
" new cast," and that mankind will be there ranged in dif-

I

ferent stations of superiority and pre-eminence, in propor-

tion as they have here excelled one another in virtue, and

performed, in their several posts of life, the duties which be-

1 long to them.
There are many beautiful passages in the little apocryphal

,; book, entitled " The "Wisdom of Solomon," to set forth the

J
vanity of honour, and the like temporal blessings which are

in so great repute among men, and to comfort those who

I
have not the possession of them. It represents in very warm

, and noble terms this advancement of a good man in the other

J;

world, and the great surprise which it will produce among

j those who are his superiors in this. " Then shall the right-

eous man stand in great boldness before the face of such as

,, have afflicted him, and made no account of his labours.

i When they see it, they shall be troubled with terrible fear,

'. and shall be amazed at the strangeness of his salvation, so

far beyond all that they looked for. And they, repenting
' and groaning for anguish of spirit, shall say within them-

] selves. This was he whom we had some time in derision, and a
= proverb of reproach. "We fools accounted his life madness,

', and his end to be without honour. How is he numbered

I

among the children of God, and his lot is among the saints."

If the reader would see the description of a life that is

, passed away in vanity, and among the shadows of pomp and
greatness, he may see it very finely drawn in the same place.

f In the mean time, since it is necessary in the present consti-
'* tution of things, that order and distinction should be kept up
!* in the world, we should be happy, if those who enjoy the
**! upper stations in it, would endeavour to surpass others in
*'^ virtue as much as in rank, and, by their humanity and con-
'' descension, make their superiority easyand acceptable to those

who are beneath them ; and if, on the contrary, those who are

in the meaner posts of life, would consider how they may
better their condition hereafter, and, by a just deference and

;[
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ETibmission to their superiors, make them happy in those

blessings with which Providence has thought iit to dis-

tinguish them.

]Sro. 221. TUESDAY, NOVEMBEE 13.

—Ab OTO
Usque ad mala

—

Hoe.

"WHEif I have finished any of my speculations, it is my
method to consider which of the ancient authors have

touched upon the subject that I treat of. By this means I

meet with some celebrated thought upon it, or a thought of

my own expressed in better words, or some similitude for the

illustration of my subject. This is what gives birth to the

motto of a speculation, which I rather choose to take out of

the poets than the prose writers, as the former generally give

a finer turn to a thought than the latter, and, by couching it

in few words, and harmonious numbers, make it more port-

able to the memory.
My reader is therefore sure to meet with at least one good

line in every paper, and very often finds his imagination en-

tertained by a hint that awakens in his memory some beau-

tiful passage of a classic author.

It was a saying of an ancient philosopher, which I find

some of our writers have ascribed to Queen Elizabeth, who

perhaps might have taken occasion to repeat it, " That a

good face is a letter of recommendation." It naturally makes

the behplders inquisitive into the person who is the owner of

it, and generally prepossesses them in his favour. A hand-

some motto has the same eflfect. Besides that, it always gives

a supernumerary beauty to a paper, and is sometimes in a

manner necessary when the writer is engaged in what may
appear a paradox to vulgar minds, as it shows that he is sup-

ported by good authorities, and is not singular in his opinion.

I must confess the motto is of little use to an unlearned

reader, for which reason I consider it only as " a word to the

wise." But as for my unlearned friends, if they caijnot

relish the motto, I take care to make provision for them in

the body of my paper. If they do not understand the sign

that is hung out, they know very well by it, that they maj

meet with entertainment in the house : and I think I wai
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never better pleased than witli a plain man's compliment,

who, upon his friend's telling him that he would like the

Spectator much better if he understood the motto, replied,

" Grood wine needs no bush."

I have heard of a couple of preachers in a country town,

who endeavoured which should outshine one another, and
draw together the greatest congregation. One of them be-

ing well versed in the fathers, used to quote every now and
then a Latin sentence to his illiterate hearers, who it seems

found themselves so edified by it, that they flocked in greater

numbers to this learned man than to his rival. The other

finding his congregation mouldering every Sunday, and hear-

ing at length what.was the occasion of it, resolved to give his

parish a little Latin in his turn; but being unacquainted

with any of the fathers, he digested into his sermons the

whole book of Qua Genus, adding, however, such explica-

tions to it as he thought might be for the benefit of his

people. He afterwards entered upon As in prcesenti, which
he converted in the same manner to the use of his parish-

ioners. This in a very little time thickened his audience,

filled his church, and routed his antagonist.

;
The natural love to Latin, which is so prevalent in our

' common people, makes me think that my speculations fare

never the worse among them for that little scrap which ap-

' pears at the head of them ; and what the more encourages

I

me in the use of quotations in an unknown tongue, is, that I
f hear the ladies, whose approbation I value more than tliat of
I the whole learned world, declare themselves in a more parti-

' cular manner pleased with my Greek mottoes.
1 Designing this day's work for a dissertation upon the two
I estremities of my paper, and having already despatched my
i motto, I shall, in the next place, discourse upon those single

J capital letters which are placed at the end of it, and which
i! have aiforded great matter of speculation to the curious.

if
I have heard various conjectures upon this subject. Some

i tell us, that C is the mark of those papers that are written

1; by the Clergyman, though others ascribe them to the Club
1 in general. That the papers marked with B,, were written

I by my friend Sir Roger. That L signifies the Lawyer, whom
if I have described in my Speculation ; and that T stands for

( the Trader or Merchant : but the letter X, which is placed

il at the end of some few of my papers, is that which has
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puzzled tte whole town, as they cannot think of any name
which begins with that letter, except Xenophon and Xerxes,

who can neither of them be supposed to have had any hand
in these speculations.

In answer to these inquisitive gentlemen, who have many
of them made inquiries of me by letter, I must teU them the

reply of an ancient philosopher, who carried something hid-

den under his cloak. A certain acquaintance desiring him to

let him know what it was he covered so carefully, " I cover

it (says he) on purpose that you should not know." I have

made use of these obscure marks for the same purpose.

They are, perhaps, little amulets or charms to preserve the

l)aper against the fascination or malice of evil eyes; for

which reason I would not have my reader surprised, if here-

after he sees any of my papers marked with a Q, a Z, a Y,

au &c., or with the word Abracadabra.

I shall, however, so far explain myself to the reader, as to

let him know that the letters C, L, and X, are cabalistical,

and carry more in them than it is proper for the world to be

acquainted with. Those who are versed in the philosophy of

Pythagoras, and swear by the Tetracthtys, that is, the num-

ber four, will know very well that the number ten, which is

signified by the letter X, (and which has so much perplexed

the tQwn,) has in it many particular powers ; that it is called

by Picnic writers the complete number ; that one, two,

three, and four, put together, make up the number ten ; and

that ten is all. But these are not mysteries for ordinary

readers to be let into. A man must have spent many years

in hard study before he can arrive at the knowledge of them.

"We had a rabbinical divine in England, who was chaplain

to the Earl of Essex in Queen Elizabeth's time, that had an

admirable head for secrets of this nature. Upon his taking

the doctor of divinity's degree, he preached before the uni-

versity of Cambridge, upon the first verse of the first chapter

of the first book of Chronicles, in which (says he) you will

see the three following words,

Adam, Sheth, Enosh.
He divided this short text into, many parts, and discovering

several mysteries in each word, made a most learned and

elaborate discourse. The name of this profound preacher

was Doctor Alabaster, of whom the reader may find a more

particular account in Doctor Fuller's book of English "Wor-
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thies. This instance will, I hope, convince my readers, that

there may be a great deal of fine writing in the capital let-

ters which bring up the rear of my paper, and give them
some satisfaction in that particular. But as for the full ex-

plication of these matters, I must refer them to time, which
discovers all things.

No. 223. THUESUAY, NOVEMBEE 15.

O suavis anima ! qualem bonam
Antehac fuisse, tales ciim sint reliquiae ! Phjed.

When I reflect upon the various fate of those multitudes

of ancient writers who flourished in Greece and Italy, I con-

sider time as an immense ocean, in which many noble authors

are entirely swallowed up, many very much shattered and
damaged, some quite disjointed and broken into pieces, while

some have wholly escaped the common wreck ; but the mim-
ber of the last is very small.

Apparent rari nantes in gurgite vasto.

Among the mutilated poets of antiquity, there is none
whose fragments are so beautiful as those of Sappho. They
give us a taste of her way of writing, which is perfectly con-

formable with that extraordinary character we find of her, in

the remarks of those great critics who were conversant with
her works when they were entire. One may see by what is

left of jthem, that she followed nature in all her thoughts,

without descending to those little points, conceits, and turns
of wit, with which many of our modern lyrics are so miserably

' infected. Her soul seems to have been made up of love and
' poetry: she felt the passion in aU its warmth, and described
' it in all its symptoms. She is called by ancient authors the
' Tenth Muse ; and by Plutarch is compared to Cacus, the son
' of Vulcan, who breathed out nothing but flame. I do not
' know by the charadter that is given of her works, whether it

is not for the benefit of mankind that they are lost. They
were filled with such bewitching tenderness and rapture, that

'" it might have been dangerous to have given them a reading.

» An inconstant lover, called Phaon, occasioned great calami-

9 ties to this poetical lady. She fell desperately in love with
I him, and took a vbyage into Sicily, ia pursuit of him, he bav-
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ing •withdravniL himself thither on purpose to avoid her. It

was in that island, and on this occasion, she is supposed to

have made the Hymn to Venus, with a translation of which

I shall present my reader. Her hymn was ineffectual for

the procuring that happiness which she prayed for in it.

Phaon was still obdurate, and Sappho so transported with

the violence of her passion, that she was resolved to get rid

of it at any price.

There was a promontory in Acamania called Leucate, on

the top of which was a little temple dedicated to Apollo. In

this temple it was usual for despairing lovers to make their

vows in secret, and afterwards to fling themselves from the

top of the precipice into the sea, where they were sometimes

taken up alive. This place was therefore called The Lover's

Leap ; and whether or no the fright they had been in, or the

resolution that could push them to so dreadful a remedy,

or the bruises which they often received in their fall, ban-

ished all the tender sentiments of love, and gave their spirits

another turn ; those who had taken this leap were observed

never to relapse into that passion. Sappho tried the cure,

but perished in the experiment.

After having given this short account of Sappho so far as

it regards the following Ode, I shall subjoin the translation

of it as it was sent me by a friend,' whose admirable pastorals

and winter-piece have been already so well received. The

reader will find in it that pathetic simplicity which is so pe-

culiar to him, and so suitable to the Ode he has here trans-

lated. This Ode in the Greek (besides those beauties oh-

served by Madame Dacier) has several harmonious turns in

the words, which are not lost in the English. I must fur-

ther add, that the translation has preserved every image and

sentiment of Sappho, notwithstanding it has all the ease and

spirit of an original. In a word, if the ladies have a mind

to know the manner of writing practised by the so much

> Mr. Ambrose Philips ; who was a friend of our author, but being a

great party-man, drew upon himself much envy, and, of course, the ridi-

cule of the wits ; such of them, I mean, as lived in connexions opposite

to his. As a poet, however, he had real merit, which consisted in a cer-

tain natural turn of sentiment and expression, called by his friends, sim-

plicity ; and by his enemies, we may be sure, insipidity. The woi-st part

of his character is that he was generally thought (and I believe on good

grounds) to have done Mr. Pope ill otfices with Mr. Addison ; fo* -whicll

he is treated by that poet, on many occasions, with great severity.
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celebrated Sapplio, they may here see it in its genuine aiiii

natural beauty, without any foreign or affected ornaments.

AN HYMN TO VENUS.

I.

O Venus, beauty of the skies,

To whom a thousand temples rise.

Gaily false in gentle smiles.

Full of love-perplexing wiles ;

O goddess ! from my heart remove
The wasting cares and pains of love.

II.

If ever thou hast kindly heard
A song in soft distress preferred,

Propitious to my tuneful vow,
gentle goddess, hear me now.

Descend, thou bright, immortal guest,

In all thy radiant charms confest.

III.

Thou once didst leave Almighty Jove,
And all the golden roofs above

:

The car thy wanton sparrows drew.
Hovering in air they lightly flew

;

As to my bower they winged their way

;

1 saw their quivering pinions play.

IV.

The birds dismist (while you remain)
Bore back their empty car again

:

Then you, with looks divinely mild,
In every heavenly feature smiled,

And asked what new complaints I made.
And why I called you to my aid

!

V.

What phrensy in my bosom raged.
And by what cure to be assuaged ?

What gentle youth I would allure,

Whom in my artful toils secure ?

Who does thy tender heart subdue.
Tell me, my Sappho, tell me who ?

VI.

Though now he shuns thy longing arms,
He soon shall court thy slighted charms

;

Though now thy offerings he despise,

He soon to thee shall sacrifice
;

Though now he freeze, he soon shall buSL,
And be thy victim in Ms turn.
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VII.

Ceiestial visitant, once more
Thy needful presence I implore

!

In pity come and ease my grief,

Bring my distempered soul relief,

Favour thy suppliant's hidden fires,
^

i

And give me all my heart desires.

Madame Dacier observes tliere is sometliing verj pretty

in that circumstance of this Ode, wherein Venus is described

as sending away her chariot upon her arrival at Sappho's

lodgings, to denote that it was not a short, transient visit

which she intended to make her. This Ode was preserved by

an eminent Greek critic, who inserted it entire in his works,

as a pattern oi" perfection in the structure of it.

Longiuus has quoted another Ode of this great poetess,

which is likewise admirable in its kind, and has been trans-

lated by the same hand with the foregoing one. I shall

oblige my reader with it in another paper. In the mean

while, I cannot but wonder that these two finished pieces

have never been attempted before by any of our countrymen.

But the truth of it is, the compositions of the ancients, which

have not in them any of those unnatural witticisms that are

the delight of ordinary readers, are extremely difficult to

render into another tongue, so as the beauties of the ori-

ginal may not appear weak and faded in translation.

No. 225. SATIJEDAY, NOVEMBEE 17.

Nullum numen abest si sit prudentia— Juv.

I HATE often thought if the minds of men were laid open,

we should see but little difference between that of the wise

caan and that of the fool. There are infinite reveries, num-

berless extravagances, and a perpetual train of vanities, which

pass through both. The great difference is, that the first

knows how to pick and cull his thoughts for conversation,

by suppressing some and communicating others; whereas

the other lets them all indifferently fly out in words. This

sort of discretion, however, has no place in private conver-

sation between intimate friends. On sucU occasions the
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wisest men very often talk like the weakest ; for indeed the
balking witli a friend is nothing eJse hut " thinking aloud."

Tully has, therefore, very justly eiposed the precept de-

livered by some ancient writers, that a man should live with
his enemy in such a manner as might leave him room to he-

come his friend; and with his friend in such a manner that,

if he became his enemy, it should not he in his power to hurt
him. The first part of this rule, which regards our behaviour
towards an enemy, is indeed very reasonable, as well as very
prudential ; but the latter part of it, which regards our be-

haviour towards a friend, savours more of cunning than of

discretion, and would cut a man off from the greatest plea-

sures of life, which are the freedoms of conversation with a

bosom friend. Besides that, when a friend is turned into an
enemy, and (as the son of Sirach calls him) a bewrayer of

secrets, the world is just enough to accuse the perfidious-

ness of the friend, rather than the indiscretion of the per-

son who confided in him.

Discretion does not only show itself in words, but in all

the circumstances of action; and is like an under-agent of
Providence, to guide and direct us in the ordinary concerns
ofHfe.

There are many more shining qualities in the mind of

man, but there is none so useful as discretion ; it is this, in-

deed, which gives a value to all the rest, which sets them at
work in their proper times and places, and turns them to
the advantage of the person who is possessed of them. With-
out it, learning is pedantry, and wit impertinence ; virtue it-

seK looks like vi eakness; the best parts only qualify a man to
be more sprightly in errors, and active to his own prejudice.
Nor does discretion only make a man the master of his

own parts, but of other men's. The discreet man finds out
the talents of those he converses with, and knows how to
apply them to proper uses. Accordingly, if we look into
particular communities and divisions of men, we may observe
that it is the discreet man, not the witty, nor the learned,
nor the brave, who guides the conversation, and gives mea-'
sures to the society. A man vsdth great talents, but void of
discretion, is like Polyphemus in the fable, strong and blind,
endued with an irresistible force, which for want of sight is

of no use to him.

Though a man has all other perfections, and wants discre-
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tion, lie will be of no great consequence in the world : but

if lie has this single talent in perfection, and but a oom-

mon share of others, he may do what he pleases in his station

of life.

At the same time that I think discretion the most useful

talent a man can be master of, I look upon cunning to be

the accomplishment of little, mean, ungenerous minds. Dis-

cretion points out the noblest ends to us, and pursues the

most proper and laudable methods of attaining them : cun-

ning has only private, selfish aims, and sticks at nothing

which may make them succeed. Discretion has large and

extended views, and, like a well-formed eye, commands a

whole horizon : cunning is a kind of short-sightedness, that

discovers the minutest objects which are near at hand, but

is not able to discern things at a distance. Discretion, the

more it is discovered, gives a greater authority to the person

who possesses it : cunning, when it is once detected, loses

its force, and makes a man incapable of bringing about even

those events which he might have done had he passed only

for a plain man. Discretion is the perfection of reason, and

a guide to us in all the duties of life : cunning is a kind of

instinct, that only looks out after our immediate interest

and welfare. Discretion is only found in men of strong

sense and good understandings : cunning is often to be met

with in brutes themselves, and in persons who are but the

fewest removes from them. Tn short, cunning is only the

mimic of discretion, and may pass upon weak men in the

same manner as vivacity is often mistaken for wit, and gravity

for wisdom.
The cast of mind which is natural to a discreet man, makes

him look forward into futurity, and consider what wiU be his

condition millions of ages hence, as well as what it is at pre-

sent. He knows that the misery or happiness which are re-

served for him in another world, lose nothing of their reality

by being placed at so great a distance from him. The ob-

jects do not appear little to him because they are remote.

He considers that those pleasures and pains which lie hid in

eternity, approach nearer to him every moment, and will be

present with him in their full weight and measure, as much

as those pains and pleasures which he feels at this very in-

stant. For this reason he is careful to secure to himself

that which is the proper happiness of his nature, and the
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ultimate design of his being. He carries Us thoughts to the

end of every action, and considers the most distant as well

as the most immediate effects of it. He supersedes every

little prospect of gain and advantage which offers itself here,

if he does not find it consistent with his views of an here-

after. In a word, his hopes are full of immortality, his

schemes are large and glorious, and his conduct suitable to

one who knows his true interest, and how to pursue it by
proper methods.

I have, in this essay upon discretion, considered it both as

an accomplishment and as a virtue, and have therefore de-

scribed it in its fuU extent ; not only as it is conversant about

worldly affairs, but as it regards our whole existence ; not

only as it is the guide of a mortal creature, but as it is in

general the director of a reasonable being. It is in this light

that discretion is represented by the wise man, who some-

times mentions it under the name of discretion, and some-
times under that of wisdom. It is indeed (as described in

the latter part of this paper) the greatest wisdom, but at the

same time in the power of every one to attain. Its advan-
tages are infinite, but its acquisition easy ; or, to speak o£
her in the words of the apocryphal writer whom I quoted in

my last Saturday's paper, " Wisdom is glorious, and never
fadeth away, yet she is easily seen of them that love her, and
found of such as seek her. She preventeth them that desire

her, in making herself known unto them. He that seeketh
her early, shall have no great travels : for he shall find her
sitting at his doors. To think, therefore, upon her is per-
fection of wisdom, and whoso watcheth for her shall quickly
be without care. For she goeth about seeking such as are
worthy of her, showeth herself favourably unto them in the
ways, and meeteth them in every thought."

No. 227. TUESDAY, NOVEMBEE 20.

'Q
fj-OL iybiy Ti TrdOiii

; W o SvacFoo^ ; oux v'lraKovug
;

Tdv fSaiTav diroSvg dq KVjiara rrjva aXevfiai
"QwEp TujQ 9vv wc ffKOTTid^frat *0\7rte o ypnrtvQ'
Ki]Ka fir/ 'troQdvuj, rb yc }id.v teov ddv rkrvKrat. Theoc.

I:y mj last Thursday's pnper I made mention of a place
:^siied the Lover's Leap, which I find haa raised a great
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curiosity among several of my coirespondents. I tliere told

them tliat this leap was used to be taken- from a promontory
of Leucas. This Leucas was formerly a part of Acarnania,

being joined to it by a narrow neck of land, which the sea

has by length of time overflowed and washed away ; so that

at present Leucas is divided from the continent, and is a

little island in the Ionian Sea. The promontory of this

island, from whence the lover took his leap, was formerly

called Leucate. If the reader has a mind to know both the

island and the promontory by their modern titles, he will

find in his map the ancient island of Leucas under the name

of St. Mauro, and the ancient promontory of Leucate imder

the name of The Cape of St. Mauro.
Since I am engaged thus far in antiquity, I must observe,

that Theocritus, in the motto prefixed to my paper, de-

scribes one of the despairing shepherds addressing himself to

his mistress after the following manner :
" Alas ! what mil

become of me ? wretch that I am ! will you not hear me ? I

will throw off my clothes, and take a leap into that part of

the sea which is so much frequented by Olphis the fisherman.

And though I should escape with my life, I know you will

"be pleased with it. " I shall leave it with the critics to deter-

mine whether the place, which this shepherd so particulariy

points out, was not the above-mentioned Leucate, or at least

some lover's leap, which was supposed to have had the same

eflect : I cannot believe, as all the interpreters do, that the

shepherd means nothing fm-ther here than that he would

drown himself, since he represents the issue of his leap as

doubtful, by adding, that if he should escape with his life, he

knows his mistress would be pleased with it ; which is accoi'u-

ing to our interpretation, that she would rejoice any way to

get rid of a lover who was so troublesome to her.

After this sliort preface, I shall present my reader with

some letters which I have received upon this subject. The

first is sent me by a physician.

" Me. Spectatoe,
The lover's leap vrhich you mention in your 223rd

paper was generally, I believe, a very effectual cure for love,

and not only for love, but for all other evils. In short, sir, I

am afraid it Avas such a leap as that which Hero took to get

rid of her passion for Leander. A man is in no great danger ui
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breaking his heart, who breaks his neck to prevent it. I

know very well the wonders which ancient authors relate

concerning this leap ; and in particular, that very many
persons who tried it escaped not only with their lives but
their limbs. If by this means they got rid of their love,

though it may in part be ascribed to the reasons you give

for it; why may not we suppose, that the cold bath into

which they plunged themselves, had also some share in their

cure ? A leap into the sea, or into any creek of salt waters,

very often gives a new motion to the spirits, and a new turn

to the blood ; for which reason we prescribe it in distempers

which no other medicine will reach. I could produce a quot-

ation out of a very venerable author, in which the phrensy
produced by love is compared to that which is produced by
the biting of a mad dog. But as this comparison is a little

too coarse for your paper, and might look as if it were cited to

ridicule the author who has made use of it ; I shall only hint

at it, and desire you to consider whether, if the phrensy pro-

duced by these two different causes be of the same nature,

it may not very properly be cured by the same means.
" I am, sir, your most humble servant,

and well-wisher, ^scuLAPirs."

" Me. Spectatob,

I am a young woman crossed in love. My story is very

long and melancholy. To give you the heads of it ; a young
gentleman, after having made his application to me for three

years together, and filled my head with a thousand dreams of

happiness, some few days since married another. Pray tell

me in what part of the world your promontory lies which
you call 'The Lover's Leap,' and whether one may go to it

by land ? But, alas, I am afraid it has lost its virtue, and
that a woman of our times will find no more relief in taking

such a leap, than in singing a hymn to Venus. So that I

must cry out with Dido in Dryden's Virgil,

Ah ! cruel Heaven, that made no cure for love !

" Tour disconsolate servant, Athenais."

"MlSTEE SpICTATTJB,

My heart is so full of loves and passions for Mrs. Gwi-
nifrid, and she is so pettish, and over-run with cholers against

VOL. III. I
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me, that if I had the good happiness to have my dwelling

(which is placed by my creat-cranfather upon the pottom

ofan hill) no farther distance but twenty mile from the Lofer'a

Leap, I could indeed indeafour to preak my neck upon it on

purpose. Now, good Mister Spictatub of Crete Prittain,

you must know it, there iss in Caernarvanshire a fery pig

mountain, the clory of all "Wales, which is named Penmain-

maure, and you must also know it iss no great journey on foot

from me ; but the road is stony and bad for shooes. Now
there is upon the forehead of this mountaui a very high rock

(like a parish steeple) that cometh a huge deal over the sea;

so when I am in my melancholies, and I do throw myself from

it, I do desire my fery good friend to tell me in his Spictatur,

if I shall be cure of my griefous lofes ; for there is the sea

dear as the class, and ass creen as the leek : then likewise, if I

be drown, and preak my neck, if Mrs. Grwinifrid will not

lofe me afterwards. Pray be speedy in your answers, for I

am in crete haste, and it is my tesires to do my pusiness

without loss of time. I remain with cordial affections,

your ever lofing friend,

"Dattth ap Shenexn."

"P. S. My law-suits have brought me to London,but I have

lost my causes ; and so have made my resolutions to go down

and leap before the frosts begin ; for I am apt to take colds."

Ridicule, perhaps, is a better expedient against love than

sober advice, and I am of opinion that Hudibras and Don
Quixote mny be as effectual to cure the extravagances of this

passion, as any of the old philosophers. I shall therefore

publish, very speedily, the translation of a little Greek manu-

script, which is sent me by a learned friend. It appears tc

have been a piece of those records which were kept in the

little temple of Apollo, that stood upon the promontory ol

Leucate. The reader will find it to be the summary account

of several persons who tried the lover's leap, and of the suc-

cess they found in it. As there seem to be in it some ana-

chronisms and deviations from the ancient orthography, I

am not wholly satisfied myself that it is authentic, and not

rather the production of one of those Grecian sophisters,

who have imposed upon the world several spurious works of

this nature. I speak this by way of precaution, becaust

I know there are several writers, of uncommon erudition.
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who would not fail to expose my ignorance if they caught me
tripping in a matter of so great moment.

No. 229. THUESDAT, NOVEMBEE 22.

—Spirat adhuc amor
Vivuntque commissi calores

iEoliae iidibus puellae. Hoh.

Among- the many famous pieces of antiquity which are

still to he seen at Eome, there is the trunk of a statue which
has lost the arms, legs, and head ; but discovers such an ex-

quisite workmanship in what remains of it, that Michael
Angelo declared he had learned his whole art from it. In-

deed he studied it so attentively,, that he made most of his

statues, and even his pictures, in that Gusto, to make nse of

the Italian phrase ; for which reason this maimed statue is

still called Michael Angelo' s school.

A fragment of Sappho, which I design for the subject of

this paper, is in as great reputation among the poets and
critics, as the mutilated figure above-mentioned is among the
statuaries and painters. Several of our countrymen, and
Mr. Dryden in particular, seem very often to have copied

after it in their dramatic writings and in their poems upon
love.

Whatever might have been the occasion of this Ode, the
English reader will enter into the beauties of it, if he sup-
poses it to have been written in the person of a lover sitting

by his mistress. I shall set to view three different copies of
this beautiful origiaal ; the first is a translation by Catullus,

the second by Monsieur Boileau, and the last by a gentle-

man whose translation of the Hymn to Venus has been so

deservedly admired.

AD LESBIAM.

I He ml par esse dec videtur,

Ille si fas est, superare diros,

Qui sedens adversus identidem te,

Spectat, et audit

Dulce ridentem, misero quod omnia
Eripit sensus milii : nam simul te,

Lesbia, aspexi, nihil est super mi
Qziod loquar amens,

I 2
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Lingua sed torpet, tenuis sub artus

Flamma dimanaf, sonitu suople

Tinniunt aures, gemina teguntur

Lumina nocte.

My learned reader will know very well the reason why
one of these verses is printed in Italic letter ; and if lie

compares this translation with the original, will find that tte

three iirst stanzas are rendered almost word for word, and not

only with the same elegance, but with the same short turn of

expression which is so remarkahle in the Greek, and so pecu-

liar to the Sapphic Ode. I cannot imagine for what reason

IMadame Dacier has told ns, that this Ode of Sappho is pre-

served entire in Longinus, since it is manifest to any one

who looks into that author's quotation of it, that there must

at least have been another stanza, which is not transmitted

to us.

The second translation of this fragment, which I sliall

here cite, is that of Monsieur Boileau.

Heiireux ! qui pres de toi, pour toi seule sofipire

:

Qui jouit du plaisir de t'entendre parler

:

Qui te voit quelquefois doucement lui soiirire.

Les Dieux, dans son bonheur, peuvent-ils 1' egaler ?

Je sens de Teine en veine une subtile flamme
Courir par tout mon corps, si-tot que je te vois :

Et dans les doux transports, oil s'egare mon ame,
Je ne S(;aurois trouver de langue, ni de voix.

Un nuage confus se repand sur ma vue,

Je n'entens plus, je tombe en de douces langueurs;

Et pale, sans haleine, interdite, esperdue,

Un frisson me saisit, je tremble, je me meurs.

The reader will see that this is rather an imitation than a

translation. The circumstances do not lie so thick together,

and follow one another vsdth that vehemence and emotion, as

in the original. In short. Monsieur Boileau has given us all

the poetry, but not all the passion of this famous fragment.

I shall in the last place present my reader with the iSiglish

translation.

I.

Blest as th' immortal gods is he,
The youth who fondly sits by thee,

And hears and sees thee all the while \
Softly speak and sweetly smile.
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11.

'Twas this deprived my soul of rest.

And raised such tumults in my breast

;

For while I gazed, in transport tost,

My breath was gone, my voice was lost

:

III.

My bosom glowed ; the subtle flame

Ran quick through all my vital frame ;

O'er my dim eyes a darkness hung

;

My ears with hollow murmurs rung.

IV.

In dewy damps my limbs were chilled

;

My blood with gentle horrors thrilled

;

My feeble pulse forgot to play
;

I fainted, sunk, and died away.

Instead of giving any character of tliis last translation, I

shall desire my learned reader to look into the criticisms

which Longinus has made upon the original. By that means

he will know to which of the translations he ought to give

the preference. I shall only add, that this translation is

written in the very spirit of Sappho, and as near the Greek

as the genius of our language will possibly suffer.

Longiuus has observed, that this description of love in

Sappho is an exact copy of nature, and that aU the circum-

stances, which follow one another in such an hurry of senti-

ments, notwithstanding they appear repugnant to each other,

are really such as happen in the frenzies of love.

I wonder that not one of the critics or editors, through
whose hands this Ode has passed, has taken occasion from it

to mention a circumstance related by Plutarch. That author,

in the famous story of Antiochus, who fell in love with
Stratonice, his mother-in-law, and (not daring to discover

his passion) pretended to be confined to his bed by his sick-

ness, tells us, that Erasistratus, the physician, found out the

nature of his distemper by those symptoms of love which he
had learnt from Sappho's writings. Stratonice was in the

room of the love-sick prince, when these symptoms diseoverec?

themselves to his physician ; and it is probable that they

were not very different from those which Sappho here de-

scribes in a lover sitting by his mistress. This story of
Antiochus is so well known, that I need not add the sequel

of it, which has no relation to my present subject.
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No. 231. SATUEDAT, NOVEMEEE 24.

Pudor ! O Pietas !— Makt.

Looking over the letters which I have lately received

from my correspondents, I met with the following one, which

is vsTitten with such a spirit of politeness, that I could not

but he very much pleased with it myself, and question not

but it wiU he as acceptable to the reader.

"Me. Spectatoe,
Tou, who are no stranger to public assembhes, cannot

but have observed the awe they often strike on such as are

obliged to exert any talent before them. This is a sort of

elegant distress, to which ingenuous minds are the most lia-

ble, and may therefore deserve some remarks in your paper.

Many a brave fellow, who has put his enemy to flight in the

field, has been in the utmost disorder upon making a speech

before a body of his friends at home : one would think there

was some kind of fascination in the eyes of a large circle of

people,when darting all together upon one person. I have seen

a new actor in a tragedy so bound up by it, as to be scarce

able to speak or move, and have expected he would have died

above three acts before the dagger or cup of poison ivere

brought in. It would not be amiss, if such an one were at

first introduced as a ghost, or a statue, till he recovered his

spirits, and grew fit for some living part.
" As this sudden desertion of one's self shows a diffidence,

which is not displeasing, it implies at the same time the

greatest respect to an audience that can be. It is a sort of

mute eloquence, which pleads for their favour much better

than words could do ; and we find their generosity naturally

moved to support those who are in so much perplexity to

entertain them. I was greatly pleased with a late instance

of this kind at the opera of Almahide, in the encouragement

given to a young singer, whose more than ordinary concern

on her first appearance recommended her no less than her

agreeable voice, and just performance. Mere bashfuLness

without merit is awkward ; and merit without modesty, in-

solent. But modest merit has a double claim to acceptance,

and generally meets with as many patrons as beholders.

« I am," &c.
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It is impossible that a person should exert himself to ad-

vantage in an assembly, whether it be his part either to sing

or speak, who- lies under too great oppressions of modesty.

I remember, upon talking with a friend of mine concerning

the force of pronunciation, our discourse led us into the

enumeration of the several organs of speech which an orator

ought to have in perfection, as the tongue, the teeth, the

lips, the nose, the palate, and the windpipe. Upon which,

says my friend, you have omitted the most material organ

of them all, and that is the forehead.

But notwithstanding an excess of modesty obstructs the

tongue, and renders it unfit for its offices, a due proportion

Oi it is thought so requisite to an orator, that rhetoricians

have recommended it to their disciples as a particular in their

art. Cicero tells us, that he never liked an orator, who did

not appear in some little confusion at the beginning of his

speech, and confesses that he himself never entered upon an
oration without trembling and concern. It is, indeed, a kind
of deference which is due to a great assembly, and seldom
fails to raise a benevolence in the audience towards the per-

son who speaks. My correspondent has taken notice, that

the bravest men often appear timorous on these occasions

;

as indeed we may observe that there is generally no creature

more impudent than a coward.

—LinguS inelior ; sed frigida bello

Dextera

—

A bold tongue, and a feeble arm, are the qualifications of
Drances in Virgil ; as Homer, to express a man both timor-
ous and saucy, makes use of a kind of point, which is very
rarely to be met with in his writings ; namely, that he had
the eyes of a dog, but the heart of a deer.

A just and reasonable modesty does not only recommend
eloquence, but sets off every great talent which a man can
be possessed of. It heightens all the virtues which it accom-
panies ; like the shades in paintings, it raises and rounds
every figure, and makes the colours more beautiful, though
not so glaring as they would be without it.

Modesty is not only an ornament, but also a guard to
virtue. It is a kind of quick and delicate "feeling " in the
Boul, which makes her shrink and withdraw herself from
everything that has danger in it. It is such an exquisite
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Bensibility, as warns her to shun the first appearance ofevery
thing which is hurtful.

I cannot at present recollect either the place or time of

what I am going to mention ; but I have read somewhere in

the history of ancient Greece, that the women of the coun-

try were seized with an unaccountable melancholy, which

disposed several of them to make away with themselves. The
senate, after having tried many expedients to prevent this

self-murder, which was so frequent among them, published

an edict, that if any woman whatever should lay violent

Jiands upon herself, her corpse should be exposed naked in

the street, and dragged about the city in the most puUic
manner. This edict immediately put a stop to the practice

which was before so common. We may see in this instance

the strength of female modesty, which Avas able to overcome

the violence even of madness and despair. The fear of shame
in the fair sex was in those days more prevalent than that

of death.

If modesty has so great an influence over our actions, and

is in many cases so impregnable a fence to virtue, what
can more undermine morality than that politeness which

reigns among the unthinking part of mankind, and treats as

unfashionable the most ingenuous part of our hehaviour;

which recommends impudence as good breeding, and keeps

a man always in countenance, not because he is innocent,

but because he is shameless.

Seneca thought modesty so great a check to vice, that he

prescribes to us the practice of it in secret, and advises us to

raise it in ourselves upon imaginary occasions, when such as

are real do not offer themselves ; for this is the meaning of

his jjrecept, that when we are by ourselves, and in our great-

est solitudes, we should fancy that Cato stands before us,

and sees everything we do. In short, if you banish Modesty
out of the world, she carries away with her half the virtue

that is in it.

After these reflections on modesty, as it is a virtue, I

must observe, that there is a vicious modesty, which justly

deserves to be ridiculed, and which those persons very often

discover, who value themselves most upon a well-bred confi-

dence. This happens when a man is ashamed to act up to

his reason, and would not upon any consideration be sur-

prised in the practice of those duties, for the performance of
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which he was seut into the world. Many an impudent
libertine would blush to be caught in a serious discourse,

and would scarce be able to show his head, after having dis-

closed a religious thought. Decency of behaviour, all out-

ward show of virtue, and abhorrence of vice, are carefully

avoided by this set of shamed-faced people, as what would
disparage their gaiety of temper, and infallibly bring them
to dishonour. This is such a poorness of spirit, such a des-

picable cowardice, such a degenerate, abject state of mind, as

one would think human nature incapable of, did we not meet
with frequent instances of it in ordinary conversation.

There is another kind of vicious modesty, which makes a
man ashamed of Ms person, his birth, his profession, his

poverty, or the like misfortunes, which it was not in his

choice to prevent, and is not in his power to rectify. If a
man appears ridiculous by any of the aforementioned cir-

cumstances, he becomes much more so by being out of coun-
tenance for them. They should rather give him occasion to
excite a noble spirit, and to palliate those imperfections
which are not in his power, by those perfections which are

;

or, to use a very witty allusion of an eminent author, he
should imitate Caesar, who, because his head was bald,
covered that defect with laurels.

No. 233. TUESDAY, NOVEMBEE 27.

—Tanquam hsec sint nostri medicina furoris,
Aut Deus ille malis hominum mitescere discat. Virg.

I SHALL, in this paper, discharge myself of the promise I
have made to the public, by obliging them with a translation
of the little Greek manuscript, which is said to have been a
piece of those records that is preserved in the temple of

;

Apollo upon the promontory of Leucate : it is a short his-
tory of the Lover's Leap, and is inscribed, "An account of

J

persons, male and female, who offered up their vows in the
( temple of the Pythian Apollo, in the forty-sixth Olympiad,

j
and leaped from the promontory of Leucate into the Ionian

', Sea, in order to cure themselves of the passion of love."
.

_
This account is very dry in many parts, as only mention-

'. ing the name of the lover who leaped, the person he leaped

J

for, and relating, in short, that he was either cured, or killed,
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or maimed, by the fall. It indeed gives the names of so

many who died by it, that it would have looked like a bill of

mortality had I translated it at full length ; I have there,

fore made an abridgment of it, and only extracted such par-

ticular passages as have something extraordinary, either in

the ease, or in the cure, or in the fate of the person who is

mentioned in it. After this short preface, take the account

as follows.

Battus, the son of Menalcas, the Sicilian, leaped for Bom-
byca the musician : got rid of his passion with the loss of

his right leg and arm, which were broken in the fall.

Melissa, in love with Daphnis, very much bruised, but

escaped with life.

Cynisca, the wife of JEschines, being in love with Lpus

;

and ^schines her husband being in love with EurOla
; (which

had made this married couple very uneasy to one another for

several years ;) both the husband and the wife took the leap

by consent ; they both of them escaped, and have lived very

happily together ever since.

Larissa, a virgin of Thessaly deserted by Plexippus, after

a courtship of three years ; she stood upon the brow of the

promontory for some time, and having thrown down a ring,

a bracelet, and a little picture, with other presents which

she had received from Plexippus, she threw herself into the

sea, and was taken up alive.

iV. B. Larissa, before she leaped, made an offering of s

silver Cupid, in the temple of Apollo.

Simastha, in love with Daphnis the Myndian, perished in

the fall.

Chariius, the brother of Sappho, in love with Ehodope the

courtesan, having spent his whole estate upon her, was ad-

vised by his sister to leap in the beginning of his amour, hut

would not hearken to her tiU he was reduced to his last ta-

lent ; being forsaken by Rhodope, at length resolved to take

the leap. Perished in it.

Aridasus, a beautiful youth of Epirus, in love with Praxi-

noe, the wife of Thespis, escaped without damage, saving

only that two of his foreteeth were struck out, and his nose

a little flatted.

Cleora, a widow of Ephesus, being inconsolable for the

death of her husband, was resolved to take this leap, ia order

to get rid of her passion for his memory ; but being arrived
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at the promontory, she there met with Dimmachus the Mi-

letian, and after a short conversation with him, laid aside

the thoughts of her leap, and married him in the temple of

Apollo.

N. B. Her widow's weeds are still to he seen hanging up

in the western corner of the temple.

Olphis, the fisherman, having received a box on the ear

from Thestylis the day before, and being determined to have

no more to do with her, leaped, and escaped with life.

Atalanta, an old maid, whose cruelty had several years be-

fore driven two or three despairing lovers to this leap ; being

now in the fifty-fifth year of her age, and in love with an

officer of Sparta, broke her neck in the fall.

Hipparchus, being passionately fond of his ovm wife, who
was enamoured of Bathyllus, leaped and died of his fall

;

upon which his wife married her gallant.

Tettyx, the dancing-master, in love with Olympia, an

Athenian matron, threw himself from the rock with great

agility, but was crippled in the fall.

Diagoras, the usurer, in love with his cook-maid; he

peeped several times over the precipice, but his heart mis-

giving him, he went back, and married her that evening.

Cinsedus, after having entered his own name in the Py-

thian records, being asked the name of the person whom he

leaped for, and being ashamed to discover it, he was set aside,

and not suffered to leap.

Eunica, a maid of Paphos, aged nineteen, in love with
Eurybates. Hurt in the fall, but recovered.

N. B. This was her second time of leaping.

Hesperus, a yonng man of Tarentmn, in love with his

master's daughter. Drowned, the boats not coming in soon
enough to his relief.

Sappho the Lesbian, in love with Phaon, arrived at the

temple of ApoUo, habited like a bride m garments as white

as snow. She wore a garland of myrtle on her head, and
carried in her hand a little musical instrument of her own
invention. After having sung an hymn to Apollo, she hung
up her garland on one side of his altar, and her harp on
the other. She then tucked up her vestments like a Spar-

tan virgin, and amidst thousands of spectators, who were
anxious for her safety, and offered up vows for her deliver-
" ice, marched directly forwards to the utmost summit of the
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promontory, where after having repeated a stanza of hor own
verses, which we could not hear, she threw herself off the

roek with such an intrepidity, as was never before observed

in any who had attempted that dangerous leap. Many who
were present related, that they saw her fall into the sea,

from whence she never rose again ; though there were others

who affirmed, that she never came to the bottom of her leap

;

but that she was changed into a swan as she fell, and that

they saw her hovering in the air under that shape. But
whether or no the whiteness and fluttering of her garments

might not deceive those who looked upon her, or whether

she might not really be metamorphosed into that musical

and melancholy bird, is still a doubt among the Lesbians.

Alcaeus, the famous lyric poet, who had for some time

been passionately in love with Sappho, arrived at the pro-

montory of Leueate that very evening, in order to take the

leap upon her account ; but hearing that Sappho had been

there before him, and that her body could be nowhere found,

he" very generously lamented her fall, and is said to have

vritten his hundred and twenty-fifth Ode upon that occasion.

Leaped in this Olympiad 250.

Males 124
Females 126

Cured 120.

Males 51
Females 69

No. 235. THUESDAT, NOVEMBEE 29.

—Populares
Vincentem strepitus— HoK.

There is nothing which lies more within the province of

a Spectator than public shows and diversions ; and as among
these there are none which can pretend to vie with those

elegant entertainments that are exhibited in our theatres, I

think it particularly incumbent on me to take notice of

everything that is remarkable in such numerous and refined

assemblies.

It is observed, that of late years there has been a certain

person in the upper gallery of the play-house, who, when be
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is pleased with anything that is acted upon the stage, ei-

presses his approbation by a loud knock upon the benohea

or the wainscot, which may be heard over the whole theatre.

This person is commonly known by the name of the " Trunk-

maker in the upper gallery." Whether it be, that the blow

he gives on these occasions resembles that which is often

heard in the shops of such artisans, or that he was supposed

to have been a real trunk-maker, who, after the finishing of

his day's work, used to unbend his mind at these public

diversions with his hammer in his hand, I cannot certainly

tell. There are some, I know, who have been foolish enough

to imagine it is a spirit which haunts the iipper gallery, and
from time to time makes those strange noises ; and the

rather, because he is observed to be louder than ordinary

every time the ghost of Hamlet appears. Others have report-

ed that it is a dumb man, who has chosen this way of uttering

himself, when he is transported with anything he sees or

hears. Others will have it to be the play-house thunderer,

that exerts himself after this manner in the upper gallefy,

when he has nothing to do upon the roof.

But having made it my business to get the best informa-

tion I could in a matter of this moment, I find that the
Trunk-maker, as he is commonly called, is a large black man,
whom nobody knows. He generally leans forward on a
huge oaken plant, with great attention to everything that
passes upon the stage. He is never seen to smile ; but upon
hearing anything that pleases him, he takes up his staff with
both hands, and lays it upon the next piece of timber
that stands in his way with exceeding vehemence : after

which he composes himself in his former posture, tUl such
time as something new sets him again at work.

It has been observed, his blow is so weU timed, that the
most judicious critic could never except against it. As soon
as any shining thought is expressed in the poet, or any uncom-
mon grace appears in the actor, he smites the bench or wain-
scot. If the audience does not concur with him, he smites
a second time ; and if the audience is not yet awaked, looks
round him with great wrath, and repeats the blow a third
time, which never fails to produce the clap. He sometimes
lets the audience begin the clap of themselves, and at the
conclusion of their applause ratifies it with a single thwack.
He is of so great use to the play-house, that it is said a
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former director of it, upon his not being able to pay liis at-

tendance by reason of sickness, kept one in pay to officiate

for him till such time as be recovered ; but the person so em-

ployed, though he laid about him with incredible violence,

did it in such wrong places, that the audience soon found out

that it was not their old friend the Trunk-maker.

It has been remarked, that he has not yet exerted himself

with vigour this season. He sometimes plies at the opera;

and upon Nicolini's first appearance, was said to have demol-

ished three benches in the fury of his applause. He has broken

half a dozen oaken plants upon Dogget ; and seldom goes

away from a tragedy of Shakspeare, without leaving the waia-

scot extremely shattered.

The players do not only connive at this his obstreperous ap-

probation, but very cheerfully repair at their own cost what-

ever damage he makes. They had once a thought of erecting a

kind of wooden anvil for his use, that should be made of a

very sounding plank, in order to render his strokes more deep

and meUow ; but as this might not have been distinguislied

from the music of a kettle-drum, the project was laid aside.

In the mean while I cannot but take notice of the great

use it is to an audience, that a person should thus preside

over their heads, like the director of a concert, in order to

awaken their attention, and beat time to their applauses ; or,

to raise my simile, I have sometimes fancied the Trunk-maker
in the upper gallery to be like Virgil's ruler of the wind,

seated upon the top of a mountain, who, when he struck his

sceptre upon the side of it, roused an hurricane, and set the

whole cavern in an uproar.

It is certain the Trunk-maker has saved many a good play,

and brought many a graceful actor into reputation, who would

not otherwise have been taken notice of. It is very visible,

as the audience is not a little abashed if they find themselves

betrayed into a clap, when their friend in the upper gallerj

does not come into it ; so the actors do not value themselves

upon the clap, but regard it as a mere brutum fulmen, or

empty noise, when it has not the sound of the oaken plant in

it. I know it has been given out by those who are enemies

to the Trunk-maker, that he has sometimes been bribed to be

in the interest of a bad poet, or a vicious player ; but this is

a surmise which has no foundation ; his strokes are always

just, and his admonitions seasonable ; he does not deal about
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hia blows at random, but always hits the right nail upon the

head. That inexpressible force wherewith he lays them on,

sufficiently shows the evidence and strength of his conviction.

His zeal for a good author is indeed outrageous, and breaks

down every fence and partition, every board and plank, that

stands within the expression of his applause.

As I do not care for terminating my thoughts in barren

speculations, or in reports of pure matter of fact, without

drawing something from them for the advantage of my
countrymen, I shall take the liberty to make an humble pro-

posal, that whenever the Trunk-maker shall depart this life,

or whenever he shall have lost the spring of his arm by sick-

ness, old age, infirmity, or the like, some able-bodied critic

should be advanced to this post, and have a competent salary

settled on him for life, to be furnished with bamboos for

operas, crab-tree cudgels for comedies, and oaken plants for

tragedy, at the public expense. And to the end that this

place should be always disposed of according to merit, I would
have none preferred to it, who has not given convincing proofs
both of a sound judgment and a strong arm, and who could
not, upon occasion, either knock down an ox, or write a com-
ment upon Horace's Art of Poetry. In short, I would have
him a due composition of Hercules and Apollo, and so
rightly qualified for this important office, that the Trunk-
maker may not be missed by our posterity.

No. 237. SATURDAY, DECEMBEE 1.

Visii carentem magna pars veri latet. Sekec. in Oedip.

It is very reasonable to believe, that part of the pleasure
which happy minds shall enjoy in a future state, will arise
from an enlarged contemplation of the Divine wisdom in the
government of the world, and a discovery of the secret and
amazing steps of Providence, from the beginning to the end
of time. Nothing seems to be an entertainment more adapted
to the nature of man, if we consider that curiosity is one of
the strongest and most lasting appetites implanted in us, and
that admiration is one of our most pleasing passions ;

' and
what a perpetual succession of enjoyments will be aiforded to
both, these, in a scene so large and various as shall then be
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laid open to our view in tlie society of superior spirits, who
perhaps will join with us in so delightful a prospect

!

It is not impossible, on the contrary, that part of the

punishment of such as are excluded from bliss, may consist

not only in their being denied this privilege, but in having

their appetites at the same time vastly increased, without
any satisfaction afforded to them. In these, the vain pursuit

of knowledge shall, perhaps, add to their infelicity, and be-

wilder them in labyrinths of error, darkness, distraction, and
uncertainty of everything but their own evil state. MUton
has thus represented the fallen angels reasoning together in

a kind of respite from their torments, and creating to them-

selves a new disquiet amidst their very amusements : he

could not properly have described the sports of condemned
spirits, without that cast of horror and melancholy he has so

judiciously mingled with them.

Others apart sat on a hill retired,

In thoughts more elevate, and reasoned high
Of Providence, foreknowledge, will, and fate,

Fixt fate, freewill, foreknowledge absolute.

And found no end, in wandering mazes lost.

In our present condition, which is a middle state, our

minds are, as it were, chequered with truth and falsehood

;

and as our faculties are narrow, and our views imperfect, it

is impossible but our curiosity must meet with many repulses.

The business of mankind in this life being rather to act

than to know, their portion of knowledge is dealt to them

accordingly.

Prom hence it is, that the reason of the inquisitive has so

long been exercised with difficulties, in accounting for the

promiscuous distribution of good and evil to the virtuous and

the wicked in this world. Prom hence come all those par

thetical complaints of so many tragical events, which happen

to the wise and the good ; and of such surprising prosperity,

which is often the reward of the guilty and the foolish ; that

reason is sometimes puzzled, and at a loss what to pronounce

upon so mysterious a dispensation.

Plato expresses his abhorrence of some fables of the poets,

which seem to reflect on the gods as the authors of injustice;

and lays it down as a principle, that whatever is permitted

to befall a just man, whether poverty, sickness, or any of

those things which seem to be evils, shall either in life or
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death conduce to bis good. My reader will observe how
agreeable this maxim is to what we find delivered by a

greater authority. Seneca has written a discourse purposely

on this subject, in which he takes pains, after the doctrine of

the Stoics, to show that adversity is not in itself an evil

;

' and mentions a notable saying of Demetrius, " That nothing

would be more unhappy than a man who had never known
affliction." He compares prosperity to the indulgence of a

fond mother to a child, which often proves his ruin ; but

the aifection of the Divine Being to that of a wise father,

who would have his sons exercised with labour, disappoint-

ment, and pain, that they may gather strength, and improve

their fortitude. On this occasion the philosopher rises into

that celebrated sentiment, " That there is not on earth a

spectacle more worthy the regard of a Creator intent on his

works, than a brave man superior to his sufferings;" to

which be adds, " That it must be a pleasure to Jupiter him-

self to look down from heaven, and see Cato amidst the ruins

of his country preserving his integrity."

This thought will appear yet more reasonable, if we con-

sider human life as a state of probation, a^d adversity as the
post of honour in it, assigned often to thi-, best and most se-

lect spirits.

But what I would chiefly insist upon here, is, that we are
not at present in a proper situation to judge of the counsels
by which Providence acts, since but little arrives at our
knowledge, and even that little we discern imperfectly ; or,

according to the elegant figure in holy writ, " "We see but
in part, and as in a glass darkly." It is to be considered
that Providence, in its oeconomy, regards the whole system
of time and things together, so that we cannot discover the
beautiful connexions between incidents which He widely
separated in time, and by losing so many links of the chain
our reasonings become broken and imperfect. Thus those
parts in the moral world which have not an absolute, may
yet have a relative beauty, in respect of some other parts
concealed from us, but open to His eyes before whom " past,
present," and " to come," are set together in one point of
view ; and those events, the permission of which seems now
to accuse His goodness, may, in the consummation of thino-s

both magnify his goodness and exalt his wisdom. And this
is enough to check our presumption, since it is in vain to

VOL. IH. K
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apply our meaaurea of regularity to matters of wliicli we
know neither the antecedents nor the consequents, the be-

ginning nor the end.

I shall relieve my readers from this abstracted thought, by
relating here a Jewish tradition concerning Moses, which

seems to be a kind of parable, illustrating what I haye last

mentioned. That great prophet, it is said, was called up by
a voice from heaven to the top of a mountain ; where, iu a

conference with the Supreme Being, he was permitted to

propose to him some questions concerning his administration

of the universe. In the midst of this divine colloquy he was

commanded to look down on the plain below. At the foot

of the mountain there issued out a clear spring of water, at

which a soldier alighted from his horse to d-ink. He was no

sooner gone, than a little boy came to the same place, and

finding a purse of gold, which the soldier had dropped, took

it up, and went away with it. Immediately after this

came an iniirm old man, weary with age and travelling, and

having quenched his thirst, sat down to rest himself by the

side of the spring. The soldier, missing his purse, returns to

search for it, and demands it of the old man, who affirms he

had not seen it, and appeals to heaven in witness of his inno-

cence. The soldier, not believing his protestations, kUlshim.

Moses fell on his face with horror and amazement, when the

Divine Voice thus prevented his expostulation ;
" Be not sur-

prised, Moses, nor ask why the Judge of the whole earth has

suffered this thing to come to pass : the child is the occasion

that the blood of the old man is spUt ; but know, that the

old man whom thou sawest, was the murderer of that child's

father."

No. 239. TUESDAY, DECEMBEE 4.

—Bella, horrida bella ! Virg.

I HATE sometimes amused myself with considering the

several methods of managing a debate, which have obtained

iu the world.

The first races of mankind used to dispute, as our ordinary

people do now-a-days, in a kind of wild logic, uncultivated

by rul6s of art.

Socrates introduced a catechetical method of argu'ng.
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He would ask his adversary question upon question, till he

had convinced him out of his own mouth that his opinions

were wrong. This way of debating drives an enemy up into

a comer, seizes all the passes through which he can make an

escape, and forces him to surrender at discretion.

Aristotle changed this method of attack, and iuvented a

great variety of little weapons, called syllogisms. As in the

Socratic way of dispute you agree to everything which your

opponent advances, in the Aristotelic you are still denying

and contradicting some part or other of what he says.

Socrates conquers you by stratagem; Aristotle by force:

the one takes the town by sap, the other sword ia hand.

The universities of Europe, for many years, carried on

their debates by syllogism, insomuch that we see the know-

ledge of several centuries laid out into objections and answers,

and all the good sense of the age cut and miuced into almost

an infinitude of distinctions.

When our universities found that there was no end of

wrangling this way, they iuvented a kiud of argument, which

is not reducible to any mood or figure of Aristotle. It was

called the Argumentum Basilinum, (others write it Bacilinum

or Baculinum,) which is pretty well expressed in our Eng-
lish word " club-law." "When they were not able to confute

their antagonist, they knocked him down. It was their

method, in these polemical debates, first to discharge their

syllogisms, and afterwards to betake themselves to their clubs,

tin such time as they had one way or other confounded their

gainsayers. There is in Oxford a narrow defile, (to make
use of a military term,) where the partisans used to encoun-
ter, for which reason it still retains the name of " Logic Lane.'

'

I have heard an old gentleman, a physician, make his boasts,

that when he was a young fellow, he marched several times

at the head of a troop of Scotists, and cudgelled a body of
Smiglesians half the length of High Street, till they had dis-

persed themselves for shelter into their respective garrisons.

This humour, I find, went very far in Erasmus's time. For
that author tells us, that upon the revival of G-reek letters,

most of the universities in Europe were divided into Greeks
and Trojans. The latter were those who bore a mortal
hatred to the language of the Grecians, insomuch that if

they met with any who understood it, they did not fail to treat
s 2
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him as a foe. Erasmus himself had, it seems, the misfortune

to fall into the hands of a party of Trojans, who laid him on

with so many blows and buffets, that he never forgot theii

hostilities to his dying day.

There is a way of managing an argument not much unlike

the former, which is made use of by states and communities,

when they draw up a hundred thousand disputants on each

side, and convince one another by dint of sword. A certain

grand monarch was so sensible of his strength in this way of

reasoning, that he writ upon his great guns

—

Ratio ultima

Begum, " The Logic of Kings ;" but, Grod be thanked, he is

now pretty well baffled at his own weapons. When one has

to do with a philosopher of this kind, one should remember
the old gentleman's saying, who had been engaged in an

argument with one of the Eoman emperors. Upon his

friend's telling him, that he wondered he would give up the

question, when he had visibly the better of the dispute, " I

am never ashamed (says he) to be confuted by one who is

master of fifty legions."

I shall but just mention another kind of reasoning, which

may be called arguing by poll ; and another, which is of equal

force, in which wagers are made use of as arguments, accord-

ing to the celebrated line in Hudibras.

But the most notable way of managing a controversy, is

that which we call " Arguing by torture." This is a method

of reasoning which has been made use of with the poor re-

fugees, and which was so fashionable in our country during

the reign of Queen Mary, that in a passage ofan author quoted

by Monsieur Bayle, it is said, the price of wood was raised ia

England by reason of the executions that were made in

Smithfield. These disputants convince their adversaries with

a sorites, commonly called a pile of faggots. The rack is also

a kind of syllogism which has been used with good effect,

and has made multitudes of converts. Men were formerly

disputed out of their doubts, reconciled to truth by force of

reason, and won over to opinions by the candour, sense, tad

ingenuity of those who had the right on their side ; but this

method of conviction operated too slowly. Pain was found

to be much more enlightening than reason. Every scruple

was looked upon as obstinacy, and not to be removed but oy

aeveral engines invented for that purpose. In a word, the
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application of wliips, racks, gibbets, galleys, dungeons, fire

and faggot ia a dispute, may be looked upon as popish re-

finements upon the old heathen logic.

There is another way of reasoning which seldom fails,

though it be of a quite different nature to that I have last

mentioned. I mean, convincing a man by ready money, or,

as it is ordinarily called, bribing a man to an opinion. This

method has often proved successful, when all the others have
been made use of to no purpose. A man who is furnished

with arguments from the mint, will convince the antagonist

much sooner than one who draws them from reason and phi-

losophy. Gold is a wonderful clearer of the understanding

;

it dissipates every doubt and scruple in an instant ; accom-
modates itself to the meanest capacities : silences the loud
and clamorous, and brings over the most obstinate and in-

fleiible. Philip of Macedon was a man of most invincible

reason this way. He refuted by it all the wisdom of Athens,
confounded their statesmen, struck their orators dumb, and
at length argued them out of all their liberties.

Having here touched upon the. several methods of dis-

?uting, as they have prevailed in different ages of the world,
shall very suddenly give my reader an account of the

whole art of cavilling ; which shall be a full satisfactory

answer to all such papers and pamphlets as have yet appeared
against the Spectatoe.

No. 241. THURSDAY, DECEMBEE 6.

—Semperque relinqui

Sola sibi, semper longam incomitata videtur
Ire viam

—

Yikg.

" Me. Spectatoe,
Though you have considered virtuous love in most

of its distresses, I do not remember that you have given us
any dissertation upon the absence of lovers, or laid down any
methods how they should support themselves under those
long separations which they are sometimes forced to undergo.
I am at present in this unhappy circumstance, having parted
mth the best of husbands, who is abroad ia the service of
his country, and may not possibly return for some years
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His •warm and generous affection wHle we were together,

with the tenderness which he expressed to me at parting,

make his absence almost insupportable. I think of him
every moment of the day, and meet him every night ia my
dreams. Everything I see puts me in mind of him. I apply

myself with more than ordinary diligence to the care of his

family and estate ; but this, instead of relieving me, gives me
but so many occasions of wishing for his return. I frequent

the rooms where I used to converse with him, and not meet-

ing him there, sit doTvn in his chair, and fall a weeping. I

love to read the books he delighted in, and to converse with

the persons whom he esteemed. I visit his picture a hundred

times a day, and place myself over-against it whole hours to-

gether. I pass a great part of my time in the walks where I

used to lean upon his arm, and recollect in my mind the dis-

courses which have there passed between us : I look over the

several prospects and points of view which we used to survey

together, fix my eye upon the objects which he has made me
take notice of, and call to mind a thousand agreeable remarks

which he has made on those occasions. I write to him by

every conveyance, and, contrary to other people, am always

in good humour when an east wind blows, because it seldom

fails of bringing me a letter from him. Let me entreat you,

sir, to give me your advice upon this occasion, and to let me
know how I may relieve myself in this my widowhood.

" I am, sir, your most humble servant,

" ASTBEU."

Absence is what the poets call death in love, and has given

occasion to abundance of beautiful complaints in those au-

thors who have treated of this passion in verse. Ovid's

Epistles are full of them. Otway's Monimia talks very ten-

derly upon this subject.

—It was not kind
To leave me, like a turtle, here alone,

To droop, and mourn the absence of my mate.
When thou art from me, every place is desert

:

And I methinks am savage and forlorn.

Thy presence only 'tis can make me blessed,

Heal my imquiet mind, and tune my soul.

The consolations of lovers on these occasions are very ex-

traordinary. Besides those mentioned by Asteria, there are
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many other motives of comfort, -which are made use ol oy

absent lovers.

I remember in one of Scudery's !Eotoances, a couple of

honourable lovers agreed at their parting to set aside one

half hour in the day to think of each other during a tedious

absence. The romance tells us, that they both of them punc-

tually observed the time thus agreed upon ; and that what-

ever company or business they were engaged in, they left

it abruptly as soon as the clock warned them to retire. The
romance further adds, that the lovers expected the return of

this stated hour with as much impatience as if it had been a

real assignation, and enjoyed an imaginary happiness that

was almost as pleasing to them as what they would have found

from a real meeting. It was an inexpressible satisfaction to

these divided lovers, to be assured that each was at the same

time employed in the same kind of contemplation, and mak-
ing equal returns of tenderness and affection.

If I may be allowed to mention a more serious expedient

for the alleviating of absence, I shall take notice of one

which I have known two persons practise, who joined re-

ligion to that elegance of sentiments with which the passion

of love generally inspires its votaries. This was, at the re-

turn of such an hour, to offer up a certain prayer for each

other, which they had agreed upon before their parting.

The husband, who is a man that makes a figure in the polite

world, as well as in his own family, has often told me, that he
could not have supported an absence of three years without
this expedient.

Strada, in one of his prolusions, gives an account of a chi-

merical correspondence between two friends by the help of a
certain loadstone, which had such a virtue in it, that if it

touched two several needles, when one of the needles so
touched began to move, the other, though at never so great
a distance, moved at the same time and in the same manner.
He tells us that the two friends, being each of them possess-
ed of one of these needles, made a kind of dial-plate, inscrib-

ing it with the four-and-twenty letters, in the same manner
as the hours of the day are marked upon the ordinary dial-

plate. They then fixed one of the needles on each of these
plates in such a manner, that it could move round without
impediment, so as to touch any of the four-and-twenty let-

ters. Upon their separating from, one another into distant
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countries, they agreed to withdraw themselves punctually

into their closets at a certain hour of the day, and to con-

verse with one another by means of this their invention. Ac-

cordingly, when they were some hundred miles asunder, each

of them shut himself up in his closet at the time appointed,

and immediately cast his eye upon his dial-plate. If he had

a mind to write anything to his friend, he directed his

needle to every letter that formed the words which he had

occasion for, making a little pause at the end of every word or

sentence, to avoid confusion. The friend, in the mean while,

saw his own sympathetic needle moviag of itself to every let-

ter which that of his correspondent pointed at. By this

means they talked together across a whole continent, and

conveyed their thoughts to one another in an instant, over

cities or mountains, seas or deserts.

If Monsieur Scudery, or any other writer of romance, had

introduced a necromancer, who is generally in the train of a

knight-errant, making a present to two lovers of a couple of

those above-mentioned needles, the reader would not have

been a little pleased to have seen them corresponding with

one another when they were guarded by spies and watches,

or separated by castles and adventures.

In the mean while, if ever this invention should be revived,

or put in practice, I would propose, that upon the lover's

dial-plate there should be written not only the four-and-

twenty letters, but several entire words which have always a

place in passionate epistles, as flames, darts, die, latiguish,

absence, Cupid, heart, eyes, hang, drown, and the like. This

would very much abridge the lover's pains in this way of

writing a letter, as it would enable him to express the most

useful and significant words with a single touch of the needle.

No. 243. SATUEDAY, DECEMBEE 8.

Formam quidem ipsam, Marce fili, et tanqiiam faciem honesli Tides

;

quffi si oculis cemeretur, niirabiles amores (ut ait Plato) excitaret sapi-

entise. Tull. Offic.

I DO not remember to have read any discourse vrritten ex-

pressly upon the beauty and loveliaess of virtue, without
considering it as a duty, and as the means of making m
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happy both now and hereafter. I design, therefore, this specu-

lation as an essay upon that subject, in which I shall con-

eider virtue no further than as it is in itself of an amiable

nature, after having premised, that I understand by the
wrnrd virtue such a general -notion as is affixed to it by the

vritera of morautv, and which by devout men generally goes

under the name of reiigiou, and by men of the world under

the name of honour.

Hypocrisy itself does great honour, or rather justice, to

religion, and tacitly acknowledges it to be an ornament to

human nature. The hypocrite would not be at so much
pains to put on the appearanceof virtue, if he did not know
it was the most proper and effectual means to gain the love

and esteem of mankind.
We learn from Hierocles it was a common saying among

the heathens, that the wise man hates nobody, but only
loves the virtuous.

Tully has a very beautiful gradation of thoughts, to show
how amiable virtue is. We love a virtuous man, says he,

rho lives in the remotest parts of the earth, though we are
altogether out of the reach of his virtue, and can receive
from it no manner of benefit ; nay, one who died several
years ago raises a secret fondness and benevolence for him
in our minds, when we read his story: nay, what is still

more, one who has been the enemy of our country, provided
his wars were regulated by justice and humanity, as in the
instance of Pyrrhus, whom Tully mentions on this occasion
in opposition to Hannibal. Such is the natural beauty and
loveliness of virtue.

Stoicism, which was the pedantry of virtue, ascribes all
good qualifications of what kind soever to the virtuous man.
Accordingly Cato, in the character Tully has left of him,
carried matters so far that he would not allow any one but
a virtuous man to be handsome. This indeed looks more
like a philosophical rant than the real opinion of a wise
man; yet this was what Cato very seriously maintained.
In short, the Stoics thought they could not sufficiently re-
present the excellence of virtue, if they did not comprehend
in the notion of it all possible perfection ; and therefore did
not only suppose that it was transcendently beautiful in it-
self, but that it made the very body amiable, and banished
•very kind of deformity from the person in whom it resided.
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It is a common observation, that the most abandoned to

all sense and goodness are apt to wisb those who are related

to them of a different character ; and it is very observ-

able, that none are more struck with the charms of virtue in

the fair sex, than those who by their very admiration of it

are carried to a desire of ruining it.

A virtuous mind in a fair body is indeed a fine picture ia

a good light, and therefore it is no wonder that it makes the

beautiful sex all over charms.

As virtue in general is of an amiable and lovely nature,

there are some particular kinds of it which are more so than

others, and these are such as dispose us to do good to man-

kind. Temperance and abstinence, faith and devotion, are

in themselves perhaps as laudable as any other virtues ; hut

those which make a man popular and beloved are justice,

charity, munificence, and in short all the qualifications that

render us beneficial to each other. Por which reason even

an extravagant man, who has nothing else to recommend
him but a false generosity, is often more beloved and esteem-

ed than a person of a much more finished character, who is

defective in this particular.

The two great ornaments of virtue, which show her in the

most advantageous views, and make her altogether lovely,

are cheerfulness and good nature. These generally go to-

gether, as a man cannot be agreeable to others who is not

easy vsdthin himself. They, are both very requisite in a vir-

tuous mind, to keep out melancholy from the many serious

thoughts it is engaged in, and to hinder its natural hatred of

vice from souring into severity and censoriousness.

If virtue is of this amiable nature, what can we think of

those who can look upon it with an eye of hatred and ill-

will, or can suffer their aversion for a party to blot out all

the merit of the person who is engaged in it. A man must

be excessively stupid, as well as uncharitable, who believes

that there is no virtue but on his own side, and that there

are not men as honest as himself who may differ from him in

political principles. Men may oppose one another in some

particulars, but ought not to carry their hatred to those

qualities which are of so amiable a nature in themselves, and

have nothing to do with the points in dispute. Men of vir-

tue, though of different interests, ought to consider them-

selves as more nearly united with one another than vrith the
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vicious part of mankind, who embark with them in the same

civil concerns. .We should bear the same love towards a man

of honour, who is a living antagonist, which, Tully tells us

in the forementioned passage, every one naturally does to an

enemy that is dead. In short, we should esteem virtue

though in a foe, and abhor vice though in a friend.

I speak this with an eye to those cruel treatments which

men of all sides are apt to give the characters of those who

do not agree with them. How many persons of undoubted

probity and exemplary virtue, on either side, are blackened

and defamed ! How many men of hoiiour exposed to public

obloquy and reproach ! Those, therefore, who are either the

instruments or abettors in such infernal dealings, ought to

be looked upon as persons who make use of religion to pro-

mote their cause, not of their cause to promote religion.

No. 245. TUESDAY, DECEMBEE 11.

Ficta voluptatis causS. sint proxima veiis. Hoh.

There is nothing which one regards so much with an eye

of mirth and pity, as ionocence when it has in it a dash of

foUy. At the same time that one esteems the virtue, one is

tempted to laugh at the simplicity which accompanies it.

When a man is made up wholly of the dove, without the least

grain of the serpent in his composition, he becomes ridiculous

in many circumstances of life, and very often discredits his

best actions. The Cordeliers tell a story of their founder

St. Francis, that as he passed the streets in the dusk of the

evening, he discovered a young fellow with a maid in a cor-

ner ; upon which the good man, say they, lifted up his hands
to heaven with a secret thanksgiving, that there was still so

much Christiau charity in the world. The innocence of the
saint made him mistake the kiss of a lover for a salute of

charity. I am heartily concerned when I see a virtuous

man without a competent knowledge of the world ; and if

there be any use in these my papers, it is this, that without
representing vice under any false alluring notions, they give
my reader an insight into the ways of men, and represent
human nature in aU its changeable colours. The man wht
has not been engaged in any of the foUies of the, world, oi,
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as Sliakspsare expresses it, " hactneyed in the ways of men,"

may here find a picture of its follies and extravagances. The
virtuous and the innocent may know in speculation what
they could never arrive at by practice, and by this meama
avoid the snare of the crafty, the corruptions of the vicious,

and the reasonings of the prejudiced. Their minds may be

opened without being vitiated.

It is with an eye to my foUowing correspondent, Mr.

Timothy Doodle, who seems a very well-meaning man, that

I have written this short preface, to which 1 shall subjoin, a

letter from the said Mr. Doodle.

I could heartily wish that you would let us know your

opinion upon several innocent diversions which are in use

among us, and which are very proper to pass away a winter

night for those who do not care to throw away their time at

an opera or at the play-house. I would gladly know in par-

ticular what notion you have of hot-cockles ; as also whether

you think that questions and commands, mottoes, similies, and

cross purposes, have not more mirth and wit in them than

those public diversions which are grown so very fashion-

able among us. If you would recommend to our wives and

daughters, who read your papers with a great deal of pleasure,

some of those sports and pastimes that may be practised

within doors, and by the fire-side, we who are masters of fami-

lies should be hugely obliged to you. I need not tell you

that I would have these sports and pastimes not only meny
but innocent, for which reason I have not mentioned either

whisk or lanterloo, nor indeed so much as one and thirty.

After having communicated to you my request upon this sub-

ject, I will be so free as to tell you how my wife and I pass

away these tedious winter evenings with a great deal of

Eleasure. Though she be young, and handsome, and good-

umoured to a miracle, she does not care for gadding abroad

like others of her sex. There is a very friendly man, a colo-

nel in the army, whom I am mightily obliged to for his civil-

ities, that comes to see me almost every night ; for he is not

one of those giddy young fellows that cannot live out of a

play-house. When we are together, we very often make a

party at blind-man's-buff, which is a sport I like the better,

because there is a good deal of exercise iu it. Th'j coloivil
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and I are blinded by turns, and you would laugh your heart

out to see what pains my dear takes to hoodwink, us, so that

it is impossible for us to see the least glimpse of light. The

poor colonel sometimes hits his nose against a post, and

makes us die with laughing. I have generally the good luck not

to hurt myself, hut am very often above half an hour before

I can catch either of them ; for you must know we hide our-

selves up and down in comers, that we may hare the more

sport. I only give you this hint as a sample of such inno-

cent diversions as I would have you recommend ; and am,
" Most esteemed sir.

Tour ever loving friend,

" TiMOTHT Doodle."

The following letter was occasioned by my last Thursday's

paper upon the absence of lovers, and the methods therein

mentioned of making such absence supportable.

" SlE,

Among the several ways of consolation which absent

lovers make use of while their souls are in that state of de-

parture which you say is death in love, there are some very

material ones that have escaped your notice. Among these,

the first and most received is a crooked shilling, which has ad-

ministered great comfort to our forefathers, and is still made
use of on this occasion with very good effect in most parts of
her Majesty's dominions. There are some, I know, who think
a crown piece cut into two equal parts, and preserved by the
distant lovers, is of more sovereign virtue than the former.
But since opinions are divided in this particular, why may not
the same persons make use of both ? The figure of a heart,
whether cut in stone or cast in metal, whether bleeding upon
an altar, stuck with darts, or held in the hand of a Oupid, has
always been looked upon as talismanic in distresses of this na-
ture. I am acquainted with many a brave fellow, who carries
his mistress in the lid of his snuff-box, and by that experience
has supported himself under the absence of a whole campaign.
For my own part, I have tried all these remedies, but never
found so much benefit from any as from a ring, in which my
mistress's hair is platted together very artificially in a kind of
true-lover's knot. As I have received great benefit from this
secret, I think myself obliged to communicate it 1 3 the pubEc,
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for the good of my fellow-subjects. I desire you wiE add

this letter as an appendix to your consolations upon absence,

and am
" Tour very humble servant, T. B."

I shall conclude this paper with a letter from an university

gentleman, occasioned by my last Tuesday's paper, wherein

I gave some account of the great feuds which happened

formerly in those learned bodies, between the modern Greeks

and Trojans.

" Sib,

This will give you to understand, that there is at pre-

sent in the society whereof I am a member, a very con-

siderable body of Trojans, who, upon a proper occasion,

would not fail to declare ourselves. In the mean while we
do all we can to annoy our enemies by stratagem, and are

resolved, by the first opportunity, to attack Mr. Joshua

Barnes, whom we look upon as the Achilles of the opposite

party. As for myself, I have had the reputation, ever since

I came from school, of being a trusty Trojan, and am resolved

never to give quarter to the smallest particle of Greek,

wherever I chance to meet it. It is for this reason I take

it very ill of you, that you sometimes hang out Greek colours

at the head of your paper, and sometimes give a word of the

enemy even in the body of it. "When I meet with anything

of this nature, I throw down your speculations upon the

table ; with that form of words which we make use of when
we declare war upon an author,

Graecum est, non potest legi.

I give you this hint, that you may for the futiu-e abstain

from any such hostilities at your perD..
" Teoiitts."

No. 247. THTIESDAY, DECEMBEE 13.

—Twv S' CLKCifiaTOS pEEt av8^
'Eb arofiarwv r/Seia— Hes.

We are told by sjme ancient authors, that Socrates was

instructed in eloquence by a woman, whose name, if I am
not mistaken, was Aspasia. I have, indeed, very often looked
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upon that art as the most proper for the female sex, and I

think the universities would do weU to consider whether

they should not ffll their rhetoric chairs with she-professors,

it has been said in the praise of some men, that they could

talk whole hours together upon anything ; but it must be

owned to the honour of the other sex, that there are many

among them who can talk whole hours together upon nothing.

I have known a woman branch out into a long extempore dis-

sertation upon the edging of a petticoat, and chide her serv-

ant for breaking a china cup in aU the figures of rhetoric.

"Were women admitted to plead in courts of judicature, I

am persuaded they would carry the eloquence of the bar to

greater heights than it has yet arrived at. If any one doubts

this, let him but be present at those debates which fre-

quently arise among the ladies of the British fishery.

The first kind, therefore, of female orators which I shall

take notice of, are those who are employed in stirring up the

passions, a part of rhetoric in which Socrates his wife had

perhaps made a greater proficiency than his above-mentioned

teacher.

The second kind of female orators are those who deal in

invectives, and who are commonly known by the name of

the censorious. The imagination and elocution of this set

of rhetoricians is wonderful. "With what a fluency of inven-

tion, and copiousnesss of expression, wiU. they enlarge upon
every little slip in the behaviour of another! "With how
many different circumstances, and with what variety of

phrases, wOl they tell over the same story ! I have known
an old lady mate an unhappy marriage the subject of a
month's conversation. She blamed the bride in one place

;

pitied her in another ; laughed at her in a third ; wondered
at her in a fourth ; was angry vrith her in a fifth ; and in

short, wore out a pair of coach-horses in expressing her con-

cern for her. At length, after having quite exhausted the
subject on this side, she made a visit to the new-married
pair, praised the wife for the prudent choice she had made,
told her the unreasonable reflections which some malicious
people had cast upon her, and desired that they might be
better acquainted. The censure and approbation of this

kind of women are therefore only to be considered as helps
to discourse.

A third kind of female orators may be comprehended un-
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der the word Gossips. Mrs. Fiddle Paddle is perfectly ac-

complished in this sort of eloquence ; she launches out into

descriptions of christenings, runs divisions upon an head-

dress, knows every dish of meat that is served up in her

neighbourhood, and entertains her company a whole after-

noon together with the wit of her little boy, before he is

able to speak.

The coquette may be looked upon as a fourth kind of fe-

male orator. To give herself the larger field for discourse,

Bhe hates and loves in the same breath, talks to her lap-dog

or parrot, is uneasy in all kinds of weather, and in every

part of the room : she has false quarrels and feigned obliga-

tions to all the men of her acquaintance ; sighs when she is

not sad, and laughs when she is not merry. The coquette is in

particular a great mistress of that part of oratory which is

called action, and indeed seems to speak for no other pur-

pose, but as it gives her an opportunity of stirring a limb,

or varying a feature, of glancing her eyes, or playing with

her fan.

As for news-mongers, politicians, mimics, story-tellers,

with other characters of that nature, which give birth to lo-

quacity, they are as commonly found among the men as the

women ; for which reason I shall pass them over in silence.

I have been often puzzled to assign a cause why women
should have this talent of a ready utterance in so much
greater perfection than men. I have sometimes fancied that

they have not a retentive power, the faculty of suppressing

their thoughts, as men have, but that they are necessitated

to speak everything they think ; and if so, it would perhaps

furnish a very strong argument to the Cartesians, for the

supporting of their doctrine, that the soul always thinks.

But as several are of opinion that the fair sex are not alto-

gether strangers to the arts of dissembling, and concealing

their thoughts, I have been forced to relinquish that opinion,

and have, therefore, endeavoured to seek after some bettei

reason. In order to it, a friend of miae, who is an excellent

anatomist, has promised me by the first opportunity to dis-

sect a woman's tongue, and to examine whether there may

not be in it certain juices which render it so wonderfully

voluble or flippant, or whether the fibres of it may not be

made up of a finer or more pliant thread, or whether there

are not in it some particular miiscles, which dart it up and
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down by such sudden glances and vibrations ; or whether, in

the last place, there may not be certain nndiscovered chan-

nels running from the head and the heart, to this little in-

strument of loquacity, and conveying into it a perpetual

affluence of animal spirits. Xor must I omit the reason

which Hudibras has given, why those who can talk on trifles

speak with the greatest fluency; namely, that the tongue

is like a race-horse, which runs the faster the lesser weight

it carries.

Which of these reasons soever may be looked upon as the

most probable, I think the Irishman's thought was very na-

tural, who, after some hours' conversation with a female
orator, told her, that he believed her tongue was very glad
when she was asleep, for that it had not a moment's rest all

the while she was awake.

That excellent old baUad of the " Wanton Wife of Bath"
has the following remarkable lines :

I think, quoth Thomas, women's tongues
Of aspen leaves are made.

And Ovid, though in the description of a very barbarous
circumstance, tells ns, that when the tongue of a beautiful
female was cut out, and thrown upon the ground, it could
not forbear muttering even in that posture

:

—Comprehensam forcipe linguam
Ahstulit ense fero. Radix micat ultima linguae.

Ipsa jacet, terraeque tremens immurmurat atrae;
Utque salire solet mutilates cauda colubrae,

Palpitat.

If a tongue would be talking without a mouth, what could
it have done when it had all its organs of speech, and accom-
plices of sound, about it ? I might here mention the story
of the pippin-woman, had not I some reason to look upon it
as fabulous.

I must confess I am so wonderfully charmed with the
music of this little instrument, that I would by no means
discourage it. AU that I aim at by this dissertation is, to
cure it of several disagreeable notes, and in particular of those
httle jarrings and dissonances which arise from anger cen-
soriousness, gossiping, and coquetry. In short, I would liave
It always tuned by gooil-nature, truth, discretion, and sin-
cerity.

vol. m. .
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No. 249. SATUEDAT, DECEMBEE 15.

rlXiiis QKaipog Iv jlpoToXe Siivov KaKov. Frag. Vet. Po.

"When I make choice of a subject tiat has not been treated

on by others, I throw together my reflections on it without

any order or method, so that they may appear rather in the

looseness and freedom of an essay, than in the regularity of

a set discourse. It is after this manner that I shaU consider

laughter and ridicule in my present paper.

Man is the merriest species of the creation, aU above and

below him are serious. He sees things in a different light

from other beings, and finds his mirth rising from objects that

perhaps cause something like pity or displeasure in higher

natures. Laughter is, indeed, a very good counterpoise tq

the spleen ; and it seems but reasonable that we should he

capable of receiving joy from what is no real good to us, since

we can receive grief from what is no real evil.

I have in my forty-seventh paper raised a speculation on

the nption of a modem philosopher, who describes the first

motive of laughter to be a secret comparison which we make

between ourselves and the persons we laugh at ; or, in

other words, that satisfaction which we receive from the

opinion of some pre-eminence in ourselves, when we see the

absurdities of another, or when we reflect on any past ab-

surdities of our own. This seems to hold in most cases, and

we may observe that the vainest part of mankind are the mont

addicted to this passion.

I have read a sermon of a conventual in the church of

Eome, on those words of the wise man ;
" I said of Laugh-

ter, it is mad ; and of Mirth, what does it ? " Upon which he

laid it down as a point of doctrine, that laughter was the

effect of origiual sin, and that Adam could not laugh before

the fall.

Laughter, while it lasts, slackens and unbraces the mind,

weakens the faculties, and causes a kind of remissness and

dissolution in all the powers of the soul : and thus far it

may be looked upon as a weakness in the composition of hu-

man nature. But if we consider the frequent rehefs we

receive from it, and how often it breaks the gloom which is

apt to depress the mind and damp our spirits with transient
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and unexpecteQ gleams of joy, one would take care not to

grow too wise for so great a pleasure of life.

The talent of turning men into ridicule, and exposing to k

laughterthose one converses with, is the qualification of little, •

tmgenerous tempers. A young man with this cast of mind

cuts himself off from all manner of improTcment. Everr one~

has his flaws and weaknesses ; nay, the greatest blemishes are

often found in the most shining characters ; Inrt what an ab-

surd thing is it to pass over all the raluable parts of a nun,

and fix our attention on his infirmities ! to observe his im-

perfections more than his virtues ! and to make use of him
for the sport of others, rather than our own improTiement ? '

We therefore very often find, that persoiis the mcr: accom-

plished in ridicule, are those who are very shrewd at hitting

a blot, without exerting anything masterly in ttemielres.

As there are many eminent critics who never writ a go-od

line, there are many admirable buffoons that animadvert upon
every single defect in another, without ever discoverins the
least beauty of their own. By this means, these nntnek^ little

wits often gain reputation in the esteem of vulgar minds, ard
raise themselves above persons of much more laudable cha-
racters.

If the talent of ridicule were employed tolaushmen out of »

vice and foUy, it might be of some use to the world ; bnt in-
stead of this, we find that it is generally made use of r j
laugh men out of virtue and good sense, by attacking erciT-
thing that is solemn and serious, decent and praise-wortliT. in
human life.

We may observe, that in the first ages of the world, when
the great souls and master-pieces of human nature were pro-
duced, men shined by a noble simplicity of behaviour, and
were strangers to those little embeUishments which are so-
fashionable in our present conversation. And it is verv re-
markable, that notwithstandingwe fall short at presfiit oi the
ancients in poetry, painting, oratory, history, architecture, and
aU the noble arts and sciences which depend more upon genius
than experience, we exceed them as much in doggerel, humour
burlesque, and all the trivial arts of ridicule. We meet with
more raillery among the moderns, but more good sense among
the ancients. ^
The two great branches of ridicule in writing are comedy

and burlesque. The first ridicules persons by drawing them
I. 2
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in their proper characters; the other, by drawing them quite

unlike themselves. Burlesque is therefore of two kinds
; the

first represents mean persons in accoutrements of heroes,

the other describes great persons acting and speaking Kke the

basest among the people. Don Quixote is an instance of the

first, and Lucian's gods of the second. It is a dispute among
the critics, whether burlesque poetry runs best in heroic verse,

like that of the Dispensary ; or ia doggerel, like that of Hu-
dibras. I think where the low character is to be raised, the

heroic is the proper measure ; but when an hero is to be

pulled down and degraded, it is done best in doggerel.

If Hudibras had been set out with as much wit and
humour in heroic verse as he is in doggerel, he would have

made a much more agreeable figure than he does ; though

the generality of his readers are so wonderfully pleased with

the double rhymes, that I do not expect many will be of my
opinion in this particular.

I shall conclude this essay upon laughter, with observing,

that the metaphor of laughing, applied to fields and meadows
when they are in flower, or to trees when they are in blos-

som, runs through all languages ; which I have not observed

of any other metaphor, excepting that of fire and burning

when they are applied to love. This shows that we natm'ally

regard laughter, as what is in itself both amiable and beauti-

ful. For this reason, likewise, Venus has gained the title

of (piXofiEtSris, the laughter-loving dame, as Waller has trans-

lated it, and is represented by Horace as the goddess who
delights ia laughter. Milton, in a joyous assembly of

imaginary persons, has given a very poetical figure of laugh-

ter. His whole band of mirth is so finely described, that I

shall set the passage down at length.

But come, thou goddess, fair and free,

In heaven ycleped Euphrosyne,
And by men, Heart-easing Mirth,
Whom lovely Venus at a birth
With two sister Graces more
To ivy-croTvned Bacchus bore

:

Haste thee, nymph, and bring with thee
Jest and youthful Jollity,

Quips, and cranks, and wanton wiles.
Nods, and becks, and wreathed smiles.
Such as hang on Hebe's cheek.
And love to .live in dimple sleek

;
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Sport, that -wrinkled care derides.

And Laughter, holding both his sides.

Come, and trip it as you go,

On the light fantastic toe,

And in thy right hand lead with thee

The mountain nymph, sweet Liberty;

And iif I give thee honour due.

Mirth, admit me of thy crew,

To liye with her, and live with thee.

In unreproved pleasures free.

No. 251. TIJESDAT, DECEIIBEE 18.

—LinguEe centum sunt, oraque centum,

Ferrea vox.

—

Vikg.

Thebe is notliing wMcli more astonistes a foreigner and

frights a country squire, tban the Cries of London. My
good friend Sir Eoger often declares, that he cannot get them

out of his head, or go to sleep for them, the first week that

he is in town. On the contrary, WOl. Honeycomb calls them

the Ramage de la Ville, and prefers them to the sounds of

larks and nightingales, with all the music of the fields and

woods. I have lately received a letter from some very odd

feUow upon this subject, which I shall leave with my reader,

without saying anything further of it.

"SlE,
I am a man out of aU business, and would willingly

turn my head to anything for an honest livelihood. I have

invented several projects for raising many mUlions of money
without burtheniug the subject, but I cannot get the parlia-

ment to listen to me, who look upon me, forsooth, as a crack

and a projector ; so that despairing to enrich either myself or

my country by this public-spiritedness, I would make some
proposals to you relating to a design which I have very
much at heart, and which may procure me an handsome sub-
sistence, if yon wiU be pleased to recommend it to the cities

of London and Westminster.
" The post I would aim at is to be ComptroUer-general of

the London Cries, which are at present under no manner of
rules or discipline. I think I am pretty weU qualified for
this place, as being a man of very strong lungs, of great in-
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sight into all the branches of our British trades and inanu>

factures, and of a competent skill in music.
" The cries of London may be divided into Tocal and

instrumental. As for the latter, they are at present under a

very great disorder. A freeman of London has the privilege

of disturbing a whole street, for an hour together, with the

twanking of a brass-kettle or a frying-pan. The watchman's

thump at midnight startles us in our beds as much as the

breaking in of a thief The sow-gelder's horn has indeed

something musical in it, but this is seldom heard within the

liberties. I would therefore propose, that no instrument of

this nature should be made use of, which I have not tuned

and licensed, after having carefully examined in what manner
it may affect the ears of her Majesty's liege subjects.

" Vocal cries are of a much larger extent, and, indeed, bo

full of incongruities and barbarisms, that we appear a dis-

tracted city to foreigners, who do not comprehend the mean-

ing of such enormous outcries. Milk is generally sold in a

note above ela, and it sounds so exceeding shrill, that it often

sets our teeth on edge. The chimney-sweeper is confined to

no certain pitch ; he sometimes utters himself in the deepest

bass, and sometimes in the sharpest treble ; sometimes in

the highest, and sometimes in the lowest note of the gamut.

The same observation might be made on the retailers of

smaU. coal, not to mention broken glasses or brick-dust. In

these, therefore, and the like cases, it should be my care to

sweeten and mellow the voices of these itinerant tradesmen,

before they make their appearance in our streets, as also to

accommodate their cries to their respective wares ; and to

take care in particular that those may not make the most

noise who have the least to sell, which is very observable in

the venders of card-matches, to whom I cannot but apply

that old proverb of ' Much cry, but little wool.'
" Some of these last-mentioned musicians are so very loud

in the sale of these trifling manufactures, that an honest

splenetic gentleman of my acquaintance bargained with one

of them never to come into the street where he lived : but

what was the effect of this contract ? why, the whole tribe

of card-match-makers which frequent the quarter, passed by

his door the very next day, in hopes of being bought off after

the same manner.
" It is another great imperfection in our London cries,
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that there is no just time nor measnre oAeened n '

Our news should, indeed, Ite pnUkhed in a ickt qpiek IboM^

because it is a conuDoditytiuitinQ not keep coil. ItAnwM
not, however, be cried tnth ti>e same pttn^latiaB » " fii*:'

yet this is generally the case. A Uoo^ lM(|ile aJaiBS t^
town from one end to anotlier in an instanat. !&aT ^«lMa
of the Erench is pnUisbed in >:• gjreit a lwu_i, t^at «m£
would think the enemj wae at cor gadte^ Tke &e«ke I
would take upon me to isolate iasu^ a 'iiiap^ini^.Awtt^gjg

should be some distincticaa made betweea Ae pi tiSm*_ of s
victory, a march, or an tsuBsmpoKseA, a Ihits. a Bsfi^d. «r
.a Spanish maOL Xor mnst I aaak zz.^^ t>^ hsai. tfrmir

fexeessive alums with 'tdudi aefeid. boEtenMB rzsos ii^riE-rfr

our streets in tnmip season; and wlddh aie soe fnmmra
ble, because these aie wmes idudli are in no di^a rf ciwi-
ing upon their hands.

" There are others who afieet a Tenr ^ov ^ms, r~r me.
ia my opinion, much more tunable Aaa Ae Snie:: tti^

cooper, ia particidar, swells his last note inm lulkfr i«k^
that is not without its hanninr^: jtae can I j&aheM' tese
inspired with a most agreeable mdandiofy, wlien I !fear^^
sad and solemn air wil£whicbtiie public is tettojioij
ifthey have any chairs to mend? TonrownneBH
gest to you many other lament^le ditties ofHm i

in which the music is wonderfnlly langniahing andimio&MB.
" I am always pleased with that partienlar tii^ of id%

year which is proper for the pickling of dill and eueombas;
but, alas, this cry, like the song of the nighthig^U fi ^gl
heard above two months. It would, tiieiefare, be wwA
while to consider whether the same air mi^t not in sasas
cases be adapted to other words.

" It might likewise deserve our most serious cansidention,
how far, m a weU-regulated city, those humonristB are to be
tolerated, who, not contented with the traditional cries of
their forefathers, have invented particular songs and times
of their own

:
such as was, not many years since, the pastar-mm, commonly known by the name of the eolly-molR^nff-

and such as is at this day the vender of powdea- and inish-

PowdCTwi ^"^ "^^*^^ informed, goes under the name of

ix.

" ^
"?"f

* iiot life omit one partienkr absurdity which runs
through this whole vociferous generation, and which renders

Hlil
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their cries very often not only incommodious, but altogether

useless to the public; I mean that idle accomplishment
which they all of them aim at, of crying so as not to be

understood. Whether or no they have learned this from
several of our affected singers, I will not take upon me to

say ; but most certain it is, that people know the wares they

deal in rather by their tunes than by their words ; insomuch,

that I have sometimes seen a country boy run out to buy
apples of a bellows-mender, and ginger-bread from a grinder

of knives and scissars. Nay, so strangely infatuated are

some very eminent artists of this particular grace in a cry,

that none but their acquaintance are able to guess at their

profession ; for who else can know that, " Work if I had it,"

should be the signification of a corn-cutter.
" Forasmuch, therefore, as persons of this rank are seldom

men of genius or capacity, I think it would be very proper,

that some man of good sense, and sound judgment, should

preside over these public cries, who should permit none to

lift up their voices in our streets, that have not tuneable

throats, and are not only able to overcome the noise of the

crowd, and the rattling of coaches, but also to vend their

respective merchandises in apt phrases, and in the most dis-

tinct and agreeable sounds. I do therefore humbly recom-

mend myself as a person rightly qualified for this post : and

if I meet with fitting encouragement, shall communicate some

other projects which I have by me, that may no less conduce

to the emolument of the public.
" I am, sir, &c.

"Ealph Ceotchet."

JS'o. 253. THUESDAT, DECEMBEE 20.

Indignor quicquam reprehendi, non quia crasse

Compositum, illepideve putetur, sed quia nuper. Hoe.

Theeb is nothing which more denotes a great mind, than

the abhorrence of envy and detraction. This passion reigns

more among b^d poets, than among any othM set of men.

As there are none more ambitious of fame, than those who

are conversant in poetry, it is very natural for such as have

not succeeded in it, to depreciate the works of those who

have. Eor since they cannot raise themselves to the reput-
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ation of their fellow-writers, they must endeavour to sink it

to their own pitch, if they would still keep themselves upon
a level with them.
The greatest wits that ever were produced in one age,

lived together in so good an understanding, and celebrated

one another with so much generosity, that each of them re-

ceives an additional lustre from his contemporaries, and is

more famous for having lived with men of so extraordinary

a genius, than if he had himself been the sole wonder of his

age. I need not tell my reader, that I here point at the

reign of Augustus, and I believe he will be of my opinion,

that neither Virgil nor Horace would have gained so great a

reputation in the world, had they not been the Mends and
admirers of each other. Indeed aU the great writers of that

age, for whom singly we have so great an esteem, stand up
together as vouchers for one another's reputation. But at

the same time that Virgil was celebrated by Gallus, Proper-

tius, Horace, Varius, Tucca, and Ovid, we know that Bavius
and MsBvius were his declared foes and calumniators.

In our own country a man seldom sets up for a poet,

without attacking the reputation of all his brothers in the

art. The ignorance of the moderns, the scribblers of the age,

the decay of poetry, are the topics of detraction, with which
he makes his entrance into the world : but how much more
noble is the fame that is built on candour and ingenuity,

according to those beautiful hnes of Sir John Denham, in

his poem on Pletcher's works

!

But whither am I strayed ? I need not raise

Trophies to thee from other men's dispraise

;

Nor is thy fame on lesser ruins built,

Nor needs thy juster title the foul guilt

Of eastern kings, who, to secure their reign,

Must have their brothers, sons, and kindred slain.

I am sorry to find that an author, who is very justly

esteemed among the best judges, has admitted some strokes

of this nature ' into a very fine poem, I mean " The Ait of

' Some strokes ofthis nature,'] If, by strokes of this nature, he mesmt
strokes of personal detraction, it is certain that we note perceive no such

stroTces in t/ie Art of Criticism. But I suppose that some general re-

flections in that poem were understood, at the time of its publication, to

be particular and personal ; or, the candour and gentleness of Mr. Addi-
son's temper might take offence at general satire, when expressed 'with a
certain force.
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Criticisir," which was published some months since, and is

a master-piece in its kind. The observations follow one

another like those in Horace's Art of Poetry, without that

methodical regularity which would have been requisite in a

prose author. They are some of them uncommon, but such

as the reader must assent to, when he sees them eiplaiaed

with that elegance and perspicuity in which they are delivered.

As for those which are the most known, and the most received,

they are placed in so beautiful a light, and illustrated with

such apt allusions, that they have in them all the graces of

novelty, and make the reader, who was before acquainted

with them, still more convinced of their truth and solidity.

And here give me leave to mention what Monsieur BoUeau
has so very well enlarged upon in the preface to his works,

that wit and fine writing doth not consist so much in ad-

vancing things that are new, as in giving things that are known
an agreeable turn. It is impossible for us, who live in the

latter ages of the world, to make observations in criticism,

morality, or in any art or science, which have not been

touched upon by others. We have little else left us, but to

represent the common sense of mankind in more strong,

more beautiful, or more uncommon lights. If a reader ex-

amines Horace's Art of Poetry, he wiU find but very few

precepts in it, which he may not meet with in Aristotle,

and which were not commonly known by all the poets of

the Augustan age. His way of expressing and applying

them, not his invention of them, is what we are chiefly to

admire.

For this reason I think there is nothing in the world so

tiresome as the works of those critics, who write in a posi-

tive, dogmatic way, without either language, genius, or ima-

gination. If the reader would see how the best of the Latm

critics writ, he may find their manner very beautifully de-

scribed in the characters of Horace, Petronius, QuintiKan,

and Longinus, as they are drawn in the essay of which I am

now speaking.

Since I have mentioned Longinus, who in his reflections

has~given us the same kind of sublime, which he observes in

the several passages that occasioned them ; I cannot hut

take notice, that our English author has after the same man-

ner exemplified several of his precepts in the very precepts

themselves. I shall produce two or three instances of this
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kind. Speaking of the insipid smoothness which some readers

are so much in love with, he has the following verses.

These equal syllables alone require,

Though oft the ear the open vowels tire,

While expletives their feetle aid do jom,

Aud ten low words oft creep in one dull line.

The gaping of the vowels in the second line, the expletive

do in the third, and the ten monosyllables in the fourth, give

such a beauty to this passage, as would have been very much
admired in an ancient poet. The reader may observe the

following lines ia the same view.

A needless Alexandrine ends the song,

That like a wounded snake, drags its slow length along.

And afterwards,

'Tis not enough no harshness gives offence,

The sound must seem an echo to the sense.

Soft is the strain when Zephyr gently blows,
And the smooth stream in smoother number flows

;

But when loud surges lash the sounding shore,

The hoarse, rough verse should like the torrent roar.

When Ajax strives some rock's vast weight to throw,
The line too labours, and the words move slow

:

Not so, when swift Camilla scours the plain,

Flies o'er th' unbending com, and skims along the main.

The beautiful distich upon Ajax in the foregoing lines,

puts me in mind of a description in Homer's Odyssey. It

is where Sisyphus is represented Hftiug his stone up the hill,

which is no sooner carried to the top of it, but it immedi-
ately tumbles to the bottom. This double motion of the
stone is admirably described in the numbers of these verses

;

as in the four first it is heaved up by several spondees, inter-

mixed with proper breathing-places, and at last trundles
down in a continued line of Dactyls.

Kat fii^v XitTvfov flffeidov, Kparsp' a\y£ s^ovra,
Aaav (SaiTTd^ovTa TreXt^vtov ociifoTepijfftv.

"Kroi 6 jiiv, tncrj^L-jTTofievoQ j^eperiv rs iroffiv t€,

Adav dviti rndtOKi ttotI Xocbov' dW ors jikWoL

"Ak^ov inrtp^aXtiiv, tot airoaTpk^acTKe KparatXg

Avns, STretTa irkSovSe KvXtvSsro Xdag dvaidifg.

It would be endless to quote verses out of Virgil whic'i

have this particular kind of beauty ia the numbers ; but I
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may take at- occasion in a future paper to shoT several of

tbem which have escaped the observation of others.

T cannot conclude this paper without taking notice, that

we have three poems in our tongue, which are of the same

nature, and each of them a master-piece in its kind; the

Essay on Translated Verse, the Essay on the Art of Poetry,

and the Essay upon Criticism.

No. 255. SATUEDAT, DECEMBEE 22.

Laudis amore tumes ? sunt certa piacula quae te

Ter pure lecto poterunt recreare libello. HoR.

The soul,considered abstractedlyfrom its passions,is of a re-

miss and sedentary nature, slow in its resolves, and languish-

ing in its executions. The use, therefore, of the passions, is

to stir it up, and put it upon action, to awaken the mider-

standing, to enforce the will, and to make the whole man
more vigorous and attentive in the prosecution of his designs.

As this is the end of the passions in general, so it is parti-

cularly of ambition, which pushes the soul to such actions as

are apt to procure honour and reputation to the actor. But

if we carry our reflections higher, we may discover further

ends of Providence in implanting this passion in mankind.

It was necessary for the world, that arts should be inveiit-

ed and improved, books wi-itten and transmitted to posterity,

nations conquered and civilized : now, since the proper and

genuine motives to these and the like great actions would

only influence virtuous miuds ; there would be but small im-

provements in the world, were there not some common prin--

ciple of action working equally with all, men. And such

a principle is ambition, or a desire of fame, by which great

endowments are not sufiered to lie idle and useless to the

public, and many vicious men overreached, as it were, and

engaged contrary to their natural inclinations in a glorious

and laudable course of action. Eor we may further observe,

that men of the greatest abilities are most fired with ambi-

tion : and that, on the contrary, mean and narrow minds are

the least actuated by it ; whether it be that a man's sense of

his own incapacities makes him despair of coming at fame,

or that he has aot enough range of thought to look out for
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any good which does not more immediately relate to his in-

terest or convenience, or that Providence, in the very frame
of his soul, woiild not subject him to such a passion as would
be useless to the world, and a torment to himself.

Were not this desire of fame very strong, the difficulty of

obtaining it, and the danger of losing it when obtained, would
be sufficient to deter a man from so vain a pursuit.

How few are there who are furnished with abilities suffici-

ent to recommend their actions to the admiration of the

world, and to distinguish themselves from the rest of man-
kind ! Providence for the most part sets us upon a level,

and observes a kind of proportion in its dispensations towards
us. If it renders us perfect in one accomplishment, it gener-

ally leaves us defective in another, and seems careful rather

of preserving every person from being mean and deficient in

his qualifications, than of making any single one eminent or

extraordinary.

And among those who are the most richly endowed by na-

ture, and accomplished by their own industry, how few are

there whose virtues are not obscured by the ignorance, pre-

judice, or envy of their beholders ! Some men cannot discern

between a noble and a mean action. Others are apt to at-

tribute them to some false end or intention ; and others pur-
posely misrepresent or put a wrong interpretation on them.
But the more to enforce this consideration, we may observe

that those are generally most unsuccessful in their pursuit
after fame, who are most desirous of obtaining it. It is Sal-

lust's remark upon Cato, that the less he coveted glory, the
more he acquired it.

Men take an ill-natured pleasure in crossing our inclina-

tions, and disappointing us in what our hearts are most set

upon. "When, therefore, they have discovered the passionate

desire of fame in the ambitious man, (as no temper of mind
is more apt to shpw itself,) they become sparing and reserved

in their commendations, they envy him the satisfaction of an
applause, and look on their praises rather as a kindness done
to his person, than as a tribute paid to his merit. Others,

who are free from this natural perverseness of temper, grow
wary in their praises of one, who sets too great a value on
them, lest they should raise him too high in his own imagin-
ation, and by consequence remove him to a greater distar-C^

from themselves.
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But further, this desire of fame naturally betrays the am-

bitious man into such indecencies as are lessening to his re-

putation. He is still afraid lest any of his actions should

be thrown away in private, lest his deserts should he con-

cealed from the notice of the world, or receive any disad-

vantage from the reports which others make of them. This

often sets him on empty boasts and ostentations of him-

self, and betrays him into vain, fantastic recitals of his own
performances ; his discourse generally leans one way, and

whatever is the subject of it, tends obliquely either to the de-

tracting from others, or the extolling of himself. Vanity is

the natural weakness of an ambitious man, which exposes

liim to the secret scorn and derision of those he converses

with, and ruins the character he is so industrious to advance

by it. For though his actions are never so glorious, they

lose their lustre when they are drawn at large, and set to

show by his own hand; and as the world is more apt to

find fault than to commend, the boast will probably be cen-

sured when the great action that occasioned it is for-

gotten.

Besides, this very desire of fame is looked on as a mean-

ness and an imperfection in the greatest character. A solid

and substantial greatness of soul looks down with a ge-

nerous neglect on the censures and applauses of the multi-

tude, and places a man beyond the little noise and strife of

tongues. Accordingly we find in ourselves a secret awe and

veneration for the character of one who moves above us in a

regular and illustrious course of virtue, witliout any regard

to our good or iH opinions of him, to our reproaches or com-

mendations. As, on the contrary, it is usual for us, when we
would take off from the fame and reputation of an action, to

ascribe it to vain-glory, and a desire of fame in the actor.

Nor is this common judgment and opinion of mankind ill

founded : for certainly it denotes no great bravery of mind

to be worked up to any noble action by so selfish a motive,

and to do that out of a desire of fame, which we could not be

prompted to by a disinterested love to mankind, or by a ge-

nerous passion for the glory of him that made us.

Thus is fame a thing difficult to be obtained by all, but

particularly by those who thirst after it, since most men have

so much either of ill-nature or of wariness, as not to gratify

and soothe the vanity of the ambitious man ; and Bruce this
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very thirst after fame naturally betrays him into such ;iide-

cencies as are a lessening to his reputation, and is itself

looked upon as a weakness in the greatest characters.

In the next place, fame is easily lost, and as diflScult to be
preserved as it was at first to be acquired. But this 1 shall

make the subject of the following paper.

No. 256. MONDAY, DEOEMBEE 24,

*j)jU7/ yap T€ KaKri TTfiXerai' KovfTj ^ev diipat

Peia ^aX\ dpyoKsrj 5i (pkpuv— ' Hes.

These are many passions and tempers of mind whicli

naturally dispose us to depress and vilify the merit of one
rising in the esteem of mankind. AH those who made their

entrance into the world with the same advantages, and were
once looked on as his equals, are apt to think the fame of his

merits a reflection on their own indeserts ; and will therefore

take care to reproach him with the scandal of some past

action, or derogate from the worth of the present, that they
may still keep him on the same level with themselves. The
like kind of consideration often stirs up the envy of such as

were once his superiors, who think it a detraction from their

merit to see another get ground upon them, and overtake

them iu their pursuits of glory ; and wUl therefore endeavour
to sink his reputation, that they may the better preserve

their own. Those who were once his equals, envy and de-

fame him, because they now see him their superior; and
those who were once his superiors, because they look upon
him as their equal.

But further, a man whose extraordinary reputation thus
lifts him up to the notice and observation ofmankind, draws a
multitude of eyes upon him that will narrowly inspect every

part of him, consider him nicely in all views, and not be a little

pleased when they have taken him in the worst and most dis-

advantageous light. There are many whp find a pleasure in

contradicting the common reports of fame, and in spreading

abroad the weakness of an exalted character. They publish

their ill-natured discoveries with a secret pride, and applaud
themselves for the singularity of their judgment, which has

searched deeper than others, detected what the rest of tiie
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world have ovenooked, and found a flaw in what the ge-

nerality of mankind admire. Others there are who proclaim

the errors and iafirmities of a great man with an inward

satisfaction and complacency, if they discover none of the

like errors and infirmities in themselves ; for while they are

exposing another's weaknesses, they are tacitly aiming at

their own commendations who are not subject to the like

iafirmities, and are apt to be transported with a secret kind

of vanity, to see themselves superior in some respects to one

of a sublime and celebrated reputation. Nay, it very often

happens, that none are more industrious in publishing the

blemishes of an extraordinary reputation, than such as He

open to the same censures in their own characters : as either

hoping to excuse their own defects by the authority of so

high an example, or raising an imaginary applause to them-

selves for resembling a person of an exalted reputation,

though ia the blameable parts of his character. If all these

secret springs of detraction fail, yet very often a vain ostent-

ation of wit sets a man on attacking an established name,

and sacrificing it to the mirth and laughter of those about

liim. A satire or a libel on one of the common stamp, never

meets with that reception and approbation among its readers,

as what is aimed at a person whose merit places him upon an

eminence, and gives him a more conspicuous figure among
men. Whether it be that we think it shows greater art to

expose and turn to ridicule a man whose character seems so

improper a subject for it, or that we are pleased by some im-

plicit kind of revenge to see him taken down and humbled in

his reputation, and in some measure reduced to our own rank,

who had so far raised himself above us in the reports and

opinions of mankind.
Thus we see how many dark and intricate motives there

are to detraction and defamation, and how many mahcious

spies are searching into the actions of a great man, who ia

not always the best prepared for so narrow an inspection.

For we may generally observe, that our admiration of a

famous man lessens upon our nearer acquaintance with him

;

and that we seldom hear the description of a celebrated per-

son, without a catalogue of some notorious weaknesses and

infirmities. The reason may be, because any little slip is

more conspicuous and observable in his conduct than in

another's, as it is not of a piece with the rest of his cliaractet,
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or because it is impossible for a man at the same time to be
attentive to the more important part of his life, and to keep
a watchful eye over all the inconsiderable circumstances of

his behaviour and conversation ; or because, as we have be-

fore observed, the same temper of mind which inclines us to

a desire of fame, naturally betrays us into such slips and
unwarinesses as are not incident to men. of a contrary dis-

position.

After all it must be confessed, that a noble and triumphant
merit often breaks through and dissipates these little spots

and sullies in its reputation ; but if by a mistaken pursuit

after fame, or through human infirmity, any false step be
made in the more momentous concerns of life, the whole
scheme of ambitious designs is broken and disappointed.

The smaller stains and blemishes may die away and disap-

pear amidst the brightness that surrounds them ; but a blot

of a deeper nature casts a shade on aL. the other beauties,

and darkens the whole character. How difficult, therefore,

is it, to preserve a great name, when he that has acquired it

is so obnoxious to such little weaknesses and infirmities as

are no small diminution to it when discovered, especially

when they are so iadustriously proclaimed, and aggravated

by such as were once his superiors or equals ; by such as

would set to show their judgment or their wit ; and by such
as are guilty or innocent of the same slips or misconducts in

their own behaviour.

But were there none of these dispositions in others to

censure a famous man, nor any such miscarriages in himself,

yet would he meet with no small trouble in keeping up his

reputation in all its height and splendour. There must be
always a noble train of actions to preserve his fame in life

and motion. Por when it is once at a stand, it naturally

flags and languishes. Admiration is a very short-lived pas-

sion, that immediately decays upon growing familiar with its

object, imless it be still fed with fresh discoveries, and kept
alive by a new perpetual succession of miracles rising up to

its view. And even the greatest actions of a celebrated per-

son labour under this disadvantage, that however surprising

and extraordinary they may be, they are no more than what
are expected from him ; but on the contrary, if they fall any
thing below the opinion that is conceived of him, though
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tliey miglit raise the reputation of another, they are a dimi-

nution to his.

One would think there should be something wonderfully

pleasing in the possession of fame, that, notwithstanding all

these mortifying considerations, can engage a man in so des-

perate a pursuit ; and yet if we consider the little happiness

that attends a great character, and the multitude of dis.

quietudes to which the desire of it subjects an ambitious

mind, one would be still the more surprised to see so many
restless candidates for glory.

Ambition raises a secret tumult in the soul, it inflames the

mind, and puts it into a violent hurry of thought : it is still

reaching after an empty, imaginary good, that has not in it

the power to abate or satisfy it. Most other things we long

for can allay the cravings of their proper sense, and for a

while set the appetite at rest : but fame is a good so wholly

foreign to our natures, that we have no faculty in the soul

i'.dapted to it, nor any organ in the body to relish it ; an

object of desire placed out of the possibility of fruition. It

may indeed fill the mind for a while with a giddy kind of

pleasure, but it is such a pleasure as makes a man restless

and uneasy under it ; and which does not so much satisfy the

present thirst, as it excites fresh desires, and sets the soul

on new enterprises. For how few ambitious men are there,

who have got as much fame as they desired, and whose thirst

after it has not been as eager in the very height of their re-

putation, as it was before they became known and eminent

among men ! There is not any circumstance in Caesar's cha-

racter which gives me a greater idea of him, than a saying

which Cicero tells us he frequently made use of in private'

conversation, " That he was satisfied with his share of life

and fame." Se satis vel ad naturam, vel ad gloriam timse.

Manjr, indeed, have given over their pursuits after fame, but

that has proceeded either from the disappointments they

have met in it, or from their experience of the little plea-

sure which attends it, or from the better informations or

natural coldness of old age ; but seldom from a full satisfac-

tion and acquiescence in their present enjoyments of it.

Xor is fame only unsatisfying in itself, but the desire of

it lays us open to many accidental troubles, which those are

free from who have no such tender regard for it. How often

is the ambitious man cast down and disappointed, if he re-
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ceives no praise where he expected it ! Nay, how often is he
mortified with the very praises he receives, if they do not
rise so high as he thinks they ought ! which they seldom do,

unless increased hy flattery, since few men have so good an
opinion of us as we have of ourselves. But if the ambitious

man can be so much grieved even with praise itself, how
will he be able to bear up under scandal and defamation ?

For the same temper of mind which makes him desire fame,

makes him hate reproach. If he can be transported with

the extraordinary praises of men, he will be as much de-

jected by their censures. How little therefore is the happi-

ness of an ambitious man, who gives every one a dominion
over it, who thus subjects himself to the good or ill speeches

of others, and puts it in the power of every malicious tongue

to throw him into a fit of melancholy, and destroy his natural

rest and repose of mind ! Especially when we consider that

the world is more apt to censure than applaud, and himself

fuller of imperfections than virtues.

We may further observe, that such a man will be more
grieved for the loss of fame, than he could have been pleased

with the enjoyment of it. For though the presence of this

imaginary good cannot make us happy, the absence of it may
make us miserable ; because in the enjoyment of an object

we only find that share of pleasure which it is capable of
giving us, but in the loss of it we" do not proportion our
grief to the real value it bears, but to the value our fancier

and imaginations set upon it.

So inconsiderable is the satisfaction that fame brings

along with it, and so great the disquietudes to which it makes
us liable. The desire of it stirs up very uneasy motions in

the mind, and is rather inflamed than satisfied by the pre-

sence of the thing desired. The enjoyment of it brings but
very little pleasure, though the loss or want of it be verj^

sensible and aflicting ; and even this little happiness is so

very precarious, that it wholly depends on the will of others.

We are not only tortured by the reproaches which are

offered us, but are disappointed by the silence of men when
it is unexpected, and humbled even by their praises.
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No. 257. TUESDAY, DECEMBEE 25.

—*Ovx iv^u Aioc
^OtpBoK^-iOQ' lyyvQ 5' taTL Kai naputv irovtp, Incert. ex Stob.

That I might not lose myself upon a subject of so great

extent as that of fame, I have treated it in a particular order

and method. I have first of aU considered the reasons why-

Providence may have implanted in our minds such a prin-

ciple of action. I have in the next place shovm, from many
considerations, first, that fame is a thing difiicult to be c!b-

tained, and easily lost ; secondly, that it brings the ambitious

man very little happiness, but subjects him to much uneasi-

ness and dissatisfaction. I shall in the last place show,

that it hinders us from obtaining an end which we have

abilities to acquire, and which is accompanied with fulness

of satisfaction. I need not tell my reader, that I mean by

this end, that happiness which is reserved for us in another

world, which every one has abilities to procure, and which

win bring along with it fulness ofjoy and pleasures for ever-

more.

How the pursuit after fame may hinder us in the at-

tauiment of this great end, I shall leave the reader to collect

from the three following considerations.

First, because the strong desire of fame breeds several

vicious habits in the mind.

Secondly, because many of those actions, which are apt to

procure fame, are not in their nature conducive to this

our ultimate happiness.

Thirdly, because if we should allow the same actions to

be the proper instruments both of acquiring fame, and of

procuring this happiness, they would nevertheless fail in the

attainment of this last end, if they proceeded from a desire

of the first.

These three propositions are self-evident to those who are

led in speculations of morality. For which reason I shall

not enlarge upon them, but proceed to a point of the same

nature, which may open to us a more uncommon field of

speculation.

From what has been already observed, I think we may

make a natural conclusion, that it j« the greatest foUyto

seek the praise or approbation of any being, besides the Su-
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prome, and that for these two reasons, because no other

being can make a right judgment of us, and esteem us ac-

cording to our merits ; and because we can procure no con-

siderable benefit or advantage from the esteem and approba-

tion of any other being.

In the first place, no other being can make a right judg-

ment of us, and esteem us according to our merits. Created

beings see nothing but our outside, and can therefore only

frame a judgment of us from our exterior actions and be-

haviour ; but how unfit these are to give us a right notion

of each other's perfections, may appear from several con-

siderations. There are many virtues, which in their own
nature are incapable of any outward representation : many
silent perfections in the soul of a good man, which are great

ornaments to human nature, but not able to discover them-
selves to the knowledge of others ; they are transacted in

private, without noise or show, and are only visible to the

great Searcher of hearts. What actions can express the en-

tire purity of thought which refines and sanctifies a virtuous

man ? That secret rest and contentedness of mind, which
gives him a perfect enjoyment of his present condition?

That inward pleasure and complacency, which he feels in

doing good ? That delight and satisfaction, which he takes

in the prosperity and happiaess of another ? These and the

like virtues are the hidden beauties of a soul, the secret graces

of which cannot be discovered by a mortal eye, but make the

soul lovely and precious in His sight, from whom no secrets

are concealed. Again, there are many virtues which want
an opportunity of exerting and showing themselves in ac-

tions. Every virtue requires time and place, a proper object,

and a fit conjuncture of circumstances, for the due exercise

of it. A state of poverty obscures all the virtues of liberality

and munificence. The patience and fortitude of a martyr or

confessor lie concealed in the flourishing times of Christianity.

Some virtues are only seen in afiSiction, and some in pros-

perity ; some in a private, and others in a public capacity.

But the great Sovereign of the world beholds every perfec-

tion in its obscurity, and not only sees what we do, but what
we would do. He views our behaviour in every concurrence

of affairs, and sees us engaged in all the possibilities of

action. He discovers the martyr and confessor without the

trial of flames and tortures, and wiU hereafter entitle many
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to the reward of actions, whicli tliey had never the oppor-

tunity of performing. Another reason why men cannot

form a right judgment of us is, because the same actions

may be aimed at different ends, and arise from quite contrary

principles. Actions are of so mist a nature, and so full of

circumstances, that as men pry into them more or less, or

observe some parts more than others, they take different

hints, and put contrary interpretations on them ; so that the

same actions may represent a man as hypocritical and design-

ing to one, which make him appear a saint or hero to another.

He, therefore, who looks upon the soul through its outnard

actions, often sees it through a deceitful medium, which is apt

to discolour and pervert the object : so that on this account

also, he is the only proper judge of our perfections who does

not guess at the sincerity of our intentions from the goodness

of our actions, but weighs the goodness of our actions by
the sincerity of our intentions.

But further ; it is impossible for outward actions to repre-

sent the perfections of the soul, because they can never show

the strength of those principles from whence they proceed.

They are not adequate expressions of our virtues, and can

only show us what habits are in the soul, without discovering

the degree and perfection of such habits. They are at best

but weak resemblances of our intentions, faint and imper-

fect copies, that may acquaint us with the general design,

but can never express the beauty and life of the original.

But the great Judge of all the earth knows every different

state and degree of human improvement, from those weak

stirrings and tendencies of the will which have not yet

formed themselves into regular purposes and designs, to the

last entire finishing and consummation of a good habit. He
beholds the first imperfect rudiments of a virtue in the soul,

and keeps a watchful eye over it in all its progress, until it

has received every grace it is capable of, and appears in its

full beauty and perfection. Thus we see that none but the

Supreme Being can esteem us according to our proper merits,

since all others must judge of us from our outward actions,

which can never give them a just estimate of us, since there

are many perfections of a man which are not capable of

appearing in actions ; many which, allowing no natural in-

capacity of showing themselves, want an opportunity of

doing it ; or should they all meet with an opportunity of
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appearing by actions, yet those actions may be misinter-

preted, and applied to wrong principles ; or though they

plainly discovered the principles from whence tliey pro-

ceeded, they could never show the degree, strength, and per-

fection of those principles.

And as the Supreme Being is the only proper judge of our

perfections, so is he the only fit rewarder of them. This

is a consideration that comes home to our interest, as tlie

other adapts itself to our ambition. And what could the

most aspiring or the most selfish man desire more, were he

to form the notion of a being to whom he would recommend
himself, than such a knowledge as can discover the least ap-

pearance of perfection in him, and such a goodness as will

proportion a reward to it ?

Let the ambitious man, therefore, turn all his desire of

fame this way ; and, that he may propose to himself a fame
worthy of his ambition, let him consider, that if he employs

his abilities to the best advantage, the time will come, when
the Supreme Governor of the world, the great Judge of

mankind, who sees every degree of perfection in others, and
possesses all possible perfection in liimself, shall proclaim

his worth before men and angels, and pronounce to him, in

the presence of the whole creation, that best and most signi-

ficant of applauses, " "Well done, thou good and faithful ser-

vant, enter thou into thy Master's joy."

No. 261. SATUEDAT, DECEMBEE 29.

Vafjios yap ovSpdiTTOiaiv tiiKTaXov Kaxov. Feag. vet. Poet.

Mt father, whom I mentioned in my first speculation, and
whom I must always name with honour and gratitude, has

very frequently talked to me upon the subject of marriage.

I was in my younger years engaged, partly by his advice,

and partly by my own inclinations, in the courtship of a

person who had a great deal of beauty, and did not at my
first approaches seem to have any aversion to me ; but as my
natural taciturnity hindered me from showing myself to the

best advantage, she by degrees began to look upon me as a

very silly fellow, and being resolved to regard merit more

than anything else in the persons who made their applica-
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tionsf to her, she married a captain of dragoons who happened

to be beating up for recruits in those parts.

This unlucky accident has given me an aversion to pretty

fellows ever since, and discouraged me from trying my
fortune with the fair sex. The observations which I made ia

this conjuncture, and the repeated advices which I received

at that time from the good old man above-mentioned, have

produced the following Essay upon Love and Marriage.

The pleasantest part of a man's- life is generally that

which passes in courtship, provided his passion be sincere,

and the party beloved kind with discretion. Love, desire,

hope, all the pleasing motions of the soul, rise in the pursuit.

It is easier for an artful man, who is not in love, to per-

suade his mistress he has a passion for her, and to succeed

in his pursuits, than for one who loves with the greatest

violence. True love hath ten thousand griefs, impatiences,

and resentments, that render a man unamiable in the eyes of

the person whose affection he solicits ; besides that, it sinks

his figure, gives him fears, apprehensions, and poorness of

spirit, and often makes him appear ridiculous where he has

a mind to recommend himself.

Those marriages generally abound most with love and con-

stancy, that are preceded by a long courtship. The passion

should strike root and gather strength before marriage he

grafted on it. A long course of hopes and expectations fixes

the idea in our minds, and habituates us to a fondness of the

person beloved.

There is nothing of so great importance to us, as the good

qualities of one to whom we join ourselves for life ; they do

not only make our present state agreeable, but often deter-

mine our happiness to all eternity. Where the choice is left

to friends, the chief point under consideration is an estate

:

where the parties choose for themselves, their thoughts turn

most upon the person. They have both their reasons. The

first would procure many conveniences and pleasures of life

to the party whose interests they espouse ; and at the same

time may hope that the wealth of their friend will turn to

their own credit and advantage. The others are preparing

for themselves a perpetual feast. A good person does not

only raise, but continue love, and breeds a secret pleasiire

and complacency in the beholder, when the first heats of de-

sire are extinguished. It puts the wife or husband in coiin-
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tenance both among friends and strangers, and generally fills

the family with a healthy and beautiful race of children.

T ahould prefer a woman that is agreeable in my own eye,

and not deformed in that of the world, to a celebrated

beauty. If you marry one remarkably beautiful, you must
have a violent passion for her, or you have not the proper
taste of her charms ; and if you have such a passion for her,

it is odds but it will be imbittered with fears and jealousies.

Good-nature, and evenness of temper, will give you an
easy companion for life ; virtue and good sense, an agreeable

friend ; love and constancy, a good wife or husband. Where
we meet one person with all these accomplishments, we find

an himdred without any one of them. The world, notwith-

standing, is more intent on trains and equipages, and all the

showy parts of life ; we love rather to dazzle the multitude,

than consult our proper interest ; and, as I have elsewhere
observed, it is one of the most unaccountable passions of hu-
man nature, that we are at greater pains to appear easy and
happy to others, than really to make ourselves so. Of all

disparities, that in humour makes the most unhappy mar-
riages, yet scarce enters into our thoughts at the contract-

ing of them. Several that are in this respect unequally

yoked, and uneasy for life, with a person of a particular

character, might have been pleased and happy with a person
of a contrary one, notwithstanding they are both perhaps
equally virtuous and laudable in their kind.

Before marriage we cannot be too inquisitive and discern-

ing in the faults of the person beloved, nor after it too dim-
sighted and superficial. However perfect and accomplished
the person appears to you at a distance, you will find many
blemishes and imperfections in her humour, upon a more
intimate acquaintance, which you never discovered or per-

haps suspected. Here, therefore, discretion and good-na-

ture are to show their strength ; the first will hinder your
thoughts from dwelling on what is disagreeable ; the other

vsdU raise in you all the tenderness of compassion and hu-

manity, and by degrees soften those very imperfections into

beauties.

Marriage enlarges the scene of our happiness and miseries.

A marriage of love is pleasant ; a marriage of interest easy

;

and a marriage where both meet happy. A happy marriage

has in it aU the pleasures of friendship, all the enjoyments
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of sense and reason, and indeed, all the swc-rts of life,

Nothing is a greater mark of a degenerate and vicious age,

than the common ridicule T\-h.'ch passes on this state of life.

It is, indeed, only happy in those who can look down with

scorn or neglect on the impieties of the times, and tread the

paths of life together in a constant, uniform course of virtue.

No. 262. MONDAY, DECEMBEE 31.

Nulla venenato littera mista joco est. Ovid.

I THINK myself highly obliged to the public for their kind

acceptance of a paper which visits them every morning, and

has in it none of those seasonings that recommend so many
of the writings which are in vogue among us.

As, on the one side, my paper has not in it a single word

of news, a reflection in politics, nor a stroke of party ; so,

on the other, there are no fashionable touches of infidelity,

no obscene ideas, no satires upon priesthood, marriage, and

the like popular topics of ridicule ; no private scandal, nor

anything that may tend to the defamation of particular

persons, families, or societies.

There is not one of these above-mentioned subjects that

would not sell a very indifferent paper, could I think of gra-

tifying the public by such mean and base methods ; but,

notwithstanding I have rejected everything that savours of

party, everything that is loose and immoral, and everything

that might create uneasiness in the minds of particular per-

sons, I find that the demand of my papers has increased

every month since their first appearance in the world. This

does not, perhaps, reflect so much honour upon myself, as on

my readers, who give a much greater attention to discourses

of virtue and morality, than ever I expected, or indeed could

hope.

When I broke loose from that great body of writers who

have employed their wit and parts in propagating' of vice

and irreligion, I did not question but I should be treated as

an odd kind of fellow that had a mind to appear singular in

my way of writing : but the general reception I have found,

' When a participle is used instead of a sutstantive, the particle tie

should precede it. We may either say— in propagating vice, or, in *!»

propagating of vice ; hut not, in propagating of vice, '
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convinces me that the world is not so corrupt as we are apt
to imagine ; and that if those men of parts who have been
employed in vitiating the age had endeavoured to rectify

and amend it, they needed not have sacrificed their good
sense and virtue to their fame and reputation. No man is

so sunt in vice and ignorance, but there are still some hidden

seeds of goodness and knowledge in him ; which give him a

relish of such reflections and speculations as have an aptness

to improve the mind, and to make the heart better.

I have shown in a former paper, with how much care I
have avoided all such thoughts as are loose, obscene, or im-

moral ; and I believe my reader would still think the better

of me, if he knew the pains I am at in qualifying what I

write after such a manner, that nothing may be interpreted

as aimed at private persons. For this reason, when I draw
any faulty character, I consider all those persons to whom
the malice of the world may possibly apply it, and take care

to dash it with such particular circumstances as may prevent

all such ill-natured applications. If I write anything on a

black man, I run over in my mind all the eminent persons in

the nation who are of that complexion : when I place an ima-

ginary name at the head of a character, I examine every

syllable and letter of it, that it may not bear any resemblance
to one that is real. I know very well the value which every

man sets upon his reputation, and how painful it is to be
exposed to the mirth and derision of the public, and should

therefore scorn to divert my reader at the expense of any
private man. ;

As I have been thus tender of every particular person's

reputation, so I have taken more than ordinary care not to

give offence to those who appear in the higher figures of life.

I would not make myself merry even with a piece of paste-

board that is invested with a public character ; for which
reason I have never glanced upon the late designed proces-

sion of his Holiness and his attendants, notwithstanding it

might have afforded matter to many ludicrous speculations.

Among those advantages which the public may reap from
this paper, it is not the least, tliat it draws men's minds ' off

from the bitterness of party, and furnishes them with sub-

' Men's minds.'] Men's for the genitive plural of man, is not allowable.

—

We say, a man's mind, but we can only say, the minds of men, as Mr.
Addison should have done here.
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jects of discourse that may be treated without -warmtli or

passion. This is said to have been the first design of those

gentlemen who set on foot the Eoyal Society ; and had then

a very good effect, as it turned many of the greatest geniuses

of that age to the disquisitions of natural knowledge, who, if

they had engaged in politics with the same parts and appli-

cation, might have set their country in a flame. The air-

pump, the barometer, the quadrant, and the like inventions,

were thrown out to those busy spirits, as tubs and barrels

are to a whale, that he may let the ship sail on without dis-

turbance, while he diverts himself with those innocent amuse-

ments .^

I have been so very scrupulous in this particular of not

hurting any man's reputation, that I have forborne mention-

ing even such authors as I could not name with honour.

This I must confess to have been a piece of very great self-

denial : for as the public relishes nothing better than the

ridicule which turns upon a vsriter of any eminence, so there

is nothing which a man that has but a very ordinary talent

in ridicule may execute with greater ease. One might raise

laughter for a quarter of a year together upon the works of

a person who has published but a very few volumes. For

which reason I am astonished, that those who have appeared

against this paper have made so very little of it. The criti-

cisms which I have hitherto published, have been made with

an intention rather to discover beauties and excellencies in

the writers of my ovra time, than to publish any of their

faults and imperfections. In the mean while, I should take

it for a very great favour from some of my underhand de-

tractors, if they would break all measures with me so far, as

to give me a pretence for examining their performances with

an impartial eye ; nor shall I look upon it as a breach of

charity to criticise the author, so long as I keep clear of the

person.

In the mean while, till I am provoked to such hostilities,

I shall from time to time endeavour to do justice to those

who have distinguished themselves in the politer parts of

' This looks as if the author had a political aim, even in this moral

paper. But it is to be remembered, that the party in power could only

profit by this expedient, and not the party in opposition, whose cause he

favoured ; -which sets the purity of his intentions, and the merit of hi«

work, in the clearest light.
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learning, and to point out suet beauties in their worts as

may have escaped the obseryation of others.

As the first place among our English poets is due to Mil-
ton, and as I have drawn more quotations out of him than
from any other, I shall enter into a regular criticism upon
his Paradise Lost, which I shall publish every Saturday,

till I have given my thoughts upon that poem. I shall not,

however, presume to impose upon others my own particular

judgment on this author, but only deliver it as my private

opinion. Criticism is of a large extent, and every particular

master in this art has his favourite passages in an author,

which do not equally strike the best judges. It wiU be suf-

ficient for me if I discover many beauties or imperfections

which others have not attended to, and I should be very
glad to see any of our eminent writers publish their dis-

coveries on the same subject. In short, I would always be
understood to write my papers of criticism in the spirit

which Horace has expressed in those two famous lines

;

—Si quid novisti rectius istis,

Candidus imperii ; si non, his utere mecum.
11" you have made any better remarks of your own, com-

municate them with candour ; if not, make use of these 7
present you with.

No. 265. THIJESDAT, JANTJAET 3.

Dixerit e multis aliquis, Quid vims in angues

Adjicis ? et rabida; tradis ovile lupse ? Ovid, de Art. Am.

OifE of the fathers, if I am rightly informed, has defined

a woman to be i^wov <j>i\oKa<Tfiov, "An animal that delights in

Inery." I have already treated of the sex in two or three

papers, conformably to this definition, and have in particu-

lar observed, that in all ages they have been more careful

than the men to adorn that part of the head, which we ge-

nerally call the outside.

This observation is so very notorious, that when in ordi-

nary discourse we say a man has a fine head, a long head, or

a good head, we express ourselves metaphorically, and speak

in relation to his understanding ; whereas, when we say of a

woman, she has a fine, a long, or a good head, we speak only

in relation to her commode.
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•It is observed among birds, that Nature has lavished all

her ornaments upon the male, who very often appears in a

most beautiful head-dress ; whether it be a crest, a comb, a

tuft of feathers, or a natural little plume, erected like a kind

of pinnacle on the very top of the head. As Nature, on the

contrary, has poured out her charms in the greatest abund-

ance upon the female part of our species, so they are very

assiduous in bestowing upon themselves the finest garnitures

of art. The peacock, in all his pride, does not display half

the colours that appear in the garments of a British lady,

when she is dressed either for a ball or a birth-day.

But to return to our female heads. The ladies have been

for some time in a kind of moulting season, with regard to

that part of their dress, having cast great quantities of rib-

bon, lace, and cambric, and in some measure reduced that

pari; of the human figure to the beautiful globular form which

is natural to it. "We have for a great while expected what

kind of ornament would be substituted in the place of those

antiquated commodes. But our female projectors were all

the last summer so taken up with the improvement of their

petticoats, that they had not time to attend to anything else

:

buti having at length sufficiently adorned their lower parts,

they now begin to turn their thoughts upon the other ex-

tremity, as well remembering the old kitchen proverb, That

if you light a fire at both ends, the middle will shift for itseE

I am engaged in this speculation by a sight which I lately

met with at the opera. As I was standing in the hinder

part of the box, I took notice of a little cluster of women
sitting together in the prettiest coloured hoods that 1 ever

saw. One of them was blue, another yellow, and another

philomot ;^ the fourth was of a pink colour, and the iiffch of

a' pale green. I looked with as much pleasure upon this

little party-coloured assembly, as upon a bed of tulips, and

did not know at first whether it might not be an embassy of

Indian queens ; but upon my going about into the pit, and

taking them in front, I was immediately undeceived, and saw

BO much beauty in every face, that I found them all to be

' But, began this sentence, and therefore can have no business here.

One of them should be omitted : if the last, a new sentence should begin

at this place. But I think tiie first had better been struck out.

' Philomot, a faint, bro^vnish yellow, lilce that of a dead leaf. " Fnulh
tiwrte."
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Englisli. Such eyes and lips, clieeks and foreheads, could be
the growth of no other country. The complexion of their

faces hindered me from observing any further the colour of

their hoods, though I could easily perceive by that unspeak-

able satisfaction which appeared in their looks, that their

own thoughts were wholly taken up on those pretty orna-

ments they wore upon their heads.

I am informed that this fashion spreads daily, iasomueh
that the Wliig and Tory ladies begin already to hang out
different colours, and to show their principles ia their head-

dress. Nay, if I may believe my friend Will. Honeycomb,
there is a certain old coquette of his acquaintance, who in-

tends to appear very suddenly in a rainbow hood, like the
Iris in Dryden's Virgil, not questioning but that among such
a variety of colours she shall have a charm for every heart.

My friend Will., who very much values himself upon his

great insights into gallantry, tells me, that he can already

guess at the humour a lady is in by her hood, as the cour-

tiers of Morocco know the disposition of their present em-
peror by the colour of the dress which he puts on. When
Melesioda wraps her head in flame colour, her heart is set

upon execution. When she covers it with purple, I would
not, says he, advise her lover to approach her ; but if she

appears in white, it is peace, and he may hand her out of

her box with safety.

Will, informs me likewise, that these hoods may be used

as signals. Why else, says he, does Cornelia always put on
a black hood when her husband is gone iuto the country ?

Such are my friend Honeycomb's dreams of gallantry.

Tor my own part, I impute this diversity of colours in the

hoods to the diversity of complexion in the faces of my pretty

country-women. Ovid, in his Art of Love, has given some
precepts as to this particular, though I find they are differ-

ent from those which prevail among the moderns. He re-

commends a red striped silk to the pale complexion, white
to the brown, and dark to the fair. On the contrary, my
friend Will., who pretends to bs a greater master in this art

than Ovid, tells me, that the palest features look the most
agreeable in white sarcenet, that a face which is over-flushed

appears to advantage in the deepest scarlet, and that the

darkest complexion is not a little alleviated by a black hood.

In short, he is for losing the colour of the face in that of the
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hood, as a fire burns dimly, and a candle goes talf out, in

the light of the sun. This, says he, your Ovid himself haa

hinted, where he treats of these matters, when he tells ua

that the Blue Water-nymphs are dressed in sky-coloured

garments ; and that Aiirora, who always appears in the light

of the rising sun, is robed in safiron.

Whether these his observations are justly grounded I

cannot tell ; but I have often known him, as we have stood

together behind the ladies, praise or dispraise the complexion

of a face which he never saw, from observing the colour of

her hood, and has been very seldom out in these his guesses.

As I have nothing more at heart than the honour and im-

provement of the fair sex, I cannot conclude this paper with-

out an exhortation to the British ladies, that they would

excel the women of aU. other nations as much in virtue and

good sense, as they do in beauty ; which they may certainly

do, if they will be as industrious to cultivate their minds

as they are to adorn their bodies : in the mean while I shall

recommend to their most serious consideration the saying of

an old Greek poet,

TvvaiKl KOtTflOQ TpoTTOQi K OV ^puff/a.

No. 267. SATUEDAT, JANUAET 5.

Cedite Roman! scriptores, cedite Graii. Propeet.

Theee ' is nothing in nature more irksome than general

discourses, especially when they turn chiefly upon words.

For this reason I shall waive the discussion of that point

which was started some years since, Whether Milton's Para-

dise Lost may be caEed an heroic poem ? Those who will not

give it that title, may call it (if they please) a divine poem.

It will be sufficient to its perfection, if it has in it all the

beauties of the highest kind of poetry ; and as for those who
allege it is not an heroic poem, they advance no more to

the diminution of it, than if they should say Adam is not

^neas, nor Eve, Helen.

' These papers on Milton, being dictated by taste, and written with

elegance, were extremely well received by the public. It was taken for

granted that those necessary qualities were, of themselves, suflicient to

form a great critic.
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I shall therefore examine it by the rules of epic poetr}',

and see whether it falls short of the Iliad or ^neid, in the

beauties which are essential to that kind of writing. The
first thing to be considered ' in an epic poem is the fable,

which is perfect or imperfect, according as the action which
it relates is more or less so. This action should have three

qualifications in it. First, it should be but one action.

Secondly, it should be an entire action. And thirdly, it

should be a great action. To consider the action of the

Iliad, jEneid, and Paradise Lost, in these three several lights.

Homer, to preserve the unity of his action, hastens into the

midst of things, as Horace has observed : had he gone up
to Leda's egg, or begun much later, even at the rape of

Helen, or the investing of Troy, it is manifest that the story

of the poem would have been a series of several actions. He
therefore opens his poem with the discord of his princes, and
artfully interweaves, in the several succeeding parts of it, an
account of everything material which relates to them, and
had passed before this fatal dissension. After the same
manner ^neas makes his first appearance in the Tyrrhene
seas, and within sight of Italy, because the action proposed
to be celebrated was that of his settling himself in Latium.
But because it was necessary for the reader to know what
had happened to him in the taking of Troy, and in the pre-

ceding parts of his voyage, Virgil makes his hero relate it by
way of episode in the second and third books of the .^Ineid.

The contents of both which books come before those of the

first book in the thread of the story, though, for preserving

of this unity of action, they follow it in the disposition of

the poem. Milton, in imitation of these two great poets,

opens his Paradise Lost with an iafernal council plotting the

fall of man, which is the action he proposed to celebrate

:

and as for those great actions, the battle of the angels, and
the creation of the world, (which preceded in point of time,

and which, in my opinion, would have entirely destroyed

the unity of his principal action, had he related them in the

same order that they happened,) he cast them into the fifth,

sLsth, and seventh books, by way of episode to this noble

poem.

,

Aristotle himself allows, that Homer has nothing to boast

!of as to the unity of his fable, though at the same tin:e, that
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great critic and philosopher endeavours to palliate this im.

perfection in the Greek poet, by imputing it in some mea-

sure to the very nature of an epic poem. Some have heen

of opinion, that the vEneid also labours in this particular,

and has episodes which may be looked upon as excrescences

rather than as parts of the action. On the contrary, the

poem which we have now under our consideration, hath no
other episodes than such as naturally arise from the subject,

and yet is filled with such a multitude of astonishing inci-

dents, that it gives us at the same time a pleasure of the

grea,test variety, and of the greatest simplicity ; uniform in

its nature, though diversified in the execution.

I must observe, also, that as Virgil, in the poem which

was designed to celebrate the original of the Eoman empire,

has described the birth of its great rival, the Carthaginian

commonwealth ; Milton, with the like art, in his poem on

the Fall of Man, has related the fall of those angels who are

his professed enemies. Beside the many other beauties in

such an episode, its running parallel with the great action of

the poem hinders it from breaking the unity so much as an-

other episode would have done, that had not so great an af-

finity with the principal subject. In short, this is the same

kind ofbeauty which the critics admire ^ in the Spanish Friar,

or the Double Discovery, where the two different plots look

Kke counterparts and copies of one another.

The second qualification required in the action of an epic

poem is, that it should be an entire action : an action is en-

tire when it is complete in all its parts ; or, as Aristotle de-

scribes it, when it consists of a beginning, a middle, and an

end. Nothing should go before it, be intermixed with it, or

follow after it, that is not related to it ; as, on the contrary,

no single step should be omitted in that just and regular

process which it must be supposed to take from its original

to its consummation. Thus we see the anger of Achilles in

its birth, its contiauance, and effects ; and Jineas's settlement

in Italy, carried on through all the oppositions in his way to

it both by sea and land. The action in Milton excels (I think)

both the former in this particular ; we see it contrived in

' The same kind of beauty which the critics admire.'] This Kkenesi of

two plots could never have been thought a beauty, if to have two differ-

ent plots, of any kind, in the same drama, had not been s, fault.
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hell, executed upon earth, and punished by heaven. The
parts of it are told in the most distinct manner, and grois

Out of one another in the most natural order.
I The third qualification of an epic poem is its greatness.

The anger of Achilles was of such consequence, that it em-
broiled the tings of Greece, destroyed the heroes of Asia,

and engaged all the gods in factions. The settlement of

^neas in Italy produced the Caesars, and gave birth to the

Eoman empire. Milton's subject was still greater than
either of the former ; it does not determine the fate of single

persons or nations, but of a whole species. The united

powers of hell are, joined together for the destruction of

mankind, which they effected in part, and would have com-
pleted, had not Omnipotence itself interposed. The princi-

pal actors are, man in his greatest perfection, and woman in

her highest beauty. Their enemies are the fallen angels

:

the Messiah their friend, and the Almighty their protector.

In short, everything that is great in the whole circle of being,

whether within the verge of nature or out of it, has a pro-

per part assigned it in this admirable poem.
In poetry, as in architecture, not only the whole, but the

principal members, and every part of them, should be great.

I will not presume to say, that the book of Games ^ in the
iEneid, or that in the IKad, are not of this nature ; nor to

reprehend Virgil's simile of a top, and many other of the

same kind in the lUad, as liable to any censure in this par-

ticular ; but I think we may say, without derogating from
those wonderful performances, that there is an indisputable

and unquestioned magnificence in every part of Paradise
Lost, and, indeed, a much greater than could have been
formed upon any Pagan system.

But Aristotle, by the greatness of the action, does not
only mean that it should be great in its nature, but also in

its duration ; or, in other words, that it shoiild have a due
length in it, as well as what' we properly call greatness.

The just measure of this kind of magnitude, he explains

by the following similitude. An animal, no bigger than a

mite, cannot appear perfect to the eye, because the sight

takes it in at once, and has only a confused idea of the whole,

' The hook of Games.l ^ mere prejudice. The critic forgets that the

Games ^vere ennobled, in the ideas of Paganism, by being made a part of

the public religion.

K 2
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and not a distinot idea of all its parts ; if, on the contrary,

you should suppose an animal of ten thousand furlongs ia

length, the eye would be so filled with a single pait of it,

that it could not give the mind an idea of the whole. "What

these animals are to the eye, a very short or a very long ac.

tion would be to the memory. The first would be, as it were,

lost and swallowed up by it, and the other difficult to be con-

tained in it. Homer and Yirgil have shown their principal

art in this particular ; the action of the Iliad, and that of

the jEneid, were in themselves exceeding short ; but are so

beautifully extended and diversified by the invention of

episodes, and the machinery of gods, with the like poetical

ornaments, that they make up an agreeable story sufficient

to employ the memory vsdthout overcharging it. Milton's

action is enriched with such variety of circumstances, that I

have taken as much pleasure in reading the contents of his

books, as in the best invented story I ever met with. It is

vj)ossible, that the traditions on which the IHad and iEneid

were built, had more circumstances in them than the history

of the Eall of Man, as it is related in Scripture. Besides, it

was easier for Homer and Virgil to dash the truth with fic-

tion, as they were in no danger of offending the rehgion of

their country by it. But as for Milton, he had not only a

very few circumstances upon which to raise his -poem, hut

was also obliged to proceed with the greatest caution in every-

thing that he added out of his own invention. And, indeed,

notwithstanding all the restraints he was under, he has filled

his story ^A•ith so many surprising incidents, which bear so

close an analogy with what is delivered in holy writ, that it

is capable of pleasing the most delicate reader, without giiing

ofience to the most scrupulous.

The modern critics have collected, from several hints ia

the Iliad and jEneid, the space of time which is taken up by

the action of each of those poems ; but as a great part of

Milton's story was transacted in regions that lie out of the

reach of the sun and the sphere of day, it is impossible to

gratify the reader vrith such a calculation, which, indeed,

would be more curious than instructive ; none of the critics,

either ancient or modem, having laid down rules to circum-

scribe the action of an epic poem with any determined num*

ber of years, days, or hours.

But of this more particularly hereafter.'

' Vide Spect. 308.
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No. 273. SATUEDAT, JANTJAET 12.

—^Notandi sunt tibi Mores. Hor.

HATTfTG examined tlie action of Paradise Lost, let us in

tlie next place consider the actors. This is Aristotle's me-
thod of considering, first the fable, and secondly the man-
ners ; or, as we generally call them in English, the fable and ,

the characters.

Homer has excelled all the heroic poets that ever wrotf!,

in the multitude and variety of his characters. Every god
that is admitted into his poem, acts a part Avhich would have
been suitable to no other deity. His princes are as much
distinguished by their manners as by their dominions ; and
even those among them, whose characters seem wholly made
up of coiu-age, differ from one another as to the particular

kiads of courage in which they excel. In short, there is

scarce a speech or action in the Ihad, which the reader may
not ascribe to the person that speaks or acts, without seeing

his name at the head of it.

Homer does not only outshine all other poets in the variety, .,

but also in the novelty of his characters. He hath intToduced

among his. Grecian princes a person who had lived thrice the

age of man, and conversed with Theseus, Hercules, Poly-

phemus, and the first race of heroes. His principal actor is

the son of a goddess, not to mention the ofispring of other

deities, who have likewise a place in his poem, and the vener-

able Trojan prince, who was the father of so many kings and
heroes. There is in these several characters of Homer, a -

certain dignity as well as novelty, which adapts them in a
more peculiar manner to the nature of an heroic poem.
Though at the same time, to give them the greater variety,

he has described a Vulcan, that is, a buffoon among his gods,

and a Thersites among his mortals.

Virgil falls infinitely short of Homer in the characters of

his poem, both as to their variety and novelty. jEneas is,

indeed, a perfect character ; but as for Achates, though he
is styled the hero's friend, he does nothing in the whole
poem which may deserve that title. Gryas, Mnestheus, Ser-

gestus, and Cloanthus, are all of them men of the same stamp
and character.
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—fortemque Gyan, fDrtemque Cloanthum Vihg. •"

There are, indeed, several natural incidents in the part of

Ascanius ; as that of Dido cannot he sufficiently admired. I

do not see anything new or particular in Turnus. Pallas and

E\auder are remote copies of Hector and Priam, as Lausus
and Mezentius are almost parallels to Pallas and Evander. The
characters of Nisus and Euryalus are beautiful, hut common.
"We must not forget the parts of Sinon, Camilla, and some

few others, which are fine improvements on the Greek poet.

In short, there is neither that variety nor novelty in the per-

sons of the JEneid, which we meet with in those of the Ihad.

If we look into the characters of Milton, we shall find that

he has introduced all the variety his fable was capable of re-

ceiving. The whole species of mankind was ia two persons

at the time to which the subject of his poem is confined.

We have, however, four distinct characters in these two per-

sons. Ve see man and woman in the highest innocence and

perfection, and in the most abject state of guilt and infirmity.

The two last characters are, indeed, very common and obvious;

but the two first are not only more magnificent, but more new,

than any characters either in Yirgil or Homer, or indeed in

the whole circle of nature.

MUton was so sensible of this defect in the subject of his

poem, and of the few characters it would afibrd him, that he

has brought into it two actors of a shadowy fictitious nature,

in the persons of Sin and Death, by which means he has

wrought into the body of his fable a very beautiful and well-

invented allegory.' But, notwithstanding the fineness of this

allegory may atone for it in some measure, I cannot think

that persons of such a chimerical existence are proper actors

in an epic poem ; because there is not that measure of pro- ,

bability annexed to them, which is requisite in writings of >

this kiud, as I shall show more at large hereafter.

Virgil has, indeed, admitted Eame as an actress ia the

^neid, but the part she acts is very short, and none of the

most admired circumstances in that divine work. We find

in mock-heroic poems, particularly in the Dispensary and

the Lutrin, several allegorical persons of this nature, which

are very beautiful in those compositions, and may, perhaps,

be used as an argument,^ that the authors of them were of

' Vide Spect. 279.
' And may, perhaps, be used as an argument^ What may be used is M
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opinion, such characters might have a place in an epic work.
For my own part, I should he glad the reader would think

so, for the sake of the poem I am now examining ; and must
further add, that if such empty, unsubstantial beings may be
ever made use of on this occasion, never were any more nicely

imagined, and employed in more proper actions, than those

of which I am now speaking.

Another principal actor in this poem is the great enemy
of mankind. The part of Ulysses in Homer's Odyssey is

very much admired by Aristotle, as perplexing that fable

with very agreeable plots and intricacies, not only by the

many adventures in his voyage, and the subtilty of his be-

haviour, but by the various concealments and discoveries of

his person., in several parts of that poem. But the crafty

being I have now mentioned makes a much longer voyage
than Ulysses, puts in practice many more wiles and strata-

gems, and hides himself under a greater variety of shapes and
appearances, all of which are severally detected, to the great

delight and surprise of the reader.

We may likewise observe with how much art the poet has

varied several characters of the persons that speak' in his

infernal assembly. On the contrary, how has he represented
^ the whole Godhead exerting itself towards man in its full

benevolence, under the three-fold distinction of a Creator, a
Eedeemer, and a Comforted

Jfor must we omit the person of Eaphael, who, amidst his

tenderness and friendship for man, shows such a dignity and
condescension in all his speech and behaviour, as are suitable

to a superior nature. The angels are, indeed, as much
diversified in Milton, and distinguished by their proper parts,

as the gods are in Homer or Virgil. The reader will find

nothing ascribed to Uriel, Gabriel, Michael, or Eaphael,

argument? Why, either the allegorical persons, or the heatUy they have in

such compositions. Very inaccurately expressed, take it which way you
mil. The whole had been better in some such form as this :

" We find

in mock-heroic poems, particularly in the Dispensary and the Luirin,

several allegorical persons of this nature ; and the beauty they are seen

to have in those compositions, may induce some to believe that the authors

of them might think such characters fit to be employed in the serious

epic."
' Has varied several characters of the persons that speak,'] He means, I

suppose, and should therefore have said—" Has varied the characters oj

the several persons that speak," &c.
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which is not in a particular manner suitable to their respect-

ive character's.

There is another circumstance in the principal actors of

the Iliad and jEueid, which gives a peculiar heauty to those

two poems, and was therefore contrived with very great

judgment. I mean the authors having chosen for their

heroes, persons who were so nearly related to the people for

whom they wrote. Achilles was a Greek, and jEneas the

remote founder of Eome. By this means their countrymen
(whom they principally proposed to themselves for their

readers) were particularly attentive to all the parts of their

story, and sympathized with their heroes in all their adven-

tures. A. Eoman could not but rejoice in the escapes, suc-

cesses, and victories of jEneas, and be grieved at any defeats,

misfortunes, or disappointments that befell him ; as a Greek

must have had the same regard for Achilles. And it is plain,

that each of those poems have lost ' this great advantage,

among those readers to whom their heroes are as strangers,

or indifferent persons.

iMilton's poem is admirable in this respect, since it is im-

possible for any of its readers, whatever nation, country, or

people he may belong to, not to be related to the persons

who are the principal actors in it ; but what is still infinitely*

more to its advantage, the principal actors in this poem are

not only our progenitors, but our representatives. We have

an actual interest in everything they do, and no less than

our utmost happiness is concerned and lies at stake in their

behaviour.

I shall subjoui, as a corollary to the foregoing remark, an

admirable observation out of Aristotle, which hath been very

much misrepresented in the quotations of some modern

critics. " If a man of perfect and consummate virtue falls

into a misfortune, it raises our pity, but not our terror, be-

cause we do not fear that it may be our own case, who do

not resemble the suffering person. But (as that great philo-

sopher adds) if we see a man of virtue, mixt with infirmities,

fiill into any misfortune, it does not only raise our pity, but

our terror ; because we are afraid that the like misfortmie

may happen to ourselves, who resemble the character of the

suffering person."

' Each of those poems have lost.'] To make the grammar exact, he

ehould have said
—" Those poems have^ eaeh ofiliem, lost this," &o.
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I sball only remark in this place, that the foregoing ob-

Bsrvation of Aristotle, though it may be true in other occa-

sions, does not hold in this ; because in the present case,

though the persons who fall into misfortune are of the most
perfect and consummate virtue, it is not to be considered aa

what may possibly be, but what actually is our own case

;

siace we are embarked with them on the same bottom, and
must be partakers of their happiness or misery. -^

In this, and some other very few instances, Aristotle's

rules for epic poetry (which he had drawn from his reflections
'

upon Homer) cannot be supposed to square exactly with

the heroic poems which have been made since his time ; since

it is evident to every impartial judge, his rules would still

have been more perfect, could he have 'perused the ^neid,
which was made some hundred years aftei* his death.

In my next I shaU go through other parts of Milton's

poem ; and hope that what I shall there advance, as well as

what I have already written, will not only serve as a com-
ment upon Milton, but upon Aristotle.

No. 279. SATTJEDAT, JANIJAET 19.

Reddere personee scit convenientia cuique. Hor.

"VVe have already taken a general survey of the fable and
characters in Milton's Paradise Lost : the parts which re-

main to be considered, according to Aristotle's method, are

the sentiments and the language. Before I enter upon the
first of these, I must advertise my reader, that it is my
design, as soon as I have finished my general reflections on
these four several heads, to give particular instances out of

the poem now before us, of beauties and imperfections which
may be observed under each of them, as also of such other

particulars as may not properly fall under any of them.
This I thought fit to premise, that the reader may not judge
too hastily of this piece of criticism, or look upon it as im-

perfect, before he has seen the whole extent of it.

The sentiments in an epic poem are the thoughts and be-

haviour which the author ascribes to the persons whom he
introduces, and are just when they are conformable to the

characters of the several persons. The sentiments have like-
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wise a relation to things as well as persons, and are then

perfect when they are such as are adapted to the subject.

If in either of these cases the poet endeavours to argue or

explain, magnify or diminish, to raise love or hatred, pity or

terror, or any other passion, we ought to consider whether

the sentiments he makes use of are proper for those ends.

Homer is censured by the critics for his defect as to this

particular in several parts of the Iliad and Odyssey; though at

the same time, those who have treated this great poet with

candour, have attributed this defect to the times in which he

lived. It was the fault of the age, and not of Homer, if

there wants that delicacy in some of his sentiments, which

now appears in the works of men of a much inferior genius.

Besides, if there are blemishes in any particular thoughts,

there is an infinite beauty in the greatest part of them. In

short, if there are many poets who would not have fallen into

the meanness of some of his sentiments, there are none who

could have risen up to the greatness of others. Virgil has

excelled all others in the propriety of his sentiments. Milton

shines likewise very much in this particular : nor must we

omit one consideration which adds to his honour and reputa-

tion. Homer and Virgil introduced persons whose charac-

ters are commonly known among men, and such as are to her

met with either in. history, or in ordinary conversation.

Milton's characters, most of them, lie out of nature, and were

to be formed purely by his own invention. It shows a greater

genius in Shakspeare to have drawn his Caliban, than his

Hotspur or Julius Csesar : the one was to be supplied out of

his own imagination, whereas the other might have been

formed upon tradition, history, and observation. It was

much easier, therefore, for Homer to find proper sentiments

for an assembly of Grecian generals, than for Milton to di-

versify his infernal council with proper characters, and in-

spire them mth a variety of sentiments. The loves of Dido

and Mnea,a are only copies of what has passed between other

persons. Adam and Eve, before the fall, are a different

species front that of mankind who are descended from them

;

and none but a poet of the most unbounded invention,

and the most exq^uisite judgment, could have filled their

conversation and behaviour with so many circumstances

during their state of innocence.

Nov is it sufficient for an epic poem to be fiUed with such
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thoughts as are natural, unless it abound also with such as <*

are sublime. Virgil in this particular falls short of Homer.
He has not, indeed, so many thoughts that are low and vul-

gar ; but at the same time has not so many thoughts that are

sublime and noble. The truth of it is, Virgil seldom rises

into very astonishing sentiments, where he is not fired by
the Iliad. He everywhere charms and pleases us by the

force of his own genius ; but seldom elevates and transports

us where he does not fetch his hints from Homer.
Milton's chief talent, and, indeed, his distinguishing ex-

cellence, lies in the sublimity of his thoughts. There are -

others of the modems who rival him in every other part of

poetry ; but in the greatness of his sentiments he triumphs
over all the poets both modem and ancient, Homer only ex-

cepted.i It is impossible for the imagination of man to dis-

tend itself with greater ideas, than those which he has laid

together in his first, second, and sixth books. The seventh,

which describes the creation of the world, is likewise wonder-
fully sublime, though not so apt to stir up emotion in the

mind of the reader, nor consequently so perfect in the epic

way of writing, because it is filled with less action. Let the

judicious reader compare what Longinus has obsen^ed on
several passages in Homer, and he will find parallels for most
of them in the Paradise Lost.

From what has been said we may infer, that as there are

two kinds of sentiments, the natural and the sublime, which .

are always to be pursued in an heroic poem, there are also

two kinds of thoughts which are carefully to be avoided.

The first are such as are afiected and unnatural ; the second,

such as are mean and vulgar. As for the first kind of

thoughts, we meet with little or nothing that is like them in

Virgil ; he has none of those trifling points and puerilities

that are so often to be met with in Ovid, none of the epi-

grammatic turns of Lucan, none of those swelling sentiments

which are so frequently in Statins and Claudian, none of

those mixed embellishments of Tasso. Everything is just

and natural. His sentiments show that he had a perfect in-

sight into human nature, and that he knew everything which

was the most proper to aifect it.

Mr. Dryden has in some places, which I may hereafter

' Homer only excepted.] He might have said with truth, " Homer
himsseif ?io^ excepted."
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take notice of, misrepresented Virgil's way of thinking as to

this particular, in the translation he has given us of the

^neid. I do not remember that Homer anywhere falls into

the faults above-mentioned, which were, indeed, the false re-

finements of later ages. Milton, it must be confest, has

sometimes erred in this respect, as I shall show more at large

in another paper ; though, considering all the poets of the

age in which he writ were infected with this wrong way of

thinking, he is rather to be admired that he did not give

more into it, than that he did sometimes comply with the

vicious taste which still prevails so much among modern
writers.

But since several thoughts may be natural which are low

and grovelling, an epic poet should not only avoid such sen-

timents as are unnatural or affected, but also such as are

mean and vulgar. Homer has opened a great field of raillery

to men of more delicacy than greatness of genius, by the

homeliness of some of his sentiments. But, as I have before

said, these are rather to be imputed to the simplicity of the

age in which he lived, to which I may also add, of that which

he described, than to any imperfection in that divine poet.

Zdilus among the ancients, and Monsieur Perrault among
the moderns, pushed their ridicule very far upon him, on

account of some such sentiments. There is no blemish to

be observed in Virgil under this head, and but a very few in

Milton.

I shall give but one instance of this impropriety of thought

in Homer, and at the same time compare it with an instance

of the same nature, both in Virgil and Milton. Sentiments

which raise laughter can very seldom be admitted with any

decency into aa heroic poem, whose business is to excite

passions of a much nobler nature. Homer, however, in his

characters of Vulcan and Thersites, in his story of Mars and

Venus, in his behaviour of Irus, and in other passages, has

been observed to have lapsed into the burlesque character,

and to have departed from that serious air which seems essen-

tial to the magnificence of an epic poem. I remember but

one laugh in the whole -(Eneid, which rises m the fifth book,

upon Monoetes, where he is represented as thrown overboard,

and drying himself upon a' rock. But this piece of mirth ia

so well timed, that the severest critic can have nothing to

Bay against it, for it is in the book of games and diversions,
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where the reader's mind may be supposed to be sufficiently

relaxed for such an entertainment. The only piece of plea-

santry in Paradise Lost, is where the evil spirits are described

as rallying the angels upon the success of their newly in-

vented artillery. This passage I look upon to be the most
exceptionable in the whole poem, as being nothing else but
a string of puns, and those too very indifferent.

—Satan beheld their plight,

And to his mates thus in derision called.

friends, why come not on these victors proud 1

Ere while they fierce were coming, and when we,
To entertain them fair with open front

And breast, (what could we more ?) propounded terms
Of composition, straight they changed their minds,
Flew off, and into strange vagaries fell,

As they would dance ; yet for a dance they seemed
Somewhat extravagant and wild, perhaps
For joy of offered peace ; but I suppose
If our proposals once again were heard.

We should compel them to a quick result.

To whom thus Belial, in like gamesome mood.
Leader, the terms we sent were terms of weight.
Of hard contents, and full of force urged home,
Such as we might perceive amused them all,

And stumbled many ; who receives them right

Had need, from head to foot, well understand

;

Not understood, this gift they have besides.

They show us when our foes walk not upright.

Thus they among themselves in pleasant vein

Stood scoffing

—

No. 285. SATUEDAT, JANUAEY 26.

Ne quicunque Deus, quicunque adhibebitur heros,

Regali conspectus in auro nuper et ostro,

Migret in obscuras humili sermone tabemas

:

Aut dum vitat humum, nubes et inania captet. Hor.

HiTiNa already treated of the fable, the characters, and
sentiments in the Paradise Lost, we are in the last place to

consider the language ; and as the learned world is very

much divided upon Milton as to this point, I hope they will

excuse me if I appear particular in any of my opinions, and
incline to those who judge the most advantageously of the

author.
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It is requisite tBat the language of an heroic poem should

be both perspicuous and sublime. In proportion as either

of these two qualities are wanting,' the language is imper-

fect. Perspicuity is the iirst and most necessary qualifica-

tion ; insomuch, that a good-natured reader sometimes over-

looks a little slip even in the grammar or syntax, where it is

impossible for him to mistake the poet's sense. Of this kind
is that passage in Milton, wherein he speaks of Satan :

—God and his Son except,

Created thing nouglit valued he nor shunn'd.

And that in which he describes Adam and Eve

:

Adam the goodliest man of men since bom
His sons, the faijg^^^her daughters Eve.

It is plain, that in the former of these passages, according

to the natural syntax, the divine persons mentioned in the

first line are represented as created beings ; and that in the

other, Adam and Eve are confounded with their sons and
daughters. Such little blemishes as these, when the thought

is great and natural, we should, with Horace, impute to a

pardonable inadvertency, or to the weakness of human nar

ture, which cannot attend to each minute particular, and give

the last finishing to every circumstance in so long a work. The
ancient critics, therefore, who were acted by a spirit of can-

dour, rather than that of cavilling, invented certain figures

of speech, on purpose to palliate little errors of this nature

in the writings of those authors who had so- many greater

beauties to atone for them.
If clearness and perspicuity were^ only to be consulted,

the poet would have nothing else to do but to clothe his

thoughts in the most plain and natural expressions. But
since it often happens, that the most obvious phrases, and

those which are used in ordinary conversation, become too

familiar to the ear, and contract a kind of meanness bypass-

in;^ through the mouths of the vulgar, a poet should take

particular care to guard himself against idiomatic ways of

speaking. Ovid and Lucan have many poornesses of expres-

sion upon this account, as taking up with the first phrases

' Are wanting.'] It should be is wanting.
^ If clearness and perspicuity were, S;c.] Here Sixe i^o substantives TU-

deed, bui one thing only is expressed. He should have said
—"if clear-

ness or perspicuity was only."
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that offered, without putting themselves to the trouble of

looking after such as would not only be natural, but also

elevated and sublime. Milton has but a few failings in this

kind, of which, however, you may meet with some instances,

as in the following passages.

Embryos and Idiots, Eremites and Friars,

White, black, and grey, witli all their trumpery.

Here pilgrims roam

—

—Awhile discourse they hold,

No fear lest dinner cool ; when thus began
Our author

—

Who of all ages to succeed, but feeling

The evil on him brought by me, will curse

My head, ill fare our ancestor impure,

For this we may thank Adam—

•

The great masters in composifl^ know very well thai

many an elegant phrase becomes improper for a poet or an
orator, when it has been debased by common use. Por this

reason the works of ancient authors, which are written in

dead languages, have a great advantage over those which are

written in languages that are now spoken. Were there any
mean phrases or idioms in Virgil and Homer, they would
not shock the ear of the most delicate modern reader so

much as they would have done that of an old Greek or Eo-
man, because we never hear them pronoimced in our streets,

or in ordinary conversation.

It is not, therefore, sufficient, that the language of an epic

poem be perspicuous, imless it be also sublime. To this end
it ought to deviate from the common forms and ordinary

phrases of speech. The judgment of a poet very much dis-

covers itself in shunning the common roads of expression,

without falling into such ways of speech as may seem stiff

and unnatural ; he must not swell into a false sublime, by
endeavouring to avoid the other extreme. Among the Greeks,

^schylus, and sometimes Sophocles, were guilty of this fault

;

among the Latins, Claudian and Statius ; and among our
own countrymen, Shakspeare and Lee. In these authors

the affectation of greatness often hurts the perspicuity of

the style, as in many others the endeavour after perspicuity

prejudices its greatness.

Aristotle has observed, that the idiomatic style may be
avoided, and the sublime formed, by the following methods.
First, by the use of metaphors : such are those in Milton.
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Iraparadised in one another's arms.

—And in his hand a reed

Stood waving, tipt -with fire.

—

The grassy clods now calved.

—

Spangled with eyes

—

In these, and innumerable other instances, the metaphors
are very bold, but just ; I must, however, observe, that the

metaphors are not thick-sown in Milton, which always sa-

vours too much of wit ; that they never clash with one an-

other, which, as Aristotle observes, turns a sentence into a

kind of an enigma or riddle ; and that he seldom has re-

course to them where the proper and natural words wiH do

as well.

Another way of raising the language, and giving it a poet-

ical turn, is to make use of the idioms of other tongues.

Virgil is fuU of the Greek forms of speech, which the critics

call Hellenisms, as Horace in his Odes' ahounds with them,

much more than Virgil. 1 need not mention the several

dialects which Homer has made use of for this end. Milton,

in conformity with the practice of the ancient poets, and

with Aristotle's rule, has infused a great many Latinisms,

as well as Grtecisms, and sometimes Hebraisms, into the lan-

guage of his poem ; as towards the beginning of it,

Nor did they not perceive the evil plight

In which they were, or the fierce pains not feel,

Yet to their general's voice they soon obeyed.

—Who shall tempt with wandering feet

The dark, unbottomed, infinite abyss,

And through the palpable obscure find out

His uncouth way, or spread his airy flight.

Upborne with indefatigable wings

Over the vast abrupt

!

—So both ascend

In the visions of God— B. ii.

TJnder this head may be reckoned the placing the adjective

after the substantive, the transposition of words, the turning

the adjective into a substantive, with several other foreign

modes of speech, which this poet has naturalized to give his

verse the greater sound, and throw it out of prose.

The third method mentioned by Aristotle, is what agrees

/ with the genius of the Greek language more than with that

' Horace in his Odes.] He says, in his Odes, to show that Horace used

these Hellenisms properly.
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of any other tongue, and is therefore more used by Homer
than by any other poet. I mean the lengthening of a phrase
by the addition of words, which may either be inserted or
omitted, as also by the extending or contracting of particular

words by the insertion or omission of certain syllables.

Milton has put in practice this method of raising his lan-

guage, as far as the nature of our tongue will permit, as in

the passage above-mentioned, eremite for what is hermite in

common discourse. If you observe the measure of his verse,

he has with great judgment suppressed a syllable in several

words, and shortened those of two syllables into one, by
which method, besides the above-mentioned advantage, he
has given a greater variety to his numbers. But this prac-

tice is more particularly remarkable in the names of persons

and of countries, as Beelzebub, Hessebon, and in many other

particulars, wherein he has either changed the name, or made
use of that which is not the most commonly known, that he
might the better depart from the language of the vulgar.

The same reason recommended to him several old words,
which also makes ^ his poem appear the more venerable, and
gives it a greater air of antiquity.

I must likewise take notice, that there are in Milton
several words of his own coining, as Cerberean, miscreated,

hell-doom'' d, emhryon atoms, and many others. If the reader

is offended at this liberty in our English poet, I would re-

commend him to a discourse in Plutarch, which shows us
how frequently Homer has made use of the same liberty.

Milton, by the above-mentioned helps, and by the choice

of the noblest words and phrases which our tongue would
afford him, has carried our language to a greater height than
any of the English poets have ever done before or after

him,2 and made the sublimity of his style equal to that of

his sentiments.

I have been the more particular in these observations on
Milton's style, because it is that part of him in which he ap-

' Which, also makes.'] In this construction, the antecedent to which is

reason. Better refer "which to words, and read

—

make—and give.

^ Before or after him.'] Better expunge these words, and then the

time will be left indefinite, as it should be ; for the preter-perfect tense
' have " cannot be applied to before and after. Or else, point thus—
have ever done, before or after him—and then the expression will be right,

because elliptical, and as if he had said—" Whether they lived before or
after him..'^

VOL. III. O
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pears the most singular. The remarks I have here made
upon the practice of other poets, with my observations out
of Aristotle, will perhaps alleviate the prejudice which some
have taken to his poem upon this account ; though, after all,

I must confess, that I think his style, though admirable in

general, is in some places too much stiffened and obscured

by the frequent use of those methods, which Aristotle has

prescribed for the raising of it.

This redundancy of those several ways of speech which
Aristotle calls foreign language, and. with which Milton has

so very much enriched, and in some places darkened, the lan^

guage of his poem, was the more proper for his use, because

his poem is written in blank verse. Ehyme, without any
other assistance, throws the language off from prose, and
very often makes an indifferent phrase pass unregarded ; but
where the verse is not built upon rhymes, there pomp of

somid, and energy of expression, are indispensably necessary

to support the style, and keep it from falling into the flat-

ness of prose.

Those who have not a taste for this elevation of style, and

are apt to ridicule a poet when he goes out of the common
forms of expression, would do well to see how Aristotle has

treated an ancient author, called Euclid, for his insipid mirth

upon this occasion. Mr. Dryden used to call this sort of

men his prose-critics.

I should, imder this head of the language, consider Mil-

ton's nmnbers, in which he has made use of several elisions,^

that are not customary among other English poets, as may
be particularly observed in his cutting off the letter Y, when

it precedes a vowel. This, and some other innovations in the

measure of his verse, has varied his numbers, in such a man-

ner, as makes them incapable of satiating the ear and cloymg

the reader, which the same uniform measure would certainly

have done, and which the perpetual returns of rhyme never

fail to do in long narrative poems. I shall close these re-

flections upon the language of Paradise Lost, with observing

that Milton has copied after Homer, rather than Virgil, in

the length of his periods, the copiousness of his phrases, and

the running of his verses into one another.

' Elisions.'] He learned this secret from the Italian poets.
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No. 291. SATUEDAT, EEBETJAET 2.

—Ubi plura nitent in carmine, non ego paucis

Offendar maculis, quas aut incuria fudit,

Ant humana parum cavit natura

—

Hoe.

I HATE now considered Milton's Paradise Lost under those

four great heads of the fable, the characters, the sentiments,

and the language ; and have shown that he excels, in general,

under each of these heads. I hope that I have made several

discoveries which may appear new, even to those who are

versed in critical learning. "Were I indeed to choose my
readers, by whose judgment I would stand or fall, they should

not be such as are acquainted only with the French and
Italian critics, but also with the ancient and modern who
have written in either of the learned languages. Above all,

I would have them well versed in the Greek and Latin poets,

without which a man very often fancies that he understands

a critic,' when in reality he does not comprehend his

meaning.
It is in criticism, as in all other sciences and speculations

;

one who brings with him any implicit notions and observ-

ations which he has made in his reading of the poets, will

iind his own reflections methodized and explained, and per-

haps several little hints that had passed in his mind perfected

and improved in the works of a good critic ; whereas one who
has not these previous lights, is very often H,n utter stranger

to what he reads, and apt to put a wrong interpretation

upon it.

Nor is it sufficient, that a man who sets up for a judge in

criticism, should have perused the authors above-mentioned,
unless he has also a clear and logical head. Without this

talent, he is perpetually puzzled and perplexed amidst his

own blunders, mistakes the sense of those he would confute,

or if he chances to think right, does not know how to convey
his thoughts to another with clearness and perspicuity.

Aristotle, who was the best critic, was also one of the best

logicians that ever appeared in the world.

' Understands a critic^ &c.] To understand a critic^ and to comprehend
his meaning, is the same thing. What he meant to say, was—" fancies

tliat he confutes a cvitic, when in reality he does not comprehend his

meanng."
2
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Mr. Locke's Essay on Human Understanding would be

tbought a very odd book for a man to make bimself mas-

ter of, wbo would get a reputation by critical writings

;

though at the same time it is very certain, that an author

who has not learned the art of distinguishing between words
and things, and of ranging his thoughts, and setting them in

proper lights, whatever notions he may have, will lose him-

self in confusion and obscurity. I might further observe,

that there is not a Greek or Latin critic who has not shown,

even in the style of his criticisms, that he was a master of all

the elegance and delicacy of his native tongue.

The truth of it is, there is nothing more absurd than for a

man to set up for a critic, without a good insight into all the

parts of learning; whereas many of those who have endeavour-

ed to signalize themselves by works of this nature among our

English writers, are not only defective in the above-mentioned

particulars, but plainly discover by the phrases they make
use of, and by their confused way of thinking, that they are

not acquainted with the most common and ordinary systems

of arts and sciences. A few general rules extracted out of

the French authors, with a certain cant of words, has some-

times set up an illiterate, heavy writer for a most judicious

and formidable critic.

One great mark, by which you may discover a critic who
has neither taste nor learning, is this, that he seldom ven-

tures to praise any passage in an author which has not been

before received and applauded by the public, and that his

criticism turns wholly upon little faults and errors. This

part of a critic is so very easy to succeed in, that we find

every ordinary reader, upon the publishing of a new poem,

has wit and ill-nature enough to turn several passages of it

into ridicule, and very often in the right place. This Mr.
Dryden has very agreeably remarked in those two celebrated

lines,

Errors, like straws, upon the surface flow

;

He "who would search for pearls, must dive below.

A true critic^ ought to dwell rather upon excellencies than

' A true critic dwells, with more pleasure, upon the excellencies of the

author he criticises, than upon his imperfections ; but his duty is, to point

out either as occasion serves. As to what is said of discharging this

ciiice, in the way of ridicule, and not of serious observation, that is an-

other affair. One would reason with a good writer, and laugh at a bad
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imperfections, to discover the concealed beauties of a writer,

and communicate to the world such things as are worth their

observation. The most exquisite words and finest strokes

of an author are those which very often appear the most
doubtful and exceptionable, to a man who wants a relish for

polite learning ; and they are these, which a sour, undistin-

guishing critic generally attacks with the greatest violence.

TuUy observes, that it is very easy to brand or fix a mark
upon what he calls verbum ardens, or, as it may be rendered

into English, " a glowing, bold expression," and to turn it into

ridicule by a cold, ill-natured criticism. A little wit is

equally capable of exposing a beauty, and of aggravating a

fault ; and though such a treatment of an author naturally

produces indignation in the mind of an understanding reader,

it has however its effect among the generality of those whose
hands it falls into ; the rabble of mankind being very apt to

think that everything which is laughed at with any mixture

of wit, is ridiculous in itself.

Such a mirth as this is always unseasonable in a critic, as

it rather prejudices the reader than convinces him, and is

capable of making a beauty, as well as a blemish, the subject

of derision. A man who cannot write with wit on a proper

subject, is dull and stupid, but one who shows it in an im-

proper place, is as impertinent and absurd. Besides, a man
who has the gift of ridicule, is apt to find fault with anything

that gives him an opportunity of exerting his beloved talent,

and very often censures a passage, not because there is any
fault in it, but because he can be merry upon it. Such
kiads of pleasantry are very unfair, and disingenuous, in

works of criticism, in which the greatest masters, both an-

cient and modem, have always appeared with a serious and
instructive air.

As I intend in my next paper to show the defects ia Mil-

ton's Paradise Lost, I thought fit to premise these few par-

ticulars, to the end that the reader may know I enter upon
it, as on a very ungrateful work, and that I shall just point

at the imperfections, without endeavouring to inflame them
with ridicule. I must also observe with Longiaus, that the

productions of a great genius, with many lapses and inad-

one. Yet the rule is not without exceptions ; the ridicule on Dryden, in

the Rehearsal, was just as well placed, as the serious criticism of our au-

thor nv Arilron. in his next paper.
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vertenciea, are infinitely preferable to the works of an infe-

rior kind of author, which are scrupulously exact and con-

formable to all the rules of correct writing.

I shall conclude my paper -mth a story out of Boecalini,

which sufficiently shows us the opinion that judicious au-

thor entertained of the sort of critics I have been here men-
tioning. A famous critic, says he, having gathered together

all the faults of an eminent poet, made a present of them to

Apollo, who received them very graciously, and resolved to

make the author a-suitable return for the trouble he had

been at in collecting them. In order to this, he set before

him a sack of wheat, as it had been just threshed out of the

sheaf.i He then bid him pick out the chaff from among the

corn, and lay it aside by itself. The critic applied himself

to the task with great industry and pleasure, and after

having made the due separation, was presented by Apollo

with the chaff for his pains.

No. 297. SATUEDAT, FEBEUAEY 9.

—velut si

Egregio inspersos reprendas corpore ntevos. Hor.

Aftee what I have said in my last Saturday's paper, I

shall enter on the subject of this without further preface, and

remark the several defects which appear in the fable, the

characters, the sentiments, and the language of MUton's

Paradise Lost ; not doubting but t]je reader will pardon

me, if I allege at the same time, whatever may be said for

the extenuation of such defects. The first imperfection which

I shall observe in the fable is, that the event of it is un-

happy.

The fable of every poem is, according to Aristotle's divi-

sion, either Simple or Implex. It is called 'simple when there

is no change of fortune in it : implex, when the fortune of the

chief actor changes from bad to good, or from good to bad.

' As it had been threshed out of the sheaf.1 The way of ridicule, as Mr.

Addison observed, is easily abused. To make this lively story apply to

the critic, Apollo should have set before him a sack of wheat as it was

brought to market : but then the joke had been lost ; for one sees, in that

case, how the separation of the chaff from the corn might answer a good

end.
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The implex foble is thouglit the most perfect ; I suppose,
because it is more proper to stir up the passions of the

reader, and to surprise him with a greater variety of ac-

cidents.

The implex fable is therefore of two kinds : in the first

the chief actor makes his way through a long series of dan-
gers and dilficulties, till he arrives at honour and prosperity,

as we see in the story of Ulysses. In the second, the chief

actor in the poem falls from some eminent pitch of honour
and prosperity, into misery and disgrace. Thus we see Adam
and Eve sinking from a state of innocence and happiness
into the most abject condition of sin and sorrow.

The most taking tragedies among the ancients were built

on this last sort of implex fable, particularly the tragedy of

Qidipus, which proceeds upon a story, if we may believe

Aristotle, the most proper for tragedy that could be invented

by the wit of man. I have taken some pains in a former
paper to show, that this kind of implex fable, wherein the

event is unhappy, is more apt to affect an audience than that

of the first kind ; notwithstanding many excellent pieces

among the ancients, as well as most of those which have
been written of late years in our own country, are raised

upon contrary plans. I must, however, own, that I think

this kind of fable, which is the most perfect in tragedy, is .

not so proper for an heroic poem.
Milton seems to have been sensible of this imperfection in

his fable, and has therefore endeavoured to cure it by several

expedients ;i particularly by the mortification which the

great adversary of mankind meets "with upon his return to

the assembly of infernal spirits, as it is described in a beau-

tiful passage of the tenth book ; and likewise by the vision,

wherein Adam at the close of the poem^ sees his offspring

triumphing over his great enemy, and himself restored to a

happier Paradise than that from which he fell.

There is another objection against Milton's fable, which
is indeed almost the same with the former, though placed in

a different light, Uuinely, That the hero in the Paradise Lost

is unsuccessful, and by no means a match for his enemies.

This gave occasion to Mr. Dryden's refiection, that the devil

' To cure it hy several expedients.'] We do not say to cure an imper-
fection, but a disease. For once, our author's curiousfelicity^ in the choice

' of his terms, forsook him ; the proper word is, conceal, or cover.
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was in reality Milton's hero. I think I have obviated this

objection in my first paper. The Paradise Lost is an epic,

or a narrative poem, and he that looks for an hero in it,

searches for that which Milton never intended ; but if he

will needs fix the name of an hero upon any person in it, it

is certainly the Messiah who is the hero, both in the prin-

cipal action, and in the chief episodes. Paganism could not

furnish out a real action for a fable greater than that of the

Iliad or j^neid, and therefore an heathen could not form a

higher notion of a poem than one of that kind which they

call an heroic. "Whether Milton's is not of a sublimer na-

ture I will not presume to determine : it is sufficient, that I

show there is in the Paradise Lost all the greatness of plan,

regularity of design, and masterly beauties which we dis-

cover in Homer and Yirgil.

I must in the next place observe, that Milton has inter-

woven in the texture of his fable some particulars which do

not seem to have probability enough for an epic poem, parti-

cularly in the actions which he ascribes to Sin and Death,

and the picture which he draws of the Limbo of Vanity, with

other passages in the second book. Such allegories rather

savour of the spirit of Spenser and Ariosto, than of Homer
and Virgil.

In the structure of his poem he has likewise admitted of

too many digressions. It is finely observed by Aristotle,

that the author of an heroic poem should seldom speak him-

self, but throw as much of his work as he can into the mouths

of those who are his principal actors. Aristotle has given

no reason for this precept ; but I presume it is because the

mind of the reader is more awed and elevated when he hears

jEneas or Achilles speak, than when Virgil or Homer talk

in their own persons. Besides that assuming the character

of an eminent man is apt to fire the imagination, and raise

the ideas of an author. Tully tells us, mentioning his dia-

logue of old age, in which Cato is the chief speaker, that upon
_

a review of it he was agreeably imposed upon, and fancied

that it was Cato, and not he himself, who uttered his thoughts

on that subject.

If the reader would be at the pains to see how the story

of the Iliad and j^neid is delivered by those persons who

act in it, he will be surprised to find how little in either of

these poems proceeds from the authors. Milton has, in the
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general disposition of his fable, very finely observed this

great rule ; insomuch, that there is scarce a third part of it

which comes from the poet ; the rest is spoken either by
Adam and Eve, or by some good or evil spirit who is en-

gaged either in their destruction or defence.

From what has been here observed, it appears that digres-

sions are by no means to be allowed of in an epic poem. If

the poet, even in the ordinary course of his narration, should
speak as little as possible, he should certainly never let his

narration sleep for the sake of any reflections of his ovm. I
have often observed, with a secret admiration, that the long-

est reflection in the ^neid is in that passage of the tenth

book, where Tumus is represented as dressing himself in the

spoils of Pallas, whom he had slain. Virgil here lets his

fable stand still for the sake of the following remark. " How
is the mind of man ignorant of futurity, and unable to bear
prosperous fortmie with moderation ! The time will come
when Tumus shall wish that he had left the body of Pallas

untouched, and curse the day on which he dressed himself in

these spoils." As the great event, of the ^neid, and the

death of Tumus, whom ^neas slew because he saw him
adorned with the spoils of Pallas, turns upon this incident,

Virgil went out of his way to make this reflection upon it,

without which so small a circumstance might possibly have
slipped out of his reader's memory. Lucan, who was an in-

judicious poet, lets drop his story very frequently for the sake
of his unnecessary digressions, or his Diverticula, as Scaliger

calls them. If he gives us an account of the prodigies which
preceded the civil war, he declaims upon the occasion, and
shows how much happier it would be for man, if he did not
feel his evil fortune before it comes to pass, and suffer not
only by its real weight, but by the apprehension of it. Mil-
ton's complaint for his blindness, his panegyric on marriage,

his reflections on Adam and Eve's goiag naked, of the angels'

eating, and several other passages in his poem, are liable to

the same exception, though I must confess there is so great

a beauty in these very digressions, that I would not wish
them out of his poem.

I have, in a former paper, spoken of the characters of Mil-

ton's Paradise Lost, and declared my opinion, as to the alle-

gorical persons who are introduced in it.

If ws look into the sentiments, I think they are sometimes
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defective under the following heads ; first, as there are

several of them too much pointed, and some that degenerate

even into puns. Of this last kind, I am afraid is that in the

first book, where speaking of the pigmies, he calls them

—

^
• —The small infantry

Warr'd on by cranes

—

Another blemish that appears in some of his thoughts, is

his frequent allusion to heathen fables, which are not certain-

ly of a piece with the divine subject of which he treats. I

do not find fault with these allusions, where the poet himself

represents them as fabulous, as he does in some places, but

where he mentions them as truths and matters of fact. The
limits of my paper will not give me leave to be particular ia

instances of this kind : the reader will easily remark them in

his perusal of the poem.
A third fault in his sentiments, is an unnecessary ostent-

ation of learning, which likewise occurs very frequently. It

is certain that both Homer and Virgil were masters of aU the

learning of their times, but it shows itself in their works,

after an indirect and concealed manner. Milton seems am-

bitious of letting us know, by his excursions on free-will and
predestination, and his many glances upon history, astronomy,

geography, and the like, as well as by the terms and phrases

he sometimes makes use of, that he was acquainted with the

whole circle of arts and sciences.

If, in the last place, we consider the language of this great

poet, we must allow what I have hinted in a former paper,

that it is often too much laboured, and sometimes obscured

by old words, transpositions, and foreign idioms. Seneca's

objection to the style of a great author, Riget ejus oratio, ni-

hil in ea placidum, nihil lene, is what many critics make to

Milton : as I cannot wholly refute it, so I have already apo-

logized for it in another paper ; to which I may further add,

that Milton's sentiments and ideas were so wonderfully

sublime, that it would have been impossible for him to have

represented them in their full strength and beauty, ^ithout

having recourse to these foreign assistances. Our language

sunk under him, and was unequal to that greatness of soul

which furnished him with such glorious conceptions.

A second fault in his language is, that he often affects a

kind of jingle in his words, as in the following passages, and

many others

:
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And brought into the world a world of woe.

—Begirt th' Almighty throne

Beseeching or besieging— "*

This tempted our attempt—
At one slight bound high over-leapt all bound.

1 know there are figures for this kind of speech, that some
of the greatest ancients have heen guilty of it, and that Aris-

totle himself has given it a place in his Rhetoric among the

beauties of that art. But as it is in itself poor and trifling,

it is I think at present universally exploded by all the mas-
ters of polite writing.

The last fault which I shall take notice of in Milton's style,

is the frequent use of what the learned call technical words,

or terms of art. It is one of the great beauties of poetry, to

make hard things intelligible, and to deliver what is abstruse

of itself in such easy language as may' be understood by or-

dinary readers : besides, that the knowledge of a poet should

rather seem bom with him, or inspired, than drawn from
books and systems. I have often wondered, how Mr,
Dryden could translate a passage out of Virgil, after the fol«

lowing manner,

Tack to the larboard, and stand off to sea,

Veer starboard sea and land.

—

Milton makes use of larboard in the same manner. When
he is upon building, he mentions Doric Pillars, Pilasters,

Cornice, Freeze, Architrave. When he talks of heavenly

bodies, you meet with Ecliptic, and Eccentric, the Trepida-

tion, Stars dropping from the Zenith, Hays culminating from
the Equator. To which might be added many instances of

the like kind ia several other arts and sciences.

I shall in my next papers give an account of the many
particular beauties ia Milton, which would have been too

long to insert under those general heads I have already

treated of, and with which I intend to conclude this piece of

criticism.

' Such easy language, as mag.'] Such is regularly succeeded by as, just

as talis is by qualis, in Latin. But when such is joined to an adjective—
such easy—it has only the sense and force of " so," the correlative of -which

is " that." He might have said

—

such language as may be understood,—
or

—

such easy language that it may be understood

;

—but not,

—

such eaai/

language as may he understood.
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No. 303. SATUEDAT, EBBEUAET 16.

—^volet hsec sub luce videri,

Judicis argutum quae non formidat acumen. HoR.

I HAVE seen in the works of a modem philosopher, a map
of the spots in the sun. My last paper, of the faults and

blemishes in Milton's Paradise Lost, may be considered as

a piece of the same nature. To pursue the allusion : as it ia

observed, that among the bright parts of the lumiaous body

above-mentioned, there are some which glow more intensely,

and dart a stronger light than others ; so, notwithstanding I

have already shown Milton's poem to be very beautiful in

general, I shall now proceed to take notice of such beauties

as appear to be more exquisite than the rest. Milton has

proposed the subject of his poem in the following verses.

Of man's first disobedience, and the fruit

Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal taste

Brought death into the world, and all our woe,
With loss of Eden, till one greater Man
Restore us, and regain the blissful seat,

Sing, heavenly muse

—

These lines are perhaps as plain, simple, and unadorned,

as any of the whole poem, ia which particular the author has

conformed himself to the example of Homer and the precept

of Horace.

His invocation to a work which turns in a great measure

upon the creation of the world, is very properly made to the

muse who inspired Moses in those books from whence ' our

author drew his subject, and to the holy spirit who is there-

in represented as operating after a particular manner in the

first production of nature. This whole exordium rises very

happily into noble language and sentiment, as I think the

transition to the fable is exquisitely beautiful and natural.

The nine days' astonishment, in which the angels lay en-

' From whence.'] From is included in whence, and is, therefore, re-

dundant ; but is sometimes, as here, inserted on account of the rhythm,

those—books,—whence, that is, three long syllables coming together, would

have dragged heavily, if the short syllable/rom had not intervened. It

may seem that he might, in this place, with equal convenience, have said,

"from which ; " but he had just before said

—

work which—and therefore

said,

—

-from whence,—to avoid the monotony.
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tranced after their dreadful overthrow,^ and fall from heaven,

before they could recover either the use of thought or speech,

is a noble circumstance, and very finely imagined. The
division of hell into seas of fire, and into firm ground im-

pregnated with the same furious element, with that particu-

lar circumstance of the exclusion of Hope from those infernal

regions, are instances of the same great and fruitful in-

vention.

The thoughts in the first speech and description of Satan,

who is one of the principal actors in this poem, are wonder-
fully proper to give us a full idea of him. His pride, envy,

and revenge, obstinacy, despair, and impenitence, are aU of

them very artfully interwoven. In short, his first speech is

a complication of all those passions which discover them-
selves separately in several other of his speeches in the poem.
The whole part of this great enemy of mankind is filled with
such incidents as are very apt to raise and terrify the reader's

imagination. Of this nature, in the book now before us, is

his being the first that awakens out of the general trance,

with his posture on the burning lake, his rising from it, and
the description of his shield and spear.

Thus Satan talking to his nearest mate,
With head up-lift above the wave, and eyes

That sparkHng blazed, his other parts beside

Prone on. the flood, extended long and large,

Lay floating many a rood

—

Forthwith upright he rears from off the pool

His mighty stature ; on each hand the flames

Driven backward slope their pointing spires, and rolled

In billows, leave i' the midst a horrid vale.

Then with expanded wings he steers his flight

Aloft, incumbent on the dusky air,

That felt unusual weight

—

—His ponderous shield,

Ethereal temper, massy, large, and round.

Behind him cast ; the broad circumference

Hung on his shoulders like the moon, whose orb

Through optic glass the Tuscan artists view

At evening from the top of Fesole,

Or in Valdamo, to descry new lands,

Rivers, or mountains, in her spotty globe.

His spear, to equal which the tallest pine,

Hewn on Norwegian hills, to be the mast
Of some great admiral, were but a wand,

' Vid. Hesiod.
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He -walked with to support uneasy steps

Over the burning marl

—

To whicli we may add his call to the fallen angels, that ky
plunged and stupified in the sea of fire.

He called so loud, that all the hollow deep

Of hell resounded

—

But there is no single passage in the whole poem worked

up to a greater suhlimity, than that wherein his person is

described in those celebrated lines :

—He, above the rest,

In shape and gesture proudly eminent,

Stood like a tower, &c.

His sentiments are every way answerable to his character,

and suitable to a created being of the most esalted and de-

praved nature. Such is that in which he takes possession

of his place of torments.

—Hail horrors, hail

Infernal world ! and thou profoundest hell.

Receive thy new possessor ; one who brings

A mind not to be changed by place or time.

And afterwards,

—Here at least

We shall be free ; the Almighty hath not built

Here for his envy ; will not drive us hence

:

Here we may reign secure, and in my choice'

To reign is worth ambition, though in hell

:

Better to reign in hell, than serve in heaven.

Amidst those impieties which this enraged spirit utters in

other places of the poem, the author has taken care to intro-

duce none that is not big with absurdity, and incapable of

shocking a religious reader ; his words, as the poet describes

them, bearing only a " semblance of worth, not substance."

He is likewise with great art described as owning his adver-

sary to be almighty. "Whatever perverse interpretation he

puts on the justice, mercy, and other attributes of the Su-

preme Being, he frequently confesses his omnipotence, that

being the perfection he was forced to allow him, and the

only consideration which could support his pride under the

shame of his defeat.

Nor must I here omit that beautiful circumstance of his

bursting out in tears, upon his survey of those innumerable
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spirits -whom he had involved in the same guilt and ruin with
himself.

—He now prepared

To speak : whereat their doubled ranks they bend
From wing to wing, and half enclose him round
With all his peers : attention held them mute.
Thrice he assayed, and thrice, in spite of scorn,

Tears, such as angels weep, burst forth

—

The catalogue of evil spirits has abundance of learning in
it, and a very agreeable turn of poetry, which rises in a great

measure from its describing the places where they were wor-
shipped, by those beautiful marks of rivers, so frequent

among the ancient poets. The author had doubtless in this

place Homer's catalogue of ships and Virgil's list of warriors

in his view. The characters of Moloch and Belial prepare
the reader's mind for their respective speeches and behaviour
in the second and sixth book. The account of Thammuz is

finely romantic, and suitable to what we read among the
ancients of the worship which was paid to that idol.

—Thammuz came next behind.

Whose annual wound in Lebanon allured

The Syrian damsels to lament his fate

In amorous ditties all a summer's day,

While smooth Adonis from his native rock
Ran purple to the sea, supposed with blood
Of Thammuz yearly wounded : the love-tale

Infected Sion's daughters with like heat.

Whose wanton passions in the sacred porch
Ezekiel saw, when by the vision led

His eyes surveyed the dark idolatries

Of alienated Judah

—

The reader will pardon me if I insert as a note on this

beautiful passage, the account given us by the late ingenious

'Mt. Maundrell of this ancient piece of worship, and probably

the first occasion of such a superstition. " We came to a

fair large river—doubtless the ancient river Adonis, so

famous for the idolatrous rites performed here in lamenta-

tion of Adonis. "We had the fortune to see what may be

supposed to be the occasion of that opinion which Lucian

relates concerning this river, viz. that this stream, at certain

seasons of the year, especially about the feast of Adonis, ia^-of

a bloody colour ; which the heathens looked upon as proceed-

ing from a kind of sympathy in the river for the death of

Adonis, who was killed by a wild boar in the mountains, out
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of which this stream rises. Something like this we saw acta-

ally come to pass ; for the water was stained to a surprising

redness ; and, as we observed in travelling, had discoloured

the sea a great way into a reddish hue, occasioned doubtless

by a sort of minium, or red earth, washed into the river by
the violence of the rain, and not by any staia from Adonis's

blood."

The passage in the catalogue, explaining the manner how
spirits transform themselves by contraction, or enlargement
of their dimensions, is introduced with great judgment, to

make way for several surprising accidents in the sequel of

the poem. There follows one, at the very end of the first

book, which is what the French critics call marvellous, hut

at the same time probable, by reason of the passage last

mentioned. As soon as the infernal palace is finished, we
are told the multitude and rabble of spirits immediately

shrunk themselves into a small compass, that there might he
room for such a numberless assembly in this capacious hall.

But it is the poet's refinement upon this thought which I

most admire, and which is, indeed, very noble in itself For
he tells us, that, notwithstanding the vulgar, among the fallen

spirits, contracted their forms, those of the first rank and

dignity stiU preserved their natural dimensions.

Thus incorporeal spirits to smallest forms
Reduced their shapes immense, and were at large,

Thouph Avithout number, still amidst the hall

Of that infernal court. But far within,

And in their own dimensions like themselves,

The great seraphic lords and cherubim,
In close recess and secret conclave sat,

A thousand demi-gods on golden seats,

Frequent and full

—

The character of Mammon, and the description of the

Pandtemonium, are full of beauties.

There are several other strokes in the first book wonder-

fully poetical, and instances of that sublime genius so pecu-

liar to the author. Such is the description of Azazel's

stature, and of the infernal standard which he unfurls ; aa

also of that ghastly light, by which the fiends appear to one

another in their place of torments.

The seat of desolation, void of light.

Save what the glimmering of those livid flame*

Cast pale and dreadful

—
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The shout of the whole host of fallen angels when drawn
up in battle array

:

—The universal host up sent

A shout that tore hell's concave, and beyond
Frighted the reign of Chaos and old night.

The review which the leader makes of his infernal army :

—He through the armed files

Darts his experienced eye, and soon traverse

The -whole battalion views their order due,

Their visages and stature as of gods

;

Their number last he sums, and now his heart

Distends with pride, and hardening in his strength

Glories

—

The flash of light which appeared upon the drawing of

their swords

:

He spake : and to confirm his words out flew

Millions of flaming swords, drawn from the thigh

Of mighty cherubim : the sudden blaze

Far round illumined hell—

The sudden production of the Pandaemonium

:

Anon out of the earth a fabric huge
Rose like an exhalation, ivith the sound
Of dulcet symphonies and voices sweet.

The artificial illuminations made in'it

:

—From the arched roof.

Pendent by subtle magic, many a row
Of starry lamps and blazing cressets, fed

With naphtha and asphaltus, yielded light

As from a sky.

—

There are also several noble similes and allusions in the

first book of Paradise Lost. And here I must observe, that

when MUton alludes either to things or persons, he never

quits his simile till it rises to some very great idea, which is

often foreign to the occasion that gave birth to it. The re-

semblance does not, perhaps, last above a line or two, but

the poet runs on with the hint, till he has raised out of it

some glorious image or sentiment, proper to inflame the

mind of the reader, and to give it that sublime kind of en-

tertainment, which is suitable to the nature of an heroic

poem. Those who are acquainted with Homer's and Virgil's

way of writing, canuot but be pleased with this kind of

structure in Milton's similitudes. I am the more partic^jiajp
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on this head, because ignorant readers, who have formed
theii taste upon the quaint similes, and little turns of wit,

wliich are so much in vogue among modern poets, cannot
relish these beauties which are of a much higher nature, and
are therefore apt to censure Milton's comparisons, in which
they do not see any surprising points of likeness. Monsieur
Perrault was a man of this vitiated relish, and for that very

reason has endeavoured to turn into ridicule several of

Homer's similitudes, which he calls Comparaisons a longue

queue, '• Long-tailed comparisons." I shall conclude this

paper on the first book of Milton with the answer which
Monsieur Boileau makes to Perrault on this occasion :

" Com-
parisons (says he) in odes, and epic poems, are not intro-

duced only to illustrate and embellish the discourse, but to

amuse and relax the mind of the reader, by frequently dis-

engaging him from too painful an attention to the principal

subject, and by leading him into other agreeable images.

Homer (says he) excelled in this particular, whose compari-

sons abound with such images of nature as are proper to re-

lieve and diversify his subjects. He continually instructs

the reader, and makes him take notice, even in objects which

are every day before our eyes, of such circumstances as we
should not otherwise have observed." To this he adds, as a

maxim universally acknowledged, " that it is not necessary

in poetry for the points of the comparison to correspond

with one another exactly, but that a general resemblance is

sufficient, and that too much nicety in this particular savours

of the rhetorician and epigrammatist."

In short, if we look into the conduct of Homer, Virgil,

and Milton, as the great fable is the soul of each poem, so to

.

give their works an agreeable variety, their episodes are so

many short fables, and their similes so many short episodes

;

to which you may add, if you please, that their metaphors

are so many short similes. If the reader considers the com-

parisons in the first book of Jililton, of the sun in an eclipse,

of the sleeping leviathan, of the bees swarming about tbe

hive, of the fairy dance, in the view wherein I have placed

them, he will easily discover the great beauties that are in

each of those passages.
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No. 309. SATrEDAT, FEBEUAET 23.

Di, quibus imperium est animai'um, umbrseque silentes,

Et Chaos, et PMegethon, loca nocte silentia late

;

Sit mihi fas audita loqui ! sit numine Testro

Pandere res alta terra et caligine mersas. Virg.

I HATE before observed in general, that the persona whom
Milton introduces into his poem always discover such sen-

;iments and behaviour, as are in a peculiar manner con-

formable to their respective characters. Every circumstance

in their speeches and actions is with great justness and deli-

cacy adapted to the persons who speak and act. As the poet

rery much excels in this consistency of his characters, I shall

beg leave to consider several passages of the second book in

;his light. That superior greatness, and mock-majesty,
ivhich is ascribed to the prince of the fallen angels, is admir-
ibly preserved in the beginning of this book. His opening
md closing the debate ; his taking on himself that great en-

ierprise at the thought of which the whole infernal assem-
bly trembled ; his encountering the hideous phantom who
guarded the gates of hell, and appeared to him in all his

terrors ; are instances of that proud and daring mind whicn
30uld not brook submission even to omnipotence.

Satan was now at hand, and from his seat

The monster moving, onward cameas fast

With horrid strides : hell trembled as lie strode.

Th' undaunted fiend what this might be admired

;

Admired, not feared

—

The same boldness and intrepidity of behaviour discovers

itself in the several adventures which he meets with during

his passage through the regions of unformed matter, and
particularly in his address to those tremendous powers who
are described as presiding over it.

The part of Moloch is likewise in all its circumstances

full of that fire and fury which distinguish this spirit from
the rest of the fallen angels. He is described in the iirst

boob as besmeared with the blood of human sacrifices, and
delighted with the tears of parents and the cries of children.

In the second book he is marked out as the fiercest spirit

that fought in heaven ; and if we consider the figure which
he makes in the sixth book, where the battle of the angela

p 2
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is described, we find it every way answerable to the same
furious enraged character.

—Where the might of Gabriel fought,

And with fierce ensigns pierced the deep array

Of Moloch, furious king, who him defied,

And at his chariot-wheels to drag him bound
Threatened, nor from the Holy One of heaven

Refrained his tongue blasphemous ; but anon
DoAvn cloven to the waste, with shattered arms
And uncouth pain fled bellowing.

—

It may be worth while to observe, that Milton has repre-

sented this violent impetuous spirit, who is hurried on by
such precipitate passions, as the first that rises in that as-

sembly, to give his opinion upon their present posture of

affairs. Accordingly he declares himself abruptly for war,

and appears incensed at his companions, for losing so much
time as even to deliberate upon it. All his sentiments are

rash, audacious, and desperate. Such is that of arming them-

selves with tortures, and turning their punishments upon
him who inflicted them.

—No, let us rather choose.

Armed with hell -flames and fury, all at once

O'er heaven's high towers to force resistless wiy,
Turning our tortures into horrid arms
Against the tortui'er ; when to meet the noise

Of his Almighty engine he shall hear

Infernal thunder, and for lightning see

Black fire and horror shot with equal rage

Among his angels ; and his tin-one itself

Mixl with Tartarean sulphur, and strange fire,

His own invented torments—

•

His preferring annihilation to shame or misery is also

highly suitable to his character ; as the comfort he draws

from their disturbing the peace of heaven, that if it be not

victory, it is revenge, is a sentiment truly diabolical, and

becoming the bitterness of this implacable spirit.

Belial is described iu the first book as the idol of the lewd

and luxurious. He is in the second book, pursuant to that

description, characterized as timorous and slothful, and if we

look into the sixth book, we find him celebrated in the battle

of angels for nothing but that scofling speech which he

uiaKes to Satan, on their supposed advantage over the enemy.

iis his appearance is uniform, and of a piece in these three

-leveral views, we find his sentiments in the infernal asacM'
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bly every way conformaWe to his character. Such are his

apprehensions of a second battle, his horrors of annihilation,

his preferring to be miserable rather than " not to be." I

need not observe, that the contrast of thought in this speech,

and that which precedes it, gives an agreeatsle variety to the
debate.

Mammon's character is so fully drawn in the first book,
that the poet adds nothing to it in the second. We were
before told, that he was the first who taught mankind to

ransack the earth for gold and silver, and that he was the

architect of Pandsemonium, or the infernal palace, where the
evil spirits were to meet in council. His speech in this book
is everywhere suitable to so depraved a character. How
proper is that reflection, of their being unable to taste the

happiness of heaven were they actually there, in the mouth
of one, who while he was in heaven is said to have had his

mind dazzled with the outward pomps and glories of the

place, and to have been more intent on the riches of the

pavement than on the beatific vision. I shall also leave the

reader to judge how agreeable the following sentiments are

to the same character.

—This rieep world
Of darkness do we dread ? how oft amidst
Thick cloud and dark doth heaven's all-ruling sire

Choose to reside, his glory unobscured,
And with the majesty of darkness round
Covers his throne, from whence deep thunders roar
Mustering their rage, and heaven resembles hell 1

As he our darkness, cannot we his light

Imitate when we please ? This desert soil

Wants not her hidden lustre, gems and gold :

Nor want we skill, or art, from whence to raise

Magnificence ; and what can heaven show more ?

Beelzebub, who is reckoned the second in dignity that fell,

and is in the first book the second that awakens out of the

trance, and confers with Satan upon the situation of their

affairs, maintains his rank in the book now before us. There

is a wonderful ma,jesty described in his rising up to speak.

He acts as a kind of moderator between the two opposite

parties, and proposes a third undertaking, which the whole

assembly gives in to. The motion he makes of detaching one
of their body in search of a new world is grounded upon a
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project devised by Satan, and cursorily proposed by bim in

the following Knes of the first book.

Space may produce new worlds, whereof so rife

There went a fame in heaven, that he ere long

Intended to create, and therein plant

A generation, whom his choice regard

Should favour equal to the sons of heaven

;

Thither, if but to pry, shall be perhaps

Our first eruption, thither or elsewhere :

For this infernal pit shall never hold

Celestial spirits in bondage, nor the abyss

Long under darkness cover. But these thoughts

Full counsel must mature :

—

It is on tbis project tbat Beelzebub grounds bis proposal.

—What if we find

Some easier enterprise ? There is a place

(If ancient and prophetic fame in heaven

Err not) another world, the happy seat

Of some new race called Man, about this time

To be created like to us, though less

In power and excellence, but favoured more
Of him who rules above ; so was his will

Pronounced among the gods, and by an oath.

That shook heaven's whole circumference, confirmed.

The reader may observe how just it was, not to omit ic

the first book the project upon which the whole poem turns:

as also that the prince of the fallen angels was the only pro-

per person to give it birth, and that he next to him ra dig-

nity was the fittest to support it.

There is besides, I think, something wonderfully beautiful,

and very apt to affect the reader's imagination, in this anci-

ent prophecy or report in heaven, concerning the creation of

man. Nothiag could show more the dignity of the species,

than this tradition which ran of them before their existence.

They are represented to have been the talk of heaven, before

they were created. Virgil, in compliment to the Eoman
common-wealth, makes the heroes of it appear in their state

of pre-existenoe ; but MiLton does a far greater honour to

mankind in general, as he gives us a glimpse of them even

before they are in being.

The rising of this great assembly is described ia a very

sublime and poetical manner.

Their rising all at once was as the sound
Of thunder heard remote

—
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The diversions of the fallen angels, with the particular ac-

count of their place of habitation, are described with great

pregnancy of thought, and copiousness of invention. The
diversions are every way suitable to beings who had nothing

left them but strength and knowledge misapplied. Such are

their contentions at the race, and in feats of arms, with their

entertainment in the following lines.

Others with vast Typhean rage more fell

Rend up both rocks and hills, and ride the air

In whirhvind ; hell scarce holds the wild uproar.

Their music is employed in celebrating their own criminal

exploits, and their discourse in sounding the unfathomable
depths of fate, free-will, and fore-knowledge.

The several circumstances in the description of hell are

finely imagined ; as the four rivers which disgorge themselves

into the sea of fire, the extremes of cold and heat, and the

river of oblivion. The monstrous animals produced in that

infernal world are represented by a single line, which gives

us a more horrid idea of them, than a much longer descrip-

tion would have done.
—Nature breeds

Perverse, all monstrous, all prodigious things.

Abominable, inutterable, and worse
Than fables yet have feigned or fear conceived,

Gorgons, and hydras, and chimeras dire.

This episode of the fallen spirits, and their place of ha-
bitation, comes in very happily to tinbend the mind of the
reader from its attention to the debate. An ordinary poet
would indeed have spun out so many circumstances to a great
length, and by that means have weakened, instead of illus-

trated,^ the principal fable.

The flight of Satan to the gates of hell is finely imagined.
I have already declared my opinion of the allegory con-

cerning Sin and Death, which is, liowever, a very finished

piece in its kind, when it is not considered as a part of an
epic poem. The genealogy of the several persons is con-

trived with great delicacy. Sin is the daughter of Satan,

and Death the offspring of Sin. The incestuous mixture
between Sin and Death produces those monsters and hell-

hounds which from time to time enter into their mother,

' Illustrated.'] It should have been

—

instead of illustrating,—ot, and
not have illustrated.
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and tear tlae bowels of her who gave tliem birth. These are

the terrors of an evil conscience, and the proper fruits of Sin,

which naturally rise from the apprehensions of Death. This
last beautiful moral is, I think, clearly intimated in the
speech of Sin, where complaining of this her dreadful issue,

she adds,

Before mine eyes in opposition sits

Grim Death, my son and foe, who sets thenx on,

And me his parent would full soon devour
For want of other prey, but that he knows.
His end with mine involved

—

I need not mention to the reader the beautiful circum-

stance in the last part of this quotation. He will likewise

observe how naturally the three persons concerned in this

allegory are tempted by one common interest to enter into

a confederacy together, and how properly Sia is made the
portress of hell, and the only being that can open the gates

to that world of tortures.

The descriptive part of this allegory is likewise very strong,

/ and full of sublime ideas. The figure of Death, the regal

crown upon his head, his menace of Satan, his advancing to

the combat, the outcry at his birth, are circumstances too

noble to be passed over in silence, and extremely suitable to

this King of Terrors. I need not mention the justness of

thought which is observed in the generation of these several

symbolical persons, that Sia was produced upon the first

revolt of Satan, that Death appeared soon after he was cast

into hell, and that the terrors of conscience were conceived

at the gate of this place of torments. The description of

the gates is very poetical, as the opening of them is full of

Milton's spirit.

—On a sudden open fly,

With impetuous recoil and jarring sound,
The infernal doors, and on their hinges grate

Harsh thunder, that the lowest bottom shook
Of Erebus. She opened, but to shut

Excelled her power ; the gates wide open stood.

That with extended wings a bannered host

Under spread ensigns marching might pass through
With horse and chariots ranked in loose array

;

So wide they stood, and like a furnace mouth
Cast forth redounding smoke and ruddy flame

In Satan's voyage through the Chaos, there are several

imaginary persons described, as residing in that immense
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waste of matter. This may perhaps be conformable to the
taste of those critics who are pleased with nothing in a poet
which has not life and manners ascribed to it ; but for my
own part I am pleased most with those passages in this de-

scription which carry in them a greater measure of proba-
bility, and are such as might possibly have happened. Of
this kind is his first mounting in the smoke that rises from
the infernal pit, his falling into a cloud of nitre, and the like

combustible materials, that by their explosion still hurried

him forward in his voyage ; his springing upward like a

pyramid of iire, with his laborious passage through that con-
fusion of elements, which the poet calls

The womb of nature and perhaps her grave.

The glimmering light which shot into the Chaos from the
utmost verge of the creation, with the distant discovery of
the earth that hung close by the moon,' are wonderftilly

beautiful and poetical.

No. 315. SATUHDAT, MAECH 1.

Nee deus intersit, nisi dignus vindice nodus
Inclderit

—

Hor.

HoEACB advises a poet to consider thoroughly the nature
and force of his genius. Milton seems to have knovrai per-

fectly well wherein his strength lay, and has therefore chosen
a subject entirely conformable to those talents of which he
was master. As his genius was wonderfully turned to the

sublime, his subject is the noblest that could have entered

into the thoughts of man. Everything that is truly great

and astonishing has a place in it. The whole system' of the

intellectual world ; the Chaos, and the creation ; heaven,

earth, and hell ; enter into the constitution of his poem.
Having in the first and second book represented the in-

fernal world with all its horrors, the thread of his fable

naturally leads him into the opposite regions of bliss and
glory.

If Milton's majesty forsakes him anywhere, it is in those

• By the moon.] Mr. Addison mistakes the sense of this passage.—See
Dr. Newton's note on the place.
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parts of his poem, n here the Divine persons are introduced as

speakers. One may, I think, observe that the author pro-

ceeds with a kind of fear and trembling, whilst he describes

the sentiments of the Almighty. He dares not give his

imagination its full play, but chooses to confine himself to

such thoughts as are drawn from the books of the most or-

thodox divines, and to such expressions as may be met with in

Scripture. The beauties, therefore, which we are to look for

in these speeches, are not of a poetical nature, nor so proper

to fill the mind with sentiments of grandeur, as with thoughts

of devotion. The passions which they are designed to raise,

are a divine love and religious fear. The particular beauty

of the speeches in the third book consists in that shortness

and perspicuity of style, in which the poet has couched the

greatest mysteries of Christianity, and dravsTi together, in a

regular scheme, the whole dispensation of Providence, with

respect to man. He has represented all the abstruse doctrines

of predestination, free-will, and grace, as also the great points

of the incarnation and redemption, (which naturally grow up
in a poem that treats of the fall of man,) with great energy

of expression, and in a clearer and stronger light than ever

I met with in any other writer. As these points are dry in

themselves to the generality of readers, the concise and clear

manner in which he has treated them is very much to be ad-

mired, as is likewise that particular art which he has made
use of, in the interspersing of all those graces of poetry,

which the subject was capable of receiving.

The survey of the whole creation, and of everything that

is transacted in it, is a prospect worthy of omniscience ; and

as much above that, in which^ Virgil has drawn his Jupiter,

as the Christian idea of the Supreme Being is more rational

and sublime than that of the heathens. The particular ob-

jects on which he is described to have cast his eye, are repre-

sented in the most beautiful and lively manner.

Now had the Almighty Father from above.

From the pure empyrean where he sits

High throned above all height, bent down his eye.

His own works and their works at once to view.

About him all the sanctities of heaven
Stood thick as stars, and from his sight received

' In which.'] In what f prospect, or survey f but how could Jupiter b«

dravfn in either ? The expression is, plainly, inaccurate.
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lieatitude past utterance ; on his right

The radiant image of his glory sat,

His only Son ; on earth he first beheld

Our two first parents, yet the only two
Of mankind, in the happy garden placed.

Reaping immortal fmits of joy and love,

Uninterrupted joy, unrivalled love,

In blissful solitude ; he then surveyed

Hell and the gulf between, and Satan there

Coasting the wall of heaven on this side night,

In the dun air sublime, and ready now
To stoop with wearied mngs and willing feet

On the bare outside of this world, that seemed
Firm land imbosomed without firmament,

Uncertain which, in ocean or in air.

Him God beholding from his prospect high,

Wherein past, present, future, he beholds,

Thus to his only Son foreseeing spake.

Satan's approach to tlie confines of the creation, is finely

imaged in the beginning of the speech which immediately fol-

lows. The eflfects of this speech in the blessed spirits, and
in the Divine person to whom it was addressed, cannot but
fin the mind of the reader with a secret pleasure and com-
placency.

Thus while God spake, ambrosial fragrance filled

All heaven, and in the blessed spirits elect

Sense of new joy ineffable diffused

!

Beyond compare the Son of God was seen
Most glorious, in him all his Father shone
Substantially expressed, and in his face

Divine compassion visibly appeared,

Love without end, and without measure grace.

I need not poiut out the beauty of that circumstance,
wherein the whole host of angels are represented as standing
mute ; nor show how proper the occasion was to produce
such a silence ia heaven. The close of this divine coUoquy,
with the hymn of angels that follows upon it, are so wonder-
fully beautiful and poetical, that I should not forbear insert-

ing the whole passage, if the bounds of my paper would give

me leave.

No sooner had the Almighty ceased, but all

The multitudes of angels with a shout.

Loud as from numbers without number, sweet
As from blest voices uttering joy, heaven rung
With jubilee, and loud hosannas filled

The eternal regions ; &c.

—

Satan's walk upon the outside of the universe, which, at a
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.istance, appeared to him of a globular form, but, iipon his

nearer approach, looked like an unbounded plain, is natural

and noble. As his roaming upon the frontiers of the crea-

tion, between that mass of matter which was wrought into

i world, and that shapeless, unformed heap of materials,

which still lay in chaos and confusion, strikes the imagina-

tion with something astonishingly great and wild. I have
before spoken of the Limbo of Vanity, which the poet places

upon this uttermost surface of the universe, and shall here

explain myself more at large on that and other parts of the

poem, which are of the same shadowy nature.

Aristotle observes, that the fable in an epic poem should

abound in circumstances that are both credible and astonish-

ing ; or, as the French critics choose to phrase it, the fable

should be fiUed with the probable and the marvellous. This

rale is as fine and just as any in Aristotle's whole Art of

Poetry.

If the fable is only probable, it difiers nothing from a true

history ; if it is only marvellous, it is no better than a ro-

mance. The great secret, therefore, of heroic poetry, is to
j

relate such circumstances, as may produce in the reader atJ

the same time both belief and astonishment. This is brought

to pass in a well-chosen fable, by the account of such things

as have really happened, or at least of such things as have

happened according to the received opinions of mankind.

Milton's fable is a master-piece of this nature ; as the war
in heaven, the condition of the fallen angels, the state of in-

nocence, the temptation of the serpent, and the fall of man,

though they are very astonishing in themselves, are not only

credible, but actual points of faith.

The next method of reconciling miracles with credibility,

is by a happy invention of the poet ; as in particular, when
he introduces agents of a superior nature, who are capable

of efifecting what is wonderful, and what is not to be met
with in the ordinary course of things. Ulysses's ship being

turned into a rock, and Eneas' s fleet into a shoal of water-

nymphs, though they are very surprising accidents, are

nevertheless probable, when we are told that they were the

gods who thus transformed them. It is this kind of machinery

which fills the poems both of Homer and Virgil with such

circumstances as are wonderful, but not impossible, and so

frequently produce in the reader the most pleasing passion
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that can rise in tlie miad of man, which is admiration. If

there he any instance in the ^neid liable to exception upon
this account, it is in the beginning of the third book, where
.ffineas is represented as tearing up the myrtle that dropped

blood. To qualify this wonderful circumstance, Polydorus

teUs a story from the" root of the myrtle, that the barbarous

ihabitants of the country having pierced him with spears

and arrows, the wood which was left in his body took root

in his wounds, and gave birth to that bleeding tree. This

circumstance seems to have the marvellous without the pro-

bable, because it is represented as proceeding from natural

causes, without the interposition of any god, or other super-

natural power capable of producing it : the spears and arrows

grow of themselves, without so much as the modern help of

an enchantment. If we look into the fiction of Milton's

fable, though we find it full of surprising incidents, they are

generally suited to our notions of the things and persons de-

scribed, and tempered with a due measure of probability. I

must only make an exception to the Limbo of Vanity, with

his episode of Sin and Death, and some of the imaginary per-,

sons in his chaos. These passages are astonishing, but not

credible ; the reader cannot so far impose upon himself as to

see a possibility in them ; they are the description of dreams\

and shadows, not of things or persons. I know that manyl
critics look upon the stories of Circe, Polypheme, the Syrens,

nay, the whole Odyssey and Iliad, to be aUegories ; but
allowing this to be true, they are fables, which, considering

the opinions of mankind that prevailed in the age of the

poets, might possibly have been according to the letter.

The persons are such as might have acted what is ascribed

to them, as the circumstances in which they are represented

might possibly have been truths and realities. This appear-

ance of probability is so absolutely requisite in the greater

kinds of poetry, that Aristotle observes, the ancient tragic

writers made use of the names of such great men as had ac-

tually lived in the world, though the tragedy proceeded upon
adventures they were never engaged in, on purpose to make
the subject more credible. In a word, besides the hidden

meaning of an epic allegory, the plain literal sense ought to

appear probable. The story should be such as an ordinary

reader may acquiesce in, whatever natural, moral, or political

truth may be discovered iu it by men of greater penetration.
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Satan, after having long wandered upon the surface or

outmost wall of the universe, discovers at last a wide gap in

it, which lei into the creation, and is described as • the open-

ing through which the angels pass to and fro into the lower
world, upon their errands to mankind. His sitting upon the

brink of this passage, and taking a survey of the whole face

of nature, that appeared to him new and fresh in all its

beauties, with the simile illustrating this circumstance, fills

the mind of the reader with as surprising and glorious an
idea as any that arises in the whole poem. He looks down
into that vast hollow of the universe with the eye, or (as Mil-

ton calls it in his first book) with the ken of an angel. He
surveys all the wonders in this immense amphitheatre that

lie between both the poles of heaven, and takes in at one

view the whole round of the creation.

His flight between the several worlds that shined on every

side of him, with the particular description of the sun, are

set forth in all the wantonness of a luxuriant imagination.

His shape, speech, and behaviour, upon his transforming him-

self into an angel of light, are touched with exquisite beauty.

The poet's thought of directing Satan to the sun, which in

the vulgar opinion of mankind is the most conspicuous part

of the creation, and the placing in it an angel, is a circum-

stance very finely contrived, and the more adjusted to a

poetical probability, as it was a received doctrine among the

most famous philosophers, that every orb had its intelligence

;

and as an apostle in sacred writ is said to have seen such an

angel in the sun. In the answer which this angel returns to

the disguised evil spirit, there is such a becoming majesty as

is altogether suitable to a superior being. The part of it in

which he represents himself as present at the creation, is

very noble in itself, and not only proper where it is intro-

duced, but requisite to prepare the reader for what follows in

the seventh book.

I saw, ivhen at his word the formless mass,

This world's material mould, came to a heap

;

Confusion heard his voice, and wild uproar
Stood ruled, stood vast infinitude confined

;

Till at his second bidding darkness fled,

Light shone, &c.

In the following part of the speech he points out the

earth with such circumstances that the roader can scarce
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forbear fancying himself employed on the same distant riew

of it.

Look do^^^lward on the globe, whose hither side

With light from hence, though but reflected, shiiies

;

That place is earth, the seat of man ; that light

His day, &c.

I must not conclude my reflections upon this third book
of Paradise Lost, without taking notice of that celebrated

complaint of Milton with which it opens, and which cer-

tainly deserves aU the praises that have been given to it

;

though, as I have before hinted, it may rather be looked

upon as an excrescence, than as an essential part of the

poem. The same observation might be applied to that

beautiful digression upon hypocrisy, in the same book.

No. 321. SATURDAY, MAECH 8.

Nee satis est pulchra esse poemata, dulcia sunto. Hoe.

Those who know how many volumes have been written

on the poems of Horace and Virgil, will easily pardon the
length of my discourse upon Milton. The Paradise Lost is

looked upon by the best judges, as the greatest production,

or at least the noblest work of genius, in our language, and
therefore deserves to be set before an English reader in its

full beauty. For this reason, though I have endeavoured to

give a general idea of its graces and imperfections in my six

first papers, I thought myself obliged to bestow one upon
every book in particular. The three first books I have already

despatched, and am now entering upon the fourth. I need
not acquaint my reader, that there are multitudes of beauties

in this great author, especially in the descriptive part of his

poem, which I have not touched upon ; it being my intention

to point out those only which appear to me the most exqui-

site, or those which are not so obvious to ordinary readers.

Every one that has read the critics who have written upon the

Odyssey, the Iliad, and the iEneid, knows very well, that

though they agree in their opinions of the great beauties in

those poems, they have nevertheless each of them discovered

several master-strokes, which have escaped the observation of

the rest. In the same manner, I question not but any writer,

who shall treat on this subject after me, may find several
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beauties in Milton, wHcli I have not taken notice of. I must
likewise observe, that as the greatest masters of critical learn-

ing differ among one another, as to some particular points in

an epic poem, I have not bound myself scrupulously to the

rules which any one of them has laid down upon that art, but
have taken the liberty sometimes to join with one, and som^
times with another, and sometimes to differ from all of them,

when I have thought that the reason of the thing was on my
side.

We may consider the beauties of the fourth book under
three heads. In the first are those pictures of still-life, which
we meet with in the descriptions of Eden, Paradise, Adam's
bower, &c. In the next are the machines, which comprehend
the speeches and behaviour of the good and bad angels. In
the last is the conduct of Adam and Eve, who are the prin-

cipal actors in the poem.

In the description of Paradise, the poet has observed Aris-

totle's rule of lavishing all the ornaments of diction on the

weak unactive parts of the fable, which are not supported by
the beauty of sentiments and characters. Accordingly the

reader may observe, that the expressions are more florid and

elaborate in these descriptions than in most other parts of

the poem. I must further add, that though the drawings of

gardens, rivers, rainbows, and the like dead pieces of nature,

are justly censured in an heroic poem, when they run out into

an unnecessary length ; the description of Paradise would

have been faulty, had not the poet been very particular iu it,

I not only as it is the scene of the principal action, but as it is

\requisite to give us an idea of that happiness from which our

ifirst parents fell. The plan of it is wonderfully beautiful,

and formed upon the short sketch which we have of it in

holy writ. Milton's exuberance of imagination has poured

forth such a redundancy of ornaments on this seat of happi-

ness and innocence, that it would be endless to point out

each particular.

i[ I must not quit this head without further observing, that

fchere is scarce a speech of Adam or Eve in the whole poem,

wherein the sentiments and allusions are not taken from this

Itheir delightful habitation. The reader, during their whole

\j course of action, always finds himself in the walks of Paradise.

In short, as the critics have remarked, that in those poems

J wherein shepherds are actors, the thoughts ought always to
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take a tincture from the woods, fields, and rivers ; so we may
observe, that our first parents seldom lose sight of their happy
station in anything they speak or do ; and if the reader wit
give me leave to use the expression, that their thoughts are

always paradisiacal.

We are in the next place to consider the machines of the
fourth book. Satan, being now within prospect of Eden, and
looking round upon the glories of the creation, is filled with
sentiments different from those which he discovered whilst he
was in hell. The place inspires him with thoughts more
adapted to it: he reflects upon the happy condition from
whence he fell, and breaks forth into a speech that is softened

with several transient touches of remorse and self-accusation;

but at length, he confirms himself in impenitence, and in his

design of drawing men into his own state of guilt and misery.

This conflict of passions is raised with a great deal of art, as

the opening of his speech to the sun is very bold and noble.

O thou that, with surpassing glory crowned,
Look'st from thy sole dominion like the God
Of this new world, at whose sight all the stars

Hide their diminished heads ; to thee I call,

But with no friendly voice, and add thy name,
Sun, to tell thee how I hate thy beams,

That bring to my remembrance from what state

1 fell, how glorious once above thy sphere.

This speech is, I think, the finest that is ascribed to Satan
in the whole poem. The evil spirit afterwards proceeds to
make his discoveries concerning our first parents, and to
learn after what manner they may be best attacked. His
bounding over the walls of Paradise ; his sitting in the shape
of a cormorant upon the tree of life, which stood in the centre
of it, and over-topped all the other trees of the garden ; his

alighting among the herd of animals, which are so beautifully

represented as playing about Adam and Eve ; together with
his transforming himself into diiferent shapes, in order to hear
their conversation ; are circumstances that give an agreeable
surprise to the reader, and are devised with gTeat art, to
connect that series of adventures in which the poet has en-
gaged this great artificer of fraud.

The thought of Satan's transformation into a cormorant,
and placing himself on the tree of life, seems raised upon

vol.. III. g
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that passage in the Iliad, where two deities are described as

percmng on the top of an oak in the shape of vultures.

His planting himself at the ear of Eve under the form of

a toad, in order to produce vain dreams and imaginations, is

a circumstance of the same nature ; as his starting up in

his own form is wonderfully fine, both in the literal descrip-

tion, and in the moral which is concep,led under it. His
answer upon his being discovered, and demanded to give an
account of himself, is conformable to the pride and intrepid-

ity of his character.

Know ye not then, said Satan, filled witli scorn.

Know ye not me ? Ye knew me once no mate
For you, there sitting where you durst not soar. .

Not to know me argues yourselves unknown,
The lowest of your throng ;

—

Zephon's rebuke, -frith the iniiuence it had on Satan, is

ciquisitely graceful and moral. Satan is afterwards led away
to Grabriel, the chief of the guardian angels, who kept watch

in Paradise. His disdainful behaviour on this occasion is so

remarkable a beauty, that the most ordinary reader cannot

but take notice of it. Gabriel's discovering his approach at

a distance, is drawn with great strength and liveliness of

imagination.

friends, I hear the tread of nimble feet

Hastening this way, and now by glimpse discern

Ithuriel and Zephon through the shade;
And with them comes a third, of regal port,

But faded splendour wan ; who by his gait

And fierce demeanour, seems the prince of hell,

Not likely to part hence without contest;

Stand firm, for in his look defiance lours.

The conference between Gabriel and Satan abounds with

sentiments proper for the occasion, and suitable to the per-

sons of the two speakers. Satan's clothing himself with ter-

ror, when he prepares for the combat, is truly sublime, and

at least equal to Homer's description of Discord celebrated

by Longinus ; or to that of Fame in Virgil ; who are both

represented with their feet standing upon the earth, and

their heads reaching above the clouds.

While thus he spake, the angelic squadron bright

Turned fiery red, sharpening in mooned horns

Their phalanx, and began to hem him round

With pointed spears, &c.
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—On the other side, Satan, alarmed,

Collecting all his might, dilated stood,

Like Tenariffe, or Atlas, unremoved.
His stature reached the sky, and on his crest

Sat horror plumed.

—

I must here take notice, that Milton is everywhere full of

hints, and sometimes literal translations, taken from the

greatest of the Greek and Latin poets. But this I may re-

serve for a discourse hy itself, because I would not break the

thread of these speculations, that are designed for English

readers, with such reflections as would be of no use but to

the learned.

I must, however, observe ia this place, that the breaking
oif the combat between Gabriel and Satan, by the hanging
out of the golden scales in heaven, is a refinement upon
Homer's thought, who tells us, that before the battle be-

tween Hector and Achilles, Jupiter weighed the event of it

in a pair of scales. The reader may see the whole passage
in the 22nd Iliad.

Virgil, before the last decisive combat, describes Jupiter

in the same manner, as weighing the fates of Turnus and
^neas. Milton, though he fetched this beautiful circum-

stance from the Iliad and ^neid, does not only insert it as

a poetical embellishment, like the authors above-mentioned,
but makes an artful use of it for the proper carrying on of
his fable, and for the breaking off the combat between the
two warriors, who were upon the point of engaging. To
this we may further add, that Milton is the more justified

in this passage, as we find the same noble allegory in holy
writ, where a wicked prince, some few hours before he was
assaulted and slain, is said to have been " weighed in the
scales, and to have been found wanting."

I must here take notice, under the head of the machines,
that Uriel's gliding down to the earth upon a sun-beam,
with the poet's device to make him descend, as well in his

return to the sun, as in his coming from it, is a prettiness

that might have been admired in a little fanciful poet, but
seems below the genius of Milton. The description of the
host of armed angels walking their nightly round in Para-
dise, is of another spirit

;

So saying, on he led his radiant files,

Dazzling the moju ;

—

a2
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aa that account of the hymns, which our first parents used

to hear them sing in these their midnight walks, is altoge-

ther divine, and inexpressibly amusing to the imagination.

We are, in the last place, to consider the parts which
Adam and Eve act in the fourth book. The description of

them as they iirst appeared to Satan, is exquisitely drawn,

and sufficient to make the fallen angel gaze upon them with
all that astonishment, and those emotions of envy, in which
he is represented.

Two of far nobler shape, erect and tall,

God-like erect, -with native honour clad,

In naked majesty seemed lords of all

;

And worthy seemed, for in their looks divine

The image of their glorious Maker shone,

Truth, •wisdom, sanctitude, severe and pure

;

Severe, but in true filial i>eedom placed

;

For contemplation he and valour formed
;

For softness she, and sweet attractive grace

;

He for God only, she for God in him :

His fair large front, and eye sublime, declared

Absolute rule ; and hyacinthrne locks

Round from his parted forelock manly hung
Clustering, but not beneath his shoulders broad

:

She as a veil down to her slender waist
Her unadorned golden tresses wore
Disheveled, but in wanton ringlets waved.
So passed they naked on, nor shunned the sight

Of God or angels, for Ihey thought no ill

:

So hand in hand they passed, the loveliest pair

That ever since in love's embraces met.

There is a fine spirit of poetry in the lines which follow,

wherein they are described as sitting on a bed of flowers by
the side of a fountain, amidst a mixed assembly of animals.

The speeches of these two first lovers flow equally from
passion and sincerity. The professions they make to one
another are fuU of warmth, but at the same time founded
on truth. In a word, they are the gallantries of Paradise.

—When Adam, first of men

—

Sole partner and sole part of all these joys.

Dearer thyself than all ;

—

But let us ever praise Him, and extol

His bounty, following our delightful task.

To prune those growing plants, and tend these flowers,

Which were it toilsome, yet with thee were sweet.

To whom thus Eve replied : O thou for whom
And from whom I was formed, flesh of thy fiesli,

And without whom am to no end, my guide
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And head, what thou hast said is just and right;

For "we to him indeed all praises owe
And daily thanks : I chiefly, who enjoy

So far the happier lot, enjoying thee

Pre-eminent by so much odds, while thou
Like consort to thyself canst nowhere find, &c.

j
The remaining part of Eve's speech, in which she gives

1 an account of herself upon her first creation, and the manner
I in which she was brought to Adam, is I think as beautiful a
1 passage as any in Milton, or perhaps in any other poet what-
soever. These passages are all worked off with so much art,

chat they are capable of pleasing the most delicate reader,

without oifending the most severe.

That day I oft remember, when from sleep, &c.

A poet of less judgment and invention than this great

author, would have found it very difficult to have filled these

tender parts of the poem with sentiments proper for a state

of innocence ; to have described the warmth of love, and
the professions of it, without artifice or hyperbole ; to have
made the man speak the most endearing things, without
descending from his natural dignity, and the woman receiv-

ing them without departing from the modesty of her charac-

ter ; in a word, to adjust the prerogatives of wisdom and
beauty, and make each appear to the other in its proper
force and loveliness. This mutual subordination of the two
sexes is wonderfully kept up in the whole poem, as particu-

larly in the speech of Eve I have before mentioned, and upon
,
the conclusion of it in the following lines.

So spake our general mother, and with eyes

Of conjugal attraction nnreproved,

And meek surrender, half embracing leaned

On our first father ; half her swelling breast

Naked met his under the flowing gold

Of her loose tresses hid ; he, in delight

Both of her beauty and submissive charms,

Smiled with superior love.—
The poet adds, that the devil turned away with envy at

the sight of so much happiness.

We have another view of our first parents in their evening

discourses, which is full of pleasing images and sentiments

suitable to their condition and characters. The speech ot

Eve, in particular, is dressed up in such a soft and nat^iral
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turn of words and sentiments, as cannot be Bufficiently ad-

mired.

I shall close my reflections upon this hook, which observing

the masterly transition which the poet makes to their eveD<

ing worship, in the following lines.

Thus at their shady lodge arrived, both stood,

Both turned, and luider open sky adored

The God that made both sky, air, earth, and heaven,

Which they beheld, the moon's resplendent globe.

And starry pole ; thou also mad'st the night,

Maker omnipotent, and thou the day, &c.

Most of the modern heroic poets have imitated the an-

'cients, in beginning a speech without premising that the

person said thus or thus ; but as it is easy to imitate the an-

cients in the omission of two or three words, it requires

judgment to do it in such a manner as they shall not be

missed, and that the speech may begin naturally without

them. There is a fine instance of this kind out of Homer,
in the twenty-third chapter of Longinus.

'No. 327. SATUEDAT, MAECH 15.

—Major rerum raihi nascitur ordo. Virg.

We were told in the foregoing book, how the evil spirit

practised upon Eve as she lay asleep, in order to inspire her
mth thoughts of vanity, pride, and ambition. The author,
who shows a wonderful art throughout his whole poem,
in preparing the reader for the several occurrences that arise

in it, founds upon the above-mentioned circumstance the
first part of the fifth book. Adam, upon his awaking, finds

Eve stUl asleep, with an unusual discomposure in her looks.

The posture in which he regards her, is described with a
tenderness not to be expressed, as a whisper with which he
awakens her, is the softest that ever was conveyed to a
lover's ear.

His wonder was to find unwakened Eve
With tresses discomposed and glowing cheek,
As through unquiet rest : he on his side

Leaning half-raised, with looks of cordial love.

Hung over her enamoured, and beheld
Beauty, which, whether waking or asleep.
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Shot forth peculiar graces ; then with voice

Mild as when Zephyrus on Flora hreathes,

Her hand soft touching, whispered thus : Awake
My fairest, my espoused, my latest found,

Heaven's last best gift, my ever new delight

!

Awake : the morning shines, and the fresh field

Calls us ; we lose the prime, to mark how spring

Our tended plants, how blows the citron grove,

What drops the myrrh, and what the balmy reed.

How Nature paints her colours, how the bee

Sits on the bloom, extracting liquid sweet.

Such whispering waked her, but with startled eye

On Adam, whom embracing, thus she spak-e.

O sole in whom my thoughts find all repose,

My glory, my perfection, glad I see

Thy face and morn returned

—

I cannot but take notice that Milton, in the conference

between Adam and Eve, had his eye very frequently upon
the book of Canticles, in -which there is a noble spirit of

Eastern poetry ; and very often not unlike what we meet
vrith in Homer, who is generally placed near the age of
Solomon. I think there is no question but the poet, in the

preceding speech, remembered those two passages which are

spoken on the like occasion, and filled with the same pleasing

images of nature.
" My beloved spake, and said unto me, Else up, my love,

my fair one, and come away ; for lo, the winter is past, the
rain is over and gone ; the flowers appear on the earth ; the
time of the singing of birds is come, and the voice of the
turtle is heard in our land. The fig-tree putteth forth her
green figs, and the vines with the tender grape give a good
smell. Arise, my love, my fair one, and come away.

" Come, my beloved, let us go forth into the field ; let us
get up early to the vineyards, let us see if the vine flourish,

whether the tender grape appear, and the pomegranates bud
forth."

His preferring the garden of Eden to that

—where the sapient king
Held dalliance with his fair Egyptian spouse,

shows that the poet had this delightful scene in his mind.
Eve's dream is full of those " high conceits engendering

pride," which, we are told, the devil endeavoured to instil

into her. Of this kind is that part of it where she fancies
herself awakened by Adam in the following beautiful lines.
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Why sleep'st thou, Eve ? now is the pleasant time,

The cool, the silent, save where silence yields

To the night-warbling bird, that now awake

Tunes sweetest his love-laboured song ; now reigns

Full-orbed the moon, and with more pleasing light

Shadowy sets off the face of things : in vain.

If none regard. Heaven wakes with all his eyes,

Whom to behold but thee, Nature's desire.

In whose sight all things joy, with ravishment.

Attracted by thy beauty still to gaze !

An injudicious poet would have made Adam tali through

the whole work in such sentiments as these : but flattery

and falsehood are not the courtship of Milton's Adam, and

could not be heard by Eve in her state of innocence, except-

ing only in a dream produced on purpose to taiat her

imagination. Other vain sentiments of the same kind in tb's

relation of her dream, will be obvious to every reader.

Though the catastrophe of the poem is finely presaged on this

occasion, the particulars of it are so artfully shadowed, that

they do not anticipate the story which follows ia the niath

book. I shall only add, that though the vision of itself is

fouuded upon truth, the circumstances of it are full of that

wildness and inconsistency which are natural to a dream.

Adam, conformable to his superior character for wisdom, iii-

striiots and comforts Eve upon this occasion.

So cheered he his fair spouse, and she was cheered,

But silently a gentle tear let fall

From either eye, and wiped them with her hair

;

Two other precious drops, that ready stood.

Each in their crystal sluice, he ere they fell

Kissed, as the gracious signs of sweet remorse
And pious awe, that feared to have offended.

The morning hymn is written in imitation of one of those

psalms where, ia the overflo\rings of gratitude and praise, the

psalmist calls not only upon the angels, but upon the most
conspicuous parts of the inanimate creation, to join with him
in extolling their common Maker. Invocations of this nature

fill the mind with glorious ideas of God's works, and awaken
that divine enthusiasm, which is so natural to devotion. But
if this calling upon the dead parts of nature is at all times a

proper kind of worship, it was in a particular manner suit-

able to our Srat parents, who had the creation fresh upon
their minds, and had not seen the various dispensations of

Providence, nor consequently could be acquainted with those
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many topics of praise which might afford matter to the devo-

tions of their posterity. I need not remark the beautiful

spirit of poetry which nms through this whole hymn, nor

the holiness of that resolution with which it concludes.

Having already mentioned those speeches which are as-

signed to the persons in this poem, I proceed to the descrip-

tion which the poet gives of Itaphafil. His departure from

before the throne, and his ilight through the choirs of angels,

is finely imaged. As Milton everywhere fills his poem with

circumstances that are marvellous and astonishing, he de-

scribes the gate of heaven as framed after such a manner,

that it opened of itself upon the approach of the angel who
was to pass through it.

—Till at the gate

Of heaven amved, the gate self-opened wide,

On golden hinges turning, as by work
Divine the sovereign architect had framed.

The poet here seems to have regarded two or three pas-

sages in the 18th Iliad, as that in particular, where, speaking

of Vulcan, Homer says, that he had made twenty tripodes,

running on golden wheels ; which, upon occasion, might go
of themselves to the assembly of the gods, and, when there

was no more use for them, return again after the same man-
ner. Scaliger has rallied Homer very severely upon, this

point, as M. Dacier has endeavoured to defend it. I wiU Inot

pretend to determine, whether in this particular of Homer
the marvellous does not lose sight of the probable. As the
miraculous workmanship of Milton's gates is not so extra-

ordinary as this of the tripodes, so I am persuaded he would
not have mentioned it, had not he been supported in it by
a passage in the Scripture, which speaks of wheels in heaven
that had life in them, and moved of themselves, or stood

stiL., in conformity with the cherubims, whom they accom-
panied.

There is no question but Milton had this circumstance in

his thoughts, because in' the following book he describes the
chariot of the Messiah with living wheels, according to the
plan in Ezekiel's vision.

—Forth rushed wit'i whirlwind sound
The chariot of paternal Deity,

Flashing thick flames, wheel within wheel undrawn,
Itself instinct with spirit

—
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I question not but Bossu, and the two Daciers, who are

for vindicating everything that is censured in Homer by
something parallel in holy writ, would have been very well

pleased had they thought of confronting Yulcan's tripodes

with Bzekiel's wheels.

Eaphael's descent to the earth, with the figure of his per-

son, is represented in very lively colours. Several of the

French, Italian, and English poets, have given a loose to

their imaginations in the description of angels ; but I do not

remember to have met with any so finely drawn, and so con-

formable to the notions which are given of them in Scrip-

ture, as this in Milton. After having set him forth in all hia

heavenly plumage, and represented him as alighting upon
the earth, the poet concludes his description with a circum-

stance which is altogether new and imagined with the great-

est strength of fancy.

—Like Maia's son he stood,

And shook his plumes, that heavenly fragrance filled

The circuit wide.

—

Eaphael's reception by the guardian angels, his passing

through the wilderness of sweets, his distant appearance

to Adam, have all the graces that poetry is capable of be-

stowing. The author afterwards gives us a particular de-

scription of Eve in her domestic employments.

So saying, with despatchful looks in haste

She turns, on hospitable thoughts intent.

What choice to choose for delicacy best,

What order so contrived as not to mix
Tastes not well joined, inelegant, but bring

Taste after taste, upheld with kindliest change

;

B Bstirs her then, &c.

Though in this, and other parts of the same book, the sub-

ject is only the housewifery of our first parent, it is set off

with so many pleasing images and strong expressions, as

make it none of the least agreeable parts in this divine work.

The natural majesty of Adam, and at the same time his

/submissive behaviour to the superior being who had vouch-
' safed to be his guest ; the solemn hail which the angel be-

stows upon the mother of mankind, with the figure of Eve
ministering at the table, are circumstances which deserve to

be admired.

Eaphael's behaviour is every way suitable to the dignity
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of Ids nature, and to that character of a sociable spirit, with

which the author has so judiciously introduced him. He
had received instructions to converse with Adam, as one
friend converses with another, and to warn him of the

enemy, who was contriving his destruction : accordingly he

is represented as sitting down at a table with Adam, and
eating of the fruits of Paradise. The occasion naturally leads

him to his discourse on the food of angels. After having

thus entered into conversation with man upon more indiffer-

ent subjects, he warns him of his obedience, and makes a

natural transition to the history of that fallen angel, who
was employed in the circumvention of our first parents.

Had I followed Monsieur Bossu's method in my first

paper on Milton, I should have dated the action of Paradise

Lost from the beginning of Eaphael's speech in this book,

as he supposes the action of the j3<]neid to begin in the se-

cond book of that poem. I could allege many reasons for

my drawing the action of the ^neid rather from its imme-
diate beginning in the first book, than from its remote begin-

ning in the second; and show why I have considered the
sacking of Troy as an episode, according to the common
acceptation of that word. But as this would be a dry, unen-
tertaining piece of criticism, and perhaps unnecessary to those

who have read my first paper, I shall not enlarge upon it.

Whichever of the notions be true, the unity of Milton's
action is preserved according to either of them ; whether we
consider the fall of man in its immediate beginning, as pro-
ceeding from the resolutions taken in the infernal council, or
in its more remote beginning, as proceeding from the first

/ revolt of the angels in heaven. The occasion which Milton
assigns for this revolt, as it is founded on hints in holy writ,

and on the opinion of some great writers, so it was the most
proper that the poet could have made use of.

The revolt in heaven is described with great force of ima-
gination, and a fine variety of circumstances. The learned
reader cannot but be pleased with the poet's imitation of
Homer in the last of the following Hues.

At length into the limits of the north

They came, and Satan took his royal seat

High on a hill, far blazing, as a mount
Raised on a mount, with pyramids and towers
From diamond quarries hewn, and rocks of gold,

The palace of great Lucifer, (so call
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That structurt ai the dialect of men
Interpreted)

—

Homer mentions persons and things, which, he tells us, in

the language of the gods are called by different names from
those they go by ia the language of men. Milton has imi-

tated him -with his usual judgment in this particular place,

wherein he has likewise the authority of Scripture to justify

him. The part of Abdiel, who was the only spirit that in

this infinite host of angels preserved his allegiance to his

Maker, exhibits to us a noble moral of religious singularity.

The zeal of the seraph breaks forth in a becoming warmth of

sentiments and expressions, as the character which is given

us of him denotes that generous scorn and intrepidity which
attends heroic virtue. The author doubtless designed it as a

pattern to those who live among mankind in their present

state of degeneracy and corruption.

So spake the seraph Abdiel, faithful found

;

Among the faithless, faithful only he

;

Among innumerable false, unmoved,
Unshaken, unseduced, unterrified

;

His loyalty he kept, his love, his zeal

:

Nor number, nor example, with him wrought
To swerve from truth, or change his constant mind,
Though single. From amidst them forth he passed.

Long way through hostile scorn, which he sustained
Superior, nor of violence feared aught

;

And with retorted scorn his back he turned
On those proud towers to swift destruction doomed.

No. 333. SATURDAY, MAECH 22.

—Vocat in certamina divos. Virg.

We are now entering upon the sixth book of Paradise

Lost, in which the poet describes the battle of angels ;
having

raised his reader's expectation, and prepared him for it by

several passages in the preceding books. I omitted quoting

these passages in my observations on the former books, hav-

ing purposely reserved them for the opening of this, the sub-

ject of which gave occasion to them. The author's ima-

gination was s'j inflamed with this scene of action, that

wherever lie speaks of it, he rises, if possible, above himself.

Thuswheie he mentions Satan in the beginning of his poem:
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—Him the Almighty Power
Hurled headlong flaming from th' ethereal sky,

With hideous ruin and combustion, down
To bottomless perdition, there to dwell

In adamantine chains and penal fire.

Who durst defy th' Omnipotent to arms.

"We have likewise several noble hints of it ia the infernal

conference.

pnnce, chief of many throned powers,

That led th' embattled seraphim to war,

Too well I see and rue the dire event.

That with sad overthrow, and foul defeat.

Hath lost us heaven, and all this mighty host

In horrible destruction laid thus low.

But see the angry Victor has recalled

His ministers of vengeance and pursuit

Back to the gates of heaven : the sulphurous hail

Shot after us in storm, o'erblown, hath laid

The fiery surge that from the precipice

Of heaven received us falling ; and the thunder.

Winged with red hghtning and impetuous rage.

Perhaps hath spent his shafts, and ceases now
To bellow through the vast and boundless deep.

There are several other very sublime images on the same
subject in the first book, as also iu the second.

What when we fled amain, pursued, and struck

With heaven's afflicting thunder, and besought

The deep to shelter us ; this hell then seemed
A refuge from those wounds—

In short, the poet never mentions anything of this battle,

but in such images of greatness and terror as are suitable tc

the subject. Among several others, I cannot forbear quoting

that passage, where the power who is described as presiding

over the Chaos, speaks in the third book.

Thus Satan ; and him thus the anarch old,

With faultering speech, and visage incoraposed.

Answered : I know thee, stranger, who thou art.

That mighty leading angel, who of late

Made head against heaven's King, though overthrown.

1 saw and heard ; for such a numerous host

Fled not in silence through the frighted deep.

With ruin upon ruin, rout on rout,

Confusion worse confounded ; and heaven's gate*

Poured out by millions her victorious banda,

ursuing

—
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It required great pregnancy of invention, and strength of

imagination, to fill this battle with such circumstances as

shoidd raise and astonish the mind of the reader ; and at the

same time an exactness of judgment, to avoid everything

that might appear light or trivial. Those who look into

Homer, are surprised to find his battles still rising one above

another, and improving in horror, to the conclusion of the

Iliad. Milton's fight of angels is wrought up with the same
beauty. It is ushered in with such signs of wrath, as are

suitable to Omnipotence incensed. The first engagement is

carried on under a cope of fire, occasioned by the flights of

innumerable burning darts and arrows which are discharged

from either host. The second onset is still more terrible, a-s

it is fiUed with those artificial thunders which seem to make
the victory doubtful, and produce a kind of consternation

even in the good angels. This is followed by the tearing up
of mountains and promontories ; tdl, in the last place, the

Messiah comes forth in the fulness of majesty and terror.

The pomp of his appearance, amidst the roarings of his

thunders, the flashes of his lightnings, and the noise of his

chariot-wheels, is described with the utmost flights of human
imagination.

There is nothing in the first and last day's engagement
which does not appear natural, and agreeable enough to the

ideas most readers would conceive of a fight between two
armies of angels.

The second day's engagement is apt to startle an imaginar

tion, which has not been raised and qualified for such a de-

scription, by the reading of the ancient poets, and of Homer
in particular. It was certainly a very bold thought in our

author, to ascribe the first use of artillery to the rebel-angels.

But as such a pernicious invention may be well supposed to

have proceeded from such authors, so it entered very pro-

perly into the thoughts of that being who is all along de-

scribed as aspiring to the majesty of his Maker. Such
engines were the only instruments he could have made use

of to imitate those thunders, that in all poetry, both sacred

and profane, are represented as the arms of the Almighty
The tearing up of the hills was not altogether so daring a

thought as the former. "We are, in some measure, prepared

for such an incident by the description of the giants' war,

which we meet with among the ancient poets. What stiU
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made this circumstance the more proper for the poet's use,

is the opinion of many learned men, that the fable of the

giants' war, which makes so great a noise in antiquity, and
gave birth to the sublimest description ia Hesiod's works,

was an allegory founded upon this very tradition of a fight

Detween the good and bad angels.

It may, perhaps, be worth while to consider with what
judgment Milton, in this narration, has avoided everything

iha,t is mean and trivial in the descriptions of the Latin and
Greek poets ; and, at the same time, improved every great

hint which he met with in their works upon this subject.

Homer, in that passage which Longiuus has celebrated for

its sublimeness, and which Ovid and Virgil have copied
after him, tells us, that the giants threw Ossa upon Olym-
pus, and Pelion upon Ossa. He adds an epithet to Pelion

(Eivoffi'^uXXoc) which very much swells the idea by bringing
up to.the reader's imagination all the woods that grew upon
it. There is further a great beauty in his siriiTJing out by
name these three remarkable mountains, so well known to

the Greeks. This last is such a beauty as the scene of Mil-
ton's war could not possibly furnish him with. Claudian, ia

his fragment upon the giants' war, has given full scope to

that wildness of imagination which was natural to him. Ha
tells us, that the giants tore up whole i^ands by the roots,

and threw them at the gods. He describes one of them in

particular taking up Lemnos in his arms, and whirling it to
the skies, with all Vulcan's shop in the midst of it. An-
other tears up Mount Ida, with the river Enipeus, which
ran down the sides of it ; but the poet, not content to de-

scribe him with this mountain upon his shoulders, tells us
that the river flowed down his back, as he held it up in that
posture. It is visible to every judicious reader, that such
ideas savour more of burlesque than of the sublime. They
proceed from a wantonness of imagination, and rather divert

the mind than astonish it. Milton has taken everything that

is sublime in these several passages, and composes out of
them the following great image

:

From their foundations loosening to and fro,

They plucked the seated hills with all their load,

Rocks, -waters, woods ; and by the shaggy top?
Up-lifting bore them in their hands

—

"We have the fuU majesty of Homer iu this short deserip-
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tion, improved by the imagination of Claudian, without its

puerilities.

I need not point out the description of the fallen angels

seeing the promontories hanging over their heads in such a
dreadful manner, with the other numberless beauties in this

book, which are so conspicuous, that they cannot escape the

notice of the most ordinary reader.

There are, indeed, so many wonderful strokes of poetry in

this book, and such a variety of sublime ideas, that it would
have been impossible to have given them a place within the

bounds of this paper. Besides that, I find it iu a great

measure done to my hand at the end of my Lord Roscom-
mon's Essay on Translated Poetry. I shall refer my reader

thither for some of the master-strokes in the sixth book of

Paradise Lost, though at the same time there are many
others which that noble author has not taken notice of.

Milton, notwithstanding the sublime genius he was master

of, has in this book drawn to his assistance all the helpr

he could meet with among the ancient poets. The swort

of Michael, which makes so great a havoc among the bad

angels, was given him, we are told, out of the armoury ot

G-od.
—But the sword

Of Michael, »om the armoury of God,
Was given him tempered so, that neither keen
Nor solid might resist that edge : it met
The sword of Satan with steep force to smite
Descending, and in half cut sheer

—

This passage is a copy of that in Virgil, wherein the poet

tells us, that the sword of iEneas, which was given him by a

deity, broke into pieces the sword of Turiius, which came from

a mortal forge. As the moral in this place is divine, so by
the way we may observe, that the bestowing on a man who
is favoured by heaven such an allegorical weapon, is very

conformable to the old Eastern way of thinking. Not only

Homer has made use of it, but we find the Jewish hero in

the book of Maccabees, who had fought the battles of the

chosen people with so much glory and success, receiving in

his dream a sword from the hand of the prophet Jeremiah.

The following passage, wherein Satan is described as wounded
by the sword of Michael, is in imitation of Homer

:

The griding sword with discontinuous wound
Passed through him, but the ethereal substance closed,
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Not long divisible, and from the gash

A stream of nectarous humour issuing flowed

Sanguine, such as celestial spirits may bleed,

And all his armour stained

—

Homer tells us in the same manner, that upon Diomedea
wounding the gods, there flowed from the wound an ichor,

or pure kind of blood, which was not bred from mortal
viands ; and that though the pain was exquisitely great, the

wound soon closed up, and healed, in those beings who are

vested with immortality.

I question not but Milton, in his description of his furious

Moloch flying from the battle, and bellowing with the

wound he had received, had his eye on Mars in the Iliad

;

who, upon his being wounded, is represented as retiring out
of the fight, and making an outcry louder than that of a
whole army when it begins the charge. Homer adds, that

the Greeks and Trojans, who were engaged in a general

battle, were terrified on each side with the bellowing of this

wounded deity. The reader Avill easUy observe how Milton
has kept all the horror of this image, without running into

the ridicule of it.

—Where the might of Gabriel foiight,

And with fierce ensigns pierced the deep array

Of Moloch, furious king, who him defied.

And at his chariot wheels to drag him bound
Threatened, nor from the Holy One of heayen
Refrained his tongue blasphemous ; but anon
Down cloven to the waist, with shattered arms
And uncouth pain, fled bellowing.

—

Milton has likewise raised his description in this book
with many images taken out of the poetical parts of Scrip-

ture. The Messiah's chariot, as I have before taken notice,

is formed upon a vision of Ezekiel, who, as (Irot.'us observes,

has very much in him of Homer's spirit' in the poetical

parts of his prophecy.

The following lines in that glorious commission which is

* Much in him of Homer's spirit.'] Rather, a spirit much above Ho-
mer's : witness the gradual departure of the Divine presence from the

holy temple and city, by several successive stages ; with dreadful prophe-
cies intermixed, till, in the end, the glory of the Lord, charioted by living

wheels and winged chembims, takes its station upon the mountain which
is on the east side of the city—the most sublime and terrible idea that is to

be met with in any author. See Ezekiel, ch. x. xi.

VOL. HI. R
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given the Messiali to extirpate the host of rebel angels, is

drawn from a sublime passage in the Psalms.

Go then, thou mightiest, in thy Father's might,

Ascend my chariot, guide the rapid wheels

That shake heaven's basis, bring forth all my war
My bow, my thunder, my almighty arms,

Gird on thy sword on thy puissant thigh.

The reader -will easily discover many other strokes of tho

same nature.

There is no question but Milton had heated his imaginar

tion with the fight of the gods in Homer, before he entered

upon this engagement of the angels. Homer there gives us

a scene of men, heroes, and gods, mixed together ia battle.

Mars animates the contending armies, and lifts up his voice

in such a manner, that it is heard distinctly amidst all the

shouts and confusion of the fight. Jupiter at the same time

thunders over their heads ; while Neptune raises such a

tempest, that the whole field of battle, and all the tops of

the mountains, shake about them. The poet tells us, that

Pluto himself, whose habitation was in the very centre of the

earth, was so affrighted at the shock, that he leaped from his

throne. Homer afterwards describes Vulcan as pouring

down a storm of fire upon the river Xanthus, and Minerva
as throwing a rock at Mars ; who, he teUs us, covered seven

acres in his fall.

As Homer has introduced into his battle of the gods

everything that is great and terrible in nature, Milton has

filled his fight of good and bad angels with all the like cir-

cumstances of horror. The shout of armies, and rattling of

brazen chariots, the hurling of rocks and mountains, the

earthquake, the fire, the thunder, are all of them employed
to lift up the reader's imagination, and give him a suitable

idea of so great an action. "With what art has the poet

represented the whole body of the earth trembling, even be-

fore it was created

!

All heaven resounded ; and had earth been then.

All earth had to its centre shook

—

In how sublime and just a manner does he afterwards de-

scribe the whole heaven shaking under the wheels of tho.

Messiah's chariot, with that exception of the throne of God!
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—Under his burning wheels

The stedfast, empyrean shook throughout,

All but the throne itself of God.

—

Notwithstanding the Messiat appears clothed with so

much terror and majesty, the poet has still found means to

make his readers conceive an idea of him beyond what he
himself was able to describe.

Vet half his strength he put not forth, but checked
His thunder in mid volley ; for he meant
Not to destroy, but root them out of heaven.

I

In a word, Milton's genius, which was so great in itself,

and so strengthened by all the helps of learning, appears ia
this book every way equal to his subject, which was the most
sublime that could enter into the thoughts of a poet. As
he knew all the arts of affecting the mind, he knew it was
necessary to give it certain resting-places and opportunities

of recovering itself from time to time : he has, therefore,

with great address interspersed several speeches, reflections,

similitudes, and the like reliefs, to diversify his narration,

and ease the attention of the reader, that he might come
fresh to his great action ; and by such a contrast of ideas,

have a more lively taste of the nobler parts of his description.

No. 339. SATUEDAT, MAECH 29.

—Ut his exordia primis
Omnia, et ipse tener Mundi concreverit orbis.

Turn durare solum et discludere Nerea ponto
Coeperit, et rerum pauUatim sumere formas. Virg.

LoNGiKirs has observed, that there may be a loftiness in

sentiments where there is no passion, and brings instances

out of ancient authors to support this his opinion. The
pathetic, as that great critic observes, may animate and in-

flame the sublime, but is not essential to it. Accordingly,

as he further remarks, we very often find that those who
excel most in stirring up the passions, very often want the
talent of writing in the great and sublime manner ; and so

on the contrary. Milton has shown himself a master in both
these ways of writing. The seventh book, which we are now
entering upon, is an instance of that sublime which ia not

R 2
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mixt aud worked up with passion. The author appears in a

^^indof composed and sedate

m

ajesfrg: ; and though the senti-

ments do lioL give' fe'o' great an emotion as those in the former

book, they abound with as magniiicent ideas. The sixth book,

like a troubled ocean, represents greatness in confusion ; the

seventh affects the imagination like the oceaaJlLa-ealm, and
fills the mind of the reader, without producing in it anything

like tumult or agitation.

The critic above-mentioned, among the rules which he lays

down for succeeding in, the sublime way of writing, proposes

to his reader that he should imitate the most celebrated

authors who have gone before him, and been engaged, in

works of the same nature ; as in particular, that if he

writes on a poetical subject, he should consider how Homer
would have spoken on such an occasion. By this means one

great genius often catches the flame from another, and writes

in his spirit without copying servilely after him. There are

a thousand shining passages in Virgil, which have been

lighted up by Homer.
Milton, though his own natural strength of genius was

capable of furnishing out a perfect work, has doubtless very

much raised and ennobled his conceptions, by such an imi-

tation as that which Longinus has recommended.
In this book, which gives us an account of the six days'

works, the poet received but very few assistances from hea-

then vrriters, who were strangers to the wonders of creation.

But as there are many glorious strokes of poetry upon this

subject in holy writ, the author has numberless allusions to

them through the whole course of this book- The great

critic I have before mentioned, though an heathen, has

taken notice of the sublime manner in which the law-giver

of the Jews has described the creation in the first chapter of

Genesis ; and there are many other passages in Scripture,

which rise up iu the same majesty, where this subject is

touched upon. Milton has shown his judgment very re-

markably, in making use of such of these as were proper

for his poem, and in duly qualifying those high strains of

Eastern poetry, which were suited to readers whose ima- .

ginations were set to an higher pitch than those of colder

climates.

Adam's speech to the angel, wherein he desires an account

of what had passed vrithin the regions of nature before the
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creation, is very great and solemn. The following lines, in

which lie tells him, that the day is not too far spent for him
to enter upon such a subject, are exquisite in their kind.

And the great light of day yet wants to run
Much of his race, though steep, suspense in heaven
Held by thy voice, thy potent voice he hears,

And longer will delay to hear thee tell

His generation, &c.

—

The angel's encouraging our first parents in a modest pur-

suit after knowledge, with the causes which he assigns for

the creation of the world, are very just and beautiful. The
Messiah, by whom, as we are told in Scripture, the worlds

were made, comes forth in the power of his Father, sur-

rounded with an host of angels, and clothed with such a

majesty as becomes his entering upon a work, which, accord-

ing to our conceptions, appears the utmost exertion of omni-
potence. What a beautiful description has our author
raised upon that hint in one of the prophets ;

" And behold
there came four chariots out from between two mountains,

and the mountains were mountains of brass."

About his chariot numberless were poured.
Cherub and seraph, potentates and thrones,

And virtues, winged spirits, and chariots winged.
From the armoury of God, where stand of old

Myriads between two brazen mountains lodged
Against a solemn day, harnest at hand

;

Celestial equipage ; and now came forth

Spontaneous, for within them spirit lived,

Attendant on their Lord : Heaven opened wide
Her ever-during gates, harmonious sound.
On golden hinges moving

—

I have before taken notice of these chariots of Grod, and
of these gates of heaven, and shall here only add, that Homer
gives us the same idea of the latter as opening of themselves,

though he afterwards takes off from it, by telling us, that the

hours first of aU. removed those prodigious heaps of clouds

which lay as a barrier before them.

I do not know anything in the whole poem more sublime

than the description which follows, where the Messiah is

represented at the head of his angels, as looking down into

the Chaos, calming its confusion, riding into the midst of it,

and drawing the first outline of the creation.

On heavenly ground they stood, and from the shore

They viewed the vast immeasurable abyss

Outrageous as a sea, dark, wasteful, wild,
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Up from the bottom turned by furious winds

And surging waves, as mountains to assault

Heaven's lieight, and with the centre mix the pole.

Silence, ye troubled waves, and thou deep, peace,

Said then th' omnific word, your discord end.

Nor stayed, but on the wings of cherubim

Up-lifted, in paternal glory rode

Far into Chaos, and the world unborn ;

For Chaos heard his voice : him all his train

Followed in bright procession, to behold

Creation, and the wonders of his might.

Then stayed the fervid wheels, and in his hand
He took the golden compasses, prepared
In God's eternal store, to circumscribe

This universe, and all created things

:

One foot he centred, and the other turned

Round through the vast profundity obscure,

And said. Thus far extend, thus far thy bounds,

This be thy just circumference, O world.

The thought of the golden compasses is conceived altogethei

in Homer's spirit, and is a very nohle incident ia this won*
derful description. Homer, when he speaks of tlie gods,

ascribes to them several arms and instruments with the same

greatness of imagination. Let the reader only peruse the

'description of Minerva's jEgis, or buckler, in the fifth book

of the Hiad, with her spear, which would overturn whole

squadrons, and her helmet, that was suificient to cover an army

drawn out of an hundred cities : the golden compasses in the

above-mentioned passage appear a very natural instrument in

the hand of him, whom Plato somewhere calls the Divine

Geometrician. As poetry delights in clothing abstracted

ideas in allegories and sensible images, we iind a magnificent

description of the creation formed after the same manner in

one of the prophets, wherein he describes the Almighty

architect as measuring the waters in the hollow of his hand,

meting out the heavens with his span, comprehending the

dust of the earth in a measure, weighing the mountains in

scales, and the hills in a balance. Another of them, describing

the Supreme Being in this great work of creation, represents

him as laying the foundations of the earth, and stretching a

line upon it. And in another place, as garnisliing the hea-

vens, stretching out the north over the empty place, and

hanging the earth upon nothing. This last noble thought

Milton has expressed in the following verse :

And earth self-balanced on her centre hting.
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The beauties of description in this book lie so very thick,

that it is impossible to enumerate them in this paper. The
poet has employed on them the whole energy of our tongue.

The several great scenes of the creation rise up to view one

after another, in such a manner, that the reader seems pre-

sent at this wonderful work, and to assist among the choirs

of angels, who are the spectators of it. How glorious is the

conclusion of the first day !

—Thus was the first day even and morn.

Nor past uncelebrated, nor unsung
By the celestial choirs, when orient light

Exhaling first from darkness they beheld

;

Birth-day of heaven and earth : with joy and shout

The hollow universal orb they filled.

"We have the same elevation of thought in the third day

;

when the mountains were brought forth, and the deep was
made.

Immediately the mountains huge appear
Emergent, and their broad bare backs upheave
Into the clouds, their tops ascend the sky :

So high as heaved the tumid hills, so low
Down sunk a hollow bottom broad and deep,

Capacious bed ofwaters—
We have also the rising of the whole vegetable world de-

scribed in this day's work, which is filled with aU the graces

that other poets have lavished on their description of the

spring, and leads the reader's imagination into a theatre

equally surprising and beautiful.

The several glories of the heavens make their appearance
on the fourth day.

First in his east the glorious lamp was seen
Kegent of day, and all the horizon round
Invested with bright rays, jocund to run
His longitude through heaven*s high road : the grey
Dawn and the Pleiades before him danced.
Shedding sweet influence : less bright the moon.
But opposite in levelled west was set,

His mirror, with full face borrowing her light

From him, for other light she needed none
In that aspect, and still the distance keeps
Till night ; then in the east her turn she shines

Revolved on heaven's great axle, and her reign

With thousand lesser lights dividual holds.

With thousand thousand stars that then appeared
Spangling the hemisphere

—

One would wonder how the poet could be so concise in
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his description of the six days' works, as to comprehend
them within the bounds of an episode ; and at the same
time so particular, as to give us a lively idea of them. This

is still more remarkahle in his account of the fifth and sixth

days, in which he has drawn out to our view the whole animal

creation, from the reptile to the behemoth. As the lion and
the leviathan are two of the noblest productions in the world

of linng creatures, the reader will find a most exquisite spirit

of jjoetry in the account which our author gives us of them.

The sixth day concludes with the formation of man, upon
which the angel takes occasion, as he did after the battle in

heaven, to remind Adam of his obedience, which was the

principal design of this his visit.

The poet afterwards represents the Messiah returning into

heaven, and taking a survey of his great work. There is

something inexpressibly sublime in this part of the poem,

where the author describes that great period of time, filled

with so many glorious circumstances ; when the heavens and

earth were finished ; when the Messiah ascended up in tri-

umph through the everlasting gates ; when he looked down
with pleasure upon this new creation ; when every part of

nature seemed to rejoice in its existence ; when the morning

stars sang together, and all the sons of God shouted for joy.

So ev'n and mom accomplished the sixth day ;

Yet not till the Creator, from his work
Desisting, though unwearied, up returned,

Up to the heaven of heavens, his high abode.

Thence to behold this new-created world,

The addition of his empire ; how it showed
In prospect from his throne, how good, how fair,

Answering his great idea. Up he rode,

Followed with acclamation and the sound
Symphonious of ten thousand harps that tuned
Angelic harmonies : the earth, the. air

Resounding, (thou remember'st, for thou heard'st,)

The heavens and all the constellations rung,

The planets in their station listening stood.

While the bright pomp ascended jubilant.

Open, ye everlasting gates, they sung,

Open, ye heavens, your living doors, let in

Tlie great Creator from his work returned

Magnificent, his six days' work, a world.

I cannot conclude this book upon the creation, without

mentioning a poem which has lately appeared under that

title. Tho work was undertaken with so good an intention,
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and is executed with so great a mastery, tbat it deserves to
be looked upon as one of the most useful and noble pro-
ductions in our English verse. The reader cannot but be
pleased to find the depths of philosophy enlivened with aU
the charms of poetry, and to see so great a strength of rea-

son amidst so beautiful a redundancy of the imagination.

The author has shown us that design in all the works of na-

ture, which necessarily leads iis to the knowledge of its first

cause. In short, he has illustrated, by numberless and in-

contestable instances, that Divine wisdom which the son of

Sirach has so nobly ascribed to the Supreme Being in his

formarion of the world, when he tells us, " that he created

her, and saw her, and numbered her, and poured her out

upon all his works."

No. 345. SATUEDAT, APEIL 5.

Sanctius hie animal, mentisque capacius altse

Deerat adhiic, et quod dominari in caetera posset.

Natus homo est

—

Ov. Met.

The accounts which Eaphael gives of the battle of angels,

and the creation of the world, have in them those qualifica-

tions which the critics judge requisite to an episode. They
are yearly related to the principal action, and have^ just

connexion with the fable.

The eighth book opens with a beautiful description of

the impression which this discourse of the archangel made
on OUT first parents. Adam afterwards, by a very natural

curiosity, inquires concerning the motions of those celestial

bodies which make the most glorious appearance among the

six days' works. The poet here, with a great deal of art, re-

presents Eve as withdrawing from this part of their convers-

ation to amusements more suitable to her sex. He well

knew, that the episode in this book, which is filled with
Adam's account of his passion and esteem for Eve, would
have been improper for her hearing, and has therefore de-

vised very just and beautiful reasons for her retiring.

So spake our sii-e, and hy his countenance seemed
Entering on studious thoughts abstruse . which Eve
Perceiving where she sat retired in sight,

With lowliness majestic from her seat,
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And grace that won who saw to wish her stay.

Rose, and went forth among her fruits and flowers,

To visit how they prospered, bud and bloom.

Her nursery : they at her coming sprung.

And touched by her fair tendance gladlier grew.

Yet went she not, as not with such discourse

Delighted, or not capable her ear

Of what was high ; such pleasure she reserved,

Adam relating, she sole auditress
;

Her husband the relater she preferred

Before the angel, and of him to ask
Chose rather : he, she knew, would intermix

Grateful digressions, and solve high dispute

With conjugal caresses ; from his lip

Not words alone pleased her. Oh when meet now
Such pairs, in love and mutual honour joined

!

The angel's returning a doubtful answer to Adam's in-

quiries, was not only proper for the moral reason which the

poet assigns, but because it would have been highly absurd

to have given the sanction of an archangel to any particular

system of philosophy. The chief points in the Ptolemaic

and Copernican hypothesis are described with great concise-

ness and perspicuity, and at the same time dressed in very

pleasing and poetical images.

Adam, to detain the angel, enters afterwards upon his own
history, and relates to him the circumstances in which he

found himself upon his creation ; as also his conversation

with his Maker, and his first meeting with Eve. There is

no part of the poem moi-e apt to raise the attention of the

reader than this discourse of our great ancestor ; as nothing

can be more surprising and delightful to us, than to h^ar the

sentiments that arose in the first man while he was yet new
and fresh from the hands of his Creator. The poet has in-

terwoven everything which is delivered upon this subject in

holy writ, with so many beautiful imaginations of his own,
that nothing can be conceived more just and natural than
this whole episode. As our author knew this subject could

not but be agreeable to his reader, he would not throw it

into the relation of the six days' works, but reserved it for

a distinct episode, that he might have an opportunity of ex-

patiating upon it more at large. Before I enter on this part

of the poem, I cannot but take notice of two shining pas-

sages in the dialogue between Adam and the angel. The
first is that wherein oiu* ancestor gives an account of the
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pleasure lie took in conversing with him, which contains a
very noble moral.

For vvhile I sit •with thee, I seem in heaven.

And sweeter thy discourse is to my ear

Than fruits of palm-tree pleasantest to thirst

And hunger, both from labour, at the hoar
Of sweet repast ; they satiate, and soon All,

Though pleasant ; but thy words with grace Divine

Imbued, bring to their sweetness no satiety.

The other I shall mention is that in which the angel gives

a reason why he should be glad to hear the story Adam was
about to relate.

For I that day was absent, as befell.

Bound on a voyage uncouth and obscure.

Far on excursion towards the gates of hell.

Squared in full legion, (such command we had,)

To see that none thence issued forth a spy.

Or enemy, while God was in the work.
Lest he, incenst at such eruption bold.

Destruction with creation might have mixed.

There is no question but our poet drew the image in what
follows from that in Virgil's sixth book, where JEneas and the

Sibyl stand before the adamantine gates, which are there de-

scribed as shut upon the place of torments, and listen to the

groans, the clank of chains, and the noise of iron whips, that

were heard in those regions of ruin and sorrow.

—Fast we found, fast shut

The dismal gates, and barricadoed strong

;

But long ere our approaching, heard within

Noise, other than the sound of dance or song.

Torment, and loud lament, and furious rage.

Adam then proceeds to give an ftccount of his condition

and sentiments immediately after his creation. How agree-

ably does he represent the posture in which he found him-

self, the delightful landskip that surrounded him, and the

gladness of heart which grew up in him on that occasion

!

—As new waked from soundest sleep,

Soft on the flowci-y herb I found me laid

In balmy sweat, which with his beams the sun

Soon dried, and the reeking moisture fed.

Straight toward heaven my wondering eyes I turned,

And gazed awhile the ample sky, till raised

By quick instinctive motion up I,sprung.

As tiiitherward endeavouring, and uprif;ht
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stood on my feet : about me round I saw
Hill, dale, and shady woods, and sunny plains.

And liquid lapse of murmuring streams ; by these,

Creatures that lived and moved, and walked or flew,

Birds on the branches warbling ; all things smiled

:

With fragrance and with joy my heart o'erflowed.

Adam is afterwards described as surprised at his own ex-

istence, and taking a survey of himself, and of all the works
of nature. He likewise is represented as discovering by the

light of reason, that he and everything about him must have

been the effect of some Being infinitely good and powerful,

and that this Being had a right to his worship and adora-

tion. His first address to the sun, and to those parts of the

creation which made the most distinguished figure, is very

natural and amusing to the imagination.

—Thou sun, said I, fair light,

And thou enlightened earth, so fresh and gay,

Ye hills and dales, ye rivers, woods, and plains.

And ye that live and move, fair creatures, tell,

Tell if you saw, how came I thus, how here ?

His next sentiment, when, upon his first going to sleep, he
fancies himself losing his existence, and falling away into

nothing, can never be sufficiently admired. His dream, in

which he still preserves the consciousness of his existence,

together with his removal into the garden which was pre-

pared for his reception, are also circumstances finely imaged,
and grounded upon what is delivered in sacred story.

These and the like wonderful incidents in this part of the
work, have in them all the beauties of novelty, at the same
time that they have all the graces of nature. They are such
as none but a great genius could have thought of, though,
upon the perusal of them, they seem to rise of themselves
from the subject of which he treats. In a word, though
they are natural they are not obvious, which is the true
character of all fine writing.

The impression which the interdiction of the tree of life

left in the mind of our first parent, is described with great
strength and judgment; as the image of the several beasts
and birds passing in review before him is very beautiful and
lively.

—Each bird and beast behold
Approaching two and two, these cowering low
With blandishment ; each bird stooped on his wing :

I named them as they passed—^
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1 Adam, in tte next place, describes a conference which he
meld with his Maker upon the subject of solitude. The poet
pere represents the Supreme Being, as making an essay of

pis own work, and putting to the trial that reasoning faculty

With which he had endued his creature. Adam urges, in

tthis divine coUoquy, the impossibility of his being happy,

though he was the inhabitant of Paradise, and lord of the

'whole creation, without the conversation and society of some
rational creature, who should partake those blessiugs with
him. This dialogue, which is supported chiefly by the beauty
of the thoughts, vnthout other poetical ornaments, is as fine

a part as any in the whole poem : the more the reader ex-

amines the justness and delicacy of its sentiments, the more
he win find himself pleased with it. The poet has wonder-
fully preserved the character of majesty and condescension

in the Creator, and at the same time that of humility and
adoration in the creature, as particularly in the following

lines.

Thus I presumptuous ; and the vision hright,

As with a smile more brightened, thus replied, &c.
—I with leave of speech implored

And humble deprecation thus replied.

Let not my words otFend thee, heavenly power.
My Maker, be propitious while I speak, &c.

Adam then proceeds to give an account of his- second
sleep, and of the dream in which he beheld the formation of

"Eve. The new passion that was awakened in him at the
sight of her is touched very finely.

Under his forming hands a creature grew.

Manlike, but different sex ; so lovely fair,

That what seemed fair in all the world, seemed now
Mean, or in her summed up, in her contained, •

And in her looks, which from that time infused

Sweetness into my heart, \mfelt before.

And into all things from her air inspired

The spirit of love and amorous delight.

Adam's distress upon losing sight of this beautiful phan-
tom, with his exclamations of joy and gratitude at the dis-

covery of a real creature, who resembled the apparition which
had been presented to him in his dream ; the approaches he
makes to her, and his manner of courtship, are all laid to-
gether in a most exquisite propriety of sentiments.

Though this part of the poem is worked up with great
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warmth and spirit, the love which is deacribgdjji it is eveq^
way suitable to a state ol' innocence. If the reader compares
^Hedescriplion whicE^ltdam^TEre^^^ves of his leading Eve to

the nuptial bower, with that which Mr. Dryden has made on
the same occasion in a scene of his Fall of Man, he will he
sensible of the great care which Milton took to avoid all

thoughts on so delicate a subject, that might be offensive to

\ religion or good manners. The sentiments are chaste, but
' not cold, and convey to the mind ideas of the most transport-

ing passion, and of the greatest purity. AVTiat a noble mii-

ture of rapture and innocence has the author joined together,

in the reflection which Adam makes on the pleasures of love,

compared to those of sense.

Thus have I told thee all my state, and brought
My story to the sura of earthly bliss

Which I enjoy, and must confess to find

In all things else delight indeed, but such
As, used or not, works in the mind no change,

Nor vehement desire, these delicacies

I mean of taste, sight, smell, herbs, fruits, and flowers.

Walks, and the melody of birds ; but here

Far otherwise, transported I behold,

Transported touch, here passion first I felt,

, Commotion strange ; in all enjoyments else

Superior and unmoved, here oiily weak
Against the charm of beauty's powerful glance.

Or nature failed in me, and left some part

Not proof enough such object to sustain,

Or from my side subducting, took perhaps
More than enough ; at least on her bestowed
Too much of oniament, in outward show
Elaborate, of inward less exact.

—When I approach
Her loveliness, so absolute she seems
And in herself complete, so well to know
Her own, that what she wUls to do or say
Seems wisest, virtuousest, discreetest, best

;

All higher knowledge in her presence falls

Degraded : wisdom in discourse with her
Loses discountenanced, and like folly shows

;

Authority and reason on her wait.

As one intended first, not after made
Occasionally ; and to consummate all.

Greatness of mind and nobleness their seat

Build in her loveliest, and create an awe
About her, as a guard angelic placed.

These sentiments of love in our first parent, gave Ihs
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angel such an insight into human nature, that he seems ap'

prehensive of the evils which might befall the species in ge-

neral, as well as Adam in particular, from the excess of this

passion. He therefore fortifies him against it by timely

admonitions ; which very artfuUy prepare the mind of the

reader for the occurrences of the next book, where the

weakness of which Adam here gives such distant discoveries,

brings about that fatal event which is the subject of the

poem. His discourse, which follows the gentle rebuke he
received from the angel, shows that his love, however violent

it might appear, was still founded in reason, and consequently

not improper for Paradise.

Neither her outside form so fair, nor aught
In procreation, common to all kinds,

(Though higher of the genial bed by far.

And "with mysterious reverence I deem,)
So much delights me as those graceful acts,

Those thousand decencies, that daily flow

From all her words and actions, mixt with love

And sweet compliance, which declare unfeigned

Union of mind, or in us both one soul

;

Harmony to behold in wedded pair.

Adam's speech at parting with the angel, has in it a
deference and gratitude agreeable to atf inferior nature, and
at the same time a certain dignity and greatness suitable to

the lather of mankind in his state of innocence.

No. 351. SATUEDAY, APEIL 12.

—In te omnis domus inclinata recumbit. Vieg.

Ie we look into the three great heroic poems which have
appeared in the world, we may observe that they are built

upon very slight foundations. Homer lived near 300 years

after the Trojan war ; and, as the writing of history was not
then in use among the Grreeks, we may very well suppose,

that the tradition of Achilles and Ulysses had brought
down but very few particulars to his knowledge ; though
there is no question but he has wrought into his two poems
such of their remarkable adventures as were stiU talked of

among his contemporaries.

The story of -Sneas, on which Virgil founded bis poem,
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was likewise very bare of circumstances, and by tliat means
afforded him an opportunity of embellishing it with fiction,

and giving a fuL. range to his own invention. We find,

however, that he has interwoven, in the course of his fable,

the principal particulars, which were generally believed

among the Romans, of ^neas's voyage and settlement in

Italy.

The reader may find an abridgment of the whole story, as

collected out of the ancient historians, and as it was received

among the Eomans, iu Dionysius Halicarnasseus.

Since none of the critics have considered Virgil's fable

with relation to this history of ^neas, it may not, perhaps,

be amiss to examine it in this light, so far as it regards my
present purpose. Whoever looks into the abridgment above-

mentioned, will find that the character of ^neas is filled

with piety to the gods, and a superstitious observation ol'

prodigies, oracles, and predictions. Virgil has not only pre-

served this character in the person of jEneas, but has given a

place in his poem to those particular prophecies which he

found recorded of him ia history and tradition. The poet

took the matters of fact as they came down to him, and cir-

cumstanced them after his own manner, to make them ap-

pear the more natural, agreeable, or surprising. I believe

very many readers have been shocked at that ludicrous pro-

phecy, which one of the harpies pronounces to the Trojans

in the third book, namely, that before they had built their

intended city, they should be reduced by hunger to eat their

very tables. But, when they hear this was one of the cir-

cumstances that had been transmitted to the Romans in the

history of JEneas, they will think the poet did very well in

taking notice of it. The historian above-mentioned acquaints

us, a prophetess had foretold jEneas, that he should take his

voyage westward, till his companions should eat their tables

;

and that accordingly, upon his landing in Italy, as they were

eating their flesh upon cakes of bread, for want of other con-

veniencies, they afterwards fed on the cakes -themselves

;

upon which one of the company said merrily, ^,.We are eat-

ing our tables." They immediately took the hint, says the

historian, and concluded the prophecy to be fuliilled. As
Virgil did not think it proper to omit so material a particu-

lar in the history of Mneas, it may be worth while to con-

sider with how much judgment he has qualified it, and taken
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off eveiything that miglit have appeared improper for a pas-

sage in an heroic poem. The prophetess who foretells it ia

an hungry harpy, as the person who discovers it is young
Ascaniua.

Heus etiam mensas consumimus, inquit lulus.

Succ an observation, which is beautiful in the mouth of a

boy, would have been ridiculous from any other in the com-
pany. I am apt to think, that the changing of the Trojan
fleet into water-nymphs, which is the most violent machine
in the whole jEneid, and has given offence to several critics,

may be accounted for the same way. Virgil himself, before

he begins that relation, premises, that what he was going to

tell appeared incredible, but that it was justified by tradition.

What further confirms me that this change of the fleet was
a celebrated circumstance in the history of JEneas is, that

Ovid has given a place to the same metamorphosis in his

account of the heathen mythology.
None of the critics I have met with having considered the

fable of the jEneid in this light, and taken notice how the

tradition, on which it was foiuided, authorizes those parts in

it which appear the most exceptionable, I hope the length of

this reflection will not make it unacceptable to the curious

part of my readers.

The history which was the basis of Milton's poem, is still

shorter than either that of the Iliad or jEneid. The poet
has likewise taken care to insert every circumstance of it in

the body of his fable. The ninth book, which we are here to
consider, is raised upon that brief account in Scripture,

wherein we are told that the serpent was more subtle than
any beast of the field, that he tempted the woman to eat of
the forbidden fruit, that she was overcome by this tempta-
tion, and that Adam followed her example. Prom these few
particulars Milton has formed one of the most entertaining

fables that invention ever produced. He has disposed of
these several circumstances among so many agreeable- and
natural fictions of his own, that his whole story looks only
like a comment upon sacred writ, or rather seems to be a
full and complete relation of what the other is only an epi-

tome. I have insisted the longer on this consideration, as I
look upon the disposition and contrivance of the fable to be
the principal beauty of the ninth book, which has more story
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-in it, and is fuller of incidents, than any_otlier-iD-tIie_whale
poem. Satan's traversing tEe globe, and still keeping within

thFshadow of the night, as fearing to be discovered by the

angel of the sun, who had before detected him, is one of those

beautiful imaginations with which he introduces this his

second series of adventures. Having examined the nature

of every creature, and found out one which was the most
proper for his purpose, he again returns to Paradise ; and, to

avoid discovery, sinks by night with a river that ran under
the garden, and rises up again through a fountain that issued

from it by the tree of life. The poet, who, as we have be-

fore taken notice, speaks as little as possible in his own per-

son, and, after the exainple of Homer, fills every part of his

work with manners and characters, introduces a soliloquy of

tliis infernal agent, who was thus restless in the destruction

of man. He is then described as gliding through the garden

under the resemblance of a mist, in order to iind out that

creature in which he designed to tempt our first parents.

This description has something in it very poetical and sur-

prising.

So saying, through each thicket dank or dry,

Like a black mist, low creeping, he held on
His midnight search, where soonest he might find

The serpent ; him fast sleeping soon he found
In labyrinth of many a round self-rolled,

His head the midst, well stored with subtle wiles.

The author afterwards gives us a description of the morn-

ing, which is wonderfully suitable to a divine poem, and
peculiar to that first season of nature : he represents the

earth, before it was curst, as a great altar, breathing out its

incense from all parts, and sending up a pleasant savour to

the nostrils of the Creator ; to which he adds a noble idea

of Adam and Eve, as ofiering their morning worship, and
tilling up the universal consort of praise and adoration.

Now when the sacred light began to dawn
In Eden, on the humid flowers, that breathed
Their morning incense, when all things that breathe
From the earth's great altar send up silent praise

To the Creator, and his nostrils fill

With grateful smell, forth came the human pair,

And joined their vocal worship to the choir

Of creatures wanting voice.

—

The dispute which follows between our two first parents

is represented with great art : it proceeds from a difference
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ofjudgment, not of passion, and is managed with reason, not
with heat ; it is such a dispute as we may suppose might
have happened in Paradise, had man continued happy and
innocent. There is great delicacy in the moralities which
are interspersed in Adam's discourse, and which the most
ordinary reader cannot but take notice of. The force of love

which the father of mankind so finely describes in the eighth

book, and which is inserted in the foregoing paper, shows it-

self here in many fine instances ; as in those fond regards he
cast towards Eve at her parting from him :

Her long with ardent look his eye piu'sued

Dehghted, hut desiring more her stay

:

Oft he to her his charge of quick return

Repeated ; she to him as oft engaged
To he retirmed hy noon amid the bower.

In his impatience and amusement during her absence

:

—Adam the while

Waiting desirous her return, had wove
Of choicest flowers a garland, to adorn
Her tresses, and her rural labours crown.

As reapers oft are wont their harvest queen

:

Great joy he promised to his thoughts, and new
Solace in her return, so long delayed.

But particularly in that passionate speech, where, seeing

her irrecoverably lost, he resolves to perish with her, rather

than to live without her.

—Some cursed fraud

Or enemy hath beguiled thee, yet unkno^vn,
And me with thee hath ruined, for with thee

Certain my resolution is to die

;

How can I live without thee, how forego

Thy sweet converse, and love so dearly joined.

To live again in these wild woods forlorn ?

Should God create another Eve, and I

Another rib afford, yet loss of thee

Would ne%er from my heart ; no, no, I feel

The link of n»ture draw me : flesh of my flesh.

Bone of my bone thou art, and from thy state

Mine never shall be parted, bliss or woe.

The beginning of this speech, and the preparation to it,

are animated with the same spirit as the conclusion, which
I have here quoted.

The several wiles which are put in practice by the tempter,

when he found Eve separated from her husband, the many
pleasing images of nature which are intermixed in this part

s 2
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of the story, with its gradual and regular progress to the

fatal catastrophe, are so very remarkable, that it wovild be

superfluous to point out their respective beauties.

I bave avoided mentioning any particular similitudes iu

my remarks on this great work, because I have given a ge-

neral account of them in my paper on the first book. There

IS one, however, in this part of the poem which I shall here

quote, as it is not only very beautiful, but the closest of any

in the whole poem ; I mean that where the serpent is de-

scribed as rolling forward in all bis pride, animated by the

evil spirit, and conducting Eve to her destruction, while

Adam was at too great a distance from her to give her his

assistance. These several particulars are all of them wrought

into the following similitude

:

—Hope elevates, and joy
Brightens his crest ; as when a -ivandering fire

Compact of unctuous vapour, which tjie night

Condenses, and the cold environs round,

Kindled through agitation to a flame,

(Which oft, they say, some evil spirit attends,)

Hovering and blazing with delusive light,

'; Misleads the amazed night-wanderer from his way
To bogs and mires, and oft through pond or pool.

There swallowed up and lost, from succour far.

That secret intoxication of pleasure, witb all those tran-

sient flushings of guilt and joy, which the poet represents in

our first parents upon their eating the forbidden fruit, to

those flaggings of spirit, damps of sorrow, and mutual ac-

cusations which succeed it, are conceived with a wonderfijl

imagination, and described in very natural sentiments.

"When Dido, in the fourth ..^neid, yielded to that fatal

temptation which ruined her, Yirgil tells us the earth trem-

bled, the heavens were filled with flashes of lightning, and

the nymphs howled upon the mountain-tops. Milton, in

the same poetical spirit, has described all nature as disturbed

upon Eve's eating the forbidden fruit.

So saying, her rash hand in evil hour
I Forth reaching to the fruit, she plucked, she ate

;

Earth felt the wound, and Nature from her seat,

I

Sighing through all her works, gave signs of woe
I That all was lost

—

Upon Adam's falling into the same guilt, the whole crca-

|j«n appears a second time in convulsions.
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—He scrupled not to eat

Against his better knowledge, not deceived,

But fondly overcome with female charm.
Earth trembled from her entrails, as again

In pangs, and Nature gave a second groan,

Sky lowered, and, muttering thunder, some sad drops
Wept at completing of the mortal sin.

—

As all Nature suffered by the guilt of oxa first parents,

these symptoms of trouble and consternation are wonder-
fully imagined, not only as prodigies, but as marks of her

sympathizing in the fall of man.
Adam's converse with Eve, after having eaten the for-

bidden fruit, is an exact copy of that between Jupiter and
Juno in the fourteenth Iliad. Juno there approaches Ju-
piter with the girdle which she had received from Venus

;

upon which he tells her, that she appeared more charming
and desirable than she had ever done before, even when their

loves were at the highest. The poet afterwards describes

them as reposing on a summit of Mount Ida, which pro-

duced under them a bed of flowers, the lotos, the crocus, and
the hyacinth, and concludes his description with their fall-

ing asleep.

Let the reader compare this with the following passage

in Milton, which begins with Adam's speech to Eve

:

For never did thy beauty since the day
I saw thee first, and wedded thee, adorned
With all perfections, so inflame my sense

With ardour to enjoy thee, fairer now
Than ever, bounty of this virtuous tree.

So said he, and forbore not glance or toy
Of amorous intent, well understood

Of Eve, whose eye darted contagious fire.

Her hand he seized, and to a shady bank,
Thick overhead with verdant roof embowered,
He led her, nothing loth : flowers were the couch,-

Pansies, and violets, and asphodel,

And hyacinth, earth's freshest, softest lap.

There they their fill of love, and love's disport.

Took largely, of their mutual guilt the seal,

The solace of their sin, till dewy sleep

Oppressed them

—

As no poet seems ever to have studied Homer more, or to

have resembled him in the greatness of genius, than Milton,

I think I should have given but a very imperfect account of

his beauties, if I had not observed the most remarkable pas-
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sages which look like parallels in these two great authors.

I might, in the course of these criticisms, have taken notice

of many particular lines and expressions which are translated

from the Greek poet ; but as I thought this would have ap-

peared too minute and over-curious, I have purposely omitted

them. The greater incidents, however, are not only set off

by being shown, in the same light with several of the same
nature in Homer, but by that means may be also guarded

agahist the cavils of the tasteless or ignorant.

No. 357. SATTJEDAT, APEIL 19.

—Quis talia fando
Temperet a lacrymis ?— Vieg.

Tii£_tenthbookof Paradise Lost has a greater variety of

persons irTit than any other in the whole poem. The au-

thor, upon the winding up of his action, introduces all those

who had any concern in it, and shows with great beauty the

influence which it had upon each of them. ' It is like the last

act of a well-written tragedy, in which all who.had a part in

it are generally drawn up before the audience, and repre-

sented undisr those circumstances in'which the determinatibh

of the action places them.
I shall, therefore, consider this book under four heads, in

relation to t^ift—r^lestifll^ the ir)feimH]^ the_jTiiTnaTij and the

imaginary persons, who have their respective parts' allotted

in it.

To begin with the celestial persons : the guardian angels

of Paradise are described as returning to heaven upon the

faU of man, in order to approve their vigilance ; their arrival,

their manner of reception, with the sorrow which appeared in

themselves, and in those spirits who are said to rejoice at

the conversion, of a sinner, are very finely laid together in

the following lines.

Up into heaven .from.Paradise in haste

The angelic guards ascended, mate and sad
For man, for of his state by this they knew,
Much wondering how the subtle fiend had stolen

Entrance unseen. Soon as the unwelcome news
From earth arrived at heaven-gate, displeased
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All were who heard, dim sadness did not spare

That time celestial visages, yet mixed
With pity, violated not their bliss.

About the new-arrived in multitudes

The ethereal people ran, to hear and know
How all befell : they towards the throne supreme
Accountable made haste to make appear

With righteous plea their utmost vigilance,

And easily approved ; when the Most High,
Eternal Father, from liis secret cloud

Amidst, in thunder uttered thus his voice.

The same Divine person, who, in the foregoing parts of

this poem, interceded for our iirst parents before their fall,

overthrew the rehel angels, and created the world, is now re-

presented as descending to Paradise, and pronouncing sen-

tence upon the three offenders. The cool of the evening

being a circumstance with which holy writ introduces this

great scene, it is poetically described by our author, who
has also tept religiously to the form of words, in which the

three several sentences were passed upon Adam, Eve; and
the serpent. He has rather chosen to neglect the numerous-
ness of his. verse, than to deviate from those speeches which
are recorded on this great occasion. The guilt and confu-

sion of our first parents standing naked before their Judge,
is touched with great beauty. IJpon the arrival of Sin and
Death into the works of the creation, the Almighty is again

introduced as speaking to his angels that surrounded :hiin.

See with what heat these dogs of hell aidvance

To waste and havoc yonder 'world, Which I

V .So fair and good created, &c.

The following passage is formed upon that glorious image
of holy writ, which compares the voice of an innumerable
host of angels, uttering hallelujahs,, to the voice of mighty
thunderings, or of inany waters.

He ended, and. the heavenly audience loud

Sung hallelujah, as the sound of seas,

Through multitude thai suiig': " Just are thy ways,
^ Righteous are thy'decfees in all thy works

;

Who can extenuate thee ? "—
Though the author, in the whole course of his poem, and

particulaTly in the book we are now examining, has infinite

allusions to places of Scripture, I have only taken notice in

my remarks of such as are of a poetical nature, and which
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are woven with great teauty into the body of this fable. Ot

this kind is that passage in the present book, where describ-

ing Sin and Death as marching through the works of nature,

he adds,

—Behind her Death
Close following pace for pace, not mounted yet

On his pale horse !

—

"Which alludes to that passage in Scripture so wonderfully

poetical, and terrifying to the imagination. " And I looked,

and behold a pale horse, and his name that sat on him was
Death, and Hell followed with him ; and power was given

unto them over the fourth part of the earth, to kill with the

sword, and with hunger, and with sickness, and with the

beasts of the earth." Under this first head of celestial per-

sons we must likewise take notice of the command which

the angels received, to produce the several changes in na-

ture, and sully the beauty of the creation. Accordingly they

are represented as infecting the stars and planets with malig-

nant influences, weakening the light of the sun, bringing

down the winter into the milder regions of nature, planting

winds and storms in several quarters of the sky, storing the

clouds with thunder, and, in short, perverting the whole

frame of the universe to the condition of its criminal in-

habitants. As this is a noble incident in the poem, the fol-

lowing lines, in which we see the angels heaving up the

earth, and placing it in a different posture to the sun from

what it had before the fall of man, is conceived with that

sublime imagination which was so peculiar to this great

author.

Some say he bid his angels turn askance
The poles of earth twice ten degrees and more
Prom the sun's axle ; they with labour pushed
Oblique the centric globe,

—

"We are in the second place to consider the infernal agents

under the view which Milton has given us of them in this

book. It is observed by those who would set forth the

greatness of Virgil's plan, that he conducts his reader through
all the parts of the earth which were discovered in his time.

Asia, Africa, and Europe are the several scenes of his fable.

The plan of Milton's poem is of an infinitely greater extent,

and fills the mind with many more astonishing circumstances.
Satan having surrounded the earth seven times, departs at
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length from Paradise. "We then see him steering his course

among the constellations, and after having traversed the

whole creation, pursuing his voyage through the Chaos, and

entering into his own infernal dominions.

His first appearance in the assembly of fallen angels, is

worked up with circumstances which give a delightful sur-

prise to the reader ; but there is no incident in the whole

poem which does this more than the transformation of the

whole audience, that foUows the account their leader gives

them of his expedition. The_gradual change, of Satan him-

sel£ is described after Ovid's manner, and may vie with any

of those celebrated transformations which are looked upon
as the most beautiful parts in that poet's works. Milton

never fails of improving his own hints, and bestowing the

last iinishing touches to every incident which is admitted into

his poem. The unexpected hiss which rises in this episode,

the dimensions and bulk of Satan, so much superior to those

of the infernal spirits who lay under the same transforma-

tion, with the annual change which they are supposed to

suffer, are instances of this kind. The beauty of the diction

is very remarkable in this whole episode, as I have observed

in the sixth paper of these remarks the great judgment with

which it was contrived.

The parts of Adam and Eve, or the human persons, come
next under our consideration. MUton's art is nowhere
more shown than in his conducting the parts of these our

first parents. The representation he gives of them, without

falsifying the story, is wonderfully contrived to influence the

reader with^ pity and compassion towards them. Though
Adam involves the whole species in misery, his crime proceeds

from a weakness which every man is inclined to pardon and
commiserate, as it seems rather the frailty of human nature,

than of the person who offended. Every one is apt to excuse

a fault which he himself might have fallen into. It was the

excess of love for Eve that ruined Adam and his posterity. I

need not add, that the author is justified in this particular by
many of the Fathers, and the most orthodox writers. Milton

Influence the reader with—] The expression is hard, and scarce al-

lowahle. When we use influence as a verb, vie use it absolutely ; as
" such considerations influenced him, " that is, had an effect or influence

upon Mm ; without specifying the effect produced. He had expressed

himself better, if he had said, to fill the reader's mind with—or, to engage
the reader's pity, &c.
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has by this means filled a great part of his poem with that
' kind of -writing which the French critics call the tender, and
which is in a particular manner engaging to all sorts of

readers.

Adam and Eve, in the book we are now considering, are

likewise drawn with such sentiments as do not only interest

the reader in their afflictions, but raise in him the most melt-

ing passions of humanity and commiseration. When Adam
sees the several changes in nature produced about him, he

appears in a disorder of mind suitable to one who had for-

feited both his innocence and happiness : he is filled with

horror, remorse, despair ; in the anguish of his heart he ex-

postulates with his Creator for having given him an unasked
existence.

Did I request thee, Maker, from my clay

To mould me man, did I solicit the?

From darkness to promote me, or here place

In this delicious garden ? As my will

Concurred not to my being, 'twere but right

And equal' to reduce me to my dust,

Desirous to resign, and rendertack
All I received

—

He immediately after recovers from his presumption, owns
his doom to be just, and begs that the death which is threat-

ened may be inflicted on him.

—Why delays

His hand to execute what his decree
Fixed on this day ? why do I overlive,

Why am I mocked with death, and lengthened out

To. deathless pain ? how gladly would I meet
Mortality my sentence, and be earth

Insensible ! how glad would lay me down
As in my mother's lap ! there should' I rest

And sleep secure , his dreadful voice no more '

Would thunder in my ears, no fear of worse.

To me and to my offspring would torment me
With, cruel expectation.

—

This whole speech is full of the like ^motion, and varied

with all those sentiments which we may suppose natural to a

mind so broken and disturbed. I must not omit thatgener-

oiis concern which. our first father shows in it for his pos-

terity, and which is so proper to aflfect the reader.

—Hide me from the face

Of God, whom to behold was then iny height
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Of happiness : yet nell if here would end
The misery, I deserved it, and' would bear

My own deservings ; but this will not sBive :

All that I eat or drink, or shall beget,

Is propagated -curae. O voice once heard

Delightfully, " Increase and multiply,"

Now death to hear !
—

.—In me all

Posterity stands curst : fair patrimony

That I must leave you, sons ! Oh were I able

To waste it all myself, and leave you none !

So disinherited how would you bless

Me now your curse ! ah, why should all mankind
For one man's fault thus guiltless be condemned.
If guiltless ? but from me what can proceed
But all corrupt

—

"WTio can afterwards behold the father of mankind extend-

ed upon the earth, uttering his midnight complaints, bewail-

ing his existence, and wishing for death, without sympathizing

with him in his distress ?

Thus Adam to himself lamented loud
Through the still night, not now, as ere man fell.

Wholesome and cool and mild, but with black air

Accompanied, with damps and dreadful gloom,
Which to his evil conscience represented

All things with double terror : on the ground
Outstretched' he lay, on the cold gi-ound, and oft

Cursed his creation, death as oft accused
Of tardy execution.^

The part of Eve in this book is no less passionate, and apt
to Sway the reader in her favour. She is represented with
great tenderness as approaching Adam, but is spurned from
him with a spirit of upbraiding and iadignation conformable
to the nature of man, whose passions had now gained the
dominion over him. The following passage, wherein she is

described as renewing her addresses to him, with the whole
speech that follows it, have something in them exq^uisitely

moving and pathetic.

He added not, and from her turned; but Eve
Not so repulsed, with tears that ceased not flowing,

And tresses all disordered, at his feet

Fell hnmble, and embracing them besought
His peace, and thus proceeded in her plaint.

Forsake me not thus, Adam ; witness, heareil)

What love sincere and reverence in my heart

I bear thee, and unweeting have offended.

Unhappily deceived ; thy. suppliant
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I beg, and clasp thy knees ; bereave me not,

Whereon I live, thy gentLe looks, thy aid.

Thy counsel in this uttermost distress,

My only strength and stay ; forlorn of thee

Whither shall I betake me, where subsist ?

While yet we live, scarce one short hour perhaps.

Between us two let there be peace, &c.

Adam's reconcilement to her is worked up in the same
spirit of tenderness. Eve afterwards proposes to lier hus-

band, in the blindness of her despair, that to prevent
' their guilt from descending upon posterity, they should re-

I solve to live childless ; or, if that could not he done, they
' should seek their own deaths by violent methods. As those

sentiments naturally engage the reader to regard the mother
of mankind with more than ordinary commiseration, they

I

likewise contain a very fine moral. The resolution of dying,

to end our miseries, does not show such a degree of magna-

;
nimity as a resolution to bear them, and submit to the dis-

pensations of Providence. Our author has therefore, with

great delicacy, represented Eve as entertaining this thought,

and Adam as disapproving it.

We are, in the last place, to consider the imaginary per-

sons, or Death and Sin, who act a large part in this book.

Such beautiful extended allegories are certainly some of the

finest compositions of genius ; but, as I have before observed,

are not agreeable to the nature of an heroic poem. This of

Sin and Death is very exquisite in its kind, if not considered

as a part of such a work. The truths contained in it are so

clear and open, that I shall not lose time in explaining them

;

but shall only observe, that a reader who knows the strength

of the English tongue, will be amazed to think how the poet

could find such apt words and phrases to describe the actions

of those two imaginary persons, and particularly in that

part where Death is exhibited as forming a bridge over the

Chaos ; a work suitable to the genius of Milton.

Since the subject I am upon gives me an opportunity of

speaking more at large of such shadowy and imaginary per-

sons as may be introduced in heroic poems, I shall beg leave

to explain myself in a matter which is curious in its kiad,

and which none of the critics have treated of. It is certain

Homer and Virgil are full of imaginary persons who are very

beautiful in poetry when they are just shown without being

engaged in any series of action. Homer, indeed, represents
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Sleep as a person, and ascribes a short part to him in his

Iliad ; but we must consider, that though we now regard such

a person as entirely shadowy and unsubstantial, the heathens

made statues of him, placed him in their temples, and looked

upon him as a real deity. When Homer makes use of other

Buch allegorical persons, it is only in short expressions,

which convey an ordinary thought to the mind in the most
pleasing manner, and may rather be looked upon as poetical

phrases than allegorical descriptions. Instead of telling us

that men naturally fly when they are terrified, he introduces

the persons of PHght and Fear, who, he tells us, are insepar-

able companions. Instead of saying that the time was come
when ApoHo ought to have received his recompence, he
tells us that the Hours brought him his reward. Instead of

describing the efieets which Minerva's Mgis produced in

battle, he teUs us that the brims of it were encompassed by
Terror, Eout, Discord, Fury, Pursuit, Massacre, and Death.
In the same figure of speaking, he represents Victory as fol-

lowing Diomedes ; Discord as the mother of funerals and
mourning ; Venus as dressed by the Graces ; Bellona as wear-
ing terror and consternation like a garment. I might give

several other instances out of Homer, as well as a great

many out of Virgil. Milton has likewise very often made
use of the same way of speaking, as where he tells us, that

Victory sat on the right hand of the Messiah when he
marched forth against the rebel angels ; that at the rising of
the sun the Hours unbarred the gates of Light ; that Dis-
cord was the daughter of Sin. Of the same nature are those
expressions;: where describing the singing of the nightingale,

he adds, "Silence was pleased;" and upon the Messiah's
bidding peace to the Chaos, " Confusion heard his voice."

I might add innumerable instances of our poet's writing in

this beautiful figure. It is plain that these 1 have mentioned,
in which persons of an imaginary nature are introduced, are
such short allegories as are not designed to be taken in the

]

literal sense, but only to convey particular circumstances to
the reader after an unusual and entertaining manner. But
when such persons are introduced as principal actors, anc'

|

engaged in a series of adventures, they, take too much upo)
them, and are by no means proper for an heroic poem, whic". i

ought to appear credible ia its principal parts. I canno-
forbear, therefore, thinking that Sin and Death are as impro
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per agents in a work of this nature, as Strength and Neees-

I
aity in one of the tragedies of ^schylus, who represented

those two persona nailing down Prometheus to a rock, for

which he has been justly censured by the greatest critics. I

do not know any imaginary person made use of in a more
sublime manner of thinking than that in one of the prpphets,

who, describing God as descending from heaven, and visiting

the sins of mankind, adds that dreadful circumstance, " Be-

fore him went the PestUence." It is certain this imaginary

person might have been described in all her purple spots.

The Fever might have marched before her, Pain might have

stood on her right hand, Phrensy on her left, and Death in

her rear. She might have been introduced as gliding dowH
^ji the tail of a comet, or darting upon the earth in a flash

of lightning : she might have tainted the atmosphere with

uer breath ; the very glaring of lier eyes might have scat^

tered infection. But I believe every reader will think, that

in such sublime writings the mentioning of her, as it is done

in Scripture, has something in it more just, as well as great,

than all that the most fanciful poet could have bestowed
upon her in the richness of his imagination.

No. 363. SATUEDAT, APEIL 26.

—Crudelis ubique
Luctua, ubique pavor, et plurima mortis imago. VikS.

Milton has shown a wonderfnl art in describing that

variety of passions which arose in our first parents upon the

breach of the commandment that had been given them. We
see them gradually passing from the triumph of their guilt

through remorse, shame, despair, contrition, prayer, and

hope, to a perfect and complete repentance. At the end of

the tenth book they are represented as prostrating themselves

upon the ground, and watering the earth with theif tears

:

to which the poet joins this beautiful circumstance, that

they offered up their penitential prayers on the very place

where their Judge appeared to them when he pronounced

their sentence.
—They forthwith to the place

Repairing where he judged them, prostrate fell

Before him reverent, and both confessed
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Humbly their faults, and pardon begged, with tears

Watering the ground

—

There is a beauty ofthe same kind in a tragedy of Soplio-

cles, where Oedipus, after having put out Ms own eyes, in-

stead of breaking bis neck from the palace battlements,

(which furnishes so elegant an entertainment for our English

audience,) desires that he may be conducted to Mount Cithae-

ron, in order to end his life ia that very place where he was
exposed ia his infancy, and where be should then have died,

had the will of his parents been executed.

As the author never faUs to give a poetical turn to his

sentiments, he describes in the beginning of this book the

acceptance which these their prayers met with, ia a short

allegory formed upon that beautiful passage ia holy writ

;

" And another angel came and stood at the altar, haviag

a golden censer ; and there was given unto him much in-

cense,, that he should offer it with the prayers of all saints

upon the golden altar, which was before the throne : and the

smoke of the incense which came with the prayers of the

saints ascended up before God."

—To heaven their prayers

Flew up, nor missed the way by envious winds
Blown vagabond or frustrate : in they passed

Dimensionless thi'ough heavenly doors, then clad

With incense, where the golden altar, fumed
By their great Intercessor, came in sight

Before the Father's throne

—

"We have the same thought expressed a second time ia

the iatercession of the Messiah, which is conceived ia very

emphatic sentiments and expressions.

Among the poetical parts of Scripture which Milton has

so finely wrought into this part of his narration, I must not

omit that wherein Ezekiel, speaking of the angels who ap-

peared to him ia a vision, adds, that " every oae had four

faces, and that their whole bodies, and their backs, and their

hands, and their wings, were full of eyes round about."

—The cohort bright

Of watchful cherubim ; four faces each

Had, like a double Janus, all their shape

Spangled with eyes

—

The assembling of all the angels of heaven to hear the

solemn decree passed upon man, is represented in very lively
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ideas. The Almighty is here described as remeitiberiiig

mercy in the midst of judgment, and commanding Michael

to deliver his message in the mildest terms, lest the spirit

of man, which was already broken with tlie sense of hia

guilt and misery, should fail before him.

—Yet lest they faint

At the sad sentence rigorously urged,

(For 1 behold them softened, and with tears

Bewailing their excess,) all terror hide.

The conference of Adam and Eve is full of moving sen-

timents. Upon their going abroad after the melancholy

night which they had passed together, they discover the lion

and the eagle pursuing each of them their prey towards the

eastern gates of Paradise. There is a double beauty in this

incident, not only as it presents great and just omens, which

are always agreeable in poetry, bat as it expresses that en-

mity which was now produced in the animal creation. The
poet, to show the like changes in nature, as well as to grace

his fable with a noble prodigy, represents the sun in an

eclipse. This particular incident has likewise a fine effect

upon the imagination of the reader, in regard to what fol-

lows ; for at the same time that the sun is under an eclipse,

a bright cloud descends in the western quarter of the heavens,

filled with a host of angels, and more luminous than the sun

itself. The whole theatre of nature is darkened, that this

glorious machine may appear in all its lustre atid mag-
nificence.

—Why in the east

Darkness ere day's mid course, and morning light

More orient in that western cloud that draws
O'er the blue firmament a radiant white,

And slow descends, with something heavenly fraught ?

He erred not, for by this the heavenly bands
Down from a .sky of jasper lighted now
In Paradise, and on a hill made halt;

A glorious apparition

—

I need not observe how properly this author, who always

suits his parts to the actors he introduces, has employed

Michael in the expulsion of our first parents out of Paradise.

The archangel on this occasion neither appears in his proper

shape, nor in that familiar manner with which Eaphael the

sociable spirit entertained the father of mankind before the

fall. His person, his port, and behaviour, are suitable to a
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spirit of the highest rank, and exquisitely described in the

following passage.

—The archangel soon drew nigh,

^ ot in his shape celestial, but as n;r.ii

Clad to meet man ; over his lucid arms
A military vest of purple flowed

Livelier than MelibEcan, or the grain

Of Sarra, worn by kings and heroes old

In time of truce ; Iris had dipt the woof.

His starry helm, unbuckled, showed him prime

In manhood where youth ended ; by his side

As in a glistering zodiac hung the sword.

Satan's dire dread, and in his hand the spear.

Adam bowed low : he kingly from Ms state

Inclined not, but his coming thus declared.

Eve's complaint upon hearing that she was to be removed
from the garden of Paradise is wonderfully beautiful : the

sentiments are not only proper to the subject, but have

something in them particularly soft and womanish.

Must I then leave tbee, Paradise ? thus leave

Thee, native soil, these happy walks and shades,

Fit haunt of gods ? where I had hope to spend
Quiet, though sad, the respite of that day

That must be mortal to us both. O flowers

That never will in other climate grow.

My early visitation and my last

At ev'n, which I bred up with tender hand
From the first opening bud, and gave you names

;

_ Who now shall rear you to the sun, or rank
" Your tribes, and water from the ambrosial fount ?

Thee, lastly, nuptial bower, by me adorned
With what to sight or smell was sweet : firom thee

How shall I part, and whither wander down
Into a lower world, to this obscure

And wild? how shall we breathe in other air

Less pure, accustomed to immortal fruits ?

Adam's speech abounds with thoughts which are equally

moving, and of a more masculine and elevated turn. No-
thing can be conceived more sublime and poetical than the

following passage in it.

This most afflicts me, that departing hence

As from his face I shall be hid, deprived

His blessed countenance. Here I could frequent.

With worship, place by place where he vouchaabd
Presence Divine, and to my sons relate,

On this mount he appeared, under this tree

Stood visible, among these pines his voice

VOL. III. T
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I heard, here with him at this fountain talked.

So many grateful altars I would rear

Of grassy turf, and pile up every stone

Of lustre from the brook, in memory
Or monument to ages, and thereon

Offer sweet-smelling gums and fmits and flowere.

In yonder nether world where shall I seek

His bright appearances, or footsteps trace ?

For though I fled him angi-y, yet recalled

To life prolonged and promised race, I now
Gladly behold though but his utmost skirts

Of glory, and far off his steps adore.

The angel afterwards leads Adam to tlie highest mount of

Paradise, and lays hefore him a whole hemisphere, as a pro-

per stage for those visions which were to be represented on
it. I have before observed how the plan of Milton's poem
is in many particulars greater than that of the Iliad or

jEneid. Virgil's hero, in the last of these poems, is entertained

with a sight of all those who are to descend from him ; hut

though that episode is justly admired as one of the noblest

designs in the whole jEneid, every one must allow that this

of Milton is of a much higher nature. Adam's vision is

not confined to any particular tribe of mankind, but extends

to the whole species.

In this great review which Adam takes of aU. his sons and
daughters, the first objects he is presented with exhibit to

him the story of Cain and Abel, which is drawn together

with much closeness and propriety of expression. That

curiosity and natural horror which arises in Adam at the

sight of the first dying man, is touched with great beauty.

But have I now seen death ? Is tliis the way
I must return to native dust ? Oh sight

Of terror foul and ugly to behold.

Horrid to think, how horrible to feel

!

The second vision sets before him the image of death in a

great variety of appearances. The angel, to give him a ge-

neral idea of those effects which his guilt had brought upon
his posterity, places before him a large hospital, or lazar-

house, fiUed with persons lying under all kinds of mortal

diseases. How finely has the poet told us that the sick per-

sons languished under lingering and incurable distempers,

by an apt and judicious use of such imaginary beings as those

I mentioned in my last paper.
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Dire was the tossing, deep tlie groans ; Despair
Tended the sick, busy from couch to couch

;

And over them triumphant Death his dart

Shook, but delayed to strike, though oft invoked

With vows as their chief good and final hope.

Tlie passion which likewise arises ui Adam on this occa-

sion is very natural.

Sight so deform what heart of rock could long

Dry-eyed behold ? Adam could not, but wept.

Though not of woman bom ; compassion quelled

His best of man, and gave him up in tears.

The discourse between the angel and Adam which follows,

abounds with noble morals.

As there is nothing more delightful in poetry than a con-

trast and opposition of incidents, the author, after his me-
lancholy prospect of death and sickness, raises up a scene of

mirth, love, and jollity. The secret pleasure that steals into

Adam's heart as he is intent upon this vision, is imagined
with great delicacy. I must not omit the description of the

loose female troop, who seduced the sons of G-od, as they

are called in Scripture.

For that fair female troop thou saweat that seemed
Of goddesses, so blithe, so smooth, so gay.

Yet empty of all good wherein consists

Woman's domestic honour and chief praise ;

Bred only and completed to the taste

Of lustful appetence, to sing, to dance,

To dress and troul the tongue, and roll the eye.

To these that sober race of men, whose lives

Religious titled them the sons of God,
Shall yield up all their virtue, all their fame.
Ignobly, to the trains and to the smiles

Of those fair atheists

—

The next vision is of a quite contrary nature, and fiUed

with the horrors of war. Adam at the sight of it melts into

tears, and breaks out in that passionate speech.

•—Oh what are these !

Death's ministers, not men ; who thus deal death
Inhumanly to men, and multiply

Ten thousandfold the sin pf him who slew
His brother : for of whom such massacre
Make they but of their brethren, men of men ?

Milton, to keep up an agreeable variety in his visions, after
having raised in the mind of his reader the several ideas of
teiTor which are conformable to the description of war, passea

T 2
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on to those softer images of triumphs and festivals, in that

vision of lewdness and luxury which ushers in the flood.

As it is visible that the poet had his eye upon Ovid's

account of the universal deluge, the reader may observe with

how much judgment he has avoided everything that is redund-

ant or puerile in the Latin poet. We do not here see the

wolf swimming among the sheep, nor any of those wanton
imaginations which Seneca found fault with, as unbecoming
the great catastrophe of nature. If our poet has imitated

that verse in which Ovid tells us that there was nothing but
sea, and that this sea had no shore to it, he has not set the

thought in such a light as to incur the censure which critics

have passed upon it. The latter part of that verse in Ovid

is idle and superfluous, but just and beautiful in Milton.

Jamque mare et tellus nullum discrimen habebant,
Nil nisi pontus erat, deerant quoque littora ponto. Ovid.

—Sea covered sea,

Sea without shore—

•

Milton.

In Milton the former part of the description does not fore-

stall the latter. How much more great and solemn on this

occasion is that which follows in our English poet,

'—And in their palaces

Where luxury late reigued, sea-monsters whelped
And stabled

—

than that in Ovid, where we are told that the sea-calves lay

in those places where the goats were used to browse ? The

reader may find several other parallel passages in the Latin

and English description of the deluge, wherein our poet has

visibly the advantage. The sky's being over-charged with

clouds, the descending of the rains, the rising of the seas, and

the appearance of the rainbow, are such descriptions as every

one must take notice of. The circumstance relating to Pa-

radise is so finely imagined and suitable to the opinions of

many learned authors, that I cannot forbear giving it a place

in this paper.

—Then shall this mount
Of Paradise by might of waves be moved
Out of his place, pushed by the homed flood,

With all his verdure spoUed, and trees adrift

Down the great river to the opening gulf,

And there take root an island salt and bare,

The haunt of seals, and ores, and sea-mews clang.
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The transition whicli the poet makes from the vision of the

deluge to the concern it occasioned in Adam, is exquisitely

graceful, and copied after Virgil, though the first thought it

introduces is rather in the spirit of Ovid.

How didst thou grieve then, Adam, to behold
The end of all thy offspring, end so sad.

Depopulation ; thee another flood

Of tears and sorrow, a flood thee also drowned.
And sunk thee as thy sons ; till gently reared

By the angel, on thy feet thou stood'st at last,

Though comfortless, as when a father mourns
His children, all in view destroyed at once.

I have been the more particular ia my quotations out of

the eleventh book of Paradise Lost, because it is not gener-

ally reckoned among the most shining books of this poem

;

for which reason the reader might be apt to overlook those

many passages in it which deserve our admiration. The
eleventh and twelfth are, indeed, built upon that single cir-

cumstance of the removal of our iirst parents from Paradise

;

but though this is not in itself so great a subject as that in

most of the foregoing books, it is extended and diversified

with so many surprising incidents and pleasing episodes, that

these two last books can by no means be looked upon as un-
equal parts of this divine poem. I must further add, that

had not Milton represented our iirst parents as driven out
of Paradise, his Pall of Man would not have been complete,

and consequently his action would have been imperfect.

No. 369. SATUEDAT, MAT 3.

Segniils irritant animos demissa per aures,

Quam quae sunt oculis subjecta fidelibus— Hob.

MiLTOF, after having represented in vision the history of

mankind to the first great period of nature, despatches the

remaining part of it in narration. He has devised a very

handsome reason for the angel's proceeding with Adam after

this manner; though doubtless the true reason was the

difficulty which the poet would have found to have shadowed
out so mixed and complicated a story in visible objects. I
could wish, however, that the author had done it, whatever
pains it might have cost him. To give my opinion freely, I
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tliink that the exhibiting part of the history of mankind in

vision, and part in narrative, is as if an history painter

should put in colours one half of his subject, and write down
the remaining part of it. If Milton's poem iiags anywhere,

it is in this narration, where in some places the author has

been so attentive to his divinity, that he has neglected his

poetry. The narration, however, rises very happily on several

occasions, where the subject is capable of poetical ornaments,

as particularly in the confusion which he describes among
the builders of Babel, and in his short sketch of the plagues

of Egypt. The storm of hail and fire, with the darkness that

overspread the land for three days, are described with great

strength. The beautiful passage which follows is raised

upon noble hints in Scripture.

—Thus with ten wounds
The river-dragon tamed at length submits
To let his sojourners depart, and oft

Humbles his stubborn heart, but still as ice

More hardened after thaw : till in his rage

Pursuing whom he late dismissed, the sea

Swallows him with his host, but them lets pass

As on dry land between two crystal walls,

Awed by the rod of Moses, so to stand

Divided

—

The river-dragon is an allusion to the Crocodile, which in-

habits the Nile, from whence Egypt derives her plenty. This

allusion is taken from that sublime passage in Ezekiel:

"Thus saith the Lord God, Behold, I am against thee, Pharaoh,

king of Egypt, the great dragon that lieth in the midst of

his rivers, which hath said. My river is mine own, and I have

made it for myself." Milton has given us another very

noble and poetical image in the same description, which is

copied almost word for word out of the history of Moses.

All night he will pursue, but his approach
Darkness defends between till morning watch

;

Then through the fiery pillar and the cloud

God lookingforth ^ will trouble all his host.

And craze their chariot-wheels : when by command
Moses once more his potent rod extends
Over the sea ; the sea his rod obeys

;

On their embattled ranks the waves return

And overwhelm their war ;

—

As the principal design of this episode was to give Adam
an idea of the ho]y person who was to reinstate human na-
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ture in that happiness and perfection from whicli it had

fallen, the poet confines himself to the line of Abraham, from
whence the Messiah was to descend. The angel is described

as seeing the patriarch actually travelling towards the Land
of Promise, which gives a particular liveliness to this part

of the narration.

I see him, but thou canst not, with -what faith

He leaves his gods, his friends, his native soil,

Ur of Chaldaea, passing now the ford

To Haran, after him a cumbrous train

Of herds and flocks and numerous seiTitude

:

Not wandering poor, but trustmg all his wealth

With God who called him, in a land unknown.
Canaan he now attains, I see his tents

Pitcht about Sechem, and the neighbouring plain

Of Moreh, there by promise he receives

Gift to his progeny of all that land.

From Hamath northward to the desert south
(Things by their names I call, though yet unnamed).

As Virgil's vision in the sixth iEoeid probably gave Milton
the hint of this whole episode, the last line is a translation

of that verse where Anchises mentions the names of places,

which they were to bear hereafter.

HsEC turn nomina erunt, nunc sunt sine nomine terree.

The poet has very finely represented the joy and gladness

of heart which rises in Adam upon his discovery of the Mes-
siah. As he sees his day at a distance through types and
shadows, he rejoices in it ; but when he finds the redemption
of man completed, and Paradise again renewed, he breaks
forth in rapture and transport,

Oh Goodness infinite, Goodness immense !

That all this good of evil shall produce, &c.

I have hinted in my sixth paper on Milton, that an heroic

poem, according to the opinion of the best critics, ought to

end happily, and leave the mind of the reader, after having
conducted it through many doubts and fears, sorrows and
disquietudes, in a state of tranquillity and satisfaction. Mil-
ton's fable, which had so many other qualifications to recom-
mend it, was deficient in this particular. It is here, there-

fore, that the poet has shown a most exquisite judgment, as

well as the finest invention, by finding out a method to supply
this natural defect in his subject. Accordingly he leaves

the adversary of mankind, in the last view which he gives us
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of him, under the lowest state of mortification and disap.

pointment. We see him chewing ashes, grovelling in the

dust, and loaden with supernumerary pains and torments.

On the contrary, our two first parents are comforted by
dreams and visions, cheered with promises of saivation, and,

in a manner, raised to a greater happiness than that which
they had forfeited : in short, Satan is represented miserable

\ in the height of his triumphs, and Adam triumphant in the

,
height of misery.

Milton's poem ends very nobly. The last speeches of

Adam and the archangel are fuU of moral and instructive

sentiments. The sleep that fell upon Eve, and the effects it

had in quieting the disorders of her mind, produces the

same kind of consolation in the reader, who cannot peruse

the last beautiful speech which is ascribed to the mother of

manliind, without a secret pleasure and satisfaction.

Whence thou return'st and whither went'st, I know

;

For God is also in sleep ; and dreams advise,

Which he hath sent propitious, some great good
Presaging, since with sorrow and heart's distress

Wearied, I fell asleep : but now lead on

;

In me is no delay : with thee to go

Is to stay here ; without thee here to stay

Is to go hence unwilling ; thou to me
Art all things under heaven, all places thou,

Who for my wilful crime art banished hence.

This further consolation yet secure

I carry hence ; though all by me is lost,

Such favour I unworthy am vouchsafed,

By me the promised Seed shall all restore.

The following lines, which conclude the poem, rise in a

most glorious blaze of poetical images and expressions.

Heliodorus in his jEthiopics acquaints us, that the motion
of the gods difiers from that of mortals, as the former do not

stir their feet, nor "proceed step by step, but slide over tbe

surface of the earth by an uniform swimming of the whole

body. The reader may observe with how poetical a descrip-

tion Milton has attributed the same kind of motion to the

angels who were to take possession of Paradise.

So spake our mother Eve, and Adam heard
Well-pleased, but answered not ; for now too nigh
The archangel stood, and from the other hUl
To their fixed station, all in bright array
The cherubim descended ; on the groimd
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Gliding meteorous, as evening mist,

Risen from a river, o'er the marish glides.

And gathers ground fast at the lahourer's heel

Homeward returning. High in front advanced

The brandished sword of God before them blazed,

Fierce as a comet

—

The author helped his invention in the following passage,

by reflecting on the hehaviour of the angel, who, in holy

writ, has the conduct of Lot and his family. The circum-

stances drawn from that relation are very gracefully made
use of on this occasion.

In either hand the hastening angel caught

Our lingering parents, and to the eastern gate

Led them direct ; and down the cliif as fast

To the subjected plain; then disappeared.

They looking back, &c.

The scene which our first parents are surprised with upon

their looking back on Paradise, wonderfully strikes the

reader's imagination, as nothing can be more natural than

the tears they shed on that occasion.

They looking back, all the eastern side beheld

Of Paradise, so late their happy seat.

Waved over by that flaming brand, the gate

With dreadful faces thronged and fiery arms
Some natural tears they dropped, but wiped them soon.

The world was all before them, where to choose

Their place of rest, and Providence their guide.

If I might presume to offer at the smallest alteration in

this divine work, I should think the poem would end better

with the passage here quoted, than with the two verses

which follow.

They hand in hand, with wandering steps and slow,

Through Eden took their solitary way.

These two verses, though they have their beauty, fall very-

much below the foregoing passage, and renew in the mind of

the reader that anguish which was pretty weU laid by that

consideration,
^

The world was all before them, where to choose

Their place of rest, and Providence their' guide.

The number of books in Paradise Lost is equal to those of

the ^neid. Our author in his first edition had divided his

poem into ten books, but afterwards broke the seventh and
the eleventh each of them into two difierent books, by the

help of some small additions. This second division was made
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•with great judgment, as any one may see who will be at the

pains of examining it. It was not done for the sake of such

a chimerical beauty as that of resembling Virgil in this par-

ticular, but for the more just and regular disposition of this

great work.
Those who have read Bossu, and many of the critics who

have written since his time, will not pardon me if I do not

find out the particular moral which is inculcated in Paradise

Lost. Though I can by no means think, with the last-men-

tioned French author, that an epic writer first of all pitches

upon a certain moral, as the ground-work and foundation of

his poem, and afterwards finds out a story to it : I am, how-
ever, of opinion, that no just heroic poem ever was or can he

made, from whence one great moral may not be deduced.

,
That which reigns in MUton is the most universal and most
useful that can be imagined ; it is in short this, " that obedi-

ence to the will of God makes men happy, and that disobedi-

ence makes them miserable." This is visibly the moral of

the principal fable, which turns upon Adam and Eve, who
continued in Paradise while they kept the command that

was given them, and were driven out of it as soon as they

had transgressed. This is likewise the moral of the princi-

pal episode, which shows us how an innumerable multitude

of angels fell from their state of bliss, and v/ere cast iuto

hell, upon their disobedience. Besides this great moral,

which may be looked upon as the soul of the fable, there are

an infinity of under morals which are to be drawn from the

several parts of the poem, and which makes this work more
useful and instructive than any other poem in any language.

Those who have criticised on the Odyssey, the Iliad, and
^neid, have taken a great deal of pains to fix the number of

months or days contained in the action of each of those

poems. If any one thinks it worth his while to examine this

particular in Milton, he will find, that from Adam's first ap-

pearance in the foxirth book, to his expulsion from Paradise

in the twelfth, the author reckons ten days. As for that

part of the action which is described in the three first books,

as it does not pass within the regions of nature, I have be-

fore observed that it is not subject to any calculations of

time.

I have now finished my observations on a work which does

an honour to the English nation. I have taken a jjeneral
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view of it under those four heads, the fahle, the characters,

the sentiments, and the language, and made each of them the.

subject of a particular ' paper. I have, in the next place,

spoken of the censures which our author may incur under
each of these heads, which I have confined to two papers,

though I might have enlarged the number, if I had been dis-

posed to dwell on so ungrateful a subject. I believe, how-
ever, that the severest reader will not find any little fault in

heroic poetry, which this author has fallen into, that does

not come under one of those heads among which I have dis-

tributed his several blemishes. After having thus treated at

large of Paradise Lost, I could not think it sufficient to have
celebrated this poem in the whole, without descending to

particulars. I have therefore bestowed a paper upon each

book, and endeavoured not only to prove that the poem is

beautiful in general, but to point out its particular beauties,

and to determine wherein they consist. I have endeavoured
to show how some passages are beautiful by being sublime

;

others, by being soft ; others, by being natm-al : which of

them are recommended by the passion ; which by the moral

;

which by the sentiment ; and which by the expression. I
have likewise endeavoured to show how the genius of the
poet shines by a happy invention ; a distant allusion ; or a
judicious imitation : how he has copied or improved Homer
or Virgil, and raised his own imaginations by the use which
he has made of several poetical passages in Scripture. I
might have inserted also several passages of Tasso, which
our author has imitated ; but as I do not look upon Tasso to
be a sufficient voucher, I would not perplex my reader with
such quotations, as might do more honour to the Italian than
English poet. In short, I have endeavoured to particularize

those innumerable kinds of beauty, which it would be tedious

to recapitulate, but which are essential to poetry, and which
may be met with in the works of this great author. Had I
thought, at my first engaging in this design, that it would
have led me to so great a length, I believe I should never
have entered upon it ; but the kind reception which it has
met with among those whose judgments I have a value for,

gives me no reason to repent of the pains I have been at in
composing them.'

' Composing tTtem.l The substantive to whicli them refers, is under-
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(
No. 269. TUESDAY, JANIJAEY 8.

—jEvo rarissima nostro

Simplicitas

—

Ovid.

I p'AS this morning surprised with a great knocking at

the door, when my landlady's daughter came up to me and

told me there was a man below desired to speak with me.

Upon my asking her who it was, she told me it was a very

grave elderly person, hut that she did not know his name.

I immediately went down to him, and found him to he the

coachman of my worthy friend Sir Roger de Coverley. He
told me that his master came to town last night, and

would be glad to take a turn with me in Grays-Inn walks.

As I was wondering in myself what had brought Sir Eoger

to town, not having lately received any letter from him, he

told me that his master was come up to get a sight of Prince

Eugene, and that he desired I would immediately meet him.

I was not a little pleased with the curiosity of the old

knight, though I did not much wonder at it, having heard

him say him more than once in private discourse, that he

looked upon Prince Bugenio (for so the knight always caUs

him) to be a greater man than Scanderbeg.

I was no sooner come into Grays-Inn walks, but I heard

my friend upon the terrace hemming twice or thrice to him-

self with great vigour, for he loves to clear his pipes in good

air, (to make use of his own phrase,) and is not a little

pleased with any one who takes notice of the strength which

he still exerts in his morning hems.
I was touched with a secret joy at the sight of the good

old man, who before he saw me was engaged in conversation

vsdth a beggar-man that had asked an alms of him. I could

hear my friend chide him for not finding out some work

;

but at the same time saw him put his hand in his pocket and

give him six-pence.

Our salutations were very hearty on both sides, consisting

of many kind shakes of the hand, and several affectionate

looks which we cast upon one another. After which the

knight told me my good friend his chaplain was very weU,

stood, and not expressed. This inaccuracy might have heen avoided by

Baying,

—

the kind reception which these papers have met with. &c.
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and mucli at my service, and that the Sunday before he had
made ^ a most incomparahle sermon out of Doctcir Barrow.
" I have left," says he, " all my affairs in his hands, and being
willing to lay an obligation upon him, have deposited with
him thirty marks, to be distributed among his poor par-

ishioners."

He then proceeded to acquaint me with the welfare of

Win. Wimble. Upon which he put his hand into his fob,

and presented me in his name with a tobacco stopper, telling

me that Will, had been busy aU the beginning of the winter

in turning great quantities of them ; and that he made a
present of one to every gentleman in the country who has

good principles, and smokes. He added, that poor Will, was
at present under great tribulation, for that Tom Touchy had
taken the law of him for cutting some hazel sticks out of one
of his hedges.

Among other pieces of news which the knight brought
from his country seat, he informed me that MoU White was
dead ; and that about a month after her death the wind was
so very high, that it blew down the end of one of his bams.
" But for my part," says Sir Eoger, " I do not think that the
old woman had any hand in it."

He afterwards fell iato an account of the diversions which
had passed in his house during the holidays, for Sir Eoger,
after the laudable custom of his ancestors, always keeps open
house at Christmas. I learned from him, that he had killed

eight fat hogs for this season, that he had dealt about his

chines very liberally amongst his neighbours, and that ia
particular he had sent a string of hog's puddings with a pack
of cards to every poor family in the parish. " I have often
thought," says Sir Eoger, "it happens very well that Christ-

mas should fall out in the middle of the winter. It is the
most dead, uncomfortable time of the year, when the poor
people would suffer very much from their poverty and cold,

if they had not good cheer, warm fires, and Christmas gam-
bols to support them. I love to rejoice their poor hearts at
this season, and to see the whole village merry in my great
hall. I allow a double quantity of malt to my small beer,

and set it a running for twelve days to every one that calls

* JSad made,"] The archness of makhig a sermon out ofDr. Barrow
will escape those who do not know that to make a sermon is the common
phiase iox preaching.
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for it. I have always a piece of cold beef and a inince-pie

upon the table, and am wonderfully pleased to see my ten-

ants pass away a whole evening in playing their innocent

tricks, and smutting one another. Our friend Will. Wimble
is as merry as any of them, and shows a thousand roguish

tricks upon these occasions."

I was very much delighted with the reflection of my old

friend, which carried so much goodness in it. He then

launched out into the praise of the late act of parliament for

securing the Church of England, and told me with great satis-

faction, that he believed it already began to take eifect ; for

that a rigid dissenter, who chanced to dine at his house on
Christmas day, had been observed to eat very plentifully of

his plum-porridge.

Alter having despatched all our country matters. Sir Eoger
made several inquiries concerning the club, and particularly

of his old antagonist Sir Andrew !Freeport. He asked me,

with a kind of smile, whether Sir Andrew had not taken the

advantage of his absence, to vent among them some of his

republican doctrines ; but soon after gathering up his coun-

tenance into a more than ordinary seriousness, " Tell me
truly," says he, "don't you think Sir Andrew had a hand

in the pope's procession" but without giving me time to

answer him, " Well, well," says he, " I know you are a wary
man, and do not care to talk of public matters."

The knight then asked me, if I had seen Prince Eugene

;

and made me promise to get him a stand in some convenient

place where he might have a full sight of that extraordinary

man, whose presence does so much honour to the British

nation. He dwelt very long on the praises of this great ge-

neral, and I found that since I was with him in the country,

he had drawn many observations together out of his reading

in Baker's Chronicle, and other authors, who always lie in

his hall window, which very much redound to the honour of

this prince.

Having passed away the greatest part of the morning in

hearing the knight's reflections, which were partly private

and partly political, he asked me if I would smoke a pipe

with him over a dish of coffee at Squire's. As I love the old

man, I take a delight in complying with everything that ia

agreeable to him, and accordingly waited on him to the coffee-

house, where his venerable figure drew upon us the eyes oi
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the whole room. He had no sooner seated himself at the
upper end of the high table, but he called for a clean pipe, a
paper of tobacco, a dish of coffee, a wai candle, and the Sup-
plement, with such an air of cheerfulness and good humour,
that all the boys ia the coffee-room (who seemed to take
pleasure in serving him) were at once employed on his sever-

al errands, insomuch that nobody else could come at a dish
of tea, tiU. the knight had got all his conveniencies about him.

No. 271. THTJESDAT, JANUAET 10.

Mille trahens varies adverse sole colores. Vikg.

I EECEiTB a double advantage from the letters of my cor-

respondents : first, as they show me which of my papers are

most acceptable to them ; and in the next place, as they furn-

ish me with materials for new speciilations. Sometimes,
indeed, I do not make use of the letter itself, but form the

hints of it into plans of my own invention ; sometimes I take

the liberty to change the language or thought into my own
way of speaking and thiaking, and always (if it can be done
without prejudice to the sense) omit the many compliments
and applauses which are usually bestowed upon me.

Besides the two advantages above-mentioned, which I re-

ceive from the letters that are sent me, they give me an
opportunity of lengthening out my paper by the skilful

management of the subscribing part at the end of them,
which perhaps does not a little conduce to the ease, both of
mj^elf and reader.

Some will have it, that I often write to myself, and am
the only punctual correspondent I have. This objection

would indeed be material, were the letters I communicate to

the public stuffed with my own commendations, and if, in-

stead of endeavouring to divert or instruct my readers, I ad-

mired in them the beauty of my own performances. But I
shall leave these wdse conjectures to their own imaginations,

and produce the three following letters for the entertainment
of the day.

" SlE,

I was last Thursday in an assembly of ladies, where
there were thirteen different coloured hoods. Tour Spec-
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tator of that day laying upon the table, they ordered me to

read it to them, which I did with a very clear voice, till I

came to the Greek verse at the end of it. I must confess, I

was a little startled at its popprag upon me so unexpectedly

;

however, I covered my confusion as well as I could, and after

having muttered two or three hard words to myself, laughed

heartily, and cried, 'A very good jest, faith !' The ladies

desired me to explain it to them ; hut I begged their pardon

for that, and told them, that if it had been proper for them
to hear, they may be sure the author would not have wrapt

it up in Greek. I then let drop several expressions, as if

there was something in it that was not fit to be spoken before

a company of ladies. Upon which the matron of the assem-

bly, who was dressed in a cherry-coloured hood, commended
the discretion of the writer, for having thrown his filthy

thoughts into Greek, which was likely to corrupt but few of

his readers. At the same time, she declared herself very

well pleased, that he had not given a decisive opinion upon
the new-fashioned hoods ;

' For, to tell you truly, (says she,)

I was afraid he would have made us ashamed to show our

heads.' Now, sir, you must know, since this unlucky acci-

dent happened to me ia a company of ladies, among whom I

passed for a most ingenious man, I have consulted one who
is very well versed in the Greek language, and he assures me
upon his word, that your late quotation means no more, than

that ' manners, and not dress, are the ornaments of a woman.'

If this comes to the knowledge of my female admirers, I shall

be very hard put to it to bring myself off handsomely. In

the mean while I give you this account, that you may take

care hereafter not to betray any of your well-wishers into the

like inconveniencies. It is in the number of these that I beg

leave to subscribe myself,
" Tom Teippit."

"Me. SrECTATOK,
Tour readers are so well pleased vrith your character

of Sir Roger de Coverley, that there appeared a sensible

joy ia every colFee-house, upon hearing the old knight was

come to town. I am now with a knot of his admirers, who
make it their joint request to you, that you would give us

public notice of the window or balcony where the knight in-

tends to make his appearance. He has already given great
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satisfaction to several who have seen him at Squire's Coffee-

house. If you think iit to place your short face at Sir Eoger's

left elbow, we shaU take the hint, and gratefully acknowledge

so great a favour.

"I am, sir,

Youv most devoted humble servant,

C. D."
"SlE,

Knowing you aie very inquisitive after everything

that is curious in nature, I will wait on you, if you please, in

the dusk of the evening, with my show upon my back, which
I carry about with me in a box, as only consisting of a man,

a woman, and an horse. The two first are married, in which

state the little cavalier has so well acquitted himself, that his

lady is with child. The hig-beUied woman, and her husband,

with their whimsical palfrey, are so very light, that when they

are put together into a scale, an ordinary man may weigh

down the whole family. The little man is a bully in his na-

ture ; but when he grows choleric, I confine him to his box
till his wrath is over, by which means I have hitherto pre-

vented him from doing mischief. His horse is likewise very

vicious, for which reason I am forced to tie him close to his

manger with a packthread. The woman is a coquette : she

struts as much as it is possible for a lady of tno foot high,

and would ruin me in silks, were not the quantity that goes

to a large pincushion s\ifficient to make her a gown and
petticoat. She told me the other day, that she heard the

ladies wore coloured hoods, and ordered me to get her one of

the finest blue. I am forced to comply with her demands
whilst she is in her present condition, being very willing to

have more of the same breed. I do not know what she

may produce me, but provided it be a show I shall be very
well satisfied. Such novelties should not, I think, be con-

cealed from the British Spectator ; for which reason, I hope
you wiU excuse this presumption in,

" Your most dutiful, most obedient,

and most humble servant,
' S. T."
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No. 275. TTJESDAT, JANIJAET 15.

—Tribus Anticyris caput insanabile— Juv.

I WAS yesterday engaged in an assembly of virtuosos,

wliere one of them produced many curious observations

Tvhich he had lately made in the anatomy of an human body.

Another of the company communicated to us several won-

derful discoveries, which he had also made on the same sub-

ject, by the help of very fine glasses. This gave birth to a

great variety of uncommon remarks, and furnished discourse

for the remaining part of the day.

The different opinions which were started on this occasion,

presented to my imagination so many new ideas, that by
mixing with those which were already there, they employed
my fancy all the last night, and composed a very wild, ex-

travagant dream.

I was invited, methought, to the dissection of a beau's

head and of a coquette's heart, which were both of them laid

on a table before us. An imaginary operator opened the

first with a great deal of nicety, which, upon a cursory and

superficial view, appeared Uke the head of another man ; but

upon applying our glasses to it, we made a very odd dis-

covery, namely, that what we looked upon as brains, were

not such in reality, but an heap of strange materials woimd
up in that shape and texture, and packed together with won-

derful art in the several cavities of the skuU. For, as Ho-
mer tells us, that the blood of the gods is not real blood, but

only something like it ; so we found that the brain of a beau

is not a real brain, but only something like it.

The pineal gland, which many of our modern philosophers

suppose to be the seat of the soul, smelt very strong of es-

sence and orange-flower water, and was encompassed with a

kind of horny substance, cut into a thousand little faces or

mirrors, which were imperceptible to the naked eye ; inso-

much, that the soul, if there had been any here, must have

been always taken up in contemplating her own beauties.

ATe observed a large antrum or cavity in the sinciput,

that was filled with ribbons, lace, and embroidery, wrought

together in a most curious piece of network, the parts of

wiiieh were likewise imperceptible to the naked eye. An-

other of these antrums or ca\nties was stuff'ed with invisible
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billet-doux, love-letters, pricked dances, and other trumpery
of the same nature. In another we foimd a kind of powder,
which set the whole company a sneezing, and by the scent

discovered itself to be right Spanish. The several other cells

were stored with commodities of the same kind, of which it

would be tedious to give the reader an exact inventory.

There was a large cavity on each side of the head which I

must not omit. That on the right side was filled with fic-

tions, flatteries, and falsehoods, vows, promises, and protesta-

tions ; that on the left with oaths and imprecations. There
issued out a duct from each of these cells, which ran into the

root of the tongue, where both joined together, and passed

forward in one common duct to the tip of it. "Wo dis-

covered several little roads or canals running from the ear

into the brain, and took particular care to trace them out

through their several passages. One of them extended itself

to a bundle of sonnets and little musical instruments. Others

ended in several bladders, which were filled with wind or

froth. But the large canal entered into a great cavity of the

skull, from whence there went another canal into the tongue.

This great cavity was filled with a kind of spongy substance,

which the French anatomists call galimatias ; and the English,

nonsense.

The skins of the forehead were extremely tough and thick,

and what very much surprised us, had not in them any sin-

gle blood-vessel that we were able to discover either with
or without our glasses ; from whence we concluded, that the

party, when alive, must have been entirely deprived of the

faculty of blushing.

The OS cribriforme was exceedingly stuffed, and in some
places damaged -^ith snufi^. "We could not but take notice

in particular of that small muscle, which is not often disco-

vered in dissections, and draws the nose upwards, when it

expresses the contempt which the owner of it has, upon see-

ing anything he does not like, or hearing anything he does

not understand. I need not tell my learned reader, that this

is that muscle which performs the motion so often mentioned
by the Latin poets, when they talk of a man's cocking his

nose, or playing the rhinoceros.

"We did not find anything very remarkable in the eye,

saving only that the musculi amatorii, or, as we may translate

it into English, the ogling muscles, were very much worn
u 2
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and decayed -with use ; whereas, on the contrary, the eleva«

tor, or the muscle which turns the eye towards heaven, did

not appear to have heen used at all.

I have only mentioned in this dissection such new dis-

coveries as we were ahle to make, and have not taken any
notice of those parts which are to be met with in commoD
heads. As for the skull, the face, and indeed the whole out-

ward shape and figure of the head, we could not discover

any difference from what we observe in the heads of other

men. We v:ere informed, that the person to whom this

head belonged, had passed for a man above five-and-thirty

years ; during which time he eat and drank like other people,

dressed well, talked loud, laughed frequently, and on par-

ticular occasions had acquitted himself tolerably at a ball or

an assembly ; to which one of the company added, that a

certain knot of ladies took him for a wit. He was cut off in

the ilower of his age by the blow of a paring-shovel, having

been surprised by an eminent citizen as he was tendering

some civilities to his wife.

When we had thoroughly examined this head with all its

apartments, and its several kinds of furniture, we put up
the brain, such as it was, into its proper place, and laid it

aside under a broad piece of scarlet cloth, in order to be pre-

pared, and kept in a great repository of dissections ; our

operator telling us, that the preparation would not be so

dif&cult as that of another brain, for that he had observed

several of the little pipes and tubes which ran through the

brain wore already fiUed with a kind of mercurial substance,

which he looked upon to be true quicksilver.

He applied himself in the next place to the coquette's

heart, which he likewise laid open with great dexterity.

There occurred to us many particularities in this dissection

;

but being unwilling to burden my reader's memory too

much, I shall reserve this subject for the speculation of an-

other day.

No. 281. TUESDAY, JANUAET 22.

Pectoribus inliians spirantia consulit exta. Virg.

Haa'in"G already given an account of the dissection of a

beau's head, with the several discoveries made on that occa-
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sion, I shall here, according to my promise, enter upon fit

dissection of a coquette's heart, and communicate to the

public such particularities as we observed in that curious

piece of anatomy.
I should, perhaps, have waived this undertaking, had not

I been put in mind of my promise by several of my unknown
correspondents, who are very importunate with me to make
an example of the coquette, as I have already done of the

beau. It is, therefore, in compliance with the request of

friends, that I have looked over the minutes of my former

dream, in order to give the public an exact relation of it,

which I shall enter upon without further preface.

Our operator, before he engaged in this visionary dissec-

tion, told us, tiat there was nothing in his art more difScult,

than to lay open the heart of a coquette, by reason of the

many labyrinths and recesses which are to be found in it,

and which do not appear in the heart of any other animal.

He desired us iirst of aU to observe the pericardium, or

outward case of the heart, which we did very attentively

;

and, by the help of our glasses, discerned in it millions of

little scars, which seemed to have been occasioned by the

poiats of innumerable darts and arrows, that from time to

time had glanced upon the outward coat ; though he could

not discover the smallest orifice, by which any of them had
entered and pierced the inward substance.

Every smatterer in anatomy knows, that this pericardiuin,

or case of the heart, contains in it a thin reddish liquor, sup-

posed to be bred from the vapours which exhale out of the

heart, and being stopped here, are condensed into this watery
substance. Upon examining this liquor, we found that it

had in it all the qualities of that spirit which is made use of

in the thermometer, to show the change of weather.

Nor must I here omit an experiment one of the company
assures us he himself had made with this liquor, which he
found in great quantity about the heart of a coquette whom
he had formerly dissected. He affirmed to us, that he had
actually enclosed it in a small tube made after the manner
of a weather-glass ; but that, instead of acquainting him with
the variations of the atmosphere, it showed him the qualities

of those persons who entered the room where it stood. He
affirmed also, that it rose at the approach of a plume of

feathers, an embroidered coat, or a pair of fringed gloves

;
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and that it fell as soon as an ill-sliaped periwig, a clums;'

pair of shoes, or an unfashionable coat came into his house

:

nay, he proceeded so far as to assure us, that, upon his

laughing aloud when he stood by it, the liquor mounted very

sensibly, and immediately sunk again upon his looking

serious. In short, he told us, that he knew very weU by
this invention whenever he had a man of sense or a coxcomb

in his room.
Having cleared away the pericardium, or the case and

liquor above-mentioned, we came to the heaj-t itself. The
outward surface of it was extremely slippery, and the mucro,

or point, so very cold withal, that upon endeavouring to take

hold of it, it glided through the fingers like a smooth piece

of ice.

The fibres were turned and twisted in a more intricate

and perplexed manner than they are usually found in other

hearts ; insomuch, that the whole heart was wound up to-

gether like a Grordian knot, and must have had very irre-

gular and unequal motions, whilst it was employed in its

vital function.

One thing we thought very observable, namely, that, upon
examining all the vessels which came into it, or issued out of

it, we could not discover any communication that it had

with the tongue.

"We could not but take notice likewise, that several of

those little nerves in the heart, which are affected by the

sentiments of love, hatred, and other passions, did not de-

scend to this before us from the brain, but from the musclea

which lie about the eye.

Upon weighing the heart in my hand, I found it to be

extremely light, and consequently very hollow, which I did

not wonder at, when, upon looking into the inside of it, I

saw multitudes of cells and cavities running one within an-

other, as our historians describe the apartments of Eosa-

mond's Bower. Several of these little hollows were stufled

vrith innumerable sorts of trifles, which I shall forbear

giving any particular account of, and shall, therefore, only

take notice of what lay first and uppermost, which, upon oui

unfolding it, and applying our microscope to it, appeared to

be a flame-coloured hood.

"We were informed that the lady of this heart, when liviag,

received the addresses of several who made love to her, and
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did not only give each of them encouragement, hut made
every one she conversed with believe that she regarded him
with an eye of Itindness : for which reason, we expected to

have seen the impression of multitudes of faces among the

several plaits and foldings of the heart ; but, to our great

surprise, not a single print of this nature discovered itself,

till we came into the very core and centre of it. We there

observed a little figure, which, upon applying our glasses to

it, appeared dressed in a very fantastic manner. The more
I looked upon it, the more I thought I had seen the face be-

fore, but could not possibly recoUect either the place or

time ; when at length one of the company, who had examined
this figure more nicely than the rest, showed us plainly by
the make of its face, and the several turns of its features,

that the little idol which was thus lodged in the very middle

of the heart, was the deceased beau, whose head I gave some
account of in my last Tuesday's paper.

As soon as we had finished our dissection, we resolved to

make an experiment of the heart, not being able to deter-

mine among ourselves the nature of its substance, which
differed in so many particulars from that of the heart in

other females. Accordingly we laid in into a pan of burn-
ing coals, when we observed in it a certain salamandriue

quality, that made it capable of living in the midst of fii'e

and flame, without being consumed, or so much as singed.

As we were admiring this strange pheenomenon, and
standing round the heart in the circle, it gave a most pro-
digious sigh, or rather crack, and dispersed all at once in
smoke and vapour. This imaginary noise, which methought
was louder than the burst of a cannon, produced such a
violent shake in my brain, that it dissipated the fumes of

sleep, and left me in an instant broad awake.

No. 287. TUESDAY, JANIIAET 29.

Q (piKraTJi yrj ju^rtp, wg ffSfivov G^odp' ft

TotQ voiiv €xov(7L KTi][j.a;— Menand.

T LOOK upon it as a peculiar happiness, that were I to

choose of what religion I would be, and under what govern-
ment I would live, I should most certainly give the prefer-
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ence to that form of religion and government which is

established in my own country. In this point, I think, I am
determined by reason and conviction ; but if I shall be told

that I am acted by prejudice, I am sure it is an honest preju-

dice ; it is a prejudice that arises from the love of my counlry,

and, therefore, such an one as I will always indulge. I have,

in several papers, endeavoured to express my duty and esteem

for the Church of England, and design this as an essay upon
the civil part of our constitution ; having often entertained

myself with reflections on this subject, which I have not

met with in other writers.

That form of government appears to me the most reason-

able, which is most conformable to the equality that we find

in human nature, provided it be consistent with public peace

and tranquillity. This is what may properly be called liberty,

which exempts one man from subjection to another, so far

as the order and economy of government will permit.

Liberty should reach every individual of a people, as they

all share one common nature : if it only spreads among
particular branches, there had better be none at all, since

such a liberty only aggravates the misfortune of those who
are deprived of it, by setting before them a disagreeable

subject of comparison.

This liberty is best preserved, where the legislative power
is lodged in several persons, especially if those persons are

of diiferent ranks and interests ; for where they are of the

same rank, it differs but little from a despotical government

in a single person. But the greatest security a people can

have for their liberty, is when the legislative power is in the

hands of persons so happily distinguished, that by providing

for the particular interest of their several ranks, they are

jn'oviding for the whole body of the people ; or, in other

words, when there is no part of the people that has not a

common interest with at least one part of the legislators.

If there be but one body of legislators, it is no better

than a tyranny ; if there are only two, there will want a

casting voice, and one of them must at length be swallowed

up by disputes and contentions that wiU necessarily arise

between them. Four would have the same inconvenience

as two, and a greater number would cause too much confu-

sion. I could never read a passage in Polybius, and another

in Cicero, to this purpose, without a secret pleasure in ap-
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plying it to the Englisli constitution, which it suits much
Letter than the Eoman. Both these great authors gi\e

the pre-eminence to a mixt government, consisting of three

branches, the regal, the noble, and the popular. They had
doubtless in their thoughts the constitution of the Roman
common-wealth, in which the consul represented the king

;

the senate, the nobles ; and the tribunes, the people. This

division of the three powers in the Uoman constitution was
by no means so distinct and natural, as it is in the English

form of government. Among several objections that might
be made to it, I think the chief are those that affect the

consular power, which had only the ornaments without the

force of the regal authority. Their number had not a cast-

ing voice in it ; for which reason, if one did not chance to

be employed abroad, while the other sat at home, the public

business was sometimes at a stand, while the consuls pulled

two different ways in it. Besides, I do not find that the con-

suls had ever a negative voice in the passing of a law, or de-

cree of senate ; so that, indeed, they were rather the chief

body of the nobility, or the iirst ministers of state, than a
distinct branch of the sovereignty, in which none can be
looked upon as a part, who are not a part of the legislature.

Had the consuls been invested with the regal authority to as

great a degree as our monarchs, there would never have been
any occasions for a dictatorship, which had in it the power of

the three orders, and ended in the subversion of the whole
constitution.

Such an history as that of Suetonius, which gives us a suc-

cession of absolute princes, is to me an unanswerable argu-
ment against despotic power. Where the prince is a man of

wisdom and virtue, it is indeed happy for his people that he
is absolute ; but since in the common two. of mankind, for

one that is wise and good you find ten of a contrary charac-

ter, it is very dangerous for a nation to stand to its chance,

or to have its public happiness or misery to depend on the

virtues or vices of a single person. Look into the historian

I have mentioned, or into any series of absolute princes, how
many tyrants must you read through, before you come at an
emperor that is supportable ! But this is not all ; an honest
private man often grows cruel and abandoned, when converted

into an absolute prince. Give a man power of doing what
he pleases with impunity, you extinguish his fear, and conae-
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quently overturn in him one of the great pillars of morality.

This too we find confirmed by matter of fact. How many
hopeful heirs-apparent to great empires, when in the posses-

sion of them, have become such monsters of lust and cruelty

as are a reproach to human nature

!

Some tell us we ought to make our governments on earth

like that in heaven, which, say they, is altogether monarchi-

cal and unlimited. Was man like his Creator in goodness

and justice, I should be for following this great model ; hut

where goodness and justice are not essential to the ruler, I

would by no means put myself into his hands to be disposed

of according to his particular will and pleasure.

It is odd to consider the connexion between despotic

government and barbarity, and how the making of one person

more than man, makes the rest less. Above nine parts of

the world in ten are in the lowest state of slavery, and con-

sequently sunk into the most gross and brutal ignorance.

European slavery is indeed a state of liberty, if compared
with that which prevails in the other three divisions of the

world ; and therefore it is no wonder that those who grovel

under it have many tracks of light among them, of which the

others are wholly destitute.

Eiches and plenty are the natural fruits of liberty, and

where these abound, learning and all the liberal arts mil im-

mediately lift up their heads and flourish. As a man must
have no slavish fears and apprehensions hanging upon his

mind, who will indulge the flights of fancy or speculation,

and push his researches into all the abstruse corners of truth;

so it is necessary for him to have about him a competency of

all the conveniences of life.

The first thing every one looks after, is to provide himself

with necessaries. This point will engross our thoughts till it

be satisfied. If this is taken care of to our hands, we look out

for pleasures and amusements ; and among a great number

of idle people, there will be many whose pleasures vrill he in

reading and contemplation. These are the tTvo great sources

of knowledge, and as men grow wise they naturally love to

communicate their discoveries ; and others seeing the happi-

ness of such a learned life, and improving by their convers-

ation, emulate, imitate, and surpass one another, till a nation

is filled with races of wise and understanding persons. *Base

and plenty are therefore the great cherishers of knowledge;
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and as most of the despotic govenunents of the world have
neither of them, they are naturally over-run with ignorance
and barbarity. In Europe, indeed, notwithstanding several

of its princes are absolute, there are men famous for know-
ledge and learning, but the reason is because the subjects are

many of them rich and wealthy ; the prince not thinking iit

to exert himself in. his full tyranny like the princes of the

Eastern nations, lest his subjects should be invited to new-
mould their constitution, having so many prospects of liberty

within their view. But in aU despotic governments, though
a particular prince may favour arts and letters, there is a
natural degeneracy of mankind, as you may observe from
Augustus's reign, how the E.omans lost themselves by degrees

till they fell to an equality with the most barbarous nations

that surrounded them. Look upon Greece under its free

states, and you would think its inhabitants lived in different

climates, and under diiferent heavens, from those at present

;

so different are the geniuses which are formed under Turkish
slavery, and Grecian liberty.

Besides poverty and want, there are other reasons that

debase the minds of men who live under slavery, though
I look on this as the principal. This natural tendency of

despotic power to ignorance and barbarity, though not in-

sisted, upon by others, is, I think, an unanswerable argu-

ment against that form of government, as it shows how re-

pugnant it is to the good of mankind and the perfection of

human nature, which ought to be the great ends of all civil

institutions.

Nc. 289. THTJESDAT, JANUAET 31.

VitiE summa brevis spem nos vetat inchoare longam. Hon.

Xlpoif taking my seat in a coffee-house I often draw the
eyes of the whole room upon me, when in the hottest seasons

of news, and at a time that perhaps the Dutch mail is just

come in, they hear me ask the coffee-man for his last week's
bill of mortality : I find that I have been sometimes taken
on this occasion for a parish sexton, sometimes for an under-
taker, and sometimes for a doctor of physic. In this, how-
ever, I am guided by the spirit of a philosopher, as I take
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occasion from hence to reflect upon the regular increase and
diminution of mankind, and consider the several various

ways through which we pass from life to eternity. I am
very weU pleased with these weekly admonitions, that hring

into my mind such thoughts as ought to be the daily enter-

tainment of every reasonable creature ; and can consider,

with pleasure to myself, by which of those deliverances, or,

as we commonly call them, distempers, I may possibly make
my escape out of this world of sorrows, into that condition

of existence, wherein I hope to be happier than it is possible

for me at present to conceive.

But this is not all the use I make of the above-mentioned

weekly paper. A bill of mortality is in my opinion an im-

answerable argument for a Providence ; how can we, without

supposing ourselves under the constant care of a Supreme
Being, give any possible account for ' that nice proportion

which we iind in every great city, between the deaths and

births of its inhabitants, and between the number of males

and that of females, who are brought into the world ? what

else could adjust in so exact a manjier the recruits of every

nation to its losses, and divide these new supplies of people

into such equal bodies of both sexes ? Chance could never

hold the balance vrith so steady a hand. Were we not

counted out by an intelligent supervisor, we should some-

times be over-charged with multitudes, and at others waste

away into a desert : we should be sometimes a populus viro-

rum, as Florus elegantly expresses it, " a generation of

males," and at others a species of women. We may extend

this consideration to every species of living creatures, and

consider the whole animal world as an huge army made up

of an innumerable corps, if I may use that term, whose

quotas have been kept entire near five thousand years, in so

wonderful a manner, that there is not probably a single

species lost during this long tract of time. Could we have

general bills of mortality of every kind of animal, or particu-

lar ones of every species in each continent and island, I

could almost say in every wood, marsh, or mountain, what

astonishing instances would they be of that Providence

which watches over all its works ?

I have heard of a great man in the Eomish Church, who

' AccountJbr.1 We s&y, to account for, hut, to give an account of.
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upon reading those words in the fifth chapter of Genesis^
" And all the days that Adam lived were nine hundred and
thirty years, and he died ; and all the days of Seth were
nine hundred, and twelve years, and he died; and all the

days of Methuselah were nine hundred and sisty-nine years,

and he died;" immediately shut himself up in a convent,

and retired from the world, as not thinking anything in this

Ufe worth pursuing, which had not regard to another.

The truth of it is, there is nothing in history which is so

improving to the reader, as those accounts which we meet
with of the deaths of eminent persons, and of their behaviour

in that dreadful season. I may also add, that there are no
parts in history which affect and please the reader in so

sensible a manner. The reason I take to be this, because
there is no other single circumstance in the story of any per-

son, which can possibly be the case of every one who reads
it. A battle or a triumph are conjunctures in which not one
man in a million is likely to be engaged ; but when we see

a person at the point of death, we cannot forbear being at-

tentive to everything he says or does, because we are sure,

that some time or other we shall ourselves be in the same
melancholy circumstances. The general, the statesman, or
the philosopher, are perhaps characters which we may never
act in ; but the dying man is one whom, sooner or later, we
shall certainly resemble.

It is, perhaps, for the same kind of reason that few books,

written in English, have been so much perused as Doctor
Sherlock's Discourse upon Death ; though at the same time
I must own, that he who has not perused this excellent

piece, has not perhaps read one of the strongest persuasives

to a religious Ufe that ever was ivritten in any language.

The consideration with which I shall close this essay

upon Death, is one of the most ancient and most beaten
morals that has been recommended to mankind. But its

being so very common, and so universally received, though
it takes away from it the grace of novelty, adds very much
to the weight of it, as it shows that it falls in with the
general sense of mankind. In short, I would have every
one consider, that he is in this life nothing more than a
passenger, and that he is not to set up his rest here, but
keep an attentive eye upon that state of being to which he
approaches every moment, and which ^viU be for ever fixet''
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and permanent. This single consideration woidd be suf-

ficient to extinguish the bitterness of hatred, the thirst of

avarice, and the cruelty of ambition.

I am very much pleased with the passage of Antiphanes,

a very ancient poet, who lived near an hundred years before

Socrates, which represents the life of man under this view,

as I have here translated it word for word. " Be not grieved,"

says he, " above measure, for thy deceased friends. They are

not dead, but have only finished that journey which it is

necessary for every one of us to take : we ourselves must go

to that great place of reception in which they are all of them
assembled, and in this general rendezvous of mankind, live,

together in another state of being."

I think I have, in a former paper, taken notice of those

beautiful metaphors in Scripture, where life is termed a pil-

grimage, and those who pass through it are called strangers

and sojourners upon earth. I shall conclude this with a

story, which I have somewhere read in the Travels of Sir

John Chardin; that gentleman, after having told us, that

the inns which receive the caravans in Persia, and the

Eastern countries, are called by the name of caravansaries,

gives us a relation to the following purpose.

A dervise, travelling through Tartary, being arrived at the

town of Balk, went into the king's palace by a mistake, as

thinking it to be a public inn or caravansary. Haviag
looked about him for some time he entered into a long gal-

lery, where he laid down his wallet, and spread his carpet, in

order to repose himseK upon it after the manner of the

Eastern nations. He had not been long in this posture be-

fore he was discovered by some of the guards, who asked him
what was his business in that place ? The dervise told them
he intended to take up his night's lodging in that caravan-

sary. The guards let him know, in a very angry manner,

that the house he was in, was not a caravansary, but the

king's palace. It happened that the king himself passed

through the gallery during this debate, and smiling at the

mistake of the dervise, asked him how he could possibly be

so dull as not to distinguish a palace from a caravansary?
" Sir, (says.the dervise,) give me leave to ask your Majesty a

question or two. "WTio were the persons that lodged in this

house when it was first built?" The king replied, his an-

cestors. " And who (says the dervise) was the last person
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that lodged here?" The king replied, his fether. "And
who is it (says the dervise) that lodges here at present?"

The king told him, that it waa he himself. " And who (says

the dervise) will be here after you?" The king answered,

the young prince, his son. " Ah sir, (said the dervise,) a

house that changes its inhabitants so often, and receives

such a perpetual succession of guests, is not a palace, but a

caravansary."

Ifo. 293. TIJESDAT, rEBETJAET 5.

Haaiv yap lixppovovaL avjifiaxii ^vxi- Fhag. Vet. Poet.

The famous Gratian, in his Uttle book wherein he lays

down maxims for a man's advancing himself at court, ad-

vises his reader to associate himself with the fortunate, and
to shun the company of the unfortunate ; which, notwith-

standing the baseness of the precept to an honest mind,
may have something useful in it for those who push their

interest in the world. It is certain a great part of what we
call good or ill fortune, rises out of right or wrong measures
and schemes of life. When I hear a man complain of his

being unfortunate in all his undertakings, I shrewdly sus-

pect him for a very weak man in his affairs. In conformity
with this way of thinking. Cardinal Eichlieu used to say,

that unfortunate and imprudent were but two words for the
same thing. As the cardinal himself had a great share both
of prudence and good-fortune, his famous antagonist, the
Count d'Ohvarez, was disgraced at the court of Madrid, be-

cause it was alleged against him that he had never any suc-

cess in his undertakings. This, says an eminent author, was
directly accusing him of imprudence.

Cicero recommended Pompey to the Eomans for their

general upon three accounts, as he was a man of courage, con-

duct, and good-fortune. It was, perhaps, for the reason

above mentioned, namely, that a series of good-fortune sup-
poses a prudent management in the person whom it befalls,

that not only SyUa the dictator, but several of the Eoman
emperors, as is still to be seen upon their medals, among
their other titles, gave themselves that of Felix, or Fortunate.
Thn heathens, indeed, seem to have valued a man more for
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Hs good-fortune tlian for any other quality, wUeli I think

is very natural for those who have not a strong belief of an-

other world. Eor how can I conceive a man crowned with

many distinguishing blessings, that has not some extraor-

dinary fund of merit and perfection in him, which lies open

to the Supreme eye, though perhaps it is not discovered by
my observation ? What is the reason Homer's and Virgil's

heroes do not form a resolution, or strilce a blow, without

the conduct and direction of some deity ? Doubtless because

the poets esteemed it the greatest honour to be favoured by
the gods, and thought the best way of praising a man was,

to recount those favours which naturally implied an extra-

ordinary merit in the person on whom they descended.

Those who believe a future state of rewards and punish-

ments, act very absurdly, if they form their opinions of a

man's merit from his successes. But certainly, if I thought

the whole circle of our being was concluded between our

births and deaths, I should think a man's good fortune the

measure and standard of his real merit, since Providence

would have no opportunity of rewarding his virtue and per-

fections, but in the present life. A virtuous unbeliever, who
lies under the pressure of misfortunes, has reason to cry

out,i as they say Brutus did a little before his death, "

virtue, I have worshipped thee as a substantial good, but I

iind thou art an empty name."
But to return to our first point. Though prudence does

undoubtedly in a great measure produce our good or iU for-

tune in the world, it is certain there are many unforeseen

accidents and occurrences, which very often prevent the

finest schemes that can he laid by human wisdom. The race

is not always to the swift, nor the battle to the strong. No-

thing less than infinite wisdom can have an absolute command
over fortune ; the highest degree of it which man can possess,

is by no means equal to fortuitous events, and to such con-

tingencies as may rise in the prosecution of our afiairs. Nay,

it very often happens, that prudence, which has always in it

a great mixture of caution, hinders a man from being so for-

tunate as he might possibly have been without it. A person

who only aims at what is likely to succeed, and follows

' Has reason to cry out. ] How so ? On Mr. Addison'a principles,

Brutus should only haye said, " I find by my ill success, that I have

not so much -virtue as my competitor."
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closely tlie dictates of human prudence, never meets witli

those great and unforeseen successes, which are often the

effect of a sanguine temper, or a more happy rashness ; and
this perhaps may be the reason, that, according to the com-
mon observation. Fortune, like other females, delights rather

in favouring the young than the old.

Upon the whole, since man is so short-sighted a creature,

and the accidents which may happen to him so various, I

cannot but be of Dr. Tillotson's opinion in another case,

that were there any doubt of a Providence, yet it certainly

would be very desirable there should be such a Being of in-

finite wisdom and goodness, on whose direction we might
rely in the conduct of human life.

It is a great presumption to ascribe our successes to our

own management, and not to esteem ourselves upon any
blessing, rather as it is the bounty of Heaven, than the ac-

qmsition of our own prudence. I am very well pleased with
a medal which was struck by Queen Elizabeth a little after

the defeat of the invincible Armada, to perpetuate the

memory of that extraordinary event. It is well known how
the king of Spain, and others who were enemies of that great

princess, to derogate from her glory, ascribed the ruin of

their fleet rather to the violence of storms and tempests,

than to the bravery of the English. Queen Elizabeth, in-

stead of looking upon this as a diminution of her honour,
valued herself upon such a signal favour of Providence, and
accordingly in the reverse of the medal above-mentioned, has
represented a fleet beaten by a tempest, and falling foul

upon one another, with that religious inscription, Afflavit
Deus et dissipantur, " He blew with his 'uind, and they were
scattered."

It is remarked of a famous Grecian general, whose name
I cannot at present recollect, and who had been a particular

favourite of fortune, that upon recounting his factories among
his friends, he added at the end of several great actions,
" And in this Fortune had no share." After which it is ob-

served in history, that he never prospered in anything he
undertook.

As arrogance, and a conceitedness ' of our own abilities,

are very shocking and offensive to men of sense and virtue,

' Conceitedness.'] Instead of this word, "which is now out of use, we
eliould say, a conceit, or, a conceited opinion of.

VOL. III. X
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we may Le sure tliey are higMy displeasing to that Being

Avho delights in an humble mind, and by several of his dis-

jjensations seems purposely to show ui?, that our own schemes

or prudence have no share in our advancements.

Since on this subject I have already admitted several quo-

tations which have occurred to my memory upon writing

this paper, I will conclude it with a little Persian fable. A
drop of water fell ovit of a cloud into the sea, and findinn^

itself lost in such an immensity of fluid matter, broke out

into the following reflection :
" AlaS ! what an inconsider-

able creature am I in this prodigious ocean of waters ; my
existence is of no concern to the universe, I am reduced to

a Isiud of nothing, and am less than the least of the works

of God." It so happened, that an oyster, which lay in the

neighbourhood of this drop, chanced to gape and swallow it

lip in the midst of this his humble soliloquy. The drop, says

the fable, lay a great while hardening in the shell, until by

degrees it was ripened into a pearl, which falling into the

hands of a di\'er, after a long series of adventures, is at pre-

sent that famous pearl which is fixed on the top of the Per-

sian diadem.

Xo. 29.5. TIIUESDAT, PEBEUAET 7.

Prodiga non sentit pereuntem foemma censum :

At velut extiausta redivivus [jullulet area

Nuramus, et e pleno semper tollatur acervo,

Non unquam reputat quanti sibi gaudia constent. Juv.

" Me. Spectatoe,
I am turned of my great climacteric, and am naturally

a man of a meek temper. About a dozen years ago I was mar-

ried, for my sins, to a young woman of a good family, and of an

high spirit ; but could not bring her to close with me, before

I had entered into a treaty with her longer than that of the

grand alliance. Among other articles, it was therein stipu-

lated that she should have £400 a year for pin-money, which

I obliged myself to pay quarterly into the hands of one who

acted as her plenipotentiary in thai aftair. I have ever since

religiously observed my part in this solemn agreement.

Xow, sir, so it is, that the lady has had several children since

I married her ; to which, if I should credit our malicious
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•neighbours, her pin-money has not a little coutributed.

The education of these my children, who, contrary to my
expectation, are born to me every year, straitens me so much,
that I have begged their mother to free me from the obliga-

tion of the above-mentioned pin-money, that it may go to-

wards making a provision for her family. This proposal

makes her noble blood swell in her veins, insomuch that

finding me a little tardy in her last quarter's payment, sh&

threatens me every day to arrest me ; and proceeds so far a*

to tell me, that if I do not do her justice, I shall die in a jail.

To this she adds, when her passion will let her argue calmly,

that she has several play-debts on her hand, which must be
discharged very suddenly, and that she cannot lose her

money as becomes a woman of her fashion, if she makes me
any abatements in this article. I hope, sir, you will take an
occasion from hence to give your opinion upon a subject

which you have not yet touched, and inform us if there are

any precedents for this usage among our ancestors ; or

whether you find any mention of pin-money in Grotius,

Puffendorf, or any other of the civilians.

" I am ever the humblest of your admirers,

JosiAH Feibble, Esq."

As there is no man living who is a more professed advocate

for the fair sex than myself, so there is none that would be
more unwilling to invade any of their ancient rights and
privileges ; but as the doctrine of pin-money is of a very late

date, unknown to our great-grandmothers, and not yet re-

ceived by many of our modern ladies, I think it is for the
interest of both sexes to keep it from spreading.

Mr. Fribble may not, perhaps, be much mistaken where
he intimates, that the supplying a man's wife with pin-

money, is furnishing her with arms against himself, and in a

manner becoming accessory to his own dishonour. We may,
indeed, generally observe, that in proportion as a woman is

more or less beautiful, and her husband advanced in years,

she stands in need of a greater or less number of pins, and
upon a treaty of marriage rises or falls in her demands ac-

cordingly. It must likewise be owped, that high quality in

a mistress does very much inflame this article in the marriage
reckoning.

But where the age and circumstances of both p&rties

3. 2
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pretty much upon a level, I cannot but think the insisting

upon pin-money is very extraordinary; and yet we find

several matches hroken off upon this very head. "What

would a foreigner, or one who is a stranger to this practice,

think of a lover that forsakes his mistress, because he is not

willing to keep her in pins ; but what would he think of the

mistress, should he be informed that she asks five or six

hundred pounds a year for this use ? Should a man unac-

quainted with our customs be told the sums which are

allowed in Great Britain, under the title of pin-money, what

a prodigious consumption of pins would he think there was

in this island !
" A pin a day (says our frugal proverb) is

a groat a year;" so that according to this calculation, my
friend Pribble's wife must every year make use of eight

millions six hundred and forty thousand new pins.

I am not ignorant that our British ladies allege they

comprehend under this general term several other conveni-

ences of life ; I could therefore wish, for the honour of my
country-women, that they had rather called it needle-money,

which might have implied something of good-housewifery,

and not have given the malicious world occasion to think,

that dress and trifle have always the xippermost place in a

woman's thoughts.

I know several of my fair readers urge, in defence of this

practice, that it is but a necessary provision to make for

themselves, in case their husband proves a churl or a miser

;

so that they consider this allowance as a kind of alimony,

which they may lay their claim to without actually separating

from their husbands. But with submission, I think a woman
who will give up herself to a man in marriage, where there

is the least room for such an apprehension, and trust her

person to one whom she will not rely on for the common
necessaries of life, may very properly be accused (in the

phrase of an homely proverb) of being "penny wise and

pound foolish."

It is observed of over-cautious generals, that they never

engage in a battle without securing a retreat, ia case the

event should not answer their expectations ; on the other

hand, the greatest conquerors have burnt their ships, and

broke down the bridges behind them, as being determined

either to succeed or die in the engagement. In the same

manner I should very much suspect a woman who takes
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Bucli precautions for her retreat, and contrives methods how
she may live happily, -without the aifection of one to whom
she joins herself for life. Separate purses between man and
wife, are, in my opinion, as unnatural as separate beds. A
marriage cannot be happy, where the pleasures, inclinations,

and iuterests of both parties are not the same. There is no
greater incitement to love in the mind of man, than the

sense of a person's depending upon him for her ease and
happiness ; as a woman uses all her endeavours to please

the person whom she looks upon as her honour, her comfort,

and her support.

For this reason I am not very much surprised at the be-

haviour of a rough country squire, who, being not a little

shocked at the proceeding of a young widow that woidd not
recede from her demands of pin-money, was so enraged at

her mercenary temper, that he told her in great wrath, " As
much as she thought him her slave, he would show all the

world he did not care a pin for her." Upon which he flew

out of the room, and never saw her more.
Socrates, in Plato's Alcibiades, says, he was informed by

one, who had travelled through Persia, that as he passed
over a tract of lands and inquired what the name of the

place was, they told him it was the queen's girdle; to which
he adds, that another wide field which lay by it was called

the queen's veil, and that in the same maimer there was a
large portion of ground set aside for every part of her
Majesty's dress. These lands might not be improperly
called the Queen of Persia's pin-money.

I remember my friend Sir Eoger, who I dare say never
read this passage in Plato, told me some time since, that
upon his courting the perverse widow, (of whom I have
given an account in former papers,) he had disposed of an
hundred acres in a diamond-ring, which he would have pre-
sented her with, had she thought fit to accept it ; and that
upon her wedding-day she should have carried on her head
fifty of the taUest oaks upon his estate. He further in-

formed me that he would have given her a coal-pit to keep
her in clean linen, that he would have allowed her the pro-
fits of a vrind-miU for her fans, and have presented her,

once in three years, with the shearing of his sheep for her
under-petticoats. To which the knight always adds, that
though he did not care for fine clothes himself, there should
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not have been a woman in the country better dressed thai,

my lady Coverley. Sir Eoger, perhaps, may in this, as well

as in many other of his devices, appear something odd and

singular, but if the humour of pin-money prevails, I think

it would be very proper for every gentleman of an estate

to mark out so many acres of it under the title of The Pins.

No. 299. TUESDAY, PEBETJAET 12.

Malo Venusinam, quam te, Cornelia, mater
Graechorum, si cum magnis virtutibus affers

Grande supercilium, et numeras in dote triumphos.

Tolle tnum precor Annibalem victumque Syphacem
In castris, et cum totil Carthagine migra. Juv.

It is observed, that a man improves more by reading tlie

story of a person eminent for prudence and virtue, than by

the finest rules and precepts of morality. In the same

manner a representation of those calamities and misfortunes

which a weak man suffers from wrong measures and ill-

concerted schemes of life, is apt to make a deeper impression

upon our minds, than the wisest maxims and instructions

that can be given us for avoiding the like foUies and indis-

cretions in our own private conduct. It is for this reason

that I lay before my reader the following letter, and leave

it with him to make his own use of it, without adding any

reflections of my own upon the subject-matter.

"Me. Spectatob,
Having carefully perused a letter sent you by Josiah

Eribble, Esq., with your subsequent discourse upon pin-

money, I do presume to trouble you with an account of my
own case, which I look upon to be no less deplorable than

that of Squire Pribble. I am a person of no extraction,

having begun the world with a small parcel of rusty iron,

and AAas for some years commonly known by the name of

Jack Anvil. I have naturally a very happy genius for get-

ting money, insomuch that by the age of five and twenty,

I had scraped together four thousand two hundred pounds,

five shillings, and a few odd pence. I then laimched out

into considerable business, and became a bold trader both

by sea and land, which in a few years raised me a veiT
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considerable fortune. For these my good services I was
knighted in the thirty-fifth year of my age, and lived with

great dignity among my city neighbours by the name of

Sir John Anvil. Being in my temper very ambitious, I was

now bent upon making a family, and accordingly resolved

that my descendants should have a dash of good blood in

their veins. In order to this I made love to the Lady Mary
Oddly, an indigent young woman of quality. To cut short

the marriage treaty, I threw her a charts blanche, as our

newspapers call it, desiring her to write upon it her own
terms. She was very concise in her demands, insisting only

that the disposal of my fortune, and the regulation of my
family, should be entirely in her hands. Her father and
brothers appeared exceedingly averse to this match, and
would not see me for some time ; but at present are so well

reconciled, that they dine vrith me almost every day, and
have borrowed considerable sums of me ; which my Lady
Mary very often twits me with, when she would show me
how kind her relations are to me. She had no portion, as I

told you before, but w^hat she wanted in fortune she makes
up in spirit. She at first changed my name to Sir John
Envil, and at present writes herself M!ary Enville. I have

had some children by her, whom she has christened with the

surnames of her family, in order, as she tells me, to wear out

the homeliness of their parentage by the father's side. Our
eldest son is the Honourable Oddly Enville, Esq., and our
eldest daughter, Harriot Enville. Upon her iirst coming
into my family, she turned off a parcel of very careful serv-

ants, who had been long with me, and introduced in their

stead a couple of Blackamoors, and three or four very gen-

teel fellows in laced liveries, besides her French woman, who
is perpetually making a noise in the house in a language
which nobody understands, except my Lady Mary. She next
set herself to reform every room of my house, having glazed

all my chimney-pieces with looking-glass, and planted every

corner with such heaps of china, that I am obliged to move
about my own house with the greatest caution and circum-
spection, for fear of hurting some of our brittle furniture.

She makes an illumination once a week with wax-candles in

one of the largest rooms, in order, as she phrases it, to

see company. At which time she always desires me to be
abroad, or to confine myself to the cock-loft, that I may not
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disgrace her among her \isita11t3 of quality. Her footmen,

as I told you before, are such beaus, that I do not much care

for asking them questions ; when I do, they answer me with

a saucy frown, and say that everything, which I find fault

with,, was done by my Lady Mary's order. She tells me
that she intends they shaU. wear swords with their next

liveries, having lately observed the footmen of two or three

persons of quality hanging behind the coach with swords by

their sides. As soon as the first honey-moon was over, I

represented to her the unreasonableness of those daily inno-

vations which she made in my family ; but she told me I

was no longer to consider myself as Sir John Anvil, but as

her husband ; and added with a frown, that I did not seem

to know who she was. I was surprised to be treated thus,

after such familiarities as had passed between us. But she

has since given me to know, that whatever freedoms she

may sometimes indulge me in, she expects in general to be

treated with the respect that is due to her birth and quality.

Our children have been trained up from their infancy with

so many accounts of their mother's family, that they know
the stories of all the great men and women it had produced.

Their mother tells them, that such an one commanded in

such a sea engagement, that their great-grandfather had a

horse shot under him at Bdgehill, that their uncle was at the

siege of Buda, and that her mother danced in a ball at court

with the Duke of Monmouth ; with abundance of fiddle-

faddle of the same nature. I was, the other day, a little out

of countenance at a question of my little daughter Harriot,

who asked me, with a great deal of innocence, why I never

told them of the generals and admirals that had been in

my family. As for my eldest son Oddly, he has been so

spirited up by his mother, that if he does not mend his man-
ners I shall go near to disinherit him. He drew his sword

upon me before he was nine years old, and told me, that he

expected to be used like a gentleman ; upon my ofiering to

correct him for his insolence, my Lady Mary stept in be-

tween us, and told me, that I ought to consider there was

some difierence between his mother and mine. She is per-

petually finding out the features of her own relations in

every one of my children, though, by the way, I have a httle

chub-faced boy as like me as he can stare, if I durst say so

;

but what most angers me, when she sees me playing with
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any of them upon my knee, she has begged me more than

once to converse with the children as little as possible, that

they may not learn any of my awkward tricks.

"Ton must further know, since I am opening my heart to

you, that she thinks herself my superior in sense, as much
as she is in quality, and therefore treats me like a plain well-

meaning man, who does not know the world. She dictates

to me in my own business, sets me right in a "point of trade,

and if I disagree with her about any of my ships at sea, won-
ders that I will dispute with her, when I know very well

that her great-grandfather was a flag officer.

" To complete my sufferings, she has teased me for this

quarter of a year last past, to remove into one of the Squares

at the other end of the town, promising, for my encourage-

ment, that I shall have as good a cock-loft as any gentle-

man in the Square : to which the Honourable Oddly Enville,

Esq. always adds, like a jack-a-napes as he is, that he hopes

it will be as near the court as possible.

" In short, Mr. Spectator, I am so much out of my na-

tural element, that to recover my old way of life I would be
content to begin the world again, and be plain Jack Anvil

;

but alas ! I am in for hfe, and am bound to subscribe my-
self, with great sorrow of heart,

" Tour humble servant,

JoHK EirviiiLE, Knt."

No. 305. TUESDAY, EEBEUAET 19.

Non tali aiixilio, nee defensoritus istis

Tempus eget

—

Vieg.

Otje late newspapers being full of the project now on
foot in the court of France, for establishing a political aca-

demy, and I myself having received letters from several vir-

tuosos among my foreign correspondents, which give some
light into that affair, I intend to make it the subject of this

day's speculation. A general account of this project may be
met with in the Daily Courant of last Friday, in the follow-

ing words, translated from the Qazette of Amsterdam.
Paris, February 12. " It is confirmed, that the king has

resolved to establish a new academy for politics, of which
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the Marquis de Torcj, minister and secretary of state, is to

be protector. Six academicians are to be chosen, endowed
with proper talents, for beginning to form this academy, into

which no person is to be admitted under twenty-iive years

of age : they must likewise have each an estate of two thou-

sand livres a year, either in possession, or to come to them
by inheritance. The king will allow to each a pension of a

thousand livres. They are likewise to have able masters to

teach them the necessary sciences, and to instruct them in

all the treaties of peace, alliance, and others, which have

been made in several ages past. These members are to meet

twice a week at the Louvre. From this seminary are to be

chosen secretaries to embassies, who by degrees may advance

to higher employments."
Cardinal Eichelieu's politics made France the terror of Eu-

rope. The statesmen who have appeared in that nation of

late years, have on the contrary rendered it either the pity

or contempt of its neighbours. The cardinal erected that

famous academy which has carried all the parts of polite

learning to tlie greatest height. His chief design in that

institution was to divert the men of genius from meddUng
with politics, a province in which he did not care to have

any one else to interfere with him. On the contrary, the

Marquis de Torcy seems resolved to make several yoimg

men in Franee as wise as himself, and is therefore taken up

at present in establishing a nursery of statesmen.

Some private letters add, that there will also be erected a

seminary of petticoat politicians, who are to be brought up

at the feet of Madam de Maintenon, and to be despatched

into foreign courts upon any emergencies of state ; but as

the news of this last project has not been yet confirmed, I

shall take no further notice of it.

Several of my readers may doubtless remember, that upon

the conclusion of the last war, which had been carried on so

successfully by the enemy, their generals were many of them

transformed into ambassadors ; but the conduct of those

who have commanded in the present war, has, it seems,

brought so little honour and advantage to their great mon-

arch, that he is resolved to trust his aifairs no longer in the

hands of those military gentlemen.

The regulations of this new academy very much deserve

our attention. The students are to have in possession, or
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reversion, an estate of two thousand Freneli livres per an-

num, -which, as the present exchange runs, will amount to

at least one hundred and twenty-six pounds English. This,

with the royal allowance of a thousand livres, will enahle

them to find themselves in coffee and snuff; not to mention
newspapers, pen and ink, wax and wafers, with the like

necessaries for politicians.

A man must he at least five and twenty before he can be
initiated into the mysteries of this academy, though there is

no question but many grave persons of a much more ad-

vanced age, who have been constant readers of the Paris

Gazette, will be glad to begin the world anew, and enter

themselves upon this list of politicians.

The society of these hopeful young gentlemen is to be
under the direction of six professors, who, it seems, are to be
speculative statesmen, and drawn out of the body of the

royal academy. These six wise masters, according to my
private letters, are to have the following parts allotted them.

The first is to instruct the students in state legerdemain,

as how to take off the impression of a seal, to split a wafer,

to open a letter, to fold it up again, with other the like in-

genious feats of dexterity and art. When the students have
accomplished themselves in this part of their profession, they
are to he delivered into the hands of their second instructor,

who is a kind of posture-master.

This artist is to teach them how to nod judiciously, to

shrug up their shoulders in a dubious case, to connive with
either eye, and in a word, the whole practice of political

grimace.

The third is a sort of language-master, who is to instruct

them in the style proper for a foreign minister in his ordi-

nary discourse. And to the end that this college of states-

men may be thoroughly practised in the political style, they
are to make use of it in their common conversations, before

they are employed either in foreign or domestic affairs. If

one of them asks another, what a clock it is, the other is to

answer him indirectly, and, if possible, to turn off the ques-

tion. If he is desired to change a louis-d'or, he must beg
time to consider of it. If it be inquired of him, whether the
king is at Yersailles or Marly, he must answer in a whisper.

If he be asked the news of the last Gazette, or the subject

of a proclamation, he is to reply, that he has not yet read it

:
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or if he does not care for explaining himself so far, he needfi

only draw his brow up in wrinkles, or elevate the left

shoulder.

The fourth professor is to teach the whole art of political

characters and hieroglyphics ; and to the end that they may
he perfect also in this practice, they are not to send a note

to one another (though it be but to borrow a Tacitus or a

Machiavel) which is not written in cipher.

Their fifth professor, it is thought, will be chosen out of

the society of Jesuits, and is to be well read in the contro-

versies of probable doctrines, mental reservations, and the

rights of princes. This learned man is to instruct them in

the grammar, syntax, and construing part of treaty-latin

;

how to distinguish between the spirit and the letter, and

likewise demonstrate how the same form of words may lay

an obligation upon any prince in Europe, different from that

which it lays upon his Most Christian Majesty. He is like-

wise to teach them the art of finding flaws, loop-holes, and

evasions, in the most solemn compacts, and particularly a

great rabbi;iical secret, revived of late years by the fraternity

of Jesuits, namely, that contradictory interpretations of the

same article may both of them be true and valid.

When our statesmen are sufficiently improved by these

several instructors, they are to receive their last polishing

from one who is to act among them as master of the cere-

monies. This gentleman is to give them lectures upon those

important points of the elbow-chair and the stair-head, to

instruct them in the diiferent situations of the right-hand,

and to furnish them with bows and inclinations of all sizes,

measures, and proportions. In short, this professor is to

give the society their stiffening, and infuse into their man-

ners that beautiful political starch, which may qualify them

for levees, conferences, visits, and make them shine in what

vulgar minds are apt to look upon as trifles.

I have not yet heard any further particulars, which are to

be observed in this society of unfledged statesmen ; but I

must confess, had I a son of five and twenty, that should

take it into his head at that age to set up for a politician, I

think I should go near to disinherit bim for a blockhead.

Besides, I should be apprehensive lest the same arts which

are to enable him to negotiate between potentates, might a

little infect his ordinary behaviour between man and man.
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There is no question tut these young Machiavels will, in a

little time, turn their college upside-down with plots and
stratagems, and lay as many schemes to circumvent one

another in a frog or a salad, as they may hereafter put ia

practice to over-reach a neighbouring prince or state.

We are told that the Spartans, though they punished theft

in their young men when it was discovered, looked upon it

as honouraljle if it succeeded. Provided the conveyance was
clean and unsuspected, a youth might afterwards boast of it.

This, say the historians, was to keep them, sharp, and to

hinder them from being imposed upon, either in their public

or private negotiations. Whether any such relaxations of

morality, such little jeux d'esprit, ought not to be allowed

in this intended seminary of politicians, I shall leave to the

wisdom of their founder.

In the mean time we bave fair warning given us by this

doughty body of statesmen ; and as Sylla saw many Mari-

uses in Csesar, so I think we may discover many Torcys in

this college of academicians. Whatever we think of ourselves,

I am afraid neither our Smyrna or St. James's will be a match
for it. Our coffee-houses are, indeed, very good institutions,

but whether or no these our British schools of politics may
furnish out as able envoys and secretaries as an academy
that is set apart for that purpose, will deserve our serious

consideration : especially if we remember that our country is

more famous for producing men of integrity than statesmen

;

and that, on the contrary, French truth and British policy

makes a conspicuous figure in nothing, as the Earl of Roches-
ter has very well observed ia his admirable poem upon that

barren subject.

No. 311. TUESDAY, EEBEUAET 26.

Nee Veneris pharetris macer est ; aut lampade fervet

:

Inde faces ardent, veniunt a dote sagittae. Juv.

"Me. Spectatoh,
I am amazed that, among all the variety of characters

with which you have enriched your speculations, you have
never given us a picture of those audacious young fellows

among us, who commonly go by the name of fortune-stealers.

Tou must know, sir, I am one who live in a continual appre-
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liension of this sort of people, that lie in wait, day and night,

for our children, and may be considered as a kind of kidnap-

pers within the law. I am the father of a young heiress,

whom I begin to look upon as marriageable, and who has

looked upon herself as such for above these six years. She
is now in the eighteenth year of her age. The fortune-hunters

have already cast their eyes upon her, and take care to plant

themselves in her view whenever she appears in any public

assembly. I have myself caught a young jack-a-napes, with

a pair of silver fringed gloves, in the very fact. You must
know, sir, I have kept her as a prisoner of state ever since

she was in her teens. Her chamber windows are cross-barred,

she is not permitted to go out of the house but with her

keeper, who is a stayed relation of my own ; I have likewise

forbid her the use of pen and ink for this twelve months last

past, and do not suffer a band-box to be carried into her room
before it has been searched. Notwithstanding these pre-

cautions, I am at my wits' end for fear of any sudden surprise.

There were, two or three nights ago, some fiddles heard in the

street, which I am afraid portend me no good ; not to mention

a tall Irishman, that has been walking before my house more
than once this winter. My kinswoman likevrise informs me,

that the girl has talked to her twice or thrice of a gentleman

in a fair wig, and that she loves to go to church more than

ever she did in her life. She gave me the slip about a week

ago, upon which my whole house was in alarm. I immediately

despatched a hue and cry after her to the 'Change, to her

mantua-maker, and to the young ladies that visit her; but

after above an hour's search she returned of herself, having

been taking a walk, as she told me, by Rosamond's pond. I

have hereupon turned off her woman, doubled her guards, and

given new instructions to my relation, who, to give her her due,

keeps a watchful eye over all her motions. This, sir, keeps

me in a perpetual anxiety, and makes me very often watch

when my daughter sleeps, as I am afraid she is even with me
in her turn. Now, sir, what I would desire of you is, to

represent to this fluttering tribe of young fellows, who are

for making their fortunes by these indirect means, that steal-

ing a man's daughter for the sake of her portion, is but a

kind of tolerated robbery ; and that they make but a poor

amends to the father, whom they plunder after this manner,

by going to bed with his child. Dear sir, be speedy in your
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thoughts on this siihject, that, if possible, they may ajipcar

before the disbanding of the army.
" I am, sir,

Tour most humble servant,

Tim. Watchwell."

Themistocles, the great Athenian general, being asked

whether he would choose to marry his daughter to an indi-

gent man of merit, or to a worthless man of an estate, replied,

that he would prefer a man without an estate, to an estate

without a man. The worst of it is our modern fortune-hunters

are those who turn their heads that way, because they are

good for nothing else. If a young fellow finds he can make
nothing of Cook and Littleton, he provides himself with a

ladder of ropes, and by that means very often enters upon the

premises.

The same art of scaling has likewise been practised with

good success by many military engineers. Stratagems of

this nature make parts and industry superfluous, and cut

short the way to riches.

Nor is vanity a less motive than idleness to this kind of

mercenary pursmt. A fop who admires his person in a glass,

soon enters into a resolution of making his fortune by it,

not questioning but every woman that tails in his way will

do him as much justice as he does himself When an heiress

sees a man throwing particidar graces into his ogle, or talk-

ing loud within her hearing, she ought to look to herself

;

but if withal she observes a pair of red-heels, a patch, or any
other particularity in his dress, she cannot take too m^ich

care of her person. These are baits not to be trifled with,

charms that have done a world of execution, and made their

way into hearts which have been thought impregnable. The
force of a man with these qualifications is so well known,
that I am credibly informed there are several female under-

takers about the 'Change, who upon the arrival of a likely

man out of a neighbouring kingdom, will furnish him with
proper dress from head to foot, to be paid for at a double

price on the day of marriage.

We must, however, distinguish between fortune-hunters

and fortune-stealers. The first are those assiduous gentle-

men who employ their whole lives in the chase, without ever

coming at the quarry. Sufienus has combed and powdered
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at the ladies for thirty years together, and taken his stand

in a side box, till he is grown wrinkled nnder their eyes.

He is now laying the same snares for the present generation

of beauties, which he practised on their mothers. Cottilus,

after having made his applications to more than you meet
with in Mr. Cowley's ballad of mistresses, was at last smitten

with a city lady of £20,000 sterling ; but died of old age he-

fore he could bring matters to bear. Nor must I here omit

my worthy friend Mr. Honeycomb, who has often told us in

the club, that for twenty years successively, upon the death

of a childless rich man, he immediately drew on his boots,

called for his horse, and made up to the widow. When he

is rallied upon his ill success, WiiiL. with his usual gaiety

tells us, that he always found her pre-engaged.

"Widows are indeed the great game of your fortune-hunters.

There is scarce a young fellow in the town of six foot high,

that has not passed in review before one or other of these

wealthy relics. Hudibras's Cupid, who
—took his stand

Upon a ^vidow's jointure land,

is daily employed in throwing darts and kindling flames.

But as for widows, they are such a subtle generation of

people, that they may be left to their own conduct ; or if

they make a false step in it, they are answerable for it to no-

body but themselves. The young innocent creatures who

have no knowledge and experience of the world, are those

whose safety I would principally consult in this speculation.

The stealing of such an one should, in my opinion, be as

punishable as a rape. "Where there is no judgment, there is

no choice ; and why the inveigling a woman before she is

come to years of discretion, should not be as criminal as tlie

seducing of her before she is ten years old, I am at a loss to

comprehend.

No. 317. TUESDAY, MAECPI 4.

—fruges consumere nati. Hor.

ArGirsTTjs, a few moments before his death, asked his

friends who stood about him, if they thought he had acted

his part weU ; and upon receiving such an answer as was due
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to liis extraordinary merit, " Let me, then, (says he,) go oft'

the stage with your applause;" using the expression with

which the Eoman actors made their exit at the conclusion of

a dramatic piece. I could wish that men, while they are in'

health, would consider well the nature of the part they are

engaged in, and what figure.it will make in the minds of

those they leave behind them : whether it was worth coming
into the world for, whether it be suitable to a reasonable

being; in short, whether it appears graceful in this life, or

will turn to an advantage in the next. Let the sycophant,

or buffoon, the satirist, or the good companion, consider

with himself, when his body shall be laid in the grave, and
his soul pass into another state of existence, how much it

will redound to his pi'aise to have it said of him, that no man
in England eat better, that he had an admirable talent at

turning his friend into ridicule, that nobody out-did him at

an ill-natured jest, or that he never went to bed before he

had despatched his third bottle. These are, however, very

common funeral orations, and eulogiums on deceased persons

who have acted among mankind with some figure and re-

putation.

But if we look into the bulk of our species, they are such

as are not likely to be remembered a moment after their dis-

appearance. They leave behind them no traces of their ex-

istence, but are forgotten as though they had never been.

They are neither wanted by the poor, regretted by the rich,

nor celebrated by the learned. They are neither missed in

the commonwealth, nor lamented by private persons. Their

actions are of no significancy to mankind, and might have
been performed by creatures of much less dignity, than those

who are distinguished by the faculty of reason. An eminent
French author speaks somewhere to the following purpose :

I have often seen from my chamber window two noble

creatures, both of them of an erect countenance, and en-

dowed with reason. These two intellectual beings are em-
ployed from morning till night, in rubbing two smooth
stones one upon another ; that is, as the vulgar phrase it, in

polishing marble.

My friend. Sir Andrew Treeport, as we were sitting in the

club last night, gave us an account of a sober citizen, who
died a few days since. .This honest man being of greater con-

sequence in his own thoughts than in the eye of the world,
VOL. III. V
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had for some years past kept a journal of his life. Sir An-
drew showed us one week of it. Since the occurrences set

down iu it mark out such a road of action as that I have
been speaking of, I shall present my reader with a faithful

copy of it ; after having first informed him, that the deceased

person had in his youth been bred to trade, but finding

himself not so well turned for business, he had for several

years last past lived altogether upon a moderate annuity.

Monday, eight o'clock. I put on my clothes and walked
into the parlour.

Nine o'clock ditto. Tied my knee-strings, and washed my
hands.

Hours, ten, eleven, and twelve. Smoked three pipes of

Virginia. Bead the Supplement and Daily Courant. Things

go ill in the North. Mr. Nisby's opinion thereupon.

One o'clock in the afternoon. Chid Ralph for mislaying

my tobacco-box.

Two o'clock. Sat down to dinner. Mem. Too many
plums, and no suet.

From three tofour. Took my afternoon's nap.

Fromfour to six. Walked into the fields. Wind, S. S. E.

From six to ten. At the club. Mr. Nisby's opinion

about the peace.

Ten o'clock. Went to bed, slept sound.

TxjESDAT, BEISG HOMDAT, eight o' clock. Eose as usual.

Nine o'clock. Washed hands and face, shaved, put on my
double-soled shoes.

Ten, eleven, twelve. Took a walk to Islington.

One. Took a pot of Mother Cob's mild.

Between two and three. Eetumed, dined on a knuckle of

veal and bacon. Mem. Sprouts wanting.

Three. Nap as usual.

From four to six. Coffee-house. Eead the news. A dish

of twist. Grand Vizier strangled.

From six to ten. At the club. Mr. Nisby's account of the

great Turk.

Ten. Dream of the Grand Vizier. Broken sleep.

WEDyESDAT, Eight o'clock. Tongue of my shoe-buckle

brol- c. Hands, but not face.
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Nine. Paid off the butcher's bill. Mem. To be allowed

for the last leg of mutton.
Ten, eleven. At the coffee-house. More work in the

North. Stranger in a black wig asked me how stocks went.

From twelve to one. "Walked in the fields. Wind to the

south.

From one to two. Smoked a pipe and a half.

Two. Dined as usual. Stomach good.

Three. Nap broke by the falling of a pewter dish. Mem.
Cook-maid in love, and grown careless.

From four to six. At the coffee-house. Advice from
Smyrna, that the Grand Vizier was first of all strangled, and
afterwards beheaded.

Six o'clock in the evening. "Was half an hour in the club

before anybody else came. Mr. Nisby of opinion that the

Grand Vizier was not strangled the sixth instant.

Ten at night. "Went to bed. Slept without waking till

nine next morning.

Thtiesdat, nine dcloch. Staid within till two o'clock for

Sir Timothy, who did not bring me my annuity according

to his promise.

Two in the afternoon. Sat down to dinner. Loss of ap
petite. Small beer sour. Beef overcorned.

Three. Could not take my nap.

Four and Jive. Gave Ealph a box on the ear. Turned
off my cook-maid. Sent a message to Sir Timothy. Mem.
I did not go to the club to-night. Went to bed at nine
o'clock.

PaiDAY. Passed the morning in meditation upon Sn-

Timothy, who was with me a quarter before twelve.

Ticelve o'clock. Bought a new head to my cane, and a
tongue to my buckle. Drank a glass of purl to recover ap-

petite.

Two and three. Dined and slept well.

From four to six. Went to the coffee-house. Met Mr.
Nisby there. Smoked several pipes. Mr. Nisby of opinion

that laced coffee is bad for the head.

Six o'clock. At the club as steward. Sat late.

Twelve o'clock. Went to bed, dreamt that I drank small

beer with the Grand Vizier.

T 2
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Sattjedat. "Waked at eleven, walked in the fields, wind
N. E.

Twelve. Caught in a shower.
Vne in the afternoon. Eeturned home, and dried myself.

Two. Mr. Nisby dined with me. Pirst course, marrow-
bones ; second, ox-cheek, with a bottle of Brooks and Hellier.

Three o'clock. Overslept myself.

Six. Went to the club. Like to have fallen into a gutter.

Grand Vizier certainly dead, &c.

I question not but the reader will be surprised to find

the above-mentioned journalist taking so much care of a life

that was filled with such inconsiderable actions, and received

so very small improvenaents ; and yet, if we look into the be-

haviour of many whom we daily converse "ndth, we shall find

that most of their hours are taken up in those three import-

ant articles of eating, drinking, and sleeping. I do not sup-

pose that a man loses his time, who is not engaged in public

aiFairs, or in an illustrious course of action. On the con-

trary, I believe our hours may very often be more profitably

laid out in such transactions as make no figure ixi the Avorld,

than in such as are apt to draw upon them the attention of

mankind. One may become wiser and better by several

methods of employing oneself in secrecy and silence, and do

what is laudable without noise or ostentation. I would,

however, recommend to every one of my readers, the keep-

ing a journal of their lives for one week, and setting down

punctually their whole series of employments during that

space of time. This kind of self-examination would give

them a true state of themselves, and incline them to con-

sider seriously what they are about. One day would rectify

the omissions of. another, and make a man weigh all those

indifl%rent actions, which, though they are easUy forgotten,

must certainly be accounted for.

No. 323. TUESDAY, liIAECH 11.

—Modo vir, modo foemina— Virg,

TnE journal with which I presented my reader on Tuna-

day last, has brought me in several letters, with accounts of
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many private lives cast into that form. I have the Eake's

Journal, the Sot's Journal, the Whoremaster's Journal, and
among several others a very curious piece, entitled, " The
Journal of a Mohock.' By these instances I find that the

intention of my last Tuesday's paper has been mistaken by
many of my readers. I did not design so much to expose

vice as idleness, and aimed at those persons who pass away
their time rather in trifles and impertinence, than in crimes

and immoralities. Offences of this latter kind are not to be
dallied vpith, or treated in so ludicrous a manner. In short,

my journal only holds up folly to the light, and shows the

disagreeableness of such actions as are indifferent in them-
selves, and blameable only as they proceed from cieatures

endowed with reason.

My following correspondent, who calls herself Clarinda,

is such a journalist as I require : she seems by her letter to

be placed in a modish state of indifFerence between vice and
virtue, and to be susceptible of either, were there proper
pains taken with her. Had her journal been filled with gal-

lantries, or such occurrences as had shown her wholly

divested of her natural innocence, notwithstanding it might
have been more pleasing to the generality of readers, I

should not have pubHslied it ; but as it is only the picture

of a life filled with a fashionable kind of gaiety and laziness,

I shall set down five days of it, as I have received it from the

hand of my correspondent.

" Deab, Me. Speotatoe,
Tou having set your readers an exercise in one of

your last week's papers, I have performed mine according to

your orders, and herewith send it you enclosed. Tou must
know, Mr. Spectator, that I am a maiden lady of a good for-

tune, who have had several matches offered me for these ten
years last past, and have at present warm applications made
to me by a very pretty fellow. As I am at my own disposal,

I come up to town every winter, and pass my time in it

after the maimer you will find in the following journal,

which I began to vn-ite upon the very day after your Specta-

tor upon that subject.

TiTESDAT night. Could not go to sleep till one in the
morning for thinking of my journal.
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Wednesday. From eight to ten. Drank two dislies of

chocolate in bed, and fell asleep after them.
From ten to eleven. Eat a slice of bread and butter, drank

a dish of bohea, read the Spectator.
From eleven to one. At my toilette, tried a new head.

Gave orders for Veny to be combed and washed. Mem. I

]ook best in blue.

From one till half an hour after two. Drove to the

'Change. Cheapened a couple of fans.

Till four. At dinner. Mem. Mr. Froth passed by in

his new liveries.

From four to six. Dressed, paid a visit to old Lady
Blithe and her sister, having before heard they were gone

out of town that day.

From six to eleven. At basset. Mem. Never set again

upon the ace of diamonds.

Thtjesday. From eleven at night to eight in the morning.

Dreamed that I punted to Mr. Froth.
From eight to ten. Chocolate. Head two acts in Auren-

zebe a-bed.

From ten to eleven. Tea-table. Sent to borrow Lady
Paddle's Cupid for Veny. Eead the play-bills. Eeceived a

letter from Mr. Froth. Mem. Locked it up in my strong

box.

Rest of the morning. Fontange, the tire-woman, her ac-

count of Lady Blithe's wash. Broke a tooth in my little

tortoise-shell comb. Sent Frank to know how my Lady

Hectick rested after her monkey's leaping out at the window.

Looked pale. Fontange tells me my glass is not true.

Dressed by three.

From three tofour. Dinner cold before I sat down.

Fromfour to eleven. Saw company. Mr. Froth's opinion

of Milton. His account of the Mohocks. His fancy for a

pin-cushion. Picture in the lid of his snuff-box. Old Lady

Faddle promises me her woman to cut my hair. Lost five

guineas at crimp.

Twelve o'clock at night. Went to bed.

Fbidat. Eight in the morning. A-bed. Eead over all

Mr. Froth's letters. Cupid and Veny.
Ten o'clock. Stayed within all day, not at home.
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From ten to twelve. In conference with my mantua-maker.
Sorted a suit of ribands. Broke my blue china cup.

From twelve to one. Shut myself up in my chamber,
practised Lady Betty Modely's ekuttle.

One in the afternoon. Called for my flowered handker-

chief. "Worked half a violet leaf in it. Eyes ached and
head out of order. Threw by my wort, and read over the

remaining part of Aurenzebe.

From three tofour. Dined.

From four to twelve. Changed my mind, dressed, went
abroad, and played at crimp tUl midnight. Found Mrs.
Spitely at home. Conversation: Mrs. Brillant's necklace

false stones. Old Lady Loveday goiag to be married to a

young fellow that is not worth a groat. Miss Prue gone
into the country. Tom. Townley has red hair. Mem. Mrs.
Spitely whispered in my ear that she had something to tell

me about Mr. Froth, I am sure it is not true.

Between twelve and one. Dreamed that Mr. Froth lay at

my feet, and called me Indamora.

Sattjbdat. Eose at eight o'clock in the morning. Sat

down to my toilette.

From eight to nine. Shifted a patch for half an hour be-

fore I could determine it. Fixed it above my left eyebrow.
From nine to twelve. Drank my tea, and dressed.

From twelve to two. At chapel. A great deal of good
company. Mem. The third air in the new opera. Lady
Blithe dressed frightfully.

From three to four. Dined. Mrs. Kitty called upon me
to go to the opera before I was risen from table.

From dinner to six. Drank tea. Turned oif a footman
for being rude to Veny.

Six o'clock. Went to the opera. I did not see Mr. Froth
tni the beginning of the second act. Mr. Froth talked to a

gentleman in a black wig. Bowed to a lady in the front box.

Mr. Froth and his friend clapped NicoUni in the third act.

Mr. Froth cried out Ancora. Sir. Froth led me to my chair.

I think he squeezed my hand.

Eleven at night. "Went to bed. Melancholy dreams. Me-
thought Nicolini said he was Mr. Froth.

Sunday. Indisposed.
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Monday. Eight o'clock. Waked by Miss Kitty. Aurec-
zebe lay upon the chair by me. !^tty repeated without
book the eight best lines in the play, w ent in our mobs to

the dumb man, according to appointment. Told me that my
lover's name began with a Gr. Mem. The conjurer was
within a letter of Mr. Eroth's name, &c.

" Upon looking back into this my journal, I find that I

am at a loss to know whether I pass my time well or ill

;

mid indeed never thought of considering how I did it, before

I perused your speculation upon that subject. I scarce find

a single action in these five days that I can thoroughly ap-

jn'ove of, except the working upon the violet leaf, which I

am resolved to finish the first day I am at leisure. As for

IMr. Troth and Yeny, I did not think they took up so much
of my time and thoughts, as I find they do upon my journal.

The latter of whom I will turn off if you insist upon it ; and

if Mr. Froth does not bring matters to a conclusion very

suddenly, I will not let my life run away in a dream.
" Tour humble servant,

Claeinda."

To resume one of the morals of my first paper, and to con-

firm Clarinda in her good inclinations, 1 would have her

consider what a pretty figure she would make among pos-

terity, were the history of her whole life published like these

five days of it. I shall conclude my paper with an epitaph

written by an imcertain author on Sir Philip Sidney's sister,

a lady who seems to have been of a temper very much dif-

ferent from that of Clarinda. The last thought of it is su

very noble, that I dare say my reader will pardon the quo-

tation.

On the Countess Dowager of Pembroke.

Underneath this marble hearse

Lies the subject of all verse,

Sidney's sister, Pembroke's mother

;

Death, ere thou hast killed another.

Fair, and learned, and good as shs,

Time shall throw a dart at thee.
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^'0. 329. TUESDAY, MAECH 13.

Ire tamea restat Numa qua devenit et Ancus. Hon.

Mt friend Sir Eoger de Coverley told me the other niglit,

that he had been reading my paper upon Westminster

Abbey, in which, says he, there are a great many ingenious

fancies. He toid me at the same time, that he observed

I had promised another paper upon the tombs, and that he
should be glad to go and see them with me, not having

visited them since he had read history. I could not at

first imagine how this came into the knight's head, till I

recollected that he had been very busy all last summer upon
Baker's Chronicle, which he has quoted several times in his

dispute with Sir Andrew Preeport, since his last coming to

town. Accordingly I called upon him the next morning,

that we might go together to the Abbey.
I found the knight under his butler's hands, who always

shaves him. He was no sooner dressed, than he called for a

glass of the widow Trueby's water, which he told me he always

drank before he went abroad. He recommended to me a dram
of it at the same time, with so much heartiness, that I cotdd

not forbear drinking it. As soon as I had got it down, I
found it very unpalatable ; upon which the knight observing

that 1 had made several wry faces, told me that he knew I
should not like it at first, but that it was the best thing ia

the world against the stone or gravel.

I could have wished, indeed, that he had acquainted me
with the virtues of it sooner ; but it was too late to complain,

and I knew what he had done was out of good-will. Sir Eoger
told me further, that he looked upon it to be very good for a
man whilst he staid in town, to keep off infection, and that

he got together a quantity of it upon the first news of the
sickness being at Dantzic : when of a sudden turning short

to one of his servants, who stood behind him, he bid him call

a hackney coach, and take care it was an elderly man that

drove it.

He then resumed his discourse upon Mrs. Trueby's water,
telling me that the widow Trueby was one who did more good
than all the doctors and apothecaries in the county : that she
distilled every poppy that grew within five miles of her, that
she distributed her water gratis among all sorts of people

;
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to wHch tlie knight added, that she had a very great join-

ture, and that the whole country would fain have it a match
between him and her ;

" and truly," saya Sir E'oger, " if I had

not been engaged, perhaps I could not have done better."

His discourse was broken off by his man's telling him he

had called a coach. Upon our going to it, after having cast

his eye upon the wheels, he asked the coachman if his axle-

tree was good ; upon the fellow's telling him he would war-

rant it, the knight turned to me, told me he looked like an

honest man, and went in without further ceremony.

"We had not gone far, when Sir Eoger, popping out his

head, called the coachman down from his box, and upon his

presenting himself at the window, asked him if he smoked

;

as I was considering what this would end in, he bid him stop

by the way at any good tobacconist's, and take in a roll of

their best Virginia. Nothing material happened in the re-

maining part of our journey, till we were set down at the west

end of the Abbey.
As we went up the body of the church the knight pointed

at the trophies upon one of the new monuments, and cried

out, " A brave man I warrant him !" Passing afterwards by

Sir Cloudsly Shovel, he flung his hand that way, and cried,

"Sir Cloudsly Shovel! a very gallant man!" As we stood

before Busby's tomb, the knight uttered himself again after

the same manner, " Dr. Busby, a great man ! he whipped my
grandfather ; a very great man ! I should have gone to him

myself, if I had not been a blockhead ; a very great man !"

We were immediately conducted into the little chapel on

the right hand. Sir Eoger planting himself at our historian's

elbow, was very attentive to everything he said, particularly

to the account he gave us of the lord who had cut off the

king of Morocco's head. Among several other figures, he

was very well pleased to see the statesman Cecil upon his

knees ; and, concluding them all to be great men, was con-

ducted to the figure which represents that martyr to good

housewifery, who died by the prick of a needle. Upon our

interpreter's telling us, that she was a maid of honour to

Queen Elizabeth, the knight was very inquisitive iato her

name and family ; and after having regarded her finger for

some time, " I wonder, (says he,) that Sir Eichard Baker has

said nothing of her in his Chronicle."

"We were then conveyed to the two coronation-chairs, where
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my old friend, after having heard that the stone underneath
the most ancient of them, which was brought from Scotland,

was called Jacob's PiUow, sat himself down in the chair

;

and looking like the figure of an old Gothic king, asked our
interpreter, what authority they had to say that Jacob had
ever been in Scotland ? The fellow, instead of returning him
an answer, told him, that he hoped his Honour would pay his

forfeit. I could observe Sir Eoger a little rufiled upon being
thus trepanned ; but our guide not insisting upon his demand,
the knight soon recovered his good humour, and whispered in

my ear, that if Will. Wimble were with us, and saw those

two chairs, it would go hard but he would get a tobacco-

stopper out of one or t' other of them.
Sir Eoger, in the next place, laid his hand upon Edward

the Third's sword, and leaning upon the pummel of it, gave
us the whole history of the Black Prince ; concluding, that

in Sir Eichard Baker's opinion, Edward the Third was one of

the greatest princes that ever sat upon the English throne.

We were then shown Edward the Confessor's tomb

;

upon which Sir Eoger acquainted us, that he was the first

that touched for the Evil ; and afterwards Henry the Fourth's,

upon which he shook his head, and told us, there was fine

reading of the casualties of that reign.

Our conductor then pointed to that monument where
there is the figure of one of our English kings without an
head ; and upon giving us to know, that the head, which was
of beaten silver, had been stolen away several years since

:

" Some Whig, I'll warrant you, (says Sir Eoger
;)
you ought

to lock up your kings better ; they wiU carry oif the body
too, if you do not take care."

The glorious names ofHenrythe Fifth and Queen Elizabeth
gave the knight great opportunities of shining, and of doing
justice to Sir Eichard Baker, who, as our knight observed
with some surprise, had a great many kings in him, whose
monuments he had not seen in the Abbey.
Eor my own part, I could not but be pleased to see the

knight show such an honest passion for the glory of his

country, and such a respectful gratitude to the memory of
its princes.

I must not omit, that the benevolence of my good old
friend, which flows out towards every one he converses with,
made him very kind to our interpreter, whom he looked
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upon as an extraordinary man ; for which reason he shook

him by the hand at parting, telling him, that he should be

very glad to see him at his lodgings in IS'orfolk-huildings,

and talk over these matters with him more at leisure:

No. 335. TUESDAY, MAECH 25.

Respicere exemplar vitas morumque jubebo
Doctum imitatorem, et veras hinc ducere voces. Hor.

Mt friend Sir Roger de Coverley, when we last met to-

gether at the club, told me, that he had a great mind to see

the new tragedy with me, assuring me at the same time, that

he had not been at a play these twenty years. The last

I saw, said Sir Roger, was the Committee, which T should

not have gone to neither, had not I been told before-hand

that it w^as a good Church of England comedy. He then

proceeded to inquire .of me who this Distressed Mother
was ; aind upon hearing that she was Hector's widow, he

told me, that her husband was a brave man, and that when

he was a school-boy he had read his life at the end of the

dictionary. My friend asked me, in the next place, if there

would not be some danger in coming home late, in case the

Mohocks should be abroad. " I assure you, (says he,) I

thought I had fallen into their hands last night ; for I ob-

served two or three lusty black men that followed me half

way up Fleet Street, and mended their pace behind me, hi'

proportion as I put on to go away from them. Tou must

know, (continued the Imight with a smile,) I fancied they

had a mind to hunt me : for I remember an honest gentle-

man in my neighbourhood, who was served such a trick in

King Charles the Second's time ; for which reason he haa

not ventiu-ed himself in town ever since. I might have shown

them very good sport, had this been their design ; for as I

am an old fox-hunter, I should have turned and dodged, and

have played them a thousand tricks they had never seen in

their lives before." Sir Eoger added, that if these gentle-

men had any such intention, they did not succeed very well

in it ;
" for I threw them out, (says he,) at the end of Nor-

folk Street, where I doubled the corner, and got shelter in

my lodgings before they could imagine what was become of
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me. However, (says the knigM,) if Captain Sentry -svill

make one -with" us to-morrow night, and if you will both of

you call upon me about four o'clock, that we may be at the

house before it is full, I wiU have my own coach in readiness

to attend you, for John tells me he has got the fore-wheels

mended."
The captain, who did not fail to meet me there at the ap-

pointed hour, bid Sir Eoger fear nothing, for that he had
put on the same sword which he had made use of at the

battle of Steenkirk. Sir Eoger's servants, and among the

rest my old friend the butler, had, I found, proAdded them-

selves with good oaken plants, to attend their master upon
this occasion. When we had placed him in his coach, with

myself at his left hand, the captain before him, and his but-

ler at the head of his footmen in the rear, we convoyed him
in safety to the play-house ; where, after having marched
up the entry in good order, the captain and I went in with

him, and seated him betwixt us in the pit. As soon as the

house was full, and the candles lighted, my old friend stood

up and looked about him with that pleasure, which a mind
seasoned with humanity naturally feels in itself, at the sight

of a multitude of people who seem pleased with one another,

and partake of the same common entertainment. I could

not but fancy to myself, as the old man stood up in the

middle of the pit, that he made a very proper centre to a

tragic audience. Upon the entering of Pyrrhus, the knight

told me, that he did not believe the King of Trance himself

had a better strut. I was, indeed, very attentive to my old

friend's remarks, because I looked upon them as a piece of

natural criticism, and was well pleased to hear him at the

conclusion of almost every scene, telling me that he could

not imagine how the play would end. One while he ap-

peared much concerned for Andromache ; and a little while

after as much for Hermione : and was extremely puzzled to

think what would become of Pyrrhus.

When Sir Eoger saw Andromache's obstinate refusal to

her lover's importunities, he whispered me in the ear, that he
was sure she would never have him ; to which he added,

with a more than ordinary vehemence, you cannot imagine,

sir, what it is to have to do with a widow. Upon Pyrrhus
his threatening afterwards to leave her, the knight shook his

head, and muttered to himself, Ay, do if you can. This part
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dwelt so mucli upon my friend's imagination, that at the

close of the third act, as I was thinking of something else, he

whispered in my ear, " These widows, sir, are the most per-

verse creatures in the world. But pray, (says he,) you that

are a critic, is this play according to your dramatic rules, as

you caU them ? Should your people in tragedy always talk

to be understood ? Vhy, there is not a single sentence in

this play that I do not know the meaning of."

The fourth act very luckily hegun before 1 had time to

give the old gentleman an answer ;
" Well, (says the knight,

sitting down with great satisfaction,) I suppose we are now
to see Hector's ghost." He then renewed his attention,

and, from time to time, fell a praising the widow. He made,

indeed, a little mistake as to one of her pages, whom, at hia

first entering, he took for Astyanax; but he quickly set

himself right in that particular, though, at the same time, he

owned he should have been very glad to have seen the little

boy, " who," says he, " must needs be a very fine child by

the account that is given of him." "Upon Hermione's going

off with a menace to Pyrrhus, the audience gave a loud clap

;

to which Sir Eoger added, " On my word, a notable young

baggage!"
As there was a very remarkable silence and stillness ia the

audience during the whole action, it was natural for them to

take the opportunity of the intervals between the acts, to

express their opinion of the players, and of their respective

parts. Sir Eoger hearing a cluster of them praise Orestes,

struck in with them, and told them, that he thought his

friend Pylades was a very sensible man ; as they were after-

wards applauding Pyrrhus, Sir Eoger put in a second time,

" And let me tell you, (says he,) though he speaks but little,

I like the old fellow in whiskers as well as any of them."

Captain Sentry, seeing two or three wags who sat near us,

lean with an attentive ear towards Sir Eoger, and fearing

lest they should smoke the knight, plucked him by the elbow,

and whispered something in his ear, that lasted tUl the

opening of the fifth act. The knight was wonderfully atten-

tive to the account which Orestes gives of Pyrrhus his death,

and at the conclusion of it, told me it was such a bloody

piece of work, that he was glad it was not done upon the

stage. Seeing afterwards Orestes in his raving fit, he grew

more than ordinary serious, and took occasion to moralize
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(in his way) upon an evil conscience, adding, that " Orestes,

in his madness, looked as if he saw something."

As we were the first that came into the house, so we were
the last that went out of it ; being resolved to have a clear

passage for our old friend, whom we did not care to venture

among the justling of the crowd. Sir Eoger went out fully-

satisfied with his entertainment, and we guarded him to his

lodgings in the same manner that we brought him to the
play-house ; being highly pleased, for my own part, not only

with the performance of the excellent piece which had been
presented, but with the satisfaction which it had given to
the good old man.

No. 343. TUESDAY, APEIL 3.

—Errat et illinc

Hue venit, hinc illuc, et quoslibet occupat artus

Spiritus : eque feris-humana in corpora transit,

Inque feras noster

—

Pythag. ap. Ov.

Will. Honeycomb, who loves to show upon occasion all

the little learning he has picked up, told us yesterday at the

club, that he thought there might be a great deal said for

the transmigration of souls, and that the eastern parts of the

world believed in that doctrine to this day. " Sir Paul Ey-
caut, (says he,) gives us an account of several well-disposed

Mahometans that purchase the freedom of any little bird

they see confined to a cage, and think they merit as much
by it, as we should do here by ransoming any of our coun-

trymen from their captivity at Algiers. Tou may know,
(says Will.,) the reason is, because they consider every

animal as a brother or a sister in disguise, and therefore

think themselves obliged to extend their charity to them,
though under such mean circumstances. They wfll tell you,

(says Will.,) that the soul of a man, when he dies, imme-
diately passes into the body of another man, or of some
brute, which he resembled in his humour, or his fortune,

when he was one of us."

As I was wondering what this profusion of learning would
end in. Will, told us that Jack Preelove, who was a feUow of

whim, made love to one of those ladies who throw away all
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their fondness on parrots, monkeys, and lap-dogs. Upon
going to pay her a visit one morning, he wrote a very pretty

epistle upon this hint. " Jack, (says he,) was conducted
into the parlour, where he diverted himself for some time

with her favourite monkey, which was chained in one of the

windows ; till at length ohserving a pen and ink lie by him,

he writ the following letter to his mistress, in the person of

the monkey ; and upon her not coming down so soon as he

expected, he left it in the window, and went about his

business.
" The lady soon after coming into the parlour, and seeing

her monkey look upon a paper with great earnestness, took

it up, and to this day is in some doubt (says WiU.) whether
it was written by Jack or the monkey."

" Madam,
" jN'ot having the gift of speech, I have a long time

waited in vain for an opportunity of making myself known
to you ; and having at present the conveniences of pen, ink,

and paper by me, I gladly take the occasion of giving you
my history in writing, which I could not do by word of

mouth. You must know, madam, that about a thousand

years ago I was an Indian brachman, and versed in all those

mysterious secrets which your European philosopher, called

Pythagoras, is said to have learned from our fraternity. I

had so ingratiated mj^self by my great skill in the occult

sciences with a dsmon whom I used to converse with, that

he promised to grant me whatever I should ask of him. I

desired that my soul might never pass into the body of a

brute creature ; but this he told me was not in his power tc

grant me. I then begged that into whatever creature I

should chance to transmigrate, I might still retain my me-

mory, and be conscious that I was the same person who
lived in different animals. This he told me was within his

power, and accordingly promised on the word of a daemon

that he would grant me what I desired. From that time

forth I lived so very unblameably, that I was made president

of a college of brachmans, an office which I discharged with

great integrity till the day of my death.
" I was then shuffled into another human body, and acted

my part so very well in it, that I became first minister to a

prince who reigned upon the banks of the Granges. I here
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lived in great honour for several years, but by degrees lost

all the innocence of the Brachman, being obliged to rifle apd
oppress the people to enrich my sovereign ; till at length I

became so odious, that my master, to recover his credit with
his subjects, shot me through the heart with an arrow, as

I was one day addressing myself to him at the head of his

army.
" Upon my next remove I found myself in the woods under

the shape of a jackall, and soon listed myself in the service

of a lion. I used to yelp near his den about midnight, which
was his time of rousing and seeking after his prey. Ho
always followed me in the rear, and when I had run down a

fat buck, a wild goat, or an hare, after he had feasted very

plentifully upon it himself, would now and then throw me
a bone that was but half picked for my encouragement

;

but upon my being unsuccessful in two or three chases, he
gave me such a confounded gripe in his anger, that I died

of it.

" In my next transmigration I was again set upon two legs,

and became an Indian tax-gatherer : but having been guilty

of great extravagancies, and being married to an expensive

jade of a wife, I ran so cursedly in debt, that I durst not show
my head. I could no sooner step out of my house, but I was
arrested by somebody or other that lay in wait for me. As
1 ventured abroad one night in the dusk of the evening, I was
taken up and hurried into a dungeon, where I died a few
months after.

" My soul then entered into a flying-fish, and in that state

led a most melancholy life for the space of six years. Several
fishes of prey pursued me when I was in the water, and if I
betook myself to my wings, it was ten to one but I had a
fiock of birds aiming at me. As I was one day flying amidst
a fleet of English ships, I observed a huge sea-gull whetting
his bill and hovering just over my head : upon my dipping
into the water to avoid him, I fell into the mouth of a mon-
strous shark that swallowed me down in an instant.

" I was some years afterwards, to my great surprise, an
eminent banker in Lombard Street ; and remembering how I '

had formerly sufiered for want of money, became so very sor-

did and avaricious, that the whole town cried shame of me.
I was a miserable little old fellow tn look upon, for I had in
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a manner starved myself, and was nothing but skin and bone

when I died.
" I was afterwards very much troubled and amazed to find

myself dwindled into an emmet. I was heartily concerned

to make so insignificant a figure, and did not know but some

time or other I might be reduced to a mite if I did not mend
my manners. I therefore applied myself with great diligence

to the offices that were allotted me, and was generally looked

upon as the notablest ant in the whole mole-hill. I was at

last picked up, as I was groaning under a burden, by an un-

lucky cock-sparrow that lived in the neighbourhood, and had

before made great depredations upon our commonwealth.
" I then bettered my condition a little, and lived a whole

summer in the shape of a bee : but being tired with the pain-

ful and penurious life I had undergone in my two last trans-

migrations, I fell into the other extreme, and turned drone.

As I one day headed a party to plunder an hive, we were re-

ceived BO warmly by the swarm which defended it, that wd
were most of us left dead upon the spot.

" I might tell you of many other transmigrations which I

went through : how I was a town-rake, and afterwards did

penance in a bay-gelding for ten years ; as also how I was a

tailor, a shrimp, and a tom-tit. In thelast of these my shapes

I was shot in the Christmas holidays by a young jack-a-napes,

who would needs try his new gun upon me.
" But I shall pass over these and several other stages of

life, to remind you of the young beau who made love to you

about six years since. Ton may remember, madam, how he

masked, and danced, and sung, and played a thousand tricks

to gain you ; and how he was at last carried ofi" by a cold

that he had got under your window one night in a serenade.

I was that unfortunate young fellow, whom you were then so

cruel to. Not long after my shifting that unlucky body, I

found myself upon a hill in -Slthiopia, where I lived in my
present grotesque shape, till I was caught by a servant of

the English factory, and sent over into Great Britain : I need

,
not inform you how I came into yoiir hand. You see, madam,

i' tliis is not the first time that you have had me in a chain : I

am, however, very happy in this my captivity, as you often

bestow on me those kisses and caresses which I would have

given the world for when I was a man. I hope this discovery
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of my person will r,ot tend to my disadvantage, but tliat you
will still continue your accustomed favours to

" Tour most devoted

humble servant,

Pua."

" P. S. I would advise your little sbock-dog to keep out

of my way ; for as I look upon him to be the most formidable

of my rivals, I may chance one time or other to give him such

a snap as he won't like."

No. 349. THUESDAT, APEIL 10.

—Quos ille timomm
Maximus haud urget lethi metus : inde ruendi

In ferrum mens prona viris, animaeque capaces

Mortis

—

LucAN.

I AM very much pleased with a consolatory letter of Pha-
laris, to one who had lost a son that was a young man of

great merit. The thought with which he comforts the

aiHicted father, is, to the best of my memory, as follows

:

that he should consider death had set a kind of seal upon his

son's character, and placed him out of the reach of vice

and infamy : that while he lived he was still within the pos-

sibility of falling away from virtue, and losing the fame of

which he was possessed. Death only closes a man's reput-

ation, and determines it as good or bad.

This, among other motives, may be one reason why we are

naturally averse to the launching out into a man's praise till

his head is laid in the dust. While he is capable of changing,

we may be forced to retract our opinions. He may for-

feit the esteem we have conceived of him, and sqme time or
other appear to us' under a different light from what he does
at present. In short, as the life of any man cannot be
called happy or unhappy, so neither can it be pronounced
vicious or virtuous, before the conclusion of it.

It was upon this consideration that Epaminondas, being
asked whether Chabrias, Iphicrates, or he himself deserved
most to be esteemed ? " Ton must first see us die, (said h6,)

before that question can be answered."

As there is not a more melancholy consideration to a good
V. 2
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man than his heing obnoxious to such a change, so there is

nothing more glorious than to keep up an uniformity iii his

actions, and preserve the beauty of his character to the last.

The end of a man's life is often compared to the winding

up of a well-written play, where the principal persons still

act in character, whatever the fate is which they undergo.

There is scarce a great person in the Grecian or Eoman his-

tory, whose death has not been remarked upon by some

writer or other, and censured or applauded according to the

genius or principles of the person who has descanted on it.

Monsieur de St. Evremont is very particular in setting forth

the constancy and courage of Petronius Arbiter during his

last moments, and thinks he discovers in them a greater

firmness of mind and resolution than in the death of Seneca,

Cato, or Socrates. There is no question but this polite

author's aifectation of appearing singular in his remarks, and

making discoveries which had escaped the observation of

others, threw him into this course of reflection. It "n'as

Petronius' s merit, that he died in the same gaiety of temper

in which he lived ; but as his life was altogether loose and

dissolute, the indifference which he showed at the close of it

is to be looked upon as a piece of natural carelessness and

levity, rather than fortitude. The resolution of Socrates pro-

ceeded from very different motives, the consciousness of a

well-spent life, and the prospect of a happy eternity. If the

ingenious author above-mentioned was so pleased with gaiety

of humour in a dying man, he might have found a much
nobler instance of it in our countryman, Sir Thomas More.

This great and learned man was famous for enlivening his

ordinary discourses with wit and pleasantry ; and, as Eras-

mus tells him in an epistle dedicatory, acted in all parts of

life like a second Democritus.

He died upon a point of religion, and is respected as a

martyr by that side for which he suffered. That innocent

mirth which had been so conspicuous in his life, did not for-

sake him to the last : he maintained the same cheerfulness

of heart upon the scaffold, which he used to show at his table;

and upon laying his head on the block, gave instances of that

good humour with which he had always entertained his

friends in the most ordinary occurrences. His death was of

a piece with his life. There was nothing in it new, forced,

or affected. He did not look upon the severing of his head
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from his body as a circumstance that ought to produce anjr

change in the disposition of his mind ; and as he died under

a fixed and settled hope of immortality, he thought any un-

usual degree of sorrow and concern improper on such an oc-

casion, as had nothing in it which could deject or terrify him.

There is no great danger of imitation from this example.

Men's natural fears will be a sufficient guard against it. 1
shall only observe, that what was philosophy in this extra-

ordinary man, would be frenzy in one who does not resemble

him as well in the cheerfulness of his temper, as in the

sanctity of his life and manners.

I shall conclude this paper with the instance of a person

who seems to me to have shown more intrepidity and great-

ness of soul in his dying moments, than what we meet with

among any of the most celebrated Greeks and Eomans. I

meet with this instance ia the history of the revolutions in

Portugal, written by the Abbot be Vertot.

"When Don Sebastian, ting of Portugal, had invaded the

territories of Muly Moluc, emperor of Morocco, in order

to dethrone him, and set his crovm upon the head of his

nephew, Moluc was wearing away with a distemper which he
himself knew was incurable. However, he prepared for the

reception of so formidable an enemy. He was indeed so far

spent with his sickness, that he did expect to live out the

whole day when the last decisive battle was given; but
knowing the fatal consequences that would happen to his

children and people, in case he should die before he put an
end to the war, he commanded his principal officers, that if

he died during the engagement, they should conceal his death
from the army, and that they should ride up to the litter in

which his corpse was carried, under pretence of receiving

orders from him as usual. Before battle begun he was
carried through aL. the ranks of his army in an open litter,

as they stood drawn up in array, encouraging them to fight

valiantly in defence of their reUgion and country. Pinding
afterwards the battle to go against him, though he was very
near his last agonies, he threw himself out of his litter,

rallied his army, and led them on to the charge ; which after-

wards ended in a complete victory on the side of the Moors.
He had no sooner brought his men to the engagement, but
finding himself utterly spent, he was again replaced in his

litter, where, laying his finger on his mouth, to enjoin se-
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crecy to his ofiBcers, who stood about him, he died a few mo.

ments after in that posture.

No. 355. THUESBAT, APEIL 17.

Non ego mordaci distrmxi carmine quenquam. Ovid.

I HATD been very often tempted to write invectives upon

those who have detracted from my works, or spoken in dero-

gation of my person; but I look upon it as a particular

happiness, that I have always hindered my resentments from

proceeding to this extremity. I once had gone through half

a satire, but found so many motions of humanity rising in

me towards the persons whom I had severely treated, that I

threw it into the fire without finishing it. I have been an-

gry enough to make several little epigrams and lampoons

;

and after having admired them a day or two, have likewise

committed them to the flames. These I look upon as so

many sacrifices to humanity, and have received much greater

satisfaction from the suppressing' such performances, than I

could have done from any reputation they might have pro-

cured me, or from any mortification they might have given

my enemies, in case I had made them public. If a man has

any talent in writing, it shows a good mind to forbear an-

swering calumnies and reproaches in the same spirit of bit-

terness with which they are oiFered : but when a man has

been at some pains in making suitable returns to an enemy,

and has the instruments of revenge in his hands, to let drop

his wrath, and stifle his resentment, seems to have some-

thing in it great and heroical. There is a particular merit

in such a way of forgiving an enemy ; and the more violent

and unprovoked the oifence has been, the greater still is the

merit of him who thus forgives it.

I never met with a consideration that is more flnely spun,

and what has better pleased me, than one in Epictetus, which

places an enemy in a new light, and gives us a view of him

altogether difierent from that in which we are used to re-

gard him. The sense of it is as follows: "Does a n:an re-

' From the suppressing.'] Dele tlie, tr add oj after mppretsing.
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proach thee for being proud or ill-natured, envious or con-

ceited, ignorant or detracting ? consider witli thyself whether

his reproaches are true ; ifthey are not, consider that thou art

not the person whom he reproaches, but that he reviles au

imaginary being, and perhaps loves what thou really art,

though he hates what thou appearest to be. If his re-

proaches are true, if thou art the envious, ill-natured man
he takes thee for, give thyself another turn, become mUd,
affable, and obliging, and his reproaches of thee naturally

cease : his reproaches may indeed continue, but thou art no
longer the person whom he reproaches."

I often apply this rule to myself ; and when I hear of a

satirical speech or writing that is aimed at me, I examine

my own heart, whether I deseri^e it or not. If I bring in a

verdict against myself, I endeavour to rectify my conduct

for the future in those particulars which have drawn the

censure upon me ; but if the whole invective be grounded
upon a falsehood, I trouble myself no further about it, and
look upon my name at the head of it to signify no more
than one of those fictitious names made use of by an author

to introduce an imaginary character. Why should a man
be sensible of the sting of a reproach, who is a stranger to

the guilt that is implied in it ? or subject himself to the

penalty, when he knows he has never committed the crime r

This is a piece of fortitude, which every one owes to his own
innocence, and without which it is impossible for a man of

any merit or figure to live at peace with himself in a coun-

try that abounds with wit and liberty.

The feinous Monsieur Balzac, in a letter to the chancellor

of France, who had prevented the publication of a book
against him, has the following words, which are a lively pic-

ture of the greatness of mind so visible in the works of that
author. " If it was a new thing, it may be I should not be
displeased with the suppression of the first libel that should
abuse me ; but since there are enough of them to make a
small library, I am secretly pleased to see the number in-

creased, and take delight in raising a heap of stones that

envy has cast at me without doing me any harm."
The author here alludes to those monuments ofthe Eastern

nations, which were mountains of stones raised upon the
dead body by travellers, that used to cast every one his stone
upon it as they passed by. It is certain that no monument
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is so glorious as one wLicli is thus raised by tlio hands ot

envy. Por my part, I admire an author for such a temper of

mind as enables him to bear an undeserved reproach without

resentment, more than for all the wit of any the finest sar

tirical reply.

Thus far I thought necessary to explain myself in relation

to those who have animadverted on this paper, and to show
the reasons why I have not thought fit to return them any

formal answer. I must further add, that the work would
have been of very little use to the public, had it been filled

with personal reflections and debates ; for which reason I

have never once turned out of my way to observe those little

cavils which have been made against it by envy or ignorance.

The common fry of scribblers, who have no other way of

being taken notice of but by attacking what has gained some
reputation in the world, would have furnished me with busi-

ness enough, had they found me disposed to enter the lists

with them.

I shall conclude with the fable of Boecalini's traveller,

who was so pestered with the noise of grasshoppers in his

ears, that he alighted from his horse in great wrath to kill

them all. This, says the author, was troubling himself to

no manner of purpose : had he pursued his journey without

taking notice of them, the troublesome insects would have

died of themselves in a very few weeks, and he would have

suifered nothing from them.

No. 361. THUESDAT, APEIL 24.

Tartarean! intendlt vocem, qua protinus oranis

Contremuit domus— Vieg.

I HATE lately received the following letter from a country

gentleman.

"Mb. Spectator,
The night before I left London I went to see a

,

play, called. The Humorous Lieutenant. Upon the rising

of the curtain I was very much surprised with the great

consort of cat-calla which was exhibited that evening, and

began to think with myself that I had made a mistake, and

gone to a music-meeting instead of the play-house. It ap-
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peared, indeed, a little odd to me, to see so many persons of

quality of both sexes assembled together at a kinci of cater-

wauling ; for I cannot look upon that performance to have

been anything better, whatever the musicians themselves

might think of it. As I had no acquaintance in the house

to ask questions of, and was forced to go out of town early

the next morning, I could not learn the secret of this matter.

What I would therefore desire of you, is, to give some ac-

count of this strange instrument, which I found the company
' called a cat-call ; and particularly to let me know whether
it be a piece of music lately come frome Italy. Tor my own
part, to be free with you, I would rather hear an English

fiddle ; though I durst not show my dislike whilst I was in

the play-house, it being my chance to sit the very next man
to one of the performers.

" I am, sir,

Tour most affectionate friend and servant,

John Shailow, Esq."

In compliance with 'Squire Shallow's request, I design thia

paper as a dissertation upon the cat-call. In order to make
myself a master of the subject, I purchased one the begin-

ning of last week, though not without great difficulty, being
informed at two or three toy-shops that the players had
lately bought them all up. I have since consulted many
learned antiquaries in relation to its original, and find them
very much divided among themselves upon that particular.

A Eellow of the Eoyal Society, who is my good friend, and a
great proficient in the mathematical part of music, concludes
from the simplicity of its make, and the uniformity of its

sound, that the cat-call is older than any of the inventions

of Jubal. He observes very well, that musical instruments
took their first rise from the notes of birds, and other melo-
dious animals ; and what, says he, was more natural than for

the first ages of mankind to imitate the voice of a cat that
lived under the same roof with them ? he added, that the cat

had contributed more to harmony than any other animal ; aa

we are not only beholden to her for this wind-instrument,
bilt for our string-music in general.

Another virtuoso of my acquaintance wiU not allow the
cat-call to be older than Thespis, and is apt to think it ap-
peared in the world soon after the ancient comedy; for
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•which reason it has still a place in our dramatic entertain,

nnents : nor must I here omit what a curious gentleman, who
is lately returned from his travels, has more than once assured

me, namely, that there was lately dug up at Eome the statue

of a Momus, who holds an instrument in his right hand very

much resembling our modern cat-call.

There are others who ascribe this invention to Orpheus,

and look upon the cat-call to be one of those instruments

which that famor.s musician made use of to draw the beasts

about him. It is certain, that the roasting of a cat does not

call together a greater audience of that species, than this in-

strument, if dexterously played upon in proper time and

place.

But notwithstanding these various and learned conjec-

tures, I cannot forbear thinking that the cat-call is origin-

ally a piece of English music. Its resemblance to the voice

of some of our British songsters, as well as the use of it,

which is peculiar to our nation, confirms me in this opinion.

It has at least received great improvements among us,

whether we consider the instrument itself, or those several

quavers and graces which are thrown into the playing of it.

Every one might be sensible of this, who heard that remark-

able overgrown cat-call which was placed in the centre of

the pit, and presided over all the rest at the celebrated per-

formance lately exhibited in Drury Lane.
Having said thus much concerning the original of the cat-

call, we are in the next place to consider the use of it. The

cat-call exerts itself to most advantage in the British thea-

tre : it very much improves the sound of nonsense, and

often goes along with the voice of the actor who pronounces

it, as the violin or harpsichord accompanies the Italian re-

eitativo.

It has often supplied the place of the ancient chorus, in

the words of Mr. * * * In short, a bad poet has as great

an antipathy to a cat-caU, as many people have to a real cat.

Mr. Collier, in his ingenious essay upon music, has the

following passage

:

" I believe it is possible to invent an instrument that shall

have a quite contrary eifect to those martial ones now in

use : an instrument that shall sink the spirits, and shake the

nerves, and curdle the blood, and inspire despair, and cow-

ardice, and consternation, at a surprisiug rate. It is probable
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the roaring of a lion, tte warbling of cats and screech-owls,

together with a mixture of the howling of dogs, judiciously

imitated and compounded, might go a great way in this in-

vention. Whether such anti-music as this might not be of

service in a camp, I shall leave to the military men to con-

sider."

What this learned gentleman supposes in speculation, I
have known actually verified in practice. The cat-call has

struck a damp into generals, and frighted heroes off the

stage. At the first sound of it I have seen a crowned head
tremble, and a princess fall into fits. The humorous lieute-

nant himself could not stand it ; nay, I am told that even
Almanzor looked like a mouse, and trembled at the voice of

this terrifying instrument.

As it is of a dramatic nature, and peculiarly appropriated

to the stage, I can by no means approve the thought of that

angry lover, who, after an imsuccessful pursuit of some years,

took leave of his mistress in a serenade of cat-calls.

I must conclude this paper with the account I have lately

received of an ingenious artist, who has long studied this in-

strument, and is very weU versed in all the rules of the drama.
He teaches to play on it by book, and to express by it the
whole art of criticism. He has his base and his treble cat-

call ; the former for tragedy, the latter for comedy ; only in

tragi-comedies they may both play together in consort. He
has a particular squeak to denote the violation of each of the
unities, and has different sounds to show whether he aims at

the poet or the player. In short, he teaches the smut-note,
the fustian-note, the stupid-note, and has composed a kind of
air that may serve as an act-tune to an incorrigible play, and
which takes in the whole compass of the cat-call.

No. 367. THUESDAT, MAT 1.

—Periturse parcite chartse. Juv.

I HATE often pleased myself wdth considering the two kinds
of benefits which accrue to the public from these my Specu-
lations, and which, were I to speak after the manner of logi-

cians, I would distinguish into the material and the formal.
By the latter I understand those advantages which my readers
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receive, as their minds are either improved or delighted by
these my daily labours : but having already several times

descanted on my endeavours in this light, I shaU at present

wholly confine myself to the consideration of the former.

By the word material I mean those benefits which arise to

the public from these my Speculations, as they consume a

considerable quantity of our paper manufacture, employ our

artisans in printing, and find business for great numbers of

indigent persons.

Our paper-maniifacture takes into it several mean materials

which could be put to no other use, and afibrds work for

several hands in the collecting of them, which are incapable

of any other employment. Those poor retailers, whom we
see so busy in every street, deliver in their respective glean-

ings to the merchant. The merchant carries them in loads

to the paper-mill, where they pass through a fresh set ofhands,

and give life to another trade. Those who have mills on their

estates by this means considerably raise their rents, and the

whole nation is in a great measure supplied with a manufac-

ture, for which formerly she was obliged to her neighbours.

The materials are no sooner wrought into paper, but they

are distributed among the presses, where they again, set in-

numerable artists at work, and furnish business to another

mystery. From hence, accordingly as they are stained with

news or politics, they fly through the town in Post-men,

Post-boys, Daily Courants, Eeviews, Medleys, and Examin-
ers. Men, women, and children contend who shall be the

first bearers of them, and get their daily sustenance by
spreading them. In short, when I trace in my mind a

bundle of rags to a quire of Spectators, I find so many hands

employed in every step they take through their whole pro-

gress, that while I am writing a Spectator, I fancy myself

providing bread for a multitude.

If I do not take care to obviate some of my witty readers,

they will be apt to teU me, that my paper, after it is thus

printed and published, is still beneficial to the public on

several occasions. I must confess I have lighted my pipe

with my own works for this twelvemonth past: my land-

lady often sends up her little daughter to desire some of my
old Spectators, and has frequently told me, that the paper

they are printed on is the best in the world to wrap spice in.

They likewise make a good foundation for a mutton-pie, as I
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have more than once experienced, and were very mueli souglit

for last Cliristmas by the whole neighbourhood.

It is pleasant enough to consider the changes that a linen

fragment undergoes, by passing through the several hands

above-mentioned. The finest pieces of Holland, when torn

to tatters, assume a new whiteness more beautiful than their

first, and often return in the shape of letters to their native

country. A lady's shift may be metamorphosed into billet-

doux, and come into her possession a second time. A beau
may peruse his cravat after it is worn out, with greater

pleasure and advantage than ever he did in a glass. In a word,

a piece of cloth, after having oiEciated for some years as a

towel or a napkin, may by this means be raised from a dung-

hOl, and become the most valuable piece of furniture in a

prince's cabinet.

The politest nations of Europe have endeavoured to vie

with one another for the reputation of the finest printing

:

absolute governments, as well as republics, have encouraged
an art which seems to be the noblest and most beneficial

that was ever invented among the sons of men. The present

king of France, in his pursuits after glory, has particularly

distinguished himself by the promoting of this useful art,

insomuch that several books have been printed in the Louvre
at his own expense, upon which he sets so great a value, that

he considers them as the noblest presents he can make to

foreign princes and ambassadors. If we look into the com-
monwealths of HoUand and Venice, we shall find that in this

particular they have made themselves the envy of the great-

est monarchies. Elzevir and Aldus are more frequently
mentioned than any pensioner of the one or doge of the
other.

The several presses which are now in England, and the
encouragement which has been given to learning for some
years last past, has made our own nation as glorious upon
this account, as for its late triumphs and conquests. The
new edition which is given us of Caesar's Commentaries, has
already been taken notice of in foreign gazettes, and is a
work that does honour to the English press. It is no won-
der that an edition should be very correct, which has passed
through the hands of one of the most accurate, learned, and
judicious writers this age has produced. The beauty of the
paper, of the character, and of the several cuts with whici
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this noble work is illustrated, makes it the finest book that
I have ever seen ; and is a true instance of the English
genius, which, though it does not come the first into any art,

generally carries it to greater heights than any other country
in the world. I am particularly glad that this author cornea

from a British: printing-house in so great a magnificence, as

he is the first who has given us any tolerable account of our

country.

My illiterate readers, if any such there are, will be sur-

prised to hear me talk of learning as the glory of a nation,

and of printing as an art that gains a reputation to a people

among whom it flourishes. When men's thoughts are taken

up with avarice and ambition, they cannot look upon any-

thing as great or valuable which does not bring with it an

extraordinary power or interest to the person who is con-

cerned in it. But as I shall never sink this paper so far as

to engage with Q-oths and Vandals, I shall only regard such

kind of reasoners with that pity which is due to so deplorable

a degree of stupidity and ignorance.

No. 371. TITESDAT, MAT 6.

Jamne igitur laudas quod de sapientibus unus
Eidebat?— Juv.

I SHALL communicate to my reader the foUowiag letter

for the entertainment of this day.

" SlE,

Tou know very well that our nation is more famous

for that sort of men who are called Whims and Humourists,

than any other country in the world ; for which reason it is

observed that our English comedy excels that of all other

nations in the novelty and variety of its characters.
" Among those innumerable sets of Whims which oar

country produces, there are none whom I have regarded with

more curiosity than those who have invented any particular

kind of diversion for the entertainment of themselves or

their friends. My letter shall single out those who take de-

liglit in sorting a company that has something of burlesque

and ridicule in its appearance. I shall make myself under-
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stood by the following example. One of tlie wits of the last

age, who was a man of a good estate, thought he never laid

out his money better than in a jest. As he was one year at

the Bath, observing that in the great confluence of fine

people, there were several among them with long chins, a

part of the visage by which he himself was very much dis-

tinguished, he invited to dinner half a score of these remark-

able persons who had their mouths in the middle of their

faces. They had no sooner placed themselves about the

table, but they began to stare upon one another, not being

able to imagine what had brought them together. Our
English proverb sa,js,

'Tis merry in the hall,

When beards "wag all.

It proved so in an assembly I am now speaking of, who see-

ing so many peaks of faces agitated with eating, drinking,

and discourse, and observing all the chins that were present
meeting together very often over the centre of the table,

every one grew sensible of the jest, and came into it with so

.much good-humour, that they lived in strict friendship and
alhance from that day forward.

" The same gentleman some time after packed together a
set of oglers, as he called them, consisting of such as had an
unlucky cast in their eyes. His diversion on this occasion
was to see the cross bows, mistaken signs, and wrong con-
nivances that passed amidst so many broken and refracted
rays of sight.

" The third feast which this merry gentleman exhibited
was to the stammerers, whom he got together in a sufficient

body to fill his table. He had ordered one of his servants,
who was placed behind a screen, to write down their table-
talk, which was very easy to be done without the help of
short-hand. It appears by the notes which were taken, that
though their conversation never fell, there were not above
twenty words spoken during the first course; that upon
serving up the second, one of the company was a quarter of
an hour in telling them, that the duekhns and sparrow-grass
was very good ; and that another took up the same time in
declaring himself of the same opinion. This jest did not,
however, go off so well as the former ; for one of the guests
being a brave man, and fuUer of resentment than he knew
how to express, went out of the room, and sent the facetious
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inviter a challenge in writing, wliich tbougli it was after,

wards dropped by the interposition of friends, put a stop to

these ludicrous entertainments.
" Now, sir, I dare say you will agree with me, that as

there is no moral in these jests, they ought to be discouraged,

and looked upon rather as pieces of unluckiness than wit.

However, as it is natural for one man to refine upon the

thought of another, and impossible for any single person,

how great soever his parts may be, to invent an art, and

bring it to its utmost perfection ; I shaU. here give you an

account of an honest gentleman of my aoquaintancCj who
upon hearing the character of the wit above-mentioned, has

himself assumed it, and endeavoured to convert it to the

benefit of mankind. He invited half a dozen of his friends

one day to dinner, who were each of them famous for insert-

ing several redundant phrases in their discourse, as ' D'ye

hear me. D'ye see. That is, And so, sir.' Each of the guests

making frequent use of his particular elegance, appeared so

ridiculous to his neighbour, that he could not but reflect

upon himself as appearing equally ridiculous to the rest of

the company : by this means, before they had sat long to-

gether, every one talking with the greatest circumspection,

and carefully avoiding his favourite expletive, the conversa-

tion was cleared of its redundancies, and had a greater quan-

tity of sense, though less of sound in it.

" The same well-meaning gentleman took occasion at an-

other time, to bring together such of his friends as were ad-

dicted to a foolish habitual custom of swearing. In order to

show them the absurdity of the practice, he had recourse to

the invention above-mentioned, having placed an amanuensis

in a private part of the room. After the second bottle, when
men open their minds without reserve, my honest friend be-

gan to take notice of the many sonorous but unnecessarj

words that had passed in his house since their sitting down
at table, and how much good conversation they had lost by

giving way to such superfluous phrases. What a tax, says

he, would they have raised for the poor, had we put the laws

in execution upon one another ? Every one of them took

this gentle reproof in good part : upon which he told them,

that knowing their conversation would have no secrets in it,

he had ordered it to be taken down in writing, and for the

humour-sake would read it to them if they pleased. There
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were ten sheets of it, which might have been reduced to two,

had there not been those abominable interpolations I have

before mentioned. Upon the reading of it in cold blood, it

looked rather like a conference of fiends than of men. In
short, every one trembled at himself upon hearing calmly

what he had pronounced amidst the heat and inadvertency

of discourse.
" I shall only mention another occasion wherein he made

use of the same invention to cure a different kind of men,
who are the pests of all polite conversation, and murder time
as much as either of the two former, though they do it more
innocently; I mean that dull generation of story-tellers.

My friend got together about half a dozen of his acquaint-

ance, who were infected with this strange malady. The first

day one of them sitting down, entered upon the siege of
Namur, which lasted till four o'clock, their time of parting.

The second day a North Briton took possession of the dis-

course, which it- was impossible to get out of his hands so

long as the company staid together. The third day was en-
grossed after the same manner by a story of the same length.
They at last began to reflect upon this barbarous way of
treating one another, and by this means awakened out of
that lethargy with which each of them had been seized for
several years.

" As you have somewhere declared, that extraordinary and
uncommon characters of mankind are the game which you
delight in, and as I look upon you to be the greatest sports-
man, or, if you please, the Nimrod, among this species of
writers, I thought this discovery would not be unacceptable
to you.

" I am, sir," &e.

No. 377. TUESDAY, MAT 13.

Quid quisque vitet, nunquam i omini satis

Cautum est in horas

—

Hoe.

LoTE was the mother of poetry, and still produces, amonc
the most ignorant and barbarous, a thousand imaginary Aia-
tresses and poetical complaints. It makes a footman talk

VOL. III. 2 A
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lil^e Oroondates, and converts a brutal rustic into a gentle

swain. The most ordinary plebeian or mechanic in love,

bleeds and pines away with a certain elegance and tender-

ness of sentiments which this passion naturally inspires.

These inward languishings of a mind infected with this

softness have given birth to a phrase which is made use of

by all the melting tribe, from the highest to the lowest, I

mean that of " dying for love."

Eomanees, which owe their very being to this passion, are

full of these metaphorical deaths. Heroes and heroines,

Isnights, squires, and damsels, are all of them in a dying con-

dition. There is the same kind of mortality in our modern
tragedies, where every one gasps, faints, bleeds, and dies.

Many of the poets, to describe the execution which is done

by this passion, represent the fair sex as basilisks that de-

stroy with their eyes ; but I think Mr. Cowley has with

greater justness of thought compared a beautiful woman to

a porcupine, that sends an arrow from every part.

I have often thought, that there is no way so effectual for

the cure of this general infirmity, as a man's reflecting upon
the motives that produce it. When the passion proceeds

from the sense of any virtue or perfection in the persons be-

loved, I would by no means discourage it ; but if a man con-

siders that all his heavy complaints of wounds and deaths

rise from some little affectations of coquetry, which are im-

proved into charms by his own fond imagination, the very

laying before himself the cause of his distemper, may be

Sufficient to effect the cure of it.

It is in this view that I have looked over the several bun-

dles of letters which I have received from dying people, and

composed out of them the following bill of mortality, which

I shall lay before my reader without any further preface, as

hoping that it may be useful to him in discovering those

several places where there is most danger, and those fatal

arts which are made use of to destroy the heedless and

unwary.

Lysander, slain at a puppet-show on the third of Sep-

tember.

Thyrsis, shot from a casement in Piccadilly.

T. S., wounded by Zelinda's scarlet stocking, as she waa

stepping out of a coach.
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Will. Simple, smitten at the Opera by the glance of an

eye that was aimed at one who stood by him.

ThoB. Vainlove, lost his life at a ball.

Tim. Tattle, kiUed by the tap of a fan on his left shoulder

by Coquetilla, as he was talking carelessly with her in the

bow-window.

Sir Simon Softly, murdered at the playhouse in Drury
Lane by a frown.

Philander, mortally wounded by Cleora, as she was ad-

justing her tucker.

Ealph &apely, Esq., hit by a random shot at the ring.

P. E., caught his death upon the water, April the 1st.

W. W; kiUed by an unknown hand, that was playing with

the glove off, upon the side of the front-box in Drury Lane.

Sir Christopher Crazy, Bart., hurt by the brush of a

whalebone petticoat.

Sylvius, shot through the sticks of a fan at St. James's
church.

Damon, struck through the heart by a diamond necklace.

Thomas Trusty, Francis Groosequill, WiUiam Meanwell,
Edward Callow, Esqs., standing in a row, fell all four at the

same time, by an ogle of the Widow Trapland.

Tom Battle, chancing to tread upon a lady's tail as he
came out of the play-house, she turned full upon him, and
laid him dead upon the spot.

Dick Tastewell, slain by a blush from the Queen's box in
the third act of the Trip to the Jubilee.

Samuel Felt, haberdasher, wounded in his walk to Isling-
ton by Mrs. Susannah Cross-stitch, as she was clambering
over a stile.

E. P., T. W., S. I., M. P., &c. put to death in the last birth-
day massacre.

Eoger Blinko, cut off in the twenty-first year of his age
by a white-wash.

Musidorus, slain by an arrow that flew out of a dimple in
Belinda's left cheek.

Ned Courtly, presenting Plavia with her glove, (which she
had dropped on purpose,) she received it, and took away his
life with a curtsey.

John Gosselin, having received a slight hurt from a pair
of blue eyes, as he was making his escape was despatched by
a smile. ^

2 A. 2
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Strephon, killed by Clarinda as she looked down into the

pit.

Charles Careless, shot fl.ying by a girl of fifteen, v/ho \m-

expectedly popped her head upon him out of a coach.

Josiah Wither, aged threescore and three, sent to his long

home by Elizabeth Jettwell, spinster.

Jack Freelove, murdered by Melissa in her hair.

"William Wiseacre, Gent., drowned in a flood of tears by

Moll Common.
John Pleadwell, Esq. of the Middle Temple, barrister at

law, assassinated in his chambers the sixth instant by Kitty

Sly, who pretended to come to him for his advice.^

No. 381. SATUEDAT, MAT 17.

iEquam memento rebus in arduis

Servare mentem, non secus ac bonis

Ab insolenti temperatam
Laefitia, moriture Deli. Hoe.

I HATE always preferred cheerfulness to mirth. The lattei

I consider as an act, the former as an habit of the mind.

Mirth is short and transient, cheerfulness fixed and perma-

nent. Those are often raised into the greatest transports of

mirth, who are subject to the greatest depressions of melan-

choly; on the contrary, cheerfulness, though it does not

give the mind such an exquisite gladness, prevents us from

falling into any depths of sorrow. Mirth is like a flash of

lightning, that breaks through a gloom of clouds, and glitters

for a moment ; cheerfulness keeps up a kind of day-light in

the mind, and fills it with a steady and perpetual serenity.

Men of austere principles look upon mirth as too wanton
and dissolute for a state of probation, and as filled with a

certain triumph and insolence of heart, that is inconsistent

with a life which is every moment obnoxious to the greatest

dangers. Writers of this complexion have observed, that

the sacred person who was the great pattern of perfeotioc

was never seen to laugh.

Cheerfulness of mind is not liable to any of these excep-

' The easy humour of this iiaper is supported and set off by an exqui-

site expression.
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tions ; it is of a serious and composed nature, it does not

throw the mind into a condition improper for the present

state of humanity, and is very conspicuous in the characters

of those who are looked upon as the greatest philosophers

among the heathens, as well as among those who have been

deserv^y esteemed as saints and holy men among Cliristians.

If we consider cheerfulness in three lights, with regard to

ourselves, to those we converse with, and to the great Author

of our being, it wiU not a little recommend itself on each of

these accounts. The man who is possessed of this excellent

frame of mind, is not only easy in his thoughts, but a perfect

master of all the powers and faculties of his soul : his ima-

gination is always clear, and his judgment undisturbed : his

temper is even and unruffled, whether in action or in solitude.

He comes with a relish to aU those goods which nature has

provided for him, tastes all the pleasures of creation which

are poured about him, and does not feel the full weight of

those accidental evils which may befall him.

J£ we consider him in relation to the persons whom he con-

verses with, it naturally produces love and good-wiU towards

him. A cheerful mind is not only disposed to be affable and

obliging, but raises the same good humour in those who come

within its influence. A man finds himself pleased, he does

not know why, with the cheerfulness of his companion : it is

like a sudden sunshine that awakens a secret delight in the

mind, without her attending to it. The heart rejoices of its

own accord, and naturally flows out into friendship and be-

nevolence towards the person who has so kindly an effect

upon it.

"When I consider this cheerful state of mind in its third

relation, I cannot but look upon it as a constant habitual

gratitude to the great Author of nature. An inward cheer-

fulness is an implicit praise and thanksgiving to Providence
imder all its dispensations. It is a kind of acquiescence in

the state wherein we are placed, and a secret approbation of
the Divine WiU in his conduct towards man.

There are but two things which, in my opinion, can reason-

ably deprive us of this cheerfulness of heart. The first of
these is the sense of guilt. A man who lives in a state of vice

and impenitence, can have no title to that evenness and tran-
quillity of mind which is the health of the soul, and the natural
effect of virtue and innocence. Cheerfulness in an ill man
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deserves a harder name tlian language can furnish us with,

and is many degrees beyond what we commonly call foEy or

madness.
Atheism, by which I mean a disbelief of a Supreme Being,

and consequently of a future state, under whatsoever titles it

shelters itself, may likewise very reasonably deprive ^man of

this cheerfulness of temper. There is something so particu-

larly gloomy and offensive to human nature in the prospect

of non-existence, that I cannot but wonder, with many excel-

lent writers, how it is possible for a man to out-live the ex-

pectation of it. For my own part, I think the being of a God
is so little to be doubted, that it is almost the only truth we
are sure of, and such a truth as we meet with in every object,

in every occurrence, and in every thought. If we look into

the characters of this tribe of infidels, we generally find they

are made up of pride, spleen, and cavil : it is indeed no won-

der, that men, who are uneasy to themselves, should be so to

the rest of the world ; and how is it possible for a man to be

otherwise than uneasy in himself, who is in danger every

moment of losing his entire existence, and dropping into-

nothing ?

The vicious man and atheist have therefore no pretence to

cheerfulness, and would act very unreasonably, should they

endeavour after it. It is impossible for any one to live in

good humour, and enjoy his present existence, who is appre-

hensive either of torment or of annihilation ; of being miser-

able, or of not being at all.

After having mentioned these two great principles, which

are destructive of cheerfulness in their own nature, as well

as in right reason, I cannot think of any other that ought to

banish this happy temper from a virtuous mind. Pain and

sickness, shame and reproach, poverty and old age, nay death

itself, considering the shortness of their duration, and the ad-

vantage we may reap from them, do not deserve the name of

evils. A good mind may bear up under them with fortitude,

with indolence, and with cheerfulness of heart. The tossing

of a tempest does not discompose him,^ which he is sure will

^ring him to a joyful harbour.

A man who uses his best endeavours to live according to

' The relative is too far from the antecedent. The 'whole sentence had

run hetter thus : the tossing of a tempest does not discompose him, who ii

iyre of being driven by it into ajoyful harbour
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the dictates of virtue and right reason, has two perpetual

sources of cheerfulness ; in the consideration of his own na-

ture, and of that Being on whom he has a dependence.^ If he

look's into himself, he cannot but rejoice in that existence,

which is so lately bestowed upon him, and which, after mil-

lions of ages, win be still new, and stiU in its beginning.

How many self-congratulations naturally arise in the mind,

when it reflects on this its entrance into eternity, when it

takes a view of those improvable faculties, which in a few

years, and even at its first setting out, have made so consider-

able a progress, and which will be still receiving^ an increase

of perfection, and consequently an increase of happiness!

The consciousness of such a Being spreads a perpetual dif-

fusion of joy through the soul of a virtuous man, and makes

him look upon himself every moment as more happy than he

knows how to conceive.

The second source of cheerfulness to a good mind, is its

consideration of that Being on whom we have our depend-

ence, and in whom, though we behold him as yet but in the

first faint discoveries of his perfections, we see everything

that we can imagine is great, glorious, or amiable. We find

ourselves everywhere upheld by his goodness, and surround-

ed with an immensity of love and mercy. In short, we de-

pend upon a Being whose power qualifies him to make us

happy by an infinity of means, whose goodness and truth

engage him to make those happy who desire it of him, and
whose unchangeableness will secure us in this happiness to

aU eternity.

Such considerations, which every one should perpetually

cherish in his thoughts, will banish from us all that secret

heaviness of heart which unthinking men are subject to when
they lie under no real afiiiction, all that anguish which we
may feel from an evil that actually oppresses us, to which
I may likewise add those little cracklings of mirth and folly

that are apter to betray virtue than support it ; and estab-

lish in us such an even and cheerful temper, as makes us
pleasing to ourselves, to those with whom we converse, aad
to Him whom we were made to please.

' Either omit diffusion of, or for spreads read octatiosu.
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No. 383. TUESDAY, MAY 20.

Criminibus debent hortos— Hoe.

As I was sitting in my chamber, and thinking on a sub-

ject for my next Spectator, I heard two or three irregular

bounces at my landlady's door, and upon the opening of it,

a loud cheerful voice inquiring whether the philosopher was

at home. The child who went to the door answered very

innocently, that he did not lodge there. I immediately re-

collected that it was my good friend Sir Eoger's voice ; and

that I had promised to go with him on the water to Spring-

Garden, in case it proved a good evening. The knight put

me in mind of my promise from the stair-ease, hut told me
that if 1 was speculating, he would stay below tUl I had

done. Upon my coming down, I found all the children of

the family got about my old friend, and my landlady herself;

who is a notable prating gossip, engaged in a conference

with him ; being mightily pleased with his stroking her

little boy upon the head, and bidding him be a good child,

and mind his book.

We were no sooner come to the Temple-stairs, hut we
were surrounded with a crowd of watermen, offering their

respective services. Sir Eoger, after having looked about him

very attentively, spied one with a wooden leg, and imme-

diately gave him orders to get his boat ready. As we were

walking towards it, " You must know, (says Sir Roger,) I

never make use of anybody to row me that has not either

lost a leg or an arm. I would rather bate him a few strokes

of his oar, than not employ an honest man that has been

wounded in the Queen's service. If I was a lord or a bishop,

and kept a barge, I would not put a fellow in my livery that

had not a wooden leg."

My old friend, after having seated himself, and trimmed

the boat with his coachman, who, being a very sober man,

always serves for ballast on these occasions, we made the

best of our way for Fox-hall. Sir Eoger obliged the water-

man to give us the history of his right leg, and hearing that

he had left it at La Hogue, with many particulars which

passed in that glorious action, the knight in the triumph of

his heart made several reflections on the greatness of the
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British nation ; as, that one Englishman could beat three

Frenehmen ; that we could never be in danger of Poperv so

long as we took care of our fleet ; that the Thames was the

noblest river in Europe ; that London bridge was a greater

piece of work than any other of the seven wonders of the

world ; with many other honest prejudices which naturally

cleave to the heart of a true Englishman.

After some short pause, the old knight, turning about his

head twice or thrice to take a survey of this great metropo-

Hs, bid me observe how thick the city was set with churches,

and that there was scarce a single steeple on this side

Temple-bar. " A most heathenish sight ! (says Sir lioger :)

There is no religion at this end of the town. The fifty new
churches wiU very much mend the prospect ; but church-

work is slow, church-work is slow
!"

I do not remember I have anywhere mentioned in Sir

Roger's character, his custom of saluting everybody that

passes by him with a good-morrow or a good-night. This

the old man does out of the overflowings of humanity, though
at the same time it renders him so popular among aU hia

country neighbours, that it is thought to have gone a good
way in making him once or twice knight of the shire. He
cannot forbear this exercise of benevolence even in town,

when he meets with any one in his morning or evening walk.

It broke from him to several boats that passed by us upon
the water ; but to the knight's great surprise, as he gave the
good-night to two or three young fellows a little berore our
landing, one of them, instead of returning the civility, asked
us what queer old put we had in the boat, and whether he
was not ashamed to go a wenching at his years ? with a
great deal of the like Thames ribaldry. Sir Eoger seemed a
little shocked at first, but at length assuming a face of ma-
gistracy, told us, " that if he were a Middlesex justice, he
would make such vagrants know that her Majesty's subjects
were no more to be abused by water than by land."

"We were now arrived at Spring-Garden, which is ex-
quisitely pleasant at this time of year. When I considered
the fragrancy of the walks and bowers, with the choirs of
birds that sung upon the trees, and the loose tribe of people
that walked under their shades, I could not but look upon
the place as a kiud of Mahometan paradise. Sir Eoger told
me it put him in mind of a little coppice by his house in tho
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country, wliicli bis chaplain used to call an aviary of night,

ingales. " Tou must understand, (says the knight,) there ia

nothing in the world that pleases a man in love so much as

your nightingale. Ah, Mil. Spbctatoe ! the many moon-
light nights that I have walked by myself, and thought on

the widow by the music of the nightingale!" He here

fetched a deep sigh, and was falling into a fit of musing,

when a mask, who came behind him, gave him a gentle tap

upon the shoulder, and asked him if he would drink a bottle

of mead with her ? But the knight being startled at so unex-

pected a familiarity, and displeased to be interrupted in his

thoughts of the widow, told her, " She was a wanton bag-

gage," and bid her go about her business.

"We concluded our walk with a glass of Burton ale, and a

slice of hung-beef. When we had done eating ourselves,

the knight called a waiter to him, and bid him carry the re-

mainder to a waterman that had but one leg. I perceived

the fellow stared upon him at the oddness of the message,

and was going to be saucy ; upon which I ratified the

knight's commands with a peremptory look.

As we were going out of the garden my old friend, think-

ing himself obliged, as a member of the Quorum, to animad-

vert upon the morals of the place, told the mistress of the

house, who sat at the bar, "that he should be a better cus-

tomer to her garden, if there were more nightingales and

fewer strumpets."

No. 387. SATUEDAT, MAT 24.

Quid pure trauquillet— Hoe.

In my last Saturday's paper I spoke of cheerfulness as it

is a moral habit of the mind, and accordingly mentioned such

moral motives as are apt to cherish and keep alive this hap-

py temper in the soul of man : I shall now consider cheer-

fulness in its natural state, and reflect on those motives to

it, which are indifferent either as to virtue or vice.

Cheerfulness is, in the first place, the best promoter of

health. Eepinings, and secret murmurs of heart, give imper-

ceptible strokes to those delicate fibres of which the vital parts

are composed, and wear out the machine insensibly ; not to
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mention tliose violent ferments which they stir up in tte

blood, and those irregular disturbed motions which they

raise in the animal spirits. I scarce remember, in my own
observation, to have met with any old men, or with such

who (to use our English phrase) wear well, that had not at

least a certain indolence in their humour, if not a more than

ordinary gaiety and cheerfulness. of heart. 'The truth of it

is, health and cheerfulness mutually beget each other ; with

this difference, that we seldom meet with a great degree of

health which is not attended with a certain cheerfulness, but

very often see cheerfulness where there is no great degree

of health.

Cheerfulness bears the same friendly regard to the mind
as to the body : it banishes all anxious care and discontent,

soothes and composes the passions, and keeps the soul in a

perpetual calm. But having already touched on this last

consideration, I shall here take notice, that the world in

which we are placed, is fiUed with innumerable objects that

are proper to raise and keep alive this happy temper of mind.

If we consider the world in its subserviency to man, one
would think it was made for our use ; but if we consider it

in its natural beauty and harmony, one would be apt to con-

clude it was made for our pleasure. The sun, which is as

the great soul of the universe, and produces all the neces-

saries of life, has a particular influence in changing the mind
of man, and making the heart glad.

Those several living creatureswhich are made for our service

or sustenance, at the same time either fill the woods with
their music, furnish us with game, or raise pleasing ideas in
us by the delightfulness of their appearance. Fountains,
lakes, and rivers, are as refreshing to the imagination as to
the soil through which they pass.

There are writers of great distinction, who have made it

an argument for Providence, that the whole earth is covered
with green, rather than with any other colour, as being such
a right mixture of light and shade, that it comforts and
strengthens the eye instead of weakening or grieving it.

For this reason several painters have a green cloth hanging
near them, to ease the eye upon, after too great an applica^

tion to their colouring. A famous modem philosopher ac-

counts for it in the following manner : all colours that are
more luminous, overpower and dissipate the animal spirits
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wliicli are employed in sight ; on the contrar „,ose that are

more obscure do not give the animal spirits a sufficient ex-

ercise ; whereas the rays that produce in us the idea of gresD,

fall upon the eye in such a due proportion, that they give the

animal spirits their proper play, and by keeping up the

struggle in a just balance, excite a very pleasing and agree-

able sensation. Let the cause be what it wiU, the effect is

certain, fpr which reason the poets ascribe to this particular

colour the epithet of cheerful.

To consider further this double end in the works of nature,

and how they are at the same time both useful and enter-

taining, we find that the most important parts in the vege-

table world are those which are the most loeautiful. These

are the seeds by which the several races of plants are propar

gated and continued, and which are always lodged in flowers

or blossoms. Nature seems to hide her principal design,

and to be industrious in making the earth gay and delightful,

while she is carrying on her great work, and intent upon her

own preservation. The husbandman after the same manner

is employed in laying out the whole country into a kind of

garden or landscape, and making everything smile about

him, whilst in reality he thinks of nothing but of the harvest,

and increase which is to arise from it.

We may further observe how Providence has taken care

to keep up this cheerfulness in the mind of man, by having

formed it after such a manner, as to make it capable of con-

ceiving delight from several objects which seem to have very

little use in them ; as from the wildness of rocks and deserts,

and the like grotesque parts of nature. Those who are

versed in philosophy may still carry this consideration

higher, by observing, that if matter had appeared to us en-

dowed only vnth those real qualities which it actually pos-

sesses, it would have made but a very joyless and uncomfort-

able figure ; and why has Providence given it a power of

producing in us such imaginary qualities, and tastes, and

colours, sounds and smells, heat and cold, but that man,

while he is conversant in the lower stations of nature, might

have his mind cheered and delighted with agreeable sensa-

tions ? In short, the whole universe is a kind of theatre,

filled with objects that either raise in us pleasure, amuse-

ment, or admiration.

The reader's own thoughts wiU suggest to him the vicia-
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situde of day and niglit, the change of seasons, with all

that variety of scenes which diversify the face of nature, and
fill the mind with a perpetual succession of beautiful and
pleasing images.

I shall not here mention the several entertainments of art,

with the pleasures of friendship, hooks, conversation, and
other accidental diversions of life, because I would only take

notice of such incitements to a cheerful temper, as offer

themselves to persons of all ranks and conditions, and which
may sufficiently show us that Providence did not design this

world should be fiUed with murmurs and repinings, or that

the heart of man should be involved in gloom and melan-
choly.

I the more inculcate this cheerfulness of temper, as it is a

virtue in which our countrymen are observed to be more
deficient than any other nation. Melancholy is a kind of

demon that haunts our island, and often conveys herself to

us in an easterly wind. A celebrated French novelist, in

opposition to those who begin their romances with the flowery

season of the year, enters on his story thus :
" In the gloomy

month of November, when the people of England hang and
drown themselves, a disconsolate lover walked out into the
fields," &e.

Every one ought to fence against the temper of his cli-

mate or constitution, and frequently to indulge in himself
those considerations which may give him a serenity of mind,
and enable him to bear up cheerfully against those little

evils and misfortunes which are common to human nature,
and which by a right improvement of them wiU produce a
satiety of joy,^ and an uninterrupted happiness.
At the same time that I would engage my reader to con-

sider the world in its most agreeable lights, I must own there
are many evils which naturally spring up amidst the enter-
tainments that are provided for us ; but these, if rightly con-
sidered, should be far from overcasting the mind with sorrow,
or destroying that cheerfulness of temper which I have been
recommending. This interspersion of evil with good, and
pain with pleasure, in the works of nature, is very truly

' Satiety of joy.] i. e. hjioscess of joy, or such measure of it as palls
and clogs the appetite. What he meant to say, and what he should hav«
laid, is,

—

afulness ofjoy.
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ascribed by Mr. Locke, in his Essay on Human Understand-

ing, to a moral reason, in the followiag words

:

" Beyond all this, we may find another reason why God
hath scattered up and down several degrees of pleasure and

pain, in all the things that environ and affect us, and blended

them together, in almost all that our thoughts and senses

have to do with ; that we finding imperfection, dissatisfac-

tion, and want of complete happiness in all the enjoyments

which the creatures can afford us, might be led to seek it in

the enjoyment of Him, with whom there is fulness of joy,

and at whose right hand are pleasures for evermore."

No. 391. THUESDAT, MAT 29.

—Non tu prece poscis emacl,

Quae nisi seductis nequeas committere Divis;

At bona pars procerum tacita libabit acerra.

Haud cuivis promptum est, murmurque humilesque susurros

Tollere de Templis ; et aperto vivere voto.

Mens bona, fama, fides, hasc clare, et ut audiat hospes.

Ilia sibi introrsum et sub lingua immurmurat : si

EbuUit patrui praeclarum funus I Et O si

Sub rastro crepet argenti mUii seria dextro

Hercule ! pupillumve utinam quem proximus haeres

Impello, expungam !

—

Pers.

"Wheee Homer represents Phoenix, the tutor of AchUles,

as persuading his pupil to lay aside his resentments, and

give himself up to the entreaties of his countrymen, the poet,

in order to mate him speak in character, ascribes to kim a

speech full of those fables and allegories which old men take

delight in relating, and which are very proper for instruction,

" The gods, (says he,) suffer themselves to be prevailed upon

by entreaties. When mortals have ofiended them by their

transgressions, they appease them by vows and sacrifices.

Ton must know, Achilles, that Prayers are the daughters of

Jupiter. They are crippled by frequent kneeling, have their

faces full of cares and wrinkles, and their eyes always cast

towards heaven. They are constant arttendaJits on the god-

dess Ate, and march behind her. This goddess walks for-

ward with a bold and haughty air, and being very light of

foot, runs through the whole earth, grieving and afflicting
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the sons of men. Slie gets the st^rt of Prayers, -who always

follow her, in order to heal those persons whom she wounds.

He who honours these daughters of Jupiter, when they draw
near to him, receives great henefit from them ; but as for

him who rejects them, they entreat their father to give his

orders to the goddess Ate to punish him for his hardness of

heart. This noble allegory needs but little explanation ; for

whether the goddess Ate signifies injury, as some have ex-

plained it ; or guilt in general, as others ; or Divine justice,

as I am the more apt to think ; the interpretation is obvious

enough.

I shall produce another heathen fable relating to prayers,

which is of a more diverting kind. One would think by
some passages in it, that it was composed by Lucian, or at

least by some author who has endeavoured to imitate ' his

way of writing ; but as dissertations of this nature are more
curious than useful, I shall give my reader the fable, with-

out any further inquiries after the author.
" Menippus the philosopher was a second time taken up

into heaven by Jupiter, when for his entertainment he lifted

up a trap-door that was placed by his foot-stool. At its

rising, there issued through it such a din of cries as astonished

the philosopher. Upon his asking what they meant, Jupiter

told him they were the prayers that were cent up to him
from the earth. Menippus, amidst the confusion of voices,

which was so great, that nothing less than the ear of Jove
could distinguish them, heard the words, Eiches, Honour, and
Long Life, repeated in several difierent tones and languages.

"When the first hubbub of sounds was over, the trap-door
being left open, the voices came up more separate and dis-

tinct. The first prayer was a very odd one, it came from
Athens, and desired Jupiter to iacrease the wisdom and the
beard of his humble supplicant. Menippus knew it by the
voice to be the prayer of his friend Lycander the philosopher.

This was succeeded by the petition of one who had just laden
a ship, and promised Jupiter, if he took care of it, and returned
it home again full of riches, he would make him an ofiering

of a silver cup. Jupiter thanked him for nothing ; and bend-
ing down his ear more attentively than ordinary, heard a

' Mr. Addison had too good a mind to be a successful imitator of Ln-
cian's free manner. He is seen to more advantasre when he is copvins
Plato.
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voice complaining to liim of the cruelty of an Epliesian widow,

and begging him to breed compassion in her heart : This, saya

Jupiter, is a very honest fellow, I have received a great deal

of incense from him ; I wlU not be so cruel to him as to hear

his prayers. He was then interrupted with a whole volley of

vows, which were made for the health of a tyrannical prince

by his subjects, who prayed for him in his presence. Menip-

pus was surprised, after having listened to prayers offered up
with so much ardour and devotion, to hear low whispers from

the same assembly, expostulating with Jove for suffering such

a tyrant to live, and asking him how bis thunder could lie

idle ? Jupiter was so offended at these prevaricating rascals,

that he took down the first vows, and puffed away the last.

The philosopher seeing a great cloud mounting upwards, and

making its way directly to the trap-door, inquired of Jupiter

what it meant. This, says Jupiter, is the smoke of a whole

hecatomb that is offered me by the general of an army, who
is very importunate with me to let him cut off an hundred

thousand men that are drawn up in array against him : what

does the impudent wretch think I see in him, to believe that

I will make a sacrifice of so many mortals as good as himself,

and all this to his glory, forsooth ? But hark, says Jupiter,

there is a voice I never heard but in time of danger ; it is a

rogue that is shipwrecked in the Ionian Sea : I saved him on

a plank but three days ago, upon his promise to mend his

manners ; the scoundrel is not worth a groat, and yet has the

inpudence to offer me a temple if I will keep him from sinking

But yonder, says he, is a special youth for you ; he

desires me to take his father, who keeps a great estate from

him, out of the miseries of human life. The old fellow shall

live tin he makes his heart ache, I can tell him that for his

pains. This was followed by the soft voice of a pious lady,

desiring Jupiter that she might appear amiable and charming

in the sight of her emperor. As the philosopher was reflecting

on this extraordinary petition, there blewagentle wind through

the trap-door, which he at first mistook for a gale of zephyrs,

but afterwards found it to be a breeze of sighs : they smelt

strong of flowers and incense, and were succeeded by most

passionate complaints ofwoundsand torments, fires and arrows,

cruelty, despair, and death. Menippus fancied that such

lamentable cries arose from some general execution, or from

wretches lying under the torture ; but Jupiter told him that
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they came up to him from the isle of Paphos, and that he
every day' received complaints of the same nature from that

whimsical tribe of mortals who are called lovers. I am so

trifled with, says he, by this generation of both sexes, and
find it so impossible to please them, whether I grant or refuse

their petitions, that I shall order a western wind for the
future to intercept them in their passage, and blow them at

random upon the earth. The last petition I heard was from
a very aged man of near an hundred years old, begging but
for one year more of life, and then promising to die contented.

This is the rarest old fellow ! says Jupiter. He has made
this prayer to me for above twenty years together. "When
he was but fifty years old, he desired only that he might live

to see his son settled in the world ; I granted it. He then
begged the same favour for his daughter, and afterwards that

he might see the education of a grandson : when all this was
brought about, he puts up a petition that he might live to
finish a house he was building. In short, he is an unreason-
able old cur, and never wants an excuse ; I will hear no more
of him. Upon which he flung down the trap-door in a pas-
sion, and was resolved to give no more audiences that day."

Notwithstanding the levity of this fable, ^ the moral of it

very well deserves our attention, and is the same with that
which has been inculcated by Socrates and Plato, not tc

mention Juvenal and Persius, who have each of them mad'
the finest satire iu their whole works upon this subject.
The vanity of men's wishes, which are the natural praiyers
of the mind, as well as many of those secret devotions
which they oflfer to the Supreme Being, are sufficiently ex-
posed by it. Among other reasons for set forms of prayer,
I have often thought it a very good one, that by this means
the folly and extravagance of men's desires may be kept
within due bounds, and not break out In absurd and ridicu-
lous petitions on so great and solemn an occasion.

' Levity of this fable.'] This little apology shows that the author felt
the impropriety of treating eo serious a subject in Lucian's. that is. in a
ludietous, manner.

»»
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No. 393. SATUEDAT, MAY 31.

Nescio qua prceter solitum dulcedine laeti. Vieg.

LooKiNa over the letters that have been sent me, I
chanced to find the following one, which I received about

two years ago from an ingenious friend, who was then in

Denmark.
Copenhagen, May 1, 1710.

" Deae Sie,

The spring with you has already taken possession of

the fields and woods : now is the season of solitude, and of

moving complaints upon trivial sufierings : now the griefs

of lovers begin to fiow, and their wounds to bleed afresh. I

too, at this distance from the softer climates, am not with-

out my discontents at present. Ton perhaps may laugh at

me for a most romantic wretch, when I have disclosed to

you the occasion of my uneasiness ; and yet I cannot help

thinking my unhappiness real, in being confined to a region,

which is the very reverse of Paradise. The seasons here are

all of them unpleasant, and the country quite destitute of

rural charms. I have not heard a bird sing, nor a brook

murmur, nor a breeze whisper, neither have I been blest

with the sight of a flowery meadow these two years. Every
wind here is a tempest, and every water a tiu'bulent ocean.

I hope, when you reflect a little, you wUl not think the

grounds of my complaint in the least frivolous and imbe-

coming a man of serious thought ; since the love of woods,

of fields and flowers, of rivers and fountains, seems to be a

passion implanted in our natures the most early of any,

even before the fair sex had a being.
" I am, sir," &c.

Could I transport myself with a wish from one country to

another, I should choose to pass my winter in Spain, my
spring in Italy, my summer ia England, and my autumn in

Erance. Of all these seasons there is none that can vie with

the spring for beauty and delightfulness. It bears the same
figure among the seasons of the year, that the morning does

among the divisions of the day, or youth among the stages

t/f life. The English summer is pleasanter than that of any
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other country in Europe, on no other account but because it

has a greater mixture of spring in it. The mildness of our
climate, with those frequent refreshments of dews and rains

that fall among us, keep up a perpetual cheerfulness in our
fields, and fiU the hottest months of the year with a lively

verdure.

In the opening of the spring, when all nature begins to

recover herself, the same animal pleasure which makes the
birds sing, and the whole brute creation rejoice, rises very
sensibly in the heart of man. I know none of the poeta

who have observed so well as Milton those secret overflow-

ings of gladness which diffuse themselves' through the mind
of the beholder, upon surveying the gay scenes of nature

;

he has touched upon it twice or thrice in his Paradise Lost,

and describes it very beautifully under the name of vernal

delight, in that passage where he represents the devil him-
self as almost sensible of it.

Blossoms and fruits at once of golden hue
Appeared, with gay enamelled colours mixt

;

On which the sun more glad impressed his beams
Than in fair evening cloud, or humid bow.
When God hath showered the earth, so lovely seemed
That landscape : and of pure now purer air

Meets his approach, and to the heart inspires

Vernal delight, and joy able to drive

All sadness, but despair, &c.

Many authors have written on the vanity of the creature,

and represented the barrenness ofeverything in this world, and
its incapacity of producing any solid or substantial happiness.
As discourses of this nature are very useful to the sensual
and voluptuous ; those speculations which show the bright
side of things, and lay forth those innocent entertainments
which are to be met with among the several objects that en-
compass us, are no less beneficial to men of dark and melan-
choly tempers. It was for this reason that I endeavoured to
recommend a cheerfulness of mind in my two last Saturday's
papers,- and which I would still inculcate,^ not only from the

' Overflowings which diffuse themselves.'] The sense of the verb is an-
ticipated in the substantive. He should either have said

—

overflowings

of gladness in the mind of the beholder,—or, sensations of gladness which
diffuse themselves.

It is hard to say whether the amiable turn of the writer's mind, or
the elegance of his genius, be more conspicuous in these three papers.

2 B 2
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consideration of ourselves, and of that Being on nhom we
depend, nor' from the general survey of that universe in

which we are placed at present, but from reflections on the

particular season in which this paper is written. The creation

is a perpetual feast to the mind of a good man, everything

he sees cheers and delights him ; Providence has imprinted

so many smiles on nature, that it is impossible for a miiid,

which is not simk in more gross and sensual delights, to

take a survey of them without several secret sensations of

pleasure. The Psalmist has in several of his Divine poems
celebrated those beautiful and agreeable scenes which make
the heart glad, and produce in it that vernal delight which I

have before taken notice of.

Natural philosophy quickens this taste of the creation, and

renders it not only pleasing to the imagination, but to the

understanding. It does not rest in the murmur of brooks,

and the melody of birds, in the sliade of groves and woods,

or in the embroidery of fields and meadows, but considers

the several ends of Providence which are served by them, and

the wonders of Divine wisdom which appear in them. It

heightens the pleasures of the eye, and raises such a rational

admiration in the soul as is little inferior to devotion.

It is not in the power of every one to ofier up this kind of

worship to the great Author of nature, and to indulge these

more refined meditations of heart, which are doubtless highly

acceptable in his sight ; I shall therefore conclude this short

essay on that pleasure which the mind naturally conceives

from the present season of the year, by the recommending of

a practice.for which every one has sufficient abilities.

I would have my readers endeavour to moralize this na-

. tural pleasure of the soul, and to improve this vernal delight,

as MUton calls it, into a Christian virtue. When we find

ourselves inspired with this pleasing instinct, this secret

satisfaction and complacency arising from the beauties of

the creation, let us consider to whom we stand indebted for

aU. these entertainments of sense, and who it is that thus

opens his hand and fills the world with good. The apostle

instructs us to take advantage of our present temper of mind,

' Nor.'] In beginning -with " not only," lie precluded liimself from the

use of the disjunctive "nor," and should have expressed himself thus—
*' 7iof only from the consideratifyn of ourselves, of that Being from \i'h*7m

we depend, and of that universe in wiiich we are placed, hut" &c.
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to graft upon it such a religious exercise as is particularly

conformable to it, by that precept which, advises those who
are sad to pray, and those who are merry to sirg psalms.

The cheerfulness of heart which springs up in us from the

survey of nature's works is an admirable preparation for

gratitude. The miad has gone a great way towards praise

and thanksgiving, that is filled with such a secret gladness :

a grateful reflection on the Supreme Cause who produces it

sanctifies it in the soul, and gives it its proper value. Such

an habitual disposition of mind consecrates every field and

wood, turns an ordinary walk into a morning or evening

sacrifice, and will improve those transient gleams of joy,

which naturally brighten up and refresh the soul on such

occasions, into an inviolable and perpetual state of bliss and

happiness.

No. 397. THUESDAT, JUNE 5.

—Dolor ipse disertum
Fecerat^ Ovid.

As the Stoic philosophers discard all passions in general,

ley will not allow a vrise man so much as to pity the afflic-

ions of another. " If thou seest thy friend in trouble, (says

Epictetus,) thou mayest put on a look of sorrow, and condole

with him, but take care that thy sorrow be not real." The
more rigid of this sect would not comply so far as to show
even such an outward appearance of grief; but when one
told them of any calamity that had befallen even the nearest

of their acquaintance, would immediately reply, " What is

that to me ?" If you aggravated the circumstances of the

affliction, and showed how one misfortune was followed by
another, the answer was still, " All this may be true, but
what is it to me ?

"

For my own part, I am of opinion, compassion does not
only refine and civilize human nature, but has something in

it more pleasing and agreeable than what can be met with
in such an indolent happiness, such an indifference to man-
kind, as that in which the Stoics placed their wisdom. As
love is the most delightful passion, pity is nothing else but
love softened by a degree of sorrow ; in short, it is a kind
of pleasing anguish, as well as generous sympathy, that
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knits mankind together, and blends them in the same com-
mon lot.

Those who have laid down rules for rhetoric or poetry,

, advise the writer to work himself up, if possible, to the pitch

\ of sorrow which he endeavours to produce in others. There

are none, therefore, who stir up pity so much as those who
indite their own sufferings. Grief has a natural eloquence

belonging to it, and breaks out in more moving sentiments

than can be'supplied by the finest imagination. Nature on
this occasion dictates a thousand passionate things which
cannot be supplied by art.

It is for this reason that the short speeches or sentences

which we often meet with in histories, make a deeper im-

precision on the mind of the reader than the most laboured

strolfes in a well-written tragedy. Truth and matter of fact

sets the person actually before us in the one, whom fiction

places at a greater distance from us in the other. I do not

remember to have seen any ancient or modern story more
affecting than a letter of Ann of Bologne, wife to King
Henry the Eighth, and mother to Queen Elizabeth, which

is still extant in the Cotton library, as written by her own
hand.

Shakspeare himself could not have made her talk in a

strain so suitable to her condition and character. One seea

in it the expostulations of a slighted lover, the resentments

of an injured woman, and the sorrows of an imprisoned

queen. I need not acquaint my reader that this princess

Mas then under prosecution for disloyalty to the king's bed,

and that she was afterwards publicly beheaded upon the

same account, though this prosecution was believed by many
to proceed, as she herself intimates, rather from the king's

love to Jane Seymour, than from any actual crime in Ann
of Bologne.

Queen Ann Boleyn's last Letter to King Henry.^

« Sir.

Tour Grace's displeasure, and my imprisonment, are

things BO strange unto me, as what to write, or what to ex-

cuse, I am altogether ignorant. "Whereas you send unto me
(willing me to confess a truth, and so obtain your favour)

by such an one, whom you know to be mine ancient pro-

Cotton Lib. Otho. C. IC
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fessed enemy. I no sooner received this message by him
than I rightly conceived your meaning ; and if, as you say,

confessing a truth, indeed, may procure my safety, I shall

with all willingness and duty perform yoiu* command.
" But let not your Grace ever imagine that your poor wife

wiU ever be brought to acknowledge a fault, where not so

much as a thought thereof preceded. And to speak a truth,

never prince had wife more loyal in all duty, and in all true

affection, than you have ever found in Ann Boleyn : with

which name and place I could willingly have contented my-
self, if Grod and your Grace's pleasure had been so pleased.

Neither did I at any time so far forget myself in my exalt-

ation, or received queenship, but that I always looked for

such an alteration as now I find ; for the ground of my pre-

ferment being on no surer foundation than your Grace's

fancy, the least alteration I knew was fit and sufficient to

draw that fancy to some other subject. Ton have chosen

me, from a low estate, to be your queen and companion, far

beyond my desert and desire. If then you found me worthy
of such honour, good your Grace let not any light fancy, or

bad counsel of mine enemies withdraw your princely favour

from me ; neither let that stain, that unworthy stain, of a

disloyal heart towards your good Grace, ever cast so foul a

blot on your most dutiful wife, and the infant princess your
daughter. Try me, good king, but let me have a lawful trial,

and let not my sworn enemies sit as my accusers and judges
;

yea, let me receive an open trial, for my truth shall fear no
open shame ; then shall you see either mine innocency cleared,

your suspicion and conscience satisfied, the ignominy and
slander of the world stopped, or my guilt openly declared.

So that whatsoever God or you may determine of me, your
Grace may be freed from an open censure, and mine offence

being so lawfully proved, your Grace is at liberty, both before

God and man, not only to execute worthy punishment on me
as an unlawful wife, but to follow your affection, already set-

tled on that party, for whose sake I am now as I am, whose
name I could some good while since have pointed unto, your
Grace being not ignorant of my suspicion therein.

" But if you have already determined of me, and that not
only my death, but an infamous slander must bring you the

enjoying of your desired happiness ; then I desire of God,
that he wiU pardon your great sin therein, and likewise mine
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enemies, the instruments thereof ; and that he will not caU
you to a strict account for your unprincely and cruel usage
of me, at his general judgment-seat, where both you and my-
self must shortly appear, and i» whose judgment I doubt not

(whatsoever the world may think of me) mine innocence shall

be openly known and sufficiently cleared.
' My last and only request shall be, that myself may only

bear the burden of your Grace's displeasure, and that it may
not touch the innocent souls of those poor gentlemen who (as

I understand) are likewise in strait imprisonment formy sate.

If ever I have found favour in your sight, if ever the name of

Ann Boleyn hath been pleasing in your ears, then let me ob-

tain this request, and I will so leave to trouble your Grace any
further, with mine earnest prayers to the Trinity to have your

Grace in his good keeping, and to direct you inall your actions.

From my doleful prison in the Tower, this sixth of May.
" Tour most loyal and ever faithful wife,

Anh Boletn."

No. 399. SATUEDAT, JULY 7.

Ut nemo in sese tentat descendere !— Pers.

Htpoceist at the fashionable end of the town is very

different from hypocrisy in the city. The modish h3rpocrite

endeavours to appear more vicious than he really is, the other

kind of hypocrite more virtuous. The former is afraid of

everything that has the show of religion in it, and would be

thought engaged in many criminal gallantries and amours,

which he is not guilty of. The latter assumes a face of

sanctity, and covers a multitude of vices under a seeming

religious deportment.
But there is another kind of hypocrisy, which differs from

both these, and which I intend to make the subject of this

paper : I mean that hypocrisy by which a man does not only

deceive the world, but very often imposes on himself; that

hypocrisy which conceals his own heart from him, and makes
him believe he is more virtuous than he really is, and either

not attend to his vices, or mistake even his vices for virtues.

It is this fatal hypocrisy and self-deceit which is taken notice

of in those words, " Yiho can understand his errors ? cleanse

thou me from secret faults."
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If the open professors of impiety deserve the utmost appli-

cation and endeavours of moral writers to recover them from
vice and folly, how much more may those lay a claim to their

care and compassion, who are walking in the paths of death,

while they fancy themselves engaged in a course of virtue ! I

shall endeavour, therefore, to lay down some rules for the

discovery of those vices that lurk in the secret comers of the

^ul, and to show my reader those methods by which he may
arrive at a true and impartial knowledge of himself. The
usual means prescribed for this purpose are, to examine our-

selves by the rules which are laid down for our direction in

sacred writ, and to compare our lives with the life of that

person who acted up to the perfection of human nature, and
is the standing example, as well as the great guide and in-

structor, of those who receive his doctrines. Though these

two heads cannot be too much insisted upon, I shall but just

mention them, since they have been handled by many great

and eminent writers.

I would therefore propose the following methods to the
consideration of such as would find out their secret faults,

and make a true estimate of themselves.

In the first place, let them consider we^. what are the
characters which they bear among their enemies. Our
friends very often flatter us, as much as our own hearts.

They either do not see our faults, or conceal them from us,

or soften them by their representations, after such a man-
ner, that we think them too trivial to be taken notice of. An
adversary, on the contrary, makes a stricter search into us,

discovers every flaw and imperfection in our tempers, and'
though his malice may set them in too strong a light, it has
generally some ground for what it advances. A friend ex-

aggerates a man's virtues, an enemy inflames his crimes. A
wise man should give a just attention to both of them, so
far as they may tend to the improvement of the one, and
diminution of the other. Plutarch has written an essay on
the benefits which a man may receive from his enemies, and,
among the good fruits of enmity, mentions this in particular,
that by the reproaches which it casts upon us we see the

' And.'} And connects the subsequent verb has, with the preceding
verbs makes and discovers.—The whole should have run thus, "and
though his malice may set them in too strong a light, hiis generally some
grounds for w'aat he advances."
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worst side of ourselves, and open our eyes to several l)lem«

ishes and defects in our lives and conversations, whicli we
should not have observed, without the help of such ill-natured

monitors.

In order likewise to come at a true knowledge of our-

selves, we should consider on the other hand how far we
may deserve the praises and approbations which the world

bestows upon us ; whether the actions they celebrate proceed

from laudable and worthy motives, and how far we are really

possessed of the virtues which gain us applause amongst

those with whom we converse. Such a reflection is abso-

lutely necessary, if we consider how apt we are either to

value or condemn ourselves by the opinions of others, and to

sacrifice the report of our own hearts to the judgment ' of

the world.

In the next place, that we may not deceive ourselves in a

point of so much importance, we should not lay too great a

stress on any supposed virtues we possess that are of a

doubtful nature : and such we may esteem all those in which

multitudes -of men dissent from us, who are as good and wise

as ourselves. We should' always act with great cautiousness

and circumspection, in points where it is not impossible that

we may be deceived. Intemperate zeal, bigotry, and perse-

cution, for any party or opinion, how praise-worthy soever

they may appear to weak men of our own principles, produce

infinite calamities among mankind, and are highly criminal

in their own nature ; and yet how many persons eminent
for piety suifer such monstrous and absurd principles of ac-

tion to take root in their minds under the colour of virtues

!

For my own part, I must own I never yet knew any party

BO just and reasonable, that a man could follow it in its

height and violence, and at the same time be innocent.

We should likewise be very apprehensive of those actions

which proceed from natural constitution, favourite passions,

particular education, or whatever promotes our worldly in-

terest or advantage. In these and the like cases, a man's

judgment is easily perverted, and a wrong bias hung upon
his mind. These are the inlets of prejudice, the unguarded
avenues of the mind, by which a thousand errors and secret

• Heport—Judgment.'] I would rather transpose these two words, and

say, *^ the judgment of our own hearts to the report of the world " The
world reports, but the heart judges.
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faults find admission, without being observed or taken notice

of. A -wise man will suspect those actions to which he is

directed by something besides reason, and always apprehend

some concealed evil in every resolution that is of a disput-

able nature, when it is conformable to his particular temper,

his age, or way of life, or when it favours his pleasure or his

profit.

There is nothing of greater importance to us, than thus

diligently to sift our thoughts, and examine all these dark

recesses of the mind, if we would establish our souls in such

a solid and substantial virtue, as will turn to account in that

great day, when it must stand the test of infinite wisdom
and justice.

I shall conclude this essay with observing, that the two
kinds of hypocrisy I have here spoken of, namely, that of

deceiving the world, and that of imposing on ourselves, are

touched mth wonderful beauty in the hundred thirty-ninth

Psalm. The foUy of the first kind of hypocrisy is there set

forth by reflections on God's omniscience and omnipresence,

which are celebrated in as noble strains of poetry as any
other I ever met with, either sacred or profane. The other

kind of hypocrisy, whereby a man deceives himself, is inti-

mated in the two last verses, where the Psalmist addresses

himself to the great Searcher of hearts in that emphatical

petition ;
" Try me, O G-od, and seek the ground of my

heart : prove me, and examine my thoughts. Look well if

there be any way of wickedness in me, and lead me in the
way everlasting."

No. 403. THTJESDAT, JTHSTE 12.

Qui mores homiimm multorum vidit

—

Hoh.

"When I consider this great city in its several quarters

and divisions, I look upon it as an aggregate of various na-

tions, distinguished from each other by their respective cus-

toms, manners, and interests. The courts of two countries

do not so much differ from one another, as the court and city

in their peculiar ways of life and conversation. In short,

the inhabitants of St. James's, notwithstanding they live

under the same laws, and speak the same language, are a
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distinct people from those of Cheapside, who are liksTrisd

removed from those of the Temple on the one side, and those

of Smithfield on the other, by several climates and degrees

in their way of thinking and conversing together.

!For this reason, when any public affair is upon the anvil,

I love to hear the reflections that arise upon it in the several

districts and parishes of London and Westminster, and to

ramble up and down a whole day together, in order to make
myself acquainted with the opinions ofmy ingenious country-

men. By this means I know the faces of all the principal

politicians within the bills of mortality ; and as every coffee-

house has some particular statesman belonging to it, who is

the mouth of the street where he lives, I always take care to

place myself near him, in order to know his judgment on the

present posture of affairs. The last progress that I made
with this intention, was about three months ago, when we
had a current report of the king of France's death. As I

foresaw this would produce a new face of things in Europe,

and many curious speculations in our British coffee-houses,

I was very desirous to learn the thoughts of our most emi-

nent politicians on that occasion.

That I might begin as near the fountain-head as possible,

I first of all called in at St. James's, where I found the

whole outward room in a buzz of politics. The speculations

were but very indifferent towards the door, but grew finer

as you advanced to the upper end of the room, and were so

very much improved by a knot of theorists who sat ia the

inner room, within the steams of the coffee-pot, that I there

heard the whole Spanish monarchy disposed of, and all the line

of Bourbon provided for, in less than a quarter of an hour.

I afterwards called in at Giles's, where I saw a board of

French gentlemen sitting upon the life and death of their

Grand Monarque. Those among them who had espoused

the Whig interest, very positively affirmed, that he departed

this life about a week since, and therefore proceeded without

any further delay to the release of their friends on the galleys,

and to their own re-establishment ; but finding they could

not agree among themselves, I proceeded on my intended

progress.

Upon my arrival at Jenny Man's, I saw an alert young
fellow that cocked his hat upon a friend of his who entered

just at the same time with myself, and accosted him after
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the following manner :
" "Well Jack, the old prig is dead at

last. Sharp 's the word. Now or never boy. Up to the

walls of Paris directly." With several other deep reflections

of the same nature.

I met with very little variation in the politics between

Charing Cross and Covent Garden. And upon my going

into "Will's, I found their discourse was gone off from the

death of the French king to that of Monsieur Boileau, Ea-

cine, Corneille, and several other poets, whom they regretted

on this occasion, as persons who would have obliged the

world with very noble elegies on the death of so great a

prince, and so eminent a patron of learning.

At a coffee-house near the Temple, I found a couple of

young gentlemen engaged very smartly in a dispute on the

succession to the Spanish monarchy. One of them seemed

to have been retained as advocate for the Duke of Anjou,

the other for his Imperial Majesty. They were both for re-

gulating the title to that kingdom by the statute laws of

England ; but finding them going out of my depth, I passed

forward to Paul's Churchyard, where I listened with great

attention to a learned man, who gave the company an ac-

count of the deplorable state of France during the minority

of the deceased king.

I then turned on my right hand into Fish Street, where
the chief politician of that quarter, upon hearing the news,
(after having taken a pipe of tobacco, and ruminating for

some time,) " If, (says he,) the king of France is certainly

dead, we shall have plenty of mackerel this season ; our
fishery will not be disturbed by privateers, as it has been for

these ten years past." He afterwards considered how the
death of this great man would affect our pilchards, and by
several other remarks infused a general joy into his whole
audience.

I afterwards entered a by coffee-house that stood at the
upper end of a narrow lane, where I met with a Nonjuror,
engaged very warmly with a Laceman who was the great
support of a neighbouring conventicle. The matter in de-
bate was, whether the late French king was most like Au-
gustus Caesar or Nero. The controversy was carried on with
great heat on both sides, and as each of them looked upon
me very frequently during the course of their debate, I was
under some apprehension that they would appeal to me, and
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therefore laid down my penny at the bar, and made the best

of my way to Cheapside.

I here gazed upon the signs for some time before I found

one to my purpose. The first object I met in the coffee-

room was a person who expressed a great grief for the death

of the French king ; but upon his explaining himself, I found

his sorrow did not arise from the loss of the monarch, but

for his having sold out of the bank about three days before

he heard the news of it ; upon which a haberdasher, who was
the oracle of the coffee-house, and had his circle of admirers

about him, called several to witness that he had declared his

opinion above a week before, that the French king was cer-

tainly dead ; to which he added, that considering the late

advices we had received from France, it was impossible that

it could be otherwise. As he was laying these together, and

dictating to his hearers with great authority, there came in

a gentleman from Grarraway's, who told us that there were

several letters from France just come in, with advice that

the king was in good health, and was gone out a hunting the

very morning the post came away : upon which the haber-

dasher stole off his hat that hung upon a wooden peg by
him, and retired to his shop Vfith great confusion. This in-

telligence put a stop to my travels, which I had prosecuted

with much satisfaction ; not being a little pleased to hear

so many different opinions upon so great an event, and to

observe how naturally upon such a piece of news every one

is apt to consider it with a regard to his own particular in-

terest and advantage.

No. 405. SATTJEDAT, JUNE 14.

Oi Sk Travrjfikptot fio\-7ry Qtbv IXdffKOVTOf

Ka\6]/ dfidovTec irairjova Kovpot 'Ayaiijv,

MsXTTOiTfc '^Kaepyov, 6 Sk ^pkva TtpirtT &KOVhiv, HoM.

I AM very sorry to find, by the opera-bills for this day,

that we are likely to lose the greatest performer in dramatic
music that is now living, or that perhaps ever appeared upon
a stage. I need not acquaint my reader that I am speaking
of Siguier Nicolini. The town is highly obliged to that ex-

cellent artist, for having shown us the Italian music in its
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perfection, as well as for that generous approbation he

lately gave to an opera of our own country, in which the

composer endeavoured to do justice to the beauty of the

words, by following that noble example, which has been set

him by the greatest foreign masters in that art.

I could heartily wish there was the same application and
endeavours to cultivate and improve our church-music, as

have been lately bestowed on that of the stage. Our com-
posers have one very great incitement to it : they are sure

to meet with excellent words, and, at the same time, a won-
derful variety of them. There is no passion that is not
finely expressed in those parts of the inspired writings,

which are proper for divine songs and anthems.
There is a certain coldness and indifference in the phrases

of our European languages, when they are compared with
the Oriental forms of speech ; and it happens very luckily,

that the Hebrew idioms run into the English tongue with a
particular grace and beauty. Our language has received in-

numerable elegancies and improvements, from that infusion
of Hebraisms which are derived to it out of the poetical

passages in holy writ. They give a force and energy to our
expressions, warm and animate our language, and convey our
thoughts in more ardent and intense phrases, than any that
are to be met with in our own tongue. There is something
so pathetic in this kind of diction, that it often sets the mind
in a flame, and makes our hearts burn within us. How cold
and dead does a prayer appear, that is composed in the most
elegant and polite forms of speech which are natural to our
tongue, when it is not heightened by that solemnity of phrase,
which may be drawn from the sacred writings ! It has been
said by some of the ancients, that if the gods were to talk
with men, they would certainly speak in Plato's style ; but I
think we may say, with justice, that when mortals converse
with their Creator, they cannot do it in so proper a style as
in that of the Holy Scriptures.

If any one would judge of the beauties of poetry that are
to be met with in the Divine writings, and examine how kindlj'
the Hebrew manners of speech mix and incorporate with the
English language

; after having perused the Book of Psalms,
let him read a literal translation of Horace or Pindar. He
will find_ in these two last such an absurdity and confusion of
style, with such a comparative poverty of imagination, aa
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will make Mm very sensible of what I have been here ad-

vancing.

Siacewe have therefore suehatreasury of -irords, so beauti-

ful in themselves, and so proper for the airs of music, I can-

not but wonder that persons of distinction should give so little

attention and encouragement to that kind of music, which

would have its foundation in reason, and which would improve

our virtue in proportion as it raised our delight. The pas-

sions that are excited by ordinary compositions, generally

flow from such silly and absurd occasions, that a man is

ashamed to reflect upon thena seriously : but the fear, the love,

the sorrow, the indignation that are awakened in the mind

by hymns and anthems, make the heart better, and proceed

from such causes as are altogether reasonable and praise-

worthy. Pleasure and duty go hand in hand, and the greater

our satisfaction is, the greater is our religion.

Music among those who were styled the chosen people, was

a religious art. The songs of Sion, which we have reason to

believe were in high repute among the courts of the Eastern

monarchs, were nothing else but psalms and pieces of poetry

that adored or celebrated the Supreme Being. The greatest

conqueror in this holy nation, after the manner of the old

Grecian lyrics, did not only compose the words of his divine

odes, but generally set them to music himself : after which,

his works, though they were consecrated to the tabernacle,

became the national entertainment, as well as the devotion of

his people.

The first original of the drama was a religious worship

consisting only of a chorus, which was nothing else but an
hymn to a deity. As luxury and voluptuousness prevailed

over innocence and religion, this form of worship degenerated

into tragedies ; in which however the chorus so far remem-
bered its first office, as to brand everything that was vicious,

and recommend everything that was laudable, to intercede

with heaven for the innocent, and to implore its vengeance

on the criminal.

Homer and Hesiod intimate to us how this art should be

applied, when they represent the Muses as surrounding Jupi-

ter, and warbling their hymns about his throne. I might
show, from innumerable passages in ancient writers, not only

that vocal and instrumental music were made use of in their

religious worship, but that their most favourite diversions
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were filled with songs and hymns to their respective deities.

Had we frequent entertainments of this nature among us,

they would not a little purify and exalt our passions, give

our thoughts a proper turn, and cherish those divine impulses

in the soul, which every one feels that has not stifled them by
sensual and immoderate pleasures.

Music, when thus applied, raises noble hints in the mind
of the hearer, and fills it with great conceptions. It strength-

ens devotion, and advances praise into rapture. It lengthens

out every act of worship, and produces more lasting and per-

manent impressions in the mind, than those which accompany
any transient form of words that are uttered in the ordinary

method of religious worship.

No. 407. TUESDAY, JUNE 17.

—Abest facundis gratia dictis. Ovid.

Most foreign writers who have given any character of the

English nation, whatever vices they ascribe to it, allow, in

general, that the people are naturally modest. It proceeds,

perhaps, from this our national virtue, that our orators are

observed to make use of less gesture or action than those of

other countries. Our preachers stand stock-still in the pul-

pit, and will not so much as move a finger to set oif the best

sermons in the world. We meet with the same speaking

statues at our bars, and in aU public places of debate. Our
words flow from us in a smooth, continued stream, without

those strainings of the voice, motions of the body, and ma-

jesty of the hand, which are so much celebrated in the orators

of Greece and Eome. We can talk of life and death in cold

blood, and keep our temper in a discourse which turns upon

everything that is dear to us. Though our zeal breaks out

in the finest tropes and figures, it is not able to stir a limb

about us. I have heard it observed more than once by those

who have seen Italy, that an untravelled Englishman cannot

relish all the beauties of Italian pictiires, because the pos-

tures which are expressed in them are often such as are pe-

culiar to that country. One who has not seen an Italian in

the pulpit, win not know what to make of that noble gesture

in Eaphael's picture of St. Paul preaching at Athens, where.

VOL. lU. 2 c
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the apostle is represented as lifting up both his arms, and

pouring out tje thunder of his rhetoric amidst an audience

of pagan philosophers.

It is certain that proper gestures and vehement exertions

of the voice cannot be too much studied by a public orator.

They are a kind of comment to what he utters, and enforce

everything he says, with weak hearers, better than the

strongest argument he can make use of. They keep the au-

dience awake, and fix their attention to what is delivered to

tliem, at the same time that they show the speaker is in

earnest, and aifected himseK vsdth what he so passionately

recommends to others. Violent gesture and vociferation

naturally shake the hearts of the ignorant, and fill them with
a kind of religious horror. Nothing is more frequent than
to see women weep and tremble at the sight of a moving
jjreacher, though he is placed quite out of their hearing ; as

in England we very frequently see people lulled asleep with
solid and elaborate discourses of piety, who would be warmed
and transported out of themselves by the bellowings and
distortions of enthusiasm.

^

If nonsense, when accompanied with such an emotion of

voice and body, has such an influence on men's minds, what
might we not expect from many of those admirable dis-

courses which are printed in our tongue, were they delivered

with a becoming fervour, and with the most agreeable graces

of voice and gesture ?

"We are told, that the great Latin orator very much im-
paired his health by this laterum contentio, this vehemence of

action, with which he used to deliver himself. The Greek
orator was likewise so very famous for this particular in,

rhetoric, that one of his antagonists, whom he had banished

from Athens, reading over the oration which had procured
his banishment, and seeing his friends admire it, could not
forbear asking them, if they were so much afiected by the

bare reading of it, how much more they would have been
alarmed, had they heard him actually throwing out such a

storm of eloquence

!

How cold and dead a figure, in comparison of these two
great men, does an orator often make at the British bar,

holding up his head with the most insipid serenity, and
stroking the sides of a long -vvig that reaches down to his

middle ! The truth of it is, there is often nothing more
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ridiculous than the gestures of an English speaker
;
you see

some of them running their hands ir.to their pockets as far

as ever they can thrust them, and others looking with great

attention on a piece of paper that has nothing written in it

;

vou may see many a smart rhetorician turning his hat in his

hands, moulding it into several different cocks, examining

sometimes the lining of it, and sometimes the button, during

the whole course of his harangue. A deaf man woul'd think

he was cheapening a heaver, when perhaps he is talking of

the fate of the British nation. I remember, when I was a

young man, and used to frequent Westminster Hall, there

was a counsellor who never pleaded without a piece of pack-

thread in his hand, which he used to twist about a thumb,
or a finger, all the while he was speaking : the wags of those

days used to call it the thread of his discourse, for he was
not able to utter a word vrithout it. One of his clients, who
was more merry than wise, stole it from him one day in the

midst of his pleading, but he had better have let it alone, for

he lost his cause by his jest.

I have all along acknowledged myself to be a dumb man,
and therefore may be thought a very improper person to

give rules for oratory ; but I believe every one tvill agree

with me in this, that we ought either to lay aside all kinds

of gesture, (which seems to be very suitable to the genius of

our nation,) or at least to make use of such only as are grace-

ful and expressive.

No. 409. THTJESDAT, JUNE 19.

—Musseo contingere cuncta lepore. Luce.

Geatias" very often recommends the fine taste, as the ut-

most perfection of an accomplished man. As this word arises

very often in conversation, I shall endeavour to give some

account of it, and to lay down rules how we may know whe-

ther we are possessed of it, and how we may acquire that

fine taste of writing, which is so much talked of among the

polite world.

Most languages make use of this metaphor, to express that

faculty of the mind, which distinguishes all the most con-

cealed faults and nicest perfections in writing^ We may be
2 c 2
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sure this metaphor would not have been so general in all

tongues, had there not been a very great conformity between
that mental taste, which is the subject of this paper, and that

sensitive taste, which gives us a relish of every different fla^

vour that affects the palate. Accordingly we find, there are

as many degrees of refinement in the intellectual faculty, as

in the sense which is marked out by this common denomin-

ation.

I knew a person who possessed the one in so great a, per-

fection, that after having tasted ten different kinds of, tea,

he would distinguish, without seeing the colour of it, the

particular sort which was offered him ; and not only so, but

any two sorts of them that were mixed together in an equal

proportion ; nay, he has carried the experiment so far, as

upon tasting the composition of three different sorts, to name
the parcels from whence the three several ingredients were
taken. A man of a fine taste in writing will discern, after

the same manner, not only the general beauties and imper-

fections of an avtthor, but discover the several ways of think-

ing and expressing himself, which diversify him from all

other authors, with the several foreign infusions of thought

and language, and the particular authors from whom they

were borrowed.

After having thus far explained what is generally meant
by a fine taste in vsriting, and shown the propriety of the

metaphor which is used on this occasion, I think I may define

it to be " that faculty of the soul, which discerns the beauties

of an author with pleasure and the imperfections with dis-

like." If a man would know whether he is possessed of this

^ faculty, I would have him read over the celebrated works of

^^ antiquity, whicli»JM«e-.atQod tho test, of so many different

jiges and countries ; or those works among the modems,
which have the sanction of the politer part of om: contem-
poraries. If upon the perusal of such writings he does not

find himself delighted in an extraordinary manner, or if,

upon reading the admired passages in such authors, he finds

a coldness and indifference in his thoughts, he ought to con-

elude, not (as is too usual among tasteless readers) that the

author wants those perfections which have been admired in

liim, but that he himself wants the faculty of discovering

them.

He should, in the second place, be very careful to observe,
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whether he tastes the distinguishmg perfections, or, if 1

may be allowed, to call them so, the specific qualities of the

author whom he peruses ; whether he is particularly pleased

with Livy for his manner of telling a story, with SaUust for

his entering into those internal principles of action which
arise from the characters and manners of the persons he de-

scribes, or with Tacitus for his displaying those outward
motives of safety and interest which give birth to the whole
series of transactions which he relates.

He may likewise consider, how differently he is affected by
the same thought which presents itseK ia a great writer,

from what he is when he finds it delivered by a person of an
ordinary genius. For inhere is as much difference in appre-

hending a thought clothed in Cicero's language, and that of

a common author, as in seeing an object by the light of a

taper, or by the light of the sim.

It is very difficult to lay down rules for the acquirement ^

of such a taste as that I am here speaking of. The faculty

must in some degree be born with us, and it very often

happens, that those who have other qualities in perfection,

are wholly void of this. One of the most eminent mathe-
maticians of the age has assured me, that the greatest plea-

sure he took in reading Virgil, was ia examining ^^neas his

voyage by the map ; as I question not but many a modern
compiler of history would be delighted with little more in

that divine author than in the bare matters of fact.

But notwithstanding this faculty must in some measure be
born with us, there are several methods for cultivating and
improving it, and without which it wiU be very uncertain,

and of little use to the person that possesses it. The most
natural method for this purpose is, to be conversant among
the writings of the most polite authors. A man who has any
relish for fine writing,^ either discovers new beauties, or

^ Acquire9nent,'\ We now say acquisition^ and not acquirement. It is

a good general rule, to avoid all substantives ending in ment or ess.

' A man who has any relish for Jine urriting.'] This mystery oi fine

writing (more talked of than imderstood) consists chiefly in three things.

1. In a choice of fit terms. 2. In such a construction of them, as agrees

to the grammar of the language in which we write. And, 3. In a pleasing

<»t/er and arrangement of them. By the fi/i'st of these qualities, a style

becomes what we call elegant; by the second, exact; and, by the third,

harmonious. Each of these qualities may be possessed, by itself; but

they must concur, to form a finished style.

Mr. Add)=nn was the first and is still perhaps the only, English writer,
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receives stronger impressions from the masterly strobes of a

great author every time he peruses him : besides that he

in whom these three requisites are found together, in almost an equal de-

gree of perfection. It is, indeed, one purpose of these cursory notes, to

show, that, in some few instances, he has transgressed, or rather neglected,

the strict rules of grammar ; which yet, in general, he observes with more
care than any other of our writers. But, in the choiceof his terms, (which

is the most essential point of all,) and in the numbers ofhis style, he is almost

faultless, or rather admirable.

It will not be easy for the reader to comprehend the merit of Mr. Addi-
son's prose, in these three respects, if he has not been conversant in the

best rhetorical writings of the ancients ; and especifllly in those parts of

Cicero's and Quinctilian's works, which treat of what they call composition.

But, because the harmony of his style is exquisite, and this praise is pe-
culiar to himself, it may be worth while to consider, in what it chiefly con-
sists.

) . This secret charm of numbers is effected by a certain arrangement of
words, in the same sentence ; that is, by putting such words together, as
read easily, and are pronounced without effort ; while, at the same time,

they are so tempered by difl'erent sounds and measures, as to affect the ear

with a sense of variety, as well as sweetness. As, to take the first sentence
in the following essay :

" Our sight is the most perfect and most delightful

of all our senses." If you alter it thus—" Our sight is Hie perfectest and
most delightful of all our senses," though the change be only of one word,
the difference is very sensible

;
perfectest being a word of difficult pronun-

ciation, and rendered still harsher by the subsequent word most, which
echoes to the termination est.

Or, again, read thus—" Our sight is the most perfect and most pleasing

of all our senses."—Here, the predominance of the vowel e, and the

alliteration of the two adjectives, joer/erf and pleasing, with the repetition

of the superlative sign " most," occasions too great a sameness or similarity

of sound in the constituent parts of this sentence.

Lastly, read thus—" Our sight is the most complete and most delightful

seiise we have,"—But then you hurt the measure or quantity, which, in

our language, is determined by the accent ; as will appear from observing
of Whatfeet either sentence consists.

" Otir sJght-is thS most-c8mplete-Snd most-daight-ful sense-wg have."
Here, except the second foot, which is an anapsest, the rest are all of one
kind, i. e. iambics. Read now with Mr. Addison—"O&rslght-is thSmost-
perf&t-3nd mSst dSKght-fiil 6f all-oiir sensgs."—And you see how the

rhythm is varied by the intermixture of other feet, besides that the short
redundant syllable, ses, gives to the close a slight and negligent air,

which has a better effect, in this place, than the proper iambic foot.

2. A sentence may be of a considerable length : and then the rhythm
arises from such a composition, as breaks the whole into different parts

;

and consults at the same time the melodious flow of each. As in the
second period of the same paper—" It Alls the mind with fihe largest
variety of ideas, converses with its objects at the greatest distance, and
continues the longest in action without being tired or satiated with its

proper enjoyments."
A single sentence should rarely eonsiat of more than three members, and
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naturally wears himself into the same manner of speaking

and thinking.

the rhythm is most complete, when these rise upon and exceed each other

in length and fulness of soxind, till the whole is roimded by a free and
measured close. In this view, the rhythm of the sentence here quoted might
be improved by shortening the first member, or lengthening the second, as

thus—" it fills the mind with the most ideas, converses with its objects at

the greatest distance," &c. Or thus—" it fills the mind with the largest

variety of ideas, has the advantage of conversing with its objects at the

greatest distance," &c.
These alterations are suggested only to explain my meaning, and not to

intimate that there is any fault in the sentence, as it now stands. It is not

necessaiy, nay it would be wrong, to tune every period into the completest

harmony : I would only signify to the reader, what that arrangement of a

complicated period is, in which the harmony is ijiost complete. We have

numberless instances in Mr. Addison's writings ; as in the next of his

papers on the imagination— " the eye has room to range abroad, to expati-

ate at large on the- immensity of its views, and to lose itself amidst the

variety of objects that offer themselves to its observation."

The instance here given is liable to no objection. But there is danger,

no doubt lest this attention to rhythm should betray the writer, insensibly,

into some degree of languor and redundancy in his expression. And it can-

not be denied, that Mr. Addison himself has sometimes fallen into this trap.

But the general rule holds, nevertheless ; and care is only to be taken, that

in aiming at a beauty of one kind, we do not overlook another of equal, or,

as in tliis case, of greater importance.

What has been said, may enable the reader to collect the rule in shorter

sentences, or in sentences otherwise constructed.

3. The rhythm of several sentences combined together into onepamgraph,
is produced, in like manner, by providing that the several sentences shall

differ from each other in the number of component parts, or in the extent

of them, if the number be the same, or in the run and construetion of the

parts, where they are of the like extent. The same care must, also, be
taken, to close the paragraph^ as the complex sentence^ with a gracious

and flowing termination. Consider the whole first paragraph of the paper

we have now before us, and you will not find two sentences corresponding

to each other in aU respects. Each is varied from the rest ; and the con-

clusion fills the ear, as well as completes the sense.

Something like the same attention must be had, in disposing the several

paragraphs of the same paper, as in arranging the several periods of the

same paragraph.

But, " verbum sapienti." The charm of Mr. Addison's prose consists

very much in the dexterous application of these niles, or rather, in con-

sulting his ear, which led him instinctively to the practice from which
these rules are drawn.

If it be asked, whether the harmony of his prose be capable of improve

ment, I think we may say in general, that, with regard to this way of

writing, in short essays to which Mr. Addison's style is adapted, and for
which it was formed, it is not. There is, with the utmost melody, all the

variety of composition (which answers to what we call iiiepaiise, m good
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Conversation with men of a polite genius is another me-
thod of improving our natural taste. It is impossible for a

man of the greatest parts to consider anything in its whole

extent, and in all its variety of lights. Every man, besides

those general observations which are to be made upon an
author, forms several reflections that are peculiar to his own
manner of thinking ; so that conversation will naturally

furnish us with hints which we did not attend to, and make
us enjoy other men's parts and reflections as well as our

own. This is the best reason I can give for the observation

which several have made, that men of great genius iu the

same way of writing seldom rise up singly, but at certain

periods of time appear together, and in a body ; as they did

at Eome in the reign of Augustus, and in Greece about the

age of Socrates. I cannot think that CorneiUe, Eacine, Mo-
liere, Boileau, la Pontaine, Bruyere, Bossu, or the Daciers,

would have written so well as they have done, had they not
been friends and contemporaries.

It is likewise necessary for a man who would form to him-

self a finished taste of good writing, to be well versed in the

works of the best critics both ancient and modem. I must
confess that I could wish there were authors of this kind,

who, beside the mechanical rules which a man of very little

-vtaste may discourse upon, would enter into the very spirit

;' and soul of fine writing, and show us the several sources of

! that pleasure which rises in the mind upon the perusal of a

i-noble work. Thus although in poetry it be absolutely ne-

jcessary that the unities of time, place, and action, with other

/points of the same nature, should be thoroughly explained

and understood ; there is still something more essential to

j
the art, something that elevates and astonishes the fancy,

\ and gives a greatness of mind to the reader, which few of

f
the critics besides Longinus have considered.

poetry" which the nature of these -writings demands. In -n-orlcs of an-

other length and texture, the harmony would be improved in various

ways ; and even by the very transgression of these rules.

Every kind of writing has a style of its own ; and a ffood ear formed on
the several principles of numerous composition, will easily direct how,
and in what manner, to suit the rhythm to the subject and the occasion.

There is no doubt that what is exquisite in one mode of writing, would
be finical in another. It is enough to say, that the rhythm of these

essays, called Spectators, is wonderfully pleasing, and perhaps perfect in

i^s kind.
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Our general taste in England is for epigram, turns of wit,

and forced conceits, which have no manner of influence,

either for the bettering or enlarging the mind of him who
reads them, and have been carefully avoided by the greatest

writers, both among the ancients and moderns. I Imvo en-

deavoured in several of my speculations to banish this Gothic
taste, which has taken possession among us. I entertained

the town, for a week together, with an essay upon wit, in

which I endeavoured to detect several of those false kinds

which have been admired in the different ages of the world
;

3,nd at the same time to show wherein the nature of true wit

consists. I afterwards gave an instance of the great force

which lies in a natural simplicity of thought to affect the

mind of the reader, from such vulgar pieces as have little

else besides this single qualification to recommend them. I

have likewise examined the works of the greatest poet which
our nation or perhaps any other has produced, and particu-

larized most of those rational and manly beauties which give

a value to that divine work. I shall next Saturday enter

upon an essay on " the pleasures of the imagination," which,

though it shall consider that subject at large, wiU perhaps

suggest to the reader what it is that gives a beauty to many
passages of the finest writers both in prose and verse. As
an undertaking of this nature is entirely new, I question not

but it wiU be received with candour.

No. 411. SATTJEDAT, JUNE 21.

Avia Pieridum peragro loca, nullius ante

Trita solo
;
juvat integros accedere fonteis

;

Atque haurire :

—

Luce.

• Otte sight is the most perfect and most delightful of all

our senses. It fills the mind with the largest variety of

ideas, converses with its objects at the greatest distance, and

' This essay on the pleasures' of the imagination, is ty far the most
masterly of all Mr. Addison's critical works. The scheme of it, as the

motto to this introductory paper intimates, is original ; and the style is

finished with so much ease, as to merit the best attention of the reader.

Some inaccuracies of expression have, however,- escaped the elegant

writer, and these, as we go alcng, shall be pointed out.
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continued the longest in action witliout being tired or sa-

tiated with its proper enjoyments. The sense of feeling

can indeed give us a notion of extension, shape, and all other

ideas that enter at the eye, except colours ; but at the same
time it is very much straitened and confined in its opera-

tions, to ' the number, bulk, and distance of its particular

objects. Our sight seems designed to supply all these de-

fects, and may be considered as a more delicate and diffusive

kind of touch, that spreads itself over an infinite multitude

of bodies, comprehends the largest figures, and brings into

our reach some of the most remote parts of the universe.

It is this.^nse which furnishes the imagination wrth its

ideas ; so that bjnth5^1easTires-Tjf-fcKjm^nationj_o£fancy,

(wEIch I shall use promiscuouslYrri here~meM]such as arise

from, visible ' objects, either wbpfi WPT "have thism aftn«Hy in

our ^'iew, or when we call up their. Idga^s^^mto our minds by
paintings, statues, deacriptiojia,-.Qt. anv t^TikeSCSasion.
We cannot, indeed, have a single image m tte fancy that did

not make its first entrance through the sight ; but we have^

the power of retaining, altering, and compounding those

images, which we have once received, into all the varieties

of picture and vision that are most agreeable to the imagin-

ation ; for by this faculty a man in a dungeon is capable of

entertaining himself with scenes and landscapes more beau-

tiful than any that can be found in the whole compass of

nature.

There are few words in the English language which are

employed in a more loose and uncircumscribed sense than
those of the fancy and the imagination. I therefore thought
it necessary to fix and determine the notion of these two
words, as I intend to make use of them in the thread of my
following speculations, that the reader may conceive rightly

what is the subject which I proceed upon. I must therefore

desire him to rememtex, that by the pleasures of the imagin-

ation, Ijmean only such pleasures as arise origin^ESl^om
sight, and that I divide these pleasures into two kinds : my
designTieing first of all to discourse of fthose priiD^y"JIea-
sures of the imagination, which entirely proceedTfom such
objects as are before our eyes ; and in the next'place'to^spgak

oithose secondary pleasures of the imaginatign^wiich. flow
fromTEeTdeaS^of visible objects, whgn the ,objec^are Eipt

' He should have said, with regard to.
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actually before the eye, but are called up into our memoriesji

orjflEinedlnto^grfieable visions of fbinga that are eitlierab-

agltLQl_fiiititious.
'

The pleasures of the imagination, taken in their full ex-

tent, are not so gross as those of. sense, nor so refined as

those of the understanding. The last are, indeed, more 'pre-

ferable} because they are founded on some new knowledge \

or improvement in the mind of man
;
yet it must be confest,

that those of the imagination are as great and as transport-

ing as the other. A beautiful prospect delights the soul, as

tsuc.h aisa.demojistration; and a description in Homer has
charmed more readers thajra chapter in Aristotle. Besides,

the pleasures of the imagination have this advantage above
those of the understanding, that they are more obvious, and
more ^asy to be_ acquired. It is but opening the eye, and
the scene enters. The colours paint themselves on the fancy, ,

with very little attention of thought or application of mind
in the beholder. We are struck, we know not how, with
the symmetry of anything we see, and immediately assent "f

to the beauty of an object, without inquiring into the par-

ticular causes and occasions of it.

A man of polite imagination is let into a great many plea-

sures, that the vulgar are not capable of receiving. He can
converse with a picture, and find an agreeable companion in

a statue. He meets with a secret refreshment ia a descrip-

tion,^ and often feels a greater satisfaction in the prospect

of fields and meadows, than another does in the possession.

It gives him, indeed, a kind of property in everything he
sees, and makes the most rude, uncultivated parts of nature
administer to his pleasures : so that he looks upon the world,

as it were in another light, and discovers in it a multitude

of charms, that conceal themselves from the generality of

tnankigd.

There are, indeed, but very few who know how to be idle

and innocent, or have a relish of any pleasures that are not

' The degree of comparison is expressed in the adjective itself. The
comparative, more, is then to be struclc out, as a manifest blunder of the

compositor. It is impossible that such an expression should come from
Mr. Addison.

'' This is an instance, among many others, of that curious felicity, which
directed Mr. Addison m the choice of his terms. But the whole para-

graph is a master-piece of fine writing.
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criminal ; every diversion they take is at the expense of some

one virtue or another, and their very first step out of busi-

ness is into vice or folly. A man should endeavour, there-

fore, to make the sphere of his innocent jjleasures as wide as

possible, that he may retire' into them with safety, and find

in them such a satisfaction as a wise man would not blush

to take. Of this nature are those of the imagination, which

do not require such a bent of thought as is necessary to our

more serious employments, nor, at the same time, sufier the

mind to sink into that negligence and remissness, which are

apt to accompany our more sensual delights, but, like a

gentle exercise to the faculties, awaken them from sloth

and idleness, without putting them upon any labour or diffi-

culty.

We mi^ht_ here add, that_thfi _pleaaures-_QLthe^|ancy are

more^eondueive to health, than -thDsejjfj^Jiiderstanding,

which are worked out by dint of thinking, and attended with

too violent a labour of the brain. Delightftd scenes, whether
in nature, painting, or poetry, have a kindly influence on the

body, as well as the mind, and not only serve to clear and
brighten thejmaginaition, but are able, to disperse grief and
melancholy, and to set the, animal spirits- in pleasing and
agreeable jaotions. For this reason Sir Francis Bacon, in

his Essay upon Health,^ has not thought it improper to pre-

scribe to his reader a poem or a prospect, where he particu-

larly dissuades him from knotty and subtile disquisitions,

and advises him to pursue studies that fiU the mind with
splendid and illustrious objects, as histories, fables, and con-

templations of nature.

I have in this paper, by way of introduction, settled the

notion of those pleasures of the imagination which are the

subject of my present undertaking, and endeavoured, by
several considerations, to recommend to my reader the pur-

suit of those pleasures. I shall, in my next paper, examine
the several sources from whence these pleasures are derived.

' Another of his inimitaWe words.
^ In his Essay upon Health.'] Where, i. e. in which Essay. But the

whole paragraph is a little incorrect. There should be a full stop at
prospect. And what follows should stand thus :

—

He particularly dit-
auades, &c.
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No. 412. MONDAY, JUNE 23. «-^!^-^

—Divisum sic breve Set opus. Mart.

I aHAi.L-_first_CQiisidgr^tliQse-f)leasur6s.of the iaaagination

whixilLarise. from the actual view^and-suryey of outward ob-

iects; and thes©j-X thmk,-aU proceed from the sight.of .what

is_gr£at>-,uas.ommQnj or beautiful. There -may, indeed, be
soHietkmg-s0-teiTibla or offensive, that the horror or loath-

someness of an object- may, overbear -the pleasure .'vehich re-

sults from -its- greatness, novelty,- or beauty; but stiU there

will be such a mixture of delight' in the very disgust it

gives us, as any of these three q^ualifications are most con-

spicuous and prevailing.

By greatness,-! do not -onlyjngaijjthe- -tulk-of. any .single

object, but „the largeness of a vvhole_,vj.ew,_cansidered as one
entire piece. Such are the~pf6spects of an open champaign
coimtry7a vast uncultivated desert, of huge heaps of moun-
tains, high rocks and precipices, or a wide expanse of waters,

where we are not struck with the novelty or beauty of the

sight, but with that rude kind of magnificence which appears

in many of these stupendous works of nature. Our imagina-

tion loves to be filled with an object, or to grasp at anything
that is too big for its capacity. "We are flung into a pleasing

astonishment at such unbounded views, and feel a delightful

stillness and amazement in the soul at the apprehension of

them. The mind of man naturally hates everything that

looks like a restraint upon it, and is apt to fancy itself un-

der a sort-of„CQnfin£ipent, when the sight is pent up in a

narrow compass, and shortened on every side by the neigh-

bourhood of walls or mountains. Oji_ihe,xflniEajy,.a--spa-

cious horizon is an imagejofUbfirty, where^ the eye has room
to range abroad, to expatiate at large on the immensity of

' Very incorrect. It should be thus

—

There will be a mixture of de-

light, &c., according as, &c.—or rather thus

—

There will be such a Tnix-

ture of delight, as is proportioned to the degree with which any of these

three qualifications prevail in it.

' The same fault as above, p. 396, Essay upon Health

—

where—and
may be reformed in the same manner, by putting a full stop after liberti/,

and begmning the next sentence thus—The eye, &c.—or still better in

some such way as this

—

On the contrary, it [the mind cf man^ finds it-

lelf at liberty in a spacious horizon, where the eye, &c.
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/ ! its views, and to lose itself amidst the variety of objects that
.

', n">r offer themselves to its observation. Such vdde and undeter-

mined prospects are as pleasing to the fancy, as the specula-

tions of eternity or infinitude are to the understanding.

But if there be a ^"'tulxiir imf""iTnnnnpRH jninprl with this

gEande.ur,.aa,ia a troubledocean, a heaven adorned with stars

and meteors, or a spacious liindscape cut out into rivers,

woods, rocks, and meadows, the pleasure still^rovrejapon us,

as it arises from more than a single principle.

, ^_ i Everything that is new or uncommon raises a pleasure in

^ ^

the imagination, because it . fills the soul with an agreeable

surprise, gratifies.its curiosity, and gi¥ea.it.^n idea of which
it was not before possest. "We are indeed so often con-

versant with one set of objects, and tired out with so many
repeated shows of the same things, that whatever is new or

uncommon contributes a little to vary human life , and to di-

vert our minds, for a while, with the sErangeness of its ap-

pearance : it serves us for a kind of refreshment, and takes
*'

'

off from that satiety we are apt to complain of in our usual

and ordinary entertainments. It is this that bestows charms
on a^monster, and makes even the imperfections ofjature
please_us.. It is this that recommends variety, where the

, mind is every instant called off to something new, and the

attention not suffered to dwell too long, and waste itself on
any particular object. It is _ this^ likewisej_Jhat_improves

what is great or beautiful, and makes it afford thejfliiid a
double entertainment. Groves, fields, and meadows, are at

any season of the year pleasant to look upon, but never so
' much as in the opening of the spring, when they are all new

•
I

and fresh, with their iirst gloss upon them, and not yet too
much accustomed and fanuliar to the eye. Eor this reason
there is nothing that more enlivens a prospect than rivers,

jetteaus, or falls of water, where the scene is perpetually
I shifting,, and entertaining the sight every moment with
\ something that is new. We are quickly tired with looking
upon hills and valleys, where everything continues fixt and
settled in the same place and posture, but find our thoughts
ajittle_agitated and relieved at the sight of such objects as
are ever in motion, and sliding away from beneath the eye of

.- "The beholder.

^^^1 But there is nothing that makes its way more.directly to

J^' the aoiil than beauty, which immediately diffuses a secret
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sfttiafactian^^and^ complacency through the imagination, and )]

gives_a finish to anything thaii.JS.^gi£si or, uncommon. The
very first discovery of it strikes the mind with anJn^aKdjflyi
and spreads a cheerfu]ggsg„..aiiid delight throu^ all its fkcid-

ties. There is not perhaps any real beauty or deformity,

more in one piece of matter than another, because we might? |

have been so made, that whatsoever now appears loathsome A*-^

to us, might have shown itself agreeable ; boitjEe find by. ex-

perience, . that there are several modifications of matter, /(-

whick the mind, without any previous consideration, pro-

nounces at-&st-sight—heautiful-^EjielfllHied. Thus we see,

that every different species of sensible creatures has its dif-

ferent notions of beauty, and that each of them is most
affected with the beauties of its own kind. This is nowhere
more remarkable than in birds of the same shape and pro-

portion, where we often see the male determined in his court-

ship by the single grain or tincture of a feather, and never
discovering any charms but in the colour of its species.

Scit thalamo servare fidem, sanctasque veretur
Connubii leges, non ilium in pectore candor
SoUicitat niveus ; neque pravum accendit amorem
Splendida lanugo, vel honesta in vertice crista,

Purpureusve nitor pennarum ; ast agmina late

Fseminea explorat cautus, maculasque requirit

Cognatas, paribusque interlita corpora guttis

:

Ni faceret, pictis sylvam circum undique njonstris

Confusam aspiceres Tulg5, partusque biformes,
Et genus ambiguum, et Veneris monumenta nefandte.

Hinc merula in nigro se oblectat nigra marito,
Hinc socium lasciva petit Philomela canorum,
Agnoscitque pares sonitus, hinc noctua tetram
Canitiem alarum, et glaucos miratur ocellos.

Nempe sibi semper constat, crescitque quotannis
Lucida progenies, castes confessa parentes

;

Dum Tirides inter saltus lucosque sonoros
Vere novo exultat, plumasque decora Juventus
Explicat ad solem, patriisque coloribus ardet.^ ^_

Thereis-asecond-kind ofJbeauty_JhjAjig^nd in the se- ?/

' A little inexact ; and to be set right in various ways : as, became it

torn possible for our nature to be so constituted, that, &c. Or, by changing
the second might into should. But then, shmild have shown, hurts the ear.
Better, I think, thus •.'—because we might have been so made that what is

now loathsome to us would have been agreeable.
' These charming lines, certainly Mr. Addison's. He would o Iherwise

have introduced them with some mark of approbation.
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veral products of art and nature,.wHck doesJUD±JEork.iii.the

imagination with that warmth and violence as the^ beauty

that appears ia our proper species, but is apt,_hs5EeYer, to

raise iq us a secret delight, and a kind of fondnessjgr the

places or objects in which we discover it. This consists

either in the gaietj;OTvajifitvjrfjColours, in the symmetry and
proportion of parts, inThe arrangement and disposition of

bodies, or ia a just mixture and concurrence of all together.

Atn_Qng these -iinds -of -beatrty the eye takes most delight in

coleuEs. We nowhere meet with a more glorious or pleasing

show in nature, than what' appears in the heavens at the

rising and setting of the sun, which is wholly made up of

those different stains of light that show themselves in clouds

of a different situation. For this-xeaagajvefindthe poets,

who ar^-abruys-addressing-themselves to the invagination,

borrowing more of their epithets from colours than from
any other topic.

45j;he fancy delights in everything that is great, strange,

T-yiir'J *3? beautiful, and is still more pleased the more it finds of
''

' ^ these perfections in the same object, so is it capable of re-

ceiving new satisfaction by the assistance of another sense.

llBus any continued sound, as the music of birds, or a fall

of water, awakens every moment the mind of the beholder,

and makes him more attentive to the several beauties of the

place that lie before him. Thus if there arises a fragraney

1^ of smells or perfumes, they heighten the pleasures of the
'

'' imagination, and make even the colours and verdure of the

landscape appear more agreeable ; for the ideas of both senses

recommend each othei', and are pleasanter together than
when they enter the mind separately : as the different colours

of a picture, when they are well disposed, set off one another,

and receive an additional beauty from the advantage of their

situation.

' By the dexterous application of what, which, and that, a sentence

something embarrassed and incorrect ia made to run off so well, that few
readers are, perhaps, disgusted with it. But the fault is on.y palliated

by this management, and not avoided.
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No. 413. TIJESDAT, JUNE 'li.

—Causa latet, vis est notissima— Ovid.

Thoitgh in yesterday's paper we considered how e-pery-

thing that is great, new, or beautiful, is apt to affect the

imagination with pleasure, we,,Jiiust_^wn that_it_is_impos-

sible for us to assign the necessary causeof this pleasure,

"beesuse"we tnow'neither the nature of an idea, nor the_ sub-

stance of an human soul, which might help us to discover

the conformity or disagreeablenoss of- the one to the other

;

and therefore, for want of. such a light, all that we can do in

speculations of this kind is to reflect on those operations of

the soul that are most agreeable, and to range, under their

proper heads, what is pleasing or displeasing to the mind,
without being able to trace out the several necessary and
efficient causes from whence ' the pleasure or jlispleasuie

arises.

Einal causes lie more bare and open to our observation,

as there are often a greater variety that belong to the same
effect ; and these, though they are not altogether so satis-

factory, are generally more useful than the other, as they
give us greater occasion of admiring the gqodness and wisdom
of the first contriver.

One of the final causes of our delight in anything that is

great, may be this. The Supreme Author of our being has

so formed the soul of man, that nothing but himself can be
its lastj ad&quate, and proper happiness. Because, therefore,

agreat part of our happiness must arise from the contem-

plation of his Being, that he might give oiir_ souls a just \-

relish of such a contemplation, he has made them naturally / i
,_j

delight in the apprehension of what is great or unlimited.

Our admiration, which is a very pleasing motion of the mind,:

immediately rises at the consideration of any object that

takes up a great deal of room in the fancy, and, by conse-

quence, will improve into the highest pitch of astonishment

and devotion when we contemplate his nature, that is neither

circumscribed by time nor place, nor to be comprehended by
the largest capacity of a created being. « 4;', :, ,

, j j ,

' From whence.] Better, /ram which, or rather after causes,—whence,

Vol. III. i D
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He has annexed a secret pleasure to the idea^of anything

that if new or uncommon, that he might encourage us'in the

pursuit after knowledge, and engage us to search into the

wonders of his creation ; for every new idea hrings such a

pleasure along with it, 'as rewards any pains we have taken

in its acquisition, and consequently serves as a motive to put

us upon fresh discoveries.

He has made everything that is beautiful ip. our own
species pleasant, that all creatures might he tempted'tq mul-

tiply their kind, and fill the world with inhabitants ; for it

is very remarkable, that wherever nature is crost in the

production of a monster (the result of any unnatural mix-

ture) the breed is incapable of propagating its likeness, and

of founding a new order of creatures ; so that unless all ani-

mals were allured by the beauty of their own species, gener-

ation would be at an end, and the earth unpeopled.

In the last place, he has made everything that is beanitiful

in^ail other objects pleasant, or rather has made so many
objects appear beautiful, that he might render the whole

creation more gay and delightful. He has given almost

everything about us the power of raising an agreeable idea

in the imagination : so that it is impossible for us to behold

his works with coldness or indiiference, and to survey so

v^_^ many beauties without a secret satisfaction and complacency.

A Things would make but a poor appearance to the, eye, if we
' saw them only in.tkeir. proper figures and motions : and

what reason can we assign for their exciting in us many of

those ideas which are different from anything that exists in

the objects themselves, (for such are light and colours,) were
not it to^ add supernumerary ornaments to the universe, and
make it more agreeable to the imagination ? We are every-

where entertained with pleasing shows and apparitions, we
discover imaginary glories in the heavens, and in the earth, and
see some of this visionary beauty poured out upon the whole
creation ; but what a rough, unsightly sketch of nature
should we be entertained with, did all her colouring disap-

pear, and the several distinctions of light and shade vanish ?

In short, our souls, are at_present delightfully lost and be-
wildered in a pleasant jiekision, and we walk about like the
enchanted hiero ofa romance, who sees beautiful castles,

' Not it to, is hardly to be pronounced. I wonder he did not choose to

say, were it not to. \
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woods, and meadows ; and at the same time hears the war-
bling of birds, and the purling of streams ; but upon the

finishing of some secret spell, the fantastic scene breaks up,

and the disconsolate knight iinds himself on a barren heath,

or in a solitary desert. It is not improbable that something
like this may be the state of the soul after its first separa-

tion, in respect of the images it will receive from matter,

though indeed the ideas of colours are so pleasing and beau-

tiful in the imagination, that it is possible the soul wiU not
be deprived of them, but perhaps fiiid them excited by some
other occasional cause, as they are at present by the different

impressions of the subtle matter or the organ of sight.

I have here supposed that my reader is acquainted with
that great modem discovery, which is at present universally

acknowledged by all the inquirers into natural philosophy

:

namely, that, light aiid colours, as apprehended by the ima-

gination, are only ideas in the mind, and not. qualities that

haveany existence in matter. As this is a truth which has

been proved ineontestably by many modern philosophers,

and is indeed one of the finest speculations in that science,

if the English reader would see the notion explained at large,

he may find it in the eighth chapter of -the second book of

Mr. Locke' s-Essay„0Ji-Human, ,IJnder3tanding.

No. 414. WEDNESDAY, JUNE 25,

—Alterius sic

Altera poscit opem res et conjurat amice. Hoe.

If we consider_the_wqrks,of nature .and ajci^na. they are

qualified to entertain the imagination, we,shaUjfipdJie last

very defective, in comparison of the former ; for though they

may sometimes appeai~as beautiful or strange, they can have

nothing in them of that vastness and immensity, which afibrd

so great an entertainment to the mind of the beholder. The

one may be as polite anid delicate as the other, but can never

show herself so august and magnificent in the design. There

is something more bold and masterly in the rough, careless

strokes of nature, than in the nice touches and embellish-

ments of art. The beauties of the most stately garden or

palace lie in a narrow compass, the imagination immediately

2d?
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runs tliem over, and requires something else to gratify her

;

but, in the wide fields of nature, the sight wanders up and

down without confinement, and is fed with an infinite va^

riety of images, without any certain stint or number. ]For

I^his
reason we always find the poet in love with a country

life, where nature appears in the greatest perScHonTahd
furnishes' "out all those scenes that are^most apt t6'"dSTig1it

the imaginatipn.

Scriptorum chorus omnis amat nemus, et fugit urbes. Hoe.

Hio secura quies, etnescia fallere vita.

Dives opum variarum ; Wc latis otia fundis,

SpelnncEe, vivique lacus, tic frigida Tempe,
Mugitusque boum, moUesque sub arbore somni. Vikg.

But though there are several of these wild scenes7that are

more delightful than any artificial shows ; yet.jre_fijld the

works of nature still more pleasant, the more they resemble

those of art : for in this case our pleasure rises from a dfijible

principle ; from the agreeableness of the objects tQ..tlie„6ye,

and from their similitude to other ^objects.:, we are pleased

as well with comparing their beauties, as with suj-xeying

them, and can represent them to our minds, eithei:._as_co-

pies or originals. Hence it is that we take delight in a
prospect which is weli l^id out, and diversified with fields

and meadows, woods ^kiid rivers; in those accidental land-

scapes of trees, cloud's, and cities, that are sometimes found
in the veins of marble ; in the curious fret-work of rocks, and
grottoes ; and, in a word, i]i_anything that .hath-such a va-

1 riety or regularity as may seem the efiectjofji^ign^ia what
we caR the warkfi.jaf.chance.

'

If the products._of nature rise in value, according as they
more or less resemble those of art, we may be sure"^ffia3i^rti-

I

ficial worlis receive a greater advantage from their resem-
' blance of such as are (^atural ; because here the similitude

IS not only "pleasant, bttt-tbe pattern more perfect'. The
prettiest landscape I ever saw, was one drawn on the walls
of a dark room, which stood opposite on one side to a na-
vigable river, and on the/other to a park. The expel^iment
is very common in pptjcs. Here you might discover the
waves and fluctuations"^the water in strong and propter co-
lours, with the picture jof a ship entering at one end, and
sailing by degrees through the whole piece. On another
there appeared the green shadows of trees, waving to and
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fro with the wind, and herds of deer among them in miniaf

ture, leaping about upon the wall. I must confess, the no-

velty of such a sight may be one occasion of its pleasantness

to the imagination, but certainly the chief reason is its near
resemblance to nature, as it does not only, lite other pic-

tures, give the colour and figure, but the motion of the things

it represents.

"We have before observed, that there is generally in nature
somctEmg^ore grand and august, than wliat we meet mitli

"

in "the curiosities of art; Wlien, therefore, we see. this.imi-

tated m any^measurej it gives us a nobler and more exalted

kind of
,
^pleasure than what we receive from the nicer, and

more accmate.px.odjwtii5_ns ofart. On this account our
EnglSF gardens are not so entertaining to the fancy "as those
in France and Italy, where we see a large extent of ground
covered over with an agreeable mixture of garden and forest,

which represent everywhere an artificial rudeness, much
more charming than that- neatness and elegancy which we
meet with in those of our ovsti country. It might, indeed,

be of ill consequence to the public, as well as unprofitable to
private persons, to alienate so much ground from pasturage
and the plough, in many parts of a country that is so welV
peopled, and cultivated to a far greater advantage. But why
may not a whole estate be thrown into a kind of garden by
frequent plantations, that may turn as much to the profit as

the pleasure of the owner ? A marsh overgrown with willows,

or a mountain shaded with oaks,' are not oufy more beau-
tiful, but more beneficial, than when they lay bare and un-
adorned. Fields of com make a pleasant prospect, and if

the walks were a little taken care of that lie between them,
if the natural embroidery of the meadows were helped and
improved by some small additions of art, and the several

rows of hedges set off by trees and flowers, that the soO. was
capable of receiving, a man might make a pretty landscape*

of his own possessions. ^
Writers, who have given ns an aecoimF of China, tell us,

the inhabitants of that country laugh at the plantations of
our Europeans, which are lain^ out by the rule and line

;

because, they say, any one may place trees in equal rows

' Alas ! we are now enamoured of exotics, and flowering shrubs.
' It should be laid, the preterperfect participle, from lay. Lain i#

from lie ; it was formerly written lien.

'"1 ,1
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aud uniform figures. They c)ioose rather to show a genius

in works of this nature, and therefore always conceal tlie art

by which they direct themselves. They have a word, it

seems, in their language, hy which they express the particu-

lar beauty of a plantation that thus strikes the imagination

at first sight, without discovering what it is that has so

agreeable an eflfect. Our British gardeners^ on the contrary,

instead of humouring nature, love to deviate from it as much
as possible. Oiu* trees rise in cones, globes, and pyramids.

We see the marks of the scissors upon e\ ery plant and bush.

I do not know whether I am singular in my opinion, but,

for my own'part, 1 would rather look upon a tree in all its

.luxuriancy and diifusion of boughs and branches, than when
tt is thus cut and trimmed into a mathematical figure ; and
xanuot but fancy that an orchard in flower looks infinitely

more delightful than all the little labyrinths of the most
finished parterre. But as our great modellers of gardens have
their magazines of plants to dispose of, it is very natural for

them to tear up all the beautiful plantations of fruit trees,

and contrive a plan that may most turn to their own profit,

in taking off their evergreens, and the like moveable plants,

with which their shops are plentifully stocked.^

No. 415. THUESDAT, JUNE 26.
•

Adde tot egregias urbes, operumijue laborem : Virg.

HATllfG abeady shown how the fancy is affected by the
works of nature, and afterwards considered in general both
the works of nature .nud of art, how they mutually assist and
complete each other, in forming such scenes and prospects as
•are most apt to delight the mind of the beholder, I shall in
this paper throw together some, reflections on that particular
art, which has a mSS-e immediate tendency than any other

^

Our present mode of gardening seems to have been formed on the hint
delivered by Mr. Addison in this paper. It has been brouRht to great
perfection in our time ; but is now, 1 doubt, degenerating into an over-
finical and effeminate delicacy, like all our other tastes. Nature may be
outraged, as -weU as art: and the famous aphorism of Lord r..icon—
itNatura nescit modmn"—^would, I thmk, be a proper motto lor soma
gardens of tliis sort that I have seen.
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i;o produce thoge.prLmarj.pleasures of the imagination, which
have^hitherto been the saEjadLof this discpurse. The art I

mean is that of architecture, which I shall consider only
with regard to^thelight in which the foregoing speculations

have placed it, without entering into those rules and maxims
which the great masters of architecture have laid down, and

f' explained at large in numberless treatises upon that subject.

Grreatness, in the works of grchitecture^jnay be considered

as rel|thig tojthe buIL.andJbodg^ the strutrtufej-flj!—to, the

manner,jja- which -it is. built. As for the first, we find the

ancients, especially among the Eastern nations of the world,

infinitely superior to the modems.
Not to mention the Tower of Babel, of which an old au-

thor says, there were the foundations to be seen in his time,

which looked like a spacious mountain ; what could be more
noble than the walls of Babylon, its hanging gardens, and
its temple to Jupiter Belus, that rose a mile high by eight

several stories, each story a furlong in height, and on the top
of which was the Babylonian observatory ? I might here,

likewise, take notice of the huge rock that was cut into the

figure of Semiramis, with the smaller rocks that lay by it in

the shape of tributary kings ; the prodigious basin, or artifi-

cial lake, which took in the whole Euphrates, until such time
as^ a new canal was formed for its reception, with the several

trenches through which that river was conveyed. I know
there are persons who look upon some of these wonders of

art as fabulous, but I cannot find any grounds for such a
suspicion, unless it be that we have no such works among us
at present. There were, indeed, many greater advantages

for building in those times, and in that part of the world, than
have been met with ever since. The earth was extremely

fruitful ; men lived generally on pasturage, which requires a

much smaller number of hands than agriculture ; there were
few trades to employ the busy part of mankind, and fewer

arts and sciences to give work to^ men of speculative tem-
pers ; and what is more than all the rest, the prince was
absolute ; so that when he went to war, he put himself at the

head of a whole people : as we find Semiramis leading her
' Until such time as.] This mode of expression was commou in Mr.

Addison's time, but is now out of use. We should say, more concisely,—till, or until, a new canal, &c.
^ To give work to,—is a little hard and inelegant. He might liave said,

to amuse the man of speculation.
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three millions to tlie field, and yet overpowered by the num-
ber of her enemies. It is no wonder, therefore, when she was
at peace, and turned her thoughts on building, that she

could accomplish so great works, with such a prodigious mul-

titude of labourers : besides that, in her climate, there was
small interruption of frosts and winters, which make the

northern workmen lie half the year idle. I might mention

too, among the benefits of the climate, what historians say of

the earth, that it sweated out a bitumen or natural kind of

mortar, which is doubtless the same with that mentioned in

holy writ, as contributing to the structure of Babel. " Slime

they used instead of mortar."

In Egj'pt we still see their pyramids, which answer to the

descriptions that have been made of them ; and I question

not but a traveller might find out some remains of the laby-

rinth that covered a whole province, and had a hundred tem-
ples disposed among its several quarters and divisions.

The wall of China is one of these eastern pieces of mag-
nificence, which makes a figure even in the map of the world,

although an account of it would have been thought fabulous,

were not the wall itself still extant.

We are obliged to devotion for the noblest buildings that

have adorned the several countries of the world. It is this

which has set men at work on temples and public places of

worship, not only that they might, by the magnificence of

the building, invite the Deity to reside within it, but that
sueh-stupendous works -might at the same time -apeajihe

, mind, to va^st conceptions,.and fit it to converse with the
divinity-ofthe place. Eor everything that is majestic imprints

I

anawfulness and reverence on the mind of the beholdei^nd
strikes in with the natural greatness of the soul.

In the second place, we are to consider greatness, of man-
neiuin architecture, which has such force upon tEe imagin-
atioiij that" a small building, w.Biie.it "appears; iESn"give the
mind nobler ideas than one of twenty times the bulk, where
the maftnex is, ordinary oi- little."" Thiis, "perhaps, a man
would have been more astonished with the majestic air that
appeared in one of Lysippus's statues of Alexander, though
no bigger than the life, than he might have been with Mount
Athos, had it been cut into the figure of the hero, according
to the proposal of Phidias, with a river in one hand, and a
city m the other.
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Let any one reflect on the disposition of mind he finds iu *
'

himself at his first entrance into the Pantheon at Eome,
and how his imagination is filled with something great andi

amazing ; and at the same J;ime^onsijler_how_little, iiipro-J

portion, he is~aHected'^' with the inside of a Gfotlfiic cathedral,

tfiOT!^j£lbe_flve times lajgCTTha]2^1e]52§Tj''^'hict ^in
arise from nothing else but the _greatness"of fEeTnaniier in

the oSeT'and'tfielneMnessjiiJiia.otK ~~ —

—

niavirieen'an observation upon this subject in a Prench
author, which very much pleased me. It is in Monsieur
Preart's parallel of the ancient and modern architecture. I
shall give it the reader with the sg,rae terms of art which he
has made use of. " I am observing (says he) a thing which,

in my opinion, is very curious, whence it proceeds, that in

the same quantity of superficies, the one manner seems great

and magnificent, and the other poor and trifling : the reason
is fine and uncommon. I say then, that to introduce into

architecture this grandeur of manner, we ought so to proceed, .

that the division of the principal members of the order may
consist but of few parts, that they be all great and of a bold
and ample relievo, and swelling; and that the eye, behold-

ing nothing little and mean, the imagination may be more
vigorously touched and aflfected with the work that stands

before it. Por example ; in a cornice, if the gola or eynatium
of the corona, the coping, the modillions or dentelli, make a
noble show by their graceful projections, if we see none of

that ordinary confusion which is the result of those little

cavities, quarter rounds of the astragal, and I know not how
many other intermingled particulars, which produce no effect

in great and massy works, and which very unprofitably take

up place to the prejudice of the principal member, it is most
certain that this manner will appear solemn and great ; as on
the contrary, that will have but a poor and mean effect,

where there is a redundancy of those smaller ornaments,

which divide and scatter the angles of the sight into such a
multitude of rays, so pressed together that the whole will

appear but a confusion."

Among all the figures in architecture, there are none that

have a greater air than the concave and the convex ; and we
find in all the ancient and modern architecture, as well in

' I doutt there is a little prejudice in this observation, as there is ia

many oUiera ^yllich are made by our men of Greek taste.
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tie remote parts of China as in countries nearer home, that

round pillars and vaulted roofs make a great part of those

buildings which are designed for pomp and magnificence.

The reason I take to he, because in these iigures we generally

see more of the body than in those of other kinds. There

are, indeed, figures ot bodies, where the eye may take in two-

thirds of the surface ; but as iu such bodies the sight must
split upon several angles. It does not take in one uniform
idea, but several ideas of the same kind. Look upon the

outside of a dome, your eye half surrounds it ; look up
into the inside, and at one glance you have all the prospect

of it ; the entire concavity falls into your eye at once, the

eight being as the centre that collects and gathers into it the

lines of the whole circumference : in a sq[uare pillar, the

sight often takes in but a fourth part of the surface, and in

a square concave, must move up and down to the different

sides, before it is master of all the inward surface. Por this

reason, the fancy is infinitely more struck with the view of

the open air, and sky, that passes tnrough an arch, than
what comes through a square, or any other figure. The
figure of the rainbow ' does not contribute less to its magnifi-

cence, than the coloiu-s to its beauty, as it is very poetically

described by the son of Sirach :
" Look upon the rainbow,

and praise him that made it ; very beautiful it is in its

brightness ; it encompasses the heavens with a glorious circle,

and the hands of the Most High have bended it."

Having thus spoken of that greatness which affects the
mind in architecture, 1 might next show the pleasure that
rises in the imagination from what appears new and beau-
tiful in this art ; but as every beholder has naturally a greater
taste of these two perfections in every buUding which offers

itself to his view, than of that which I have hitherto con-
sidered, I shall not trouble my reader with any reflections

upon it. It is sufficient for my present purpose, to observe,
that there is nothing in this whole art which pleases the
imagination, but as it is great, uncommon, or beautiful.

' One of the noblest objects I ever saw, was that of the rainbow, which,
in tlie situation I saw it, crossed the channel from Dover to the coast of
France. It chanced, too, that a fleet of merchantmen from Deal -were
then passing under the arch.
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No. 416. FEIDAT, JUNE 27. '

Quatenus hoc simile est oculis, quod mente videmus. Luoa.

I AT first divided the pleasures of the imagination into

such as arise from objects that are actually before our eyes,

or that once entered in at our eyes, and are afterwards called

up into the mind either barely by its own operations, or on
occasion of something without us, as statues or descriptions.

We have already considered the first division, and shall

therefore enter on the other, which, for distinction' sake, I

tave_ealied^jbhe secondary pleamireg_of the imagination.
' WE^ut-say,the_ideas we'feceivejrc)iQ_sta±uea,._d:escri£tions,

or such like ' oficasi.Qns, are tha same.jtljat werejonce^aotuaUy
in our view, it must not^ be understood that wejiadjjnce seen

tEe^very place, action, or perspn, whicE" are, fisrved or de-

scnEed. It is_ sufficient, thai^jva, have seen places, persons,

or actions, in general, whichbear a_ resemblance, or at least

Bfyirre-remote^nalogy with^ what we find repreientedr'Since

FTis in the'power oiJKfillmagihation, .when it'is once'stocked
wSEjarticular ideas, to enlarge, compound, and vary them I

at herjown pleasure.

^^mong the different kinds of representation, statuary is

the most natural, and shows us something likest the object

that is represented. To make use of a common instance,

let one who is bom blind take an image in his hands, and
trace out with his fingers the diiferent furrows and impres-

sions of the chisel, and he will easily conceive how the shape
of a man, or beast, may be represented by it ; but should he
draw his hand over a picture, where all is smooth and uni-

form, he would never be able to imagine how the several

prominencies and depressions of a human body could be
shown on a plain piece of canvass, that has in it no uneven-
ness or irregularity. Description runs yet further from the

things it represents than painting ; for a picture bears a real

resemblance to its original, which letters and syllables are

whoUy void of. Colours speak all languages, but words are

understood only by such a people or nation. For this rea-

' Siich like, -wouid now be thought redundant and tautologous. We
Bay, sueh occasions, or, the like occasions^ but not such like.

» With.'] It should be, to.
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son, though men's necessities quickly put them on finding

out speech, writing is prohahly of a later invention than

painting; particularly we are told, that in America when
the Spaniards first arrived there, expresses were sent to the

emperor of Mexico in paint, and the news of his country de-

lineated hy the strokes of a pencil, which' was a more na-

tural way than that of vrriting, though at the same time

much more imperfect, because it is impossible to draw the

little connexions of speech, or to give the picture of a con-

junction or an adverb. It would be yet more strange, to

represent visible objects by sounds that have no ideas an-

nexed to them, and to make something like description in

music. Tet it is certain, there may be confused, imperfect

notions of this nature raised in the imagination by an arti-

ficial composition of notes ; and we find that great masters

in the art are able, sometimes, to set their hearers in the

heat and hurry of a battle, to overcast their minds with

melancholy scenes and apprehensions of deaths and funerals,

or to lull them into pleasing dreams of groves and Elysiums.

^n alljthese instances, this secondary pleasure of the ima-

gmation,-proc&edsJ'rOTr)Lthat_acbion of the mind, wTiicFcom-

pares the ideas, arising from the original objectSjjwiih the

ideas we receive from the statue, picture. descri^Kon, or

soundthatrfipresentathem. It is impossible for us to give

the necessary reason, why this operation of the mind is at-

tended with so much pleasure, as I have before observed on
the same occasion : but we find a great variety of entertain-

ments derived irom >hi3 single principle ; for it is this that
not only gives us, a relish of statuary, painting, 'an3r3e8crip-

tion, but makes us delight in all the actions and arts' of mi-
micry; It is "this that makes the several kinds of wit plea-

sant, which consists, as I have formerly shown, in the affinity

of ideas : and we may add, it is this also that raises the little

satisfaction we sometimes find in the diflferent sorts of false

wit ; whether it consists in the affinity of letters, as in ana-
gram, acrostic ; or of syllables, as in doggerel rhymes, echoes

;

' The relatiTO^focft has for its antecedent the whole foregoing sen-
tence : a mods of expression common enough in careless or unskilful
writers, but altogether unworthy of Mr. Addison. Besides, the period is

too long : better conclude the sentence at pencil, and proceed thus

:

" This way of painting our conceptions is more natural than '.hat of
writing them ; though, at the same time, it conveys them more '.mpei-
fectly, because," &c.
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or of words, as in puns, quibbles ; or of a "whole sentence or

poem, toi wings and altars. The final cause, probably, of

annexing pleasure to this operation of the mind, was to

quicken and encourage us in our searches after truth, since

the distinguishing one thing from another, and the right

discerning betwixt our ideas, depends wholly upon our com-
paring them together, and observing the congruity or dis-

agreement that appears among the several works of nature.

But I shall here confine myself to those pleasures of the

imagination which proceed from ideas raised by words, be-

cause most of the observations that agree with descriptions,

are equally applicable to painting and statuary. •

Words, when_well chosen, have so great a force in them,
that a descriptionlsfteii givesjus .rrnore lively ideas than the '

sight of things themselves. The reader finds a scene dt-awn in

stronger coIoufsTafid painted more to the life in his imagin-

ation, by the help of words, than by an actual survey of the

scene which they describe. In this case, the poet seems to

get the better of nature ; he takes, indeed, the landscape

after her, but gives, it more yigorous touches, heightens its

beauty, and so enlivens JJie_. whole piece, that the images
which _flpw frpm_ thj_ objects, themselves lippear weak" and
faint, in cpjnparison of those that come from the expressions.

The reason, probably, may be, because in the survey of aiiy

object we have only so much of it painted on the imagination,

as comes in at the eye ; but in its description, the poet gives

us as free a view of it as he pleases, and discovers to us

several parts, tkat either we did not attend to, or that lay

out of our sight^ when we first beheld it. As we look on
any object, our idea of it is, perhaps, made up of two or three

simple ideas ; but when the poet represents it, he may either

' To preserve the uniformity of expression, he should have said

—

in

wings and altars.
' It would be more exact to say,

—" tfiat either did not take our attention,

or that lay out ofour sight," &o. The same fault in Ovid, [Met. iii. 446,]

Et placet ef video : sed quod videoque placetqiie,—Non tamen invenio.

' The relative quod used improperly in this place, because in a different

case before video and placet. This fault is very common in English

writers, because the relative is the same in all cases, i. e. has no difference

of termination—as, the book which I am now reading and pleases me so

much.—The mind suffers a kind of violence, and has the customary tram

of its ideas disturbed, in attending to this double construction, and regulat-

ing the grammar of such a sentence.
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give us a more complex idea of it, or ouly raise in us such

ideas as are most apt to affect tlie imagination.

It may be here worth our while to examine how It comes

to pass that several readers, who are all acquainted with the

same language, and know the meaning of the words they

read, should nevertheless have a different relish of the same

descriptions. "We find one transported with a passage which

another runs over with coldness and iadifference, or tindiag*

the representation extremely natural, where another can

If perceive nothing of likeness and conformity. This-dLfesnt
' '" '^'' taste must,pr«eeed,_,ejtheEJk)m the p.erfacliQn_p£iinagiaation—

'

inlme'mQjigJiait-aBother, or from the different ideas^that
«* severSGeaders affixtoTtEe same words. !Forj^o_have_ajTue

/ I
relish, and form^.ajri^|ju^™ent of a description, a man

u>- . s'houM'iTe b^rn^^m^^^a5SiSginattOT7M!d.'must"^^^well
"^

/- weighed the force and energy that Ues in the several words

ofaiangjiage, scTastoT^able to distinguish which are most
significant and expressive of their proper ideas, and what ad-

ditional strength and beauty they are capable of receiving

from conjunction with others. The_fency must be warm, to
^ retain the print of those images it hath received from out-

ward objects ; and the judgment discerning, to know what
"/ expressions are most proper to cloEhe and adorn them to the

-, / best advantage. A man who is deficient in either of these
respects, though he may receive the general notion of a de-

, 1 , seription, can never see distinctly aU its particular beauties

:

-•'' as a person with a weak sight, may have the COTluSBd^pro-
spect of a place that lies before him, without entering into

its several parts, or discerning the variety of its colours in
their full glory and perfection.

' Wefind one—fimding.'] Very inaccurate. Besides, we have first the
participle passive transported, then the participle actiYe finding : another
inaccuracy. Better thus :

—

transported with a passage which, &c, or
pleated with a description as extremely natural, where, &c.
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No. 417. SATURDAY, JUNE 28.

Quern tu Melpomene semel
Nascentem placido lumine videris,

Non ilium labor Isthmius

Clarabit pugilem, non equus impiger, &c.
Sed qute Tibur aquae fertile periluunt.

El spissae nemorum comae

Fingent iEoJio carmine nobilem. Hoe.

We may observe, that.anjLsiagle-circuioataace^f what we / ;

-

have formerly seen often raises up a whole scene of imagery,

'

and awakens numberless ideas that hefore-sIept-inltEe ima-

gination; such a particular smell or colour is able to fill

the^ind, on a sudden, with the picture of the fields or gar-

dens where we first met with it, and to bring up into view
aU the variety of images that once attended it. Our imagina-

tion takes the hint, and leads us unexpectedly into cities or

theatres, plains or meadows. We may further observe,

when the fancy thus reflects on the"scenes that have past in

it~Sfmefly, thbie7 which were at first pleasant to behold,

appear more so upon reflection, and that the memory height-

enl~fh"e ''delightfulBgss_"of the original. A Cartesian would
account for both these instances in the follbwnig manner.
The set of ideas,^ which we received from such a prospect

or garden, having entered the mind at the same time, have a

set of te,aees. belonging to them in the brain, bordering very "?

near upon one another ; when, therefore, any one of these '

ideas arises in the imagination, and consequently despatches

a flow of animal spirits to its proper trace, these spirits, in

the violence of their motion, run not only into the trace to

which they were more particularly directed, but into several

of those that lie about it : by this means they awaken other

ideas of the same set, which immediately determine a new
despatch of spirits, that in the same manner open other

neighbouring traces, till at last the whole set of them is blown
up, and the whole prospect or garden flourishes in the imagin-

ation. But becausethe pleasurewereceived from these places

far surmounted and overcame the disagreeabJeness we found

in them, for this reason there was at first a wider passage

' The author is wonderfully happy in his account of this whimsical

Cartesian philosophy. The brightness of the exprecs'^n makes one almost

take it for sense
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worn in the pleasure traces, and on the contrary, so narro'W

a one in those which belonged to the disagreeable ideas, that

they were quickly stopt up, and rendered incapable of receiv-

ing any animal spirits, and consequently of exciting any

xmpleasant ideas in the memory.
It would be in vain to inquire whether the power of imagin-

ing things strongly proceeds from any greater perfection in

the soul, or from any nicer texture in the brain of one man

i>Mau< ^^^^ °^ another. But this is certain, that a noble-writer
^^ should be born with this faculty in its full strength and

vigour, so asJpTje ableTo receive lively ideas from outward

ol^^^,<Lrete^ii them hmg", and to range them to|;etherjjipon

occasion, in such'ISgujes' and^represehtations afe_are_most

]G2^3514lrtte";tocy-ofth'elpeader."' A poet'sEoulTtajje-as

|nu^_jpaiM~in_&rmJ3ig'1ririiSagination, as a- philosopEer in

cultivating his understaiiding. He must gain a'due relish of

(the works of nature, .and "bg _ tlioroughly conv.ersarit,ZBi. ,the

vajEio3S:g3g)i6r^-.oIlap«ouBtiy. life.

When he is stored with countrj'' images, if he would go

beyond pastoral, and the lower kinds of poetry, he ought to

acquaint himself with the pomp and magnificence of courts.

He should be very well versed in everythuig that is noble and
'stately in the productions of art, whether it appear in paint-

jing or statuary, in the great works of architecture which are

.
' in their present glory, or in the ruins of those which ilourished

h4\i<:f in former ages.

^ l^ Such advantages as, these help to. open a man's thoughts,

.^^ I and to enlarge his imagmntion , and will therefore have their

, •"7 infltrence on ail Junas oiwriting, if the author knows how to
^^^*^ ^ make a right use of them. And among those of the learned

' languages who excel in this talent, the most perfect in their

several kinds, are, perhaps, Jlomer^. Yicail, and Oyid. The
first strikes the imagination ^Yonderfully with whifb. is ,

great,

tli£_g£cond with what is beautiful, and the last with -what is

strange .
' Reading the Iliad is like travelling through a

country uninhabited, where the fancy is entertaiiied with a

thousand savage prospects of vast deserts, wide uncultivated

' These parallels were fashionable in the writjer's time. Mr. Dryden
had set the example, and was followed, in this practice, m all the wita
that were bred in his school ; as Mr. Addison in this lively paper, Mi.
Pope in his Essay on Homer, and pthers. It'is a way of writing, in 'vhivh
the fancy has more to do than the judgment.

*sw*3L

j<f^ ^Un^.
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marshes, huge forests, misshapen rocks and precipices. On
the contrary, the jEneijijs like a well-ordereii garden , wliere

it is impossible to"En3 outliiiy^paiT'unadorired^ or to cast

our eyes upon a single spot that does not produce some
beautiful plant or ilower. But when we are in the Meta-
morphosis, "we are walking^ . on enchanted p;round. and gee

nothing but scenes of magic lying rounS'usl

Homer is ip. his province when he is describing a battle

or a multitude, a hero or a god . Yirgil is never better pleased

than when he is in Elysium, or copying out an entertaining

picture. Homer's epithets generally mark out what is great,

Virgil's what is agreeable. Nothing can be more magnificent

than the figure Jupiter makes in the first Iliad, nor more
charming than that of Yenus in the first ^neid.

H, Kai Kvavkysiv lir' o^puat vevae Kpov/wv*
Afitpoaiai S' dpa X'^'f-Tai kire^ptiKTai'TO dvaKTOg,
KparoQ cctt' dOavdroio' [ikyav §' tXgXt^ev oXvfiirov,

Dixit, et avertens rose^ cei-vice refulsit

;

Ambrosiseque comse divmum vertice odorem
i

Spiravere : pedes vestis defluxit ad imos ;

Et vera ineessu patuit Dea

—

Homer's persons are most of them god-like and terrible

;

Virgil has scarce admitted any into his poem, who are not
beautiful, and has taken particular care to make his hero so.

—lumenque juventse

Piirpureum, et Icetos oculis afflavit honores. »^

In a word, Homer fills his readarsjvitiLSiiblime ideas, and, I
beEeve, Has rajiedTfEgiliiagination of all the^ooarp55ts- that

have^"come. after,him. I shall only instance Horace, who
immediately takes fire at the first hint of any passage in the

Iliad or Odyssey, and always rises above himself when he

has Homer in his view. Virgil has drawn together, into his

iEneid, all the pleasing scenes his subject is capable of .ad-

niitting, and in his Georgics has given us a collectionof the

mjjst delightful landscapes that can be made out of fields and
woods, herds-of cattle, and swarms of bees.'

Ovid, in his Metamorphosis, has shown us howthp ima-

gination_miiy^be..afiected_by what is^strangs: He describes

' Swarms of hees maSe but a poor ingredient in, a landscape. Virgil

described what belonged to his subject, and described it well : but he had
no design to draw landscapes. The observation is ill-applied to his

Georgics, and had been more just of his Bucolics.

VOL. III. 2
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a mirade -ia-esBrjL-story, and always gives us the sight of

some new creature at the end of it. His art consists chiefly

in well-timing his description, hefore the first shape is quite

worn off, and the new one perfectly iinished ; so that he
everywhere entertains us with something we never saw he-

fore, and shows monster after monster, to the end of the

Metamorphosis.
If I were to name a poet, that is a perfect master in all

' theSe' arts'bT"worBiag- on the imagination, I thmk'^ffilton

may pass^foFoneTandlfTiis 'Paradise Lost fallFshort. of the

2b!nemor Iliadjn this respect; it proceeds rather from the

fauIE-'SriEi- language in whroh;it Js written, J;han,fjgni_any
• defectjjf genius in the author. So divine a poem in English,

is" like ~a"stately"palace "biiilt of brick, where one may see

architecture in as great a perfection as in one of marble,

though the materials are of a coarser nature. But to con-

sider it only as it regards our present subject : what can be
conceived greater than the battle of angels, the majesty of

Messiah, the stature and behaviour of Satan and his peers ?

What more beautiful than Pandsemonium, Paradise, Heaven,
Angels, Adam and Eve ? What more strange, than the crea-

tion of the world, the several metamorphoses of the fallen

angels, and the surprising adventures their leader meets
with in his search after Paradise ? No other subject could
have furnished a poet with scenes so proper to strike the
imagination, as no other poet could have painted those scenes
in more strong and lively colours.

No. 418. MONDAY, JUNE 30.

—ferat et.rubus asper amomum. Vieg.

The pleasures of these secondary views of the imagination,
are of a wider and more universal nature than those it has
when joined with sight ; for not only what is great, strange,
or beautiful, but anything'that is disagreeable when looked
ii]3or,, pleases us in an apt description. Here, therefore, we
must inquire after a new princij)le of pleasure, which is

nothing ;else bnt theTaction oflhe niind, which coiSpares the
ideas tliat arise from words, with the ideas that arise from
the objects! ihsmselves; and why this operation ofthe mind
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is atteadfiiLwitbjo mucli pleasure, we liave before considered.

For this reasoDj thereforej the description of a~dtiTtghill is

pleasing to the imagination,Jf tfieTffiage'TiF'pre'SHKtEd'to

oiir minds^ bj suitable expressions ; thoughj_j3erIiaps, 'this

may be more properly called the pleasure of the undef'Stand-

iiigthan of the fancy, because we are not gQ_much delighted

with the image that is cgntained Jn the description, as with
the_apiaeaa..afjtlie description, to excrt'e the'TiSage."" '

B,ut_ if, the description of what iF'IittleTcommon, or de-

formedj be acceptable to the imagination, the description of

whatja_ great, surprising, or beautiful, is much more so;

because here we are not only delighted with comparing the

representa,tion with the original, but are highly pleased with
tEeoriginal itself. Most readers, I believe, are more charmed
with Milton's "description of Paradise, than of Hell : they
are both, peAaps, equally perfect in their kind, but in the
one the brimstone and sulphur are not so refreshing to the

imagination, as the beds of flowers and the wilderness of

sweets in the other.

There is yet another^^circumstance which recommends 9,

description more than all the rest, and that is, if'it repre^

sents to us such objects as are apt to raise a secret fermeni

Tn'the mind of the reader, and to work, with violence, upon
his passions. Por, in this case, we are at oiice warmed and
eiilightened, so that the pleasure becomes more universal,

and is several ways qualified to entertain us. THiis, in paint-

ing7it is pleasant to look on the picture of any face where
the resemblance is hit, but the pleasure increases if it be
the picture of a face that i^ beautiful, and is still greater if

the beauty be softened with an air of melaofiholy or sorrow.

ThozisUL-ieacimg passioBs-^f4i^fe-4Jiajpxi£e_serigus_^^ of

poetry endeavour to stir up.'jjuas, are terror md pity. And
here, by the way, one would "wonder noWifcoTnes to pass,

that such passions as are very unpleasant at all other times,

are very agreeable when excited by proper descriptions. It

is not strange, that we should take delight in such passages

as are apt to produce hope, jioy, admiration, love, or the like

emotions in us, because the^ never rise in the mind without

an inward pleasure which attends them. But how comes ic

to pass, that we should take delight in being terrified or de-

jected bv a description, whei we find so much uneasiness ijj

the fear or grief which we re ^eive from any other occasion ?

2 F, 2
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If we consider, therefore, tie nature of this pleasure, we
shall find that it does not arise so properly from the descrip-

tion of what is terrible, as from the reflection we make on

ourselves at the time of reading it. "When_5ce -look on such

hideous objects, we are not a.Jittla-jileased.to ±hiat-we ^ifre

inlio_d8£ger bf'them. "W"e consider them at the same time

'asTFeadfSlandrirafmless ; so that the-more frightfuTappear-.

ande they make, Tihe greater is the pleasure we receive from

the sense of our own safety. In short, we look upon the

terrors of a description, with the same ciu-iosity and satis-

faction that we survey a dead monster.

—Informe cadaver

Protrahitur, nequeimt expleri corda tuendo

Terribiles oculos, vultum, villosaque setis

Pectora semiferi, atque extinctOB faucibus ignes. Vieg.

It is for the same reason that we are delighted with the

reflecting upon dangers that are past, or in looking on a pre-

cipice at a distance, which would fill us with a diflferent kind

of horror if we saw it hanging over our heads.

In the like manner, when we read of torments, wounds,
deaths-, and' like dismal accidents, our pleasure does not fiow

so properly from the griefwhich such melancholy descriptions

give us, as - from the secret comparison which we make be-

' tween ourselves and the person who suffers. Such repre-

sentations teach us to set a just value upon our own con-

dition, and make us prize our good fortune which exempts
us from the like calamities. This is, however, such a kind
of pleasure as we are not capable of receiving, when we see

\ person actually lying under the tortures that we meet
/vith in a description ; because, in this case, the object presses

too close upon our senses, and bears so hard upon us, that

it does not give us time or leisure to reflect on ourselves.

Our thoughts are so intent upon the miseries of the sufierer,

that we cannot turn them upon our own happiness. Where-
as, on the contrary, we consider the misfortunes we read in

liistory or poetry, either as past, or as fictitious, so that the
reflection upon ourselves rises in us insensibly, and over-

bears the sorrow we conceive for the sufferings of the af-

flicted.

I
But because the mind of man requires something more

(perfect in matter, than what it finds there, and can never
' Of.'] Better, from.
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meet with any^.sig]it_U3-aafciae which sufficiently answers itfl

jiighestid^s of_^glgagaiiJ;ness ; or, inrothef'"worctF, Because
themiaginiinori can fancy to itself things -ih6regfeat,.^range,

or beautiful, than the eye ever saw, and is still sensible of

some defect in what 'it has seen ; _on-ihis.-accflimt_it is the

part of a poet to humour the imagination in its_Qwn notions,

by mending and perfecting nature w'here he describes a

reality, and by adding- greater Jbeanties- than are put toge-

her iojiature where he describes a fiction.

He is not obliged to attend her in the slow advances

'vhich she makes from one season to another, or to observe

ler conduct in the successive production of plants and
flowers. He may draw into his description all the beauties

of the spring and autumn, and make the whole year contri-

bute something to render it the more agreeable. His rose-

trees, woodbines, andjessamiues may flower together, and his

beds be covered at the same time with lilies, violets, and
amaranths. His soil is not restrained to any particular . set

of plants, but is proper either for oaks or myrtles, and adapts

itself to the products of every climate. Oranges may grow
wild in it ; myrrh may be met with in every hedge ; and if he
thinks it proper to have a grove of spices, he can quickly com-
mand sun enough to raise it. If all this wiU not furnish

out ' an agreeable scene, he can make several new species of

flowers, with richer scents and higher colours, than any that

grow in the gardens of nature. His concerts of birds may
be as full and harmonious, and his woods as thick and gloomy,

as he pleases. He is at no more expense in a long vista

than a short one, and can as easUy throw his cascades from
a precipice of half a mile high as from one of twenty yards.

He has his choice of the winds, and can turn the course of

his rivers in all the variety of meanders that are most de-

lightful to the reader's imagination. In j, word,- ire~bais--the

modelljng, o£ nature in his- own-hands, and may. .givejipr

w'SaTbharms he pleases, provided he does not reiJQJS!l,A§ttoo

muchjiand run. iate-aib9iH"ditiesr-I)y.-£ad^-wiuriag,tQ figfigl.

' A 1 2ason ingeniously insinuated, for his continuing this agreeable

A mixture of humour, too, in this admirable paragraph, is an
apology for the length of it. It seems as if ho \vas rallying the

imagery
indirect

poet, wUen, in "truth, he ia only indulging his own fancy.

""^z;.
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No. 419. TUESDAY, JULY 1.

—mentis gratissimus error. HoR.

Theee is a,kia.d of 5a:i±iiig, whepeiiLihe poet quite^ loses

sight of nature, and entertains Ms reader's imagination with

the/eharacters-an-d'actions of such persons as have, many of

them, no existence hut what he~bestows on them. ' SucE^ are

fairies, witches', magicians, demons,' and departed spirits.

This Mr. Dryden calls "the fairy way of writing," winch is,

indeed, more diiEcult than any other that depends on~tbe

poet's fancy, because he has no pattern to follow in it, and
must work altogether^ out of hi^ own invention.

There is a very odd turn of thought required for this sort

of writing, and it is impossible for a poet to succeed in it,

who has not a particular cast of fancy, an imagin n.tion r\a..

-turally^fruitfiilaad. aupegstitious. Besides this, he ought to

be very well versed in legends and fables, antiquated ro-

mances, and the traditions of nurses and old women, that he
may fall in with our natural prejudices, and humour those

notions which we have imbibed in our infancy. For, other-

wise, he wlU. be apt to make his fairies talk like people of his

own species, and not like other sets of beings, who converse

with different objects, and think in a different manner from
that of mankind

:

Sylvis deduct! caveant, mejudice, Fauni
Ne velut innati triviis ac poene forenses

Aut nimium teneris juvenentur versibus— HoR.

I do not say with Mr. Bays in the Rehearsal, that spirits

must not be confined to speak sense, but it is certain their

sense ought to be a little discoloured, that it may seem par-

ticular, and proper to the person and condition of the
speaker.

/ These-descriptieas-jaisfijajileasing^ kind rf !^^ in the

J\ mind of the reader, and amuse his imagination with the

I
strangeness and novelty of the persons who are represented

' in th„eni- They bring up into our memory the stOTies we
have heard in our chUdhood, and favour those secret terrors

and apprehensions to which the mind of man is naturally
subject. We are pleased with surveying the different habits
and behaviours of foreign countries ; how much more must we
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be delighted and surprised when we are led, as i± were, into

a ^ejicjcreation, and see the persons and manners of another
specjes ! Men of cold fancieSj,..ami4jluiasophical dispositions,

t)Dj£;t to this kind of pqetrj, that it.Jia8"iiot"probability

enough to affect the imagination. But to this it may hefi

answered, that we are eurS," in "general, there are many intel*!

lectual beings in the world besides ourselves, and severalij

species of spirits, who are subject to different laws andl
ceconomies from those of mankind; when we see, therefore,*

any of these represented naturally, we cannot look upon the
representation as altogether impossible ; nay, many are pre-

possest with such Mse opinions, as dispose them to believe

these particular delusions ; at least, we have all heard so ,

many pleasing relations in favour of them, that we do not care I

for seeing through the falsehood, and willingly give ourselves

up to so agreeable an imposture.

The ancients have not much of this poetry among them,
for, indeed, almost the whole substance of it owes its original

to the darkness and superstition of later ages, when pious

frauds were made use of to amuse mankind, and frighten

them into a sense of their duty. Our forefathers looked

upon nature with more reverence and horror, before the

world was enlightened by learning and philosophy, and loved

to astonish themselves with the apprehensions of witchcraft,

prodigies, charms, and enchantments. There was not a

village in England that had not a ghost in it, the church-

yards were all haunted, every large common had a circle of

fairies belonging to it, and there was scarce a shepherd to

be met with who had not seen a spirit.

Among all JJii&^oets-of-ihis kind^-our. English are much
the best, by wlxat Lhave yet seen, whetheTltHBeTEat we
abouH'd~wifhThore.stories of this nature, or that the genius

of_QUjL-Ccainirj_i§_fi.ttei:- £cai-this sort of .poetry.,^ .Eor the
English are naturally fanciful, and very often disposed by
thar^oonmess andrTmelajichol^^^ is so-fre-

quegrln our nation, to many wildjiotions andjdsions, to

which-oQiera.are n.ot so^iaBle.

Among the English, Shdispeare has incomparably, excelled

all ethersT "That noble extravagance of fancy, which he had
in so-great perfection, thoroughly qualified him to touch this

weak superstitious part of his reader's imagination ; and
made him capable of succeeding, where he had nothing to
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jsupport him besides the strength of his own genius. There

lis something so wild and yet so solemn in the speeches of his

/ghosts, fairies, witches, and the like imaginary persons, that
' we cannot forbear thinking them natural, though we have no

rule by which to judge of them, and must confess, if there

are ' such beings in the world, it looks highly probable they

f should talk and act as he has represented them.

There is another sort of imaginary beings, that we some-

times meet with among the poets, when the author repre-

sents any passion, appetite, virtue, or vice, under a visible

shape, and makes it a person or an actor in his poem. Of this

nature are the descriptions of Hunger and Envy in Ovid, of

Pame in Virgil, and of Sin and Death in Milton. We find a

whole creation of the like shadowy persons in Spenser, who
had an admirable talent in representations of this kind. I

have discoursed of these emblematical persons in former

papers, and shall therefore only mention them in this place.

Thus-we see. how many ways poetry addresses itself to the

iniaginationj._as^it has uot'todyTBe'whDie'ieircIe'ornaEuf'e for

its province, buirTna;k-es--new-wo-pld.s of its own,- shows^^rojer-

sons \vh6 are uotr"tD_be_fqun31in being, and represenf^yen
the jaciiltie_sj3f_thejgui,. with her sexeraL.yirtuesand! vices,

iil_aL.sensible shape and character.

I shall, TiT my twoTollowing papers, consider in general,

how other kinds of writing are qualified to please the ima-

gination, with which I intend to conclude this essay.

No. 420. WEDNESDAY, JULY 2.

—Quocunque volunt mentem auditoris agunto. Hon.

As the writers in poetry and fiction borrow their several

[ materials from outward objects, and join them together at

I their own pleasure, there are others who are obliged to fol-

llow nature more closely, and to take entire scenes out of her.

'Such are historians, natural philosophers, travellers, geo-

' There arej] He might have said be instead of are, and he ivould have
said it, but that, as the accent would fall on be, the jingle of be in beings,

which fallows, would have had a worse eifect than there are. I only
mention this to show the delicacy of his ear, and the secret influence of

numbers in the composition of such a writer.
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graphers, aad, in a word, all who describe visible objects of a
real existence.

It is tbe most agreeable talent of an historian, to be able

to draw up his armies and iight his battles in proper expres-

sions, to set before our eyes the divisions, cabals, and jeal-

ousies of great men, and to lead us step by step into the

several actions and events of his history. "We love to see

the subject unfolding itself by just degrees, and breaking

upon us insensibly, that so we may be -kept in a pleasing

suspense, and have time given us to raise our expectations,

and to side with one of the parties concerned in the relation.

I confess this shows more the art than the veracity of the

historian, but I am only to speak of him as he is qualified to

please the imagination. And in this respect Livy has, per-

haps, excelled all who ever went before him, or have written

since his time. He describes everything in so lively a man-
ner, that his whole history is an admirable picture, and touches
on such proper circumstances in every story, that his reader

becomes a kind of spectator, and feels in himself all the
variety of passions which are correspondent to the several

parts of the relation.

But__among^ this set, of .sxi.t£i:a--th«i»-are Hone-who-^tiore

gratify and enlargeJiiejiaagiiiatiQa,.. than .the authors of the

ftew__ghilosophy, whether_we cgnsider their_theories, of. the
ej.rth or, TienveTia, the^jseoxerifiS-JilieyJbaYejnade by glasses,

or any other of their contemplations on nature. "We "are not
a little" pleased "Eal5nd~every greenTeaf"swarm witTTiBillions

of animals, that at their largest growth arenoTvisibTe to the
naked eye. "There is something very engaging to the fancy,

as well'as to our reason, in the treatises of metals, minerals,

plants, and meteors. But when we survey the whole earth
at once, and the several planets that lie within its neighbour-

hood, we are filled with a plggisipg p-atnTtjaWippf^ to see so

many worMa_hanging_ one above another, and sliding round
their axles in such an amazing pomp and solemnity. If, after

this, we contemplatelihose wide fields of sether, that reach in

-height as far as from Saturn to the fixed stars, and run abroad
almost to an infinitude, our imagination finds its capacity

fiUed with so immense a prospect, as puts it upon the stretch

to comprehend it. But if we yet rise higher, and consider

the fixed stars as so many vast oceans of flame, that are each

of them attended with a different set of planets, and still dis-
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covnr new firmaments and new lights, that are sunk farther

in those unfathomable depths of aether, so as not to be seen

by the strongest of our telescopes, we are lost in such a laby-

rinth of suns and worlds, and confounded with th^mmensity
and magnificence of nature.

Nothing is more jpleasant to the fancy, than to^enlarge it-

selfByllegrees^m its contemplation of the various proportions

which its several objects bear to each other,-whanJt.£ampar.P3

tEe body of man.to the bulk of the whole eartlirth6.^lth to

the circle it describes round the sun, that circle ±a.the-ephere

of the fixed stars, the sphere of the fixed stars to the,cirgLiit

of the whole creation, the whole creation itself to the infinite

space that is everywhere diifused about it ; or when the

^1
imagination works downward, and considers the bulk of a

Whuman body, in respect of an animal a hundred times less

than a mite, the particular limbs of such an animal, the dif-

ferent springs which actuate the limbs, the spirits which set

these springs a-going, and the proportionable minuteness of

these several parts, before they have arrived at their full

growth and perfection. But if, after all this, we take the

least particle of these animal spirits, and consider its capacity

of being wrought into a world, that shaU. contain within those

narrow dimensions a heaven and earth, stars and planets,

and every diiferent species of living creatures, in the same
analogy and proportion they bear to each other in our own
universe ; such a speculation, by reason of its nicety, appears
ridiculous to those who have not turned their thoughts that

way, though, at the same time, it is founded on no less than
the evidence of a demonstration. Nay, we might yet carry

it farther, and discover in the smallest particle of this little

world, a new inexhausted fund of matter, capable of being
spun out into another universe.

I have dwelt theionger -on this subject, because I think it

may^show us the proper limits, as welT"as"tE?^efectiveness,
ofour imagina;tioil ;" how'it is'cpnfined to a'very small quantity

..iif'" ofj.pace,.ani immediately^ st.ogtin its .operations, w^n it

'
' endeavottrS'to'take' in anything-that is ver^great, or very

Jittle. Let a man try to conceive the different bulk of an
animal which is twenty, from another which is a hundred,
times less than a mite, or to compare, in his thoughts, a
length of a thousand diameters of the earth, with that of a
million, and he will quickly find that he has no diiferent
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measures in his miud, adjusted to such extraordinary deg^rees

ofgrandeur or minuteness. The understanding, indeed, opens
an infinite space on every side of us, but the imagination,
after a few faint efforts^ is _iiiuofidJateLy..,sitA.siaad, and finds

h^salf.Swallowed up in the-iajmensity of the void that sur-

rounds it : our reason can pursue a"p£trtide of matter-through
lE~inEnite variety of divisions, but the fancy soon loses sight

of it, and feels in itself a kind of chasm, that wants to bo
filled with matter of a more sensible bulk. We caiuieither

widenjior contract the,.fa£iilt^Ji.a-tlie,dimfinsj.O»s,oLjeither

egireme: the', object is .taQj3ig-for.„iQui:~capacity when wo
would comprehend the.circuiiii'erence of a world,jmd 4-wip3les

i^ZBSEEmglSEeajEe.endeavQur- after -theJdea of an ^jbi.
It^s_2ossiblethis defect of imagination may aoLbg in the

sooLitsel^ZEiCaarit:, acts \n. conjunction with the body.
Perhaps there may not be i-oo'Hr-iff"the"brain for such" ava-
riety of impressions, or the animal spirits may be incapable
of figuring them in such a manner, as is necessary to excite

so very large or very minute ideas. However it be, we may
well suppose that beings of a higher nature very much excel

us in this respect, as it is probable the soul of man wiU. be
infinitely more perfect hereafter in this faculty, as weU as in

all the rest ; insomuch, that, perhaps, the imagination will

be able to keep pace with the tinderstandiag, and to form in

itself distinct ideas of all the different modes and quantities

of space.

No. 421. THURSDAY, JULY 3.

Ignotis errire locis, ignota videre

Flumina gaudebat ; studio minuente laborem. Ovid.

The pleasures ofjfehe- imagination are not,i!s4ollyconfined

to sucFpartJcwlar authors as aKeL-Canyergant in material ob-

jecJSjZbut are_offi^t:JediEjEietjEith^ongTEe'poIite maSers

of 'morality7~crSicSmj_and^.Qlher__jp5c^^

ffoiirTEiatterPwEo, though they do not directly'^eat of the

visT6l5;:£fnts_ofjiataE.e^-often- drasr-jEcam-them their simili-

tiidesijnetaphors, and^allegorifis. Byjhese allusions^ a truth

. in t2!^3ersj^^^ja..as^it were_reflectedr"by the imjgiiia-

tj^j^ we are a"blejto ses..aomfith]ngTllie^C^t5i5JTindJ^^^ in
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a notion, and to discover a scheme of thoughts traced out

upon matter. And here the mind receives a great deal of

satisfaction, and has two of its faculties gratified at the same

time, while the fancy is busy in copying after the under-

standing, and transcribing ideas out of the intellectual world

into the material.

The great art of a writer shows itself in the choice of

pleasing allusions, which are generally to be taken from the

great or beautiful works of art or nature ; for though what-

ever is new or uncommon is apt to delight the imagination,

the chief design of an allusion being to illustrate and explain

the passages of an author, it should be always borrowed

from what is more known and common than the passages

which are to be explained.

Allegories, when well chosen, are like so many tracks of

light in a discourse, that make everything about them clear

and beautiful. A noble metaphor, when it is placed to an

advantage, casts a kiad of glory round it, and darts a lustre

through a whole sentence : these different kinds of allusion

are but so many different manners of similitude, and, that

they may please the imagination, the likeness ought to be

Y^ef-^sstsi^ or very agreeable, as we love"To~see~a"^^Bt«re

where the resemblance is just, or the posture and air grace-

ful. But we often find eminent writers very faulty iu this

respect
;

great scholars are apt to fetch their comparisons

and allusions from the sciences in vfhich they are most con-

versant, so that a man may see the compass of their learning

in a treatise on the most indifferent subject. I have read a

discourse upon love which none but a profound chemist

could understand, and have heard many a sermon that should

only have been preached before a congregation of Cartesians.

On the contrary, your men of business usually have recourse

to such instances as are too mean and familiar. They are for

drawing the reader into a game of chess or tennis, or for

leading him from shop to shop, in the cant of particular trades

and employments. It is certain, there may be found an in-

finite variety of very agreeable allusions in both these kinds,

but, for the generality, the most entertaining ones lie in the

works of nature, which are obvious to all capacities, and
more delightful than what is ' to be found iu arts and sci-

ences.

' " What is,"—rather—" what are."
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It iaJihis talent of affecting .tJde imagination, that^iyes an
eiQl!£lli»h«ieBt to,.good-.iienaev.andjoa^a^oMTS compo-
sitipiis-more agreeable. than anotlier's. It sets off all writ-

ings in general, but is the very, li.tg and highest'pBrfectian-ef

p(3et^_, vfTiere it shines in an eminent degreeVit^has pre-

served several poems for many ages, that'Eave nothing else

loreicoiSm^giid ,,tb,ejn paiid where all the" otherjbfeauties are

p^eotTtlie vi'ork appears dry and insipid ifjtij,_single one

be^vnjntiHgJ;''T't has something in. it,. like creation; it be-

stows"^*Bmd of existence, and di'a\vs.up to, the reader's view
seveRctrilJjeets whTch areT^ot toT)e found in being. It makes
a^'Ei5BS~to"nature, and gives a greater variety to God's
vforEs7~In''arwb rd^ it is~aGle to"beautify and adorn the most
iUhstfious sceiies^iri:. the tiniyerse,.Qr.to fiU. t.hft npsd .with

riiQie'"glorious.sh.Qy§,,,and apparitions than can be fouadjii

anypart of it^

We~KaTCnoAT discovered the several originals of those

pleasures that gratify the fancy ; and here, perhaps, it would
not be very difficult to cast under their proper heads those

contrary objects, which are apt to fill it with distaste and
terror ; for the imagination isjas liable__Jo^ pain a.s pleasure.

When the~l)r'ain is hurT"T)y any acciSent, or the mind dis-

ordered by dreams or sickness, the fancy is over-run with

wild, dismal ideas, and terrified with a thousand hideous

monsters of its own framing.

Eumenidum veluti demens videt agmina Pentheus,

Et solem geminum, ettluplices se ostendere Thebas.
Aut Agamemnonius soenis agitatus Orestes,

Armatam facibus matrem et serpentibus atris

Cum videt, ultricesque sedent in limine Dirse. Virg.

There is not a sight in nature so mortifying as that of a
distracted person, when his imagination is troubled, and his

whole soul disordered and confused. Babylon in ruins is not
so melancholy a spectacle. But to quit so disagreeable a
subject, I shall only consider, by way of conclusion, what an
infinite advantage this faculty gives an almighty "being over

tte^spiH ^fjnan,Laad._hQW great a .raeasure of happiness or

misery we are capable of receiving froin~ the imagination

^^
' It will, I doubt, be thought a singularity, that the politest writer of

his age should conclude the politest of all his works with a religious re-

Section.
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"We have already seen tlie influence that cue man has over

the fancy of another, and with what ease he conveys into it

a variety of imagery ; how great a power then may we sup-

pose lodged in Him, who knows all the ways of affecting the

imagination, who can infuse what ideas he pleases, and fill

those ideas with terror or delight to what degree he thinks

fit ! He can excite images in the mind -without the help of

words, and make scenes rise up before us and seem present

to the eye, without the assistance of bodies or exterior ob-

jects. He can transport the imagination with such beautiful

and glorious visions, as cannot possibly enter into our pre-

sent conceptions ; or haunt it with such ghastly spectres and

apparitions, as would make us hope for annihilation, and

think existence no better than a curse. In short, he can so

exquisitely ravish or torture the soul through this single

faculty, as might sufiice to make up the whole heaven or hell

of any finite being.

No. 433. THUESDAT, JULY 17.

Perlege Mseonio cantatas carmine ranas,

Et frontem nugis solvere disce mois. Mart.

The moral world, as consisting of males and females, is of

a mixed nature, and filled with several customs, fashions, and
ceremonies, which would have no place in it were there but

one sex. Had our species no females in it, men would be
quite difi'erent creatures from what they are at nrescnt ; their

endeavours to please the opposite sex, polishes and refines

them out of those manners which are most natural to them,
and often sets them upon modelling themselves, not accord-

ing to the plans which they approve in their own opinions,

but according to those plans which they think are most
agreeable to the female world. In a word, man would not

only be an unhappy, but a rude, unfinished creature, were he
conversant with none but those of his own make.

"Women, on the other side, are apt to form themselves in

everything with regard to that other half of reasonable crea-

tures, with whom they are here blended and confused ; their

thoughts are ever turned upon appearing amiable to the
other sex

; they talk, and move, and smile, with a design
upon us ; every feature of their faces, every part of their
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dress is filled witli snares and allurements. There would be
no sucli animals as prudes or coquettes in tlie world, were
there not sucli an animal as man. In short, it is the male
that gives charms to womankind, that produces an air in

their faces, a grace in their motions, a softness in their voices,

and a delicacy in their complexions.

As this mutual regard between the two sexes tends to the

improvement of each of them, we may observe that men are

apt to degenerate into rough and brutal natures, who live as

if there were no such things as women in the world ; as on
the contrary, women, who have an indiiference or aversion

for their counterparts in human nature, are generally sour

and unamiable, sluttish and censorious.

I am led into this train of thoughts by a little manuscript

which is lately fallen into my hands, and which I shall com-
municate to the reader, as I have done some other curious

pieces of the same nature, Avithout troubling him with any
inquiries about the author of it. It contains a sumaiary
account of two different states which bordered upon one an-

other. The one was a commonwealth of Amazons, or women
without men ; the other was a republic of males that had
not a woman in their whole community. As these two states

bordered upon one another, it was their way, it seems, to

meet upon their frontiers at a certain season of the year,

where those among the men who had not made their choice

in any former meeting, associated themselves with particular

women, whom they were afterwards obliged to look upon as

their wives in every one of these yearly rencounters. The
children that sprung from this alliance, if males, were sent

to their respective fathers ; if females, continued with their

mothers. By means of this anniversary carnival, which
lasted about a week, the commonwealths were recruited

from time to time, and supplied with their respective sub-

jects.

These two states were engaged together in a perpetual

league, offensive and defensive, so that if any foreign poten-

tate offered to attack either of them, both the sexes fell upon
him at once, and quickly brought him to reason. It was
remarkable that for many ages this agreement continued in-

violable between the two states, notwithstanding, as was
said before, they were husbands and wives : but this wiU not
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appear so wonderful, if we consider that they did not live

together above a week in a year.

In the account which my author gives of the male repub-

lic, there were several customs very remarkable. The men
never shaved their beards or pared their nails above once

in a twelvemonth, which was probably about the time of the

great annual meeting upon their frontiers. I find the name
of a minister of state in one part of their history, who was

iined for appearing too frequently in clean linen : and of a

certain great general who was turned out of his post for

effeminacy, it having been proved upon him by several cre-

dible witnesses that he washed his face every morning. If

any member of the commonwealth had a soft voice, a smooth

face, or a supple behaviour, he was banished into the com-

monwealth of females, where he was treated as a slave,

dressed in petticoats, and set a spinning. They had no titles

of honour among them, but such as denoted some bodily

strength or perfection, as such an one the TaU, such an one

the Stocky, such an one the Grufi". Their public debates

were generally managed with kicks and cuffs, insomuch that

they often came from the council-table with broken shins,

black eyes, and bloody noses. When they would reproach

a man in the most bitter terms, they would tell him his

teeth were white, or that he had a fair skin, and a soft hand.

The greatest man I meet with in their history, was one who
could lift five hundred weight, and wore such a prodigious

pair of whiskers as had never been seen in the common-
wealth before his time. These accomplishments it seems
had rendered him so popular, that if he had not died very

seasonably, it is thought he might have enslaved the republic.

Having made this short extract out of the history of the

male commonwealth, I shall look into the history of the

neighbouring state, which consisted of females, and if I find

anything ia it, wiU not fail to communicate it to the

public.
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No. 484. PEIDAY, JULY 18.

Quales Threiciae cim fiuminaThermodontis
Pulsant, et pictis bellantur Amazones annis :

Seu circnm Hippolyten, seu cim se tnartia cu:ru
Penthesilea rofert, magnoque ululante tumult-.!

Foeminea exultant lunatis agniina peltis. Virg,

Hating carefully perused the manuscript I mentioned in

my yesterday's paper, so far as it relates to the republic of
women, 1 find in it several particulars which may very well
deserve the reader's attention.

The girls of quality from six to twelve years old were put
to public schools, where they learned to box and play at

cudgels, with several other accomplishments of the same
nature ; so that nothing was more usual than to see a little

miss returning home at night with a broken pate, or two or

three teeth Imocked out of her head. They were afterwards

taught to ride the great horse, to shoot, dart, or sling, and
listed into several companies, in order to perfect themselves
in military exercises. No woman was to be married until

she had killed her man. The ladies of fashion used to play
with young lions instead of lap-dogs, and when they made
any parties of diversion, instead of entertaining themselves
at ombre or piquet, they would wrestle and pitch the bar for

a whole afternoon together. There was never any such
thing as a blush seen, or a sigh heard, in the commonwealth.
The women never dressed but to look terrible, to which end
they would sometimes after a battle paint their cheeks with
the blood of their enemies. For this reason, likewise, the

face which had the most scars was looked upon as the most
beautiful. If they found lace, jewels, ribbons, or any orna-

ments in silver or gold among the booty which they had
taken, they used to dress their horses with it, but never en-

tertained a thought of wearing it themselves. There were
particular rights and privileges allowed to any member of

the commonwealth, who was a mother of three daughters.

The senate was made up of old women ; for by the laws of

the country none was to be a councillor of state that was
not past child-bearing. They used to boast their republic

had continued four thousand years, which is altogether im-
VOL. III. '2 F
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probable, unless we may suppose, what I am very apt to

think, that they measured their time by lunar years.

There was a great revolution brought about in this female

republic, by means of a neighbouring king, who had made
war upon them several years with various success, and at

length overthrew them in a very great battle. This defeat

they ascribe to several causes ; some say that the secretary

'of state having been troubled with the vapours, had com-

mitted some fatal mistakes in several despatches about that

time. Others pretend, that the first minister being big with

child, could not attend the public affairs, as so great an exi-

gency of state required ; but this I can give no manner of

credit to, since it seems to contradict a fundamental maxim
in their government, which I have before meutioned. My
author gives the most probable reason of this great dis-

aster ; for he affirms, that the general was brought to bed,

or (as others say) miscarried, the very night before the bat-

tle : however it was, this signal overthrow obliged them to

call in the male repubKc to their assistance ; but notwith-

standing their common efforts to repidse the victorious

enemy, the war continued for many years before they could

entirely bring it to a happy conclusion.

The campaigns which both sexes passed together, made
them so well acquainted with one another, that at the end of

the war they did not care for parting. In the beginning of

it they lodged in separate camps, but afterwards, as they grew
more familiar^ they pitched their tents promiscuously.

From this time, the armies being chequered with both
sexes, they polished apace. The men used to invite their

fellow-soldiers into their quarters, and would dress their

tents with flowers and boughs for their reception. If they
chanced to like one more than another, they would be cut-

ting her name in the table, or chalking oat her figure upon
a wall, or talking of her in a kind of rapturous language,

which by degrees improved into verse and sonnet. These
were as the first rudiments of architecture, painting, and
poetry, among this savage people. After any advantage over

the enemy, both sexes used to jump together and make a

clattering with their swords and shields, for joy, which in a
few years produced several regular tunes and set dances.
As the two armies romped on these occasions, the womer
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complained of the thick bushy beards and long nails of their

confederates, who thereupon took care to prune themselves
into such figures as were most pleasing to their female
friends and allies.

When they had taken any spoils from the enemy, the men
would make a present of everything that was rich and showy
to the women whom they most admired, and would frequently

dress the necks, or heads, or arras of their mistresses, with
anything which they thought appeared gay or pretty. The
women observing that the men took delight ta looking upon
them when they were adorned with such trappings and
gewgaws, set their heads at work to fkid out new inventions,

and to outshine one another ia all councils of war, or the

like solemn meetings. On the other hand, the men observ-

ing how the women's hearts were set upon finery, begun to

embellish themselves and look as agreeably as they could in

the eyes of their associates. In short, after a few years con-

versing together, the women had learned to smile and the

men to ogle, the women grew soft and the men lively.

When they had thus insensibly formed one another, upon
the finishing of the war, which concluded with an entire

conquest over their common enemy, the colonels in one army
married the colonels in the other ; the captains in the same
manner took the captains to their wives : the whole body of

common soldiers were matched, after the example of their

leaders. By this means the two republics incorporated with
one another, and became the most flourishing and polite

government in the part of the world which they inhabited.

No. 435. SATUEDAT, JULY 19.-

Nee duo sunt, at forma duplex, nee foemina diei

Nee puer ut possint, neutvumque et utrumque videntur. Ovid.

Most of the papers I give the public are written on sub-

jects that never vary, but are for ever fixt and immutable.

Of this kind are all my more serious essays and discourses
;

but there is another sort of speculations, which I consider as

occasional papers, that take their rise from the folly, extra-

vagance, and caprice of the present age. Tor I look upon

myself as one set to watch the manners and behaviour of my
2 p 2
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countrymen and contemporaries, and to mart down every

absurd fashion, ridiculous custom, or affected form of speech,

that makes its appearance in the -n-orld, during the course of

these my speculations. The petticoat no sooner begun to

BweU, hut I observed its motions. The party-patches had

not time to muster themselves before I detected them. I

had intelligence of the coloured hood the very first time it

appeared in a public assembly. I might here mention several

other the like contingent subjects, upon which I have be-

stowed distinct papers. By this means I have so effectually

quashed those irregularities which gave occasion to them,

that I am afraid posterity will scarce have a sufficieiit idea

of them to relish those discourses which were in no little

vogue at the time when they were written. They will be apt

to think that the fashions and customs I attacked were some
fantastic conceits of my own, and that their great-grand-

mothers could not be so whimsical as I have represented them.

For this reason, when I think on the figure my several

volumes of speculations will make about a hundred years

hence, I consider them as so many pieces of old plate, where
the weight will be regarded, but the fashion lost.

Among the several, female extravagancies I have already

taken notice of, there is one which still keeps its ground. I
mean that of the ladies who dress themselves in a hat and
feather, a riding-coat and a periwig ; or at least tie up their

hair in a bag or ribbon, in imitation of the smart part of

the opposite sex. As in my yesterday's paper I gave an
account of the mixture of two sexes ia one commonwealth,
I shall here take notice of this mixture of two sexes in one
person. I have already shown my dislike of this immodest
custom more than once ; but in contempt of everything I
have hitherto said, I am informed that the highways about
this great city are stiU. very much iufested with these female
cavaliers.

I remember when I was at my friend Sir Eoger de Cover-
ley's about this time twelvemonth, an equestrian lady of
this order appeared upon the plains which lay at a distance
from his house. I was at that time walking in the fields with
my old friend ; and as his tenants ran out on every side to
see so strange a sight, Sir Eoger asked one of them who came
by us, what it was ? To which the country fellow replied,
" 'Tis a gentlewoman, saving your worship's presence, in a
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coat and hat." This produced a great deal of oirth at the
knight's house, where we had a story at the same time of

another of his tenants, who meeting this gentleman-like lady

on the high-way, was asked by her whether that was Coverley
Hall ; the honest man seeing only the male part of the querist,

replied, " Yes, sir ;" but upon the second question, " whether
Sir Eoger de Coverley was a married man," having dropped
his eye upon the petticoat, he changed his note into " No,
madam."
Had one of these hermaphrodites appeared in Juvenal's

days, with what an indignation should we have seen her de-

scribed by that excellent satirist. He would have repre-

sented her in her riding habit, as a greater monster than the

Centaur. He would have called for sacrifices, or purifying

waters, to expiate the appearance of such a prodigy. He
would have invoked the shades of Portia or Lucretia, to see

into what the Eoman ladies had transformed themselves.

For my own part, I am for treating the sex with greater

tenderness, and have all along made use of the most gentle

methods to bring them off from any little extravagance into

which they are sometimes unwarily fallen : I think it how-
ever absolutely necessary to keep up the partition between
the two sexes, and to take notice of the smallest encroach-

ments which the one makes upon the other. I hope, there-

fore, that I shall not hear any more complaints on this sub-

ject. I am sure my she-disciples who peruse these my daily

lectures, have profited but little by them, if they are capable

of giving into such an amphibious dress. This I should
not have mentioned, had mot I lately met one of these my
female readers in Hyde Park, who looked upon me with a

masculine assurance, and cocked her hat full in my face.

Per my part, I have one general key to the behaviour of

the fair sex. When I see them singular in any part of their

dress, I conclude it is not without some evil intention ; and
therefore question not but the design of this strange fashion

is to smite more effectually their male beholders. Now to

set them right in this particular, I would fain have them
consider with themselves whether we are not more likely to

be struck by a figure entirely female, than with such an one
as we may see every day in our glasses : or, if they please,

let them reflect upon their own hearts, and think how they

would be affected should they meet a man on horse-back in
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Lis treeclies and jack-toots, and at the same time dressed

up in a commode and a night-rail.

I must observe that this fashion was first of all brought

to us from France, a country which has infected all the na-

tions in Europe with its levity. I speak not this in deroga-

tion of a whole people, having more than once found fault

with those general reflections which strike at kingdoms or

commonwealths in the gross ; a piece of cruelty, which an

ingenious writer of our own compares to that of Caligula,

who wished the Eoman people had all but one neck, that he

might behead them at a blow. I shall therefore only remark,

that as liveliness and assurance are in a peculiar manner the

qualifications of the French nation, the same habits and cus-

toms will not give the same offence to that people, which

they produce among those of our own country. Modesty is

our distingui.sbing character, as vivacity is theirs ; and when
this our national virtue appears in that family beauty, for

which our British ladies are celebrated above all others in

the universe, it makes up the most amiable object that the

eye of man can possibly behold.

No. 439. THUESDAT, JULY 24.

Hi naiTata ferunt alio ; mensuraque ficti

Crescit; et auditis aliquid novus adjieit auctor. Ovid.

Ovid describes the palace of Pame as situated in the very
centre of the universe, and perforated with so many windows
and avenues as gave her the sight of everything that was
done in the heavens, in the earth, and in the sea. The
structure' of it was contrived in so admirable a manner, that

it echoed every word which was spoken in the whole compass
of nature ; so that the palace, says the poet, was always fiUed

with a confused hubbub of low dying sounds, the voices

being almost spent and worn out before they arrived at

this general rendezvous of speeches and whispers.

I consider courts with the same regard to the governments
which they superintend, as Ovid's palace of Fame, with re-

gard to the universe. The eyes of a watchful minister run
through the whole people. There is scarce a murmur or
complaint that does not reach his ears. They have news-
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gatherers and intelligencers distributed in their several walks
and quarters, who bring in their respective quotas, and make
them acquainted with the discourse and conversation of the

whole kingdom or commonwealth where they are employed.
The wisest of kings, alluding to these invisible and un-
suspected spies who are planted by kings and rulers over

their fellow-citizens, as well as those voluntary informers

that are buzzing about the ears of a great man, and making
their court by such secret methods of intelligence, has given

us a very prudent caution :
" Curse not the king, no not in

thy thought, and curse not the rich in thy bed-chamber : for

a bird of the air shall carry the voice, and that which hath
wings shall tell the matter."

As it is absolutely necessary for rulers to make use of

other people's eyes and ears, they should take particular care

to do it in such manner that it may not bear too hard on
the person whose life and conversation are inquired into.

A man who is capable of so infamous a calling as that of a

spy, is not very much to be relied upon. He can have no
great ties of honour, or checks of conscience, to restrain him
in those covert evidences, where the person accused has no
opportunity of vindicating himself. He will be more indus-

trious to carry that which is grateful, than that which is

true. There will be no occasion for him, if he does not hear

and see things worth discovery ; so that he naturally in-

flames every word and circumstance, aggravates what is

faulty, perverts what is good, and misrepresents what is in-

different. Nor is it to be doubted but that such ignominious
wretches let their private passions into these their clandes-

tine informations, and often wreak their particular spite or

malice against the person whom they are set to watch. It is

a pleasant scene enough, which an Italian author describes

between a spy, and a cardinal who employed him. The car-

dinal is represented as minuting down everything that is

told him. The spy begins with a low voice, " Such an one,

the advocate, whispered to one of his friends, within my
hearing, that your Eminence was a very great poltroon ;" and
after having given his patron time to take it down, adds,

that another called him a mercenary rascal in a public con-

versation. The cardinal replies, very well, and bids him go
on. The spy proceeds, and loads him with reports of the
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same nature, till the cardinal rises in great wrath, calls him

an impudent scoundrel, and kicks him out of the room.

It is observed of great and heroic minds, that they have

not only showed a particular disregard to those unmerited

reproaches which have been cast upon them, but have been

altogether free from that impertinent curiosity of inquiring

after them, or the poor revenge of resenting them. The

histories of Alexander and Caesar are full of this kind of in-

stances. Vulgar souls are of a quite contrary character.

Dionysius, the tyrant of Sicily, had a dungeon, which was a

very curious piece of architecture ; and of which, as I am
informed, there are still to be seen some remains in that

island. It was called Dionysius' s Ear, and built with several

little windings and labyrinths in the form of a real ear. The

structure of it made it a kind of whispering place, but such

a one as gathered the voice of him who spoke into a funnel,

which was placed at the very top of it. The tyrant used to

lodge all his state criminals, or those whom he supposed to

be engaged together in any evil designs upon him, in this

dungeon. He had at the same time an apartment over it,

where he used to apply himself to the funnel, and by that

means over-hear everything that was whispered in the dun-

geon. I believe one may venture to affirm, that a Caesar or

an Alexander would rather have died by the treason, than

have used such disingenuous means for the detecting of it.

A man. who in ordinary life is very inquisitive after every-

thing which is spoken dl of him, passes his time but very

indifferently. He is wounded by every arrow that is shot

at him, and puts it in the power of every insignificant enemy
to disquiet him. Nay, he will suffer from what has been said

of him, when it is forgotten by those who said or heard it.

For this reason I could never hear one of those officious

friends, that would he telling every malicious report, every

idle censure that passed upon me. The tongue of man is so

petulant, and his thoughts so variable, that one should not
lay too great a stress upon any present speeches or opinions.

Praise and obloquy proceed very frequently out of the same
mouth upon the same person, and upon the same occasion.

A generous enemy will sometimes bestow commendations,
as the dearest friend cannot sometimes refrain from speak-

ing ill. The man who is indifferent in either of these re-
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Bpects, gives his opinion at random, and pi'aises or disap-

proves as he finds himself in humour.
I shall conclude this essay with part of a character, which

is finely drawn by the Earl of Clarendon, in the first book
of his history, and which gives us the lively picture of a

great man teasing himself with an absurd curiosity.
" He had not that application, and submission, and rever-

ence for the queen, as might have been expected from his

wisdom and breeding ; and often crossed her pretences and
desires with more rudeness than was natural to him. Tet
he was impertinently solicitous to know wliat her Majesty
said of him in private, and what resentments she had towards
him. And when by some confidants, who had their ends
upon him from those ofiices, he was informed of some bitter

expressions fallen from her Majesty, he was so exceedingly

afflicted and tormented with the sense of it, that sometimes
by passionate complaints and representations to the king,

sometimes by more dutiful addresses and expostulations with
the queen, in bewailing his misfortvme, he frequently ex-

posed himself, and left his condition worse than it was
before, and the eclaircissement commonly ended in the dis-

covery of the persons from whom he had received his most
secret intelligence."

No. 440. EEIDAT, JULY 25.

Vivere si rectfe nescis, discede peritis. Hon.

I HATE already given my reader an account of a set of

merry fellows, who are passing their summer together in the

coimtry, being provided of a great house, where there is not

only a convenient apartment for every particular person, but

a large infirmary for the reception of such of them as are any

way indisposed, or out of humour. Having lately received a

letter from the secretary of this society, by order of the whole

fraternity, which acquaints me with their behaviour during

the last week, I shaU here make a present of it to the public.

" Me. Spectatoe,
"We are glad to find that you approve the establish-

ment which we have here made for the retrieving of good
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manners and agreeable conversation, and shall use our best

endeavours so to improve ourselves in this our summer
retirement, that we may next winter serve as patterns to the

town. But to the end that this our institution may be no

less advantageous to the public than to ourselves, we shall

communicate to you one week of our proceedings, desiring

you at the same time, if you see anything faulty in them, to

favour us with your admonitions. Por you must know, sir,

that it has been proposed among us to choose you for our

visitor, to which I must further add, that one of the college

having declared last week, he did not like the Spectator of

the day, and not being able to assign any just reasons for

such his dislike, he was sent to the infirmary, Nemine con-

tradicente.

" On Monday the assembly was in very good humour,
having received some recruits of Trench claret that morning

;

when unluckily, towards the middle of the dinner, one of the

company swore at his servant in a very rough manner, for

having put too much water in his wine. Upon which the

president of the day, who is always the mouth of the com-
pany, after having convinced him of the impertinence of his

passion, and the insult it had made upon the company,
ordered his man to take him from the table, and convey him
to the infirmary. There was but one more sent away that

day ; this was a gentleman who is reckoned by some persons
one of the greatest wits, and by others one of the greatest

boobies about town. This you will sa-j is a strange character,

but what makes it stranger yet, it is a very true one, for he
is perpetually the reverse of himself, being always merry or
dull to excess. "We brought him hither to divert us, which
he did very well upon the road, having lavished away as much
wit and laughter upon the hackney coachman, as might have
served him during his whole stay here, had it been duly
managed. He had been lumpish for two or three days, but
was so far connived at, in hopes of recovery, that we de-
spatched one of the briskest fellows among the brotherhood
into the infirmary, for having told him at table he was not
merry. But our president obserring that he indulged him-
self in this long fit of stupidity, and construing it as a con-
tempt of the college, ordered him to. retire into the place
prepared for such companions. He was no sooner got into
it, but his wit and mirth returned upon him in so violent a
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manner, that he shook the whole infirmary with the noise of

it, and had so good an effect upon tlie rest of tlie patients,

that he brought tliem all out to dinner with him the next day.
" On Tuesday we were no sooner sat down, but one of the

company complained that his head ached; upon which
another asked him, in an insolent manner, what he did there

then ; this insensibly grew into some warm words ; so that

the president, in order to keep the peace, gave directions to

take them both from the table, and lodge them in the in-

firmary. Not long after, another of the company telling us,

he knew by a pain in his shoulder that we should have some
rain, the president ordered him to be removed, and placed as

a weather-glass in the apartment above mentioned.
" On Wednesday a gentleman having received a letter

written in a woman's hand, and changing colour twice or

thrice as. he read it, desired leave to retire into the infirmary.

The president consented, but denied him the use of pen, ink,

and paper, till such time as he had slept upon it. One of

the company being seated at the lower end of the table, and
discovering his secret discontent by finding fault with every

dish that was served up, and refusing to laugh at anything
that was said, the president told him, that he found he was
in an uneasy seat, and desired him to accommodate himself

better in the infirmary. After dinner a very honest fellow

chancing to let a pun fall from him, his neighbour cried out,

'to the infirmary;' at the same time pretending to be sick

at it, as having the same natural antipathy to a pun, which
some have to a cat. This produced a long debate. Upon the

whole the punster was acquitted, and his neighbour sent oif.

" On Thursday there was but one delinquent. This was
a gentleman of strong voice, but weak understanding. He
had unluckily engaged himself in a dispute with a man of

excellent sense, but of a modest elocution. The man of heat

replied to every answer of his antagonist with a louder note

than ordinary, and only raised his voice when he should have
enforced his argument. Finding himself at length driven to

an absurdity, he still reasoned in a more clamorous and con-

fused manner, and to make the greater impression upon his

hearers, concluded with a loud thump upon the table. The
president immediately ordered him to be carried ofi!, and
dieted with water-gruel, till such time as he should be suffi-

ciently weakened for conversation.
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" On Friday there passed very little remariaWe, saving

only that several petitions were read of the persons in

custody, desiring to be released from their confinement, and

vouching for one another's good behaviour for the future.

" On Saturday we received many excuses from persons

who had found themselves in an unsociable temper, and had

voluntarily shut themselves up. The infirmary was indeed

never so fiiU as on this day, which I was at some loss to ac-

count for, tiU upon my going abroad I observed that it was

an easterly wind. The retirement of most of my friends has

given me opportunity and leisure of writing you this letter,

which I must not conclude without assuring you, that all

the members of our college, as well those who are under con-

finement, as those who are at liberty, are your very humble
servants, though none more than,"

&c.

No. 441. SATUEDAT, JULY 26.

Si fractus illabatur orbis,

Impavidum feiient ruinse. Hor.

MiN, considered in himself, is a very helpless and a very
wretched being. He is subject every moment to the great-

est calamities and misfortunes. He is beset with dangers on
all sides, and may become unhappy by numberless casualties

which he could not foresee, nor have prevented, had he fore-

seen them.
It is our comfort, whUe we are obnoxious to so many ac-

cidents, that we are under the care of One who directs con-

tingencies, and has in his hands the management of every-

thing that is capable of annoying or offending us ; who
knows the assistance we stand in need of, and is always
ready to bestow it on those who ask it of him.

The nalTural homage, which such a creature bears to so

infinitely wise and good a being, is a firm reliance on him
for the blessings and conveniences of life, and an habitual
trust in him for deliverance out of all such dangers and diffi-

culties as may befall us.

The man who always lives in this disposition of mind, has
not the same dark and melancholy views of human nature, as
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he who considers himself ahatractedly from this relation to

the Supreme Being. At the same time that he reflects upon
his own weakness and imperfection, he comforts himself with

the contemplation of those Divine attributes, which are em-
iloyed for his safety and his welfare. He iinds his want of

bresight made up by the omniscience of him who is his sup-

Eort. He is not sensible of his own want of strength, when
e knows that his helper is almighty. In short, the person

who has a firm trust on the Supreme Being, is powerful in

his power, wise by his wisdom, happy by his happiness. He
reaps the benefit of every Divine attribute, and loses his own
iusufB.ciency in the fulness of infinite perfection.

To make our lives more easy to us, we are commanded to

put our trust in him, who is thus able to relieve and suc-

cour us ; the Divine goodness having made such a reliance a

duty, notwithstanding we should have been miserable, had it

been forbidden us.

Among several motives, which might be made use of to

recommend this duty to us, I shall only take notice of these

that follow.

The first and strongest is, that we are promised, He will

not fail those who put their trust in him.

But without considering the supernatural blessing which
accompanies this duty, we may observe that it has a natural

tendency to its own reward, or in other words, that this

firm trust and confidence in the great Disposer of all things,

contributes very much to the getting clear of any aifiiction,

or to the bearing it ' manfully. A person who believes he
has his succour at hand, and that he acts in the sight of hia

friend, often exerts himself beyond his abilities, and does

wonders that are not to be matched by one who is not ani-

mated with such a confidence of success. I could produce
instances from history, of generals, who out of a belief that

they were imder the protection of some imdsible assistant,

did not only encourage their soldiers to do their utmost, but
have acted themselves beyond what they would have done,

had they not been inspired by such a belief. I might in the

' To the bearing it.'] When the participle with the preceding article

the is made use of, it becomes a substantive, and should, therefore, be

followed by the genitive, not the accusative, case. He said before " to the

getting clear of," Tvhich was right: he should here have said "to the

bearing ofit,"
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same manner sbow how sucli a trust in the assistance of an

almighty Being, natiirally produces patience, hope, cheerful-

ness, and aU other dispositions of the mind that alleviate

those calamities we are not able to remove.

The practice of this virtue administers great comfort to

the mind of man in times of poverty and affliction, but most

of all in the hour of death. When the soul is hovering in

the last moments of its separation, when it is just entering

on another state of existence, to converse with scenes, and

objects, and companions that are altogether new, what can

support her under such tremblings of thought, such fear,

such anxiety, such apprehensions, but the casting of all her

cares upon Him who first gave her being, who has conducted

her through one stage of it, and wiU be always with her to

guide and comfort her in her progress through eternity ?

David has very beautifully represented this steady reliance

on Grod Almighty in his twenty-third psalm, which is a kind

of pastoral hymn, and filled with those allusions which are

usual in that kind of writing. As the poetry is very ex-

quisite, I shall present my reader with the following transla-

tion of it.

I.

' The Lord my pasture shall prepare,

And feed me mtli a shepherd's care

;

His presence shall my wants supply,

And guard me with a watchful eye ;

My noon-day walks he shall attend.

And all my midnight hours defend,

IT.

When in the sultry glebe I faint,

Or on the thirsty mountain pant

;

To fertile vales and dewy meads
My weary wandering steps he leads.

Where peaceful rivers, soft and slow,

Amid the verdant landscape flow.

III.

Though in the paths of death I tread,

With gloomy horrors over-spread
;

' The author's devout turn of mind, and exquisite taste, mutually as-

sisted each other in composing these divine hymns, of which we have
several specimens in the course of the Spectator. As the sentiments are
highly poetical in themselves, and taken, for the most part, from inspired
Scripture, his true judgment suggested to him that the splendour of them
was best preserved in a pure and simple expression ; and tlie fervour of
his piety made that simplicity pathetic
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My stedfast heart shall fear no ill,

For thou, O Lord, art with me still

;

Thy friendly crook shall give me aid,

And guide me through the dreadful shade.

IV.

Though in a bare and rugged way,
Through devious lonely wilds I stray,

Thy bounty shall my pains beguile

;

The barren wilderness shall smile

With sudden gi-eens and herbage cro'vvned,

And streams shall murmur all around.

No. 445. THIJESDAT, JULY 31.

Tanti non es ais. Sapis, Luperce. Mart.

This is the day on whicli many eminent authors mil pro-

bably publish their last words. I am afraid that few of our
weekly historians, who are men that above all others delight

in war, will be able to subsist under the weight of a stamp,

and an approaching peace. A sheet of blank paper that

must have this new imprimatur clapt upon it, before it is

qualified to communicate anything to the public, •wfill make
its way in the world but very heavily. In short, the neces-

sity of carrying a stamp, and the improbability of notifying

a bloody battle, will, I am afraid, both concur to the sinking

of those thin folios, which have every other day retailed to

us the history of Eiu'ope for several years last past. A face-

tious friend of mine, who loves a pun, calls this present mor-
tality among authors, " the fall of the leaf."

I remember, upon Mr. Baxter's death, there was published

a sheet of very good sayings, inscribed, The Last "Words of

Mr. Baxter. The title sold so great a number of these pa-

pers, that about a week after, there came out a second sheet,

inscribed. More Last Words of Mr. Baxter. In the same
manner, I have reason to think that several ingenious

writers, who have taken their leave of the public in farewell

papers, will not give over so, but intend to appear again,

though perhaps under another form, and with a different

title. Be that as it will, it is my business, in this place, to

give an account of my own intentions, and to acquaint my
reader with the motives by which I act in this great crisis

of the republic of letters.
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I have been long debating in my own heart, -whether I

should throw up my pen, as an author that is cashiered by

the act of parliament, which is to operate within these four-

and-lwenty hours, or whether I should still persist in laying

my speculations, from day to day, before the public. The

argument which prevails with me most on the first side of the

question is, that I am informed by my bookseller he must

raise the price of every single paper to two-pence, or that he

shall not be able to pay the duty of it. Now as I am very

desirous my readers should have their learning as cheap as

possible, it is with great difficulty that I comply with him in

this particular.

However, upon laying my reasons together in the balance,

I find that those which plead for the continuance of this

work, have much the greater weight. For, in the first place,

in recompence for the expense to which this will put my
readers, it is to be hoped they may receive from every paper

so much instruction as will be a very good equivalent. And,

m order to this, I would not advise any one to take it "in,

who, after the perusal of it, does not find himself two-pence

the wiser or the better man for it ; or who, upon examina-

tion, does not believe that he has had two-pennyworth of

mirth or instruction for his money.
But I must confess there is another motive which prevails

with me more than the former. I consider that the tax on

paper was given for the support of the government ; and as

I have enemies, who are apt to pervert everything I do or

say, I fear they would ascribe the laying down my paper, on

such an occasion, to a spirit of malecontentedness, which I

am resolved none shall ever justly upbraid me with. No, I

shall glory in contributing my utmost to the weal public
;

and if my country receives five or six pounds a day by my
labours, I shall be very well pleased to find myself so useful

a member. It is a received maxim, that no honest man
should enrich himself by methods that are prejudicial to the

community in wiich he lives, and by the same rule I think

we may pronounce the peison to deserve very well of his

countrymen, whose labours bring more into the public

coifers than into his own pocket.
Since I have mentioned the word enemies, I must explain

myself so far as to acquaint my reader, that I mean only
the insignificant party zealots on both sides ; men of such
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poor narrow souls, that they are not capable of thinking on
anything but with an eye to "Whig or Tory. During the
course of this paper, I have been accused by these despica-

ble wretches, of trimming, time-serving, personal reflection,

secret hate, and the like. Now, though in these my com-
positions, it is visible to any reader of common sense, that I
consider nothing but my subject, which is always of an in-

different nature ; how is it possible for me to write so clear

of party, as not to lie open to the censure of those who will

be applying SYery sentence, and finding out persons and
things in it, which it has no regard to ?

Several paltry scribblers and deolaimers have done me the
honour to be dull upon me in reflections of this nature ; but
notwithstanding my name has been sometimes traduced by
this contemptible tribe of men, I have hitherto avoided all

animadversions upon them. The truth of it is, I am afraid

of making them appear considerable by taking notice of

them, for they are like those imperceptible insects which are

discovered by the microscope, and cannot be made the sub-

ject of observation without being magnified.

Having mentioned those few who have shown themselves

the enemies of this paper, I should be very ungrateful to the

public, did not I at the same time testify my gratitude to

those who are its friends, in which number I may reckon
many of the most distinguished persons of all conditions,

parties, and professions, in the isle of Great Britain. I am
not so vain as to think this approbation is not so much
due to the performance as to the design. There is, and ever

will be, justice enough in the world, to afibrd patronage aiid

protection for those who endeavour to advance truth and
virtue, without regard to the passions and prejudices of any
particular cause or faction. If I have any other merit in

me, it is that I have new-pointed all the batteries of ridicule.

They have been generally planted against persons who have

appeared serious rather than absurd ; or, at best, have aimed
rather at what is unfashionable than what is vicious. For
my own part, I have endeavoured to make nothing ridiculous

that is not in some measure criminal. I have set up the

immoral man as the object of derision : in short, if I have not

formed a new weapon against vice and irreligion, I have at

least shown how that weapon may be put to a right use, which
has so often fought the battles of impiety and profaneness.

VOL. III. 2 G
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No. 446. FEIDAT, AtTGUST 1.

Quid deceat, ijuid non
;
quo virtus, quo ferat error. Hoh.

Since two or three writers of comedy who are now living

have taken their farewell of the stage, those who succeed them
finding themselves incapable of rising up to their wit, hu-

mour, and good sense, have only imitated them in some of

those loose, unguarded strokes, in wliich they complied with

the corrupt taste of the more vicious part of their audience.

When persons of a low genius attempt this kind of writing,

they know no difference between being merry and being

lewd. It is with an eye to some of these degenerate com-

positions that I have written the following discourse.

Were our English stage but half so virtuous as that of

the Greeks or Eomans, we should quickly see the influence

of it in the behaviour of all the politer part of mankind.

It would not be fashionable to ridicule religion, or its pro-

fessors ; the man of pleasure would not be the complete gen-

tleman; vanity would be out of countenance, and every

quality which is ornamental to human nature would meet

with that esteem which is due to it.

If the English stage were under the same regulations the

Athenian was formerly, it would have the same effect that

had, in recommending the religion, the government, and
public worship of its country. Were our plays subject to

proper inspections and limitations, we might not only pass

away several of our vacant hours in the highest entertain-

ments ; but should always rise from them wiser and better

than we set down to them.

It, is one of the most accountable things in our age, that

the lewdness of our theatre should be so much complained

of, and so little redressed. It is to be hoped, that some time

or other we may be at leisure to restrain the licentiousness

of the theatre, and make it contribute its assistance to the

advancement of morality, and to the reformation of the age.'

As matters stand at present, multitudes are shut out from
this noble diversion, by reason of those abuses and corrup-

' Reformation of the age."] Impossible. No play will take, that is not
adapted to the prevailing manners. But to flatter the age is not the wfiy
to reform- it.
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tions that accompany it. A father is often afraid that his

daughter should be ruined by those entertainments, which
were invented for the accomplishment and refining of hu-
man nature. The Athenia^i and Eoman plays were written
with such a regard to morality, that Socrates used to fre-

quent the one, and Cicero the other.

It happened once, indeed, that Cato dropped into the Eo-
man theatre, when the Floralia were to be represented ; and
as ia that performance, which was a kind of religious cere-

mony, there were several indecent parts to be acted, the
people refused to see them whilst Cato was present. Martial
on this hint made the following epigram, which we must
suppose was applied to some grave friend of his, that had
been accidentally present at some such entertainment.

Nosses jocosse dulce cum sacrum Flora;,

Festosque lusus, et licentiam vulgi,

Cur in theatrum, Cato severe, venisti ?

An ideo tantum veneras, ut exires ?

Why dost thou come, great censor of thy age.

To see the loose diversions of the stage ?

With awful countenance and brow severe,

What in the name of goodness dost thou here '

See the mixt crowd ! how giddy, lewd, and vam !

Didst thou come in but to go out again ?

An accident of this nature might happen once in an age
among the Greeks or Romans ; but they were too wise and
good to let the constant nightly entertainment be of such a
nature that people of the most sense and virtue could not be
at it. "Whatever vices are represented upon the stage, they

ought to be so marked and branded by the poet, as not to

appear either laudable or amiable in the person who is taint-

ed with them. But if we look into the English comedies

above-mentioned, we would think^ they were formed upon a

quite contrary maxim, and that this rule, though it held good
upon the heathen stage, was not to be regarded in Christian

theatres. There is another rule, likewise, which was ob-

' Would think.'] The author should have said,

—

should think,—for,

be meant to express the certainty of the conclusion ; not any inclination

of ours to form it. Yet there seems to be something arbitrary and ca-

pricious in the use of these auxiliary verbs,

—

would, and should,—for, in

this very instance it would be right to say

—

a man would think, and not,

a man should think. The rule is clear, [see Dr. Wallis, de verbis mtm-
liaribus mutilis,'] but the reason of it is not so apparent,

2 G 2
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served by authors of antiquity, and \vhicli these modern ge-

niuses have no regard to, and that was, never to choose an

improper object for ridicule. Now a subject is improper for

ridicule, if it is apt to stir up horror and commiseration

rather than laughter. Eor this reason, we do not find any
corned}' in so polite an author as Terence raised upon the

violations of the marriage-bed. The falsehood of the wife

or husband has given occasion to noble tragedies, but a

Scipio or a Lelius would have looked upon incest or murder
to have been improper subjects for comedj^ On the con-

trary, cuckoMom is the basis of most of our modem plays.

If an alderman appears upon the stage, you may be sure it

is in order to be cuckolded. An husband that is a little grave

or elderly generally meets with the same fate. Knights and
baronets, country squires, and justices of the quorum, come
up to town for no other purpose. I have seen poor Dogget
cuckolded in all these capacities. In short, our English writers

are as frequently severe upon this innocent, unhappy crea-

ture, commonly known by the name of a cuckold, as the

ancient comic writers Avere upon an eating parasite, or a

vain-glorious soldier.

At the same time the poet so contrives matters, that the

two criminals are the favourites of the audience. We sit

still, and wish well to them through the whole play, are

pleased when they meet «'ith proper opportunities, and out
of humour when they are disappointed. The truth of it is,

the accomplished gentleman upon the English stage is the

person that is familiar with other men's wives, and indiifer-

ent to his ovm ; as the fine woman is generally a compo-
sition of sprightliness and falsehood. I do not know whether
it proceeds from barrenness of invention, depravation of

manners, or ignorance of mankind ; but I have often won-
dered that our ordinary poets cannot frame to themselves
the idea of a fine man who is not a whore-master, or of a
fine woman that is not a jilt.

I have sometimes thought of compiling a system of ethics

out of the writings of these corrupt poets, under the title of
Stage Morality. But I have been diverted from this thought,
by a project which has been executed b}' an ingenious gen-
tleman of my acquaintance. He has composed, it seems, the
history of a young fellow, who lias taken all his notions of
the world from the stage, and who has directed himself in
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every circumstances of his life and conversation, by the
maxims and examples of the fine gentleman in English come-
dies. If I can prevail upon him to give me a copy of this

new-fashioned novel, I will bestow on it a place in my works,
and question not but it may have as good an effect upon the
drama as Don Quixote had upon romance.

No. 447. 8ATUEDAT, AUGUST 2.

TavTrjv dvOptinrocaL TiXsvTuiuav ipV(Tiv uvai.

Theee is not a common saying which has a better turn of

sense in it, than what we often hear in the mouths of the
vulgar, that custom is a second nature. It is indeed able to

form the man anew, and to give hii.a inclinations and capa-

cities altogether different from those he was born with. Dr.
Plot, in his history of Staffordshire, tells us of an idiot that,

chancing to live within the sound of a clock, and always
amusing himself with counting the hour of the day whenever
the clock struck, the clock being spoiled by some accident,

the idiot continued to strike and count the hour without the
help of it, in the same manner as he had done when it was
entire. Though I dare not vouch for the truth of this story,

it is very certain that custom has a mechanical effect upon
the body, at the same time that it has a very extraordinary

influence upon the mind.
I shall in this paper consider one very remarkable effect

which custom has upon human nature ; and which if rightly

observed may lead us into very useful rules of life. What
I shall here take notice of in custom, is its wonderful efficacy

in making everything pleasant to us. A person who is ad-

dicted to play or gaming, though he took but little delight

in it at first, by degrees contracts so strong an inclination

towards it, and gives himself up so entirely to it, that it

seems the only end of his being. The love of a retired or a

busy life will grow upon a man insensibly, as he is convers-

ant in the one or the other, until he is utterly unquahfied
for relishing that to which he has been for some time disused.

Nay, a man may smoke, or driuk, or take snuff, imtiL he is
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unaUe to pass away his time without it ; not to mention how
our delight in any particular study, art, or science, rises and

improves in proportion to the application which we bestow

upon it. Thus, what was at iirst an exercise, becomes at

length an entertainment. Our employments are changed

into our diversions. The mind grows fond of those actions

she is accustomed to, and is drawn with reluctancy from those

paths in which she has been used to walk.

Not only such actions as were at first indifferent to us,

but even such as were painful, will by custom and practice

become pleasant. Sir Francis Bacon observes in his natural

philosophy, that our taste is never pleased better than with

those things which at first created a disgust in it. He gives

particular instances of claret, coffee, and other liquors, which
the palate seldom approves upon the first taste ; but when
it has once got a relish of them, generally retains it for life.

The mind is constituted after the same manner, and after

having habituated herseK to any particular exercise or em-
ployment, not only loses her first aversion towards it, but

conceives a certain fondness and affection for it. I have

heard one of the greatest geniuses this age has produced,

who had been trained up in all the polite studies of antiquity,

assure me,i upon his being obliged to search into several rolls

and records, that notwithstanding such an employment was
at first very dry and irksome to him, he at last took an in-

credible pleasure in it, and preferred it even to the reading

of Virgil or Cicero. The reader will observe, that I have not

here considered custom as it makes things easy, but as it

renders them delightful ; and though others have often made
the same reflections, it is possible they may^ not have drawn
those uses from it, with which I intend to fill the remaining
part of this paper.

If we consider attentively this property of human nature,

it may instruct us in very fine moralities. In the first place,

I would have no man discouraged with that kind of life or

series of action, in which the choice of others, or his own

' / have heard one—assure me.] A tautology. Better read and dis-

pose thus :
—" One of the greatest, &c. has assured me, that, though upon

his being, &c., he found the employment at first very dry," &c.
' It is possible they may.] i. e. It may be they may. It should either

\i*i~~-th&y may not, or it is possible they have not.
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necessities, may have engaged him. It may perhaps be very
disagreeable to him at first ; but use and application will

certainly render it not only less painful, but pleasing and
satisfactory.

In the second place, I would recommend to every one that

admirable precept which Pythagoras is said to have given to

his disciples, and which that philosopher must have drawn
from the observation 1 have enlarged upon. Optimum vita

genus eligito, nam consuetudo fadet jucundissimum. Pitch

upon that course of life which is the most excellent, and
custom win render it the most deUghtful. Men whose cir-

cumstances win permit them to choose their own way of life,

are inexcusable if they do not pursue that which their judg-

ment t«lls them is the most laudable. The voice of reason is

more to be regarded than the bent of any present inclina-

tion, since by the rule above-mentioned, inclination will at

length come over to reason, though we can never force rea-

son to comply with inclination.

In the third place, this observation may teach the most
sensual and irreligious man to overlook those hardships and
difficulties which are apt to discourage him from the prose-

cution of a virtuous life. " The gods, (said Hesiod,) have
placed Labour before Virtue ; the way to her is at first rough
and difficult, but grows more smooth and easy the further

you advance in it." The man who proceeds in it with
steadiness and resolution, wUl in a little time find, that " her
ways are ways of pleasantness, and that all her paths are

peace."

To enforce this consideration, we may further observe,

that the practice of religion wiU not only be attended with
that pleasure, which naturally accompanies those actions to

which we are habituated, but with those supernumerary joys

of heart, that rise from the consciousness of such a pleasure,

from the satisfaction of acting up to the dictates of reason,

and from the prospect of an happy immortality.

In the fourth place, we may learn from this observation

which we have made on the mind of man, to take particular

care, when we are once settled in a regular course of life,

how we too frequently indulge ourselves in any the most
innocent diversions and entertainments, since the mind may
uisensibly fall off from the relish of virtuous actions, and, by
degrees, exchange that pleasure which it takes in the perform-
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ance of its duty, for delights of a much more iuferiori and

improfitable nature.

The last use which I shall make of this remarkable pro-

perty ia human nature, of being delighted with those actions

to which it is accustomed, is to show how absolutely neces-

sary it is for us to gain habits of virtue in this life, if we
would enjoy the pleasures of the next. , The state of bHss

we caU heaven will not be capable of affecting those minds

which are not thus qualified lor it ; we must, in this world,

gain a relish of truth and virtue, if we would be able to taste

that knowledge and perfection, which are to make us happy
in the next. The seeds of those spiritual joys and raptures,

which are to rise up and flourish in the soul to all eternity,

must be planted in her during this her present state of

probation. In short, heaven is not to be looked upon only

as the reward, but as the natural effect of a religious life.

On the other hand, those evil spirits, who, by long custom,

have contracted in the body habits of lust and sensuality,

malice and revenge, an aversion to everything that is good,

just, or laudable, are naturally seasoned and prepared for

pain and misery. Their torments have already taken root in

them, they cannot be happy when divested of the body, un-

less we may suppose, that Providence will, in a manner,
create them anew, and work a miracle in the rectification of

their faculties. Tliey may, indeed, taste a kind of malignant
pleasure in those actions to which they are accustomed
whilst in this life, but when they are removed from all those

objects which are here apt to gratify them, they will na-

turally become their own tormentors, and cherish in them
selves those painful habits of mind, which are called in Scrip-

ture phrase, " the worm which never dies." This notion of

heaven and heU is so very conformable to the light of nature,

that it was discovered by several of the most exalted hea-

thens. It has been finally improved by many eminent
divines of the last age, as in particular by Archbishop Tillot-

son and Dr. Sherlock, but there is none who has raised such
noble speculations upon it as Dr. Scott, in the first book of
his Christian Life, which is one of the finest and most
rational schemes of divinity that is written in our tongue,
or in any other. That excellent author has shown how

'Inferior is itself a comparative. It should be—for deliffhts of on in-
ferior and much more miprojitable nature.
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every particular custom and habit of virtue will, in its own
nature, produce the heaven, or a state of happiness, in him
who shall hereafter practise it ; as, on the contrary, how
every custom or habit of vice will be the natural hell of him
in whom it subsists.

No. 451. THUESDAT, AUGUST 7.

—Jam SEevus apertam
In rabiem caepit verti jocus, et per honestas
Ire minax impune domos

—

Theee is nothing so scandaloiis to a government, and de-

testable in the eyes of all good men, as defamatory papers

and pamphlets ; but at the same time there is nothing so

difficiilt to tame as a satirical author. An angry writer,

who cannot appear in print, naturally vents his spleen in

libels and lampoons. A gay old woman, says the fable, see-

ing all her wrinkles represented in a large looking-glass,

threw it upon the ground in a passion, and broke it in a

thousand pieces ; but as she was afterwards surveying the

fragments with a spiteful kind of pleasure, she could not
forbear uttering herself in the following soliloquy. What
have I got by this revengeful blow of mine ? I have only

multiplied my deformity, and see an hundred ugly faces,

where before I saw but one.

It has been proposed, " to oblige every person that writes

a book, or a paper, to swear himself the author of it, and
enter down in a public register his name and place of

abode."

This, indeed, would have effectually suppressed all printed

scandal, which generally appears under borrowed names, or

under none at all. But it is to be feared, that such an ex-

pedient would not only destroy scandal, but learning. It

would operate promiscuously, and root up the corn and tares

together. Not to mention some of the most celebrated

works of piety, which have proceeded from anonymous au-

thors, who have made it their merit to convey to us so great

a charity in secret ; there are few works of genius that

come out at first with the author's name. The writer ge-

nerally makes a trial of them in the world before he owiis
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them ; and, I believe, very few who are capable of writing,

would set pen to paper, if they knew, beforehand, that they

must not publish their productions but on such conditions.

For my own part, I must declare, the papers I present the

public are like fairy favours, which shall last no longer than

while the author is concealed.

That which makes it particularly difficult to restrain these

sons of calumny and defamation is, that all sides are equally

guilty of it, and that every dirty scribbler is countenanced

by great names, whose interests he propagates by such vile

and infamous methods. I have never yet heard of a minis-

try who have inflicted an exemplary punishment on an au-

thor that has supported their cause with falsehood and
scandal, and treated in a most cruel manner the names of

those who have been looked upon as their rivals and antago-

nists. Would a government set an everlasting mark of their

displeasure upon one of those infamous vfriters, who makes
his court to them by tearing to pieces the reputation of a

competitor, we should quickly see an end put to this race of

vermin, that are a scandal to government, and a reproach to

human nature. Such a proceeding would make a minister

of state shine in history, and would fill all mankind with a

just abhorrence of persons who should treat him unworthily,

and employ against him those arms which he scorned to

make use of against his enemies.

I caunot think that any one will be so unjust as to ima-

gine what I have here said is spoken with a respect to any
party or faction. Every one who has in him the sentiments

either of a Christian or a gentleman, cannot but be highly

offended at this wicked and ungenerous practice, which is so

much in use among us at present, that it is become a kind of

national crime, and distinguishes us from all the govern-

ments that lie about us. I cannot but look upon the finest

strokes of satire which are aimed at particular persons, and
which are supported even with the appearances of truth, to

be the marks of an evil mind, and highly criminal in them-
selves. Infamy, like other punishments, is under the direc-

tion and distribution of the magistrate, and not of any
private person. Accordingly we learn from a fragment of
Cicero, that though there were very few capital punishments
in the twelve tables, a libel or lampoon which took away the
good name of another was to be punished by death. But
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this is far from Ijeiiig our case. Our satire is nothing but
ribaldry and Billingsgate. Scurrility passes for wit ; and he
who can call names in the greatest variety of phrases, ia

looked upon to have the shrewdest pen. By this means the
honour of families is ruined, the highest posts and greatest

titles are rendered cheap and vile in the sight of the people

;

the noblest virtues, and most exalted parts, exposed to the
contempt of the vicious and the ignorant. Should a foreigner,

who knows nothing of our private factions, or one who is to
act his part in the world when our present heats and ani-

-mosities are forgot,—should, I say, such an one form to him-
self a notion of the greatest men of all sides in the British

liation, who are now living, from the characters which are

given them in some or other of those abominable writings
which are daUy published among us, what a nation of mon-
sters must we appear

!

As this cruel practice tends to the utter subversion of all

truth and humanity among us, it deserves the utmost detest-

ation and discouragement of all who hgve either the love of

their country, or the honour of their religion, at heart. I
would therefore earnestly recommend it to the consideration

of those who deal in these pernicious arts of writing ; and of
those who take pleasure in the reading of them. As for the
first, I have spoken of them in former papers, and have not
stuck to rank them with the murderer and assassin. Every
honest man sets as high a value upon a good name, as upon
life itself; and I cannot but think that those who privily

assault the one, would destroy the other, might they do it

with the same secrecy and impunity.

As for persons who take pleasure in the reading and dis-

persing of such detestable libels, I am afraid they fall very
httle short of the guilt of the first composers. By a law of

the emperors Valentinian and Valens, it was made death for

any person not only to write a libel, but if he met with one
by chance, not to tear or burn it. But because 1 would not
be thought singular in my opinion of this matter, I shall

conclude my paper with the words of Monsieur Bayle, who
was a man of great freedom of thought, as well as of exqui-

site learning and judgment.
" I cannot imagine, that a man who disperses a libel, is less

desirous of doing mischief than the author himself. But
what shall we say of the pleasure which a man takes in the
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reading of a defamatory libel ? Is it not a heinous sin in tlie

sight of God? We must distinguish in this point. This

pleasure is either an agreeable sensation we are affected with,

when we meet with a witty thought which is well expressed,

or it is a joy which we conceive from the dishonour of the

person who is defamed. I will say nothing to the first of

these cases ; for perhaps some would think that my morality

is not severe enough, if I should affirm that a man is not

master of those agreeable sensations, any more than of those

occasioned by sugar or honey when they touch his tongue
;

but as to the second, every one will own that pleasure to be

a heinous sin. The pleasure in the first case is of no continu-

ance ; it prevents our reason and reflection, and may be im-

mediately followed by a secret grief, to see our neighbour's

honour blasted. If it does not cease immediately, it is a sign

that we are not displeased with the ill-nature of the satirist,

but are glad to see him defame his enemy by all kinds of

stories ; and then we deserve the punishment to which the

writer of the libel is subject. I shall here add the words of

a modern author. ' ^t. Gregory, upon excommunicating those

writers who had dishonoured Castorius, does not except those

who read their works ; because, (says he,) if calumnies have
always been the delight of the hearers, and a gratification of

those persons who have no other advantage over honest men,
is not he who takes pleasure in reading them as guilty as he
who composed them ? ' It is an uncontested maxim, that

they who approve an action would certainly do it if they

could ; that is, if some reason of self-love did not hinder

them. ' There is no difference, (says Cicero,) between ad-

vising a crime, and approving it when committed.' The
Koman law confirmed this maxim, having subjected the ap-

provers and authors of this evil to the same penalty. We
may therefore conclude, that those who are pleased with

reading defamatory libels, so far as to approve the authors

and dispersers of them, are as guilty as if they had composed
them

; for if they do not write such libels themselves, it is

because they have not the talent of writing, or because they
will run no hazard."

The author produces other authorities to confirm his

judgment in this particular.
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No. 452. FEIDAT, AUGUST 8.

Est natura hominum novitatis avida. Plin. apud Lillium.

Teebe is no humour in my countrymen, which I am more
inclined to wonder at, than their general thirst after news.

There are about half a dozen ingenious men, who live very
plentifully upon this curiosity of their fellow-subjects. They
all of them receive the same advices from abroad, and very

often in the same words ; but their way of cooking it is so

different, that there is no citizen, who has an eye to the

pubho good, that can leave the coffee-house with peace of

mind, before he has given every one of them a reading. These
several dishes of news are so very agreeable to the palate of

my countrymen, that they are not only pleased with them
when they are served up hot, but when they are again set

cold before them by those penetrating politicians, who oblige

the public with their reflections and observations upon
every piece of intelligence that is sent us from abroad. The
test is given us by one set of writers, and the comment by
another.

But notwithstanding we have the same tale told us in so

many different papers, and if occasion requires, in so many
articles of the same paper ; notwithstanding in a scarcity of

foreign posts we hear the same story repeated, by different

advices from Paris, Brussijls, the Hague, and from every

great town in Europe ; notwithstanding the multitude of

annotations, explanations, reflections, and various readings

which it passes through, our time lies heavy on our hands
till the arrival of a fresh mail : we long to receive further

particulars, to hear what will be the next step, or what will

be the consequence of that which has been lately taken. A
westerly wind keeps the whole town in suspense, and puts a

stop to conversation.

This general curiosity has been raised and inflamed by
our late wars, and, if rightly directed, might be of good use

to a person who has such a thirst awakened in him. Why
should not a man who takes delight in reading everything

that is new, apply himself to history, travels, and other writ-

ings of the same kind, where he will find perpetual fuel for

his curiosity, and meet with much more pleasure and im-
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provement, than in these papers of the week ? Au honest

tradesman, who languishes a whole summer in expectation

of a hattle, and perhaps is hallied at last, may here meet
with half a dozen in a day. He may read the news of a

whole campaign in less time than he now bestows upon the
products of any single post. Fights, conquests, and revolu-

tions lie thick together. The reader's curiosity is raised and
satisfied every moment, and his passions disappointed or

gratified, without being detained in a state of uncertainty

from day to day, or lying at the mercy of sea and wind. In
short, the mind is not here kept in a perpetual gape after

knowledge, nor punished with that eternal thirst which is

the portion of all our modern newsmongers and coffee-house

politicians.

All matters of fact, which a man did not know before, are

news to him ; and I do not see how any haberdasher in

Cheapside is more concerned in the present quarrel of the

Cantons, than he was in that of the League. At least, I

believe every one will allow me, it is of more importance to

an Englishman to know the history of his ancestors, than
that of his contemporaries who live upon the banks of the
Danube or the Borysthenes. As for those who are of an-

other mind, I shall recommend to them the following letter,

from a projector, who is willing to turn a penny by this re-

markable curiosity of his countrymen.

"Me. Spectator,
Tou must have observed, that men who frequent

coffee-houses, and delight in news, are pleased with every-

thing that is matter of fact, so it be what they have not
heard before. A victory, or a defeat, are equally agreeable

to them. The shutting of a cardinal's mouth pleases them
one post, and the opening of it another. They are glad to

hear the Trench court is removed to Marli, and are after-

wards as much delighted with its return to Versailles. They
read the advertisements with the same curiosity as the ar-

ticles of public news ; and are as pleased to hear of a pie-

bald horse that is strayed out of a field near Islington, as of

a whole troop that has been engaged in any foreign adven-
ture. In short, they have a relish for everything that is

news, let the matter of it be what it wiE ; or to speak more
properly, they are men of a voracious appetite, but no taste.
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Now, sir, since the great fountain of news, I mean the war,
is very near being dried up ; and since these gentlemen have
contracted such an inextinguishable thirst after it ; I have
taken their case and my own into consideration, and have
thought of a project which may turn to the advantage of ua
both. I have thoughts of publishing a daily paper, which
shall comprehend in it all the most remarkable occurrences

in every little town, village, and hamlet, that lie within ten
miles of London, or in other words, within the verge of the
penny-post. I have pitched upon this scene of intelligence

for two reasons ; first, because the carriage of letters will be
very cheap ; and secondly, because I may receive them every

day- By this means my readers will have their news fresh

and fresh, and many worthy citizens, who cannot sleep with
any satisfaction at present, for want of being informed how
the world goes, may go to bed contentedly, it being my de-

sign to put out my paper every night at nine-a-elock pre-

cisely. I have already established correspondences in these

several places, and received very good intelligence.
" By my last advices from Knightsbridge I hear that a

horse was clapped into the pound on the third instant, and
that he was not released when the letters came away.

"We are informed from Pankridge, that a dozen wed-
dings were lately celebrated in the mother-church of that

place, but are referred to their next letters for the names of

the parties concerned.
" Letters from Brompton advise, that the widow Blight

had received several visits from John Mildew, which affords

great matter of speculation in those parts.
" By a fisherman which lately touched at Hammersmith,

there is advice from Putney, that a certain person well

known in that place, is like to lose his election for church-

warden; but this being boat-news, we cannot give entire*

credit to it.

"Letters from Paddington bring little more than that

WiUiam Squeak, the sow-gelder, passed through that place

the fifth instant.
" They advise from Pulham, that things remained there in

the same state they were. They bad intelligence, just as

the letters came away, of a tub of excellent ale just set

a-broach at Parsons Green ; but this wanted confirmation.
" I have here, sir, given you a specimen of the news with
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whicli I intend to entertain the town, and whicli when
drawn up regularly in the form of a newspaper, will, I doubt

not, be very acceptable to many of those public-spirited read-

ers, who take more delight in acquainting themselves with

other people's business than their own. I hope a paper of

this kind, which lets us know what is done near home, may be

more useful to us than those which are filled with advices

from Zug and Bender, and make some amends for that dearth

of intelligence, which we may justly apprehend from times of

peace. If I find that you receive this project favourably,

I will shortly trouble you with one or two more ; and in

the mean time am, most worthy sir, with all due respect,

"Tour most obedient and most humble servant."

No. 453. SATUEDAT, AUG-rST 9.

Non usitatS, nee tenui ferar

Penn&

—

Hor.

Thbee is not a more pleasing exercise of the mind than
gratitude. It is accompanied with such an inward satisfac-

tion, that the duty is sufficiently rewarded by the perform-

ance. It is not, like the practice of many other virtues,

difficult and painful, but attended with so much pleasure,

that were there no positive command which enjoined it, nor
any recompence laid up for it hereafter, a generous mind
would indulge in it, for the natural gratification that accom-
panies it.

If gratitude is due from man to man, how much more
from man to his Maker! The Supreme Being does not
only confer upon us those bounties which proceed more im-

mediately from his hand, but even those benefits which are

conveyed to us by others. Every blessing we enjoy, by
what means soever it may be derived upon us, is the gift of

Him who is the great Author of good, and Father of mercies.

If gratitude, when exerted towards one another, naturally

produces a very pleasing sensation in the mind of a grateful

man ; it exalts the soul into rapture, when it is employed
on this great object of gratitude ; on this beneficent Being,
who has given us everything we already possess, and from
whom we expect everything we yet hope for.
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Most of the works of the pagan poets were either direct

hjnniis to their deities, or tended indirectly to the celebra-

tion of their respective attributes and perfections. Those
who are acquainted with the works of the Grreek and Latin
poets which are still extant, will upon reflection find this

observation so true that I shall not enlarge upon it. One
would wonder that more of our Christian poets have not
turned their thoughts this way, especially if we consider,

that our idea of the Supreme Being is not only infinitely

more great and noble than what could possibly enter into

the heart of an heathen, but filled with everything that can
raise the imagination, and give an opportunity for the sub-
limest thoughts and conceptions.

Plutarch tells us of a heathen who was singing an hymn
to Diana, in which he celebrated her for her delight in hu-
man sacrifices, and other instances of cruelty and revenge •

upon which a poet who was present at this piece of devotion,

and seems to have had a truer idea of the Divine nature,

told the votary by way of reproof, that in recompence for

his hymn, he heartily wished he might have a daughter of
the same temper with the goddess he celebrated. It was in-

deed impossible to write the praises of one of these false

deities, according to the pagan creed, without a mixture of

impertinence and absurdity.

The Jews, who before the times of Christianity were the

only people that had the knowledge of the true God, have
set the Christian world an example how they ought to em-
ploy this Divine talent of which I am speaking. As that

nation produced men of great genius, without considering

them as inspired writers, they have transmitted to us many
hymns and divine odes, which excel those that are delivered

down to us by the ancient G-reeks and Romans, in the poetry,

as much as in the subject to which it was consecrated. This

I think might easily be shown, if there were occasion for it,

I have already communicated to the public some pieces of

divine poetry, and as they have met wdth a very favourable

reception, I shall from time to time publish any work of the

same nature which has not yet appeared in print, and be

acceptable to my readers.

I.

When all thy mercies, my God,
My rising soul surveys

;

VOL. III. 2 H
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Transported with the view, I 'm lout

In wonder, love, and praise

:

II.

O how shall words with equal warmth
The gratitude declare,

That glows within my ravished heart

!

But thou canst read it there.

III.

Thy providence my life sustained

And all my wants redrest.

When in the silent womb I lay.

Or hung upon the breast.

IV.

To all my weak complaints and cries

Thy mercy lent an ear,

Ere yet my feeble thoughts had learnt

To form themselves in prayer.

V.
Unnumbered comforts to my soul

Thy tender care bestowed,

Before my infant heart conceived

From whom those comforts flowed.

VI.
When in the slippery paths of youth
With heedless steps I ran.

Thine arm unseen conveyed me safe

And led me up to man

;

VII.
Through hidden dangers, toUs, and deathSt

It gently cleared my way.
And through the pleasing snares of vice,

More to be feared than they.

VIII.
When worn with sickness, oft hast thou
With health renewed my face.

And when in sius and sorrows sunk,
Revived my soul with grace.

IX.
Thy bounteous hand with worldly bliss

Has made my cup run o'er.

And in a kind and faithful friend

Has doubled all my store.

X.
Ten thousand thousand precious gifts

My daily thanks employ,
Nor is the least a cheerful heart,

That tastes those gifts with joy
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XI.
Through every period of my life

Thy goodness I'll pursue,
And after death in distant worlds
The glorious theme renew

.

XII.
When nature fails, and day and night

Divide thy works no more.
My ever-grateful heart, O Lord,
Thy mercy shall adore.

XIII.
Through all eternity to thee
A joyful song I'll raise,

For oh ! eternity's too short
To utter all thy praise.

No. 457. THUESDAT, ArGIJST 14.

—Multa et prfficlara minantis. Hon.

I SHALL this day lay before my reader a letter, written by
the same hand with that of last Friday, which contained pro-
posals for a printed newspaper, that should take in the v/hole

circle of the penny-post.

" Sib,

The kind reception you gave my last Friday's letter,

in which I broached my project of a newspaper, encourages
me to lay before you two or three more ; for, you must know,
sir, that we look upon you to be the Lowndes of the learned
world, and cannot think any scheme practicable or rational

before you have approved of it, though aU the money we
raise by it is on our own funds, and for our private use.

" I have thought a News-letter of Whispers, written every
post, and sent about the kingdom, after the same manner as

that of Mr. Dyer, Mr. Dawkes, or any other epistolary his-

torian, might be highlygratifying to the pubHc, as well as bene-

ficial to the author. By whispers I mean those pieces of news
which are communicated as secrets, and which bring a double

pleasure to tlie hearer ; first, as they are private history, and
in the next place, as they have always in them a dash of

scandal. These are the two chief qualifications in an article

of news, which recommend it, in a more than ordinary min-
2 R 2
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ner, to the ears of the curious. Sickness of persons in high

posts, twilight visits paid and received by ministers of state,

clandestine courtships and marriages, secret amours, losses

at play, applications from places, with their respective suc-

cesses or repulses, are the materials iu which I chiefly intend

to deal. I have two persons, that are each of them the re-

presentative of a species, who are to furnish me with those

whispers which I intend to convey to my correspondents.

The iirst of these is Peter Hush, descended from the ancient

family of the Hushes. The other is the old Lady Blast, who
has a very numerous tribe of daughters in the two great

cities of London and Westminster. Peter Hush has a

whispering hole in most of the great coffee-houses about

town. If you are alone with him in a wide room, he carries

you up into a corner of it, and speaks in your ear. I have

seen Peter seat himself in a company of seven or eight per-

sons, whom he never saw before in his life ; and after having

looked about to see there was no one that overheard him,

has communicated to them in a low voice, and under the

seal of secrecy, the death of a great man in the country, who
was perhaps a fox-hunting the very moment this account was
given of him. If upon your entering into a coffee-house you
see a circle of heads bending over the table, and laying close

by one another, it is ten to one but my friend Peter is

among them. I have known Peter publishing the whisper
of the day by eight o'clock in the morning at Garraway's,

by twelve at Will.'s, and before two at the Smyrna. "When
Peter has thus effectuaUy launched a secret, I have been
very pleased to hear people whispering it to one another at

second hand, and spreading it about as their own ; for you
must know, sir, the great incentive to whispering is the am-
bition which every one has of being thought in the secret,

and being looked upon as a man who has access to a greater

people than one would imagine. After having given you
this account of Peter Hush, I proceed to that virtuous lady,

the old Lady Blast, who is to communicate to me the private

transactions of the crimp table, with all the arcana of the

fair sex. The Lady Blast,' j^ou must understand, has such
a particular malignity in her whisper, that it blights Hke an

' The Lady Blast, &c.] They that would know how to conduct a
metaphor to advantage, would do well to study such passages as this in
our author.
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easterly wind, and withers every reputation that it breathes

upon. She has a particular knack at making private wed-
dings, and last winter married above five women of quality

to their footmen. Her whisper can make an innocent young
woman big with child, or fill an healthful young fellow with
distempers that are not to be named. She can turn a visit

into an intrigue, and a distant salute into an assignation.

She can beggar the wealthy, and degrade the noble. In
short, she can whisper men base and foolish, jealous or ill-

natured, or, if occasion requires, can tell you the slips of

their great grandmothers, and traduce the memory of honest

coachmen that have been in their graves above these hun-
dred years. By these, and the like helps, J question not
but I shall furnish out a very handsome news-letter. If you
approve my project, I shall begin to whisper by the very
next post, and question not but every one of my customers
wUl be very well pleased with me, when he considers that

every piece of news I send him is a word in his ear, and lets

him into a secret.

" Having given you a sketch of this project, I shall, in

the next place, suggest to you another for a monthly
pamphlet, which I shall likewise submit to your spectatorial

wisdom. I need not tell you, sir, that there are several au-

thors in France, Germany, and Holland, as well as in our
own country, who publish every month, what they call An
Account of the Works of the Learned, in which they give

' us an abstract of all such books as are printed in any part

of Europe. Now, sir, it is my design to publish every month
An Account of the Works of the Unlearned. Several late

productions of my own countrymen, who many of them
make a very eminent figure in the illiterate world, encourage

me in this undertaking. I may, in this work, possibly make
a review of several pieces which have appeared in the foreign

accounts above-mentioned, though they ought not to have

been taken notice of in works which bear such a title. I

may, likewise, take into consideration such pieces as appear

from time to time, under the names of those gentlemen who
compliment one another in public assemblies by the title of

the Learned Gentlemen. Our party-authors wiU also afford

me a great variety of subjects, not to mention editors, com-
mentators, and others, who are often men of no learning, or

what is as bad, of no knowledge I shall not enlarge upon
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this hint ; hut if you think anything can be made of it, I

shall set about it with all the pains and application that so

useful a work deserves.
" I am ever, most worthy sir," &c.

No. 458. EEIDAT, AUGUST 15.

AlSwQ ovK ayaOrj— Hes.

—Pudor malus— HoK.

I coTJLD not but smile at the account that was yesterday

given me of a modest young gentleman, who being invited

to an entertainment, though he was not used to drink, had
not the confidence to refuse his glass in his turn, when on a

sudden he grew so flustered that he took all the talk of the

table into his own hands, abused every one of the company,

and flung a bottle at the gentleman's head who treated him.

This has given me occasion to reflect upon the ill eflfects of a

vicious modesty, and to remember the saying of Brutus, as

it is quoted by Plutarch, that " the person has had but an ill

education, who has not been taught to deny anything."

This false kind of modesty has, perhaps, betrayed both sexes

into as many vices as the most abandoned impudence, and is

the more inexcusable to reason, because it acts to gratify

others rather than itself, and is punished with a kind of re-

morse, not only lite other vicious habits when the crime is

over, but even at the very time that it is committed.

Nothing is more amiable than true modesty, and nothing

is more contemptible than the false. The one guards virtue,

the other betrays it. True modesty is ashamed to do any-

thing that is repugnant to the rules of- right reason:

false modesty is ashamed to do anything that is opposite to

the humour of the company. True modesty avoids every-

thing that is criminal, false modesty everything that is un-
fashionable. The latter is only a general undetermined in-

stinct ; the former is that instinct limited and circumscribed

by the rules of prudence and religion.

We may conclude that modesty to be false and vicious,

which engages a man to do anything that is ill or indiscreet,

or which restrains him from doing any that is of a contraiy
nature. How many men, in the common concerns of life.
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lend sums of money which they are not able to spare, are
bound for persons whom they have but little friendship for,

give recommendatory characters of men whom they are not
acquainted with, bestow places on those whom they do not
esteem, live in such a manner as they themselves do not ap-
prove, and all this merely because they have not the confi-

dence to resist solicitation, importunity, or example.
Nor does this false modesty expose us only to such actions

as are indiscreet, but very often to such as are highly crimi-

nal. When Xenophanes was called timorous, because he
would not venture his money in a game at dice :

" I confess,

(said he,) that I am exceeding timorous, for I dare not do an
ill thing." On the contrary, a man of vicious modesty com-
plies with everything, and is only fearful of doing what may
look singular in the company where he is engaged. He falls

in with the torrent, and lets himself go to every action or

discourse, however unjustifiable in itself, so it be in vogue
among the present party. This, though one of the most
common, is one of the most ridiculous dispositions in human
nature, that men should not be ashamed of speaking or act-

ing in a dissplute or irrational manner, but that one who is in

their company should be ashamed of governing himself by
the principles of reason and virtue.

In the second place, we are to consider false modesty as it

restrains a man from doing what is good and laudable. My
reader's own thoughtS-will suggest to him many instances

and examples under this head. I shall only dwell upon one
reflection, which I cannot make without a secret concern.

We have in England a particular bashfulness in everything

that regards religion. A well-bred man is obliged to conceal

any serious sentiment of this nature, and very often to appear

a greater libertine than he is, that he may keep himself in

countenance among the men of mode. Our excess of mo-
desty makes us shame-faced in all the exercises of piety and
devotion. This humour prevails upon ns daily ; insomuch,

that at many well-bred tables, the master of the house is so

very modest a man, that he has not the confidence to say

grace at his own table : a custom which is not only practised

by all the nations about us, but was never omitted by the

heathens themselves. English gentlemen who travel into

Roman Catholic countries, are not a little surprised to meet
with people of the best quality kneeling in their churches,
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and engaged in their private devotions, though it he not at

the hours of public worship. An officer of the army, ot a

man of wit and pleasure, in those countries, would be afraid

of passing not only for an irreligious, hut an ill-bred man,
should he he seen to go to bed, or sit down at table, without

offering up his devotions on such occasions. The same show
of rehgion appears in all the foreign reformed churches, and
enters so much into their ordinary conversation, that an
Englishman is apt to term them hypocritical and precise.

This little appearance of a religious deportment in our

nation, may proceed in some measure from that modesty
which is natural to us, hut the great occasion of it is certainly

this. Those swarms of sectaries that over-ran the nation in

the time of the great rebellion, carried their hypocrisy so

high, that they had converted our whole language into a

jargon of enthusiasm ; insomuch, that upon the restoration

men thought they could not recede too far from the behaviour

and practice of those persons, who had made religion a cloak

to so many viUanies. This led them into the other extreme,

every appearance of devotion was looked upon as puritanical

;

and falling into the hands of the ridiculers who flourished in

that reign, and attacked everything that was serious, it has

ever since been out of countenance among us. By this means
we are gradually fallen into that vicious modesty which has
in some measure worn out from among us the appearance of

Christianity in ordinary life and conversation, and which
distinguishes us from all our neighbours.

Hypocrisy cannot indeed he too much detested, but at the
same time is to be preferred to open impiety. They are

both equally destructive to the person who is possessed with
them ; hut in regard to others, hypocrisy is not so pernicious
as bare-faced irreHgion. The due mean to be observed is to

be sincerely virtuous, and at the same time to let the world
see we are so. I do not know a more dreadful menace in
the holy writings, than that which is pronounced against
those who have this perverted modesty, to be ashamed before
men in a particular of such unspeakaljle importance.
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No. 459. SATUKDAT, AUGUST 16.

—quicquid dignum sapiente bonoque est. Hoe.

Eeligioit may be considered under two general heads.

The first comprehends what we are to believe, the other

what we are to practise. By those things which we are to

believe, I mean whatever is revealed to us in the holy writ-

ings, and which we could not have obtained the knowledge
of by the light of nature ; by the things which we are to

practise, I mean all those duties to which we are directed

by reason or natural religion. The first of these I shall

distinguish by the name of faith, the second by that of

morality.

If we look into the more serious part of mankind, we find

many who lay so great a stress upon faith, that they neglect

morality ; and many who build so much upon morality, that

they do not pay a due regard to faith. The perfect man
should be defective in neither of these particulars, as will be
very evident to those who consider the benefits which arise

from each of them, and which I shall make the subject of

this day's paper.

Notwithstanding this general division of Christian duty
into morality and faith, and that they have both their pecu-

Har excellencies, the first has the pre-eminence in several

respects.

First, Because the greatest part of morality (as I have
stated the notion of it) is of a fixed, eternal nature, and
wiU endure when faith shall fail, and be lost in conviction.

Secondly, Because a person may be qualified to do greater

good to mankind, and become more beneficial to the world,

by morality without faith, than by faith without morality.

Thirdly, Because morality gives a greater perfection to

human nature, by quieting the mind, moderating the pas-

sions, and advancing the happiness of every man in his pri-

vate capacity.

Fourthly," Because the rule of morality is much more cer-

tain than that of faith, all the civilized nations of the world

agreeing in the great points of morality, as much as they

difier in those of faith.

Fifthly, Because infidelity is not of so malignant a nature
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as immorality ; or to put the same reason in another light,

because it is generally owned, there may be salvation for a

virtuous infidel, (particularly in the case of iavincible ignor-

ance,) but none for a vicious believer.

Sixthly, Because faith seems to draw its principal, if not

all its excellency, from the influence it has upon morality ;

as we shall see more at large, if we consider wherein consists

the excellency of faith, or the belief of revealed religion

:

and this I think is,

Eirst, In explaining and carrying to greater heights several

points of morality.

Secondly, In furnishing new and stronger motives to en-

force the practice of morality.

Thirdly, In giving us more amiable ideas of the Supreme
Being, more endearing notions of one another, and a truer

state of ourselves, both in regard to the grandeur and vile-

ness of our natures.

Fourthly, By showing us the blackness and deformity of

vice, which in the Christian system is so very great, that he
who is possessed of all perfection, and the sovereign Judge
of it, is represented by several of our divines as hating sin

to the same degree that he loves the sacred person who was
made the propitiation of it.

Efthly, In being the ordinary and prescribed method of

making morality effectual to salvation.

I have only touched on these several heads, which every

one who is conversant in discourses of this nature will easily

enlarge upon in his own thoughts, and draw conclusions

from them which may be useful to him in the conduct of his

life. One I am sure is so obvious, that he cannot miss
it, namely, that a man cannot be perfect in his scheme of

morality, who does not strengthen and support it vsdth that

of the Christian faith.

Besides this, I shall lay down two or three other maxims
which I think we may deduce from what has been said.

First, That we should be particularly cautious of making
anything an article of faith, which does not contribute to

the confirmation or improvement of morality.

Secondly, That no article of faith can be true and authen-
tic, which weakens or subverts the practical part of religion,

or what I have hitherto called morality;

Thirdly, That the greatest friend of morality, or natural
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religion, cannot possibly apprehend any danger from em-
bracing Christianity, as it is preserved pure and uncorrupt
in the doctrines of our national church.

There is likewise another maxim which I think may be
drawn from the foregoing considerations, which is this, that
we should in all dubious points consider any ill consequences
that may arise from them, supposing they should be errone-

ous, before we give up our assent to them.
Eor example, in that disputable point' of persecuting men

for conscience-sake, besides the embittering their minds with
hatred, indignation, and all the vehemence of resentment,
and insnaring them to profess what they do not believe ; we
cut them off -from the pleasures and advantages of society,

afflict their bodies, distress their fortunes, hurt their reput-

ations, ruin their families, make their lives painful, or put
an end to them. Sure when I see such dreadful conse-

quences rising from a principle, I would be as fully con-

vinced of the truth of it, as of a mathematical demonstration,

before I would venture to act upon it, or make it a part of

my religion.

In this case the injury done our neighbour is plain and
evident; the principle that puts us upon doing it, of a dubious

and disputable nature. Morality seems highly violated by
the one, and whether or no a zeal for what a man thinks

the true system of faith may justify it, is very uncertain. I

cannot but think, if our religion produce charity as well as

zeal, it will not be for showing itself by such cruel instances.

But, to conclude with the words of an excellent author, " We
have just enough religion to make us hate, but not enough
to make us love one another."

' Disputable point.'] It had been more exact, as well as more agreeable

io the principles of the writer, to say

—

disputed—than disputable.
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No. 463. THUESDAT, AUGUST 21.

Omnia quse eensu volvuntur vota diumo,

Pectore sopito reddit arnica quies.

Venator defessa toro cian membra reponit,

Mens tamen ad sylvas et sua lustra redit.

Judicibus lites, aurigis somnia currus,

Vanaque noctumis meta cavetur equis.

Me quoque Musarum studium sub nocte silenti

Artibus assuetis sollicitare solet. Claud.

I WAS lately entertaining myself witli comparing Homer's
balance, in whicli Jupiter is represented as wreighing the fates

of Hector and Achilles, with a passage of Virgil, wherein that

deity is introduced as weighing the fates of Turnus and
/Eneas. I then considered how the same way of thinking

prevailed in the eastern parts of the world, as in those noble

passages of Scripture, where we are told, that the great king

of Babylon, the day before his death, had been weighed in

the balance, and been found wanting. In other places of

the holy writings, the Almighty is described as weighing the

mountains in scales, making the weight for the winds, know-
ing the balancings of the clouds ; and, in others, as weighing
the actions of men, and laying their calamities together in a

balance. Milton, as I have observed in a former paper, had
an eye to several of these foregoing instances, in that beau-

tiful description wherein he represents the archangel and
the evil spirit as addressing themselves for the combat, but
parted by the balance which appeared in the heavens, and
weighed the consequences of such a battle.

The Eternal, to prevent such horrid fray,

Hung forth in heaven his golden scales, yel seen
Betwixt Astrea and the scorpion sign,

Wherein all things created first he weighed,
The pendulous round earth with balanced air

In counterpoise, now ponders all events,

Battles and realms ; in these he puts two weights.
The sequel each of parting and of fight

:

The latter quick up ilew, and kick'd the beam

;

Which Gabriel spying, thus bespake the fiend.

Satan, I know thy strength, and thou know'st mine.
Neither our own, but given ; what folly then
To boast what arms can do, since thine no more
Than Heaven permits, nor mine, though doubled more
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To trample thee as mire : for proof look up,

And read thy lot in yon celestial sig-n,

Where thou art "weighed, and shown how light, how weak,
If thou resist. The fiend looked up, and knew
His mounted scale aloft ; nor more, but fled

Murmuring, and with him fled the shades of night.

These several amusing thoughts having taken possession

of my mind some time before I vrent to sleep, and mingling
themselves with my ordinary ideas, raised in my imagination

a very odd kind of vision. I vras, methought, replaced in my
study, and seated in my elbow-chair, where I had indulged

the foregoing speculations, with my lamp burning by me, as

usual. Whilst I was here meditating on several subjects of

morality, and considering the nature of many virtues and
vices, as materials for those discourses with which I daily

entertain the public ; I saw, methought, a pair of golden

scales hanging by a chain in the same metal over the table

that stood before me ; when, on a sudden, there were great

heaps of weights thrown down on each side of them. I

found upon examining these weights, they showed the value

of everything that is in esteem among men. I made an
essay of them, by putting the weight of wisdom in one scale,

and that of riches in another, upon which the latter, to show
its comparative lightness, immediately " flew up and kick'd

the beam."
But, before I proceed, I must inform my reader, that these

weights did not exert their natural gravity, tiU they were
laid in the golden balance, insomuch that I could not guess

which was light or heavy, whilst I held them in my hand.

This I found by several instances, for upon my laying a

weight in one of the scales, which was inscribed by the word
Eternity ; though I threw in that of time, prosperity, afflic-

tion, wealth, poverty, interest, success, with many other

weights, which in my hand seemed very ponderous, they

were not able to stir the opposite balance, nor could they

have prevailed, though assisted with the weight of the sun,

the stars, and the earth.

Upon emptying the scales, I laid several titles and honours,

with pomps, triumphs, and many weights of the like nature,

in one of them, and seeing a little glittering weight lie by
me, I threw it accidentally into the other scale, when, to mj
great surprise, it proved so exact a counterpoise, that it kept
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the balance in an equilibrium. This little glittering weigbt

was inscribed upon the edges of it with the word Vanity. I

found there were several other weights which were equally

heavy, and exact counterpoises to one another; a few of

them I tried, as avarice and poverty, riches and content,

with some others.

There were likewise several weights that were of the same
figure, and seemed to correspond with each other, but were
entirely different when thrown into the scales, as religion

and hypocrisy, pedantry and learning, wit and vivacity, su-

perstition and devotion, gravity and wisdom, with many
others.

I observed one particular weight lettered on both sides,

and upon applying myself to the reading of it, I found on
one side written, "In the dialect of men," and underneath
it, " CALAMITIES;" on the other side was written, "In the

language of the gods," and underneath, "blessings." I

found the intrinsic value of this weight to be much greater

than I imagined, for it overpowered health, wealth, good-

fortune, and many other weights, which were much more
ponderous in my hand than the other.

There is a saying among the Scotch, that " an ounce of

mother is worth a pound of clergy;" I was sensible of the

truth of this saying, when I saw the difference between the

weight of natural parts and that of learning. The observa-

tion which I made upon these two weights opened to me a

new field of discoveries, for notwithstanding the weight of

natural parts was much heavier than that of learning, I ob-

served that it weighed an hundred times heavier than it did

before, when I put learning into the same scale with it. I

made the same observation upon faith and morality ; for

notwithstanding the latter outweighed the former separately,

it received a thousand times more additional weight from
its conjunction with the former, than what it had by itself.

This odd phenomenon showed itself in other particulars, as

in wit and judgment, philosophy and religion, justice and
humanity, zeal and charity, depth of sense and perspicuity

of style,' with innumerable other particulars, too long to be
mentioned in this paper.

' Depth of sense and perspieuity of style.'] One would think the au-
thor, if his modesty were not so well known, had meant to pay himself a
compliment, on the merit of these papers; in which the seme is, genci-
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As a dream seldom fails of dashing seriousness with im-
pertinence, mirth with gravity, methought I made several

other experiments of a more ludicrous nature, hy one of which
I found that an English octavo was very often heavier than a
French folio ; and by another, that an old Greek or Latin au-

thor weighed down a whole library of moderns. Seeing one of

my Spectators lying by me, I laid it into one of the scales,

and flung a twopenny piece into the other. The reader will

not inquire into the event, if he remembers the first trial

which I have recorded in this paper. I afterwards threw
both the sexes into the balance ; but as it is not for my in-

terest to disoblige either of them, I shall desire to be excused
from telling the result of this experiment. Having an op-

portunity of this nature in my hands, I could not forbear

throwing into one scale the principles of a Tory, and in the

other those of a Whig ; but as I have all along declared this

to be a neutral paper, I shall likewise desire to be silent

under this head also, though upon examining one of the

weights, I saw the word TEKEL engraven on it iu capital

letters.

I made many other experiments, and though I have not
room for them all in this day's speculation, I may perhaps
reserve them for another. I shall only add, that upon my
awaking I was sorry to find my golden scales vanished, but
resolved for the future to learn this lesson from them, not to

despise or value any things for their appearances, but to regu-
late my esteem and passions towards them accord Lag to their

real and intrinsic value.

No. 464. EEIDAT, AUGUST 22.

Auream quisquis mediocritatom

Diligit, tutus caret obsoleti

Sordibus tecti, caret iuTidendS,

Sobrius auli. Hon.

I AM wonderfully pleased when I meet with any passage

ia an old Greek or Latin author, that is not blown upon, •

ally, excellent, that is, deep ; though theperspicuity of /lis style, like a clear

medium, brings it up to the eye, and tempts an ordinary observer to look

upon it as shallow and superficial.

' Blown upon.] A mstaphor from flowers, -which being breathed and

blown upon, lose, at once, their fragrance and lustre. It is prettily ap-
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and wticli I have never met with in any quotation. Of this

kind is a beautiful saying in Theognis ;
" Vice is covered hy

wealth, and virtue by poverty ;" or to give it in the verbal

translation, " Among men there are some who have their

vices concealed by wealth, and others who have their virtues

concealed by poverty." Every man's observation will supply

him with instances of rich men, who have several faults and
defects that are overlooked, if not entirely hidden, by means
of their riches ; and I think we cannot find a more natura.'

descriptionof a poor man, whose merits are lost in his poverty

than that in the words of the wise man :
" There was a little

city, and few men within it ; and there came a great king
against it, and besieged it, and built great bulwarks against

it. Now there was found in it a poor wise man, and he, by
his wisdom, delivered the city

;
yet no man remembered that

same poor man. Then said I, Wisdom is better than strength

;

nevertheless, the poor man's wisdom is despised, and his

words are not heard."

The middle condition seems to be the most advantageously

situated for the gaining of wisdom. Poverty turns our
thoughts too much upon the supplying of our wants, and
riches upon enjoying our superfluities ; and, as Cowley has
said in another case, " It is hard for a man to keep a steady
eye upon truth, who is always in a battle or a triumph."

If we regard poverty and wealth, as they are apt to pro-

duce virtues or vices in the mind of man, one may observe,

that there is a set of each of these growing out of poverty,

quite different from that which ri ses out ofwealth . Humility
and patience, industry and temperance, are very often the
good qualities of a poor man. Humanity and good-nature,

magnanimity, and a sense of honour, are as often the qualifi-

cations of the rich. On the contrary, poverty is apt to
betray a man into envy, riches into arrogance. Poverty is

too often attended with fraud, vicious compliance, repining,

murmur, and discontent. Hiches expose a man to pride and
luxury, a foolish elation of heart, and too great a fondness
for the present world. In short, the middle condition is

most eligible to the man who would improve himself in
virtue ; as I have before shown, it is the most advantageous
for the gaining of knowledge. It was upon this consideration

plied here to a beautiful saying (which is a flower of discourse) flattsncd
and lamished by the public breath, i. e. frequent quotation.
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that Agur founde 1 his prayer, which for the wisdom of it is

recorded in holy writ. " Two things have I required of thee,

deny me them not before I die. Eemove far from me vanity
and lies

;
give me neither poverty nor riches ; feed me with

food convenient for me. Lest I be full and deny thee, and
say, Who is the Lord ? or lest I be poor and steal, and take
the name of my God in vain."

I shall fin the remaining part of my paper with a very
pretty allegory, which is wrought into a play by Aristophanes
the Greek comedian. It seems originally designed as a
satire upon the rich, though in some parts of it it is like the
foregoing discourse, a kind of comparison between wealth
and poverty.

Chremylus, who was an old and a good man, and withal
exceeding poor, being desirous to leave some riches to his

son, consults the oracle of Apollo upon the subject. The
oracle bids him follow the first man he should see upon his

gouig out of the temple. The person he chanced to see was
to appearance an old sordid blind man, but upon his follow-

ing him from place to place, he at last found by his own
confession, that he was Plutus the god of riches, and that he
was just come out of the house of a miser. Plutus further

told him, that when he was a boy he used to declare, that as

soon as he came to age he would distribute wealth to none
but virtuous and just men ; upon which Jupiter, consider-

ing the pernicious consequences of such a resolution, took
Ms sight away from him, and left him to stroll about the

world in the blind condition wherein Chremylus beheld him.

With much ado Chremylus prevailed upon him to go to his

house, where he met an old woman in a tattered raiment,

who had been his guest for many years, and whose name was
Poverty. The old woman refusing to turn out so easily as

he would have her, he threatened to banish her not only from
his own house, but out of all Greece, if she made any more
words upon the matter. Poverty on this occasion pleads

her cause very notably, and represents to her old landlord,

that should she be driven out of the country, aU their trades,

arts, and sciences, would be driven out with her ; and that if

every one was rich, they would never be supplied with those

pomps, ornaments, and conveniencies of life which made riches

desirable. She likewise represented to him the several ad-

Tantages which she bestowed upon her votaries, m regard to

VOL. III. 2 I
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their shape, their health, and their activity, by preserving

them from gouts, dropsies, imwieldiuess, and intemperance.

But whatever she had to say for herself, she was at last

forced to troop off. Chremylus immediately considered how

he might restore Plutus to his sight ; and in order to it con-

veyed him to the temple of ^sculapius, who was famous for

cures and miracles of this nature. By this means the deity

recovered his eyes, and begun to make a right use of them,

by enriching every one that was distinguished by piety to-

wards the gods, and justice towards men ; and at the same

time by taking away his gifts from the impious and unde-

serving. This produces several merry incidents, till in the

last act Mercury descends with great complaiats from the

gods that since the good men were grown rich, they had re-

ceived no sacrifices, which is confirmed by a priest of Jupiter,

who enters with a remonstrance, that since this late innova-

tion he was reduced to a starving condition, and could not

live upon his office. Chremylus, who in the beginhiag of the

play was religious in his poverty, concludes it with a pro-

posal which was relished by all the good men who were now
grown rich as well as himself, that they should carry Plutus

in a solemn procession to the temple, and instal him in the

place of Jupiter. This allegory instructed the Athenians in

two points ; first, as it vindicated the conduct of Providence

in its ordinary distributions of wealth ; and in the next

place, as it showed the great tendency of riches to corrupt

the morals of those who possessed them.

IMo. 465. SATTJEDAT, AU&UST 23.

Qua ratione queas traducere leniter aevnm :

Ne te semper inops agitet vexelque cupido

;

Ne pavor et rerum mediocriter utilium spes. Hoe.

Havina endeavoured in my last Saturday's paper to show
the great excellency of faith, I shall here consider what are

the proper means of strengthening and confirming it in the
mind of man. Those who delight in reading books of con-

troversy, which are written on both sides of the question in

points of faith, do very seldom arrive at a fixed and settled

habit of it. They are one day entirely convinced of its im-
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portant truths, and the next meet with something that shakes

and disturbs them. The doubt which was laid revives again,

and shows itself in new difficulties, and that generally for

this reason, because the mind which is perpetually tost in

controversies and disputes, is apt to forget the reasons which
had once set it at rest, and to be disquieted with any former
perplexity, when it appears in a new shape, or is started- by
a different hand. As nothing is more laudable than an in-

quiry after truth, so nothing is more irrational than to pass

our whole lives, without determining ourselves one way or

other in those points which are of the last importance to us.

There are indeed many things from which we may withhold
our assent ; but in cases by which we are to regulate our
lives, it is the greatest absurdity to be wavering and unset-

tled, without closing with that side which appears the most
safe and the most probable. The first rule, therefore, which
I shall lay down is this, that when by reading or discourse

we find ourselves thoroughly convinced of the truth of any
article, and of the reasonableness of belief in it, we should
never after suffer ourselves to call it into question. "We
may perhaps forget the arguments which occasioned our con-

viction, but we ought to remember the strength they had
with us, and therefore still to retain the conviction which
they once produced. This is no more than what we do in

every common art or science, nor is it possible to act other-

wise, considering the weakness and limitation of our intel-

lectual faculties. It was thus that Latimer, one of the glo-

rious army of martyrs who introduced the Reformation in

England, behaved himself in that great conference which was
managed between the most learned among the Protestants

and Papists in the reign of Queen Mary. This venerable

old man, knowing how his abilities were impaired by age, and
that it was impossible for him to recollect all those reasons

which had directed him in the choice of his reUgion, left his

companions who were in the full possession of their parts

I and learning, to baffle and confound their antagonists by the

force of reason. As for himself, he only repeated to his ad-

versaries the articles in which he firmly believed, and in the

profession of which he was determined to die. It is in this

manne'- that the mathematician proceeds upon propositions

which he has once demonstrated ; and though the demon-
stration may have slipt out of his memory, he builds upon

111
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tlie truth, because lie knows it was demonstrated. This rule

is absolutely necessary for weaker minds, and in some mea-

sure for men of the greatest abilities ; but to these last I

would propose in the second place, that they should lay up in

their memories, and always keep by them in readiness, those

arguments which appear to them of the greatest strength,

and which cannot be got over by all the doubts and cavils

of infidelity.

But, in the third place, there is nothing which strengthens

faith more than morality. Faith and morality naturally

produce each other. A man is quickly convinced of the

truth of religion, who finds it is not against his interest that

it should be true. The pleasure he receives at present, and
the happiness which he promises himself from it hereafter,

will both dispose him very powerfully to give credit to it,

according to the ordinary observation, " that we are easy to

believe what we wish." It is very certain, that a man of

sound reason cannot forbear closing with religion upon an

impartial examination of it ; but at the same time it is as

certain, that faith is kept alive in us, and gathers strength,

from practice more than from speculation.

There is stiU another method, which is more persuasive

than any of the former, and that is an habitual adoration of

the Supreme Being, as weU in constant acts of mental wor-

ship, as in outward forms. The devout man does not only

believe, but feels there is a Deity. He has actual sensations

of him ; his experience concurs with his reason ; he sees

him more and more in all his intercourses with him, and
even in this life almost loses his faith in conviction.

The last method which I shall mention for the giving life

to man's faith, is frequent retirement from the world, ac-

companied with religious meditation. When a man thinks

of anything in the darkness of the night, whatever deep

impressions it may make in his mind, they are apt to vanish

as soon as the day breaks about him. The light and noise

of the day, which are perpetually soUciting his senses, and
calling off his attention, wear out of his mind the thoughts
that imprinted themselves in it, with so much strength,

during the silence and darkness of the night. A man finds

:jkie same difierence as to himself in a crowd and in a soli-

jude: the mind is stunned and dazzled amidst that variety

jf objects which press upon her in a great city : she cannot
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apply herself to the consideration of those things which are

of the utmost concern to her. The cares or pleasures of the

world strike in with every thought, and a multitude of vici-

ous examples give a kind of justification to our folly. In our
retirement everything disposes us to be serious. In courts

and cities we are entertained with the works of men ; in the

country with those of God. One is the province of art, the

other of nature. Faith and devotion naturally grow iu the

mind of every reasonahle man, who sees the impressions of

Divine power and wisdom in every object on which he casts

his eye. The Supreme Being has made the best arguments
for his own existence, in the formation of the heavens and
the earth, and these are arguments which a man of sense

cannot forbear attending to, who is out of the noise and
hurry of human affairs. Aristotle says, " that should a man
live under ground, and there converse with the works of art

and mechanism, and should afterwards be brought up into

the open day, and see the several glories of the heaven and
earth, he would immediately pronounce them the works of

such a being as we define God to be." The psalmist has

very beautiful strokes of poetry to this purpose, in that ex-

alted strain, " The heavens declare the glory of God : and the

firmament showeth his handiwork. One day telleth another:

and one night certifieth another. There is neither speech

nor language : but their voices are heard among them. Their

sound is gone into all lands : and their words into the ends

of the world." As such a bold and subUme manner of

thinking furnishes very 'noble matter for an ode, the reader

may see it wrought into the following one.

I.

The spacious firmament on higt,

With all the blue ethereal sky,

And spangled heavens, a shining frame,

Their great Original proclaim

:

The unwearied sun from day to day

Does his Creator's power display,

And publishes to every land

The work of an Almighty hand.

II.

Soon as the evening shades prevail.

The moon takes up the wondrous tale.

And nightly to the listening earth

Repeats the story of her birth:
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Whilst all the stars that round her bum.
And all the planets, in their turn,

Oonfirm the tidings as they roll,

And spread the truth from pole to pole.

III.

What though, in solemn silence, all

Move round the dark terrestrial ball ?

What though nor real voice nor sound

'

Amid their radiant orbs be found ?

In reason's ear they all rejoice.

And utter forth a glorious voice.

For ever singing, as they shine,
" The hand that made us is Divine."

No. 469. THUESDAT, AUGUST 28.

Detrahere aliquid alteri, et hominem hominis incommode suum augere

commodum, magis est contra naturam, quam mors, quam paupertas,

quam dolor, quam caetera quae possunt aut corpori aocidere, aut rebus

extemis. Tull.

I AM persuaded there are few men of generous principles

wlio would seek after great places, were it not rather to have

an opportunity in. their hands of obliging their particular

friends, or those whom they look upon as men ofworth, than
to procure wealth and honour for themselves. To an honest

mind the best perquisites of a place are the advantages it

gives a man of doing good.

Those who are under the great of&cers of state, and are

the instruments by which they act, have more frequent op-

portunities for the exercise of compassion and benevolence,

than their superiors themselves. These men know every

little case that is to come before the great man, and if they

are possessed with honest minds, will consider poverty as a

recommendation in the person who applies himself to them,
and make the jitstice of his course the most powerful so-

licitor in his behalf. A man of this temper, when he is in a

post of business, becomes a blessing to the public : he pa-

tronizes the orphan and the widow, assists the friendless, and
guides the ignorant : he does not reject the person's preten-

" Nor real voice nor sound.'] The author seems to hate mistaken the
sense of his original ; but that which he gives to it is poetical, and finely

expressed.
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sions, who does not know how to explain them, or refuse

doing a good office for a man because he cannot pay the fee

of it. In short, though he regulates himself in all his pro-

ceeditigs by justice and equity, he finds a thousand occasions

for all the good-natured offices of generosity and compassion.

A man is unfit for such a place of trust, who is of a sour,

iintractahle nature, or has any other passion that makes him
uneasy to those who approach him. Eoughness of temper
is apt to discountenance the timorous or modest. The proud
man discourages those from approaching him who are of a

mean condition, and who most want his assistance. The
impatient man will not give himseK time to be informed of

the matter that lies before him. An officer with one or more of

these unbecoming qualities is sometimes looked upon as a pro-

per person to keep off impertinence and solicitation from his

superior ; but this is a kind of merit that can never atone

for the injustice which may very often arise from it.

There are two other vicious qualities which render a man
Very unfit for such a place of trust. The iirst of these is a

dilatory temper, which commits innumerable cruelties with-

out design. The maxim which several have laid down for a

man's conduct in ordinary life, should be inviolable with a

man in office, never to think of doing that to-morrow which

may be done to-day. A man who defers doing what ought

to be done, is guilty of injustice so long as he defers it.

The despatch of a good office is very often as beneficial to

the solicitor as the good office itself. In short, if a man com-

pared the inconvenences which another suffers by his delays,

with the trifling motives and advantages which he himseK
may reap by such a delay, he would never he guilty of a

fault, which very often does an irreparable prejudice to the

person who depends upon him, and which might be remedied

with little trouble to himself.

But in the last place, there is no man so improper to he

employed in business, as he who is ia any degree capable of

corruption ; and such an one is the man, who, upon any pre-

tence whatsoever, receives more than what is the stated and

unquestioned fee of his office. Gratifications, tokens of

thankfulness, despatch money, and the like specious terms,

are the pretences under which corruption very frequently

shelters itself An honest man will, however, look on all

these methods as imjiistifiable, and will enjoy himself better
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in a moderate fortune that is gained with honourand reput-

ation, than in an over-grown estate that is cankered with

the acquisitions of rapiae and exaction. "Were all our offices

discharged with such an inflexible integrity, we should not

see men in all ages, who grow up to exorbitant wealth with

the abilities which are to be met with iu an ordinary mechanic.

I cannot but think that such a corruption proceeds chiefly

from men's employing the first that ofier themselves, or those

who have the character of shrewd worldly men, instead of

searching out such as have had a liberal education, and have

been trained up in the studies of knowledge and virtue.

It has been observed, that men of learning who take to

business, discharge it generally with greater honesty than

men of the world. The chief reason for it I take to be as

follows. A man that has spent his youth in reading, has

been used to find virtue extolled, and vice stigmatized. A
man that has passed his time in the world, has often seen vice

triumphant, and virtue discountenanced. Extortion, rapine,

and injustice, which are branded with infamy in books, often

give a man a figure in the world ; while several qualities

which are celebrated in authors, as generosity, ingenuity,

and good-nature, impoverish and ruin him. This cannot but

have a proportionable effect on men, whose tempers and

principles are equally good and vicious.

There would be at least this advantage in employing men
of learning and parts in business, that their prosperity would

sit more gracefully on them, and that we should not see

many worthless persons shoot up into the greatest figures

ofhfe.

No. 470. FRIDAY, AUGUST 29.

Turpe est difficUes habere nugas,

Et stultus est labor ineptiaruin. Mart.

I HATE been very often disappointed of late years, when,
upon examining the new edition of a classic author, I have
found above half the volume taken up with various readings.

"When I have expected to meet with a learned note upon a

doubtful passage, in a Latin poet, I have been only informed,
that such or such ancient manuscripts for an et write an ac,

or of some other notable discovery of the like importance.
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Indeed, when a different reading gives us a different sense,

or a new elegance in an author, the editor does very well in

taking notice of it ; but when he only entertains us with the
several ways of spelling the same word, and gathers together

the various blunders and mistakes of twenty or thirty differ-

ent transcribers, they only take up the time of the learned

reader, and puzzle the minds of the ignorant. I have often

fancied with myself how enraged an old Latia author would
be, should he see the several absurdities in sense and
grammar, which are imputed to him, by some or other

of these various readings. In one he speaks nonsense ; in

another makes use of a word that was never heard of: and
indeed there is scarce a solecism in writing which the best

8\ithor is not guilty of, if we may be at liberty to read him
in the words of some manuscript, which the laborious editor

has thought fit to examine in the prosecution of his work.

I question not but the ladies and pretty fellows will be
very curious to understand what it is that I have been
hitherto talking of. I shall therefore give them a notion of

this practice, by endeavouring to write after the manner of

several persons who make an eminent figure in the republic

of letters. To this end we wiU suppose, that the following

song is an old ode which I present to the public in a new
edition, with the several various readings which I find of it

in former editions, and in ancient manuscripts. Those who
cannot relish the various readings, will perhaps find their

account in the song, which never before appeared in print.

My love was fickle once and changing.

Nor e'er would settle in my heart

;

From beauty still to beauty ranging,

In every face I found a dart.

'Twas first a charming shape enslaved me.

An eye then gave the fatal stroke :

Till by her wit Corinna saved me,

And all my former fetters broke.

But now a long and lasting anguish

For Belvidera I endure :

Hourly I sigh and hourly languish,

Nor hope to find the wonted cure.

For here the false, unconstant lover,

After a thousand beauties sho'mi,

Does new surprising charms discover.

And finds variety in one.
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ViEiors Eeadings.

Stanza the first, verse the first. And changing.] The and
iu some manuscripts is written thus, &, but that in the Cot-

ton Library writes in it three distinct letters.

Verse the second. JVor e'er would.'] Aldus reads it ever

would; but as this would hurt the metre, we have restored

it to its genuine reading, by observing that synseresis which

had been neglected by ignorant transcribers.

Ibid. In my heart.] Scaliger and others, on my heart.

Verse the fourth. Ifound a dart] The Vatican manu-
script for / reads it, but this must have been the hallucinar-

tion of the transcriber, who probably mistook the dash of

the I for a T.

Stanza the second, verse the second. The fatal stroke. \
Scioppius, Salmasius, and many others, for the read a, but I

have stuck to the usual reading.

Verse the third. Till hy her wit.] Some manuscripts

have it his wit, others your, others their wit. But as I find

Corinna to be the name of a woman in other authors, I can-

not doubt but it should be her.

Stanza the third, verse the first. A long and lasting

anguish.] The German manuscript reads a lasting passion,

but the rhyme wiL. not admit it.

Verse the second. For Belvidera I endure.] Did not all

the manuscripts reclaim, I should change Belvidera into

Pelvidera ; Pelvis being used by several of the ancient comic

writers for a looking-glass, by which means the etymology
of the word is very visible, and Pelvidera will signify a lady

who often looks in her glass, as indeed she had very good
reason, if she had all those beauties which our poet here

ascribes to her.

Verse the third. Hourly I sigh' and hourly languish.]

Some for the word hourly read daily, and others nightly;

the last has great authorities of its side.

Verse the fourth. The wonted cure.] The elder Stevens

reads wanted cure.

Stanza the fourth, verse the second. After a thousand
beauties.] In several copies we meet with a hundred beau-
ties, by the usual error of the transcribers, who probably
omitted a cypher, and had not taste enough to know, that
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the word thousand was ten times a greater compliment to
the poet's mistress than an hundred.

Verse the fourth. And finds variety in owe.] Moat of

the ancient manuscripts have it in two. Indeed so many of

them concur in this last reading, that I am very much in

douht whether it ought not to take place. There are but
two reasons which incline me to the reading, as I have pub-
lished it ; first, because the rhyme, and, secondly, because
the sense is preserved by it. It might likewise proceed from
the oscitancy of transcribers, who, to despatch their work
the sooner, used to write all numbers in cypher, and seeing

the figure 1 followed by a little dash of the pen, as is cus-

tomary in old manuscripts, they perhaps mistook the dash
for a second figure, and by casting up both. together com-
posed out of them the figure 2. But this I shaU leave to

the learned, without determining anything in a matter of so

great uncertainty.'

No. 471. SATUEDAT, AUGUST 30.

'Kv eXTriffiv XPV tovq (Totpovg tx^iv ^lov. EuRiP.

The time present seldom aifords sidficient employment to

the mind of man. Objects of pain or pleasure, love or ad-

miration, do not lie thick enough together in life to keep
the soul in constant action, and supply an immediate exer-

cise to its faculties. In order, therefore, to remedy this de-

fect, that the mind may not want business, but always have
materials for thinking, she is endowed with certain powers,

that can recall what is past, and anticipate what is to come.

That wonderful faculty, which we caU the memory, is per-

petually looking back, when we have nothing present to en-

tertain us. It is like those repositories in several animals,

that are filled with stores of their former food, on which they

may ruminate when their present pasture fails.

As the memory relieves the mind in her vacant moments,

and prevents any chasms of thought by ideas of what is

' Mr. Addison knew how to proportion the expense of his wit to the

worth of his subject. There is more good sense, as well as true humour,

in this little paper, than in the long laboured work of St. Hyacinth, which

goes under the name of " Le Chef d' oeuvre d'un Ineonnu. '
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past, we have other faculties that agitate and employ her

upon what is to come. These are the passions of hope and

fear.

By these two passions we reach forward into futurity, and

bring up to our present thoughts objects that lie hid in the

remotest depths of time. We suffer misery, and enjoy hap-

piness, before they are in being ; we can set the sun and

stars forward, or lose sight of them by wandering into those

retired parts of eternity, when the heavens and earth shall

be no more.

By the way, who can imagine that the existence of a crea-

ture is to be ciroumscribed by time, whose thoughts are

not ? But I shall, in this paper, confine myself to that par-

ticular passion.which goes by the name of hope.

Our actual enjoyments axe so few and transient, that man
would be a very miserable being, were he not endowed with

this passion, which gives him a taste of those good things

that may possibly come into his possession. " We should

hope for everything that is good, (says the old poet Linus,)

because there is nothing which may not be hoped for, and
nothing but what the gods are able to give us." Hope
quickens all the still parts of life, and keeps the miud awake
in her most remiss and indolent hours. It gives habitual

serenity and good humour. It is a kind of vital heat in the

soul, that cheers and gladdens her, when she does not attend

to it. It makes pain easy, and labour pleasant.

Besides these several advantages which rise from ho]pe,

there is another which is none of the least, and that is, its

great efficacy in preserving us from setting too high a value

on present enjoyments. The saying of Csesar is very weU
known. When he had given away all his estate in gratuities

among his friends, one of them asked what he had left for

himself; to which that great man replied, Hope. His na^

tural magnanimity hindered him from prizing what he was
certainly possessed of, and turned all his thoughts upon
something more valuable that he had in view. I qiiestion

not but every reader will draw a moral from this story, and
apply it to himself without my direction.

The old story of Pandora's box (which many of the learn-

ed believe was formed among the heathens upon the tradi-

tion of the fall of man) shows us how deplorable a state they
thought the present life without hope. To set forth tho
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utmost condition of misery, they tell us that our forefather,

according to the pagan theology, had a great vessel present-

ed him by Pandora : upon his lifting up the lid of it, says the

fable, there flew out all the calamities and distempers inci-

dent to men, from which, till that time, they had been alto-

gether exempt. Hope, who had been enclosed in the cup
with so much bad company, instead of flying off with the

rest, stuck so close to the lid of it, that it was shut down
upon her.

I shall make but two reflections upon what I have hither-

to said. Krst, that no kind of life is so happy as that which
is full of hope, especially when the hope is well grounded,

and when the object of it is of an esalted kind, and in its

nature proper to make the person happy who enjoys it. This

proposition must be very evident to those who consider how
few are the present enjoyments of the most happy man, and
how insufficient to give him an entire satisfaction and ac-

quiescence in them.
My next observation is this, that a religious life is tliat

which most abounds in a well-grounded hope, and such an
one as is fixed on objects that are capable of making us en-

tirely happy. This hope in a religious man, is much more
sure and certain than the hope of any temporal blessing, as

it is strengthened not only by reason, but by faith. It has

at the same time its eye perpetually fixed on that state,

which implies in the very notion of it the most full and most

complete happiness.

I have before shown how the influence of hope in general

sweetens life, and makes otu- present condition supportable,

if not pleasing ; but a religious hope has stiU. greater advan-

tages. It does not only bear up the mind under her suiFer-

iags, but makes her rejoice in them, as they may be the in-

struments of procuring her the great and ultimate end of all

her hope.

EeUgious hope has likewise this advantage above any other

kind of hope, that it is able to revive the dying man, and to

fill his mind not only with secret comfort and refreshment,

hut sometimes with rapture and transport. He triumphs in

his agonies, whilst the soul springs forward with delight to

the great object which she has always had in view, and leaves

the body with an expectation of being re-united to her in a

glorious and joyful resurrection.
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I shall conclude this. essay with those emphatical expres-

sions of a lively hope, which the psalmist made use of in the

midst of those dangers and adversities which surrounded

him ; for the following passage had its present and personal,

as well as its future and prophetic, sense. " I have set the

Lord always before me : because he is at my right hand, I

shall not be moved. Therefore my heart is glad, and my
glory rejoiceth : my flesh also shall rest in hope. Por thou

wilt not leave my soul in hell, neither wilt thou suifer thine

holy one to see corruption. Thou wHt show me the path of

life : in thy presence is fulness of joy, and at thy right hand

there are pleasures for evermore."'

No. 475. THTJESDAT, SBPTEMBEE 4.

—Quae res in se neque consilium neque modum
Habet uUum, earn consilio regere non potes. Ter.

It is an old observation, which has been made of politicians

who would rather ingratiate themselves with their sovereign,

than promote his real service, that they accommodate their

counsels to his iuclinations, and advise him to such actions

only as his heart is naturally set upon. The privy-counsellor

of one in love must observe the same conduct, unless be
would forfeit the friendship of the person who desires his

advice. I have known several odd cases of this nature.

Hipparchus was going to marry a common woman, but
being resolved to do nothing without the advice of his

friend Philander, he consulted him upon the occasion. Phi-

lander told him his mind freely, and represented his mistress

to him in such strong colours, that the next morning he re-

ceived a challenge for his pains, and before twelve o'clock

was run through the body by tlie man who had asked his

advice. Celia was more prudent on the like occasion ; she

desired LeonUla to give her opinion freely upon a young
fellow who made his addresses to her. LeonOla, to oblige her,

' This paper seems to be made up of such casual hints as occurred to

the writer at the time of composing it. But the subject of futurity
warmed tlie breast of this good man, and gave to his expression a force
and spirit which we do not always find in his more laboured discourses
on moral subjects.
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told her with great frankness, that she looked upon him as
one of the most worthless Celia, foreseeing what a
character she was to expect, begged her not to go on, for
that she had been privately married to him above a fort-
night. The truth of it is, a woman seldom asks advice before
she has bought her wedding-clothes. When she has made
her ovm choice, for form's sake she sends a conge delire to
her friends.

If we look into the secret springs and motives that set
people at work on these occasions, and put them upon ask-
ing advice, which they never intend to take ; I look upon it

to be none of the least, that they are incapable of keeping a
secret which is so very pleasing to them. A girl longs to
teU her confidant, that she hopes to be married in a little

time, and, in order to talk of the pretty fellow that dwells so

much in her thoughts, asks her very gravely, what she would
advise her to in a case of so much difficulty. Why else

should Melissa, who had not a thousand pounds in the world,
go into every quarter of the town to ask her acquaintance
whether they would advise her to take Tom Townly, that
made his addresses to her with an estate of five thousand a

year ? 'Tis very pleasant on this occasion, to hear the lady
propose her doubts, and to see the pains she is at to get

over them.
I must not here omit a practice that is in use among the

vainer part of our own sex, who will often ask a friend's

advice, in relation to a fortune whom they are never likely

to come at. Will. Honeycomb, who is now on the verge of

threescore, took me aside not long since, and asked me in

his most serious look, whether I would advise him to marry
my Lady Betty Single, who, by the way, is one of the great-

est fortunes about town. I stared him full in the face upon
so strange a question ; upon which he immediately gave me
an inventory of her jewels and estate, adding, that he was
resolved to do nothing in a matter of such consequence

without my approbation. Finding he would have an answer,

I told him, if he could get the lady's consent, he had mine.

This is about the tenth match which, to my knowledge. Will,

has consulted his friends upon, without ever opening his

mind to the party herself.

I have been engaged in this subject by the following letter,

which comes to me from some notable young female scribe,
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who, by the contents of it, seems to have carried matters so

far, that she is ripe for asking advice ; but as I woidd not

lose her good-will, nor forfeit the reputation vrhich I have
with her for wisdom, I shall only communicate the letter to

the public, without returning any answer to it.

"Me. Spectatoe,
Now, sir, the thing is this : Mr. Shapely is the pret-

tiest gentleman about town. He is very tall, but not too

taU neither. He dances lite an angel. His mouth is made
I do not know how, but it is the prettiest that I ever saw
in my Ufe. He is always laughing, for he has an infinite

deal of wit. If you did but see how he rolls his stockings !

He has a thousand pretty fancies, and I am sure, if you saw
him, you would like him. He is a very good scholar, and
can talk Latin as fast as English. I wish you could but see

him dance. Now you must understand poor Mr. Shapely
has no estate ; but how can he help that, you know ? and
yet my friends are so unreasonable as to be always teasing

me about him, because he has no estate : but I am sure he
has that that is better than an estate ; for he is a good-

natured, ingenious, modest, civU, tall, well-bred, handsome
man, and I am obliged to him for his civilities ever since I

saw him. I, forgot to teU you that he has black eyes, and
looks upon me now and then as if he had tears in them. And
yet my friends are so unreasonable, that they would have me
be uncivil to him. I have a good portion which they cannot
hiuder me of, and I shall be fourteen on the 29tli day of

August next, and am therefore wiUing to settle in the world
as soon as I can, and so is Mr. Shapely. But everybody I
advise with here is poor Mr. Shapely' s enemy. I desire,

therefore, you will give me your advice, for I know you are
a wise man ; and if you advise me well, I am resolved to

follow it. I heartily wish you could see him dance, and am,

" Sir, your most humble servant,

B. D."
" He loves your Spectators mightily."
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No. 476. PEIDAT, SEPTEMBEE 5.

—Lucidus ordo. Hon.

Among my daily papers which I bestow on the public,

there are some which are written with regularity and method,

and others that run out into the wildness of those compo-
sitions which go by the name of Essays. As for the first, I

have the whole scheme of the discourse in my mind before I

set pen to paper. In the other kind of writing, it is sufficient

that I have several thoughts on a subject, without troubling

myself to range them in such order that they may seem to

grow out of one another, and be disposed under the proper

heads. Seneca and Montaigne are patterns for writing in

this last kind, as Tidly and Aristotle excel in the other.

When I read an author of genius who writes without method,

I fancy myself in a wood that abounds with a great many
noble objects, rising among one another in the greatest con-

fusion and disorder. When I read a methodical discourse, I

am in a regular plantation, and can place myself in its several

centres, so as to take a view of all the lines and walks that

are struck from them. Tou may ramble in the one a whole

day together, and every moment discover something or other

that is new to you ; but when you have done, you will find

but a confused, imperfect notion of the place : in the other,

your eye commands the whole prospect, and gives you siich

an idea of it, as is not easily worn out of the memory.

Irregularity and want of method are only supportable in

men of great learning and genius, who are often too full to

be exact, and therefore choose to throw down their pearls in

heaps before the reader, rather than be at the pains of

stringing them.

Method is of advantage to a work, both in respect to the

writer and the reader. In regard to the first, it is a great

help to his invention. When a man has planned his dis-

course, he finds a great many thoughts rising out of every

head, that do not offer themselves upon the general survey

of a subject. His thoughts are at the same time more in-

telligible, and better discover their drift and meaning, when

they are placed in their proper lights, and follow one an-

other it a regular series, than when they are thrown toge-

voi. HI. 2 K
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bber without order and connexion. There is always an ob-

scurity in confusion, and the same sentence that would have

enlightened the reader in one part of a discourse perplexes

him in another. Tor the same reason, likewise, every thought

in a methodical discourse shows itself in its greatest beauty,

as the several figures in a piece of painting receive new
grace from their disposition in the picture. The advantages

of a reader from a methodical discourse are correspondent

with those of the writer. He comprehends everything

easily, takes it in with pleasure, and retains it long.

Method is not less requisite in ordinary conversation than

in writing, provided a man would talk to make himself un-

derstood. I, who hear a thousand coffee-house debates every

day, am very sensible of this want of method in the thoughts

of my honest countrymen. There is not one dispute in ten

which is managed in those schools of politics, where, after

the three first sentences, the question is not entirely lost.

Our disputants put me in mind of the skuttle-fish, that when
he is unable to extricate himself, blackens all the water
about him tiU he becomes invisible. The man who does not

know how to methodize his thoughts, has always, to borrow
a phrase from the Dispensary, " a barren superfluity of

words;" the fruit is lost amidst the exuberance of leaves.

Tom Puzzle is one of the most eminent immethodical dis-

putants of any that has fallen under my observation. Tom
has read enough to make him very impertinent ; his know-
ledge is sufficient to raise doubts, but not to clear them. It

is pity that he has so much learning, or that he has not a

great deal more. With these qualifications Tom seta up for

a Free-thinker, finds a great many things to blame in the
constitution of his country, and gives shrewd intimations

that he does not believe another world. In short. Puzzle is

an atheist as much as his parts wOl give him leave. He has
got about half a dozen common-place topics, into which he
never fails to turn the conversation, whatever was the occa-

sion of it : though the matter in debate be about Doway or
Denain, it is ten to one but half his discourse runs upon the

unreasonableness of bigotry and priest-craft. This makes
Mr. Puzzle the admiration of all those who have less sense
than himself, and the contempt of all those who have more.
There is none in town whom Tom dreads so much as my
friend WUl. Dry. Will., who is acquainted with Tom's logic,
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when lie finds him running oif the question, cuts him short
with a " What then ? we allow all this to be true, hut what
is it to our present purpose ?" I have known Tom eloquent
half an hour together, and triumphing, as he thought, in the
superiority of argument, when he has been non-plused on a
sudden by Mr. Dry's desiring him to tell the company what
it was that he endeavoured to prove. In short. Dry is a
man of a clear, methodical head, but few words, and "gains
the same advantages over Puzzle, that a small body of regu-
lar troops woidd gain over numberless undisciplined militia.

No. 477. SATUEDAT, SEPTE]MBEE 6.

—An me ludit amahilis

Insania ? audire et videor pios

Errare per lucos, amcenfe
Quos et aquae subeuut et aurae. Hoh.

" SlE,

Hating lately read your essay on the pleasures of the
imagination, I was so taken with your thoughts upon some
of our English gardens, that 1 cannot forbear troubling you
with a letter upon that subject. I am one, you must know,
who am looked upon as a humourist in gardening. I have
several acres about my house, which I call my garden, and
which a skUful gardener would not know what to call. It

is a confusion of kitchen and parterre, orchard and flower-

garden, which lie so mised and interwoven with one another,

that if a foreigner, who had seen nothing of our country,

should be conveyed into my garden at his first landing, he
would look upon it as a natural wilderness, and one of the

uncultivated parts of our coimtry. My flowers grow up in

several parts of the garden in the greatest luxuriancy and
profusion. I am so far from being fond of any particular

one, by reason of its rarity, that if I meet with any one in a

field which pleases me, I give it a place in my garden. By
this means, when a stranger walks with me, he is surprised

to see several large spots of ground covered with ten thou-

sand different coloiu-s, and has often singled out flowers that

he might have met with under a common hedge, in a field, or

in a meadow, as some of the greatest beauties of the place

2 K 2
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The only method I ohserve in this particular, is to range in

the same quarter the products of the same season, that they

may make their appearance together, and compose a picture

of "the greatest variety. There is the same irregularity in

my plantations, which run into as great a wilderness as their

natures wUl permit. I take in none that do not naturally

rejoice in the soil, and am pleased when I am walking in a

labyrinth of my own raising, not to know whether the next

tree I shall meet with is an apple or an oak, an elm or a

pear-tree. My kitchen has likewise its particular quarters

assigned it ; for besides the wholesome luxury which that

place abounds with, I have always thought a kitchen-garden

a more pleasant sight than the finest orangery, or artificial

green-house. I love to see everything in its perfection, and
am more pleased to survey my rows of coleworts and cab-

bages, with a thousand nameless pot-herbs, springing up in

their full fragrancy and verdure, than to see the tender

plants of foreign countries kept alive by artificial heats, or

withering in an air or soil that are not adapted to them. I

must not omit, that there is a fountain rising in the upper
part of my garden, which forms a little wandering rill, and
administers to the pleasure as well as the plenty of the

place. I have so conducted it, that it visits most of my plant-

ations ; and have taken particular care to let it run in the

same manner as it would do in an open field, so that it ge-

nerally passes through banks of violets and primroses, plats

of willows, or other plants, that seem to be of its own pro-

ducing. There is another circumstance in which I am very

particular, or, as my neighbours call me, very whimsical : as

my garden invites into it all the birds of the country, by of-

fering them the conveniency of springs and shades, solitude

and shelter, I do not sufier any one to destroy their nests in

the spriug, or drive them from their usual haunts in fruit-time.

I value my garden more for being full of blackbirds than
cherries, and very frankly give them fruit for their songs.

By this means I have always the music of the season in its

perfection, and am highly delighted to see the jay or the
thrush hopping about my walks, and shooting before my eye
across the several little glades and alleys that I pass through.
I think there are as many kinds ofgardening as ofpoetry : your
makers of parterres and flower-gardens are epigrammatists
and sonnetteers in this art ; contrivers of bowers and grottos,
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treillages and cascades, are romance writers. Wise and
London are our heroic poets ; and if, as a critic, I may single

out any passage of their works to commend, I shall take
notice of that part in the upper garden at Kensington, which
was at first nothing but a gravel-pit. It must have been a
fine genius for gardening, that could have thought of form-
ing such an unsightly hollow into so beautiful an area, and
to have hit the eye with so uncommon and agreeable a scene

as that which it is now wrought into. To give this particular

spot of ground the greater effect, they have made a very
pleasing contrast ; for as on one side of the walk you see

this hollow basin, with its several little plantations lying so

conveniently under the eye of the beholder ; on the other

side of it there appears a seeming mount, made up of trees

rising one higher than another in proportion as they approach
the centre. A spectator, who has not heard this account of it,

would think this circular mount was not only a real one, but
that it bad been actually scooped out of that hollow space

which I have before mentioned. I never yet met with any one
who had walked in this garden, who was not struck with that

part of it which I have here mentioned. As for myself, you
will find, by the account which I have already given you,

that my compositions in gardening are altogether after the

Pindaric manner, and run into the beautiful wildness of na-

ture, without affecting the nicer elegancies of art. What I

am now going to mention, will, perhaps, deserve your atten-

tion more than anything I have yet said. I find that in the

discourse which I spoke of at the beginning of my letter, you
are against filling an English garden with evergreens ; and
indeed I am so far of your opinion, that I can by no means
think the verdure of an evergreen comparable to that which

shoots out naturally, and clothes our trees iu the summer-
season. But I have often wondered that those who are like

myself, and love to live in gardens, have never thought of con-

triving a winter garden, which would consist of such trees

only as never cast the leaves. We have very often little

snatches of sunshine and fair weather in the most uncom-

fortable parts of the year, and have frequently several days

in November and January that are as agreeable as any in

the finest months. At such times, therefore, I think there

could not be a greater pleasure, than to walk in such a win-

ter garden as I have proposed. In the summer season the
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whole countrj^ blooms, and is a kind of garden, for whicli

reason we are not so sensible of those beauties that at this

time may be everywhere met with ; but when nature is in

her desolation, and presents us with nothing but bleak and

barren prospects, there is something unspeakably cheerful

in a spot of ground which is covered with trees that smile

amidst all the rigours of winter, and give us a view of the

most gay season in the midst of that which is the most dead

and melancholy. I have so far indulged myself in this

thought, that I have set apart a whole acre of ground for

the executing of it. The walls are covered with ivy instead

of vines. The laurel, the hornbeam, and the holly, with

many other trees and plants of the same nature, grow so

thick in it, that you cannot imagine a more lively scene.

The glowing redness of the berries, with which they are

hung at this time, vies with the verdure of their leaves, and

are apt to inspire the heart of the beholder wth that vernal

delight which you have somewhere taken notice of in your

former papers. It is very pleasant, at the same time, to see

the several kinds of birds retiring into this little green spot,

and enjoying themselves among the branches and foliage,

when my great garden, which I have before mentioned to

you, does not aiford a single leaf for their shelter.

" Ton must know, sir, that I look upon the pleasure

which we take in a garden, as one of the most innocent de-

lights in human life. A garden was the habitation of our

first parents before the fall. It is naturally apt to fiU the

mind with calmness and tranquillity, and to lay all its tur-

bulent passions at rest. It gives us a great insight into the

contrivance and wisdom of Providence, and suggests innumer-
able subjects for meditation. I cannot but think the very

complacency and satisfaction which a man takes in these

works of nature, to he a laudable if not a virtuous habit of

mind. For all which reasons I hope you will pardon the

length of my present letter .1

"lam, sir," &c.

' We see, by this agreeable paper, that the author valued himself on
the hint, before given, in No. 114, on the manner of laying out gardens.
But the praise of having invented this species of gardening, is a poor
thing, when compared -with that elegant and virtuous habit of mind,
which disposed and qualified him for the enjoyment of such simple
pleasures.
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No. 481. THUESDAY, SEPTEMBEE 11.

—Uti non
Compositua melius cum Bitlio Bacchius, in jus
Acres procurrunt

—

Hon.

It is sometimes pleasant enougli to consider the different

notions which different persons have of the same thing. If
men of low condition very often set a value on things which
are not prized by those who are in a higher station of life,

there are many things these esteem which are in no value
among persons of an inferior rank. Common people are, in

particular, very much astonished, when they hear of those
solemn contests and debates, which are made among the
great upon the punctilios of a public ceremony ; and won-
der to hear that any business of consequence should be re-

tarded by those little circumstances, which they represent

to themselves as trifling and insignificant. I am mightily

pleased with a porter's decision in one of Mr. Southern's

plays, which is founded upon that fine distress of a virtuous

woman's marrying a second husband, while her first was yet
living. The first husband, who was supposed to have been
dead, returning to his house after a long absence, raises a

noble perplexity for the tragic part of the play. In the

mean while, the nurse and the porter conferring upon the

difficulties that would ensue in such a case, honest Samson
thinks the matter may be easily decided, and solves it very

judiciously, by the old proverb, that if his first master be-

still living, " The man must have his mare again." There is

nothing in my time which has so much surprised and con-

founded the greatest part of my honest countrymen, as the

present controversy between Count Eechteren and Monsieur
Mesnager, which employs the wise heads of so many nations,

and holds all the affairs of Europe in suspense.

Upon my going into a coffee-house yesterday, and lending

an ear to the next table, which was encompassed with, a circle

of inferior politicians, one of them, after having read over

tine news very attentively, broke out into the following

remarko. " 1 am afraid (says he) this unhappy rupture
between the rootnoen at u"ii-ci.i.-t wiU retard the peace of
Christendom. I wish the pope may not tie a,\, a-i,^ bottom of
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it. His Holiness has a very good hand at fomenting a divi-

sion, as the poor Swiss Cantons have lately experienced to

their cost. If Monsieur What-d'ye-call-him's domestics wiU
not come to an accommodation, I do not know how the quar-

rel can be ended, but by a religious war."
" Why truly," says a wiseacre that sat by him, " were I

as the ting of Erance, I would scorn to take part with the

footmen of either side : here 's all the business of Europe
stands still, because Monsieur Mesnager's man has had hia

head broke. If Count Eectrum had given them a pot of ale

after it, all would have been well, without any of this bustle
;

but they say he is a warm man, and does not care to be made
mouths at."

Upon this, one, that had held his tongue hitherto, began
to exert himself; declaring that he was very well pleased the

plenipotentiaries of our Christian princes took this matter

into their serious consideration ; for that lacqueys were
never so saucy and pragmatical as they are now-a-days, and
that he should be glad to see them taken down in the treaty

of peace, if it might be done without prejudice to the public

affairs.

One, who sat at the other end of the table, and seemed
to be in the interests of the Erench king, told them, that

they did not take the matter right, for that his most Chris-

tian Majesty did not resent this matter because it was an
injury done to Monsieur Mesnager's footmen ;

" for (says

• he) what are Monsieur Mesnager's footmen to him? but
because it was done to his subjects. Now, (says he,) let me

' tell you, it would look very odd for a subject of Erance to

have a bloody nose, and his sovereign not to take notice of

it. He is obliged in honour to defend his people against

hostilities ; and if the Dutch will be so insolent to a crowned
head, as, in anywise, to cuff or kick those who are under his

protection, I think he is in the right to call them to an ac-

count for it."

This distinction set the controversy upon a new foot, and
seemed to be very well approved by most that heard it, till

a little warm fellow, who declared himself a friend to the
house of Austria, fell most unmercifully upon his C-allic

Majesty, as encouraging his subjects_to make mo"''l's at their

betters, and afterw-s-'-/'^ screening them fi-om the punishment

that w-s>^'^^^ ^o tbeir insolence. To which he added, that
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the Freueh nation was so addicted to grimace, that if there
was not a stop put to it at the general congress, there would
be no walking the streets for them in a time of peace, espe-
cially if they contiaued masters of the West Indies. The
little man proceeded with a great deal of warmth, declaring,

that if the allies were of his mind, he would oblige the
French king to burn his galleys, and tolerate the Protestant
religion in his dominions, before he would sheath his sword.
He concluded with calling Monsieur Mesnager an insigni-

ficant prig.

The dispute was now growing very warm, and one does
not know where it would have ended, had not a young man
of about one and twenty, who seems to have been brought
up with an eye to the law, taken the debate into his hand,
and given it as his opinion, that neither Count' Eechteren
nor Monsieur Mesnager had behaved themselves right in

this affair. " Count Bechteren (says he) should have made
affidavit that his servants had been affronted, and then Mon-
sieur Mesnager would have done him justice, by taking
away their liveries from them, or some other way that he
might have thought the most proper ; for let me tell you,
if a man makes a mouth at me, I am not to knock the
teeth out of it for his pains. Then again, as for Monsieur
Mesnager, upon his servant's being beaten, why ! he might
have had his action of assault and battery. But as the case

now stands, if you wUl have my opinion, I think they ought
to bring it to referees."

I heard a great deal more of this conference, but I must
confess with little edification ; for aU I could learn at last

from these honest gentlemen was, that the matter in debate

was of too high a nature for such heads as theirs, or mine,

to comprehend.

No. 482. PEIDAT, SEPTEMBEE 12.

Floriferis ut apes in saltibus omnia litant. Luck.

"When I have published any single paper that falls in with
the popular taste, and pleases more than ordinary, it always

brings me in a great return of letters. My Tuesday's dis-

course, whereia I gave several admonitions to the fraternity
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of the henpecked, has already produced me very many cor-

respondents ; the reason I cannot guess at, unless it be that

such a discourse is of general use, and every married man's
money. An honest tradesman, who dates his letter from

Cheapside, sends me in the name of a club, v?ho, he tells me,
meet as often as their wives will give them leave, and stay

together till they are sent for home. He informs me, that

my paper has administered great consolation to their whole
club, and desires me to give some further account of Socrates,

and to acquaint them in whose reign he lived, whether he
was a citizen or courtier, whether he buried Xantippe, with
many other particulars : for that by his sayings he appears

to have been a very wise man, and a good Christian. An-
other, who writes himself Benjamin Bamboo, tells me, that

being coupled with a shrew, he had endeavoured to tame her
' by such lawful means as those which I mentioned in my last

Tuesday's paper, and that in his wrath he had often gone
further than Bracton allows in those cases ; but that for the

future he was resolved to bear it like a man of temper and
learning, and consider her only as one who lives in his house
to teach him philosophy. Tom Dapperwit says, that he
agrees with me in that whole discourse, excepting only the
last sentence, where I affirm the married state to be either a
heaven or a hell. Tom has been at the charge of a penny
upon this occasion, to tell me, that by his experience it is

neither one nor the other, but rather that middle kiud of
state commonly known by the name of Purgatory.
The fair sex have likewise obliged me with their reflec-

tions upon the same discourse. A lady, who calls herself

Euterpe, and seems a woman of letters, asks me whether I
am for establishing the Salic law in every family, and why
is it not fit that a woman who has discretion and learning
should sit at the helm, when the husband is weak and illi-

terate ? Another, of a quite contrary character, subscribes
herself Xantippe, and tells me, that she follows the example
of her name-sake ; for being married to a bookish man, who
has no knowledge of the world, she is forced to take their

affairs into her own hands, and to spirit him up now and then,

that he may not grow musty, and unfit for conversation.

After this abridgment of some letters which are come to
my hands upon this occasion, I shall publish one of them at

large.
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" Me. Spectator,
Tou have given us a lively picture of that kind of

husband who comes imder the denomination of the hen-
pecked ; but I do not remember that you have ever touched
upon one that is of the quite different character, and who,
in several places of England, goes by the name of a Cot-
quean. I have the misfortune to be joined for life with one
of this character, who in reality is more a woman than I am.
He was bred up under the tuition of a tender mother, til,

she had made him as good an housewife as herself. Ife

could preserve apricots, and make jellies, before he had been
two years out of the nursery. He was never suffered to go
abroad, for fear of catching cold : when he should have been
hunting down a buck, he was by his mother's side learning

how to season -t, or put it in crust ; and was making paper-

boats with his sisters, at an age when other young gentlemen
are crossing the seas, or travelling into foreign countries.

He has the whitest hand that you ever saw in your life, and
raises paste better than any woman in England. These
qualifications make him a sad husband : he is perpetually in

the kitchen, and has a thousand squabbles with the cook-

maid. He is better acquainted with the milk-score than
his steward's accounts. I fret to death when I hear him
find fault with a dish that is not dressed to his liking, and
mstructing his friends that dine with him in the best pickle

for a walnut, or sauce for an haunch of venison. With all

this, he is a very good-natured husband, and never fell out

with me in his life but once, upon the over-roasting of a dish

of wild-fowl : at the same time I must own I would rather

he was a man of a rough temper, that would treat me harshly

sometimes, than of such an effeminate busy nature in a pro-

vince that does not belong to him. Since you have given us

the character of a wife who wears the breeches, pray say

something of a husband that wears the petticoat. Why
should not a feraale character be as ridiculous in a man, as

a male character in one of our sex ?

"Iam,"&c.
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No. 483. SATUEDAT, SEPTEMBEE 13.

Neo Deus intersit, nisi dignus vindice nodus

Inciderit

—

HoR.

"We cannot he guilty of a greater act of uncharitableness,
than to interpret the afflictions which befall our neighbours,

as punishments and judgments. It aggravates the evil to

him who suffers, when he looks upon himself as the mark of

Divine vengeance, and abates the compassion ofthose towards

him, who regard him in so dreadful a light. This humour of

turning every misfortune into a judgment, proceeds from

wrong notions of religion, which, in its own nature produces

good-will towards men, and puts the mildest construction

upon every accident that befalls them. In this case, there-

fore, it is not religion that sours a man's temper, but it is

his temper that sours his religion : people of gloomy, uncheer-

ful imaginations, or of envious, malignant tempers, what-

ever kind of life they are engaged in, wiU discover their

natural tincture of mind in aU their thoughts, words, and
actions. As the finest wines have often the taste of the soil,

so even the most religious thoughts often draw something
that is particular from the constitution of the mind in which
they arise. When folly or superstition strike in with this

natural depravity of temper, it is not in the power even of re-

ligion itself to preserve the character of the person who is pos-

sessed with it, from appearing highly absurd and ridiculous.

An old maiden gentlewoman, whom I shaU conceal under
the name of Nemesis, is the greatest discoverer of judgments
that I have met with. She can tell you what sin it was that

set such a man's house on fire, or blew down his barns.

Talk to her of an unfortunate young lady that lost her beauty

ty the small-pox, she fetches a deep sigh, and tells you, that

when she had a fine face she was always looking on it in her
glass. Tell her of a piece of good fortune that has befallen

one of her acquaintance ; and she wishes it may prosper with
her, but her mother used one of her nieces very barbarously.

Her usual remarks turn upon people who had great estates,

but never enjoyed them, by reason of some flaw in their own,
or their father's behaviour. She can give you tlie reason
vhy such an one died childless, why such an one was cut off
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in the flower of his youth, why such an one was unhappy in
her marriage, why one hroke his leg on such a particular spot
of ground, and why another was killed with a back-sword
rather than with any other kind of weapon. She has a crime
for every misfortune that can befall any of her acquaintance

;

and when she hears of a robbery that has been made,i or a
murder that has been committed, enlarges more on the guilt

of the suffering person, than on that of the thief or the
assassin. In short, she is so good a Christian, that what-
ever happens to herself is a trial, and whatever happens to
her neighbours is a judgment.
The very description of this foUy in ordinary life is suf-

ficient to expose it ; but when it appears in a pomp and dig-

nity of style, it is very apt to amuse and terrify the mind of

the reader. Herodotus and Plutarch very often apply their

judgments as impertinently as the old woman I have before

mentioned, though their manner of relating them makes the
foUy itself appear venerable. Indeed, most historians, as

well Christian as Pagan, have fallen into this idle superstition,

and spoken of ill success, unforeseen disasters, and terrible

events, as if they had been let into the secrets of Providence,

and made acquainted with that private conduct by which the
world is governed. One would think several of oiu- own
historians in particular had many revelations of this kind
made to them. Our old English monks seldom let any of

their kings depart in peace, who had endeavoured to diminish

the power or wealth of which the ecclesiastics were in those

times possessed. William the Conqueror's race generally

found their judgments in the New Porest, where their father

had pulled down churches and monasteries. In short, read

one of the chronicles written by an author of this frame of

mind, and you would think you were reading a history of

the kings of Israel or Judah, where the historians were
actually inspired, and where, by a particular scheme of

Providence, the kings were distinguished by judgments or

blessings, according as they promoted idolatry or the wor-

ship of the true Grod.

I cannot but look upon this manner of judging upon mis-

fortunes, not only to be very uncharitable in regard to the

person on whom they faU, but very presumptuous in regard

' A robbery that has been made.'] To make a robbery, is not good

English.
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to him who is supposed to inflict them. It is a strong argu-

ment for a state of retribution hereafter, that in this world

virtuous persons are very often unfortunate, and vicious

persons prosperous ; which is wholly repugnant to the nature

of a Being who appears infinitely wise and good in all his

works, unless we may suppose that such a promiscuous and
undistinguishing distribution of good and evil, which was
necessary for carrying on the designs of Providence in this

life, will be rectified and made amends for in another. We
are not, therefore, to expect that fire should fall from heaven
in the ordinary course of Providence ; nor when we see tri-

umphant guilt or depressed virtue in particular persons, that

omnipotence will make bare its holy arm in the defence of

the one, or pimishment of the other. It is sufiBcient that

there is a day set apart for the hearing and requiting of

both according to their respective merits.

The foUy of ascribiag temporal judgments to any particu-

lar crimes, may appear from several considerations. I shall

only mention two : first, that generally speaking, there is no
calamity or affliction, which is supposed to have happened
as a judgment to a vicious man, which does not sometimes
happen to men of approved religion and virtue. When
Diagoras the atheist was on board one of the Athenian ships,

there arose a very violent tempest ; upon which the mari-

ners told him, that it was a just judgment upon them for

having taken so impious a man on board. Diagoras begged
them to look upon the rest of the ships that were in the

same distress, and asked them whether or no Diagoras was
on board every vessel in the fleet. We are all involved in

the same calamities, and subject to the same accidents ; and
when we see any one of the species under any particular op-

pression, we should look upon it as arising from the common
lot of human nature, rather than from the guilt of the per-

son who sufters.

Another consideration that may check our presumption in

putting such a construction upon a misfortune, is this, that

it is impossible for us to know what are calamities and what
are blessings. How many accidents have passed for misfor-

tunes, which have turned to the welfare and prosperity of
the persons in whose lot they have fallen ! how many disap-

pointments have, in their consequences, saved a man from
ruin ! If we oould look into the effects of everything, we
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might be allowed to pronounce boldly upon blessings and
judgments ; but for a man to give his opinion of what he
sees but in part, and in its beginnings, is an unjustifiable

piece of rashness and folly. The story of Biton and Clitobus,

which was in great reputation among the heathens, for we
see it quoted by all the ancient authors, both Greek and
Latin, who have written upon the immortality of the soul,

may teach us a caution in this matter. These two brothers,

being the sons of a lady who was priestess of Juno, drew
their mother's chariot to the temple at the time of a great

solemnity, the persons being absent who by their office were
to have dra^ni her chariot on that occasion. The mother
was so transported with this instance of filial duty, that she

petitioned her goddess to bestow upon them the greatest

gift that could be given to men ; upon which they were both
cast into a deep sleep, and the next morning found dead in

the temple. This was such an event, as would have been
construed into a judgment, had it happened to the two bro-

thers after an act of disobedience, and would doubtless have

been represented as such by any ancient historian who had

giren us an account of it.

ani) OP TOi. m.
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Hampden, hla Party, and Times, ii

Portraiti.

Strickland's (Agnes) Lives of the

Queens of England, from the Norman
Conquest. From ofBcial records and

ftuthentlo documents, private snd put>?k

Revised Edition, In 6 vols,

Life of Mary Queen of Scots.

3 vols.
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COLLKGIATE SERIES.
10 VoU. at 6s. eacli.

Carlyle's Dante. The Inferno. Trans-
lation. Text and Notes. .Second Edition.
Portrait.

Dante. The Pargatorio. By S.
I)UGDALE.

Dobree's Adversaria. By Prof.
Wagner. 2 vols.

Donaldson's Theatre of the Sreeka,
ninstrated with Lithographs and na-
merons Woodcuts,

Eeightley's Classioal Sythology,
New Edition. Bevlsed by. Dr. L.
SoHmiz. With 12 plates.

HerodotaB, Turner's (Sawaoa W.
Soles to. Wits Map, fto.

Herodotus, Wheeler's Analysis and
Summary of.

Thncydtdes, Wheeler's Analysie ot

2Tew Testament (The) in Oreek.
GrtieBbioh's Text, with the wadings 0}

Mill and Soholx, Fsrallel References,

a Uritica! Tntrodoctlon and Chieoologlcal

Tablee. Tux fao-simiia qf emi MSS.
3s. Si. ; or with Lexicon,' fis. Lexicon
Separately. 2<.

PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARY.
12 Voli. at 61. each, excepting fkoK marlkei otherviite.

Comte's fhnosophy of the 8eieiic««i,

By a. H. liEWKS.

Draper (J. W.) A ' History of the
Intellectual Development of Europe, By
John Williaii Drapes, M.D., LL.D. A
New Edition, thoroughly Revised by the

Author. In.2 vols.

Hesrel's Lsetnres on the Philosophy
.of Eletoiy. 'SnmaiattA b; J. SiBEim. M A.

Kant's Critique Of Pure Beaton.
Translated by J. M. D. Mkiki.«johh.

—— Prolegomena and Metaphy-
sical Foundations. E. B. Bax. 6s.

Logic ; or, the Science of Inference.
A Popular Manual. By J. DxvKT.

Miller's (Professor) History Philoeo-
phlcally considered. In i voli. 3s. 6ci

each.

Tennemann's Manual of the' History
ofPfallosopby. Contlnaedby J.B.JdoBBLL

ECCLESIASTICAL AND THEOLOGICAL
LIBRARY.

IS Volt, at hs. each, eaceptinff thote marked othenHse.

Sleek (?,) An Introduction to the
Old' Testament, by Fbiedeich Bleee.
Edited by JoHAim Blbee and Adolf
KAUPHArsBET. Translated &om .the .Ger-

man by G. H. VsNABLES, ' under .the

supervision of the Bev. E. Yehablss,
Canon of Lincoln. New-Edilion. In i2

vols.

Chilling:woith's Seligian of Pza-
testants. 3t.,ed.

Sasebins' ^Ecclesiastical History.
With Notes.

Hardwick's -History of the Articles
ofBeligion. Towhich is .added, a Series of

Documents from. 4.D. 1636 to .AJ>. 161&.
Together with lilustrationB from'Contem-
poraiySoBxees. '-New Edition, revised by
Bev. F. Fbooieb.

Henry's (Matthew) Commentary on
the Psalms. Nutnerout lUustratiom,

Pearson, on the Creed. New Edition.

vWith' Analysis and Notes.

Philo'^Jadeens, Works of; the con-

itemponary^of Josephua. ^XzanslAted ^^
C. D. Tonge. In 4 vola.

,

Socrates' Eoolesiastical History,, in
continuation of Eusebius. With the Notes
'bfrValefSiiia.

iiosomen's . Soolesiastiiial ,iKifitoiT!

from A.D. 324-UO :,iu>d.ihe Ecclesiastical

History of Philosto^giua.

Theodoret and Evagrius. .Ec(J«sias-

.tical Hlstorlea, bom a.d. 333 . to a.d. 12>
' 4ad front a.d.'431 to a-j>. 644.

Wieseler's Ghronological'jSynopaiB of
the Four Gospels. Translafted rfoy.'GAiNON

Venasles. New Edition, revised.



SOHITB VABIOUS LIBBASIE8.

ANTIQUARIAN LIBRARY.
36 Voli, at S5. each.

Bede'i Ecclegiastieal Historr, and
tha Anglo-Saxoa Chronlole.

Bostbios's Coneolatioji of FMloso-
nbjr. In Anglo-Saxon, vlth the A. 8.

Metres,. and sn EogUsfa TrssslatiQn, b;
thaBev.S. Fox.

Brand's FopidarAntlqnitiei of Eng,.
land, SootUmd/iSBd Irotand. BjrSlrHniBi

ChronioleB of ths ernBaden), Richard
of Devizes, Geoffrey de Ylnsaot Ijoid da
Jolnville.

Oyer's British Popular Customs,
Present and Past. An Account of the
various Games and Customs associated
with diiferent days of the year. By tlie

Eev. T. F. Thiseltoh DraR, M.A. With
Index.

tarlj Travels in Palestine. Willi-
bald, Sffiwolf, Benjamin of TudelA. Man-
tdevijle, La Brooqulere, and Manndrell];
all unabridged. Editol b? Thouab
Weight.

Mlis's £arl7 English Ketrisal Bo>
mances. Revised by J. 0. Halliwell.

morenee of Worcester's Chronicle,
with the Two Continuations .' oompTlslng
Annals ot English History to ths Beign of
Edward I.

Sesta Bomanorum. Edited by "Wtn-
NABD HOOFSE, B.A.

SKraldus Cambrensits' Historical
Works : Topography ofvlrdlcmd ; History
of the Oonquegt of Ireland; Itinerary
through Wales ; >and Description of Wales.
With index. Edited by:thos.Weight.

Henry of Emttingdon'a Sittory of
the Englisili from'^e Boman Invasion to

~ Heiiry II. ; with the Acts oflOng Stephen,

la.

Jnguliih'e Chronicle of the Abbey of
. Oroyland, with /Hhe Contlnoations by Peter

of Blois and other Writers. By H. T.

Keightley'» Fairy Mythology. J?V-o»-

titpiece by Cruikshan/e,

Xapsins's Letters from Egypt,' Ethio-
pia, and the Peninsula of SlnaL

Mallet's K^orthem Antiquities. By
Bishop Feboy. With an Abstract of th«
Eyibiggla Saga, by Sir Waltub Soora.
Edited by J. A. Blaoswell.

Haroo Polo's Travels, The Trana-
latlon of Marsden. Edited by Thokab
Wright,

Matthew Paris'sphronicle. In 5 vols.

FiBST Sectioh : Boger of Wendover's
Flowers of l&jglish History, from ths
l>escent of the Saxons to A.D. 1335,
lYanslatlBiJ by Dr. SCEa. Id 3 vols.

8W30HD SKOSPiaA: Trom 12SS to 1S!8.
With Index to the entire Work. Is
3 vols.

Hatthew of Westminster's'Mowen
of History, especially such as relate to the
affiiiis of Britahi ; to a.d. 136?. TrsESlatetS
by C. D. TOHGB. In 2 vols.

Ordericns Titalis' Ecclesiastical His-
tory of England and Normandy. Trans-
lated with Notes, by T. FobHstm, M.A.
In 4 vols.

•Pauli's (Dr. B.) Life of Alfred the
Or^t ''Translflied from the German. To
'Wllich'ls appended Alfred's Anglo-Saxon
version of <^ius, with a literal Transla-

^ tion^ and ' an ' Anglo«Ssxon Grammar and
Glossary.

'EogerSeqSoveden'ft Annals of Eng.
lish History ; from A.D. ?3S to A>D.' 1201
^Edited by H. T. Kiley. In 2 vrts.

Six Old '^gUsh Chronicles, ~1riz.:~>

Asser's Life ofAlfred^ -and the Chronicles
of Ethelwerd, GHldas, Nennias, Geoffrey
of Monmonth, mid Blbhard iit Slien-
cester,

William of Halmesbnxy's Chronicle
of the Kings of England. Translated by
Sharpk \

Yule-Tide Stories. A Coiiection of
Scandinavian Tales «hd Traditions. Edited

by B. Thobfz,

ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY.
84 Vols, at-Bs. eadkt excepting thou marked othervfise.

Allen's Battles of the British NaTy.
Revised and enlvg^ Ifimermt fnt
Porirmtt, In 2 vols.

Andersen's Danish Irf^ends and
Fairy Tales. With many Tales notln any

other edition. Translated by Cavolini
Pbaohki. mo Wood Sngravingi.

Ariosto's Orlando Furioso. hn Eng-
Ush'Terse. By W. S. Boex. 3V<«fc» >£«
'Brq/ramitgt. In S vols.

Bechstein's^age and Chai&ber Birdr.
Including Sweet's Warblers. Enlarged

' edition. yvmurout-pks^.
*.* All other editiansian«brldged.

With the pkte$ colmred. 7s. Sd.
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Bonomi's Nineveh and iti Falacet.
^0w iLditlon, revised and considerably
enlarged, both in matter and Flatee.

Upwards nf 300 JBngravins^

Bntler'a Hndibrai. With Taiiorum
Notes, a Biography, and a (^neial Indez.
Edited by HiHsr S. Bohk. UTarty 6«au-

ttfui lUmtratima.

; or, further illustrated with
62 Outline Partraiti. In 2 vols. lOi.

Cattermole'B Eveningz at Haddon
Hall. 24 emquitite Engramnga on Steel,

from deeignt by himself the Letterpresi
by the BABozncas De Cababsxxa.

Ghuia, Fictorial, Seseiiptife; and
Hlfltorjcal, with ^me Account ot Ava and
the Bnrmese, Biam, and AuasL Seorl^
too Miatrations,

Craik's (G, L.) Fnisoit of Enowlsdgs
ondo; Difflcnltlea, lllastrated by Aneo-
dotei and Memolra. Beviaed Edition.
Wvth nwmerf/ue Foriraitx.

Cruikshank's Three CourEseii and a
OssBert. A Series of Tales, with 60 ku-
irwrout THuttrationt by Cfruikiluink.

Punch and Judy, With 24
lllustratioiiB. 5s. With Coloored Plates.

1l. 6d. •

Sante. Trandatedbyl.CWBiOHT.M.A.
NevB)ditlQn,carBfnllyreTlBed. Portrait, emd

, 34 TQxixbraiiijonx on SUA, ^fber FJaamum.
Didron'B History of Christian Art

in the Middle Ages. From the French.
Opfoards of ISO tnttUne Engravings,

Sjei (X. H,) The History of Pompeii

;

Its Buildings and Antiquities. An accoont
of the City, with a fnll description of the
Kemalns, and an Itinerary for Visitors,

Edited by T. H. Drsa, LL-D. nUie-
trated wiHi nearly 300 Wood £ngra/i>-

ingZf a Icerge', ifap, amd a Plan of the
.fVirum. A New Edition, reviaed and
brought down to l!j?4. ?i. M.

Sil Bias, The Adventures of. 24
Sngrimmfii on Steel, after Smirke, and
10 Strings by Oeorge Oruikshank. es.

Orinun'e Gammer Grethel ; or, Ger-
man Faliy Tales and Popular Stories.
Translated by Edsab Tatlob. Nwnerout
Woodcuts by Cruikshani. 3s. ed.

Holbein's Dance of Death, and Bible
Cuti. Upwards of 160 jui^Kte, heamti-
f^ly engraved in fao-HmiJa, witJi Intro-
duction and DescrlptlonB by the late
WsAsasB Douax and l>r. T. P. Dmoni.
2 vols, in 1. Ti. ed.

Eowitt's (Mary) Fictorial Calendar
of the SeasocB. Emlrodying 'the whole ol
Aiken's Calendar of Nature. Upwards of
100 Engravings.

(Mary and William) Stories
of English and Foreign Life. Twenty beau-
sifcii Engram'ig&.

24
'

India, Fictorial, Descriptive, and
Historical, from the Earliest Times. Up,
wards of 100 fine Engravings on Wood,
and a Map.

Jesse's Anecdotes of Dogs. New Edi-

tion, with large additions. Numerous fine
Woodcuts'after Rarvey, BeimjuU,and others,

— ; or, with the <uidition of 34
highly-finisJbsd Steel Ev^ramngs. Is. 6({.

King's Natural History of Frecions
Stones, and of the Precious Metals. With

_mmeroia Illustrations. Price OS.

Natural History of Gems
or Decorative Stones. Eindy Illustrated.

61.

Handbook ofEngraved Gems.
Einely IWuxtrated. 6>.

Kitto's Scripture Lands and Biblical
Atlas. 24 Maps, beauiifuUy engraved on
Steel, with a Consnlting Indez^
^—^ ; with the maps coloured, It. 6d.

Krummacher's Parables. Translated
from the German. Forty Hhistrations by
Clayton, engraved by Datxiel.

Lindsay's (Lord) Letters on Igypt,
Edom, ani the Holy Land. New Edition,

enlarged. Thirty-siot beOMl^iiful Engrav-
ings, and 2 ifapt.

Lodge's Portraits of Illustrious Per-
nonages of Great Britain, with Memoirs.
Two Eundred emd Forty Portraits, en-
graved on Steel. 8 vols.

Lot^eUow's Poetical Works.
Twenty-four page Engraoings, by Birket
Foster and oSurs, and a PortraiL

; OT,withoutittmtrations,5s.Sd.
— Prose Works. 16 j?arre En-
gravings bv Birket Foster, &c.

Loudon's (Bis.) Entertaining Natur-
alist. Revised by W. 8. Duus, FX.S.
With nearly 600 Woodouts.

Harryat's Masterman Seady; or,
The Wreck of the FaclSo. M Woodcuts.
as.ed.

Poor Jack. Vvith 16 Mat-
tratians, after Designs by O. Sta/nfieU,
S.A. 3s. ed:

• Mission ; or, Scenes in Af-
rica. (Written for Young People.) JUtit-

trated by Oitbert and DalHel. 3s. td.

Pirate ; and fhraa Cutters.
New Edition, with a 2d*)molr of tb£
Anther. With 8 Steel Engravings, from
Dramngi by O. Stemlield. S.M 3s ed.

Privateers - Man One Hun-
dred Tears Ago. Eight Engravingi on
Steel, after Stothard. 3s. ed.

Settlers in Canada. New
Edition. Tea fine Engravings by Gilleri
andDaisiel. as.6d.



BOEN'B VABIOna LIBBAatEB.

Maxwell's Tictorisn of 'WeUlngtoffl
aad the BritlBta Annlea. Sted Utigramngi.

Michael Angelo and Kaphael, their
LiTOS and Worka. By Ddppa and Qda-
imaribsE dk Qnraoi. With xa JSngrmingt
onSteA

naUet'* Hiotory of the Anglo-Sax-
0)12. Written In ajpopnlar style, on the
DMta of Sharon Turner. Fortran of
Aiyrta, Ma^ of Samm Britain, and 13
dciborcUs Enffravingi on SieeL

Milton's ¥oetical Works. WitJs a
Memoir by Jambs Mohtqou£B7. Todd's
Verbal Index to all the Poems, and Ex-
planatory Notes. With 120 Engraoings
hi Thxm^ton and aSurt, from Drmnngi
hi W. Earveji. S vols.

Vol. 1. Paradise Lost, complete, wltb
Memoir, Kotes, and Index.

ToL 2. Paradise Regained, and otiiar
Foemi, with Verbal Index to all the
Poems.

Hadie'c British Biids. Berised b;
W. 0. L. Mabfih, Fifts-tuio Sif/wra and
I Plata Iff Eggt. In 2 vols.

; or, with the platet eaiouredl,

, ?i. 6d. per vol.

Haval and Military Heroes of Ckeat
Britain ; or. Calendar of Victory. Being a
Record of British Valonr and^Conqneai
by Sea and Land, on every day In the
year, from ike time of William the
Conqneror to the Battle of InJKemuum.
Hy M^or JoHKs, R.M., and Lleatenant
P. H. HiooLAS, K.W. Tamty-fmsr Pof
iraitt. 6(.

iricolini's History of the Jesuits;
taeis Origin, Progress, Doctrines, and De-

signs. Fine Portraitt qf LoyiHa, Lainit,
Xamer.Borgia, Aegvaviva, Fire Ut,Ckaiit,

and Fopt ehuteaniitti.

Fetrarch's Sonnets, and other Foems,
Translated Into English Verse. By varlons

hands. With a Life of the Poet, by
Thohas Oabipbbll. Witk 16 Engraoixigs.

Pickering's EQstory of the Baces of

Man, with an Analytical Synopsis of the

Natural History of Man. By Br. Hall.
lUuitrated iy tvumixma Portraits.

——,OT,miht/uplatea(!oloured,7s.Gd,
%* An excellent Edition of a work orS'

glnally published at 31. 31. by the
American (Jovemment.

Hctorial Handbook of Modem Geo-
graphy, on a Fopnjor Plan. 3l. 9dL libit-

iratii hi ^^ Sntiramngi and 51 Jfopi. 6s.

or, wUA tha maps eoleared.

Zt. 6d,

Fope'a Poetical Works.
ROBKBT CABaUTHXaS.
gramngi. 2 vols.

Edited by
Ifumerout Bn-

Pope's Homer's Iliad. With Intio-
aoctlon and Notes by J. S. Waisou, M.^.
Ittmtrated hi the mtirs Seria of flea-
man't Detigm, hamtifuV/y tngraixi by
SCoaa (in HuifuU Svo. >i<e).

' Homer's Odyssey, Hymns,
&o., by other translators, Indndlng Chap-
man. and Introduction and Notes by J. S.

Waison, M.A. Mamnan's Designs beau-
iifttdl) engracei hi Xout.

Life, Including many of his

Letters. By RonxRi GABBUTHXBa. New
Edltlon.revlaed and enlarged. UlMxtrafiom.
Th6 preceding e volt, maks m oompUtt
and ekgtmi edition itf Pop^s Podical
Vorki and Himslatumt for 2S<,

Pottery and Fcreelain, and other Ob-
jects of Vertu (a Stdde to the Knowledge
of). To which is added an Bbgraved Llal

of Maries and Monograms. By HiuiSY
Qt. BOHH. Nvmeroat Engravingi.——- ; or, coloured. 10s. 6<i.

Front's (Father) Eelictnes. Revised
Edition. Twenty-one spirited Etchin^t

hi Maclise. 6s.

Becreations in Shooting, b;
" CuAVEN." New Edition, revised and
enlarged. 63 Engraitingt on Wood, oftert

Sarvey, and 9 Engramffigs 07t Steei, ohixfiy

^fter A, Cooper, EuL
Bedding's History and Sescriptiona

of Wince, Ancient and Modem, Twenty
ieautifiil Woodevit.

Bennie's Insect Architeotore, sevt

Edition. Revised by the Rev. J. a.

Wood. M.A.
Bobinaon Crusoe. With Dlustrationa

by SitwHAED and Haevey. Tvielwieaui^-

fut Engraoingi on atesl, and ?4 on Wood,

; or, without the Steel iHustra-

tioni, 31. ed.

Boms in the Nineteenth Centnry.
New Edition. Keviaed by the Anther.
njjfstri!^ hi 3< Stal Xngremngs,
2 vols.

Sharpe's History of Egypt, from the

EarUest Times till the Conqneat by the

Arabs, a.d. €40. By Samdel Shabpr^
With 2 Maps and upwards of 400 lUns-

trative Woodcuts. Sixth and Cheaper
Edition. 2 vols.

Southey'fl Life of Helsoa. With
Additional Notes. Illustrated viiBt 64

Engravings.

Starling's (Misa) Moble Deeds of

Women j or, Examples of Female Courage,

Fortitude, and Virtue. Murtem IBmtra-
iion*.

Stnart and Bevett's Antiquities o^

Athens, and other Monuments of (itreece.

JUmtrated in 71 Stall Platet, end mi-
mavut Woodeuti.
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Tales Of the Oenii ; or, the Seliglitfal
Ler^ons of Horam. Nwnerotu Woodouta^
tmii 8 SiKl Engramngz, aiften^ Staihardi.

TaEao'8 Jerosalem OelxTered, Trans-
lated into English SpenaerlAD Verae, witb
a Ufa of the Author. By J. H. Wnriffl.
£^)ht engramngt on Steel, mni Si on
Wood, bji Tkartton.

Walker's Kanly Eseroises. Con-
lainlng Sfcat^g, ^dlng, DriTlsg, Hnutilng,

Shooting^- Sailing, Rowing, Swimming, &o.
Now £ditiuQ, revised by " Ceavwt."
Farty-fmsF Steel Plabet, snd numerout
Wmicua.

Walton's Complete Angler, Edited
by HlBVABi) JisBiilEBq. VpiawiU qf
903 Sn^sminffs.

; or, with 26 addiii/mal page
lUtistraticra m SieO, II. ei.

Wellia^n, Life of. From the ma-
terials of Maxwell. Eislhtem Stvreninffi,

Westropp'E'Handbookof Arohasology
l<iew Edition, revised. Nlwteroug JlUli-

trations. Is, 6d.

WUte's Katuial Sistoiy of Sel-

bome. With Botes by Sir Wkhak Jab-
smu and Eswabd Jisbie,' Esq. JUmiratei
6y 40 J^sravinge.

U.ed.
; or, aith the plate* eokmred.

Young, The, I,ad;r's Book. A Ma-
nnal of Elegant Becreations, Arts, Sciences,

and Accomplishments. 'Fwelm Svnd/rei
WoodGi£t IlhistratKmt, and smral En-
framings on Steei.\ It. Od.

; or, cloth gilt, gilt\ edgte, 9s.

CLASSICAL LIBRARY.
95 VoU. at Ss. each, westing thou marked otherwise.

JS^sohylns translated into Ilnglish
Verse by A. Swakwtcb:.

. iiitei^iy iranslated into

English Prose by an Oxonian. 30. ^d.

, Appendix to. Containing
the BeadlngB given m BeffiuAnn's postbn-
moQS edition o! iekiChylBi. By fisoBOX
BuBOTB, M.A. 3t. ei.

Ammianos Marcellinai, History of

KomelromConBiantJaa toValens. Traue°
latedbyCD.YoHGi.B^ Db)6.Tol..J«.6d.

Antoninus. The Thoughts of the
i^peror Marcus Anrellns. Translated by
&VO. LoHQ, M.A. 3t. id.

Apsleias, the Solden JLsi; Death of

.Socrates ; Ilorida ; and Disoonree on Magic.
To which is added a Matrl!:al Vacslon of

Onpld . and Psyche ; and Mia. Tlghe'tr

Psyche, fi^cnti^iieoe.

Aristophanes' Comedies. literall;

TranslatAd, with 'Notea and E^ctracta from
Fnro'B and other Hetrlcial VeiBions, b;
W.J.-Hiosn. 3 Toll.

Vol 1. Ach<»iiiana, Kqigiitii, dondi,
Waaps, Peace, and Birds.

YoUl. Lysistrata, Thesmophorlaznscs,
Frogs, Eccleslaznsaa, and Plutns.

Arlntotla's Ethics. Literally Trans-
lated toy ATChdeacop Bbowns, lateClassical

Professor oS King's College.

Politics and Economies.
Translated by E. W&1.FOBD, IMLA.

" — Metaphysics, Literally Trans-
lated, with -Notes, Analysla, KyarhiTiatlon

Questions, and' Index, by the Bev. JoHV
H. M'MAaon, M.A., mdOddUfidaUlEt In

UetHphysica, T.CJ).

Aristotle's History of Animals. InTen
aoo&ti. Translated, with Notes and Index,
by RiOHABD CUBSSTi'SU., M.A.

——— Organon ; or, Logical Trea-
tises. Wiith Notes, tK. By 0. IT. OwBS^SILA.
3 Tola., 31. ed. each.

Bhetoric and Footles. Lite-
rally Translated; with Examlnaitlon Qaei-
tlons and Notes, 'by an Oxonian.

Athenseut. The Deipnosophists ; or,

the Bai^qaet of the Learned. ^TranslAted

|)y C D, XONGB, B-Au ' 3 TOlg.

Caesar, > Complete, with the Alexan-
drian, African, and Spanish- Wars. 'Lite-

raUy Translated, «ittli Notes.

Oatullns, Tihullnsj 'and the Vigil of
Venue. A Literal^ Prose TrfmalAtton. To
which ace added Metrical Versions by
Lamb, QaAJHGXO, and otbarg. JirmHB'
Vieas.

Cicero's Orations. Literally Trana-
lated by C. D. Yosax, B.A.. ' In « vols.

Vol. 1. Contains the Orations against
Verres, &c J'ortraii.

VoL a. Catiline, ArchUi, .Agrarian

Law, Bablrlus, M-oreno, Sylla, &c.

Vol. 3. Orations for hla Honse, Planclni,

Sextina, CoelinB, MUo, Llgarlns,- fta

VoL 4. Mlscellaneons t)rationB, and
Ehetorical Works ; with Oenezal In-
dex to the fbnr Tohunea.

-^—— on the Hature of the 6oda,
l>lTinatlon,'fate, LawB, -a Republic, Ac,
Translaisd by 0. D.' YoBSs. B.A., and
F. Babhax.



BOnirS VABI0U8 LISBABIMB.

Cicero's AeademicB, Oe Finibiu, and
iunuulBn Qnestlonfi, . Sy C. D. Tohqb,
B.A. Witb Skatsh of ttie Qieek Ptailo-

fiopher.

— Oaicei, Old Age, JfrientUMp,
Solplo's Dream, Par£4oxefi, &C. Literally

Tlftzi3latfld. by B. EDKonos. 82. 6^
on Oratory and Oratoro, By

J. 8. Wamos, M.A.

Semosthenei' Oratioiu. Tranelated,

wish natei, by 0. RAim EmnoDT. In E
volumes.

Vol. 1. The Olynthlio, FhlUpplo, and
other Fnbllo OisUons. 3<. id.

Vol. !i. On the Orown and en the Esi-

Vol. 3. Againet Lep&lnee, MldlM, An-
j^rotrlon^ and-ArlBtooratAS.

Vol 4. Privnto and other OntUonl.
Vol B. Mlscellaneoos Oratlonfl.

Dictionary of Latin Quotations, la-

clndlRg Proverbs, Maxima, MottoeB, Law
TermB, and Phrases ; and x- Collection Oi

above SOO Greek Qnotatlons, With all the
qnantltieB marked, & Itinglish Translatloni.

-, with Index Verbonm. 6«.

Index Yerbomm only. \t.

Diogenes Laertins, JLives and Opin-
ions Of the Ancient FfalloGophera. Trana-
lated, with Noteg; byXlj D. Tohoi.

Epictetas. Siacourses, with. Eachei-
ridion and Fragments. Translated with
Notes, by dBOBOBi Lobq, M.a.

SnripideB. Lit«sillx.T™oslatei 2to1s.

Vol 1. Hecnba, Oresten, Medea, Hlppo-
lytnfl, '.Alcestls, , BaGches. Heraclid^e,

Iphlgenla In Aollde, and Iphlgenla In

Tanns.
VoL'SI. HercitilM^Fiuena, Troadei, Ion,

' Ajidromache, SnppUanta, Helen,
Electra, Cyclops, ^esna.

Sreek Anthology. Inteially Trans-

lated. -With Metiieftl Versions by vxAty&i

Anthore.

Bomaneei of Heliodomi,
Longns, and Achlllei Tantu.

Eero^otne. A New and Literal

Translation, ^y Hehbt.Caby, M.A., ej

Worcester College, Oxford.

Hegiod,>'%aMimaehng, • and Theognii.
Literally Tramtated,'- with Notes, by J.

Banss, M.A.

Homer's Iliad, Xiterally Translated.

' Odyssey, Hymns, *c. Lite-

rally Translated.

Horace. Literally Translated, by
Shabt. Carefslly revised by an Ozohiait.

31. 6d.

Justin, Comeliiu IfepoSiand Satro-
plus. Literally Translated, with Notei
and Index, by irS. Waxsoh. M.A.

Juvenal, Persius, Sulpicia, and La-
clllns. By L. Evaho, M.A. With the
Metrical Version by Gllffard. PrfmtmiijKi

Iiivy, A new and Literal I'rajosiation,

By Dr. Spiij,ab and others. la 4-voli!.

Vol. I. Contains Boota i-^fi.

Vol. % Books »—26.

Vol. S. Books 2»—38.
Vol. 4 RookB 37 to the end ; and Ijjdex,

Lucan's Pharsalia. Translated, with
Notes, by H. T. Ritm

Lncretine, Litemlly Translated, with
Notes, By the Kev. J. S. Watboh, MA.
And the Metrical Version by J. M.Qoon,

Kartial's Epigrams, complete. Lite-

rally Translated. Each accompanied by
one or more Verse Translations selected

flrom the Works cf ii^nglish Poets, and
other Boorcefi, 'With a coplons Index.
Double volnme (660 pai^es). "it. 8(2.

Ovid's Works, complete, LiteiaUr
-Translated. 3 vols.

Vol. I. Bastl, Trlstla, Epistles, «€.
Vol. 2. Metamorphoses.
Vol a. ^eroid«a. At* -^<' l.{wa..&';,

Phalaris, Bentley's Dissertation on.
5s.

i Pindar, laterally Translated, by Daw-
son W. TosinGB, and the Metrical Yeroloa
by Abbahak MooBiE.

-Plato's Works, Translated by the
Bev. H. Cabt and otheni. In € vols.

VoU 1. The-Apolofsy of Socrates, CMto,
PhEedo, Gorgias, Pro'.agoras, Phsedma,
Thesstetns. Enthyphron. Lysis.

Vol. 2. TheBepnbllc Timsns, b Cntias,

Vol. 3. Mono, Enthydemns, Tha So.

phist. Statesman, CratylnSi Farme-
nldea, and tbe Banquet.

Vol. t. PhUebni, Chartoldei, Idwhes,
The Two Aldbiadea, and Ten othsr
Dialogues.

Vol. B. The Lawn.
Vol. 6. The Doubtlnl Works. With
General Index.

Dialogues, Analysis anc Index
to. With Befeiencee to the Translation
In' Bohn'fi Classical Library. Br I>. Day.

Flantus's Comedies. Literally 'itans-

Iated,''«tth' Notes, by H: T.Bilr, B.A.
In 2 vols.

Pliny's Hatnral History, Translated,
with Coplons Notes, by the late Jobk
BosTOcs, M.D., F.B.S., and H. T. BiLS7,
BJIl. In 6 vols.

FUny the Younger, The Letters of,

Mblkoth's Translatiom revised. By the
Rev. F. C T. BosANQmsT, M.A.

Plutarch's Horals. By C. W. Kins,
M.A.

Propertius, Petronius, and Johannes
Secniidns, and Aristenaetus. laterally
Xranslaufd, jmd accompanied by Poetical
Version!, from var'.ons souroeg.

2t



A OATALOQVS Off

Qniatilian'i Inatitutei of Oratory.
Literally Trsnolated, with Notes, Ik., b;
J. 8. Watson, M.A. In a voli.

Salludt, :P!ora«, and Valleius Pater-
inlni. With Copious Notes. Biographical
Notlcoi, and Index, by J. S. Waison.

tsphoolet. The Oxford TraBsktion
revised.

^Standard Library Atlai of Classical
Qeogi'aphy. Twenty'two large colowi6
Ma^t atxording to the latest auihoritiet.

With a complete Index (accsntoated),

giving; the latitude and longltade o7 eyezr
place named In the Maps. linp.8yo, 7l. 6a.

Sferabo'g 0eo^apliy. Translated,
with Coploiu Notes, by W. Faloonhb,
M.A., lod £L CHAmLTOS, Eeq. With
Indetic, KlvlnK the Ancient and Moilern
Nasael. In 3 vols..

Saetonin!!' Lives of the Twaly«
Cseaara, Ujd other Works. Thomson's
Translation, revised, vlth Noten. by T.
FOBI!STKIi.

Tacitus, Literally Translated, with

Notes. In 3 Tola.

Vol. 1. The Annals.

Vol. 2. The History, OermanU, Agri-

cola, Sea. With Index.

Terence and PhssdrM. By H. T.

Rixi:?. B.A.

Theocritus, Bion, Moschus, ana
Tyrtssns. By J. Bahks, MA. With the

Metrical Versions of Chapman.

Thncydides, Literally Translated by

Rev. H. Dalb. In 3 vols. 3j. M. each.

Virgil, LiterallyTranslated by David-
BOH. Hew Edition. oarefiUly rnvtsed. 3<. Sd.

Zenophon's Works, in 3 Vols.

Vol. 1. The Anabasis and Memorabilia.

Translated, with Notes, by J. S. Wai-
aoN, M.A. And a Geographical Com-
mentary, byW. F. AiNSWO'siH, F.SjL.,

F.S.a.S., &o.
Vol. 2. Cyropesdla xai Hellenlct. By

J. 3. Watsoh, M.A., and the Eev. H.
Daui.

Vol. 3. The Minor WorkJ. B» J. 8.

Waisoh, M.A.

SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY.
C6 FoEt. at S<. each, dictating ihote marJiti otherwitt.

&«!£Biz anil Gould's Comparativa
Physiology. Enlarged by Dr. Wbiqht,
VpvMsnU qf 400 ^ngravingt.

Bacon's Sotxuu Organum aad Ad-
vancement of Learning. Complete, wlt&
Notes, by J. Dkvxt. M.A.

Bailey's Manual of Teclmical Analy-
sis. A Guide lor the Testing of Natmra!
and Artificial Substances. By B. H. Paul,
100 Wood Sngrikmngt.

BSIDOEWAT£B T££ATIS£S.-~
-——- Bell on the Hand. Its M echa-
nlsm and Vital EDdowmenta as evincing

Design. Stmnth EiitUm Seoitat.

» Kirby oa the History, Habits,
and Instincts of Animals. Edited, with
Notes, by T. Rymbb Joetes. ^vmertKH
Sngramn^i,memy ofvikick art addiUmuA.
In % Tola.——- Kidd 9n the Adaptation of

External iSatnre to the Physical Condition
of Man. 3«. Hi.

———- Whewell's Astronomy and
General Physics, considered wlti refer-

enoe to Natural Theology, it. 6d.— Chalmers on the Adaptation
of External Naiure ijd the Moral and Is-
telifictnal Constitution of Man.
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BRIDGEWATER TREATISES—coKi.

~ Front's Treatise on Chemis-
try, Meteorology, and Digestion. Edited

by Dr. J. W. Gbumtb.

— Bncldand'c 'Seology and
Mineralogy. 2 vols. 151.

<——~ Boget's Animal and Vege-
table Phyalolagy. Ultitirated. In 2 vol*.

6t. each.

Jarpenter's (Dr, W. B.) Zoology. A
Systematic view of the Stmctnre, Habits,

Instincts, and Uses, of the principal Fami-
lies of the Animal Kingdom, and of the

chief forms of Fossil Komalns. Revised

by W. S. Dauas, F.L.S. Muitratei mih
numy liundred Wood Sngramngt, In
2 volB. 6s. each.

——— Mechanical Philosophy, As-
tronomy, and Horology. A Fopnlai Ez-
poaltlon. 131 IChatrationt.

Vegetable Physiology and
Systematic Botany. A complete Intro-

duction to the Knowledge nf PlantP^

Revised, nnder arrangement with the

Author, by E. LAniostEB, M.D., &c.
Seactiil hu/na/red Uhixtratioru on Wood* 6&

..^ . Animal Physiology. In pai t

re-wrltten by the Author. Onoardt of

800 capita! IHuttToiiom. Sc










